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INTRODUCTION

PRIOR to the issue of the order prohibiting the publication of new periodicals, it had been intended that the School should produce a quarterly journal dealing with Oriental languages. Although this is now impossible, it has been determined, for the purpose of making known to a large public the aims and objects of this School, to issue the present Bulletin, which contains, in addition to a few articles of Orientalist interest such as would naturally characterize the journal of the School and which had already been contributed to the first number, a history of the various movements which ultimately led to the foundation of this institution and a record of the opening ceremony by His Majesty the King.

In the Charter of Incorporation, it is provided that the "purposes of the School are to be a School of Oriental Studies in the University of London to give instruction in the languages of Eastern and African peoples, ancient and modern, and in the literature, history, religions, and customs of those peoples, especially with a view to the needs of persons about to proceed to the East or to Africa for the pursuit of study and research, commerce or a profession". The practical side will in no way prejudice the development of the purely academic aims of the School, for it is intended that it shall become a centre of Oriental research, and that students of the most advanced type may be attracted.
here by the opportunities offered for guidance in their studies. We shall in this way provide in one institution both for the practical and the literary branches of language study. It is hoped that we may attract in large numbers private individuals who will study what we teach for its own sake. The encouragement of the amateur of Oriental subjects must be one of the important features of this School. For until the number of amateurs of these studies is vastly increased, it is impossible that an intelligent knowledge of those distant countries with which England is so intimately connected should be widespread. There is no reason why Oriental learning should remain the monopoly of a few enthusiasts in the East and a handful of students in the West. Oriental studies have as much right to a place in the ordinary scheme of education as any of those studies which now command universal attention.

Two great obstacles have hitherto impeded the spread of Oriental studies: (1) the difficulties which are supposed to attend the acquirement of Eastern tongues; and (2) the absence of proper incentives.

The average Englishman has an exaggerated view of the difficulties which attend the study of Oriental languages as compared with Western tongues: and this is much to be regretted, for, although all Eastern languages have a strange appearance to those who do not know them, it is in practice only the first step that costs. The number of persons who have any idea of the languages spoken by our fellow-subjects east of Suez is lamentably small, and not till such misconceptions are dismissed can we hope for the spread among our own people of that knowledge of the East which is so essential to the happy relations which should exist between European and Oriental races. Further than this, there is no doubt that many persons possess latent gifts for languages, which are never discovered unless they happen to have their enthusiasm accidentally aroused. Some of the greatest scholars in Oriental languages whom the world has produced have begun their studies in a purely dilettante spirit. Notable examples are Sir William Jones, who founded the Asiatic Society of Bengal; George Sale, the translator of the Koran; and Thomas Chenery, the translator of Hariri.

No doubt such languages as Chinese and Japanese, with their picturesque but inexhaustible hieroglyphics, offer difficulties not
to be met with in languages written with an alphabet; yet one year's serious study of Chinese, combined with enthusiasm and courage, will take any average mortal deep into the literature, feeling, and mentality of the Chinaman. As Mr. Fisher, President of the Board of Education, said in a recent speech: "Every little scrap of knowledge, however superficial, however it may be collected, like the food the birds pick up in the forest, is worth something." If everyone who expressed a desire to learn Chinese were told that that language contained 50,000 characters, of which a vast number are strange to the best educated Chinaman, he would very naturally feel discouraged. If, on the other hand, he were told that the mastery of a few hundred characters would enable him to read and enjoy the Confucian Analects with the aid of a translation, he might be encouraged to embark on the study of this wonderful language, and realize the keen pleasure and intellectual gain which this study provides.

But none of the other languages taught in this School offer such difficulties as Chinese and Japanese. Malay, for example, is simplicity itself as far as grammar is concerned, while Persian, in spite of its unfamiliar alphabet, is an easy language to acquire.

In War-time all are busy, and there is practically no such thing as a leisure class. But when the War is over, thousands of men and women who have been actively employed will find themselves without an occupation, and among them are many who have shown themselves gifted in languages. It is hoped that some of these will ultimately find their way to the School of Oriental Studies and there discover an object of lifelong study.

The absence of proper incentives is the other main cause of the dearth of students of Oriental languages—for no prospect of a livelihood could reasonably be held out to anyone taking up these subjects in the past. Positions commanding a decent salary in the various Universities in England did not number in the British Isles a dozen all told, and the encouragement of language study in the Civil Service and in the Army has never been sufficient to arouse general enthusiasm. It is especially this want of practical encouragement that has so long delayed the establishment in this country of a School of Oriental Studies.

In this connexion attention may be drawn to the study of Hindustani. It is greatly to be regretted that a language which is understood throughout the length and breadth of India, and
which is spoken, though seldom correctly, by thousands of English men and women daily during their sojourn in that country, should so rarely be an object of serious study outside the small band of those who seek for rewards. Hindustani is a rich language and is capable of expressing the most varied shades of meaning. It possesses a large and growing literature covering almost every branch of thought, and many fine poets have written and are writing in it to-day. Undoubtedly many men and women in India would find their days hang less heavily on their hands had they such an engrossing hobby as the serious study of Hindustani to fall back upon.

It is by no means universally recognized that a beginning of this, as of all Eastern languages, can best be made at home. This is, of course, self-evident in the case of travellers, but it also applies to those who intend to reside in an Eastern country. For, apart from considerations of climate, which in most Oriental countries tend at the outset to reduce the energies, it is certainly the case that during the first year or so of residence in a totally strange country, a man's time is fully occupied in learning his new duties and in adapting himself to unwonted surroundings. Such are not the conditions in which to embark on the acquisition of a new language. On the other hand, if the newcomer arrives with a definite linguistic stock-in-trade, if he has mastered the alphabet, the rudiments of grammar, and even a limited vocabulary of the language spoken in the country of his adoption, he is not only able to adapt himself more readily to the new conditions but also to profit in a far greater measure by the language teaching which may be available locally, than one arriving without such equipment.

It may now be confidently presumed that with the creation of this School a fuller recognition will be given to the importance of Oriental studies, and that with this recognition better prospects will be held out both in the academic and in the practical spheres of activity; and it is to be hoped that the facilities now offered will bring about a marked and permanent increase in the number of Oriental students, and that the common interests, both human and literary, which have hitherto reposed on all too slender foundations may be correspondingly strengthened.

E. Denison Ross.
THE ORIGINS OF THE SCHOOL OF ORIENTAL STUDIES

The Director of the School of Oriental Studies has invited me to contribute to this first number of the Bulletin a sketch of the history of the foundation of the School. The present article has only the modest ambition of supplying to the future historian of the School certain references, dates, and facts indispensable for his task.

Professor T. W. Arnold\textsuperscript{1} states that the first School for Oriental Languages in London was the Oriental Institution, Leicester Square, established in 1818 by John B. Gilchrist\textsuperscript{2} under the patronage of the East India Company, mainly for teaching Hindustani to medical students, and that it ceased to exist soon after 1826; and that in 1825 Dr. Robert Morrison,\textsuperscript{3} the Chinese scholar (whose library was left to University College), founded a language institution in the City for teaching Chinese, Sanskrit, and Bengali, but that the Institution came to an end in 1828.

At University College, founded in 1826–8, Chairs of Hebrew, Oriental Literature, and Hindustani were established at an early date. At King's College, founded in 1829–31, Oriental Languages and Literature were taught from 1833 onwards. Further information in regard to the history of the Oriental departments at these two Colleges is given in the Appendices to the Reay Report.\textsuperscript{4}

\textsuperscript{1} See Report of Committee appointed by the Treasury (and presided over by Lord Reay) to consider the organization of Oriental Studies in London, with \ldots Appendices, 1909 (Cd. 4560). Price 1s. 4d. The Report is hereinafter referred to as the "Reay Report". The evidence was published as a separate volume (Cd. 4561), price 2s. 6d.

Professor Arnold's memorandum on previous efforts to create an Oriental School is printed as Appendix III (b) to the Report, pp. 45–8. The first schools for Oriental languages in the British Empire appear to have been the College at Fort William (1800–1854), of which Gilchrist was the first principal, and the East India College at Haileybury (1806–1857), a secondary school with seven teachers for Oriental languages, also established by the East India Company.

\textsuperscript{2} See articles in the Dictionary of National Biography on Gilchrist and Morrison.

\textsuperscript{3} See Appendix V to Reay Report, pp. 65–6, Memorandum by Dr. (now Sir) Gregory Foster and Dr. A. C. Headlam. For information in regard to the teaching carried on up to the date of foundation of the School of Oriental Studies see the annual Calendars of University College and of King's College.
On January 24, 1852, Professor H. H. Wilson, Director of the Royal Asiatic Society, in a lecture "On the present state of the Cultivation of Oriental Literature" said: "As long as English society is so incurious with respect to Oriental Literature, it need not be matter of surprise that the numbers and the labours of English scholars should be overshadowed by the much more imposing array of Continental Orientalists" (JRAS., xiii, 1852, p. 214).

At the outbreak of the Crimean War in 1854 it was realized how much the study of Oriental languages had been neglected in England, and Professor Max Müller at that time, and later in 1857 and 1858, with the assistance of Sir Charles Trevelyan, attempted to enlist further support for these studies; in the last-named year they proposed the foundation of an "Institution for the Cultivation of Asiatic Languages". Nothing, however, was done.¹

In May, 1884, Dr. G. W. Leitner founded an "Oriental University Institute" at Woking, but it is stated that it was never attended by any students.² From 1884 the Royal Asiatic Society and its members took an active interest in the matter. On November 19, 1883 (JRAS., n.s., xvi, 1884, p. 38), Professor H. A. Salmoné of King’s College read a paper "On the Importance to Great Britain of a study of Arabic", in which he contrasts the small facilities in Great Britain with those in foreign countries possessing Schools of Oriental Studies.

On May 17, 1886, Colonel Henry Yule, in his Presidential Address to the Society (JRAS., n.s., xviii, 1886, p. iv), stated that Mr. H. C. Kay had drawn the attention of the Council to a matter of which they were all too conscious, "the deplorably low ebb at which the study of Eastern languages and literature stands in this country," and had suggested the formation of a Special Committee to consider the causes of and possible remedies for that state of things. The Council of the Society appointed a Committee consisting of General R. Maclagan (as Chairman), Messrs. C. Bendall, F. V. Diekens, H. C. Kay, and T. H. Thornton, with Dr. R. N. Cust and Major-Gen. Sir Frederic Goldsmid, the Honorary Secretary and Secretary of the Society; Sir M. Monier-Williams was added later. The reference to the Committee was of a wide character, on the lines suggested by Mr. Kay, and

¹ See Appendices III (b) and XVI to Reay Report, pp. 45, 154
² See Appendix III (b) to Reay Report, p. 45.
included the following: "to consider the best means for the promotion of Oriental Studies in England." The Committee investigated the number of British appointments in Oriental languages and pointed out that there was a moderate number in England, and a larger number in India, but added: "It is a significant fact, and one far from creditable to us, that at present the supply of properly-qualified Englishmen is not sufficient, and that in order to fill some of the most important of the existing appointments we are obliged to have recourse to scholars trained in foreign seats of learning" (JRAS., n.s., xix, 1887, p. 347). They also stated that the main obstacle was that of endowment (loc. cit., p. 348). The Committee further reported (loc. cit., pp. 715–20) that they did not see their way to recommend an appeal to the Government, either of the United Kingdom or of India, for direct support in the shape of University or School endowment, but they recommended that letters should be addressed to the Governing Bodies of the principal Universities, Colleges, and Schools of the United Kingdom, inviting their assistance, and that similar letters should be addressed to certain City Companies. In the Annual Report of the Society for 1887 (JRAS., n.s., xix, pp. x, xi) and in the Presidential Address by Colonel Henry Yule it was reported that only thirty-one replies had been received, of which the President could only point to one as encouraging, viz., that from the Hebdomadal Council at Oxford. The only material support obtained was a subscription for ten guineas from the Merchant Taylors Company. Yule referred despondently to "the decay or diminution of the pursuit of Oriental studies in this country".

In the course of a discussion (on May 9, 1887) on the Report of the Committee, Professor Salmoné suggested the establishment of a special school in London "connected, if thought advisable, with the Imperial Institute", and the proposal was supported by Mr. Hyde Clarke and Sir Henry Rawlinson (JRAS., n.s., xix, pp. 504–5).

In the following September, Major (afterwards Lieut.-Col. Sir) C. M. Watson, R.E., following Professor Salmoné's suggestion, proposed that a School for Modern Oriental Studies should be established in London in connexion with the Imperial Institute.¹

¹ See Appendix XVI to Reay Report, pp. 153–6, on the History of the School of Oriental Studies founded in connexion with the Imperial Institute, by Professor Wyndham R. Dunstan, F.R.S. See also Appendix V (b) to Report, p. 66.
A new Committee was formed, of which Sir Thomas Wade and Sir Frederic Goldsmid were members. The School was formally inaugurated by a Lecture delivered by Professor Max Müller at the Royal Institution on January 11, 1890, with the Prince of Wales (afterwards King Edward VII) in the chair. As far as can be ascertained the only practical achievement of the School, which had no buildings or permanent income, was to arrange that the teaching in Oriental languages given at University College and at King's College respectively should no longer overlap. It received a donation in 1901 of £5,000 from the Misses Ouseley for the purpose of endowing scholarships in Oriental languages. The operations of the Committee of the School of Modern Oriental Studies of the Imperial Institute were brought to a close at the end of the year 1902, and in 1908, with the approval of the donors, the Ouseley Scholarship Fund was transferred to the University of London.

From 1892 onwards the history of the movement is closely connected with the movement for the organization of the University of London as a teaching University.

Evidence was given on the need for the development of the teaching of Oriental studies before the Gresham Commission on the University, which sat from 1892 to 1894, by Professor Max Müller, Lieut.-Col. Plunkett, R.E., and Dr. J. D. Pollen; and the Commission (of which Lord Reay was a member) reported that a large increase of the funds available for the teaching under the auspices of the Imperial Institute and of University and King's Colleges was necessary to enable the School to perform its task adequately; but this particular recommendation, as seen above, led to no result. The Report of the Commission and subsequent negotiations and compromises between the various bodies concerned led to the passing of the important University of London Act of 1898, and the reconstitution of the University in 1900, in accordance with the Statutes made by the Commissioners under that Act. By the new Act and Statutes the University added to its old functions as an examining body certain powers in regard to the control and organization of higher teaching in the London area, which have been developed by subsequent Acts.

The addresses and speeches at the Anniversary Meetings of the Royal Asiatic Society from 1894 onwards contain frequent references to the proposal to establish in London an Oriental School "on a better basis than the existing one", and the Society formally decided in 1894 to do all in its power to promote the establishment of such a School.¹

In December, 1897, Professor Salmoné read a paper before the Society (JRAS., 1898, April, pp. 212–21) "On the Importance to Great Britain of the establishment of a School of Oriental Studies in London", and moved:

"That the Royal Asiatic Society . . . should take the initiative in bringing about the establishment of a School for the study of Oriental languages in London, and that the Council be requested to consider the best means of carrying out the project." ²

The motion was unanimously agreed to.

I have found it impossible in the time at my disposal for the writing of this paper to trace the exact history of the movement at this point. It appears from the Report of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1900 (JRAS., 1900, p. 588) that the Commissioners under the University of London Act of 1898 were asked by the Council of the Society, but refused, to create a Faculty of Oriental Languages, History, and Archaeology in the reconstituted University; and for the next five years nothing more seems to have been done.

At the Anniversary Meeting of the Royal Asiatic Society on April 11, 1905 (JRAS., 1905, p. 592), Dr. (now Sir) George Grierson again spoke of the "crying need" for a School of Oriental Studies; and the initiation of the movement which led by consecutive steps to the establishment of the present School took place on November 13, 1905, when the Academic Council of the University of London, on the motion of Dr. A. C. Headlam, resolved to recommend the Senate to adopt the following resolutions:

¹ Speech by Lord Reay, May 8, 1894 (JRAS., 1894, p. 591).
² I have given the motion, not in its original form, but as amended in accordance with a suggestion by Lord Stanmore and Sir Raymond West, accepted by the mover. Apart from the action taken directly by the Society Professor Salmoné's paper led to the bequest by Major-General J. G. R. Forlong of a sum of £5,000, of which the interest was to be spent by the Royal Asiatic Society on Lectures on the Religions, History, Character, Language, and Customs of Eastern races at the School proposed. Two courses of lectures have already been delivered under this trust at our School.
"That a Committee be appointed to consider the re-organization of Oriental Studies in the University and to suggest a scheme therefor.

"That the Committee consist of (i) Representatives of the Senate; (2) Representatives of the Board of Studies in Oriental Languages; and (3) other persons, with power to communicate with other Bodies."

The Senate adopted the resolutions on November 22, 1905, and constituted the Committee as follows: The Chancellor (Lord Rosebery), the Vice-Chancellor [also Chairman of Convocation] (Sir Edward Busk), Dr. J. B. Benson, Dr. (now Sir) Gregory Foster, Dr. A. C. Headlam, Mr. H. J. Mackinder, Lord Reay, Senators; Professor T. W. Arnold, Sir Robert Douglas, Sir Charles Lyall, Professor J. W. Neill, Professor E. J. Rapson, Professor O. C. Whitehouse, Members of the Board of Studies in Oriental Languages; Sir Arthur Rücker, Principal of the University, Sir Walter Hillier, Mr. (now Sir) Felix Schuster, Mr. Walter Smith, and Dr. A. Cotterill Tupp, with power to appoint two members to represent the City of London College and the London Chamber of Commerce respectively.¹

The Committee invited various public Societies to appoint delegates to confer with them upon the subject of their reference, and a Conference was held on December 11, 1905, at which representatives of the following Societies and Associations were present: British Academy, Royal Asiatic Society, Central Asian Society, China Association, Anglo-Russian Literary Society, the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, London Missionary Society, British and Foreign Bible Society, African Society, and Victoria League.

The Conference recommended the Senate to authorize the Committee to present a Memorial to the First Lord of the Treasury asking him to appoint a Departmental Committee to inquire into the subject, and to receive a deputation. The Senate, on February 21, 1906, adopted a resolution on the lines suggested by the Conference, and approved generally a Draft Memorial submitted by a Sub-Committee of the Conference. The Memorial referred specially to an important paper on Oriental Studies in

¹ The Committee co-opted Mr. Sidney Humphreys, on the nomination of the City of London College, and Mr. J. H. Polak and Dr. H. J. Spenser on the nomination of the London Chamber of Commerce.
England and abroad, published by Professor T. W. Rhys Davids, of University College, in the Proceedings of the British Academy, vol. i, p. 183. It was presented by a deputation introduced by the Vice-Chancellor of the University (Sir Edward Busk) and by Lord Reay to Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman, First Lord of the Treasury, who was accompanied by Mr. Asquith as Chancellor of the Exchequer, and by Mr. John Morley (now Viscount Morley of Blackburn), as Secretary of State for India.

Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman received the Deputation favourably, and on April 20, 1907, the Treasury appointed a Committee to consider the organization of Oriental Studies in London with the detailed reference suggested by the Deputation. The Committee consisted of the following: Lord Reay, G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E. (Chairman), Lord Redesdale, G.C.V.O., K.C.B., Sir Alfred Lyall, G.C.I.E., K.C.B., Sir Thomas Raleigh, K.C.S.I., and Mr. A. R. Guest, with Mr. P. J. Hartog as Secretary. On March 30, 1908, Sir Montagu C. Turner was added to the Committee. The Committee examined seventy-three witnesses and signed their report on December 23, 1908. They summarized their arguments and conclusions as follows:

1. There is urgent need for the provision of suitable teaching in London for persons about to take up administrative or commercial posts in the East and in Africa.

A knowledge of the language, and some preliminary knowledge of the history and religions and social customs of the country to which they are appointed, is essential to such persons. Time will actually be gained, and it will be advantageous in other ways, if the first instruction is given in this country.

2. To meet the need referred to in the foregoing paragraph, a School of Oriental Studies should be built up from the nucleus of Oriental teaching now existing at University

---

1 Read on February 24, 1904.
2 For report of the proceedings see the Times of December 5, 1906.
3 Died August 17, 1916.
4 Died April 10, 1911.
5 The witnesses included M. Paul Boyer, Professor in, and now Director of, the École Spéciale des langues orientales vivantes, Paris; M. Sylvain Lévi, Professor of Sanskrit at the Collège de France, Paris; and Dr. E. C. Sachau, Professor of Semitic Languages in the University of Berlin and Director of the Seminar für Orientalische Sprachen, Berlin.
and King's Colleges, and should be incorporated in the University of London. The School should have a constitution similar in its main lines to that of University College. It should possess a name and home of its own.

(3) The School should provide both for living Oriental languages and for classical Oriental studies; but the Committee ask for a grant to be made from Government funds, at the foundation of the School, for living Oriental languages only. The first establishment of the School should be on the scale necessary to meet immediate requirements, and should be extended gradually.

(4) The School should possess a library, of which an important feature would be a collection of modern Oriental books and periodicals, kept up-to-date.

(5) The Committee desire specially to call attention to the disadvantage under which in this respect London lies as compared with Paris, Berlin, and St. Petersburg. As England is the country which above all others has important relations with the East, the fact that no Oriental School exists in its capital city is not creditable to the nation.

On September 27, 1909, Lord Redesdale opened a debate in the House of Lords on the subject of the Report of Lord Reay's Committee, in which Lord Morley of Blackburn, then Secretary of State for India, Lord Cromer, and Lord Curzon of Kedleston took part. Lord Morley stated that the Government were in full sympathy with the objects and with most of the detailed recommendations of the Committee.\(^1\) In March, 1910, the Secretary of State for India appointed a Departmental Committee with the following reference:—

To formulate in detail an organized scheme for the institution in London of a School of Oriental Languages upon the lines recommended in the Report of Lord Reay's Committee of 1909.

The members of the Committee were as follows:—


---

\(^1\) For report of the proceedings see the *Times* of September 28, 1909.

\(^2\) Lord Cromer died on January 29, 1917.
G.C.V.O. (Permanent Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs); Sir Charles Lyall, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., LL.D. (formerly Secretary, Judicial and Public Department, India Office); Dr. (now Sir) H. Frank Heath (Director of Special Inquiries and Reports to the Board of Education; Joint Secretary to the Royal Commission on University Education in London); Mr. P. J. Hartog, Academic Registrar of the University of London, to act as Secretary.

Sir Charles Hardinge (now Lord Hardinge of Penshurst) retired from the Committee on his appointment as Viceroy of India in June, 1910, and was succeeded by the Right Hon. Sir Arthur Nicolson (now Lord Carnock), P.C., G.C.B. (formerly Permanent Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs).

Sir John Knill retired from the Committee on November 9, 1910, and was succeeded in the Lord Mayoralty of London by the following, who have successively been members of the Committee: The Right Hon. Sir T. Vezey Strong, P.C., K.C.V.O., Sir Thomas Crosby, Sir David Burnett, Bart., Sir T. Vansittart Bowater, Sir Charles Johnston, Sir Charles Wakefield, Bart. 2

The first question considered by the Cromer Committee was that of a site and buildings for the School. The Reay Committee (Report, p. 29) had stated that the School should be in a central position accessible to students from the City and from the Colleges, and in a Memorandum submitted to the Cromer Committee by the Secretary at their first meeting on March 18, 1910, it was suggested that the London Institution should be considered, and the Committee accepted the suggestion. But the suggestion had already been made in another official quarter before the Cromer Committee had been actually constituted. In order to understand a somewhat complex situation it is necessary to give here a brief account of the history of the London Institution and to mention that a new Royal Commission on University Education in London, under the chairmanship of Mr. (now Viscount) Haldane, had been set up in 1909.

The London Institution for the Advancement of Literature and the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge was first founded under a Royal Charter dated January 21, 1807. The Institution obtained

1 Sir Thomas Crosby died on April 7, 1916.
2 Sir Charles Wakefield's term of office ended on November 9, 1916, and he was not replaced on the Committee.
a site in Finsbury Circus on which it erected its buildings, including a theatre and a library, the architect being William Brooks. In 1821, with the object of securing a steady yearly income apart from voluntary subscriptions, the Institution obtained an Act of Parliament authorizing the Committee of Management to make the share of each Proprietor subject to an annual payment not exceeding two guineas, the share to be forfeited in default of such annual payment.

At the time when the Institution was founded, Finsbury Circus was a fashionable quarter, but during the course of the nineteenth century the majority of the Proprietors had moved to a distance from the City, and a very large number, probably the majority, found themselves unable to avail themselves of the privileges of their membership. On April 12, 1905, the Proprietors appointed a Special Committee to confer with the Board of Management on the position of the Institution.

Various schemes were proposed for the reconstruction or rebuilding of the Institution, of which certain portions were suffering from structural defects which could not be remedied without serious expense. The Board, on March 13, 1908, reported that a crisis had been reached in the position of the Institution; that a considerable sum of money was imperative for urgent repairs, and that in the event of the Proprietors abstaining from a decisive vote or action tending to place the affairs of the Institution on a secure basis interference from outside would almost certainly result. They finally pointed out that the Institution had from the outset been crippled from want of funds.

It was clear that the Board had in their mind that it might be held before long that they were not in a position to carry out their charitable trust, and that their property might therefore go into the hands of the Attorney-General. A scheme for the amalgamation of the Institution with the Royal Society of Arts, originally placed before the Proprietors in 1905, was considered at a Special Meeting, and a ballot was taken on February 15, 1909, on the scheme, in which 322 votes were recorded for and 218 against the amalgamation, but the Board did not think that the support was sufficient to justify them in proceeding with the negotiations. The Corporation of the City of London on February 4, 1909, suggested a working arrangement in connexion with the Gresham Trust as an alternative to the Royal Society
of Arts scheme, and the Town Clerk inquired on February 25, 1909, what were the most pressing needs of the Institution "to prevent its removal from the City of London". At this stage, on March 9, 1909, the Royal Commission on University Education in London informed the Institution that the Commission regarded it as coming within their reference. Lord Aldenham, the President of the London Institution, and Mr. R. W. Frazer, the Principal Librarian and Secretary, furnished a statement to the Commission and gave evidence before them on February 24, 1910, and the Chairman of the Commission suggested that the Institution might be utilized for a School of Oriental Languages or for the study of higher commercial subjects. Lord Aldenham stated that the Proprietors were divided, and that while some of them "regarded with great desire the educational value of the Institution" and would be prepared to do anything and sacrifice anything that they thought would promote education and the original objects of the Institution, others regarded it as a comfortable club, and would oppose bitterly anything that interfered with that; while some again held the "preposterous notion" that the property of the Institution might be sold and the proceeds divided among the members.¹

In June, 1911, the Cromer Committee issued their First Interim Report,² in which they suggested that the site and buildings of the London Institution should, if possible, be acquired for the purposes of the School. The Committee pointed out that the negotiations with the Committee of Management and the Proprietors of the London Institution must finally be conducted by His Majesty's Government, but offered to assist in bringing the negotiations to a satisfactory conclusion. The Report was accompanied by plans drawn up by Professor F. M. Simpson, F.R.I.B.A., showing what additions and alterations should be made in the buildings of the London Institution to adapt them for the purposes of the School, and stated that their cost was estimated by the Committee at from £20,000 to £25,000. The negotiations were conducted between Dr. Heath, acting on behalf of the

¹ See Appendix to First Report of Royal Commission on University Education in London, 1910 (Cd. 5166, price 2s. 3d.), pp. 118–19, 230–3.
² Interim Report of (East India) Oriental Studies Committee (Cd. 5967, price 4d.). The Report is accompanied by Appendices relating to the site and buildings, library, legal constitution, and financial position of the London Institution. It also contains a note on the Berlin School of Oriental Languages.
Government, and a Special Committee of the Institution, and were carried out successfully. The Proprietors gave their assent to the scheme submitted to them at a general meeting on March 25, 1912; and the text of the London Institution (Transfer) Bill was issued in May. In the debate on the Second Reading of the Bill in the House of Lords on October 8, 1912, Lord Haldane, then Lord Chancellor, stated on behalf of the Government that a grant of £4,000 would be made to the new School, and that £25,000 would be expended on adapting the buildings of the London Institution for the School. The Royal Assent was given to the Bill on December 13, 1912.

Under the Act the real property of the Institution, i.e., the land and buildings, were vested in H.M. Commissioners of Works for the purposes of and in connexion with the School of Oriental Studies. The funds belonging to the Institution, including £35,000 (nominal) invested in Consols, together with £12,000 and such further sum as the Treasury "might approve" out of moneys provided by Parliament, were placed at the disposal of the Institution (1) for the discharge of all the liabilities of the Institution, (2) for the purpose of paying to each Proprietor a sum of £25 in respect of each share held by him, and for compensating each life member on a corresponding basis,¹ and (3) for the payment of pensions or lump sums in lieu thereof for the benefit of the past and present members of the staff of the Institution and their families as the Committee of the Institution in their discretion might think fit.² Certain books and manuscripts agreed upon by the Commissioners of Works and the Committee of Management of the Institution were retained by the Institution for immediate transference to public institutions determined by the Committee of Management. Under this provision some valuable books and manuscripts were transferred by the Committee to the British Museum, and others to the Library at the Guildhall. The Commissioners were also given power to transfer any property other than real property (including the

¹ Lord Aldenham and twenty-four other Proprietors, including Sir Homewood Crawford, the City Solicitor, and Dr. Edwin Freshfield, the two Proprietors who were chiefly responsible for the movement for retaining the Institution in the City of London, generously handed the sums received by them under the Act (amounting in all to £625) to Lord Cromer and Lord Curzon, for the purposes of the School when founded. The donees formed a trust and transferred the fund to the School shortly after its foundation.

² I have not quoted the exact words of the Act.
library of over 100,000 volumes) vested in them by the Act, to the Governing Body of the School of Oriental Studies upon the establishment of the School. The Act further provided for the creation of a body of persons designated as Continuing Members, who were to be entitled for so long as they desired to the exclusive use of two rooms, the reading-room and smoking-room respectively, and to such use of the library, theatre, and other buildings and property vested in the Commissioners as was in the opinion of the Commissioners reasonable and not calculated to interfere with the main purposes for which the property was intended to be used. The Continuing Members consist of Proprietors and other persons who had certain rights in the Institution when the Act was passed. The Act further provided that the Continuing Members should be subject to the obligation to pay an annual subscription of two guineas to be applied for their own benefit; and further, that if in any year the income derived from subscriptions and any voluntary payments made by or on behalf of the Continuing Members should fall below £170, then at the conclusion of that year the rights of the Continuing Members should be finally determined. There is no provision for the creation of new Continuing Members.¹

The Treasury requested the Cromer Committee to supervise, in conjunction with a representative of H.M. Office of Works, the necessary alterations to be carried out at the London Institution, and sanctioned the employment of Professor F. M. Simpson as architect. They stipulated, however, that the detailed plans should be approved, not only by H.M. Office of Works and the Committee, but also by the representatives of a number of the bodies which would eventually be represented on the Governing Body of the School. This process took some time, and was prolonged considerably by the necessity for entering into negotiations with the owners of large new buildings in course of erection on the east side of the School. Mr. Frank Baines, M.V.O., a Principal Architect of the Office of Works, settled with the owners a party-wall award, and arranged for important concessions to be made

¹ After negotiation, the Office of Works as from December, 1916, vested the whole of this property other than real property in the Governing Body, subject to the condition that the Governing Body should not sell or lend any of the books of the Library without the consent of the "Continuing Members", or failing such consent, of the Office of Works, who are to be the final arbiters in case of disagreement on this matter between the Governing Body and the Continuing Members.
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to the School, both in regard to the height of the new building and the use of white bricks in its construction, which prevented the School from being materially affected by loss of light. The plans were finally completed and approved in March, 1914. By that time there was a strike in the building trade and the Office of Works was unable to issue the contract for the building until the following November, four months after the outbreak of the War.

In January, 1914, a City Appeal Committee was constituted under the chairmanship of Sir Montagu Turner, a former member of Lord Reay’s Committee, Chairman of the Chartered Bank of India, Australia, and China. In connexion with the work of this Committee, the Lord Mayor, Sir T. Vansittart Bowater, held a Mansion House Meeting on May 6, 1914, in order to raise funds for the School. Lord Cromer, owing to illness, was unable to attend the Meeting, and Lord Curzon of Kedleston moved the following resolution, which was seconded by Lord Reay:

"That in view of the great imperial and commercial interests dependent on adequate provision being made for instruction in the languages, the literature, and the social customs of Oriental and African countries, this meeting desires heartily to support the scheme for the foundation of a School of Oriental Studies in the City of London."

Lord Inchcape proposed and Mr. Faithfull Begg (as Chairman of the Council of the London Chamber of Commerce) seconded the following resolution:

"That this meeting desires to commend to the commercial community of the City of London, and to the general public, an appeal for the funds necessary to enable the School of Oriental Studies to be opened in 1915 on a satisfactory financial basis."

A vote of thanks to the Lord Mayor was proposed by Lord Crewe, Secretary of State for India, and seconded by Sir Montagu Turner.

The City Committee was merged in a larger Committee in 1916, of which Lord Curzon became Chairman, and which includes among others Mr. Asquith, Mr. Austen Chamberlain, Lord Chelmsford, Lord Crewe, Lord Grey of Fallooden, Lord Hardinge of Penshurst, Mr. Arthur Henderson, Lord Lansdowne, Mr. Bonar Law, Lord Morley of Blackburn, Lord Reay, and Sir Marcus Samuel, Bart.

1 Mr. H. R. Beasley acted for a considerable time as Secretary of this Committee and of the larger Appeal Committee referred to below.
The object of the Committee was to raise an endowment fund of £150,000. It has secured up to the present about £25,000 in the form of capital, and over £3,000 a year in the form of subscriptions for three or five years. The present Lord Mayor, Sir William Dunn, Bart., although not formally a member of the Oriental Studies Committee like his predecessors in office, has taken a particularly active part in the work of the Appeal Committee.

The view of the Government in regard to the relation of the School to the University of London was affected by the views of the Royal Commission, whose final Report was dated March 27, 1913. As stated above, the Reay Committee had reported that the School should be incorporated in the University. At the date of their Report University College had already been so incorporated (on January 1, 1907), and the Act for the incorporation of King's College had received the Royal Assent; the latter College was incorporated on January 1, 1910. The question was one which closely affected the School, as the Reay Report proposed that it should be built up from the nucleus of Oriental teaching at the two Colleges (see above, pp. 11–12). The Royal Commission, while approving of the proposals of the Reay Committee in general, recommended that incorporation should not take place until the University as a whole had been reconstituted in accordance with the plan which they advocated, and that the School should then form "A University Department of Oriental Studies governed by a Delegacy of the Senate"; in the meantime they recommended that it should be established as a School of the University. The Government endorsed the views of the Royal Commission and requested the Cromer Committee to assist them by preparing the first draft of a Charter, on the lines suggested. Lord Crewe, as Secretary of State for India, applied to the Privy Council for a Charter for the School (see London Gazette, February 10, 1914). Various bodies, including the Senate of the University of London, the London County Council, the British Academy, and the Royal Asiatic Society, made representations in regard to the Draft Charter, which finally issued on June 5, 1916.

1 Final Report of Royal Commission on University Education in London (Cd. 6717, price 2s.), 1913, pp. 292-3 and passim. For the views officially expressed on behalf of the Government in regard to the question of incorporation see (1) speech by Lord Morley on September 27, 1909, in the House of Lords; (2) replies to questions by Mr. G. Lloyd and Sir W. J. Collins on March 10, 1910, in the House of Commons.
Under the Charter, Sir John Prescott Hewett, G.C.S.I., C.I.E., formerly Lieutenant-Governor of the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh, was appointed first Chairman of the Governing Body, and its first meeting was held at the Offices of the Board of Education, under the chairmanship of the President of the Board, the Rt. Hon. Arthur Henderson, M.P., on June 22, 1916. At that meeting the present writer was asked to act as Honorary Secretary of the Governing Body, a position which he held until March 19, 1917, when he was obliged to resign owing to the pressure of other duties.

On October 20, 1916, Dr. E. Denison Ross, C.I.E., Keeper of the Stein Antiquities at the British Museum, previously Professor of Persian at University College, Principal of the Calcutta Madrasah, and Officer in Charge of the Records of the Government of India, was appointed Director of the School, to take office on November 1.

On June 30, 1916, the School forwarded to the Senate of the University of London the communication required under Article IX of the Charter before the Governing Body could make the first appointments to the teaching staff. On December 13, 1916, the Senate resolved to transfer, under certain conditions, to the School, as from January 1, 1917, the members of the staffs of the Oriental Departments at University and King's Colleges other than those who did not desire to be so transferred. All the teachers concerned at the two Colleges, except two, accepted the proposals of the School, but it should be pointed out that certain Oriental subjects, e.g. Egyptology, Assyriology, and Hebrew at University College, and Assyriology and Hebrew at King's College, continue to be taught at those Colleges. The Senate on the same occasion decided to transfer on loan to the School books immediately needed for the teaching work of the transferred teachers, and to consider at a later date the question of the transfer of other Oriental books to the School.

The "China Association's School for Practical Chinese", which for some years had carried on teaching successfully in conjunction with the authorities of King's College, resolved, with the concurrence of the Delegacy of the College, to transfer its support to the School of Oriental Studies, and to pay its income, amounting to about £350 a year, to the School, for a period of five years.
On November 28, 1916, the School applied for admission as a School of the University.

A preliminary announcement was issued in December, 1916, and the School opened its doors to students on January 18, 1917.

The charge of the School buildings was formally transferred from Lord Cromer's Committee and the Office of Works to the Governing Body as from January 9, 1917.

On January 29, 1917, Lord Cromer, who had taken so active a part in the promotion of the scheme for the School, died. Lord Curzon of Kedleston, who had been Acting-Chairman of the Oriental Studies Committee since Lord Cromer's illness in 1914, succeeded him as Chairman, and the final meeting of the Committee took place on February 22, 1917. The final Report of the Committee to the India Office was dated March 26, 1917.

On February 23, 1917, the School was formally opened by H.M. the King. An account of the memorable proceedings is given in the present issue of the Bulletin (see p. 23).

To this record I desire to add one final fact. The number of students taken over in January last by the School from the pre-existing institutions was 9, a number much less than the normal owing to the War; the total number of names on the register has now (July, 1917) increased to 125, including many who devote their whole time to their work at the School.

I may perhaps be allowed the privilege of adding to the foregoing sketch a personal note. In the first place I should say that my paper is intended to be read with the Report of the Reay Committee and the Interim Report of the Cromer Committee, to which it is only a supplement; they are both needed in order to see the facts in something like their true perspective. In the second place, I have not attempted any estimate of the services of the many distinguished, able, and unselfish persons who have fought through long years to bring a School like ours into existence, and of whom some have not lived to see the substantial measure of success which it has already achieved. I shall be forgiven if I speak only of Lord Cromer, of whose memory we all think with affectionate veneration; and of Lord Reay and Lord Curzon, who devoted so much time, thought, and energy to the initial and to the final stages, respectively, of the creation of the School. To any of the living who may think that their names or their services ought to have been more
specially recorded, I can only express regret that the scope of this article has made it impossible. I may perhaps, however, express here my sense of the services rendered by the public Press to our School during the last few years; and especially to the *Times* and its "Educational Supplement", the *Daily Telegraph*, and the *Morning Post*, which have given us most valuable support, and have, no doubt, helped largely to educate public opinion.

It is not only against indifference that the advocates of the School have had to struggle, but against a jealousy based on the conviction that the number of students of Oriental languages in this country was bound always to be strictly limited, and that the new School could only exist at the expense of its rivals. The last few months have already proved the futility of that conviction, for the School has grown and increased without taking a single student from another University. It is my own sincere belief (based on analogies referred to in the Reay Report) that the interest created in Oriental studies by our School, with the eight millions of population of Greater London within reach of its doors, will help the older Schools greatly, and will add indirectly but within a short time to the numbers of their students and to their influence.

Our history is desperately longer than it ought to have been. It has taken ninety-nine years to set on foot a School of Oriental Studies on a scale at all adequate to the Metropolis of the British Empire, and even now the School has not the income regarded as a minimum by two Government Committees and a Royal Commission. This unembellished article is not intended as an appeal, so I limit myself here to this statement of the facts, in the hope that many generous readers may communicate with the Chairman or Director of the School forthwith.

Finally, I cannot help thinking with compassion and sympathy of the arrays of Committees and Secretaries who ploughed the sands of public indifference in the past, and despaired (though wrongly) of the commonwealth. If I belonged to the land of the Rising Sun, I should no doubt feel conscious that in writing this article I was offering up a welcome sacrifice to the spirits of the great scholars of the past, Wilson, Cust, Yule, and others, the strenuous advocates of our cause in their own day. May our School become a shrine worthy of their name and fame!

P. J. Hartog.
THE OPENING CEREMONY.

On February 23rd, 1917, the School of Oriental Studies, London Institution, was formally opened by His Majesty King George V. The King was accompanied on this occasion by the Queen and Princess Mary, and the Royal Party included the Countess of Airlie, Lady Mary Trefusis, Mr. H. A. L. Fisher, Minister of Education, Lord Hylton, Lord Stamfordham, Colonel the Hon. C. Willoughby, Commander Sir Charles Cust, and Sir Clive Wigram.

The Royal carriage was drawn by four horses, with postilions and outriders in scarlet coats. The route to the city was by way of the Mall, Victoria Embankment, Mansion House, Princes Street, and Moorgate Street. The ancient ceremony of presenting the pearl-handled sword of the City of London took place at the City boundary on the Embankment at the west end of Temple Gardens, the Lord Mayor, who was accompanied by the Sheriffs, presenting the sword in time-honoured fashion.

On the arrival at the School, where a guard of honour had been provided by the University of London Officers Training Corps, their Majesties were received by Lord and Lady Curzon and Sir John Hewett (Chairman of the Governing Body). Proceeding to the Continuing Members' Room, Sir John Hewett presented to the King the following members of the Governing Body: Lieut.-Col. Sir Alfred Pearce Gould (Vice-Chancellor of the University of London), Sir Charles Lyall (Chairman of the Academic Organization Committee of the School), Sir Montagu Turner (Chairman of the Finance and General Purposes Committee of the School and of the Executive of the Appeal Committee), Mr. P. J. Hartog (Honorary Secretary), Dr. E. Denison Ross (Director of the School), and Professor F. M. Simpson (Architect of the new buildings). A procession was formed to the Library, where the opening ceremony was held. As their Majesties entered the Library and proceeded to the dais, the orchestra of Trinity College of Music, conducted by Sir Frederick Bridge (King Edward Professor of Music in the University of London), played the National Anthem.

Sir John Hewett, G.C.S.I., C.I.E., addressing the King, said:—

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR MAJESTY: The Governing Body of the School of Oriental Studies, London Institution, desire to express to your Majesty their humble duty on the occasion of the visit which your Majesty has paid us to-day in order to declare these buildings open. Your Majesty has already conferred prestige on the School by becoming its Patron, and this further mark of your interest in its welfare will afford great incentive and encouragement to the Governing Body in the task before them.

The creation of a great School of Oriental Studies in the Capital, adequate to the needs of an Empire which includes nearly four hundred million Orientals, has been long contemplated and too long delayed. Teaching in Oriental languages has indeed been given in London, both at University College and at King’s College, for many years past and by scholars of high distinction, but this teaching has been on a scale limited by narrow resources.

Our School has been founded in general accordance with the recommendations of a Departmental Committee of the Treasury, presided over by Lord Reay, and of a Departmental Committee of the India Office, presided over by the late Lord Cromer, and, during Lord Cromer’s illness, by Lord Curzon of Kedleston. We have had many helpers, but to these three statesmen our School owes a greater debt than to any others. With the rest of the
nation, we mourn the death of Lord Cromer, in whom our Institution has lost a devoted friend and wise counsellor. It is sad that, though he lived to see the School at work, he passed away before its formal opening.

The Senate of the University of London have consented to transfer to the School the Oriental Departments of University and King's Colleges, and steps are being taken to carry out the terms of the Article of the Royal Charter granted to us which provides that, subject to compliance with the University Statutes, the School shall be a School of the University of London. We regard the inheritance of University traditions as a valuable and important factor in our constitution; and we hope to work in cordial harmony and co-operation with the older Universities, whose Oriental Schools, particularly those at Oxford and Cambridge, have won so high and deserved a reputation. Under the terms of our Charter these Universities are represented on our Governing Body.

The main block of the beautiful buildings which your Majesty has consented formally to open for the purposes of this School was originally designed for the London Institution, a Literary Society founded at the beginning of the last century, which had a long and interesting history. It was with the concurrence of the Proprietors of the London Institution that an Act of Parliament was passed in 1912 transferring their site and buildings to your Majesty's Commissioners of Works for the purposes of the School of Oriental Studies. Parliament also voted a sum of £25,000 for the restoration of these buildings and for the erection of our new block of seventeen class-rooms on vacant ground adjacent to the main block. Your Majesty's Government, the Government of India, and the London County Council have made substantial grants to the School. We consider ourselves especially fortunate in having our home in the centre of the City of London, and we are indebted to the Lord Mayor and the Corporation and to several of the great City Companies for generous support. But while our buildings are unique in character and admirably situated, we are still short of the income necessary to carry on the School on the footing for which it is designed; we trust that this deficiency may quickly be made up from private liberality, and, if necessary, by further aid from public sources.
The main objects of the School may be expressed as follows:—

First, to provide a place where our young men who will presently be engaged in governing or garrisoning the Oriental and African parts of the Empire may learn the languages and study the literature, the religions, and the customs of the peoples with whom they will so soon be brought into contact, and their influence over whom will largely depend upon their familiarity with indigenous character, ideas, and institutions.

Secondly, to offer a training to those who are about to proceed to the same countries to take part in commercial enterprise or other avocations, or for purposes of study and research.

Thirdly, to furnish to the Capital of the Empire a meeting-ground and focus for scholars from the East of various nationalities, where, on their visits to this country, they may be assured of a sympathetic welcome, and find at hand, if they desire them, opportunities for study among those engaged in kindred pursuits.

We wish more especially to emphasize the importance of this School as a centre of Indian studies, and its creation as in some measure a recognition of the great position which India occupies in the Empire.

We take your Majesty's gracious presence as a sign that your Majesty is fully cognisant of and impressed with the importance to the Empire of the study of Oriental and African languages and civilizations on a scale which Great Britain, alone among great countries of the world interested in the East, has not hitherto regarded as necessary; and we have planned that our School shall be at least equal to the Oriental Schools in foreign capitals, and adequate to imperial needs. We propose to teach the languages of eight hundred million people. The imports and exports of the United Kingdom alone with the peoples of whom we are to teach the languages amount to between two and three hundred millions sterling annually. But the magnitude of our scheme cannot be expressed in terms of money or of the mere number of languages taught. Our teaching is only a means to an end. The greatness and solidarity of this vast Empire in its internal and its external relations rest on the comprehension of
and the just and sympathetic dealing with, men infinitely varied in race, religion, speech, character, and upbringing. We believe that the training given in our School will materially contribute to the fuller realization of the nation's ideals in the distant parts of your Majesty's dominions, and to the prosperity and the efficient working of the Empire as a whole. If, with the approval of your Majesty's Government, we are starting our new career at this crisis, it is because we are deeply convinced that the task we have to fulfil, both in view of the War and of the period which will immediately follow, could no longer be safely neglected or delayed.

We desire to express to Her Majesty the Queen our humble duty and sincere pleasure at her presence here to-day. We are well aware of the great interest which Her Majesty has shown in the higher education of women, and we hope that, especially in view of the part which women doctors and other women workers play in the East, Her Majesty will take a special interest in this School. We already have women teachers and women students, and equal opportunities will be given in every way to men and women alike.

We desire humbly to thank your Majesties for your presence to-day to sanction and encourage our great undertaking.

The King, on rising to reply, said:

MY LORDS, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,—I thank you for your loyal and dutiful address.

I am glad to be the Patron of the School of Oriental Studies, and it gives me particular gratification to take part to-day in the ceremony of opening this fine building in which the School is henceforth to carry on its work.

I cannot sufficiently emphasize the wide scope and vast importance of that work. The School will afford fresh opportunities of study to those services which have been the pioneer of progress and the instrument of good government in India and Egypt. It will furnish with a fuller technical equipment the pioneers of commerce and industry who in each successive generation undertake the duty of upholding the honoured fame of British trade in the East. Its work will serve to develop the
sympathy which already so happily exists between my subjects and those of my Far Eastern Ally, Japan. But more than this is to be looked for from the School.

If it happily succeeds in imparting to the pupils sent out as teachers of unselfish government and civilized commerce a clearer comprehension of the thoughts and lives of the diverse races of the East, the good effects of that success will extend far beyond the immediate and tangible results. The ancient literature and the art of India are of unique interest in the history of human endeavour. I look to the School to quicken public interest in the intellectual tradition of that great continent and to promote and assist the labours of the students in these departments of knowledge, to the mutual advantage of both countries.

The School is about to open its doors in the midst of an unparalleled crisis in the world’s history. For more than two years the peoples of my dominions with loyalty and devotion have vied with each other in offering their blood and treasure for the prosecution of a righteous war. The sense of common sacrifice and common endeavour has drawn us all nearer to one another in feeling and sympathy. Meanwhile we believe that the peaceful labours of this Institution in spreading accurate and scientific knowledge of Eastern life and thought will foster the spirit of loyalty and patriotism and knit together still closer the many nations of my Empire.

I am very conscious of how much we owe to those distinguished scholars and statesmen whose undaunted efforts have largely aided in establishing this School. I deeply regret that one of the most illustrious, Lord Cromer, has not been permitted to see the completion of his share in the work. Had he lived his wise judgment and unrivalled experience would have been of priceless value in council. I recognize and appreciate the debt of gratitude which this School owes to the public-spirited benefactors who have contributed so liberally to its endowment fund. In so doing they have rendered a service to the Empire, and I trust that the beneficence of the community will endow the School with funds adequate to all the demands which may be made upon its teaching capacity.

I now declare the School of Oriental Studies open. May God bless its labours in the advancement of learning, unity, and good government among my people of every race and language.
The Rt. Hon. Earl Curzon of Kedleston, K.G., G.C.S.I.,
G.C.I.E., Chairman of the General Committee, spoke as follows:—

Your Majesty has taken part, if I may say so, in a memorable
ceremony. It marks the end of one period and the beginning of
another. For years there have existed means of following Oriental
studies, both at King’s College and at University College in
London, quite apart from the larger efforts which have been made
at the old academic institutions of Oxford and Cambridge. But
now, for the first time, those efforts are to be co-ordinated, unified,
and centralized in the Metropolis of the Empire. Henceforth we
shall feel that we are not behind the similar institutions that
exist at Paris, at Petrograd, and—if I may say it with bated
breath—at Berlin. (Laughter.) Henceforward I hope we shall
not be behind those rivals or those enemies in our equipment for
that which is an essential part of the duty of the Empire. (Hear,
hear.) We place representatives of Oxford and Cambridge upon
our Governing Body, and we hope to work in the closest and most
cordial co-operation with them. (Hear, hear.)

It is nearly ten years ago since the Committee was formed,
under the chairmanship of Lord Reay, which laid down the plan
of this School of Oriental Studies. May I add a word to what
your Majesty said of Lord Cromer? I cannot exaggerate the
debt which this Institution, no less than the Empire at large, owes
to that eminent man. (Hear, hear.) He devoted to this purpose
all the enthusiasm, assiduity, and organizing capacity which
characterized everything he did. Nothing was too small for him
to deal with, nothing was too big for him to grasp. His friends
and the public will always regard this Institution as one of the
lesser monuments to his memory. It will serve—although no
such service is needed—to keep alive the memory of that great
man, who was a true friend of all Eastern peoples, as well as
a great servant of the State. (Hear, hear.)

East and West

And now as to the objects of this Institution. I do not look
upon it merely as an educational centre, where administrators and
soldiers, merchants and missionaries, will learn the languages,
study the history, and absorb the customs of the East. That,
indeed, is its primary object. We hope to send forth those
persons in every sphere better equipped for the work that they
are about to undertake. That work ought to appeal to the City. Nobly as the City has responded to the appeal, splendidly as some of the City Companies have given, I hope that their generosity is not yet exhausted. (Hear, hear.) I confront you with the striking and lamentable fact that, while we are aiming at £14,000 a year, we have at present only £10,500, of which not more than £7,500 can be regarded as permanent, the remainder being subscriptions for a short term of years. What an opportunity there is in the midst of a great war to show that your resources are not exhausted, and to prove the power and vitality of the City by contributing to this great Imperial object!

But in my view this School ought to have much more than a merely instructional or utilitarian value. I hope as time passes this place will become a sort of clearing-house of ideas between East and West—a bridge between the mind and character of Great Britain and those Oriental peoples with whom she is brought into such close contact. The gap that exists between the psychology of the East and West is often spoken of as though it were unplumbed and impassable. My belief is that with every year that passes it becomes less wide and less deep. Bridges are constantly being thrown over it by the common relations of travel, of trade, of diplomacy, of public service, and private business. Let this Institution be an additional bridge. A real understanding between East and West can only be achieved by a knowledge of the character, the life, and thought of those whose physical environment may be so entirely different, and great indeed will be the disappointment of many of us if this place does not bring into closer union what we may describe as the soul of the Eastern and Western world. (Hear, hear.)

The King's Travels

May I say that there can be no happier augury for the success of such a scheme than that your Majesty should have graced this opening ceremony. (Hear, hear.) Your Majesty is the most travelled Sovereign since the days of the Roman Emperor Hadrian. There is hardly one of the countries the languages of which are going to be taught here by Dr. Denison Ross and his capable staff which your Majesty has not visited, and of which you cannot speak with personal knowledge. Circumstances have thrown a good deal of my life into contact with the East, and this I can
truly say, that the intimate acquaintance which your Majesty has acquired with those parts of the world, the sympathy which has characterized every utterance of yours when you have spoken, have been assets of immense and incalculable value to the Empire of which you are the head. I hope that all future Sovereigns of the British Empire will follow your example in this respect, and that we shall all remember that, though the central tabernacle of this Empire is set up here in London, its outer courts are thronged with countless hosts who will continue to look to us in the future, as they have done in the past, for administrative guidance, for inspiration, and for example.

As to what the future of those countries and those peoples will be—what degrees of autonomy or self-government will be either conceded to them or won by themselves, what will be the link that unites them to the centre in the future—none of us can say. But never let it be said that the country which started them forward on the career of constitutional development, of industrial and commercial expansion and moral progress, shrank from the task because it became more difficult or because the end was lost in cloud and mist. Rather may an Institution like this, which your Majesty has opened to-day, be as a wayside inn on the road which East and West will travel together hand in hand in an ever closer and more fraternal union.1 (Cheers.)

At the conclusion of the ceremony the King and Royal party made a tour of the School and inspected the class-rooms and lecture halls.

1 On February 26, 1917, the following letter from Lord Curzon appeared in the Times and elsewhere:—

"My remarks as Chairman of the Committee at the opening of the new School of Oriental Studies in Finsbury Circus by His Majesty the King suffered from a very regrettable omission—due not to inadvertence, but to forgetfulness—which I should like, with your permission, to rectify. After mentioning the services of Lord Cromer as first Chairman of the Committee, I had meant to say how great is the debt that the new institution owes to our Hon. Secretary, Mr. P. J. Hartog, C.I.E., Registrar of the London University, without whose indefatigable and tactful labours during the past seven years the scheme could not have reached fruition. And, further, I had intended to mention the contribution to the same result of our architect, Professor F. M. Simpson, F.R.I.B.A., who adapted and added to the fine classical structure of the London Institution with equal regard to utility and taste."
PAPERS CONTRIBUTED

PRE-T'ANG POETRY

By A. D. Waley

The following poems have never been translated before.¹

I have added to my translations only such comments as are indispensable. I hope in a subsequent essay to discuss the importance of pre-T'ang poetry, and to give references to the sources which I have used.

I wish to take this opportunity of thanking Mr. S. H. Ting for the kind and intelligent assistance he has given me in many difficulties.

The Orphan

To be an orphan,
To be fated to be an orphan,
How bitter is this lot!
When my father and mother were alive
I used to ride in a carriage
With four fine horses.
But when they both died,
My brother and sister-in-law
Sent me out to be a merchant.
In the south I travelled to the "Nine Rivers"²
And in the east as far as Ch'i and Lu.³
At the end of the year when I came home
I dared not tell them what I had suffered—
Of the lice and vermin in my head,
Of the dust in my face and eyes.
My brother told me to get ready the dinner,
My sister-in-law told me to see after the horses.
I was always going up into the hall
And running down again to the parlour.
My tears fell like rain.
In the morning they sent me to draw water
I did not get back till nightfall.

¹ Since this was written, a translation of the four poems by T'ao Ch'ien (p. 46) has appeared in Germany.
² i.e. Kiu-kiang in Kiangsi.
³ Shantung.
My hands were all sore
And I had no shoes.
I walked the cold earth
Treading on thorns and brambles.
As I stopped to pull out the thorns,
How bitter my heart was!
My tears fell and fell
And I went on sobbing and sobbing.
In winter I have no great-coat;
Nor in summer, thin clothes.
It is no pleasure to be alive.
I had rather quickly leave the earth
And go beneath the Yellow Springs.¹

The April winds blow
And the grass is growing green.
In the third month—silkworms and mulberries,
In the sixth month—the melon-harvest.
I went out with the melon-cart
And just as I was coming home
The melon-cart turned over.
The people who came to help me were few,
But the people who ate the melons were many.
All they left me was the stalks—
To take home as fast as I could.
My brother and sister-in-law were harsh,
They asked me all sorts of awful questions.²
Why does every one in the village hate me?
I want to write a letter and send it
To my father and mother under the earth,
And tell them I can't go on any longer
Living with my brother and my sister-in-law.

Anon., first century B.C.

Cock-crow Song

In the eastern quarter dawn breaks, the stars flicker pale.
The morning cock at Ju-nan mounts the wall and crows.

¹ Hades.
² The phrase 神, 哉, which follows this line, is a formula for introducing the last part of a song and simply means "In conclusion".
The songs are over, the clock\(^1\) run down, but the feast is still set,
The moon grows dim and the stars are few; morning has come to the world.
At a thousand gates and ten thousand doors the fish-shaped keys turn;
Round the Palace and up by the Castle, the crows and magpies are flying.

*Anon., first century B.C.*

**The Golden Palace**

We go to the Golden Palace:
We set out the jade cups.
We summon the honoured guests
To enter at the Golden Gate.
They enter at the Golden Gate.
In the Eastern Kitchen the meat is sliced and ready—
Roast beef and boiled pork and mutton.
The Master of the Feast hands round the wine.
The harp-players sound their clear chords.

The cups are pushed aside and we face each other at chess:
The rival pawns are marshalled rank against rank.
The fire glows and the smoke puffs and curls;
From the incense-burner rises a delicate fragrance.
The clear wine has made our cheeks red;
Round the table joy and peace prevail.
May those who shared in this day's delight
Through countless autumns enjoy like felicity.

*Anon., first century B.C.*

**Fighting South of the Castle.**

They fought south of the Castle,
They died north of the wall.
They died in the moors and were not buried.
Their flesh was the food of crows.
"Tell the crows we are not afraid:
We have died in the moors and cannot be buried.
Crows, how can our bodies escape you?"

\(^1\) A water-clock.
The waters flowed deep
And the rushes in the pool were dark.
The riders fought and were slain:
Their horses wander neighing.
By the bridge there was a house.¹
Was it south, was it north?
The harvest was never gathered.
How can we give you your offerings?
Faithfully you served your Prince,
Though all in vain.
I think of you, faithful soldiers,
Your service shall not be forgotten.
For in the morning you went out to battle
And at night you did not return.

Anon., c. 124 B.C.

The Eastern Gate.

A poor man determines to go out into the world and make his fortune.
His wife tries to detain him.

I went out at the eastern gate:
I never thought to return.
But I came back to the gate with my heart full of sorrow

There was not a peck of rice in the bin;
There was not a coat hanging on the pegs.
So I took my sword and went towards the gate.
My wife and child clutched at my coat and wept:
"Some people want to be rich and grand:
I only want to share my porridge with you.
Above, we have the blue waves of the sky;
Below, the yellow face of this little child."

"Dear wife, I cannot stay.
Soon it will be too late.
When one is growing old
One cannot put things off."

Anon., first century B.C.

¹ There is no trace of it left. This passage describes the havoc of war. The harvest has not been gathered: therefore corn-offerings cannot be made to the spirits of the dead. For this campaign against the Huns, see Wieger, Textes Historiques, i, 478.
The following five poems belong to the series known as the Nineteen Old Poems (古詩十九首), attributed to Mei Shēng (枚乘), second century B.C.

I

Green, green,
The cypress on the mound.
Firm, firm,
The boulder in the stream.
Man's life lived within this world
Is like the sojournings of a hurried traveller.
A cup of wine together will make us glad,
And a little friendship is no little matter.

Yoking my chariot I urge my stubborn horses.
I wander about in the streets of Wan and Lo.¹
In Lo Town how fine everything is!
The "Caps and Belts"² go seeking each other out.
The great boulevards are intersected by lanes,
Wherein are the town-houses of Royal Dukes.
The two palaces stare at each other from afar,
The twin gates rise a hundred feet.
By prolonging the feast let us keep our hearts gay,
And leave no room for sadness to creep in.

II

Of this day's glorious feast and revel
The pleasure and delight are difficult to describe.
Plucking the lute they sent forth lingering sounds,
The new melodies in beauty reached the divine.
Skilful singers entoned the high words,
Those who knew the tune heard the trueness of their singing.
We sat there each with the same desire
And like thoughts by each unexpressed:
"Man in the world lodging for a single lifetime
Passes suddenly like dust borne on the wind.

¹ This poem was obviously written when the capital was at Lo-yang, i.e. during the Eastern Han dynasty, which started in 25 A.D. It cannot, therefore, be by Mei Shēng, who died under the previous dynasty.
² High officers.
Then let us hurry out with high steps
And be the first to reach the highways and fords:
Rather than stay at home wretched and poor
For long years plunged in sordid grief."

III

Turning my chariot I yoke my horses and go.
On and on down the long roads
The autumn winds shake the hundred grasses.
On every side how desolate and bare!
The things I meet are all new things,
Their strangeness hastens the coming of old age.
Prosperity and decay each have their season.
Success is bitter when it is slow in coming.
Man's life is not metal or stone,
He cannot far prolong the days of his fate.
Suddenly he follows in the way of things that change.
Fame is the only treasure that endures.

IV

The dead are gone and with them we cannot converse.
The living are here and ought to have our love.
Leaving the city-gate I look ahead
And see before me only mounds and tombs.
The old graves are ploughed up into fields,
The pines and cypresses are hewn for timber.
In the white aspens sad winds sing;
Their long murmuring kills my heart with grief.
I want to go home, to ride to my village gate.
I want to go back, but there's no road back.

V

Cold, cold the year draws to its end,
The crickets and grasshoppers make a doleful chirping.
The chill wind increases its violence.
My wandering love has no coat to cover him.
He gave his embroidered furs to the Lady of Lo,¹

¹ The Lo Shên 洛神, who is the subject of Ts'ao Chih's famous "Lo Shên Ballad", which was illustrated by Ku K'ai-chih in a roll which now belongs to Mr. Charles Freer of Detroit. Her name is here used generically to mean "the beautiful women of the capital".
But from me his bedfellow he is quite estranged.
Sleeping alone in the depth of the long night
In a dream I thought I saw the light of his face.
My dear one thought of our old joys together,
He came in his chariot and gave me the front reins.
I wanted so to prolong our play and laughter,
To hold his hand and go back with him in his coach.
But when he had come he would not stay long,
Nor stop to go with me to the inner chamber.
Truly without the falcon’s wings to carry me
How can I rival the flying wind’s swiftness?
I go and lean at the gate and think of my grief,
My falling tears wet the double gates.

Li Ling (second century B.C.)

Parting from Su Wu

The good time will never come back again:
In a moment our parting will be over.
Anxiously, we halt at the road-side;
Hesitating, we embrace where the fields begin.
The clouds above are floating across the sky:
Swiftly, swiftly passing; or blending together.
The waves in the wind lose their fixed place
And are rolled away each to a corner of Heaven.
From now onwards long must be our parting,
So let us stop again for a little while.
I wish I could ride on the wings of the morning wind
And go with you right to your journey’s end.

Li Ling and Su Wu were both prisoners in the land of the Huns. After nineteen years Su Wu was released. Li Ling would not go back with him. When invited to do so, he got up and danced, singing:

I came ten thousand leagues
Across sandy deserts
In the service of my Prince,
To break the Hun tribes.
My way was blocked and barred,
My arrows and sword broken.
My armies had faded away,
My reputation had gone.

My old mother is long dead.
Although I want to requite my Prince,
How can I return?

**Ch'in Chia**

Ch'in Chia 秦嘉 (first century A.D.) was summoned to take up an appointment at the capital at a time when his wife was ill and staying with her parents. He was therefore unable to say good-bye to her, and sent her three poems instead. This is the last of the three.

Solemn, solemn, the coachman gets ready to go;
"Chiang, chiang," the harness bells ring.
At break of dawn I must start on my long journey;
At cock-crow I must gird on my belt.
I turn back and look at the empty room:
For a moment I almost think I see you there.
One parting, but ten thousand regrets:
As I take my seat, my heart is unquiet.
What shall I do to tell you all my thoughts?
How can I let you know of all my love?
Precious hairpins make the head to shine,
And bright mirrors can reflect beauty.
Fragrant herbs banish evil smells,
And the scholar's harp has a clear note.
The man in the Book of Odes1 who was given a quince Wanted to pay it back with diamonds and rubies.
When I think of all the things you have done for me,
How ashamed I am to have done so little for you!
Although I know that it is a poor return,
All I can give you is this description of my feelings.

**Ch'in Chia's Wife's Reply**

My poor body is, alas, unworthy:
I was ill when first you brought me home,
Limp and weary in the house.

---
1 Odes, v, 10.
Time passed and I got no better;
We could hardly ever see each other:
I could not serve you as I ought.
Then you received the Imperial mandate:
You were ordered to go far away to the city.
Long, long must be our parting:
I was not destined to tell you my thoughts.
I stood on tiptoe gazing into the distance,
Interminably gazing at the road that had taken you.
With thoughts of you my mind is obsessed:
In my dreams I see the light of your face.
Now you are started on your long journey,
Each day brings you further from me.
Oh that I had a bird's wings
And high flying could follow you!
Long I sob and long I cry:
The tears fall down and wet my skirt.

**Satire on Paying Calls in August**

When I was young, throughout the hot season
There were no carriages driving about the roads.
People shut their doors and lay down in the cool:
Or if they went out, it was not to pay calls.
Nowadays,—ill-bred, ignorant fellows,
When they feel the heat, make for a friend's house.
The unfortunate host, when he hears some one coming,
Scowls and frowns, but can think of no escape.
"There's nothing for it but to rise and go to the door,"
And in his comfortable seat he groans and sighs.
The conversation does not end quickly:
Prattling and babbling, what a lot he says!
Only when one is almost dead with fatigue
He asks at last if one isn't finding him tiring.
(One's arm is almost in half with continual fanning:
The sweat is pouring down one's neck in streams.)
Do not say that this is a small matter:
I consider the practice a blot on our social life.
I therefore caution all wise men
That August visitors should not be admitted.

*By Ch'êng Hsiao 程嶸, third century A.D.*
The Campaign against Wu
(Two Poems)

I
My charioteer hastens to yoke my carriage,
For I must go on a journey far away.
"Where are you going on your journey far away?"
To the land of Wu, where my enemies are.
But I must ride many thousand miles,
Beyond the eastern road that leads to Wu.
Between the rivers bitter winds blow,
Swiftly flow the waters of Huai and Ssü.
I want to take a skiff and cross these rivers,
But alas for me, where shall I find a boat?
To sit idle is not my desire:
Gladly enough would I go to my country's aid.

II

He abandons the campaign
In the north-west there is a floating cloud
Stretched on high, like a chariot's canvas-awning.
Alas that I was born in these times,
To be blown along like a cloud puffed by the wind!
It has blown me away to the south-east,
On and on till I came to Wu-hui.
Wu-hui is not my country:
Why should I go on staying and staying here?
I will give it up and never speak of it again—
This being abroad and always living in dread.

By Wei Wén-ti 魏文帝 188–227 A.D. (first Emperor of the Wei dynasty).

The Ruins of Lo-yang

By Ts'ao Chih 曹植 (192–233 A.D.), third son of Ts'ao Ts'ao. He was a great favourite with his father till he made a mistake in a campaign. In this poem he returns to look at the ruins of Lo-yang, where he used to live. It had been sacked by Tung Cho.

I climb to the ridge of Pei Mang Mountain
And look down on the city of Lo-yang.
In Lo-yang how still it is!
Palaces and houses all burnt to ashes,
Walls and fences all broken and gaping,
Thorns and brambles shooting up to the sky.
I do not see the old old-men:
I only see the new young men.
I turn aside, for the straight road is lost:
The fields are overgrown and will never be ploughed again.
I have been away such a long time
That I do not know which street is which.
How sad and ugly the empty moors are!
A thousand miles without the smoke of a chimney.
I think of the house I lived in all those years:
I am heart-tied and cannot speak a word.

The Cock-fight

Our wandering eyes are sated with the dancer’s skill,
Our ears are weary with the sound of “kung” and “shang”.
Our host is silent and sits doing nothing:
All the guests go on to places of amusement.

On long benches the sportsmen sit ranged
Round a cleared room, watching the fighting-cocks.
The gallant birds are all in battle-trim:
They raise their tails and flap defiantly.
Their beating wings stir the calm air;
Their angry eyes gleam with a red light.
Where their beaks have struck, the fine feathers are scattered;
With their strong talons they wound again and again.
Their long cries enter the blue clouds;
Their flapping wings tirelessly beat and throb.
“Pray God the lamp-oil lasts a little longer,
Then I shall not leave without winning the match!”

By Ts’ao Chih.

Regret

When I was young I learnt fencing
And was better at it than “Crooked Castle”.

1 Notes of the scale.
2 曲城, Ch’ü-ch’eng. Obviously the birthplace of a famous swordsman, but I have not identified him. There was a place of this name in Shantung.
PAPERS CONTRIBUTED

My spirit was high as the rolling clouds,
And my fame resounded beyond the world.
I took my sword to the desert sands,
I drank my horse at the Nine Moors.
My flags and banners flapped in the wind,
And nothing was heard but the song of my drums.

War and its travels have made me sad,
And a fierce anger burns within me:
It's thinking of how I've wasted my time
That makes this fury tear my heart.

By Yuan Chi 阮籍, 210–263 A.D.

Taoist Song

I will cast out Wisdom and reject Learning,
My thoughts shall wander in the Great Void (bis).
Always repenting of wrongs done
Will never bring my heart to rest.
I cast my hook in a single stream;
But my joy is as though I possessed a kingdom.
I loose my hair and go singing;
To the four frontiers men join in my refrain.
This is the purport of my song:
"My thoughts shall wander in the Great Void."

By Chi K'ang 穀康, 223–262 A.D.

A Gentle Wind

A gentle wind fans the calm night;
A bright moon shines on the high tower.
A voice whispers, but no one answers when I call;
A shadow stirs, but no one comes when I beckon.
The kitchen-man brings in a dish of lentils:
Wine is there, but I do not fill my cup.
Contentment with poverty is Fortune's best gift:
Riches and Honour are the handmaids of Disaster.
Though gold and gems by the world are sought and prized
To me they seem no more than weeds or chaff.

By Fu Hsüan 傅 玄, died 278 A.D.
Day Dreams

When I was young I played with a soft brush,
And was passionately devoted to reading all sorts of books.
In prose I made Chia I\(^1\) my standard;
In verse I imitated Ssū-ma Hsiang-ju.\(^1\)
But then the arrows began singing at the frontier,
And a winged summons came flying to the city.
Although arms were not my profession,
I had once read Jang-chū's war-book.
I shouted aloud and my cries rent the air:
I felt as though Tung Wu were already annihilated.
The scholar's knife cuts best at its first use,
And my dreams hurried on to the completion of my plan.
I wanted at a stroke to clear the Yang-tze and Hsiang,
And at a glance to quell the Tibetans and Hu.
When my task was done I should not accept a barony,
But, refusing with a bow, retire to a cottage in the country.

By Tso Ssū 左思, third century A.D.

The Desecration of the Han Tombs

At Pei-mang how they rise to Heaven,
Those high mounds, four or five in the fields!
What men lie buried under these tombs?
All of them were Lords of the Han world.
“Kung” and “Wên”\(^2\) gaze across at each other:
The Yüan mound is all grown over with weeds.
When the dynasty was falling, tumult and disorder arose,
Thieves and robbers roamed like wild beasts.
Of earth\(^3\) they have carried away more than one handful,
They have gone into vaults and opened the secret doors.
Jewelled scabbards lie twisted and defaced:
The stones that were set in them, thieves have carried away.

\(^1\) For these famous writers see Giles' Biographical Dictionary.
\(^2\) Names of two tombs.
\(^3\) In the early days of the dynasty a man stole a handful of earth from the Imperial tombs and was executed by the police. The Emperor was furious at the lightness of the punishment. Yün-mên 雲門 said to Mèng Ch'ang-chūn 孟嘗君 (died B.C. 279): "Does it not grieve you to think that after a hundred years this terrace will be cast down and this pond cleared away?" Mèng Ch'ang-chūn wept.
The ancestral temples are hummocks in the ground:
The walls that went round them are all levelled flat.
Over everything the tangled thorns are growing:
A herdboy pushes through them up the path.
Down in the thorns rabbits have made their burrows:
The weeds and thistles will never be cleared away.
Over the tombs the ploughshare will be driven,
And peasants will have their fields and orchards there.
They that were once lords of a thousand hosts
Are now become the dust of the hills and ridges.
I think of what Yün-men said
And am sorely grieved at the thought of "then" and "now".

By Chang Tsai 張載, third century A.D.

Bearer's Song

When I was alive, I wandered in the streets of the capital:
Now that I am dead, I am left to lie in the fields.
In the morning I drove out from the High Hall;
In the evening I lodged beneath the Yellow Springs.¹
When the white sun had sunk in the Western Chasm
I hung up my chariot and rested my four horses.
Now, even the mighty Maker of All
Could not bring the life back to my limbs.

By Miu Hsi 繆袭, second century A.D.

Four Poems by T'ao Ch'ien 陶潜, 365–427 A.D.

I

Substance, Shadow, and Spirit

High and low, wise and simple, all busily hoard up the
moments of life. How greatly they err! Therefore I have to
the uttermost exposed the bitterness both of Substance and
Shadow, and have made Spirit show how, by following Nature,
we may dissolve this bitterness.

Substance speaks to Shadow

Heaven and Earth exist for ever:
Mountains and rivers never change.
But herbs and trees in perpetual rotation
Are renovated and withered by the dews and frosts:

¹ Hades.
And Man the wise, Man the divine—
Shall he alone escape this law?
Fortuitously appearing for a moment in the world
He suddenly departs, never to return.
How can he know that the friends he has left
Are missing him and thinking of him?
Only the things that he used remain:
They look upon them and their tears flow.
Me no magical arts can save,
Though you may hope for a wizard's aid.
I beg you listen to this advice—
When you can get wine, be sure to drink it.

_Shadow replies_

There is no way to preserve life:
Drugs of immortality are instruments of folly.
I would gladly wander in Paradise,
But it is far away and there is no road.
Since the day that I was joined to you
We have shared all our joys and pains.
While you rested in the shade, I left you a while:
But till the end we shall be together.
Our joint existence is impermanent:
Sadly together we shall slip away.
That when the body decays fame should also go
Is a thought unendurable, burning the heart.
Let us strive and labour while yet we may
To do some deed that men will praise.
Wine may in truth dispel our sorrow,
But how compare it with lasting fame?

_Spirit Expounds_

God can only set in motion:
He cannot control the things he has made.
Man, the second of the Three Orders,
Owes his precedence to Me.
Though I am different from you,
We were born involved in one another:
Nor by any means can we escape
The intimate sharing of good and ill.
The three Emperors were saintly men,  
Yet to-day, where are they?  
Pêng\textsuperscript{1} lived to a great age,  
Yet he went at last, when he longed to stay.  
And late or soon, all go:  
Wise and simple have no reprieve.  
Wine may bring forgetfulness,  
But does it not hasten old age?  
If you set your heart on noble deeds,  
How do you know that any will praise you?  
By all this thinking you do Me injury:  
You had better go where Fate leads—  
Drift on the Stream of Infinite Flux,  
Without joy, without fear:  
When you must go, then go,  
And make as little fuss as you can.

II

Moving House

My old desire to live in the southern village
Was not because I had taken a fancy to the house,
But I heard it was a place of simple-minded men
With whom it were a joy to spend the mornings and evenings.
Many years I had longed to settle here:
Now at last I have managed to move house.
I do not mind if my cottage is rather small
So long as there's room enough for bed and mat.
Often and often the neighbours come to see me,
And with brave words discuss the things of old.
Rare writings we read together and praise:
Doubtful meanings we examine together and settle.

III

Reading the Book of Hills and Seas

In the month of June the grass grows high,
And round my cottage the thick-leaved branches sway.
There is not a bird but delights in the place where it rests:
And I too love my thatched cottage.

\textsuperscript{1} 彭祖, the Chinese Methuselah, who lived from 2255 B.C. to the seventh century B.C.
I have done my ploughing;  
I have sown my seed.  
Again I have time to sit and read my books.  
In the narrow lanes there are no deep ruts:  
Often my friends’ carriages turn back.  
In high spirits I pour out my spring wine  
And pluck the lettuce growing in my garden.  
A gentle rain comes stealing up from the east,  
And a sweet wind bears it company.  
My thoughts float idly over the story of King Chou,  
My eyes wander over the pictures of hills and seas.  
At a single glance I survey the whole universe.  
He will never be happy whom such pleasures fail to please!

IV

New Corn

Swiftly the years, beyond recall.  
Solemn the stillness of this fair morning.  
I will clothe myself in spring clothing  
And visit the slopes of the eastern hill.  
By the mountain stream a mist hovers,  
Hovers a moment, then scatters,  
There comes a wind blowing from the south  
That brushes the fields of new corn.

Inviting Guests

I sent out invitations  
To summon guests.  
I collected together  
All my friends.  
Loud talk  
And simple feasting;  
Discussion of philosophy,  
Investigations of subtleties.  
Tongues loosened  
And minds at one.  
Hearts refreshed  
By discharge of emotion!

By Ch'êng-kung Sui 成公綏, third century A.D.
Climbing a Mountain
High rises the eastern peak
Soaring up to the blue sky.
Among the rocks, an empty hollow,
Secret, still, mysterious!
Uncarved and unhewn,
Screened by nature with a roof of clouds.
Times and seasons, what things are you,
Bringing to my life ceaseless change?
I will lodge forever in this hollow
Where springs and autumns unheeded pass.

By Tao-yün 道鈇 (c. 400 A.D.), wife of General Wang
Ning-chih. The General was so stupid that she finally deserted him.

Tzǔ-yeh

Popular songs of Soochow, fourth century A.D.

I
At the time when blossoms
Fall from the cherry-tree,
On a day when yellow birds
Hovered in the branches,
You said you must stop,
Because your horse was tired:
I said I must go,
Because my silkworms were hungry.

II
I have brought my pillow and am lying at the northern window,
So come to me and play with me a while.
With so much quarrelling and so few kisses
How long do you think our love can last?

Plucking the Rushes

A boy and girl are sent to gather rushes for thatching
Green rushes with red shoots,
Long leaves bending to the wind—
You and I in the same boat
Plucking rushes at the Five Lakes.
We started at dawn from the orchid-island:
We rested under the elms till noon.
You and I plucking rushes
Hadn’t plucked a handful when night came!

Anon., fourth century.

Song of the Men of Chin-Ling

Marching back into the capital
Chiang-nan is a glorious and beautiful land,
And Chin-ling an exalted and kingly province.
The green canals of the city stretch on and on,
And its high towers stretch up and up.
Flying gables lean over the bridle-road;
Drooping willows cover the Royal Aqueduct.
Shrill flutes sing by the coach’s awning,
And reiterated drums bang near its painted wheels.
The names of the deserving shall be carved on the Cloud Terrace,
And for those who have done valiantly rich reward awaits.

By Hsieh Tiao 謝眺, fifth century A.D.

The Scholar Recruit

Now late
I follow the time’s necessity: ²
Mounting a barricade I pacify remote tribes.
Discarding my sash I don a coat of rhinoceros-skin;
Rolling up my skirts I shoulder a black bow.
Even at the very start my strength fails:
What will become of me before it’s all over?

By Pao Chao 鮑昭, died 466 A.D.

The Red Hills

Red hills lie athwart us as a menace in the west,
And fiery mountains glare terrible in the south.
The body burns, the head aches and throbs:
If a bird light here, its soul forthwith departs.
Warm springs
Pour from cloudy pools,
And hot smoke issues between the rocks.

¹ The Record Office. ² i.e. “enlist”.
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The sun and moon are perpetually obscured;  
The rain and dew never stay dry.  
There are red serpents a hundred feet long  
And black snakes ten girths round.  
The sand-spitters shoot their poison at the sunbeams:  
The flying insects are ill with the shifting glare.  
The hungry monkeys dare not come down to eat;  
The morning birds dare not set out to fly.  
At the Ching River many die of poison:  
 Crossing the Lu one is lucky if one is only ill.  
Our living feet walk on dead ground;  
Our high wills surmount the snares of Fate.  
The Spear-boat General got but little honour;  
The Wave-subduer met with scant reward.  
If our Prince still grudges the things that are easy to give,  
Can he hope that his soldiers will give what is hardest to give?  

By Pao Chao.

Lo-yang

A beautiful place is the town of Lo-yang:  
The big streets are full of spring-light.  
The lads go driving out with harps in their hands;  
The mulberry-girls go out to the fields with their baskets.  
Golden whips glint at the horses’ flanks,  
Gauze sleeves brush the green boughs.  
Racing dawn, the carriages come home,  
And the girls with their high baskets full of fruit.

By the Emperor Ch’ien Wên-ti, sixth century.

The Waters of Lung-Tou (the North-West Frontier)

The road that I came by mounts eight thousand feet;  
The river that I crossed hangs a hundred fathoms.  
The brambles so thick that in summer one cannot pass;  
The snow so high that in winter one cannot climb.  
With branches that interlace Lung Valley is dark;  
Against cliffs that tower one’s voice beats and echoes.  
I turn my head and it seems only a dream  
That I ever lived in the streets of Hsien-yang.

By Hsü Ling 徐陵, 507–583 A.D.

1 Hou Yen 侯嚴, first century B.C.  
2 Ma Yüan 馬援, first century A.D.  
3 Rewards and titles.  
4 Life.  
5 咸陽, i.e. Ch’ang-an, the capital.
THIRTY-EIGHT POEMS BY PO CHU-I 白居易
Translated by A. D. Waley

Of these poems all but three are now translated for the first time. Versions of Nos. 8, 11, and 14 were published by Püizmaier (Denkschriften der Kais. Akad. d. Wissensch. in Wien, vol. xxxvi), but they were so incorrect that I need make no apology for translating these three poems again.

I hope elsewhere to discuss the poet's life and works. Here I will only give the few dates and indications which are necessary as a preface to the poems.

He was born in 772, became a courtier at the capital, was exiled to the South in 815, owing to his persistent attacks on the Government, was recalled five years later, and rose to a foremost place in the State. In 822 he became Governor of Hangchow, and in 825 Governor of Soochow. He died in 846. At Court in the early days he had become acquainted with the handsome Yüan Chên. The friendship lasted till the latter's death in 831, and plays an important part in the poems.

I have unfortunately not had the assistance of an annotated edition. Recently I received from Japan a short selection of the poems, with a few head-notes, but these are singularly irrelevant. I have therefore had to supply my own commentary, rummaging for it in native dictionaries and encyclopædias.

NOTE ON THE METRE OF THE TRANSLATIONS

Any literal translation of Chinese poetry is bound to be to some extent rhythmical, for the rhythm of the original obtrudes itself. If one translates literally, without thinking about the metre of the version, one finds that about two lines out of three have a very definite swing, similar to that of the Chinese lines. The remaining lines are just too short or too long, a circumstance very irritating to the reader, whose ear expects the rhythm to continue. I have therefore tried to produce regular rhythmic effects similar to those of the original. Each character in the Chinese is represented by a stress in the English; but between the stresses unstressed syllables are of course interposed. I have not used rhyme, because it is impossible to produce in English rhyme effects at all similar to those of the original, where the
same rhyme sometimes runs through a whole poem. Also, because the restrictions of rhyme necessarily injure either the vigour of one's language or the literalness of one's version. I do not, at any rate, know of any example to the contrary. What is generally known as "blank verse" is the worst medium for translating Chinese poetry, because the essence of "blank verse" is that it varies the position of its pauses, whereas in Chinese the stop always comes at the end of the couplet.

As in the case of the pre-T'ang poems translated in another article, I have been greatly indebted to the intelligent assistance of Mr. Ting.

早朝賀雲。寄陳山人

1. An Early Levée: addressed to Ch'ên, the Hermit (IX, 9)
At Ch'ang-an—a full foot of snow;
A levée at dawn—to bestow congratulations on the Emperor.
Just as I was nearing the Gate of the Silver Terrace,
After I had left the suburb of Hsin-ch'ang,
On the high causeway my horse's foot slipped;
In the middle of the journey my lantern suddenly went out.
Ten leagues riding, always facing to the north;
The cold wind almost blew off my ears.
I waited for the bell outside the Five Gates;
I waited for the summons within the Triple Hall.
My hair and beard were frozen and covered with icicles;
My coat and robe—chilly like water.
Suddenly I thought of Hsien-yu Valley
And secretly envied Ch'ên Chü-shih;²
Who in warm bed-socks dozes beneath the rugs
And need not get up till the sun has mounted the sky.

禁中寓直夢遊仙遊寺

2. Being on duty all night in the Palace and dreaming of the Hsien-yu Temple (V, 12)
At the western window I paused from writing rescripts;
The pines and bamboos were all buried in stillness.
The moon rose and a calm wind came;
Suddenly, it was like an evening in the hills.

1 These references are to Po Shih Wên Chi 白氏文集, "The Works of Mr. Po."
2 Chü-shih 居士, i.e. retired scholar.
And so, as I dozed, I dreamed of the South-West
And thought I was staying at the Hsien-yu Temple.¹
When I woke and heard the dripping of the Palace clock
I still thought it was the murmur of a mountain stream.

過天門街

3. Passing T'ien-mén Street in Ch'ang-an and seeing a distant
view of Ch'ung-nan Mountain (XIII, 14)

The snow has gone from Chung-nan; spring is almost come.
Lovely in the distance its blue colours, against the brown of
the streets
A thousand coaches, ten thousand horsemen pass down the Nine
Roads.
Turns his head and looks at the mountains—not one man!

初與元九別云云

4. The Letter (IX, 9)

Preface.²—After I parted with Yüan Chên I suddenly dreamt
one night that I saw him. When I awoke I found that a letter
from him had just arrived and, enclosed in it, a poem on the
paulownia flower.

We talked together in the Yung-shou Temple;
We parted to the north of the Hsin-ch'ang dyke.
Going home I shed a few tears
Grieving about things, not sorry for you.
Long, long the road to Lan-t'ien;
You said yourself you would not be able to write.
Reckoning up your halts for eating and sleeping—
By this time, I suppose, you've crossed the Shang Mountains.
Last night the clouds scattered away;
A thousand leagues, the same moonlight scene.
When dawn came I dreamt I saw your face;
It must have been that you were thinking of me.
In my dream I thought I held your hand
And asked you to tell me what your thoughts were.

¹ 仙遊寺, where the poet used to spend his holidays.
² This is the 题 or “title” of the poem; but it is so long that we should be
inclined to call it a preface rather than a title.
And you said, "I miss you bitterly,  
But there's no one here to send to you with a letter."  
When I awoke, before I had time to speak,  
A knocking on the door sounded "Doong, doong!"  
They came and told me a messenger from Shang-chou  
Had brought a letter, a single scroll from you!  
Up from my pillow I suddenly sprang out of bed  
And threw on my clothes, all topsy-turvy.  
I undid the knot and saw the letter within;  
A single sheet with thirteen lines of writing.  
At the top it told the sorrows of an exile's heart;  
At the bottom it described the pains of separation.  
The sorrows and pains took up so much space  
There was no room left to talk about the weather!  
But you said that when you wrote this letter to me  
You were staying for the night to the east of Shang-chou;  
Sitting alone, lighted by a solitary candle,  
Lodging in the mountain hostel of Yang Ch'eng.  
Night was late when you finished writing the letter;  
The mountain moon was slanting towards the west.  
Across the moon, what is it lies aslant?  
A single tree of purple paulownia flowers—  
Paulownia flowers just on the point of falling  
Are a symbol to express "thinking of an absent friend".  
Lovingly you wrote on the back side,  
To send in the letter, your "Poem of the Paulownia Flower".  
The Poem of the Paulownia Flower has eight rhymes;  
Yet these eight couplets have cast a spell on my heart.  
They have taken hold of my this morning's thoughts  
And carried them to yours, the night you wrote your letter.  
The whole poem I read three times,  
Each verse ten times I recite.  
So precious to me are the fourscore words  
That each letter changes into a bar of gold!

[Yüan Chēn had been "degraded" to Chiang-ling 江陵 (modern, King-chow). Lan-t'ien 蘭田 and Shang-chou 商州 were places on the way from the capital (Ch'ang-an) to Chiang-ling in Hupeh. The Hsin-ch'ang suburb was south of Ch'ang-an.]
喜陳兄至
5. Rejoicing at the arrival of Ch'én Hsiung (VI, 20)
(Circa 812 A.D.)
When the yellow bird's note was almost stopped,
And half formed the green plum's fruit,
Sitting and grieving that spring things were over
I rose and entered the Eastern Garden's gate.
I carried my cup and was dully drinking alone:
Suddenly I heard a knocking sound at the door.
Dwelling secluded, I was glad that some one had come;
How much the more, when I saw it was Ch'én Hsiung!
At ease and leisure, all day we talked;
Crowding and jostling, the feelings of many years.
How great a thing is a single cup of wine!
For it makes us tell the story of our whole lives.

念金鸞子
6. Golden Bells (IX, 7)
(Written in 812 A.D.)
When I was almost forty
I had a daughter whose name was Golden Bells.
Now it is just a year since she was born;
She is learning to sit and cannot yet talk.
Ashamed, to find that I have not a sage's heart:
I cannot resist vulgar thoughts and feelings.
Henceforward I am tied to things outside myself:
My only reward, the pleasure I am getting now.
If I am spared the grief of her dying young,
Then I shall have the trouble of getting her married.
That plan for retiring and going back to the hills
Must now be postponed for fifteen years!

念金鸞子
7. Remembering Golden Bells (X, 8)
Ruined and ill, a man of two score;
Pretty and guileless, a girl of three years.
Not a boy, but still better than nothing:
To soothe one's feelings, from time to time a kiss!

¹ First birthday.
There came a day, they suddenly took her from me; Her soul's shadow wandered I know not where. And when I remember how just at the time she died She lisped strange sounds, beginning to learn to talk, Then I know that the ties of flesh and blood Only bind us to a load of grief and sorrow. At last, by thinking of the time before she was born, By thought and reason I drove the pain away. Since my heart forgot her, many days have passed And three times winter has changed to spring. This morning, for a little, the old grief came back, Because, in the road, I met her foster-nurse.

8. The Grain-Tribute

[Written c. 812, during one of the poet's periods of retirement. When the officials come to receive his grain-tribute, he remembers that he is only giving back what he had taken during his years of office. Salaries were paid partly in kind.]

There came an officer knocking by night at my door, In a loud voice demanding grain-tribute. My house-servants dared not wait till the morning, But brought candles and set them on the barn-floor. Passed through the sieve, clean-washed as pearls, A whole cart-load, thirty bushels of grain. But still they cry that it is not paid in full: With whips and curses they goad my servants and boys. Once, in error, I entered public life; I am inwardly ashamed that my talents were not sufficient. In succession I occupied four official posts; For doing nothing—ten years' salary! Often have I heard a saying of ancient men That "Good and ill follow in an endless chain". And to day it ought to set my heart at rest To return to others the corn in my great barn.

1 Cf. Pfizmaier, p. 10.
道州民

9. The People of Tao-chou\(^1\) (III, 14)

(Written in 809 A.D.)

In the land of Tao-chou
Many of the people are dwarfs:
The tallest of them never grow to more than three feet.
They were sold in the market as dwarf slaves and yearly sent
to Court;
Described as “an offering of natural products from the land
of Tao-chou”.
A strange “offering of natural products”; I never heard of
one yet
That parted men from those they loved, never to meet again!
Old men—weeping for their grandsons; mothers for their
children!
One day Yang Ch'êng came to govern the land;
He refused to send up dwarf slaves in spite of incessant
mandates.
He replied to the Emperor, “Your servant finds in the Six
Canonical Books,
‘In offering products, one must offer what is there, and not
what isn’t there.’
On the waters and lands of Tao-chou, among all the things
that live
I only find dwarfish *people*; no dwarfish *slaves*.”
The Emperor’s heart was deeply moved and he sealed and
sent a scroll,
“The yearly tribute of dwarfish slaves is henceforth annulled.”
The people of Tao-chou,
Old ones and young ones, how great their joy!
Father with son and brother with brother henceforward kept
together;
From that day for evermore they lived as free men.

\(^1\) See Yang Ch'êng, Giles 2363 and 2364. The poet blends the story of 楊成
(second century B.C.) with that of 楊城, died 805 A.D. In another poem
Po Chü-i compares his friend Yüan Chên to Yang Ch'êng. Both had been
degraded to provincial posts and both distinguished themselves by their clemency.
There is little doubt that the present poem also refers to Yüan Chên.
The people of Tao-chou
Still enjoy this gift,
And even now when they speak of the Governor
Tears start to their eyes.
And lest their children and their children's children should
forget the Governor's name,
When boys are born the syllable "Yang" is often used in
their forename.

廢琴詩
10. The Old Harp (I, 6)
Of cord and cassia-wood is the harp compounded:
Within it lie ancient melodies.
Ancient melodies—weak and savourless,
Not appealing to present men's taste.
Light and colour are faded from the jade stops:
Dust has covered the rose-red strings.
Decay and ruin came to it long ago,
But the sound that is left is still cold and clear.
I do not refuse to play it, if you want me to:
But even if I play, people will not listen.

* * * * *

How did it come to be neglected so?
Because of the Ch'iang flute and the Ch'in flageolet.¹

五絃
11. The Harper of Chao² (II, 8)
The singers have hushed their notes of clear song:
The red sleeves of the dancers are motionless.
Hugging his lute, the old harper of Chao
Rocks and sways as he touches the five chords.
The loud notes swell and scatter abroad:
"Sa, sa," like wind blowing the rain.
The soft notes dying almost to nothing:
"Ch'ieh ch'ieh," like the voice of ghosts talking.
Now as glad as the magpie's lucky song:
Again bitter as the gibbon's ominous cry.

¹ Barbarous modern instruments.
² Cf. Püizmaier, p. 35.
His ten fingers have no fixed note:
Up and down—"kung," "chih," and "yü".
And those who sit and listen to the tune he plays
Of soul and body lose the mastery.
And those who pass that way as he plays the tune,
Suddenly stop and cannot raise their feet.

Alas, alas that the ears of common men
Should love the modern and not love the old!
Thus it is that the harp in the green window
Day by day is covered deeper with dust.

12. The Prisoner (III, 18)

(Written in 809 A.D.)

Tartars led in chains,
Their ears pierced, their faces bruised, they are driven into the land of Ch'in.
The Son of Heaven took pity on them and would not have them slain.
He sent them away to the south-east, to the lands of Wu and Yüeh.
A petty officer in a yellow coat took down their names and surnames:
They were led from the city of Ch'ang-an under escort of an armed guard.
Their bodies were covered with the wounds of arrows, their bones stood out from their cheeks.

1 Tonic, dominant, and superdominant of the five-note scale. should, I think, be pronounced "chih", not "chi". K'ang Hsi gives the pronunciation 赭阳知上声. The first clause suggests "chih", but the second corrects this to "chih" in the rising tone. This is the current pronunciation. Giles gives "chi", Couvreur "tchen", i.e. chih. Van Aalst also gives "chih".

2 纯人: in other parts of the poem the terms 虏, 蕃, and 吐蕃 are used. The Tibetan conquerors of E. Turkestan are meant. I have chosen the word Tartar for convenience.

3 i.e. Ch'ang-an, the capital.

4 The Emperor.

5 i.e. the districts of Soochow and Shao-hsing.
They had grown so weak they could only march a single stage a day.
In the morning they must satisfy hunger and thirst with neither plate nor cup:
At night they must lie in their dirt and rags on beds that stank with filth.
Suddenly they came to the banks of the Kiang and remembered the Chiao-ho: ¹
With lowered hands and levelled voices they sobbed a muffled song.
Then one Tartar lifted up his voice and spoke to the other Tartars,
"Your sorrows are none at all compared with my sorrows."
Those that were with him in the same band asked to hear his tale:
As he tried to speak the words were choked by the anger that blazed in his heart.
He told them: "I was born and bred in the town of Liang-yüan.²
In the frontier wars of Ta-li³ I fell into the Tartars' hands.
Since the day the Tartars took me alive forty years have passed:
They put me into a coat of skins tied with a belt of rope.
Only on the first of the first month might I put on my Chinese dress.
As I put on my coat and arranged my cap, how fast the tears flowed!
I made in my heart a secret vow I would find a way home:
I hid my plan from my Tartar wife and the children she had borne me in the land.
I thought to myself, it is well for me that my limbs are still strong:
And yet, being old, in my heart I feared I should never live to return.

¹ 交河，"The Junction of Rivers," the ruins of which town stand near Turfan, at the modern village of Yarkhoto (for photos see Stein, Desert Cities of Cathay). During the previous century Chiao-ho-ch'êng had been the headquarters of the Chinese military protectorate of E. Turkestan; but at the time when this poem was written the whole Tarim basin and even parts of the Chinese provinces Kansu and Shansi were occupied by the Tu-fan (Tibetans).
² 凉 or 梁 原, north of Ch'ang-an, near Chung-pu 中 部.
³ The period Ta-li, 766–780 a.d.
The Tartar chieftains shoot so well that the birds are afraid to fly:
From the risk of their arrows I escaped alive and fled swiftly home.
Hiding all day and walking all night, I crossed the Great Desert:¹
Where clouds are dark and the moon black and the sands eddy in the wind.
Frightened I sheltered at the Green Grave,² where the frozen grasses are few:
Stealthily I crossed the Yellow River, at night, on the thin ice.
Suddenly I heard Han³ drums and the sound of soldiers coming:
I went to meet them at the roadside, bowing to them as they came.
But the moving horsemen did not hear that I spoke the Han tongue:
Their captain took me for a Tartar-born and had me bound in chains.
They are sending me away to the south-east, to a low and swampy land:
No one now will take pity on me; resistance is all in vain.
Thinking of this, my voice chokes and I ask of Heaven above, Was I spared from death only to spend the rest of my years in sorrow?
My native village of Liang-yüan I shall not see again: My wife and children in the Tartars' land I have fruitlessly deserted.

¹ The Gobi Desert.
² 青塚 The Grave of Chao-chün 昭君, a Chinese girl who in 33 B.C. was "bestowed upon the Khan of the Hsiung-nu as a mark of Imperial regard" (Giles). Hers was the only grave in this desolate district on which grass would grow. One tradition places it near Ta-t'ung Fu on the north frontier of Shansi: according to another story she was buried on the banks of the Amur, in Manchuria. But our poet evidently thinks of her grave as being on the western frontier, for if the fugitive had been coming into China from the north he would not have crossed the Yellow River. According to a poem by Li Po, Chao-chün was carried off to Khotan 于阗. I fancy Po Chü-i's geographical conceptions were rather vague. Several of his poems deal with this story, e.g. "The Green Grave" and "Chao-chün's Village". There is a No play on the subject by Komparu Ujinobu (1315-1401), see Yōkyoku Hyōshaku, ix, 63.
³ i.e. Chinese.
When I fell among Tartars and was taken prisoner, I pined for the land of Han:
Now that I am back in the land of Han, they have turned me into a Tartar.
Had I but known what my fate would be, I would not have started home!
For the two lands, so wide apart, are alike in the sorrow they bring.
Tartar prisoners in chains!
Of all the sorrows of all the prisoners mine is hardest to bear!
Never in the world has so great a wrong befallen the lot of man—
A Han heart and a Han tongue set in the body of a Turk.”

夢仙詩

13. The Man who Dreamed of Fairies (I, 4)

[This poem is an attack on the Emperor Hsien-tsung, 806–20 A.D., who 神仙 “was devoted to magic”. A Taoist wizard told him that herbs of longevity grew near the city of Tai-chou. The Emperor at once appointed him prefect of the place, “pour lui permettre d’herboriser plus à son aise” (Wieger, Textes, iii, 1723). When the censors protested, the Emperor replied, “The ruin of a single district would be a small price to pay, if it could procure longevity for the Lord of Men.”]

There was once a man who dreamt he went to Heaven:
His dream-body soared aloft through space.
He rode on the back of a white-plumed crane,
And was led on his flight by two crimson banners.
Whirring of wings and flapping of coat-tails!
Jade bells 2 suddenly all a-tinkle!
Half-way to Heaven, he looked down beneath him,
Down on the dark turmoil of the world,
Gradually he lost the place of his native town:
Mountains and water—nothing else distinct.

1 I use the word Turk as a translation for 吐蕃 simply for convenience and do not commit myself to any ethnological theory. The Japanese commentator writes, “Just now (1895) I regret to say that a European heart and tongue in the body of a Japanese is no uncommon sight.”

2 Read 璧.
The Eastern Ocean—a single strip of white;
The hills of China—five specks of green.
Gliding past him a host of fairies swept
In long procession to the Palace of the Jade City.
How should he guess that the children of Tzŭ-mên
Bow to the throne like courtiers of earthly kings?
They take him to the presence of the mighty Jade Emperor:
He bows his head and proffers loyal homage.
The Emperor says: "We see you have fairy talents:
Be of good heart and do not slight yourself.
We shall send to fetch you in fifteen years,
And give you a place in the Courtyard of Immortality."
Twice bowing, he acknowledged the gracious words;
Then woke from sleep, full of wonder and joy.
He hid his secret and dared not tell it abroad,
But vowed a vow he would live in a cave of rock.
From love and affection he severed kith and kin.
From his eating and drinking he omitted savoury and spice.
His morning meal was a dish of coral-dust;
At night he sipped an essence of dewy mists.
In the empty mountains he lived for thirty years
Daily watching for the heavenly Coach to come.
The time of appointment was already long past,
But of wings and coach-bells—still no sound.
His teeth and hair daily withered and decayed;
His ears and eyes gradually lost their keenness.
One morning he suffered the Common Change,
And his body was one with the dust and dirt of the hill.
Gods and fairies! If indeed such things there be,
Their ways are beyond the striving of mortal men.
If you have not on your skull the Golden Bump's protrusion,
If your name is absent from the rolls of the red Terrace,
In vain you learn the "Method of Avoiding Food";
For nought you study the Book of Alchemic Lore.
Though you sweat and toil, what shall your trouble bring?
You will only shorten the five-score years of your span.
Sad, alas, the man who dreamt of fairies!
For a single dream misled his whole life.

1 i.e. the Immortals.
14. The Two Red Towers (IV, 3)

(A Satire against Clericalism, c. 809 A.D.; cf. Pfizmaier, p. 50)

The Two Red Towers
North and south rise facing each other.
I beg to ask, to whom do they belong?
To the two Princes of the period Chêng Yüan.¹

The two Princes blew on their flutes and drew down fairies from the sky,
Who carried them off through the Five Clouds, soaring away to Heaven.
Their halls and houses, towers and pavilions they could not take with them;
So these were turned into Buddhist temples, planted in the world of men.

In the tiring-rooms and dancers' towers all is silent and still;
Only the willows like dancers' arms, and the pond like a mirror,

When the flowers are falling at yellow twilight, when things are sad and hushed,
One does not hear songs and flutes, but only chimes and bells.
The Imperial Patent on the Temple doors is written in letters of gold;
For nuns' quarters and monks' cells ample space is allowed.
For green moss and bright moonlight—plenty of room provided;
In a hovel opposite is a sick man who has hardly room to lie down!

I remember once, when at P'ing-yang² they were building a great man's house,
How it swallowed up the housing space of thousands of ordinary men.
The Immortals³ are leaving us, two by two, and their houses are turned into temples;
I begin to fear that the whole world will become a vast convent!

¹ 785-805 A.D.
² In Shansi. Perhaps the place-name is here used to mean a person, as we might say "Cambridge" meaning the Duke of Cambridge. It is such points as this that an annotated edition would elucidate.
³ Hsien Tsung's brothers?
15. The Old Man with the Broken Arm (III, 10)

(A Satire on Militarism, c. 809 A.D.)

At Hsin-fêng¹ an old man—four score and eight;
The hair on his head and the hair of his eyebrows—white as
the new snow.
Leaning on the shoulders of his great-grandchildren, he walks
in front of the inn;
With his left arm he leans on their shoulders; his right arm
is broken.
I asked the old man how many years had passed since he
broke his arm;
I also asked the cause of the injury, how and why it
happened.
The old man said he was born and reared in the District of
Hsin-fêng;
At the time of his birth—a wise reign; no wars or discords.
“Often I listened in the Pear-tree Garden to the sound of flute
and song;
Nought I knew of banner and lance; nothing of arrow or bow,
Then came the wars of Tien-pao² and the great levy of men;
Of three men in each house, one man was taken.
And those to whom the lot fell, where were they taken to?
Five months’ journey, a thousand miles—away to Yûn-nan.
We heard it said that in Yûn-nan there flows the Lu River;
As the flowers fall from the pepper-trees, poisonous vapours rise.
When the great army waded across, the water seethed like
a cauldron;
When barely ten had entered the water, two or three were
dead.
To the north of my village, to the south of my village the
sound of weeping and wailing;
Children parting from fathers and mothers; husbands parting
from wives.
Every one says that in expeditions against the Min tribes,
Of a million men who are sent out, not one returns.

¹ 新豐 in Shensi, near Lin-t'ung.
² 742–755 A.D.
At this time I, that am now old, was aged twenty-four,
My name and fore-name were written down in the rolls of
the Board of War.
In the depth of night, not daring to let any one know,
I secretly took a huge stone and dashed it against my arm.
For drawing the bow and waving the banner now wholly
unfit;
I knew henceforward I should not be sent to fight in
Yün-nan.
Bones broken and sinews wounded could not fail to hurt;
I was ready enough to bear pain if only I got back home.
My arm—broken ever since; it was sixty years ago.
One limb although destroyed—whole body safe!
But even now on winter nights, when the wind and rain blow
From evening on till day’s dawn, I cannot sleep for pain.
    Not sleeping for pain
    Is a small thing to bear,
Compared with the joy of being alive when all the rest are
dead.
For otherwise, years ago, at the ford of Lu River
My body would have died and my soul hovered by the bones
that no one gathered.
A ghost, I’d have wandered in Yün-nan, always looking for
home,
Over the graves of ten thousand soldiers, mournfully hovering:"
    So the old man spoke,
    And I bid you listen to his words.
    Have you not heard
That the Prime Minister of K’ai-yüan, Sung K’ai-fu, Did not reward frontier exploits, lest a spirit of aggression
should prevail?
    And have you not heard
That the Prime Minister of T’ien-Pao, Yang Kuo-chung Desiring to win imperial favour, started a frontier war?
But long before he could win the war people had lost their
temper;
Ask the man with the broken arm in the village of Hsin-fêng.

1 713–742.
2 Sung Ching 朱瑾.
3 Cousin of the notorious mistress of Ming-huang, Yang Kuei-fei.
Note on the Satires

Fêng Pan (eighteenth century) says: "Po's satires are open and direct and therefore move the reader deeply. His predecessors had always disguised their meaning so as to convey a suitable warning without running any risks themselves. Po, on the other hand, is perfectly explicit, and the excellence of his satires lies in their very directness. It is impossible to read them without being stirred."

The three following poems (Nos. 16, 17, and 18) were written on the poet's journey to his place of exile.

16. Kept waiting in the boat at Chiu K'ou ten days by an adverse wind (XV, 21)

White billows and huge waves block the river crossing:
Wherever I go, danger and difficulty; whatever I do, failure.
Just as in my worldly career I wander and lose the road,
So when I come to the river-crossing I am stopped by contrary winds.
Of fishes and prawns sodden in the rain the smell fills my nostrils;
With the stings of insects that come with the fog, my whole body is sore.
I am growing old, time flies, and my short span runs out,
While I sit in a boat at Chiu K'ou, wasting ten days!

17. On Board Ship: Reading Yuan Chên's Poems (XV, 22)

I take your poems in my hand and read them beside the candle;
The poems are finished: the candle is low; dawn not yet come.
With sore eyes by the guttering candle still I sit in the dark,
To the sound of waves that strike the ship driven by a head-wind.

18. Arriving at Hsün-yang (XV, 27)

I
A bend of the river brings into view two triumphal arches;
That is the gate in the western wall of the suburbs of Hsün-yang.
I have still to travel in my solitary boat three or four leagues—
By misty waters and rainy sands, while the yellow dust thickens.
II

We are almost come to Hsün-yang: how my thoughts are stirred
As we pass to the south of Yü Liang's tower and the east of
Pên port.
The forest trees are leafless and withered—after the mountain
rain;
The houses of men are low hidden among the river mists.
The horses, fed on *ku-chiang*, are too weak to carry their load;
The cottages, built of thatch and wattle, let the wind blow on
one's bed,
In the distance I see red-wheeled coaches driving from the town-
gate;
They have taken the trouble, these civil people, to meet their
new Prefect!

山中獨吟

19. Singing in the Mountains (VII, 20)

There is no one among men that has not a special failing:
And my failing consists in writing verses.
I have broken away from the thousand ties of life,
But this infirmity still remains behind.
Each time that I look at a fine landscape,
Each time that I meet a loved friend,
I raise my voice and recite a stanza of poetry,
And am glad as though a god had crossed my path.
Ever since the day I was banished to Hsün-yang,
Half my time I have lived among the hills.
And often, when I have finished a new poem,
Alone I climb the road to the Eastern Rock.
I lean my body on the banks of white stone;
I pull down with my hands a green cassia branch.
My mad singing startles the hills and valleys:
The apes and birds all come to peep.
Fearing to become a laughing-stock to the world,
I choose a place that is unfrequented by men.

1 Died 340 A.D. Giles 2526.
2 蒺薈, "a species of aquatic grass" (Giles).
20. To a Portrait Painter who desired him to sit (XVII, 10)

You, so bravely splashing reds and blues!
Just when I am getting wrinkled and old.
Why should you waste the moments of inspiration
Tracing the withered limbs of a sick man?
Tall, tall is the Palace of the Unicorn,¹
But my deeds have not been frescoed on its walls.
Minutely limned on a foot of painting silk—
What can I do with a portrait such as that?

21. On being removed from Hsün-yang (XI, 2)

And sent to Chung-chou, a remote place in the mountains of Pa 巴
(Ssech'uan)

Before this, when I was stationed at Hsün-yang,
Already I regretted the fewness of friends and guests.
Suddenly, suddenly, bearing a stricken heart
I left the gates, with nothing to comfort me.
Henceforward, relegated to deep seclusion
In a bottomless gorge, flanked by precipitous mountains.
Five months on end the passage of boats is stopped
By the piled billows that toss and leap like colts.
The inhabitants of Pa resemble wild apes;
Fierce and lusty, they fill the mountains and prairies.
Among such as these I cannot hope for friends,
And am pleased with anyone who is even remotely human!

22. Pruning Trees (VII, 14)

Trees growing—right in front of my window;
The trees are high and the leaves grow thick.
Sad, alas! the distant mountain view,
Obscured by this, dimly shows between.
One morning I took knife and axe;
With my own hand I lopped the branches off.

¹ 麒麟閣, one of the “Record Offices” of the T'ang dynasty, where meritorious deeds were illustrated on the walls.
Ten thousand leaves fell about my head;  
A thousand hills came before my eyes.  
Suddenly, as when clouds or mist break  
And straight through, the blue sky appears;  
Again, like the face of a friend one has loved  
Seen at last after an age of parting.  
First there came a gentle wind blowing;  
One by one the birds flew back to the tree.  
To ease my mind I gazed to the south-east;  
As my eye wandered, my thoughts went far away.  
Of men there is none that has not some preference;  
Of things there is none but mixes good with ill.  
It was not that I did not love the tender branches;  
But better still, to see the green hills!

病中友人相访

23. Being visited by a friend during illness (X, 12)
I have been ill so long that I do not count the days;  
At the southern window, evening—and again evening.  
Sadly chirping in the grasses under my eaves  
The winter sparrows morning and evening sing.  
By an effort I rise and lean heavily on my bed;  
Tottering I step towards the door of the courtyard.  
By chance I meet a friend who is coming to see me;  
As though I had risen specially to greet him.  
They took my couch and placed it in the setting sun;  
They spread my rug and I leaned on the balcony-pillar.  
Tranquil talk was better than any medicine;  
Gradually I perceived that my spirits were coming back.

夜泊旅望

24. On the way to Hangchow: Anchored on the River at Night (XX, 5)
Little sleeping and much grieving, the traveller  
Rises at midnight and looks back towards home.  
The sands are bright with moonlight that joins the shores;  
The sail is white with dew that has covered the boat.  
Nearing the sea, the river grows broader and broader:  
Approaching autumn, the nights longer and longer.  
Thirty times we have slept amid mists and waves,  
And still we have not reached Hang-chow!
25. The Silver Spoon (XX, 3)
(While on the road to his new province, Hang-chow, in 822, he sends a silver spoon to his daughter A-kuei, whom he had been obliged to leave behind with her nurse, old Mrs. Ts'ao.)

To distant service my heart is well accustomed;
When I left home, it wasn’t that which was difficult.
But because I had to leave Miss Kuei at home—
For this it was that tears filled my eyes.
Little girls ought to be daintily fed:
Mrs. Ts’ao, please see to this!
That’s why I’ve packed and sent a silver spoon;
You will think of me and eat up your food nicely!

26. The Big Rug

That so many of the poor should suffer from cold
what can we do to prevent?
To bring warmth to a single body
is not much use.
I wish I had a big rug
ten thousand feet long,
Which at one time could cover up
every inch of the city.

27. After getting drunk, becoming sober in the night (XX, 19)
Our party scattered at yellow dusk and I came home to bed;
I woke at midnight and went for a walk, leaning heavily on
a friend.
As I lay on my pillow my vinous complexion, soothed by sleep,
grew sober.
In front of the tower the ocean moon, accompanying the tide,
had risen;
The swallows, about to return to the beams, went back to roost
again;

1 I cannot find this poem in the "Works"; it is possible, therefore, that it is not genuine. The same idea is expressed in a less concise form in three authentic poems.
The candle at my window, just going out, suddenly renewed its light.
All the time till dawn came, still my thoughts were muddled;
And in my ears something sounded like the music of flutes and strings.

28. **On a Box containing his own Works** (LXIII, 9)
I break up cypress and make a book-box;
The box well-made, and the cypress-wood tough.
In it shall be kept what author's works?
The inscription says Po Lo-t'ien.¹
All my life has been spent in writing books,
From when I was young, till now that I am old.
First and last—seventy whole volumes;
Big and little—three thousand themes.²
Well I know in the end they'll be scattered and lost;
But I cannot bear to see them thrown away.
With my own hand I open and shut the locks,
And put it carefully in front of the book-curtain.
I am like T'eng Pai-tao;³
But to-day there is not any Wang Ts'an.⁴
All I can do is to divide them among my daughters
To be left by them to give to my grandchildren.

29. **On being Sixty** (LI, 23)
(Adressed to Liu Meng-te (Giles, 1379), who had asked for a poem.
He was the same age as Po Chü-i.)

Between the ages of thirty and forty, one is distracted by the Five Lusts;
Between the ages of seventy and eighty, one is a prey to a hundred diseases.
But from fifty years to sixty years one is free from all ills;
Quiet and peaceful, calm and still—the heart enjoys rest.

¹ 樂 天, Po Chü-i's other name.
² i.e. separate poems, essays, etc.
³ Who was obliged to abandon his only child on the roadside. See T'eng Yu Giles, 1907.
⁴ Giles, 2233. Is the reference to Wang's famous poem, 七 哀?
I have put behind me Love and Greed; I have done with Profit and Fame;
I am still short of illness and decay and far from decrepit age;
Strength of limb I still possess to seek the rivers and hills;
Still my heart has spirit enough to listen to flutes and strings.
At leisure I open new wine and taste several cups;
Drunken I recall old poems and sing a whole volume.
Meng-tê has asked for a poem, and herewith I exhort him
Not to complain of three-score, "the time of obedient ears."  

登觀音臺望城
30. Climbing the Terrace of Kuan-yin and looking at the City (LV, 6)
Hundreds of houses, thousands of houses—like a chess-board.
The twelve streets like a field planted with rows of cabbage.
In the distance perceptible, dim, dim—the fire of approaching dawn;
And a single row of stars lying to the west of the Five Gates.

登靈應臺北望
31. Climbing the Ling Ying Terrace and looking North (LV, 6)
Mounting on high I begin to realize the smallness of Man's Domain;
Gazing into distance I begin to know the vanity of the Carnal World.
I turn my head and hurry home—back to the Court and Market,
A single grain of rice falling—into the Great Barn.

山遊示小妓
32. Going to the Mountains with a little Dancing-girl aged 15 (LXII, 9)
(Written when he was about 65. The girl was probably the famous Fan-su, whom the poet subsequently took into his service.)
Two top-knots not yet plaited into one.
Of thirty years—just beyond half.
You who are really a lady of silks and satins
Are now become my hill- and stream-companion!

1 Confucius said that it was not till sixty that "his ears obeyed him". This age was therefore called "the time of obedient ears". 耳順年.
At the spring fountains together we splash and play,
On the lovely trees together we climb and sport.
Her cheeks grow rosy as she quickens her sleeve-dancing;
Her brow grows sad as she slows her song's tune.
Don't go singing the Song of the Willow Branches,
When there's no one here with a heart for you to break!

夢微之

33. Dreaming of Yuan Chên (LXVIII, 13)
(This was written eight years after Yuan Chên's death, when Po Chü-i was 68.)

At night you came and took my hand and we wandered together in my dream;
When I woke in the morning there was no one to stop the tears that fell on my handkerchief.
On the banks of the Ch'ang my aged body three times has passed through sickness;
At Hsien-yang to the grasses on your grave eight times has autumn come.
You lie buried beneath the springs and your bones are mingled with the clay.
I—lodging in the world of men; my hair white as snow.
A-wei and Han-lang both followed in their turn;
[Affectionate names of Li Piao-chih and Ts'ui Hui-shu.]
Among the shadows of the Terrace of Night did you know them or not?

夢上山

34. A Dream of Mountaineering (LXIX, 13)
(Written when he was over 70.)

At night, in my dream, I stoutly climbed a mountain,
Going out alone with my staff of holly-wood.
A thousand crags, a hundred hundred valleys—
In my dream-journey none were unexplored,
And all the while my feet never grew tired,
And my step was as strong as in my young days.

1 A plaintive love-song (see Yo Fu Shih Chi 癸府詩集, ch. lxxxi), to which Po Chü-i had himself written words.
2 Wei-chih, Yuan Chên's other name.
3 Since you died.
4 咸陽, near Ch'ang-an, modern Si-ngan-fu.
Can it be that when the mind travels backward,
The body also returns to its old state?
And can it be, as between body and soul,
That the body may languish, while the soul is still strong?
Soul and body—both are vanities;
Dreaming and waking—both alike unreal.
In the day my feet are palsied and tottering;
In the night my steps go striding over the hills.
As day and night are divided in equal parts,
Between the two I get as much as I lose.

即事重題
35. (Congratulating himself on the comforts of his life after his
retirement from office. Written c. 844?) LXV, 19
Lined coat, warm cap, and easy felt slippers,
In the little tower, at the low window, sitting over the sunken
brazier.
Body at rest, heart at peace; no need to rise early.
I wonder if the courtiers at the Western Capital know of
these things, or not?

聞歌者唱微之詩
36. On hearing someone sing a poem by Yüan Chên (L.XIV, 10)
(Written long after Yüan Chên’s death.)
No new poems his brush will trace:
Even his fame is dead.
His old poems are deep in dust
At the bottom of boxes and cupboards.
Once lately, when someone was singing,
Suddenly I heard a verse—
Before I had time to catch the words
A pain had stabbed my heart.

客有說
37. Taoism and Buddhism (L.XIX, 31)
(Written soon before he died.)
A traveller came across the seas
Telling of strange sights.
“In a deep fold of the sea-hills
I saw a terrace and tower.
In the midst there stood a fairy temple
With one niche empty.
They all told me this was waiting
For Lo-t'ien to come."

Traveller, I have studied the Empty Gate;¹
I am no disciple of fairies.
The story you have just told
Is nothing but an idle tale.
The hills of ocean shall never be
Lo-t'ien's home.
When I leave the earth it will be to go
To the Heaven of Bliss Fulfilled.²

自詠老身示諸家屬
38. Last Poem (LXXI, 13)

They have put my bed beside the unpainted screen;
They have shifted my stove in front of the blue curtain.
I listen to my grandchildren, who are reading me a book;
I watch the servants, who are eating up my soup.
I busy my pencil, answering the poems of friends;
I feel in my pockets and pull out the medicine money.
When this superintendence of trifling affairs is done,
I lie back on my pillows and sleep with my face to the south.

¹ 空門, i.e. Buddhism. The poem is quite frivolous, as is shown by his claim to Bodhisattvahood.
² The “tushita” Heaven, 瑳 𨮂 天, where Bodhisattvas wait till it is time for them to appear as Buddhas.
THE PHONETICS OF THE BENGALI LANGUAGE

By J. D. Anderson, M.A.

Alphabet, varṇa-mālā, bōṛṇa-mala, বর্ণ-মালা।

1. Vowels, svar-varṇa, স্঵র-বর্ণ।

In Bengali, as in most Indian languages, every consonant, unless some other vowel is written with it, is pronounced with an unwritten “inherent” vowel, = a.

In Bengali this vowel is pronounced, not as usually a, but as ə.

The vowels, like the consonants, are theoretically supposed to be pronounced in the five parts of the mouth, thus: (1) throat, kaṇṭha, kəntho, কণ্ঠ; (2) palate, tālu, tala, তাল; (3) cerebrum, mūrdhā, muṛdha, মূর্ধা; (4) teeth, danta, don̄to, দন্ত; (5) lips, oṣṭha, oʃthsə, ওষ্ঠ.

They are also divided into (1) hrasva, hrasfo, হৃষ্ণ = short vowels; (2) dirgha, dirgho, দীর্ঘ = long vowels.

Hence, theoretically, there are ten pure vowels. Those in parenthesis are not used in Bengali.

(1) Kaṇṭha, kəntho . . . . a, ə, ə, a, ə
(2) Tālavya, tələbbə . . . . i, ɪ, i, ɪ;
(3) Murddhanya, muṛdhoon̄o r, ri, ɾ, ri; মূড়ন্তো
(4) Dantya, don̄to . . . . (l), l, ɭ, ɭ;
(5) Oṣṭhya, oʃthsə . . . . u, ʊ, ʊ, u;

There are four diphthongs: (1) a + i = e, (2) ə + i = ai, (3) a + u = o, (4) ə + u = au.

But these are not, as in other Indian languages, pronounced as e, ai, o, and au, but as ə, əi, ə, and əʊ. Their symbols are э, э, э, and э.

There are, however, other vowel sounds than those given above. These are due to the influence of Sanskrit compound consonants which have undergone phonetic decay in passing through Prākrit.

Thus kṣa ङ्र came khya and finally kkha; y and v compounded with a preceding consonant became mute, and either (1) lengthened the sound of that consonant (if initial), or (2) doubled its sound (if medial).
These affect (1) the sound of subsequent a or ā.

(2) " precedent a or ā.

Examples:—

(1) As affecting a: kṣan = khǒṇ, kṣatri = khêtiri, kṣamā = khema, kṣati = kheti, vyay = bce, vyathā = bṣetha, vyavahār = bvebohar, vyakti = bvekti, vyasta = bvesto, nyasta = bnesto.

As affecting ā: kālān = khāleṇ, kānta = khāento, khyāta = khveto, vyākaran = bvekron, nyāy’ya = nveddzo, śyāmal = sēmol, tyāg = tæg, vyāpār = bāpar.

(2) As affecting a: aksi = jkхи, aksar = jkkhɔr, kalya = ksˈllo, adya = sˈḍdo, satya = fˈṭτo, satva = tˈṭτo, lakṣmi = lsˈkkhii. (A privative is not thus affected.)

As affecting ā: sāksi = jskхи, mānya = mɛnno, bhāgya = bhɛggo, kārtya = kɛrdzdzo, tyāy’ya = tɛvdzdzo, bādhya = bɛddho.

There are, therefore, besides the seven conventional pure vowels, the vowel e, represented by -ā or by ā followed by a consonant compounded with s or y; and the vowel e, similarly produced by contact of a with compound consonants.

Besides the conventional four diphthongs there are (1) oʰ, produced as above, and also by epenthesis, as when ati, normally əti, becomes ətʰi; (2) aʰ, produced by epenthesis, e.g. ājī = aɾʣ, kālī = kɑɾl, gālī = gɑɾl, sālī = sɑɾl, ālī = aɾl.

In certain words the sahaj or normal pronunciation of e becomes vi-kṛta or “distorted”. Thus y’ena = dzɛnɔ, kena = kɛno, y’eman = dzɛmɔn, teman = łɛmɔn, eta = eto.

The vowels, when not initial, are written as follows (I give combinations with the letter k = k): ɐ = ka, ɐ̂ = kā, ɐ Destruction = ki, k̃ = ku, ʁ̃ = kũ, ʳ̃ = kr̃, ɐ̃ = ke, ṭɐ̃ = kai, ʀɐ̃ = ko, ɐ̃ = kau.

Theoretically i = i. But in initial and final syllables it often becomes i or even iː: e.g. śiva = fɨb, pītā = pɨtə, dite = dɨte, nite = nɨte. But nilam = nləm, niba = nɨbə, dilam = dɨləm.

Final i is often i, especially the i of emphasis: e.g. trni-i, pəti, gelei-i.

So r varies between rr and ri, the latter chiefly in monosyllables such as trn = trñ.

When final a is not mute (as to rule for which see Wenger) it frequently becomes not o but o, especially in the last syllable of disyllabic adjectives such as bhāla = bhalo, chaṭa = tʃhəto, bara = bəro.

Before giving the normal pronunciation of the vowels
I had better set out the consonants, so as to be able to quote complete words. The consonants, like the vowels, are classified as (1) guttural, (2) palatal, (3) cerebral, (4) dental, and (5) labial (see table, p. 82).

* over a vowel is called a candra-vindu, tfonduo-brdu, and nasalizes it. It is the exact equivalent of "*.

\( \dot{\alpha} = m \) after a vowel is called anu-nāsikā, "following nasal," and is pronounced as \( \eta \): e.g. संयोग = सौयोग.

\( \tilde{\iota} = \tilde{\eta} \) after a vowel is called vi-sarga, "cessation." It is a substitute, under Sanskrit phonetic theory, for final \( r \) and \( s \). When final it is sounded as a sharp pause. When medial it doubles the sound of the following consonant.

Thus:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{dur} + \text{kha} & = \text{dukhha}. \\
\text{nir} + \text{sār} & = \text{nāsār}. \\
\text{nir} + \text{srta} & = \text{nāsīrta}. \\
\text{nir} + \text{svās} & = \text{nāshās}. \\
\text{nir} + \text{śabda} & = \text{nāśārbdo}. \\
\text{dur} + \text{stha} & = \text{dusstha}. \\
\text{dur} + \text{sādhyā} & = \text{dussādha}, \text{etc.}
\end{align*}
\]

We can now return to the normal sounds of the vowels.

(1) \( a \). Normal (sahaj) pronunciation is \( a \).

E.g. अवश्य = अवश्य = अवश्य.

अग्र = अग्र = अग्र.

पाठी = पाठी = पाठी.

Final \( a \) is often pronounced \( o \), as mentioned above, and sometimes also in an initial syllable, e.g. बोलित = बोली.

(2) \( ā \). Normal (sahaj) sound is \( a \).

Examples: आकार = a:kar, आशा = a:sha, ग्राम = pra:ya. The vi-kṛta pronunciation has been given above.

(3) \( i \). Normal (sahaj) sound is \( i \).

Examples: नासिक = nāsika, मिथ्य = mitthā, स्थित = sthitō, याइत = dzai-tō.

The pronunciation of \( i \) into \( i \), as when शि = fi:b, has already been noticed. Note that \( i \) in the penultimate syllable of verbs is elided in Western Bengal, where it follows a consonant, and, where it follows a vowel, undergoes one of the rare cases of a genuine modern sandhi or coalescence.

Thus. कित becomes korte, याइत = dzete, आसित = a:te, बोलित = bo:lte, को:ट = ko:te, देजे = dzeje, मो:ट = more. (This}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vyañjan varṇa = Bendzon borno = Consonants.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sparsa varṇa = sprofo borno = “touch letters”, i.e. vargīya letters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antahṣṭha = antoṣṭha, “interstitials,” semivowels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uṣma = r/ḥ, breath-letters, sibilants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) क, ka, ko. ख, kha, kho.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) च, ca, tʃ. छ, cha, tʃh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) ट, ta, t. ठ, tha, th.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) ठ, ta, t. ठ, tha, th.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) प, pa, po. फ, pha, ph.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The twenty-five vargīya letters are so called because they are divided into five varga (bورو) or “classes”.
2 These are distinguished as (1) vargīya ja and (2) antahṣṭha ja.
3 ḍa, ḍha, when written as ण, ́ṇ, are trilled into hard cerebral r, rh, as वडु = बोरो, घोड़ा = घोरा, रोड़ = रुज्हो.
4 These are spelt and pronounced alike, but are distinguished as (1) vargīya ba and (2) antahṣṭha ba.
5 All three pronounced alike as ʃ, but are written in the numerous tat-sama’s borrowed from Sanskrit. But s retains its Sanskrit sound of s when compounded with dental or labial consonants, e.g. upa-sthit = uposthit, hindusthān = hindusthan, stambha = stombho, svāsthya = ṣaṭsthā, smṛti = smṛiti or svṛti.

N.B.—Initial ə before ā, and medial ə after a vowel and before ā = w, e.g. शव = ́səw, यस्व = ́yəsə = dzaw, नेओ = neō = new, बरोर = bəro = baru, ओल = oəl = wala; w before i is written as ु, as उठें = English “will “.
change requires a more careful analysis than, so far as I know, has yet been made. In Eastern Bengal verbs are, for the most part, pronounced as spelt.)

(4) \(i\) is always \(i\) or \(i:\).

\[\text{e.g. } \text{সীতা} = \\text{fita}, \text{হন্দরী} = \\text{funda}, \text{ফরিদ} = \\text{fori}.\]

(5) \(r\) is \(vr\), except in monosyllables, when it becomes \(ri\).

\[\text{e.g. } \text{কৃত} = \\text{krito}, \text{পৃথিবী} = \\text{prthibi}, \text{পৃথক} = \\text{prthok}, \text{হর্স} = \\text{bhrto}, \text{দ্র} = \\text{trin}. \text{Note the unique use of } r \text{ after } r \text{ in } \text{বেলক্ন} = \text{norriti}, \]
the S.W. quarter.

(6) \(u\) is always \(u\).

\[\text{e.g. } \text{হ্র} = \\text{fukh}, \text{হৃ} = \\text{dukho} \text{ (note doubling of subsequent consonant by visarga, and consequent pronunciation of otherwise muted final a), } \text{হৃক্ত} = \\text{fukumar}, \text{ধ্র} = \text{buddhi}, \text{ব্র} = \text{budzha}. \text{Note that } \text{ধ্র} = \text{dzwa}; \text{ cf. the use of } \text{ও} \text{ as a symbol for } w.\]

(7) \(\ddot{u}\) is always \(u\).

\[\text{e.g. } \text{মুল} = \\text{muI}, \text{মূল} = \\text{mullo}, \text{পূর্ণ} = \\text{purno}, \text{পূর্ব} = \\text{purbo}, \text{স্থ} = \\text{sthul}, \text{স্থলকায} = \\text{sthulokaj}.\]

(8) \(e\) is normally \(e\), but in its vi\(k\)ta pronunciation, as above noted, is \(\ddot{e}\).

\[\text{e.g. } \text{খান} = \\text{ekhe}, \text{দেশ} = \\text{defe}, \text{কেশ} = \\text{kef}, \text{ভেল} = \\text{teI}.\]

(9) \(ai\) is pronounced as \(\ddot{a}\).

\[\text{e.g. } \text{বেকার} = \\text{bokal}, \text{বৈক} = \\text{dvbat}, \text{etc.}\]

(10) \(o\) is the pure \(o\), as in French.

\[\text{e.g. } \text{পোফ} = \\text{pofak}, \text{পোর} = \\text{pora}, \text{চট্টাপাঠায} = \\text{ftutopedhaj}.\]

(11) \(au\) is pronounced as \(\ddot{o}\), something like the English \(o\) in "go".

\[\text{e.g. } \text{মোম} = \\text{mo\(m\)atf}, \text{মোন} = \\text{mo\(m\)no}, \text{কৌস} = \\text{o\(f\)odh}, \text{পোক} = \\text{po\(f\)f}, \text{পোক} = \\text{po\(f\)tr}.\]

Finally, note that \(\text{-হ্য} \text{-} \text{hi} \text{ has become} \text{-} \text{jia} \text{ in Prākrt, and, though written as in Sanskrit, is pronounced according to the Prākrt spelling, with the usual vocalic change produced by the degeneration of } y \text{ after another consonant. } \text{e.g. } \text{বাক} = \\text{baIdzo}, \text{স্ব} = \\text{fodzdo}, \text{etc. An odd result of this change is that I have seen } \text{ন্য} \text{ written in a petition as } \text{ন্য} ! \text{ That is the worst of a language that has Sanskrit spelling with Prākrt pronunciation.}\]

**Phrasal Accentuation**

In Bengali, as in French, there is a dominant phrasal accent of quantity, but at the *beginning* instead of at the *end* of the
phrase. The first syllable of several words pronounced rapidly together is dwelt upon. But when the first word is a personal pronoun or other comparatively unimportant word, it does not take this accent of quantity.

\[ \text{e.g.} \quad \text{আপনার বাড়ি কোথায়?} \]
\[ \text{আমি কাল দুপুরের সময় আসি।} \]

Here the words আপনার and আমি কাল are pronounced rapidly and parenthetically, as it were, and the phrasal accent follows them. This peculiarity is reflected in Bengali verse. Each metrical unit or phrase consists of a fixed number of syllables. But it is common (for instance, in many of Rabindranath’s lyrics) to precede a verse by an extra-metrical word or two.

\[ \text{e.g.} \quad (\text{আর}) \quad 
\begin{align*}
& \text{নাইটের বেলা নামল ছায়া} \\
& \text{ধৰণীতে,} \\
& (\text{এখন}) \quad \text{চির রে ষাটে, কফসাথামি} \\
& \text{ভরে নিতে।} \\
\end{align*} \]

N.B.—The above notes apply only to literary Bengali as pronounced in and around Calcutta. Almost every district has its own peculiarities. For instance, Nadiyā, where the Bengali is as the French of Tours, has a tendency to pronounce n as l, so that নৌকা becomes lōu̯ko.

P.S.—I ought to add that when I say above that the merging of \(y\) and \(v\) with a preceding consonant doubles the sound of that consonant, I am not strictly accurate. The consonant is really prolonged, but its sound is heard as the tongue touches and leaves the teeth, etc. Thus satya ought perhaps to be written jat̪o, and not jatto.
AN INSCRIPTION OF THE REIGN OF UDAYADITYA
By L. D. Barnett, M.A., Litt.D.

THE following inscription is now edited—for the first time, as far as I am aware—from an ink-impression which my friend Pandit Shyama Shankar Har Chaudhuri, M.A., of Jhalrapatan, has kindly sent to me, together with a transcription by Pandit Gopal Lal Vyas, Curator of the Archaeological Department of H.H. the Maharaja of Jhalawar’s Government. The place where it was found is not stated.

The letters are of an elegant Northern type, corresponding to those shown in Bühler’s Tafeln, v, cols. 11–13, but with some variations; and the initial ṭ is peculiar. The average height of the characters in lines 1–7 is 1\(\frac{1}{16}\) inch; in lines 8–10 the letters are much smaller, with a height of about \(\frac{3}{8}\) inch, or rather less. The language is Sanskrit, but of an ungrammatical popular kind. Thus we have the ending -oṁ instead of -oṁ in line 5, n for ṅ in Harshukēn in line 6, parava and varishāṁ on lines 8–9; and the author drops into undiluted and unblushing Prakrit on line 7, -devaṁs kērm. The word kērm may be compared with the classical Prakrit kēram, “for the sake of” (see Pischel, Gramm. d. Prakr., § 176), and the modern case-endings such as ker, kerā, kar, etc. (see Kellogg, Grammar of the Hindi Language, 2nd ed., §§ 180, 185). The words paṭṭakila (lines 3, 8), satka (line 6), and mūdaka (line 9) are also of some lexical interest. Paṭṭakila is the modern paṭel, “village headman.” Satka means “belonging to”, and is found in a few similar inscriptions of Northern India. Mūdaka is obscure; one is tempted to alter it to mṛṭaka, but the latter is a dry measure (cf. Telugu mūţa, “bundle,” Marathi mūth, “bullock’s pack-saddle”).

The document refers itself to the reign of King Udayāditya, in the Samvat year 1143, and records the construction of a temple of Śambhu (Śiva) and of a well, together with a gift of a supply of lamp-oil, by Janna, son of Chāhila, a Tailika, whose mother Dhāini is also mentioned as offering her homage to the god. The king is obviously the Paramāra Udayāditya of Malwa, who is several times mentioned in inscriptions, and is known from one record (noticed in Indian Antiquary, vol. xx, p. 83) to have been reigning in Samvat 1137.

The date is given as Samvat 1143, the 10th of the bright fortnight of Vaiśākha. On the supposition that we have to
deal here with the usual Chaitrādi Vikrama era, we may calculate this date either as a current or as an expired year. On the assumption that the year is a current Vikrama year, the date given above corresponds to Monday, April 7, A.D. 1085. If, however, we take the year as expired, the date will be Sunday, April 26, A.D. 1086. The former alternative seems to be preferable.

TEXT
1. Óm¹ Namah Śivāya • Saṁvat 1143 Vaisāḥ(sā)khā śudi 10 a-
2. dyeha śrimad - Udayāditya - dēva - kalyaṇa - vijaya - rājye ¹
   Te(tai)-
3. lik-ānvayē Paṭṭakila-Chāhila-suta-Paṭṭakila-Janna[kē]-
4. na Śambhoḥ prāsādam-idaṁ kāritaṁ ¹ tathā Chirihilla-talē
   Chā-
5. dā-ghau(ghō)sha-kūpikā-Vruvāsakayōh amtarālē väpi cha ¹
6. Utkīrṇa-eyaṁ Pa[m*]dita-Harshukēn-ēti ¹ ² Jānya-satka-mā-
7. tā Dhāinhi praṇamaṁ ¹ Śrī-Lōliga-svāmī-dēvassa kērim
8. Tailik-ānvā(ṅe) Paṭṭakila-Chāhila-suta-Paṭṭakila-Jannaka-
    ēna ¹ Śrī-Sendhava-dēva-para-
9. va-nimitya(tta)m dīpa-tālāya ² chaṭuh-palāmm-ėkam mūdakaṁ
   kritāva tathā varishauṁ prati savī ²
10. ² manīgala mahā śrī ³

TRANSLATION
Óm! Homage to Śiva! Here on this day, the 10th of the bright fortnight of Vaiśākha of the Saṁvat 1143, in the auspicious victorious reign of the fortunate king Udayāditya, the Paṭṭakila Jannaka, son of the Paṭṭakila Chāhila, of the Tailika lineage, caused to be constructed this temple of Śambhu; likewise in the grounds of Chirihilla, in the space between the small well of Chāḍā-ghōsha and (?) Bruvāsaka, a large well. This [inscription] was engraved by Pandit Harshuka. Jānna’s mother Dhāinī performs obeisance. For the behoof of the blessed God Lōliga-svāmin, the Paṭṭakila Jannaka, son of the Paṭṭakila Chāhila, of the Tailika lineage, has purchased for the occasions of the festivals of the blessed god Sēndhava one mūdaka (?) containing four palas of lamp-oil and [assigned it to be used?] every year. Happiness! great fortune!

¹ Denoted by a symbol.
² This daṇḍa is followed by a chakra-symbol and another daṇḍa.
³ Read tālā.
⁴ This line is preceded by three decorative figures separated by daṇḍas, and followed by one.
METRE AND ACCENT

By J. D. Anderson, M.A.

The primary business of a teacher is to teach. But everyone who has had practical experience of teaching has found that he has learned from his pupils almost as much as he has taught, since contact with younger minds supplies a new point of view, which imparts a fresh novelty to familiar facts. For example, when a man is acquiring a living language, he learns the pronunciation (not only syllabic pronunciation but the significant tones and inflexions of the language) by sheer imitation, by trusting to his aural memory and his power of grasping sounds unfamiliar to him in his own tongue. But when he tries to impart his accomplishment to others, he must needs analyse, if he is to explain, what he has learnt. Hence teaching, if it is not mere mechanical transmission of information, such as can be got from a book, becomes, in effect, a species of research.

In teaching pronunciation, you may recite or read aloud, and invite your pupils to do the like, correcting their errors as best you can. But there will always be pupils who will not be contented with mere imitation, and will demand some generalized account of the kind of pronunciation you are endeavouring to teach. You are lucky if you get such pupils, since they compel you to search your linguistic conscience, to examine, sort, and verify your facts, to go through the mentally exhilarating process of theorizing about them. For example, you may be led to think more carefully and exhaustively of the metres of the language you teach, since a metre in any given case is the rhythmical arrangement of prominently audible syllabic sounds, prominent in length, or strength, or pitch, or by a combination of any two or even three of these "accents". And since the poet composes his metres so that they shall be recognized instantaneously by all his readers, gentle and simple, learned and unlearned, metres are (or should be) an excellent clue to the characteristic pronunciation of a language.

The easiest way of explaining my meaning is to take one or two simple examples. In most modern languages of Europe, the dominant audible quality of spoken speech is a fixed verbal
accent of force, a stress, which falls on one syllable (or in the instance of long words, on two syllables) of a word. This is the case of our own language, and our metres consist in the arrangement of strong, of stressed syllables at more or less equal intervals. In the Germanic languages generally this fixed stress is the dominant audible quality. It may, of course, be reinforced or varied by duration (quantity) or changes of pitch. But it is the strong syllables that beat the rhythm of verse.

But there are also languages in which the accent is phrasal and not verbal, and falls on some determinate syllable of a number of words pronounced rapidly together. A word will or will not carry an accent according to its position in a phrase. The most familiar example of this type of languages is French, in which the phrasal accent is final; it precedes and announces a pause. The preceding syllables in the phrase are "atonic", pronounced rapidly and in a more or less level tone of voice. (The fact that the accent can be transferred from the ultimate to the penultimate or even earlier syllable for purposes of emphasis, does not affect the normal rule.) Out of this rule of pronunciation springs the French system of metre. For example, a normal Alexandrine consists of two phrases (hemistiches) of six syllables, the last or last but one of which bears an accent, chiefly of duration, but often also of stress and pitch as well. In French verse, the accent precedes and announces the caesura or the end of the line. Here is one reason why to a French beginner in English, English verse sounds harshly monotonous; why to an Englishman the infinite variety of pitch and quantity in French verse is obscured by the regular recurrence of the phrasal accent.

If I venture to quote these two familiar instances of the interrelation of metre and ordinary pronunciation of everyday speech, it is because the same peculiarity may be found in Eastern languages. For instance, many Indian languages have a verse form which is "quantitative", consisting of feet or mātrās closely resembling those of Greek and Latin scansion. But in language teaching we have to be continually on our guard against the terminology we inherit from the Classics, whether in matters of grammar, etymology, or metre. For example, any Bengali will tell you that his native verse, abounding in words borrowed unaltered from Sanscrit, is "quantitative" verse, composed of mātrās or feet resembling those of Sanscrit. But examine
Bengali verse with a native scholar, and you shall presently find him admitting that the mātrā in Bengali, instead of consisting of two or more short or long syllables, consists in fact of a single aksara, a consonant with its accompanying vowel; in short, of a single syllable.

Go further, and you will find that a Bengali verse consists of a fixed (an even) number of syllables, divided by a cæsura. For example, the payār metre (the common narrative or heroic verse of Bengal) contains 8 + 6 syllables, separated by a cæsura. It is not necessary that any one of these should be long or short, stressed or unstressed, high or low in pitch, according to its position in the verse, with one exception. That exception is that the first syllable in each hemistich (and not the last, as in French) is accented. The accent is predominantly one of length, of duration, though (to an English ear at least) there seems to be also an accent of force, a stress.

Now, observe, we have here a reversal of French metre. We have a fixed number of rapidly but clearly pronounced atonic syllables following an accented syllable. This is a form of verse which cannot be written in English. It would be impossible to put together words so as to get an initial long or strong syllable followed by so many as seven or five atonic syllables. The fixed word-stresses of our language would come in and break the rhythm. Yet a Bengali poet trusts to all his readers, learned or unlearned, to pronounce his verse rhythmically. The inevitable conclusion is that the pronunciation of spoken Bengali has as its dominant audible quality some trick of speech which lends itself to “syllabic” or phrasal verse. It may be said, roughly, that French verse and Bengali verse consist of phrases in which there is a fixed, even number of syllables, of which the last in the one case, and the first in the other, bears the phrasal accent, mainly an accent of quantity.

From this crude analysis of Bengali verse, we would expect, then, that spoken Bengali would consist of a number of rapidly pronounced phrases of which the first syllable is accented. Such in fact is the case, with the exception that sometimes an initial syllable or two may be pronounced in a parenthetical, “extra-metrical,” and atonic fashion before you come to the real beginning of the phrasal unit. This peculiarity of the Bengali speech may be heard in what is sometimes called in Calcutta
"chee-chee English". It is English in which our fixed verbal stresses tend to be replaced by an initial phrasal stress.

This peculiarity has an ethnological as well as a linguistic interest. So far as its vocabulary is concerned, Bengali is a sister of adjacent Hindi, and the common mother of both is Maithili Prakrit. In short, the people of Bengal have borrowed a Western vocabulary, as the French have taken most of their words from Latin. The dictionary of Bengal is that of the Hindu religion, and came to them with Hindu missionaries from the West. But the phrasal pronunciation is, no doubt, indigenous, a true shibboleth, which may possibly give a clue to racial origin.

Here is a matter where a School of Oriental Languages in the West may be of use to Bengali students of their own language, as being able to supply a comparative study of their speech. If we can discover, in or near to Bengal, languages which have the dominant audible quality of Bengali, we may make a shrewd guess as to the ethnical relationships of modern speakers of Bengali.

Indigenous Bengalis (the upper classes are mostly the descendants of immigrants from the west) may, in the persons of their ancestors, once have spoken some Tibeto-Burman speech in the north of the country, and some Dravidian tongue in the south. The characteristic phrasal accent of Bengali may be due to one or other of these. It may, on the other hand, be an inheritance from some aboriginal speech which has perished and has been forgotten. So far as I know, the subject has never been studied, though I once met a learned Bengali who had spent many years in the Central Provinces and was inclined to think that the typical pronunciation of Bengali has a Dravidian origin. In the north of Bengal, the matter can, to some extent, be made the subject of actual experiment. At the foot of the Garo Hills are many Tibeto-Burman or Bodo tribes who are rapidly substituting Bengali or Assamese vocabulary for their own. It would be interesting to see whether they retain their tribal accentuation, and whether this is akin to the phrasal pronunciation of Bengali.

Let it be observed that it is not necessary to confine the study of pronunciation to the aboriginal castes and classes, since in these matters the old proverbial saying of "ipsis Hibernicis Hiberniores" applies. When Englishmen settled in Ireland, they
communicated their vocabulary to the Irish, but themselves picked up the local accentuation and many local habits of speech and idiom. So has it been in Bengal. Frenchmen are justly proud of being a "Latin" race, because they possess a Latin vocabulary. Yet their idioms and phrasal pronunciation are doubtless Celtic, in spite of the remarkably few Celtic words that now survive in their copious and beautiful language. So are Bengalis proud of the fact that they possess more tātsamas (unaltered Sanserit words) than any other modern Indian people. They are still a little apt to resent the suggestion that there are non-Sanseritic elements in their speech, elements which it should be a duty and pleasure to trace so far as is now possible. That is a matter in which men of other races and other tongues can help, since sheer familiarity is an obstacle to the recognition of buried survivals in speech and pronunciation.

Anthropologists tell us that language is an unsafe guide to ethnological origins. That is true, no doubt. Yet when Pater Schmidt, of Vienna, tackled the speech of the Khasis in Assam (long supposed to be as unique and isolated as that of the Pyrenean Basques) and traced it into Southern Burmah, Annam, and finally right across the Pacific to Easter Island, he made a discovery which had an ethnological as well as a linguistic importance.

It is the hope of lighting upon discoveries of this kind, if not of such unusual interest and importance, that gives a new charm to the teaching and learning of languages, and especially in a country like India, where languages and racial origins are far more numerous than in Europe, and have to some extent, hitherto, been preserved by the social structure of the vast population. The learning of Indian languages has, for Englishmen, a practical value. But the languages can also be studied in a scientific, a disinterested spirit, and here, it is only fair to say, the Germans have set us an example which might be followed with more perseverance and assiduity than we have yet shown. If I have ventured to cite the ease of Bengali, it is simply because my official lot was cast among Bengalis, and it was my duty to learn something of their speech. No doubt other and even more interesting instances are known to students of other Indian languages.
Notes

English Words in Indian Script

Most students of Indian tongues have been puzzled by English words transliterated into Indian scripts. I was reading a Bengali petition with a pupil yesterday. The petition was headed by the mysterious word sokaj. There was no context to help us to decipher its meaning, and dictionaries were, of course, of no avail. It was only when we read the word aloud to a third person who knows no Bengali, that we elicited the ingenious suggestion that sokaj is an attempt to write the English words "show cause" in Eastern script.

The petition contained one or two other puzzles of transliteration. The petitioner had been travelling by reloye. It was thard tren that he made his journey, or rather intended to do so. For he missed his train, and, as he says, ukta tren phel haoyāy yathā samaye hujur ādālate hājir haite pāri nāi. There are two English words in that sentence:
NOTES ON THE NESTORIAN MONUMENT AT SIANFU

By LIONEL GILES, M.A., D.Litt.

15.1 真寂 “pure and still”.

真 is used here as in Taoist phraseology, to indicate spiritual purity of nature, and cannot very well be translated “true” or “genuine” (實), as Diaz takes it, followed by Legge and Saeki. A better definition is that formulated by Diaz himself when he comes to explain the word 虛, namely: 純無錯雜. We may observe in passing that the whole of this exordium strongly recalls the language of the Tao Te Ching, especially in chapters 4 and 25. Nearly all that is said here of the Trinity might apply equally well to Tao. Diaz goes on to remark that 真 is the fundamental attribute (本德) of God, and 寂 is his fundamental condition (本情). But perhaps this is over-refinement. Other renderings are appended; the second and third seem to me faulty because they interpret 真 as an adverb modifying 寂.

Legge: “true and still.”
Havret: “souverainement paisible.”
Moule: “in perfect repose.”
Saeki: “true and firm.”

15–16. 靈靈 虛 “profoundly immersed in spiritual vacancy”.

Cf. Chuang Tzu, 迷兮遊: 靈而無其天下焉 “[the Emperor Yao] was plunged in abstraction, and the Empire existed for him no more” (H. A. Giles’ translation). According to the commentary, 真 in that passage is to be read not yao⁵ but mien⁵, so the latter should presumably be the pronunciation here as well. The idea conveyed by 虛 appears to be analogous to our “absolute” or “unconditional”.

Legge: “incomprehensible in His intelligence and simplicity.”
Havret: “inaccessible et pur esprit.”
Moule: “inaccessible, in spiritual purity.”
Saeki: “who is ever Incomprehensible and Invisible.”

¹ The numbers refer to the pages in Havret’s facsimile of the inscription.
16. 捏玄樞而造化 "that which controls the hidden axis of the Universe, creating and evolving ".

捏 is a rare character, pronounced ku¹ or kw¹, which K'ang Hsi's Dictionary defines by the word 擊 "to strike". In the present context, however, there is no reason to doubt its being a calligraphic form of 揉, which is itself a variant of 總. This is a word peculiarly applicable to the Supreme Being, as one that implies complete control. Legge can hardly be right in reading 揉 instead of 捏. The expression "grasping the axis" is quite a common one in Chinese literature, as may be gathered from the following quotations:—

梁肅 遶初赋: "悟幻有之遙幹得環中之妙樞
"Realizing the fleeting nature of our illusory existence, and attaining the mystic centre in the circle of phenomena."

白居易對策: 王者之道乘其樞執其要而已 "The whole duty of a king is to grasp the axis and hold fast to the essential".

王融 齊秀才文: "朕乘轂御天, 揉樞臨極 "Clutching the chart [a symbol of sovereignty], I am charioted by the heavens; grasping the axis, I approach the confines of space".

李白詩: "執樞相管轄 "Holding the axis, to wield control".

王曾有物混成賦: "今我后掌握道樞 恍張天紀 "Now our Sovereign, holding the axis of Tao in his grasp, greatly enlarges the scope of the divine regulations".

The same conception is present to the mind of Ssū-k'ung T'u, though he does not actually use the word 捏, where he says: 超以象外得其環中持之 匹強 "Proceeding beyond the domain of objectivity and reaching the centre of the circle, there hold fast without violence" (詩 品, 維渾). 造化 is, as Havret remarks, another phrase borrowed from Taoism. "Creating" alone is not enough, however; the idea of evolution is there as well.

Legge: "who, with His hands operating in the mysterious (abyss of space), proceeded to create."

Havret: "déttenant en ses mains une mystérieuse puissance, et auteur de la création."

Moule: "the holder of the mysterious source of life and the Creator."
Saeki: “who, holding the Secret Source of Origin, created all things.”

17. 判十字以定四方 “He divided the figure of ten and established the four quarters of the universe”.

This is a whimsical way of saying that God created the whole of the universe, unlike the gods of paganism who, as Diaz points out, are identified only with certain parts of it, such as the mountains, the sea, and so forth. There is no direct allusion to the cross of Christ, though we may assume that the writer had it in his mind. It is curious that the significance of the cross as a Christian symbol should nowhere be explained in this inscription. It would seem that the Nestorians were afraid of exposing themselves to profane derision if they were to lay stress on the Crucifixion as the central fact of Christianity.

18. 匠成萬物然立初人 “having fashioned all things, [God] made the first man”.

I cannot help feeling doubtful about 然 as a synonym for 成, which is the meaning assigned to it by Havret. No such usage is mentioned by K'ang Hsi. On the other hand, 然 for 然後 is certainly awkward, and interferes with the parallelism of the sentence. Might it not be possible to take 然 in its original sense of 燃 and translate “endowed with the spark of life”? The metaphor 燃 is, I believe, sometimes applied by Buddhists to the birth of Sakyamuni.

19-20. 間平大於此是之中 今冥同於彼非之內

Having observed that this is a most difficult sentence to translate, Legge proceeds to give an utterly impossible rendering of it. Havret comes somewhat nearer the mark, but is misled by Diaz, who takes 平 大 together as a compound expression. The key to the whole passage, which has been strangely missed by all previous translators, lies in the word 間. This does not mean “in”, but goes closely with 大 and 同: “greater than,” “same as.” The only real difficulty is with 間, here used as a verb. It might be considered simply as a synonym of 間 “to introduce”. But the objection to this is that, according to the story of Genesis, Satan
introduced not happiness but misery into the Garden of Eden. The clue, I think, is to be found rather in such a phrase as 閒語, literally “inserted words”, suggestions, insinuations. The 辭源 quotes the 史記：侯生乃屏入閑語 “Hou Shēng rejected men's artful insinuations”. My proposed rendering, then, is:

“[Satan] cunningly held out hopes of happiness greater than that to be found in this [i.e. Adam's] state of righteousness.

But introduced darkness similar to that existing in his own state of sin.”

Legge: “a breach wide and great was made in its judgments of what was right, and it [man’s nature] was drawn as through an opening into the gulph of (Satan’s) perversities.”

Havret: “ouvrant une brèche dans cette grandeur morale, au milieu de cet heureux état, il y introduisit la ressemblance de la confusion.”

Moule: “disturbed the great (moral) equilibrium in (man’s) goodness by the introduction of the likeness of confusion (which was) in his own wickedness.”

Saeki: “the perfect attainment of goodness on the one hand and the entire exemption from wickedness on the other became alike impossible for him [i.e. man].”

(To be continued.)
SUMMARIES OF LECTURES DELIVERED AT THE SCHOOL

MALAY

By C. O. Blagden, M.A., University Reader in Malay

Abstract of a public lecture given at the School by Mr. Blagden on February 7th, 1917.

The Malay language is one of the leading vernaculars of the world, and has been growing in importance of late years owing to the development of trade and particularly of the rubber-planting industry. It is an easy language to acquire a smattering of, as it involves few difficulties of phonetics, accidence, or syntax in the form of it which is current as a lingua franca. But this jargon bears the same relation to the real Malay language as the Pidgin English of the China ports does to our own English. The real Malay is the speech of the Malays themselves. It is a leading member of a vast family of languages, commonly styled the Austronesian, or Malayo-Polynesian, or Oceanic, family, which is of Asiatic origin, but has an almost entirely insular domain. It includes Madagascar, Indonesia, with a part of Formosa, Micronesia, Melanesia, and Polynesia, as well as the greater part of the Malay Peninsula, a portion of the coast of New Guinea, the Mergui Archipelago off the coast of Tenasserim, and a small tract in Eastern Indo-China, which was probably the original centre of dispersion of the whole family. Its extreme points in Polynesia are (inclusively) the Sandwich Islands, Easter Island, and New Zealand. With the exception of the languages of Northern Halmahera and a few Papuan ones in or near New Guinea, all the numerous native languages of this extensive area are related together and to Malay.¹

The Indonesian division includes chiefly the Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Borneo, the Philippines (with part of Formosa), Java, Celebes, and a number of lesser islands. The race here is a series of cognate blends, brown in colour, and as a rule more or less

¹ The languages of the aborigines of the Malay Peninsula, though not belonging to the Austronesian family, are now generally classed in one that is distantly related to it and has been named the Austroasiatic family.
Mongoloid in type, of a stature averaging (in the men) about 5 ft. 3 in., with hair that is usually straight, not wavy. In the other divisions the races are decidedly different, and the common mother-tongue cannot have belonged originally to the ancestors of all these races, but was imposed by one of them on the rest. Among the Indonesians, the Malays must be distinguished from the Javanese, Dayaks, Filipinos, etc.; these are cousins of the Malays, but they are not Malays any more than Frenchmen are Italians. The homeland of the true Malay and of his language is the eastern half of Central Sumatra. The western portion is occupied by the Minangkabau people, who speak a language very closely related to Malay. To the south of these two there are tribes speaking dialects which seem to fall more or less midway between Minangkabau and the Standard Malay. The latter, however, is the language which has spread far and wide. Coming from the eastern coastlands of Central Sumatra, the Malays colonized the Malay Peninsula not less than about seven centuries ago, but even now they have not occupied the whole of the interior; there are still relics of aboriginal, less civilized races in it, whose ancestors were there before the Malays came over from Sumatra. Further, the Malays settled along the shores of Borneo (especially in the north-west, west, and south), subduing or assimilating the Dayaks of that island, but only along the coastline. They also established themselves in many other places as traders, and their comparatively simple language became in time the *lingua franca* of trade of the whole Archipelago, south of the larger islands of the Philippine group.

The particular form of Malay current at Batavia and its immediate neighbourhood is adopted by the Dutch as a general medium of intercourse with their native possessions in these regions, and is tending to spread, as an auxiliary language, throughout the whole of that area. But except in certain places it has not superseded the local languages; Javanese, and the rest, continue to be the vernaculars used by the natives amongst themselves. In the Malay Peninsula the purest form of Malay is spoken in the southern half, up to about latitude 4° N., which is roughly the boundary of the old fifteenth century kingdom of Malacca. That kingdom, though it only existed for a little over a century, seems to have had a great influence; it extended its sway over the coastline of half of the Peninsula and the opposite
shore of Sumatra (especially Indéragiri, Kampar, and Siak) just at a time when Malay was beginning to be a language of literature. Consequently the Malay of literature has ever since then been based on Malacca Malay.

Just inland of Malacca is a group of small states which were colonized by Minangkabau people within the last four centuries or so. Their descendants still speak their own dialect, and when they attempt to speak Standard Malay their accent is generally very marked.

In the north of the Peninsula, beyond latitude 4° N. or thereabouts, the local Malay dialects differ considerably from the Standard: this is particularly the case in Kédah, Patani, and Kélastan, and also to some extent in Tringganu and parts of Perak and Pahang. Of course, even in the south, as in all countries, there are slight local differences in pronunciation, and a few local words are used which would not be readily understood elsewhere.

The form of Malay which does duty as a lingua franca is apt to be much influenced by the various local languages with which it has to compete, and has adopted many loanwords from them; so in Java, words from Javanese, Sundanese, and Balinese, etc. But even the Malay of the Malays themselves contains a considerable percentage of loanwords, for the race has been in contact with strangers for centuries. These words are mainly from Sanskrit, Persian, and Arabic, and point to two successive eras of foreign influence; the first Indian, introducing Hinduism and Buddhism, the second Muhammadan, mainly from Southern Arabia. A certain number of Javanese and Tamil words have also come in, as well as a few from Hindustani and Chinese, and (since the sixteenth century) from Portuguese, Dutch, and English. The flow of Arabic words into Malay is still going on, being entirely at the option of individual scholars, whose piety or pedantry may prompt them to make an unnecessarily large use of them. Malays, being all Muhammadians, are, of course, familiar with a number of Arabic words in common use in their prayers. But a good many other Arabic words have been quite assimilated to Malay and are not, as a rule, pronounced in the Arabic fashion, which indeed Malays find it very hard to follow. In spite of all this foreign element, the Malay language remains fundamentally Indonesian in its phonetics, morphological structure, and syntax;
the amount of the foreign element must not be overrated, for
though the foreign words are often important, and some of them
are very frequently used, their percentage to the whole vocabulary
is very small.

The chief difficulties in learning Malay consist in remembering
a large number of words, for it has a large vocabulary; in the
correct use of its morphological system of affixes, i.e. a limited
number of syllables having no separate existence but capable of
being prefixed or suffixed in certain cases to the simple, unextended
word (which otherwise suffers no change); and in a thorough
grasp of the syntactical structure of the language.
COMMERCIAL AND POLITICAL CONNEXIONS OF ANCIENT INDIA WITH THE WEST

By L. D. Barnett, M.A., Litt.D., Lecturer in Sanskrit

Abstract of a public lecture given at the School by Dr. Barnett on February 14th, 1917.

THERE is not much evidence of regular commerce by sea between India and the Near East previous to about 700 B.C. The Bible (1 Kings x, 11; 2 Chron. ix, 21) speaks of Solomon (c. 1000 B.C.) as importing by sea gold and wood of almug litim or algumim trees from Ophir, likewise peacocks, the Hebrew name for which, tukki, comes from the Tamil tōgai, together with other things that were brought by the fleet of Tarshish. But Ophir cannot be located with certainty in India; almug litim or algumim are an unknown quantity (2 Chron. ii, 8, speaks of algum trees in Lebanon); so perhaps these statements may be anachronisms. There is better evidence for an overland trade route. On the Black Obelisk of Shalmaneser II (B.C. 860–825) are the figures of an Indian elephant and a rhinoceros brought as tribute to him by an Armenian tribe; and the Rig-veda (VIII, lxxviii, 2) mentions a golden manā, possibly the Assyrian maneḥ.

Soon after 700 B.C. oversea trade was active. A coinage of bronze knives struck according to a Babylonian standard was brought to China c. 675–670, and it was followed by a native currency of small bean-shaped coins like the earliest mintsages of Lydia and Ægina. India must have been a half-way house on this route. Indian cedarwood has been found in the palace of Nebuchadnezzar at Birs Nimrud (early sixth century); and teak seems to have been used in a temple rebuilt by the latter and Nabonidus, c. 550 B.C. Rice (ōpuṣa, from Tamil ariśi) and peacocks (tāis, from Tamil tōgai) were imported into Greece in the fifth century. The Buddhist legend of the Bāvēru-jātaka (c. 400 B.C. in its present form, but older in substance) tells of Indian traders who for the first time brought a peacock by ship to Babylon. Furthermore, the two primitive types of the Indian alphabet, the Brāhmi and the Kharoshthi, which were derived from the Aramaic script, apparently before 700 B.C., probably
were framed in the first instance to meet the needs of trade with Babylon and the neighbourhood. After the decline of Babylon the Indian trade passed to other centres, such as Seleucia and Gerrha, opposite Bahrein, and were mainly into the hands of Arabian merchants for some centuries.

Political contact began when Darius, son of Hystaspes (reigned 521–485 B.C.), annexed the Indus Valley from Kalabagh to the Arabian Ocean, including Sindh and perhaps some districts east of the Indus. It formed the twentieth satrapy of the Persian Empire. When Alexander the Great arrived, however, its eastern boundary was the Indus. The presence of the Persians on the borders seems to have had considerable influence on Indian civilization; besides traces of Achæmenian coin-systems, we find in India copies of Persian architectural ornament, the lion and the Persepolitan bell, under the Maurya dynasty (c. 320–185 B.C.); and Dr. Spooner's recent researches at Patna, the ancient Pātaliputra, suggest the possibility that the palace of the Maurya emperors there was closely modelled on that of Darius at Persepolis.

Through the Persians the Greeks came to know something of India. Scylax of Caryanda, an admiral of Darius, wrote a record of his voyage down the Indus. The historian Hecateus of Miletus (549–486 B.C.) mentioned several places and peoples of India. Herodotus gives some details about the Indian satrapy of Darius (iii, 97 ff.) and the troops which it supplied for the expedition of Xerxes (vii, 86; ix, 31). Ctesias of Cnidus, who went to Persia about 416 B.C. and became court physician under Darius II and Artaxerxes Mnemon, wrote among other works an account of India, largely fabulous.

In 326 B.C. Alexander the Great crossed the Indus and penetrated across the Panjab as far as the Bias. There, however, he was compelled to retire, and though he left Hellenic garrisons in the Panjab and Sindh, no trace of his presence is visible in the culture of India. Several Greeks of the period wrote on India, notably Nearchus, Onesicritus, Megasthenes, the ambassador of Seleucus Nicator at the court of Chandragupta Maurya at Pātaliputra, c. 300 B.C., whose fragments are very valuable, Patroclus, Deimachus, Timosthenes, and Dionysius. Of Megasthenes' writings large fragments have been preserved; of most of those of the others, little or nothing.
For some generations there was a constant struggle in the North-West between the native Indian states and the Hellenistic principalities that had sprung up on the track of Alexander's march. Then began the great invasions of the Scythian or Turki hordes—the Śākas (from c. 174 to 160 B.C.) and the Kushans (about a century later?)—who established powerful kingdoms on Indian soil. The "Gandhara" school of plastic art, which derived its models from Hellenistic sculpture but thoroughly assimilated them to Hindu ideals, seems to have arisen about the time when the Kushans settled in India. There was at the same time a notable development of trade between India and the Hellenistic centres, notably Mesēnē, Characēnē, and Elymaiēs, as much of the commerce of China, chiefly in silk, passed through Balkh and Herat to the head of the Persian Gulf, and thence either overland to Syria or by sea to Leukē Kômē. This international commerce is reflected in the coinage of the first Kushan emperor Kanishka and his successor Huvishka: it is a gold coinage (apparently the first gold minted in India since the beginning of the second century B.C.), adorned with figures of Hindu, Buddhist, Elamite, Zoroastrian, and other deities, and its ratio to silver is 1 : 12.

Augustus Caesar successfully stimulated trade with India and the Far East, chiefly through the port of Alexandria. It was probably in connexion with his commercial policy that he was visited by Indian embassies (Dio Cassius, Hist. Rom., liv, 9; Strabo, xv, i, 4 and 7; Florus, Epit., ii, 34; Sext. Aurel. Victor, Epit. de Cæs., i; Orosius, Hist., vi, 21, 19).

In literature some attention was given to India by Polybius in his History (c. 144 B.C.), and Artemidorus of Ephesus in his Geography (c. 100 B.C.). After these writers come Strabo's Geography (completed c. 19 A.D.), the anonymous Periplus of the Red Sea (a little after 50 A.D.?), Pliny's Natural History (77 A.D.), and Ptolemy's Guide to Geography (c. 150 A.D.). Strabo has no personal knowledge of India, but has preserved some valuable materials from other writers. The author of the Periplus accurately describes from personal experience the routes to the western and south-western coasts of India, and the trade carried on through them, but he does not seem to have travelled along the eastern coast. Pliny gives some further information regarding trade.

About the beginning of the second century A.D., or a little

ed. Bekker, vol. ii, p. 340). The Christian Topography of Cosmas (a little before 550 A.D.) among other matters contains an account of the routes to India and Ceylon and their trade, and refers to Christian communities in Kalyana, the Malayalam country, and Ceylon, who were in communion with the Church of Persia. It is usually stated that these were Nestorians; but reasons have been adduced to show that they were Catholic until the Synod of Diamper in 1599 (J. Panjikaran, The Syrian Church in Malabar, Trichinopoly, 1914).
THE LANGUAGE OF SOUTHERN RHODESIA

By Alice Werner, Lecturer in Swahili and Bantu Languages

Abstract of a public lecture given by Miss Werner at the School on February 21st, 1917.

THOUGH the development of the mining industry consequent on European occupation has brought natives of several different tribes into Southern Rhodesia, there appears to be virtually but one indigenous language in this territory. The Zulu spoken by the Matebele and the Sesuto of Sebituane's people, who settled on the Zambezi about the middle of last century, are comparatively recent intrusions.

This language is sometimes called "Mashona", "Chino", "Chiswina", and "Chizwina" (sw and zw appear to be attempts at the peculiar labial sibilant also found in Ronga and the other Delagoa Bay dialects); but none of these names are to be recommended. The people called "Mashona" or "Maswina" strongly object to these appellations, which seem to be opprobrious terms applied to them by their Matebele conquerors. Moreover, the name Chiswina seems to be confined to the Salisbury District, while elsewhere there are countless local designations: Chimanyika (Umtali), Chiumwe (Rusapi), Chikaranga (Victoria), Chirozwi, etc. (Chi- is the prefix indicating "language", corresponding to Se- in "Sesuto", Lu- in "Luganda", etc.)

The most satisfactory name would seem to be "Karanga". Mrs. C. S. Louw (Manual of the Chikaranga Language, Bulawayo, 1915), says: "In the district of Victoria"—in the south-east, on the head-waters of the Sabi—"the natives call it Chikaranga". But there seems reason to follow Father Torrend in taking this name to include all the sub-tribes. The Bechwana, when they came in contact with these people in the north-west, called them "Makalaka" (= Makalanga or Makaranga), and the fact that the Great Zimbabwe, which was the King's Kraal, or chief tribal centre, lies in the Victoria district seems to indicate that their headquarters were formerly here. It was the Paramount Chief of the Makaranga who was vaguely known to sixteenth-century geographers as the "Emperor of Monomotapa".
Karanga is so nearly akin to Nyanja (which covers a large area north of the Zambezi) that the differences may be set down as merely dialectical. It includes Chindau (spoken in Gazaland, just east of the Portuguese border), of which Mr. Daniel Jones has made a careful phonetic study. Its affinities appear to be rather with the languages north of the Zambezi than with the more southern ones; it has not, like Zulu, adopted the suffixed locative, or the Hottentot clicks, and the "laterals" (usually written, in Zulu and Sesuto, hl, dhl, tl, tlh) occur, if at all, only to a limited extent. But this point cannot be determined without a full examination of the language by an exact phonetician. The three books before me, that of the Rev. H. Buck (Penhalonga), of Father Biehler, S.J. (Chishawasha, Salisbury District), and Mrs. Louw (Victoria) not only deal with different parts of the country but use different systems of orthography, so that it is impossible to gather from them what variations of sound are due to dialectical divergence, or, in some cases, exactly what sounds are intended. Mrs. Louw's book is by far the most satisfactory from a phonetic point of view.

East of the area covered by Karanga comes the Delagoa Bay group of languages included by M. Junod under the name Thonga (so written to mark the aspirated t and also to distinguish them from the Tonga (=Chopi) of Inhambane, the Tonga (=Toka) of the Middle Zambezi, and the Tonga of West Nyasa). They are more nearly allied to Zulu than is any other language, except the Xosa of Cape Colony; but they also have links with Karanga (notably the labial sibilant already mentioned) and with the languages beyond them to the north.

One interesting point about Karanga, which deserves further investigation, is the occurrence of words identical or cognate with Swahili forms, which seem to be absent from intervening languages. Thus we have *sona* = "sew" (Swahili *shona*, but Nyanja *tsoka*, *soka*, Yao *tota*); *tswimbo*, "stick"; *dikiti*, "melon"; *ganda*, "skin," "husk," etc.; and others. This is not the place to attempt giving a complete list, still less to draw any inferences from this phenomenon.

A different interest attaches to a few stray Arabic words. *Ndarama*, "gold," "money," is evidently (as pointed out long ago by

---

Meinhof) from dirham, and must have spread in both directions from the Arab settlements on the Lower Zambezi, as it is also found in Nyanja. (Here it means either with the addition of "white", "silver", with the addition of "red", "gold", or simply "money". Curiously enough, it is not used in Swahili.)

Mari, "money," "property" = مال, is also found in Zulu as i-mali and in Swahili as mali. It may be a question whether the Zulus borrowed it from the Makaranga or vice versa; it might have reached the former through the medium of the coast tribes, though M. Junod says the Thonga have taken it from Zulu. An interesting point in the latter language is the occurrence of the forms isi-kati, "time," um-kati, "point of time." The Swahili wa-kati is so evidently derived from وقت, the initial و being treated as a prefix, that one is tempted to think of the Zulu words as having the same origin (prefixes being variable); but it might be possible to establish a connexion with the Bantu root kati, "middle," "interval," or "space between". It seems to be accepted that, in primitive languages, conceptions of space precede conceptions of time.
THE IMPORTANCE OF HINDUSTANI

By A. YUSUF ALI, L.L.M., Lecturer in Hindustani and Hindi

Abstract of a public lecture given at the School by Mr. Yusuf Ali on Wednesday, March 7th, 1917.

According to the Arabic proverb "the words of kings are the kings of words". His Majesty the King in his speech at the opening of the School said, "The ancient literature and the art of India are of unique interest in the history of human endeavour." He added that we must develop this "intellectual tradition". One of the finest functions of the School would be to establish, in Lord Curzon's words, "a clearing house for ideas between the East and the West."

Hindustani has been, and is, a fine vehicle for this purpose. But what is Hindustani? The frontiers of the Aryan languages of India are not easy to define, but if we take Urdu and Hindi together, we shall find a vast area and population within the circle of ideas covered by these languages. Scientific definition differentiates between Western Hindi, Eastern Hindi, Behari, and Rajasthani, but these terms are not used in that sense in the mouths of the people, and the census results do not coincide with the figures of Sir George Grierson's monumental Linguistic Survey. For our purpose we may speak of Urdu and Hindi, which are structurally one language and are prevalent in the United Provinces, the Eastern Panjab (where the Delhi Division is solidly Hindustani), Bihar, the northern part of the Central Provinces, and a great part of Rajputana and Central India, while Urdu is the language of the Muhammadans of Hyderabad and of most parts of India. In this way we get a Hindustani area roughly of 500,000 square miles, and a population of 113 millions, but a higher estimate of population, 136 millions, is defensible. For the influence of Hindustani extends beyond those whose mother tongue it is. Linguistically it has a most interesting history, and sociologically it represents many different social systems and circles of ideas (illustrations given).

But apart from these external considerations, it has many intrinsic merits both as a language and a literature. It is flexible, and is growing daily. It is perfectly catholic in its adoption of foreign words, phrases, ideas, and literary standards, while it has well-developed traditions of its own (illustrations).
Its literary wealth can be considered in the following aspects:

1. **Religious Literature.**—Kabir, Dadu, Nanak (the Granth of the Sikhs is mainly Hindi), Malik Muhammad Jaisi’s Padmāwata (Sufi ideas), the Ramayan of Tulsi Das, the Satsaiya of Behari Lal, and the Brij Bhasha Love Poems—these are among the most valuable contributions, in any language, to the world’s religious literature. The modern literature of the Arya Samaj, of the Quadiani Musalmans, of the so-called Wahabi sects, and of Orthodox and Sufi Islam, is in Hindi or Urdu, while the Marsiyas of Lucknow have added a new chapter to Shia Islamic literature.

2. **Folk Literature, Epics, Witty Sayings, Pahelis, etc.**—Dhondu Khan’s Ballads (Bulandshahr). Ahir songs, Eastern Districts of the United Provinces. Alha and Udal epics. Nazir’s genre poetry, like the Dutch School of painting. (Illustrations given and extracts read from Nazir’s poem on the kakri (cucumber).)

3. **Dramatic Literature.**—The Drama of Behar, with a long history and tradition behind it. Oudh (Indar Sabha in the Court of Wajid Ali Shah). Vast mass of modern Hindustani drama, produced by Hindustani Companies in Upper India, as well as Parsi Companies (from Bombay and Calcutta).

4. **Lyrics, Ghazls, Qasidas.**—Bahadur Shah, the last of the line of Moghal Emperors, has left a touching poem on the fall of his dynasty. Dard and Ghálib have left some fine Ghazls and Qasidas.

5. **Satires.**—Sauda, died 1780. Syed Akbar Ali, a living author.

6. **Serious appeals to religious or social instincts.**—The poet Hāli in poetry. Maulána Phulwārī in sermons. Maulvi Nazír Ahmed in oratory. Philosophical poems and writings, such as those of Iqbal, may be classed under this head.

7. **Essays.**—Sir Syed Ahmed Khan, Maulána Shibli No’máni, Khwája Ghulán-Us-Saqlán.

8. **History.**—Maulvi Zakaullah. Maulána Shibli No’máni.


10. **Medicine, Arts, Sciences, Music, etc.**—Besides all this, there is the ever-extending influence of modern journalism, with daily, weekly, and monthly papers (also papers published twice a week and thrice a week). The Makhzan of Lahore is well
known for its fine contributions to Urdu poetry, while the Zamána of Cawnpore can take rank with illustrated magazines in any language.

MODERN TENDENCIES.—Urdu has been adopted as the language for the proceedings of the All-India Moslem League. Hindi has been recommended as the common language and script of India by the Hindu Sabha. There are lively and even bitter controversies as to the relative merits of Urdu and Hindi. These controversies resolve themselves into a phase of the Hindu-Muhammadan question. But, as Sir Charles Lyall has pointed out, the Urdu language was really created by the Hindus to facilitate their intercourse with the Muhammadans, who spoke and wrote Persian for centuries after they settled in India. There need be no sharp line of demarcation between Urdu and Hindi as actually spoken. The script question will give rise to some difficulties, but they need not be insuperable. The All-India Urdu Press Conference, which recently met, showed the existence of a vigorous body of opinion in which both Hindus and Muhammadans were represented.

Lord Chelmsford's reference to the vernaculars and their value in Indian education points the way to a greater utilisation of Urdu in the formation and development of national education and national character in Upper India. The Universities in India must sooner or later tackle this question of the vernaculars.

The possibilities of a future "Academy" for Hindustani, or at least for Urdu, will have to be considered seriously if the standard of purity for literary Urdu is to be preserved, on the one hand from the chaos of unregulated anomalies, and on the other from the pedantic tendencies of authors who live in their studies and despise the fresh breezes of actual life in the world at large. Such an academy can not only systematise the words and structure of the language, but can render inestimable services towards their deeper study and the study of ideas, of the collective psychology, and of the social systems that lie behind them.

Who shall say that what Kabir, Tulsi Das, Malik Muhammad, and Nazir accomplished in the past, no product of the blended civilisation of Britain, Islam, and India will be able to achieve in the future?
THE STUDY OF ARABIC

By T. W. ARNOLD, C.I.E., M.A., Litt.D., Lecturer in Arabic

Abstract of a public lecture given at the School by Dr. Arnold on Wednesday, March 14th, 1917.

The Lecturer first emphasised the importance of the study of Islam in view of the large number of Muhammadans in the British Empire, amounting (at the lowest estimate) to 90½ millions, and implying a problem of great importance to the statesman, the politician, the educationalist, and to all persons concerned with the larger problems of the globe. Whatever the total Muhammadan population of the world may be, and, in the absence of trustworthy religious statistics, or even of any form of census whatsoever in many of the countries concerned, it is impossible to say exactly what it amounts to,—(on the most careful reckoning, it is probably something between 200 and 230 millions)—the 90½ millions of Muhammadan British subjects form a large proportion of the whole, and have an importance beyond what mere numbers imply, because of the superior culture of large sections among them. He showed by illustrations how religious considerations enter more largely into the daily life of Muhammadan people than in Christian society; the religion of Islam claims to speak with authority in the domain of law, politics, and social organisation, as much as in the sphere of theology and ethics; the wisest and most carefully considered plans of statesmen and reformers run a risk of being wrecked upon the rock of fanaticism. In the world of Islam the foundations of society have been set in religion, in a manner that is hard to understand for the average European Christian who has entered on the inheritance of ancient Greece and Rome, and the institutions of the barbarian invaders who swept the Roman Empire away. Islam has accordingly been well described as a Church-State—not a State-Church, i.e. a church upheld by, and consequently dependent on, the state,—but a state whose very constitution is ecclesiastical, in which the church comes first and the state rests upon it. Much of this, no doubt, represents an ideal, and Islam has not been strong enough to wipe away the differences of race and tribe, or to overcome all influences
inherited from an ancient past; and the history of Islam, like the
history of Christianity, is largely the record of the failure of an
ideal to attain realisation. But the marvel of the Muslim world
is the large extent to which Islam has succeeded in imposing
its special characteristics on the widely differing races that make
up the Muhammadan world. And here comes in the importance
of Arabic. Without Arabic, Islam has no meaning; again and
again in the Qur'an is emphasis laid on the fact that the Word of
God has been revealed in the Arabic language, and from one end
of the Muslim world to the other, whatever may be the living
speech of the people—Hausa, Hindustani, Javanese, Malay,
Persian, or Turkish—prayers are repeated in لسان الملائكة; the
faithful greet one another in familiar Arabic phrases, and in the
Arabic original must the sacred text be read. It is true there is
often little real comprehension of the meaning of the words
repeated,—in countries where Arabic is not the mother-tongue of
the inhabitants; but for any understanding of the thoughts that
sway the lives of Muhammadan peoples, of the beliefs that they
hold most sacred, the principles of theology and ethics on which
they are nurtured, we must go to Arabic; in the countries
referred to above (India, etc.) it may be a foreign tongue, but
it is studied by all the learned, and the learned (العلماء) constitute
whatever clergy Islam possesses, and from them the unlettered
multitudes derive their knowledge of their faith. But, on the
other hand, so large a part of the Muslim world thinks and
speaks in Arabic, that it fittingly takes rank among the living
languages of the world,—living, not only in its influence on the
minds of men, but living in the continuity and vigour of its
literary expression, and capable of adapting itself to the changes
and developments of each successive age.

The Lecturer then gave illustrations of the lack of serious
effort in many of the English books on Islam to arrive at an
understanding of what is the meaning of their faith to such
a large proportion of the inhabitants of the empire, to realise
what are their aims and ideals, what the sentiments that animate
them. He quoted the accusation brought against the English,
about seventy years ago, by a Professor of Arabic when delivering
his inaugural lecture in a country—Holland—which has realised
much more than we have the responsibilities of ruling over Muhammadan subjects, though the Muslims in the Dutch possessions are numerically so much smaller than in ours; Professor Veth then pointed out how little the wealthy English universities had done for the study of Arabic and of Islam, and laid the blame for it on the preponderating clerical influences in these universities, that cramped the growth of independent research. Much scholarly work, of the highest order of excellence, has been done since then, to wipe away this reproach. But there is still a certain amount of literature on Islam in the English language that is vitiated by the influence of an active clerical intolerance. The Lecturer then gave examples from popular textbooks on Islam and biographies of Muhammad, and continued: This is not the way in which a Dutch, a French, a German, or an Italian scholar writes, and we in this country are singularly unfortunate in the meagre supply of good books on the subject of Muhammad and his faith, and the Muhammadan world generally; even in a great series like that of the Hibbert Lectures, avowedly devoted to the sympathetic exposition of the various religions of the world, Islam is the only one that receives intolerant and harsh treatment. Instances might be multiplied—in the careless utterances of politicians, the ignorance, often the insulting ignorance, of our daily press—but enough has been said to emphasise the need of a more sympathetic knowledge of Islam in this country, and (what is more to the immediate purpose) of a wider knowledge of Arabic among our fellow-countrymen.

An impartial observer might suppose that there is hardly any nation in Europe that has a stronger incentive to learn Arabic than the English, with their abundant opportunities and their close connection with the Muhammadan world—their position in Egypt, where Arabic is a living tongue, where the press pours out an increasing stream of publications, reprints of the great literature of the past, as well as the writings of living authors;—in the Sudan and those vast tracts of Central Africa that are administered by English officials, where Arabic is so devoutly studied, though it is not the mother-tongue of the people;—in Aden and the littoral of the Persian Gulf where our officials again meet Arabic as the living speech of the inhabitants;—in India, with its large Muhammadan population, where there is a learned
tradition that has for centuries maintained a high level of scholarship, and, though the knowledge of Arabic is not wide-spread, there are plenty of enthusiastic scholars whose learning in certain branches of study is often profound.

It seems strange that living under such favourable conditions for acquiring a knowledge of Arabic, so few Englishmen whose work carries them to the East care to do so. I have not in mind so much professional students, members of academic bodies; but what this country needs is more amateurs, men who take up the study of the language for the love of it, out of a feeling of personal interest unconnected with any professional occupation. In the history of oriental studies in this country, some of the most honoured names are those of amateurs, at whose feet professional scholars have been glad to learn, whose writings have formed definite steps of progress in the history of human knowledge. I need only remind you of such names as Sir William Jones, Colebrooke, Sir Henry Rawlinson, Sir Brian Hodgson, and you will doubtless think of many others. As for Arabic, despite the general neglect of the study of it in England, we can boast of some (though, alas! few) of the greatest names in Arabic scholarship; it may seem strange to call Lane an amateur, but I use it as a term of honour for the student who pursues his particular branch of learning apart from any academic centre,—not professionally, but with disinterested devotion, from the pure love of knowledge. Now Lane's works—his great Lexicon and his Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians—are monuments of erudition that are unsurpassed in any language of Europe. In the present generation, we have the outstanding figure of an eminent administrator, Sir Charles Lyall, whose profound knowledge of early Arabic poetry outrivals that of any German professor, and who adds to accurate scholarship a power of interpretation and of poetic insight and expression such as no living orientalist in Europe possesses. I might mention the names of a number of lesser lights, but what we need—what this School of Oriental Studies might aim at producing—is a larger circle of students working at and interested in Arabic. We need first to enlist the interest of the young man before he goes out to the East; next, persuade the older man who has retired, to continue the study he has begun; and then—a more difficult task—arouse for Arabic something of the enthusiasm that attracts so many
persons in this country to the study of Egyptology. The last may seem too wild a dream, but this School may at least attract officials and others working in the East, who come home for a periodical holiday. Many of such men who have acquired a smattering of Arabic fail to realise the wealth of interest that further study will bring them; nor do they recognise the opportunities they have for pioneer work on the dialects of living Arabic speech, in the midst of which they spend so many years of their lives. It is a disgrace to us as a nation that at the present time, when our victorious troops are entering Baghdad, there is no English grammar or reading-book of the Arabic dialect of Mesopotamia; we have nothing in English to correspond to the work of Meissner, or Sachau, or Soein, or Weissbach, or Yahuda; yet, for any one of these German scholars who has visited Mesopotamia and collected materials, there must have been a dozen Englishmen with equal opportunities. Syria is no doubt more remote from English interests, yet none of the many hundreds of Englishmen who have lived in or visited Syria has done the work for which we are indebted to Littmann, Oestrup, Pourrière, Seidel, and Wetzstein. Algeria and Morocco are specially the province of the French, and we may well hold Englishmen excused for having made little contribution to a field of scholarship where such excellent and abundant work has been done by those whose interests are more closely bound up with these countries. But we might have expected more to have been done for the Arabic of the littoral of the Persian Gulf by those who have occupied Aden for nearly eighty years. For Egyptian Arabic we have a notable exception; though excellent work was done by Spitza Bey, Vollers, and Nallino, by far the best work on the grammar of modern Egyptian is that of Mr. Willmore; in no other is there so clear a recognition of the distinctive features of this dialect, with such a wealth of illustration.

The work of Mr. Willmore has removed from English scholarship the disgrace of having neglected the study of the living forms of Arabic speech. But in so vast a field for activity it stands alone, and that, too, where Englishmen have had such unequalled opportunities. Moreover, to collect from the lips of the people examples of the living speech makes no such great demand on linguistic ability or training as does the study of a classical language with a rich literature. For Arabic the same
kind of work has to be done as has been accomplished in this
country with such interesting results by the Dialect Society. It
has only recently come to be recognised that the various Arabic
dialects are not debased forms of classical Arabic, but have lived
an independent life of their own, preserving often (especially in
their morphology) early characteristics which can be traced back
beyond the time when reverence for the Qur’ān caused the dialect
in which it is written to become the established medium for
literary expression.

The amazing fact is that these many forms of Arabic dialect
should have maintained a continuous life, side by side with so
powerful a literary tradition. In Syria, for example, Von Kremer
maintained that almost every town and village had a separate
dialect; this is no doubt an exaggerated statement, but it is easy
to distinguish four main divisions of the Syrian dialect: (a) that
spoken in the great cities of the interior, such as Damascus and
Aleppo; (b) that spoken in the coast towns; (c) the speech of the
inhabitants of the mountain tracts; and (d) the language of the
Bedouins of the Syrian desert. In Baghdad it is possible to
distinguish even between the forms of speech that prevail in
different quarters of the city, and as many as six dialects may be
enumerated. On the left bank of the river there are two distinct
Sunni groups at opposite ends of the city, one in the Haydarkhanā
quarter near the fort, the second at the other end of the city, near
Bāb-al-Shaykh. In the centre of the city there is the Jewish
quarter, preserving an ancient Arabic dialect, and near the river
the quarter of the Christians, whose speech approximates to
the dialect of Mosul. The Haytawiyyin are Shi’ahs of mixed
Bedouin origin, while the Bedouins on the right bank are
quite distinct again, with a vocabulary of their own. Even the
commonest objects may be called by different names, e.g. the little
wooden tripod on which is put the earthen vessel for cooling
water is called استكمالي on the left bank, and كرسي on the
right. Apart from the historical basis for the differences between
the dialects spoken by Jews, Christians, Bedouins, and other
Muhammadans, there are the various foreign influences that have
profoundly modified the daily vocabulary; Persians, Afghans,
Indians, Kurds, and Turks have variously affected the common
speech of the quarters of the city they frequent or have settled
in. The study of the Arabic dialects, therefore, is hedged about with peculiar difficulties, and there is room for the labour of any number of investigators.

Whether any of these dialects will succeed in developing any independent literature of their own, remains to be seen. Attempts have been made on behalf of Egyptian Arabic for more than a century, but they have been sporadic only; a few enthusiasts have produced books in the Egyptian dialect, but they have been frowned upon by the learned, and have received little encouragement from those to whom they were addressed.

The student of Arabic literature must then turn from the dialects to the classical language. And what an attraction there is in this literature of thirteen centuries that touches on every theme of human thought and activity! There is hardly any subject within the whole range of human interests to which some part of Arabic literature has not made its contribution; and it possesses characteristics peculiar to itself which vindicate for it a very special place among the literatures of the world,—and this, expressed through the medium of a language of a marvellous subtlety.

It is not my purpose to put before you a sketch of the history of Arabic literature, which in the brief time at my disposal could only be set out in the most meagre detail. But I return to the thought with which I began this lecture,—namely, the importance of a knowledge of Arabic literature to this country, as part of an empire that contains so vast a Muhammadan population. In the immediate future we shall be closely concerned with Muhammadan questions; one of the many problems that will face us after the war is over will be the relations of the powers of Europe to the Muhammadan world. Germany will certainly not neglect it, and she does not look to her clergy for enlightenment as to the spirit and meaning of Islam. Her scholars arouse interest in Islam and spread knowledge by a ceaseless stream of publications. A German Colonial Congress recently took up the question of relations with the Muslim population of the German colonies as a subject for special investigation, and separate societies, such as the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Islamkunde of Berlin and the Orientalische Gesellschaft of Munich, have been recently established to emphasise the need of a closer study of Islam and Muhammadan
questions. This country, in spite of its larger interest in the Muslim world and the vaster Muhammadan population within the British Empire, has not given serious attention to Islam. It should be part of the service which this School of Oriental Studies will do for the state, to train administrators who are to work among Muhammadan peoples in such a way that they may learn to appreciate whatever is excellent in Muslim culture, and approach Muhammadan problems with intelligent sympathy. If the last two generations of English officials had only known something of the historic past of the Muhammadans they governed—more of their ideals and of the sentiments that appeal to them—much trouble might have been prevented, and the task that lies before the coming generation would have been rendered so much the easier. Especially in connection with educational policy may be seen the harmful results of this contemptuous disregard of that historic past of Islam, which has bequeathed to the present generation of Muslims the circle of ideas in which they live, and in which they find the inspiration of their noblest actions. The scornful ignorance of Macaulay’s famous minute on education in India is typical of such detached theories of administration. We are apt to forget that the development of a people proceeds upon lines largely determined by its past history, and a violent breach with this historic evolution either results in a loss of stable equilibrium and a certain mental confusion (men’s minds become bewildered through the break with the ancient landmarks, and run into extravagances, or fall a prey to violent reactions), or else, in the case of peoples on a lower level of culture, they suffer a profound depression in the presence of a civilisation and a circle of ideas for which their intellectual antecedents have not prepared them. Illustrations might be given of either of these unhappy results among Muslim peoples who have come under British rule. An acquaintance with Arabic literature would have enabled English administrators to recognise that they were dealing with the heirs of a great civilisation to whom had been bequeathed ideas of law, ethics, and social order, that have played a great part in the world, and are still capable of acting as regenerative forces. These ideals should be fostered and encouraged;—but to know them, and to enter into the point of view of those who can be swayed by them, we must learn Arabic. Through this knowledge, it is possible to attain to
an appreciation of Islamic civilisation, and touch the hearts of Muslim peoples.

Had there been some such knowledge and some intelligent recognition of the civilising influences to be found in Arabic literature, modern education in Egypt might have been developed on healthier and more fruitful lines. The Government of the Sudan has taken warning from this mistake, and has devised a system of education in which Muslim culture fills an important place, and Arabic is of course assiduously studied. It is to be hoped that the same wise principles of education will be followed in Nigeria, the latest part of the Muhammadan world to come under British rule.

I have spoken of the importance of the study of Arabic for the administrator who lives in the midst of a Muhammadan population, but it is in this country also that there is need of a wider knowledge of the Arabic language, need of persons who will read the great collections of Arabic books that remain untouched upon the shelves of so many libraries in this land. A body of opinion is needed to counteract the common, ignorant, and hostile judgment of Islam and Muhammadan civilisation, which is so unfitting in a people responsible for the good government of vast Muhammadan populations. If we expect them to accept our guidance in the arts of peace and civilised life, we must show generous feeling enough to recognise their virtues and excellences. On the basis of such recognition, a common activity towards noble aims becomes possible; for nations only come to respect one another when they have learned to understand each other's ideals. In the midst of much that is sordid and ugly in daily life and intercourse, ideals become obscured, and they can be seen more clearly in literature than in the market-place. Now, the student of Arabic who cares to learn what the ideals of the Muslim world are, comes in touch with a circle of thoughts which excite admiration and sympathy. I cannot attempt here to analyse these in full. But among them is included a theory of an organised system of human society, with a detailed body of laws and institutions,—a corporate life, in which the functions of the various sections of society are defined and developed; in the intellectual sphere, an ardent love of learning, and a thirst for knowledge that has left no field of human investigation untouched; in the moral sphere, a stern
sense of duty, more akin to that of our Puritan ancestors (it is true) than that of the present generation, implying a serious outlook upon life and its responsibilities,—and permeating all this, a sense of the Divine Presence, ever recognised in the commonest acts of daily life, and adding a dignity to human life, where (as Doughty has put it) "religion is a devout and genial remembrance", and the believer faces the varying changes of fortune with a calm resignation to the Will of God. This is part of the ideal of our Muslim fellow-subjects, and it is in order that we may the more recognise and appreciate this, that I have ventured to commend to you the study of the Arabic language.
REVIEWS OF BOOKS

THE GAEKWAD’S ORIENTAL SERIES. Edited by C. D. DALAL and Pandit R. ANANTAKRISHNA SHASTRY.

In recent years the revival of Sanskrit studies has been materially aided by the enlightened patronage of some of the native princes of India. To this goodly company belongs H.H. the Maharaja Gaekwad of Baroda, under the auspices of whose Government a number of works have been published, in addition to which there has lately begun to appear, under the title of “The Gaekwad’s Oriental Series”, an attractive collection of Sanskrit, Prakrit, and Gujarati writings, under the editorship of Mr. C. D. Dalal and Pandit R. Anantakrishna Shastry. Two of these, the Kāvyā-mimāṃsā of Rājaśekhara and the Nara-nāraṇānanda of Vastupāla, have already been published, and we take the present opportunity to offer a few remarks on the former of them.

Rājaśekhara is a writer of considerable note. He is best known as the author of four dramas in Sanskrit and Prakrit; but he seems to have composed likewise a poem styled Haravilāsa, a work on literary criticism called Kavi-vimarśa, and a geography entitled Bhuvana-kośa. As he flourished in the early part of the tenth century A.D., when the classical period of literature was coming to an end, he was able to survey it to its full extent, and he has embodied his mature studies in his Kāvyā-mimāṃsā, or “anatomy of poetry”. This work comprises eighteen chapters (possibly there once was more of it, but if so the rest has not survived the ravage of time and the ants), in which he treats of the theory of aesthetics, the principles of literary education, and the technique of poetical composition. It thus far surpasses in interest the usual manuals of poetry, which limit themselves to cut-and-dried rules illustrated by elegant extracts, while Rājašekhara discusses the fundamental principles of aesthetics and education, and eschews scholastic details. In form his book is somewhat reminiscent of the Kauṭiliya Artha-śāstra: we find lively arguments, in which the views of “eminent authorities” are quoted, and often countered or modified by dicta of “Yāyāvariya”, who is Rājaśekhara himself.
After a brief introduction and a summary classification of literature, our author proceeds to evolve out of his inner consciousness a history of the origin of poetry. Like Plato, he clothes his ideas in the garb of myth. In order to obtain a son, he tells us, Sarasvati, the goddess of poetry and literature, performed austerities on the Himalaya. Brahma accordingly granted her the desired boon, and she gave birth to "Kāvyapuruṣa", the Spirit of Poetry, who at once expressed himself in metrical speech, which was hitherto unknown. His body consisted of words and meanings, his face of Sanskrit, his arms of Prakrit, his thighs of Apabhraṃśa, his feet of Paisāchi, his breast of mixed dialect, his soul of sentiment, his hair of metre. One day, in order to prevent him from following her into the presence of Brahma, who had invited her to his court to settle a literary dispute, Sarasvati resolved to create for him a bride who by her fascinations should restrain him. She therefore created "Sāhitya-vadhū", the "Lady of Style", and charged her to follow him and try to hold him back, while a chorus of holy men should sing their praises. So they travelled to Eastern India, and there she danced and made music, assuming a certain dress and mode of adornment, which ever since then has been followed by the women of those lands; it was called Randa-magadhī, and was duly hymned by the obedient chorus of holy men. The costume worn by Kāvyapuruṣa on this occasion set the future fashion for the men of those regions. The music and dance performed by her were the origin of the Bhāratī vṛtti; his answer, declining to submit to her charms, founded the Gaṇḍīyā rīti or poetical style of Bengal. So they travelled on, in the Pañcāla land founding in the same way the Pañcāla-madhyaṃa costume, the Śatvati vṛtti, and the Pañcāli rīti, in Avanti the Avanti vṛtti, in the South the Kaiśikī vṛtti and the Vaidarbhī rīti. In the South the process of fascination, which had been gradually progressing in Pañcāla and Avanti, finally attained complete success, and was expressed in the Vaidarbhī rīti. Then the pair were wedded by the Gandharva-rite at Vatsagulma in Vidarbha.

After this comes a discussion of the psychology of the poet and the critic, in which we learn a tradition that Kumāradāsa and Medhāvi-rudra were born blind; and this leads to a study of the relative importance of natural genius and training, a
classification of types and poets, and an analysis of pāka, or poetical ripeness. Then comes a survey of Grammar in relation to poetical practice (we are told, for example, that the Vidarbhas love case-endings, the Gauḍas compounds, the Southerners taddhitas, the Northerners krit-stems), after which our author plunges into controversy against the purists who object to poetry, either because of its fictitious themes, or of its dubious morality, or of its mention of coarse and unedifying objects. Next he deals with style in general, classifying language according as it is used by Brahma, Śiva, Vishṇu, the Rishis, and various classes of godlings, etc.; with the sources of the subject-matter of poetry; and with its themes and their modes of treatment. Chapter x gives an interesting description of the personal character, the household, and the daily life of the poet as it should be (not quite the "simple life"), and also contains the traditions that King Śiśunāga of Magadha forbade his harem to use the four cerebral consonants and ś, sh, h, and ksh, that Kuvinda of Śūrasena similarly prohibited harsh consonantal combinations, that Sātavāhana of Kuntala allowed only Prakrit, and that Sāhasānka of Ujjayini tolerated only Sanskrit; and it also sketches the court of a king who patronizes literature and art. Three chapters are devoted to the analysis and exemplification of the gentle art of "borrowing", harana, which is an important branch of Indian literary craftsmanship, and this brings us to five sections in which the work approximates somewhat to a Gradus ad Parnassum, classifying and exemplifying the conventional modes of treating classes, substances, and qualities, and including a section of considerable interest on Indian geography.

The Kāvyamimāṃsā is a really valuable book. Not only does it furnish many new quotations from vanished authors and many scraps of miscellaneous information; it also takes us into the inner life of a brilliant and successful man of letters, showing him to us at work and at play amidst all the furniture of his study. He talks to us with graceful ease about the principles of his art, the origins of style, the development of poetical conventions from the actual experiences related by Vedic sages, the manner of recitation and pronunciation current in the various parts of India, and so forth, always urbane and judicious, with nothing of the pedantry of the ordinary Hindu writers on the
Ars Poetica, whose manuals are dreary dissections of the Kāvyapurusha’s dead body. Beyond question his is the most precious work of its kind that has been published for many years.

L. D. Barnett.

EEN ONBEKEND INDISCH TOONEELSTUK (GOPĀLAKELICANDRIKĀ), TEKST MET INLEIDING. DOOR W. CALAND. VERHADELINGEN DER KONINKLIJKE AKADEMIE VAN WETENSCHAPPEN TE AMSTERDAM, AFDEELING LETTERKUNDE, NIEUWEREEKS, DEEL XVII, NO. 3. AMSTERDAM: JOHANNES MULLER. FEBRUARI, 1917.

In his latest work Professor W. Caland has abandoned the field of minute investigation of the ritual literature of ancient India for the not less exacting, if very different, task of editing from a single manuscript in the collection of the late Professor Kern, now at Leiden, a hitherto unknown Indian drama, the Gopālakeliceandrikā, of Rāmakṛṣṇa. Such an attempt is clearly hazardous, however good the single manuscript may be, and the work would doubtless not have been undertaken by Professor Caland had there been any hope that further manuscript material would be available. But the work is not noticed in the Catalogus Catalogorum, nor apparently in any list of manuscripts published since the date of the third part of Aufrecht’s invaluable work, and, while there may well exist copies in some of the many unexamined collections still in India, Professor Caland may be excused for not delaying the work on the chance of this being the case. As is inevitable, in the result certain passages of the text present corruptions which cannot be remedied by any application of sound critical methods, but the care and skill of the editor have gone far to remove the most of those errors which can with reasonable certainty be eradicated. In this regard, indeed, the only criticism which can be offered is that the editor might have been more decided in his treatment of obvious corruptions, and have banished readings which cannot be correct to the footnotes, while inserting the necessary correction in the text. Thus in the scene with the Gopīs the MS. presents us in a speech of Kṛṣṇa’s with the words maye bhāvam āviveyathā kṣīyāh (p. 124, l. 35), with the usual doubt as to p or y in the last word; the editor suggests kṣipā = kṣapā, but the true reading is plainly kṣapāh, the accusative of time; ival is more difficult;
the editor suggests mayeha, but in the context ibhã may perhaps stand. The same passage presents the strange locution manorathasiddham gârisyâmi; the editor suggests karisyâmi, but in a MS., which is certainly copied from an original in South Indian characters, there can be no hesitation in placing karisyâmi in the text in place of the impossible reading. On the same ground in Krsna's speech (p. 123, l. 17) there can be no doubt as to reading namah kuruta for namo 'kuruta, which is contradicted by the stage direct following, sarvâs tathaiva cakruh.

The play as a drama must be regarded as of slight merit, and it owes the chief interest to the question of its real character, which is discussed with care and discrimination by Professor Caland in the introduction to his edition. The fact that no Pâkrit occurs, being deliberately rejected as unsuitable by the poet on the ground that the play is not meant for a sâdhãrañarâja audience, but for Harihaktavârvas, is perhaps not so important as Professor Caland is inclined to think, for it shares this peculiarity not only with the Hanumannâtaka, to which the editor refers, but also with the Vasantatilaka, a Bhâna by Varadâcârya, and in several other dramas of the late period of this work the use of Pâkrit is either not observed or reduced to negligible proportions. But other points occur which are not found normally in Sanskrit plays. Some of the stage directions are expressed by past tenses, the perfect or the past participle, and a mysterious Sûcaka is once mentioned (p. 76) as addressing the sâmâjikas and describing the advent of Krsna. This term has hitherto been known only from Hemacandra's reference, where it is taken as denoting the Sûtradhara, a sense which does not suit its use in this play. Are we then to assume that the play was really a puppet play, or that it was performed by children, the words being spoken for them by the Sûcaka, a procedure which can be paralleled from the performances at Mathura recorded by Growse, or finally is the drama no more than a mere literary exercise? The material for any certain decision of these questions is scanty, but it appears that the evidence all tells strongly in favour of the last of these views. The play might no doubt have in some shape been performed before an audience of Hari worshippers, but not, it is clear, exactly as it stands, and this consideration is supported by the whole nature of the play, which is rather obviously an effort in dramatic form
to cover the same ground as is so much more ably covered by the author of the Gitagovinda.

The date of the author is wholly uncertain, but it is doubtless late. His father's name is taken by the editor as Devajiti, but the form is extraordinary, and the verse in which it occurs, and which shows him to have been a follower of Rāmānuja, runs crīdevajitidvijah, which must be resolved into crīdevajī -iti dvijah, giving thus the modern name Devaji. The only other Rāmakṛṣṇa who is as yet known as a dramatist is the son of Āhlāda, the author of the Prabhāvatīpradyumna. The author's language accords with a late date; it is deficient in originality and his syntax is often lax.

In place of a translation, which could not be satisfactorily prepared on the basis of the present text, Professor Caland has given an interesting and valuable analysis of the play. To one suggestion exception may perhaps be taken; the author is described by himself with an excessive licence of self-praise as a kulajo ki Daṇḍino Bhavabhūter uta Bhāravek kavek, and on this Professor Caland remarks (p. 6, n. 1) that it supports the view of Professor Pischel that Daṇḍin was a dramatist and author of the Mrčchakatikā. But no such conclusion is legitimate; kavek does not serve to discriminate between Bhāravi as a poet in opposition to Daṇḍin and Bhavabhūti as dramatists; it is rather intended to emphasize the claim of the author to the rank of a Kavi himself, and the collocation of names suggests the conclusion, which is justified by the general standard of the work, that the writer was by no means very well versed in the subject of which he claimed to be a master.

A. Berriedale Keith.
PROPOSED INDEX TO THE SUNNI TRADITIONS

1. All who have been engaged in the study of the collections of Arab traditions know how difficult it is, among these vast complications, to trace, even approximately, references to any given subject. The arrangement of subject matter in the various collections has been made from very different points of view, yet none of the methods which have been followed serves effectively to guide our researches.

2. This difficulty might be remedied by condensing the matter into a summary in which all repetitions would be avoided. But, to say nothing of other objections to which such a résumé would be open, it would be almost impossible to take into account the many variants which occur and are often of great importance.

3. It will be impossible to make the best use of the collections of traditions until we have at our disposal an alphabetical index containing every characteristic word, under which will be found the kindred words necessary for rapid reference. Naturally such an index must be of considerable dimensions and its compilation must occupy several years.

4. Further it will be necessary to index under the following headings: (a) The isnad; (b) Proper names found in the matn; (c) Geographical names; (d) Citations of verses of the Koran. On the other hand, the indexing of the proper names which figure in the isnad presents difficulties which would outweigh its practical value, so that it would seem better to put off such an undertaking until a suitable method should have been found.

5. The indexes must embrace, besides the six so-called canonical collections, the Mosnad of Darimi, the Mosnad of Ahmad, the Mowatta, and the ancient traditions found in the commentaries of Qastallani Nawawi and Zorkani.

6. With regard to works already published, the following editions might serve as a basis for the indexes: the edition of Bokhari by Krehl, continued by Juynboll; the edition of Moslim, with the commentary by Nawawi (Cairo, 1283, 5 vols.); the edition of Abu Daud in two volumes (Cairo, 1280); the edition of
Tirmidhi in two volumes (Cairo, 1292); the edition of Al Nasai, with the commentary by Soyuti (Cairo, 1312, 2 vols.); the edition of Ahmad in six volumes (Cairo, 1313); the edition of the Mowatta with the commentary by Zorkani (Cairo, 1279, 4 vols.); the edition of Qastallani in two volumes (Bulaq, 1288).

The works of Darimi and Ibu Maja not having yet been satisfactorily edited, Professor Snouck Hurgronje has most kindly offered to undertake their publication provided that the manuscripts on which they are founded are available as a basis for critical edition.

7. The six so-called canonical collections, as well as from those of Darimi, will have to show the chapter and the number of the bab or of the tradition, following the method of scholars who quote Bokhari. Quotations from the other works should indicate volume, page, and line.

8. The system of transcription as used in the Encyclopédie de l'Islam might be employed.

9. Dr. Juynboll announces that he is willing to start on the abstract of the fourth part of Bokhari. I myself will undertake the first part of the same author. We shall no doubt find fellow-students who will be good enough to enter into collaboration with us.

10. The completion of the whole work will take at least ten years. In the meantime Semitists, who may wish for information on any of the works quoted, may apply to the Compilers, as soon as the required indexes exist in manuscript.

I shall be glad to receive the opinions and advice of Semitists on the undertaking outlined above.

(Signed) A. J. WENSINCK.

Leiden, July 16, 1916.

[The above is a translation of a communication which appeared in the Journal Asiatique, Onzième Série, tome vii, and is published by the kind permission of the Editors of that journal.]

Printed by Stephen Austin & Sons, Ltd., Hertford.
IN the first issue of our Bulletin the Director was good enough to allow me to insert a very diffident and tentative attempt to record the characteristic sounds of Bengali in the script of the International Phonetic Association, and to reduce them to some sort of rule for the benefit of students. Writing at a long distance of time and space from Bengal, I was not so rash as to suppose that my assertions were beyond question. On the contrary, I hoped and wished to provoke discussion on a subject which has only recently become the subject of serious study. I was not surprised, therefore, when a valued colleague (not himself a Bengali) told me that some Bengali friends of his were convinced that my attempt was a failure and my statements incorrect. This criticism, however, was not of much help to me, since it did not give details.

Meanwhile, Mr. Suniti-kumar Chatterji has, after a sound training in European phonetic methods, been doing notable work, it seems, in recording and explaining the phonetic facts of his native speech. He has won the Premchand Roychand Studentship with a thesis on the Sounds of Bengali. He has also written a valuable article in the Journal of the Vangiya Sāhitya Pariṣad.
on that singularly interesting work, the "Crepar Xaxtrer Orthbhed", a Roman Catholic Catechism composed about 1734 by the Padre Assumçaon. This is written in Eastern Bengali in Roman characters according to Portuguese spelling, and is an invaluable record of the pronunciation of Dacca at the beginning of the eighteenth century.

In the January number of the Calcutta Modern Review Mr. Chatterji has an article on Bengali Phonetics, in which he makes a detailed examination of my own quite tentative notes on the sounds of Bengali. If I had known that there existed so competent a student of the subject I would not have put pen to paper. It is obvious that a careful and complete record of Bengali sounds can best be made at Calcutta and by a student whose native language is Bengali. Since I wrote, too, Mr. Jñānendra Mohan Dās has published his admirable Abhidhān, which, among other valuable features, gives the pronunciation of most of the words in his dictionary. I may perhaps be allowed to say, with modest surprise and gratification, that these two authorities bear me out in all (or nearly all) of my conclusions. In one matter I may claim to have pointed out something which had never before been noted in print, namely, the characteristic initial phrasal accent of Bengali. I was much pleased (and relieved) to find that Mr. Chatterji writes of this accent that "in standard Bengali it is always initial". And, elsewhere, "Mr. Anderson has given a correct exposition of the phenomena of Bengali accentuation. This initial phrase-stress, which seems to ignore all other syllables, is very marked in the standard colloquial, and the widespread practice of umlauting, as well as the development of holophrastic expressions (e.g. ko'jjacco for kothā jāitecha, ne: s gejā for laiyā āsis'diyā jā) are unquestionably due to this strong initial phrase stress."

I could wish that Mr. Chatterji had written "phrase accent" rather than "phrase stress", since "stress" is now taken to mean an accent of force, such as the English and German word-accent, whereas the Bengali phrase accent is, I venture to think, mainly an accent of duration. These accents are very difficult to fix, since the same syllable may bear an accent of pitch, or of duration, or of force, or any two or even three of these, and an observer is apt to note that quality which is prominently audible in his own language. Sir Rabindranath Tagore once told me
that the accent by which the rhythm of his verse is regulated is undoubtedly accent of duration, and that to this extent his metres are "quantitative".

If I have written these few words, it is simply to draw attention to the work being done by such men as Mr. Sunitikumar Chatterji, Mr. Bijay Chandra Majumdar, Mr. Ramendra Sundar Trivedi, and Mr. Jhānendra Mohan Dās. I will not pretend that I was not pleased to find my own tentative notes confirmed by so competent an authority as Mr. Chatterji. But I must candidly admit, in conclusion, that a careful study of his article has convinced me that, in my old age, I am become a "Bāṅgāl", i.e., that my present pronunciation is not that of my native Calcutta but of the eastern districts in which I spent most of my official life. I will also confess, while I am about it, that I was not aware of this, and rashly claimed that I was recording the facts of standard (i.e. Calcutta) Bengali!
A HINDU "PARADISO": SABARA-SANKARA
VILASA, I, 54-85

Translated by L. D. Barnett, M.A., Litt.D., Lecturer in Sanskrit

Preface

In the following pages is presented a translation of a passage from Shadakshari Dévar’s famous Kanarese poem Sabara-
saṅkara-vilāsa. Some of the more tedious passages I have omitted; enough remains to show how the pious Śaiva conceives his Paradise. Certainly Shadakshari’s visions of heaven are very unlike those of Dante and Milton. But they have much value as documents both of religion and of poetry.

Of the three chief Dravidian languages, Tamil, Kanarese, and Telugu, none is a finer vehicle of thought and feeling than the Kanarese. Naturally musical, sonorous, flexible, and graceful, it came early under the influence of Sanskrit, and soon developed a rich and beautiful literature of its own. Of its many brilliant poets none is more famous than Shadakshari Dévar, who has left two poems, the romance Rājaśēkhara-vilāsa and the Sabara-
saṅkara-vilāsa, the latter a version of the epic theme from the Mahābhārata handled with consummate skill by Bhāravi in his Sanskrit work Kirātārjunīya. In respect of time Shadakshari is quite late: the colophon of his Rājaśēkhara-vilāsa is dated in the Śaka year 1577 and the cyclic year Jaya, corresponding to A.D. 1654. Coming thus almost at the end of the literary succession, Shadakshari had at his disposal the accumulated riches of nearly a thousand years of poetical creation, and he used them with a lavish hand.

In preparing this translation I have used two native editions with Kanarese commentaries, viz.:

B.—An edition printed at Madras and published at Bellary in 1887.

1 This is how I understand the chronogram ratna-samudra-bāṇa-bhū. The use of ratna for “seven” is unusual, but is justified by the “seven jewels” of the chakravarti. If we take it in the usual sense of “nine”, the two dates will not tally.
As there are often discrepancies in these editions between the readings given in the text and those presented in the commentary, I have in such cases denoted the former by A1 and B1 and the latter by A2 and B2. On the whole B represents a textual tradition different from that of A, and generally much superior to it.

**TRANSLATION**

[54] On the summit of the mountain of lustrous gold (Mēru) which was thus radiant there shone in its majesty the city of the Cities’ Foe,¹ with a gateway of gold, where stood together ² a castle of most brilliant jewels, a moat with depths reaching down to the Primeval Tortoise, an ocean ³ of nectarous waters, a rampart of sapphire, and bastions of diamond. [55] The exceeding fair city of the Cities’ Foe was brilliant with rows of bright palaces of princes of the Goblin Band adorned by golden towers of beautiful shape, together with lofty banners (bearing the device) of the Bull fluttering so as to strike against the expanse of the sky, and with parks radiant with nectar-filled lakes and celestial trees. [56] Brilliantly beautiful was the high-road of that city, in which were the ringing sounds of musical instruments surrounding ⁴ the lords of the regions of the universe coming to do service to Bhava,⁵ the tinkling of bells on the necks of the gods’ elephants brilliant in splendour as they walked in ordered festival, the clamour of goblins issuing to wanton in sleepless play, and the rattling of anklets of celestial damsels quivering in high-flung sport. [57] Seated on a swan, adorned with three eyes, resplendent with golden cord, tall golden rod, noose, and rosary of elaecarpus berries, surrounded by seven eroses of splendid Bhairavas like himself, accompanied by that jewel of damsels, Brähmi, the great Bhairava named Asitānga stands ceaselessly on the eastern road of this Kailāsa. [58] Fiery-eyed, bearing sword, pike, bright khatvānga,⁶ and džakka drum,⁷ having a body like lustrous gold, riding on a bull, terrible of tusk,

¹ Namely Śiva, the destroyer of Tripura or the Three Cities of the demons.
² Reading with B gottālaṃgaṇaṃ ghaṇiṣṭha; A has gottālaṃgaṇa ghaṇiṣṭha.
³ Reading with B samudraṇa; A 1 has samuddhaṇa, A 2 samuddhaṇa.
⁴ Read “parikṣita” with A; parikṣita, B.
⁵ Another title of Śiva.
⁶ A kind of club, on which see Gopinatha Rao’s *Elements of Hindu Iconography*, vol. i, p. 7.
⁷ A sort of drum shaped like an hour-glass.
infinite, the Bhairava Ruru, accompanied by (his consort) the brilliant Māheśvart, together with twelve crores of Bhairavas, for ever cheerfully stands in splendour guarding the south-eastern gate of Hara's city. [59] Bearing a parrot-pike, bolt, and spear, radiant as the sun, riding a beautiful peacock, attended by ten crores of Bhairavas, with his mistress Kaumārī, showing exceeding splendour, having three stately eyes, undefiled by love, the Bhairava Chanda well guards with ease the southern gate. [60] Mounted on a Garuḍa, holding a disc and conch-shell, with kauṇḍalī and śārṅga displayed, accompanied by Nārāyaṇī, the Bhairava called Krūḍa, who stood at the south-western gate, with five crores of exalted Bhairavas duly attending him, surrounded by crowds of witches, was likewise fair to the eye. [61] Wearing braided locks like the edges of a fresh cloud, appearing with four arms in which were seen club and conch, shield and sword, and with six crores of warriors, accompanied by the lady Vārāhi, with a buffalo as vehicle, the Bhairava Unmatta gladdened the eye on the gate-house at the stately western side of the Trident-bearer's city. [62] Mounted on a furious elephant, holding spear, bow, bolt, and javelin, with a body flashing forth golden beams, accompanied by the lady Śaśi, resplendent, with three crores of valiant Bhairavas like himself appearing on his left side, the Bhairava Kapālin stood in splendour with them cheerfully keeping guard at the north-western gateway. [63] Seated on a crow as vehicle, with bell, pike, skull, and dhakke drum shining in his grim hands, with twelve banded crores of Bhairavas waiting upon him in a crowd, the Bhairava named Bhishāna, whose body is smoke-coloured, together with Chāmunda stood there attached to the northern side. [64] Mounted on a rat, holding in his hands club, shield, board, and great sword, with a body glittering like gold, having an eye in his forehead, with eight crores of bright Bhairavas equal in power to himself appearing (beside him), the husband of Mahākāli, brilliant in arts, adorned with ashes, the Bhairava named Saṃhāra stands in

1 Apparently a pike with a head curved like a parrot's beak.
2 B wrongly gives Kāmārīy.
3 These are respectively the mace and the bow of Vishṇu, whose other emblems are also borne by Krūḍa.
4 Reading "paṇi" : A 1 has "paṇini", A 2 "paṇi"; B "paṇi".
5 Read odālin with A 2 and B 2: A 1 has odālīha, B 1 odāvīha.
6 So B and A 1 ; Śachiy A 2.
7 See above, p. 5, n. 7.
majesty joyfully on the north-eastern side with his associate troop.¹

In the capital city of Śiva, which showed its loveliness within the bounds of the guardianship of the Eight Bhairavas, mighty beings of valour, who were thus constantly manifest, and which, possessing an exceeding brilliancy which not even the King of Serpents² could fully describe, an exceeding charm, an immense majesty, a most mighty beauty, was auspicious to the eye and ravishing to the mind.

[65] On the eastern side appears in vast bulk the Rig-vēda, white as the moon, in the form of a gateway one hundred thousand yōjanas in extent; on it is seen Nandikēśvara holding a golden wand, surrounded by four hundred millions of goodly goblins, while Brahman and others duly wait for the appointed time (of admission). [66] The Yajur-vēda, bearing the form of a gateway of the height of one hundred thousand yōjanas in measurement, glittered on the southern side, radiant in blue colour; there, surrounded by countless potent goblins born from the hair (of Śiva), equipped with sword, bow, arrows, and shield, the lord Virabhadra, resplendent with his mistress, stands in brilliancy. [67] The great Sāma-vēda stands in splendour on the western side in the form of a gateway, perfectly white, having a height measured by one hundred thousand yōjanas; and at the corner of it appears the mighty Nilalōhi, brilliant of body, attended by many troops of associate Rudras. [68] Again the Atharva-vēda, famous for its contents, stands on the north in the form of a vast gateway, having a height measured by one hundred thousand yōjanas, and the colour of gold; Mahākāla, attended by troops of goblins, adorned by valour, terrible with weapons, stands duly in its portal, associated with majesty. [69] While on all four sides of the encircling bright golden ring-wall³ of the crowd of graceful towers on the rows of ruby pavilions the splendour of the glittering portals of the gateways displayed itself in unison, in the centre there appeared the Trident-bearer's hall of state, measuring a crore of yōjanas.

[70] A right goodly sight was the Lord's assembly-hall, in which were united emerald altars, ruby architraves, sapphire columns, bright pavements of moonstone, goodly beams of coral,

¹ Or "associated with might".
² Sēsha, who has a thousand tongues.
³ Reading γālāda with B; A I has γālāda, A 2 γālāda.
rafters of precious stones, daisies, radiant with topazes, cupolas bright with pearls, and doors of brilliant diamonds. [71] The Cosmos of the Lotus-born (Brahman) is visible in the circle of the mighty \(^1\) radiance of His most lofty palace, after the manner of an elephant reflected in a mirror; like a glow-worm in front of the rays of the rising Lover of the Lotus (the Sun) appear the masses of jewels on the Serpent-kings' hoods in presence of His palace.\(^2\)

On the north-eastern side Puissance in the form of a lion, on the south-east pure Righteousness in the shape of a bull, on the south-west Wisdom in the form of the spirit of peace, and on the north-west Passionlessness in the character of majesty, trampling under foot on the east, south, west, and north respectively Unrighteousness in the form of a goblin, Ignorance monstrous of limb, Passion hideous in guise, and Impuissance deformed of body, (these eight qualities), thus on eight sides wearing eight forms, were occupying a blessed great dais adorned with wishing-stones, which struck the eye by being a crore of \(y\)\(\text{ojanas}\) in breadth and of the like height, in the midst of this radiant great hall of assembly, in which was contained a circle of vast lustre shining so as to eclipse the brightness of crores of fires, suns, and moons; and brilliant in the midst of these—

[72] There appeared a lotus-throne containing sun, fire, and moon, of which the Serpent-king was the stalk, the magic powers of \(\text{animan}\) and the rest \(^3\) in patent action formed eight bright petals, Vāmā and the other Powers \(^4\) bore the character of a pericarp, and the Vidyēsas \(^5\) were seen gathered together in the guise of its lustrous filaments.

Incarnate in beauty upon this lotus-throne, upon a high couch consisting of the great Bindu \(^6\) shining in ruddy lustre like a bed of safflower,

---

\(^1\) Reading "māhā" with A; but "bhavat", the reading of B, may be right, though it is tame.

\(^2\) Reading "\(\text{tat-sabha}\)" with A1 and B; A2 has "\(\text{tat-prabhā}\)", which is more vigorous.

\(^3\) These are the eight \(\text{nirvāryas or siddhis}\); for a list see Kittel's \(\text{Kannada Dictionary, s.v. siddhi}\).

\(^4\) The Saktis or Energies of the Supreme Being, conceived as his female consorts.

\(^5\) Beings belonging to the divine hierarchy of Śaiva theology.

\(^6\) Literally, the dot on the mystic syllable \(\text{om}\), representing the phase of indeterminate illumination assumed by Śiva in the process of cosmic revelation when His power of activity arises into consciousness.
Appeared Śaṅkara, the moving force in sentient and insentient being, without second, without sin, known through the Upanishads, the seat of arts, remote from beginning and end, noble, spiritual, surpassing the universe, embodied in the universe, ocean of mercy, foundation of the world’s origin, maintenance, and dissolution, giver of great enjoyment and salvation, whose feet are adored by the Lotus-eyed (Viṣṇu) and other immortals.

Brilliant was Mahēśvara with the splendour of the crescent-moon borne on the locks of His ruddy braided hair, upon which was the Heavenly River (Ganges), of the eye in the midst of His brow, of earrings formed of bright snake-kings, of long arms, of cloak of skins, of the graceful stain¹ ravishing the mind, of hands displaying (the gestures denoting the gift of) boons and security, the trident, and the deer, and of the Mountain’s Daughter (Uma) who was seen never departing from his lap. Remover of the three classes of distress,² three-eyed, adorned with snakes, sinless, void of ignorance, plastered with bright ash,³ peerless in majesty, He that is above the world appeared to the eye.

With jewelled crown bearing a crescent moon, jewelled ornaments, a face lovely as the moon’s orb, a gauze robe like the beams of the new dawn, and the lustre of Her brilliant body combining, the All-blessed Lady (Uma) fair of limb, adorning Her throne that was the lap of the Gracious One, was radiant in stately beauty, so as to put to shame a crore of Ratis.⁴

The Mountain’s Daughter appeared to the sight with the radiance of her brilliant flower-like eyes showing like clear moonlight, while the goodly lustre of the jewels in the masses of ornaments worn by her, displaying a magnificence like that of red sunshine, poured itself forth freely in gushing luxuriance over the eight regions of space and the troop of Spell-spirits⁵ lovingly worshipped Her lotus-feet. The Lord of Bhavāṇi displayed Himself while the brilliant Gāyatri,⁶ in whom is contained the

---

¹ The stain on the throat made by the poison swallowed by Śiva in order to save the world.
² These are the troubles caused by oneself (ādhyātmika), those caused by external beings (ādhibhautika), and those due to supernatural influences (ādhisāvika).
³ Reading bhasita-bhasmālepam with B; A gives bhrīta-sita.
⁴ Rati is the bride of Kāma, the Love-god.
⁵ Mantra-dēvatā, the spirits presiding over the mystic formulae.
⁶ The Gāyatri or Sāvitrī is the peculiarly holy verse, Rīg-vēda, iii, 62, 10. Here two goddesses have been created out of the two names of the same verse.
whole series of Védas, holding in her hand a golden yak-tail fan, zealously waved it, and great Sávitri, venerated by the company of Powers, stood there holding a golden spittoon, and a troop of goddesses, Speech and others,joyfully held His jewelled slippers.

Moreover, Mahéśvara, attended by trooping goblins with widespread festal splendour and great clamour and worshipped by Brahman and Hari with their consorts, was like the heavens, covered with masses of cloud accompanied by spreading lightnings and mighty thunders and always adorned with the Moon and Sun; accompanied by the Mountain's Daughter with Kárttikéya on her lap and brightened by (the presence of) gods radiant with charming power, He was like a park, containing multitudes of trees conspicuous with crowded spreading boughs and brilliant with flowers lustrous from afar with nectarous sap; having His feet covered with many (flowers of) the coral-tree, pure punnága (Rotterleria tinctoria), and kudamba (Nauclea cadamba), and (enjoying) the sports performed by Śarabhava (Kárttikéya) bearing a spear, who is peerless in the congregation of the gods, He was like a forest, where the ground is occupied by troops of many lion-broods, bears, and bull-elephants, and where flocks of powerful śarabhas brilliant with high spirit roam about in abundance; bestowing perfect enjoyment on them who in truth ever seek Him and happy fortune on them who fall at His feet, and attended by bands of redeemed souls whose natural powers are infinite, changeless, and universal, He was like the ocean, bestowing the pleasure of (the company of) Śri upon Achyuta (Vishnu) as He sleeps upon the folds of His ever-attendant Serpent, excellent with good waters pervaded throughout by endless mountains, and filled with lines of pearls; though vishadhara, bearing (the mark of) poison, yet He possessed charming (chira) radiance [but, unlike a cloud, vishadhara, He possessed constant (chira) radiance]; though lord of the worlds, bhuvana-pati, He was the site of animate matter, ajjaśraya [but, unlike the Ocean, bhuvana-pati, He was not a receptacle of water, ajjaśraya]; though extinguishing the pride of Nara,

1 Reading with B pondavakāyaṃ Vāy-ādi-dēśi-samuttaram; A is senselessly corrupt.
2 Here begins the first of a tedious series of passages full of words conveying double meanings. Each epithet has to be translated twice in order to give the twofold sense, or nonsense.
3 A mythical beast with eight legs.
4 See above, p. 9, n. 1.
5 Reading Nara-gara-nirvāpakun with B and A 1; A 2 has sarvāpahakun.
[Brahman, and secondarily Arjuna], yet He was arjuna-ruchi, white of radiance [and secondarily delighting in Arjuna]; though loving Sāmajapa, the prayers of the Śāma-vēda [and secondarily fond of lordly elephants], yet He was pañcānana-prathita, worshipped as five-faced [and secondarily famous as a lion]; though Sadyojāta, yet He was without birth [and secondarily fond of the moon]; though characterized by being bodied of ether [and secondarily by having the person of Umā at His left side], yet He had a body radiant in golden hue [and secondarily in native beauty]; though having no enemy born to Him [and secondarily though a foe to Viśṇu’s son], yet He was an enemy to the city of countless foes [and secondarily to the cities of the earth’s foes]. . . .

Moreover, now, with Gāyatri and the rest of the supreme Powers standing in a row with their bodies curved in pride, knowing their turns, and with outstretched arms waving pure white yak-tail fans so brilliant as to seem like snakes springing up in eagerness to assail the radiance of the autumnal moon; with Kalāmālini, her lotus-hands joined together, displaying in graceful clasp to the face of Fortune a jewel-mirror shining like the full moon; with Rohini stirring up a breeze with a fan of flowers, as if to refresh Kambala and Aśvatara when faint and hungry with singing; with the bride of the Sun flashing a swinging light consisting of a jewel-lamp while singing in

1 Arjuna, who by his pious austerities won the favour of Śiva, is the hero of our poem.
2 Śiva is often worshipped as Pañcacha-mukha, an image with five faces, and this cult first appears in the TaTTtiviya Aranyaka, x, 43-7, whence the present punning antithesis to the Śāma Vēda. Compare, further, Gopinatha Rao’s Elements of Hindu Iconography, vol. ii, pt. i, pp. 64, 97 f., 366 f., 375-9, 384, 388, 404.
3 The lion is the natural enemy of the elephant.
4 This is the name of one of the five phases of Śiva mentioned above. It means “born on the same day”, whence the punning antithesis to the two epithets that follow.
5 The Love-god, Kāma.
6 The demons.
7 As probably the reader has already had enough of this tedious word-jugglery, I omit the rest of the paragraph and verse 79.
8 See above, p. 9, n. 6.
9 The moon’s spots are supposed to represent a hare, a proper prey for a snake.
10 The favourite wife of the Moon-god.
11 Two celestial minstrels.
12 Saṃjñā, the daughter of Viśvakarman.
auspicious strains; with the goddess Fortune offering homage as she bore a radiant pearl parasol like a lotus of a thousand petals held in her hand; with Sarasvati¹ striking up her music, which conveyed to the ear rich melody of inexhaustible sweetness with an abundance of the soft strains of the pañchama² accompanied by the tender sounds of the goodly charming lute; with Varuṇa's wife³ standing gracefully holding a golden jar full of sweet cool fragrant water; with Pulōma's daughter⁴ and other ladies radiant as they held spittoons of rubies; with the damsel Rati⁵ joyfully adorning the soles of His feet with garlands of half-opened flowers exhaling a fragrant scent delighting⁶ a swarm of young black bees which was settling down buzzing in eager desire for the juicy perfume; with the Mother-goddesses⁷ standing in a company holding spears, skulls, swords, axes, and other weapons in their hands; with the Yōginis standing with their lotus-hands laid upon their foreheads, receiving His command; with the Powers of Spells standing in front with summoning cries; with Anasūyā⁸ and other wives of saints chanting blessings; with the Goddesses of Scripture singing hymns of praise in union with fervent sound upon His naturally numerous virtues⁹; with Rambhā¹⁰ and other celestial dancers standing ravishingly as they scattered with flowerlike hands handfuls of flowers amidst the fluttering of golden curtains, as though the very Goddess of Grace stood incarnate in their several forms, and freely displaying a most skilful fourfold dance¹¹ amidst the applause of all the spectators in front of them; with Mukunda¹² appearing in splendour on His left side and reciting the Thousand Names of

¹ The wife of Brahman and goddess of literature and poetry.
² The fifth note of the gamut. ³ Kālikā.
⁴ Śachi, the wife of Indra.
⁵ The wife of the Love-god, Kāma.
⁶ B here reads tanīyalta ; A 1 has taļta, A 2 taļtu.
⁷ Namely, Brāhmi, Māhēvari, Kaumāri, Vaishnavi, Vārāhi, Indrāni, and Chāmuniḍī.
⁸ The wife of the saint Atri.
⁹ I have translated here rather loosely, and perhaps incorrectly; actually B1 gives sahaja-saṅdhanīya ganaman, while A 1 has sahaja-saṅdhanāna ṣaṭa ganaman, and A 2 sahaja-saṅd-ganaman, so that it would seem as if the true reading were sahaja-saṅdhanīya guṇa-ganaman, as I have rendered.
¹⁰ A beautiful Apsaras and favourite dancer in the court of Indra.
¹¹ B states that these four kinds of dance are hāva, vibhrama, hāve, and vilāsa (see Daksī-rūpaka, 48-51, 61, 63); Kittel's Dictionary divides nartana into music, song, gesture, and dance.
¹² Vishnu.
Śiva; with the Four-faced One\(^1\) on His right laying down his rules\(^2\) with ceaseless voice; with the Lotus-born One\(^3\) conning the Rudra-sûkta, Rathantara, etc.; with the lords of the regions of space performing their various offices; with exalted ascetics praising Him with excessive tears of joy and intense horripilation, and with clasped hands folded on their brows, having a feeling of choking in their throats owing to the influence of their profound devotion; with the ushers Bhîma and Kaûkâla uplifting their golden wands, and with cries of "ho, halt! approach! go! stand aside!" repressing the excessive clamour of the crowd of gods, Siddhas, Sàdhyas, Gandharvas, and others in their banded throngs, and stationing them in their proper places; with Nandikéśvara announcing the proper offices, coming in due time and wearing with grace his earrings; with the lordly Bull standing in equanimity, an incarnation of the Good Law; with the saint Bhrûngi in strange apparel of many kinds merrily dancing, displaying contortions, and arousing laughter; with impassioned Garûdas, Gandharvas, and celestial musicians singing in concert; with the Vira-pramathas\(^4\) duly standing together in their ranks; with crowds of gods standing massed together in densely serried rows—the magnificent Supreme Court displayed itself as possessing infinite wondrousness, perfect beauty, intense loveliness, and utterly unprecedented charm, a thing inconceivable of comprehension.

Moreover—

[80] Singing Kinnaras,\(^5\) merrily dancing Apsarases,\(^6\) Chanda-kirtis\(^7\) coming forward and singing, ascetics fittingly renouncing the flesh at His feet with cries of "hurrah! victory!" and lords of the ageless [gods] joyfully bowing before the priceless Blessed Being and offering gifts, displayed themselves delightfully in the palace of the Trident-bearer. . . . \(^8\)

---

\(^1\) Brahman.
\(^2\) This also means "holding a crane"; the swan or crane is the vehicle of Brahman.
\(^3\) Another title of Brahman; here, however, the two titles are made into two distinct deities.
\(^4\) Goblins attached to the service of Śiva.
\(^5\) A class of demigods represented with the heads of horses.
\(^6\) Celestial dancing-women and courtians.
\(^7\) A class of familiar spirits attendant on Śiva.
\(^8\) I have omitted another long passage of prose and verse 81, which are full of tiresome and un instructive word-jugglery.
And here, while the loveliness of His body, which was most charming, incomparably splendid, having a brilliance surpassing ten million times gold refined in the fire, abounding and on all sides multiplying, was displaying itself; while the elephant-hide [worn by Him] was radiant like a glistening golden robe; while the brilliant plaster with which He was smeared\(^1\) shone like the unguent of Kashmir\(^2\); while His rings of jewel-studded serpents showed lovely as ear-jewels of glittering gold; while the ornament consisting of a festoon of skulls worn by Him glistened like an ornament of shining gold; while the poison in His neck, combining with the scent natural to His body, glittered\(^3\) like a streak of musk worn by Him; while the eye of fire gleaming on His brow, on which rested a spirit of calm, appeared like a forehead-ornament of red ochre; while the skull [held by Him], enveloped in the ruddy hue of the red lotus of His hand, shone assuming the exact semblance of a bowl of rubies; radiant with brilliant indivisible supreme authority, convincing the mind that in Him alone resides the proper characteristics of supreme felicity, unique in their manifestation, by which He rules unfailingly the three worlds; a mine of the series of gems of all auspicious qualities; a skilful artist in creating the sections of the casket of the universe; exalted above the influence of the three Modes\(^4\); a jewel-ornament on the hair-parting of the lady who is the Triad of Védas; a home of sport of unsurpassable auspicious arts; making the sprout of the universe blossom forth on the creeping-plant of His Powers\(^5\); a noble swan\(^6\) on the lotus of the Ōm; having His pure body void of birth, age, pain, and death; the great Physician who dispels the maladies of bodied life from His worshippers; the celestial tree for the desires of votaries; devoid of beginning and end; free from ignorance; omniscient; eternally satisfied; independent; possessed of unfailing and unending Powers; unique in majesty; giver of enjoyment and salvation; composed of infinite Being, Thought, and Bliss;

\(^1\) The burnt cow-dung with which Siva and His votaries are smeared.

\(^2\) Saffron paste.

\(^3\) Reading moregynah with A 1; A 2 has moregyah, B moregynam.

\(^4\) The three Guṇas or principles of material Nature.

\(^5\) The empirical universe arises from the Supreme Siva by the agency of His Powers or Saktis.

\(^6\) Parama-bhāsa, besides meaning this, is also the title of a class of saint. The syllable Ōm, or the prāṇava, as the primal revelation of the Supreme, is the essence of all mystic knowledge, and of the universe itself.
dwelling in the secret place of all beings' hearts; transcending speech and thought; superior to all; worshipped by all; accompanied by Umā; like a bud of salvation, like a seed of spirit, like the essence of truth, like the site of eternity, like an ocean of bliss, like the supreme bound of perfection, like a sea of grace, like the majesty of righteousness, like a bound of loveliness, like the greatness of blessedness, like a fulness of brilliance, like a treasure of peace, emperor of all deities, unbounded in majesty, unique, did He appear.

Moreover—

[82] Now fondling Kumāra, now gazing in a rapture of tenderness at the face of Aparnā,¹ now showing courtesy to the noble goblins, now listening to the sounds of the goddesses as they sang, now warmly applauding the new dance performed by brilliant Rambhā,² appeared He whose ornaments are the serpents. [83] "Withdraw, Nirṛiti ³! push not, O Wind! duly present thine offering, Lord of Wealth! be still, Death! babble not, Lord of the World ⁴! Pāka's Foe,⁵ come and do reverence! Mādhava,⁶ sit down here! Beloved of the Lotus-lake,⁷ make room for the Lord of Night ⁸!"—with these words did Mākāla⁹ there chide them together at that time. [84] The Wind ceaselessly with joy presented as offering sweet scents, the Prince of Snakes piles of gems, the Ocean rows of noble pearls, the Giver of Fortune ¹⁰ a vast mass of gold, the Lotus-born ¹¹ fittingly a quantity of new treasures, the Chieftain of the Celestials ¹² rows of garlands of the mundāra tree, bowed before His feet, and joyfully sang his lauds. [85] Śāṅkara revealed Himself, His feet brightly illumined by the lustre of the jewels studding the tremulously radiant diadems of Lady Fortune's Lover,¹³ the Lotus-born,¹⁴ Jambha's Foe,¹⁵ and other gods—a mine of compassion, a foundation of inconceivable majesty, embodied of the Supreme Light, crowned with the beauty of the Moon's digit.

¹ A title of Umā or Pārvati; see Kumāra-sambhava, v. 28.
² See above, p. 12, n. 10.
³ The malignant goddess presiding over the south-western quarter.
⁴ Brahman, who is conceived as always reciting the Veda.
⁵ Indra.
⁶ Vishnu.
⁷ The Sun.
⁸ The Moon.
⁹ Mahākāla, a demon attendant on Śiva.
¹⁰ The god Kubera.
¹¹ Brahman.
¹² Indra.
¹³ Brahman.
¹⁴ Indra.
NOTES ON THE NESTORIAN MONUMENT AT SIANFU

By LIONEL GILES, M.A., D.Litt.

(Continued.)

Dr. JOHN STEELE has very kindly sent me some criticisms on the Notes which I contributed to the first number of the Bulletin, and I propose to deal with these before proceeding further.

15. Dr. Steele thinks that “although Taoist phraseology is introduced into the Inscription, it is always in a polemical spirit, and not with a desire for syncretism. If that is so, then 真寂 would mean ‘the true impassive (One)’, asserting this against the 無 爲 predicated of Tao”. And he adds that the same remark would also apply to 順 虛.

This is a suggestion worth considering. But on p. 25, as we shall see, 真 is undoubtedly used in the Taoist sense of spiritual purity.

17. “I should retain the reference to the Christian symbol . . . . It seems to me that in the spirit of Taoism the Nestorians regarded the Cross as an elemental symbol which entered into the evolution of the Cosmos.”

I presume, then, that Dr. Steele would substitute the word “Cross” for “figure of ten” in the translation. To this there is no particular objection except that, as I pointed out, the true significance of the Cross is purposely obscured throughout the inscription.

18. 匠成萬物 然立初人

“It is not possible to establish a parallelism between the two parts of this sentence, 成 and 立 not corresponding. This makes your suggested reading for 然 unnecessary. Moreover, 然 corresponds syntactically with the various occurrences of 面 in the neighbouring passages.”

I confess I cannot follow Dr. Steele here. There seems to me to be perfect correspondence between 成 “created” and 立 “set up”. And surely my critic cannot have studied the formation of the four preceding clauses. Each consists, not of eight, but of seven characters, and they fall naturally into two pairs, each of
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which is perfectly symmetrical within itself. To extend the parallelism further, so as to include our present sentence, would entirely spoil the balance of the whole.

19, 20. 閏年大於此是之中
隕同於彼非之內

"There seems to me to be nothing abstruse in this couplet. Its first line sums up what precedes, and its second is explained in what follows—

Repose and peace abounded in this (state of moral) good;
Schism and obscenity consorted in that (state of moral) evil."

The simplicity of this new rendering is certainly very attractive at first sight, but I am not sure that it will stand the test of closer examination. Reading the context, I cannot but feel that the first clause of the sentence so construed comes awkwardly at a point when the writer has just begun to describe the wiles of Satan. Secondly, the rather forced translation of 閏 as "repose" destroys the obvious similarity of meaning between that character and 隕. Moreover, the phrase 閏年 would seem to be unknown to Chinese literature, as it is not given in the Pei Wen Yun Fu. The meaning assigned to 隕 is also, I think, open to objection. On the other hand, 隕 "schism" is certainly supported by the mention of the 365 sects in the next sentence. Dr. Steele thinks that my translation would require 其 instead of 彼, if Satan is regarded as the agent. But 彼 is used as the recognized "opposite" (對) to 此, and refers generally to the state of sin existing among the fallen angels in hell.

20. 鑄織法羅 "Rivalling one another in weaving the web of false doctrines."

The word 法 may have been chosen, as Havret thinks, in order to convey an indirect censure on Buddhism; but elsewhere it is repeatedly used in the sense either of religion in general (p. 42, 法非景不行) or more specifically of the Christian religion (p. 40, 永輝法界; p. 44, 大法主; 法流十道; pp. 71, 78, 法主, which was apparently the recognized title of the Patriarch of the Assyrian Church 1). In any case, "laws" is not a good equivalent.

1 See Un Traité Manichéen retrouvé en Chine, p. 83, n. 4.
Legge: "striving to weave the nets of their several ways."
Havret: "tissant à l’envi les filets de leurs lois."
Moule: "vying with one another in weaving the web of doctrines."
Saeki: "they strove to weave nets of the laws wherewith to ensnare the innocent."

20, 21. 或指物以託宗 "One sect pretended that Matter was the ultimate principle of the universe."

託 = 假 託. Thus we have the common phrase 託 名 "to give a false name". I am inclined to think that 宗 does not mean "an object of worship" here, but is to be taken as equivalent to 宗原. Havret’s translation is not in accord with his note, in which he approves the explanation of P. Diaz: 壼之若主. He goes on to say that Taoism is principally aimed at in this passage; but I would refer it rather to sceptics of the type of 王充 Wang Ch'ung. The teachings of Lao Tzü, at any rate, were anything but materialistic.

Legge: "Some set up (material) things as the objects of their worship."
Havret: "Les uns, désignant les créatures, s’appuyaient sur elles comme sur leur principe."
Moule: "Some, pointing to created things, have trusted to them as their Lord."
H. A. Giles: "Some of these took material objects as their gods."
Saeki: "Some, pointing to natural objects, pretended that they were the right objects to worship."

21. 或空有以論 二 "Another divested Being of its reality, thus obliterating the duality of Nature."

These words have generally been understood as directed against the Buddhist doctrine of Māyā or Cosmic Illusion, but 論 二 seems to point rather to the Taoist doctrine of the Identity of Contraries as propounded by Chuang Tzü, the logical consequence of which is that the distinction between good and evil disappears, so that no place remains for the Christian conception of God as the Supreme Principle of Goodness. We must refer back to p. 17: "(God) stirred the primordial ether (or Chaos, known to the Chinese as 混 涼) and produced the dual forces of Nature." The expression 論 二 will therefore simply denote a reversion to Chaos—in a moral rather than
a physical sense. Havret’s interpretation of 二 as heterodoxy or superstition is a little too far-fetched to carry conviction. Though the ordinary meaning of 沦 is “to sink” or “be submerged”, it should be noted that the verbs 訥, 黐, and .STATE in the corresponding clauses are all transitive.

Legge: “some insisted on empty space without the (ethereal) duality.”

Havret: “les autres, supprimant la réalité de l’Etre, se plongeaient dans la superstition.”

Moule: “some have been plunged in error by denying the reality of existence.”

H. A. Giles: “others maintained the illusory nature of all things, and were swept into devious paths.”

Saeki: “others denied the reality of existence, and insisted on ignoring the duality.”

或 祈 禮 以 邀 福 “One resorted to prayers and sacrifices in order to procure happiness.”

This cannot be said to apply to Confucianism pure and simple (see Havret’s note), but only to ancestor-worship.

或 代 善 以 矜 善 “Another made a parade of virtue in order to impose on mankind.”

A rather ungenerous sneer at the Confucianists with their lofty moral code. Unfortunately, as Diaz carefully explains later on, the Roman Catholic Church recognizes no merit in virtue that is not founded on faith. And Protestantism in this particular is equally stern and unbending (see Nos. 11 and 13 of the Thirty-nine Articles of Religion).

21, 22. 智 愚 善 善 畏 情 役 役
　茫 然 無 得， 煅 迫 轉 燒

“But all their restless activity of mind and heart was thrown away and they achieved nothing, being consumed by their own feverish zeal.”

Diaz is the only commentator who seems to have understood the reflexive force of 轉. His paraphrase, 其 心 煅 迫 轉 相 燒 害, is wrongly translated by Havret: “Excités par la chaleur de leurs passions, ils se portaient mutuellement de cuisantes blessures.” 相 does not mean “mutually”, but simply emphasizes the action of the verb on the object (i.e. “themselves”, understood). Sectarian strife, or persecution, is not hinted at here; and, indeed,
China has a much better record to show in that respect than Christian Europe. We find 迫, but not 迫, in the Pei Wen Yun Fu; the meaning, however, must be much the same. The phrase indicates the anxiety of each sect to propagate its own creed.

Wylie: "Their intellects and thoughts continually wavering, their minds and affections incessantly on the move; they never obtained their vast desires, but being exhausted and distressed they revolved in their own heated atmosphere."

Legge: "With their wisdom they anxiously tasked themselves, labouring with their fondest feelings; but all in vain. The heat of their distress was turned into a scorching flame."

Havret: "Les pensées de la sagesse (humaine) étant en travail incessant, les passions du cœur (des partis) sans cesse en mouvement, dans cette activité fébrile qui restait sans effet, poussé à bout par ces soucis dévorants, et même consumé . . ."

Moule: "The thoughts of wisdom never rested, the passions of the heart were ever in motion. Wearied without attaining, driven on by the heat (of their passions) men were burnt the more."

H. A. Giles: "Wise concern for the future was lost in the confusion; all feelings were worn out; and all was vague without attainment. The fire that oppressed men became a scorching flame."

Saeki: "(Thus) the intellect and the thoughts of men fell into hopeless confusion; and their mind and affections began to toil incessantly; but all their travail was in vain. The heat of their distress became a scorching flame."

22. 積 吳 亡 迴, 久 迴 休 復 "The darkness was intensified and they lost their way, and after long perplexity gave up all thought of returning to the true path."

This is a very vexed passage, and it may be said at once that Havret makes out a good case for his new interpretation. 休 復 certainly has the sense of "happy return" in the I Ching, 復 diagram. On the other hand, 亡 can hardly bear any other meaning here than its original one of "lose", while 吳 and 迴 are very awkward if regarded as transitive verbs. I therefore think that 休 must mean "renounce" or "reject", as in the common phrases 休 致, 休 妻. There is no authority for taking it as a simple negative, except with a verb in the imperative mood.
Legge: “They made the darkness greater and lost their way; and after going long astray, they ceased any further search (for the truth).”

Havret: “On accumulait les ténèbres dans cette voie de la perdition, et l’on éternisait cet éloignement du retour vers le bien.”

Moule: “They gradually darkened the road of perdition, and prolonged their wandering from the happy (road of) return.”

H. A. Giles: “Amid the encircling gloom they lost their way; and after long wandering they failed to return.”

Saeaki: “Self-blinded, they increased the darkness still more; and losing their path for a long while they went astray and became unable to return home again.”

三一分身 “The Second Person of the Trinity.”

The controversy that raged round these words for many years was finally laid in 1912 by the publication of Le Traité Manichéen, where it was conclusively shown that 分 must be a participle and not a transitive verb. My only object now is to do justice to the unduly neglected commentary of P. Diaz, in which the correct interpretation is given: 三一分身者乃天主第二位也

24, 25. 設三一淨風無言之新教 “He founded the new religion of the Triune Holy Ghost, which does not deal in words.”

The author of the inscription may have been thinking of the Tuo Tê Ching, 2: 行不言之教 “(The Sage) conveys instruction without words”; or 43: 不言之教, 無為之益, 天下希及之 “Conveying lessons without words, reaping profit without action—there are few in the world who can attain to this”. The sentiment is not altogether appropriate to Christianity, though a somewhat feeble justification has been found for it in 1 Cor. ii, 13: “Which things also we speak, not in the words which man’s wisdom teacheth, but which the Holy Ghost teacheth.” Havret and others have mistaken the meaning of 無言. I base my rendering on Diaz, who says: 其教弗係于口, 弗希多言, 特貴善行也 “It is not a religion of the lips, nor does it value many words, but only sets store by virtuous conduct”.

Legge: “He appointed His new doctrines, operating without words by the cleansing influence of the Triune.”
Havret: "Il fonda la nouvelle religion que la Trine unité, Esprit très pur, n’exprime pas au moyen de paroles."
Moule: "He founded the new teaching, unexpressed in words, of the most pure Spirit of the Triune."
H. A. Giles: "He established the new doctrine, which cannot be expressed in words, of the Triune Holy Ghost."
Saeki: "Establishing His New Teaching of Non-assertion which operates silently through the Holy Spirit."

25. 八境之度、鍊塵成真 "He set up the standard of the Eight Moral Conditions, purged the world of sensuality and made it pure."

八境 is one of the many recondite expressions affected by the author of the Inscription. That it denotes the Eight Beatitudes (Matt. v. 3–10) is practically certain. Diaz has no doubt on the subject; and it is surprising to find Legge attributing this "discovery" to a native convert of his own day. The Chinese are fond of numerical categories, and the writer may have wished to provide a Christian counterpoise to the "Noble Eightfold Path" of Buddhism. It may be added that the phrase 八境 does occur in a poem of Su Tung-p'o, but not with the figurative sense required in this passage. Note that 真 must again be used in the Taoist sense of "purity" as opposed to 塵 "defilement."
Legge: "He defined the measures of the eight (moral) conditions, purging away the dust (of defilement) and perfecting the truth (in men)."
Havret: "Il institua les règles des huit fins, pour purifier les facultés et perfectionner les saints."
Moule: "He laid down the rule of the eight conditions, cleansing from the defilement of sense and making (men) saints."
H. A. Giles: "He enunciated the Eight States, that worldliness might be refined away, and purity achieved."
Saeki: "Setting up the standard of the eight cardinal virtues, He purged away the dust from human nature and perfected a true character."

啓三常之門 "He threw open the portals of the Three Virtues."

In view of the meaning of 五常, it is hardly possible to doubt that 三常 indicates the three theological virtues of Faith, Hope, and Charity. This is the interpretation adopted by Diaz, and generally followed by subsequent translators.
in the Manichaean treatise, and is translated by Messrs. Chavannes and Pelliot "les trois permanences" (p. 56), these referring probably to the three essential attributes of the Almighty, namely, his Light, his Strength, and his Goodness. Each sect, of course, would apply the term in the way best suited to its own particular doctrine. Professor Giles has found a passage in the History of the Northern Chou dynasty, where it means "three constant practices: (1) the appointment of wise men by the sovereign, (2) the reliance on wise men by the officials, and (3) the respect for wise men by the people". But to introduce this purely political wisdom into an exposition of Christian doctrine would surely be the height of incongruity. Professor Saeki goes still further astray, for he mistranslates the sentence "widely opening the three constant Gates", and proceeds to identify these imaginary Gates with the Sanskrit Trividha Deva, i.e. purity of body, speech, and thought.

26. 懾景日以破暗府魚安於是乎 悉摧 "He suspended a luminous sun, irradiating the abode of darkness; and lo! the machinations of the Devil were defeated."

It is really impossible to give a satisfactory translation of the above, for the simple reason that the Chinese is made purposely vague and indefinite. The writer wished to hint at the Crucifixion without committing himself to crude statements of fact which might startle the uninitiated; and the plasticity of the Chinese language enabled him to accomplish the feat successfully. The objections to translating, with Professor Giles, "He was hung up like a luminous sun," are (1) that the construction is extremely awkward. It is safe to say that such a rendering of the words would never occur to any one unacquainted with the Gospel story; (2) it destroys the parallelism with 拆慈航, which certainly cannot mean "He was rowed like a boat of mercy"; (3) it is inconsistent with the aim of the Nestorian missionaries, who did their best to conceal Christ's death on the Cross, if not from their own converts, at any rate from the people at large. Diaz has the following commentary: "Ching jih, a sun large and bright, means the Sun of Our Lord during His Passion. After Our Lord's death, His Holy Spirit was parted from His body, being bright and refulgent like the sun. The urgent task of

\[ Adversaria Sinica, ii, p. 55. \]
redeeming the world having been completed, He became as it were a sun, both shining and great. An fu, the abode, in the underworld, of the holy men of antiquity. When Our Lord had undergone suffering and death, His Holy Spirit descended to this abode of the Saints, its darkness being now irradiated with light." The meaning, of course, is largely symbolical, as in John i, 5 and xii, 46, though there was an old tradition, Mr. Moule tells me, which was doubtless known to the Nestorians, that a visible light shone from the Cross. 暗府 is "limbo", and not hell in the strict sense. Diaz explains that there are four distinct cavities (四重大窟) lying like strata one above the other. The lowest of these is "hell", the place of eternal punishment for devils and the souls of the damned. The next in order is purgatory, where members of the Church Patient are purified of their sins until they are fit to enter Heaven. In the two upper cavities there is neither joy nor suffering. The lower of these two is reserved for unbaptized infants who, being still infected with original sin, can never enter Heaven; the other was the temporary abode of the Patriarchs and other holy men of the Old Testament until they were released by the coming of Jesus Christ. This last is the 暗府 of our text.

掉慈航以登明宮含靈於是乎既濟 "He rowed the Bark of Mercy, conveying its occupants up to the Palace of Light; and lo! the souls of the departed were brought across to salvation."

It is evident that 登 must be a transitive verb, as Diaz takes it, for the actual Ascension is described in the next sentence. Yet nearly all the translators have gone wrong here. 含靈 are the souls in limbo, not, as Legge says, "all intelligent beings"; and 明宮 is the Holy City or New Jerusalem, which "had no need of the sun, neither of the moon, to shine in it: for the glory of God did lighten it" (Rev. xxi, 23).

Legge: "The vessel of mercy was set in motion to convey men to the palace of light, and thereby all intelligent beings were conveyed across (the intervening space)."

Havret: "Conduisant à la rame la barque de la miséricorde, il s'éleva aux demeures lumineuses; dès lors quiconque possède une âme a trouvé son salut."

Moule: "He moved the boat of mercy, that He might go up
on to the shores of the palaces of light: all who have souls then found means of salvation."

H. A. Giles: "He rowed the boat of mercy, in order to reach the bright palace; and in it souls are conveyed thither."

Saeki: "He then took an oar in the Vessel of Mercy and ascended to the Palace of Light. Thereby all rational beings were conveyed across the Gulf."

27. "Ascended at full noon to the Domain of Purity."

This is a phrase of Taoist origin. Cf. 日昇天 (or 昇天), which occurs several times in the 列仙傳. Mr. Moule translates very well: "He ascended at midday to the spiritual sphere." There is no mention of the Resurrection on the Tablet, a necessary consequence of the silence concerning the Crucifixion.

Legge: "At noonday He ascended to His true (place)."

Havret: "Il monta en plein midi, homme déifié."

H. A. Giles: "He ascended to heaven at noon of the day."

Saeki: "He returned at noon to His original position (in Heaven)."

28. "As their seal of office they bear the Figure-of-Ten, which diffuses its influence wherever the sun shines and unites all without distinction."

Another most artfully-worded sentence, which should be compared with the one already discussed on p. 17. The word 印 has much puzzled the commentators. In itself it does not mean a symbol or badge, and yet that is obviously the sense required here. I think that a comparison must be intended between the minister of Christ who carries the Cross on his person and the Chinese magistrate whose official seal is the outward token of his authority. The Pei Wen Yun Fu gives two examples of the phrase 持印, both from inscribed tablets. The seal also forms the subject of a simile in Un Traité Manichéen, p. 563: 其恬懐者 疋如國王印璽所印之處无不遵奉 "Pity... is like unto a king's royal seal, which wherever it is affixed ensures universal obedience". Diaz seems to think that the Cross was actually used as a seal, and takes 印 as a verb co-ordinate with 持: 恒印恒持十字. I do not know whether there is any evidence to support this view.
四 炎 (another form of 燃) is one of the numerous synonyms of 四 方, the four cardinal points, others being 四 合, 四 下, 四 极, 四 相, 四 至, 四 處, and 四 邊. A rather curious example of its use occurs in the Shan Hai Ching: 招搖之山 有木焉, 其狀如僊而黒理, 其華四 照, 其名曰 迷 賤, 佩之不 迷 “On the Chao-yao Mountains there is a shrub which is like a cereal in appearance, but has black markings, and the petals of its flowers are turned towards the four points of the compass. It is called mi-ku (stray-corn), because he who carries it with him cannot go astray”.

Legge: “(His ministers) bearing with them the seal of the Cross, diffuse a harmonizing influence wherever the sun shines, and unite all together without distinction.”

Havret: “Le signe de la croix que l'on tient comme sceau, éclaire les quatre points cardinaux, qui sont ainsi unis sans exception.”

Moule: “The figure of ten, which is held as a badge, enlightens the four quarters so as to unite (all) without exception.”

Saeki: “(His ministers) carry the Cross with them as a Sign. They travel about wherever the sun shines, and try to re-unite those that are beyond the pale.”

29, 30. 不 善 繡 綢 均 侭 龐 於 人
不 聚 貨 財 示 嘉 遺 於 我

“They keep no slaves, male or female, but hold all men, whether of high or humble station, in equal esteem. They amass no property or wealth, but set an example of poverty and renunciation in their own persons.”

The parallelism between these two clauses is very precise, which makes it all the more astonishing that they should have been so badly translated. Havret was the first to bring out the antithesis between 人 and 我, quite common in Chinese, which Legge so unaccountably failed to perceive. On the other hand, he mistranslates both 繡 習 and 嘉 遺.

Legge: “They do not keep or maltreat slaves, male or female. They make no distinction between noble and mean among men. They do not accumulate property or wealth, but give all they have to our (communities).”

Havret: “Ils n'entretiennent pas d'esclaves ni de captifs, faisant le même cas de la noblesse et de [vilitatem] parmi les
hommes; ils n'amassent ni trésors ni richesses, montrant en eux-mêmes l'exemple du dévouement et de la générosité."

Moule: "They do not keep slaves or captives, making no distinctions of rank among men; they do not amass goods and wealth, displaying devotion and generosity amongst themselves."

Saeki: "They keep neither male nor female slaves. Putting all men on an equality, they make no distinction between the noble and the mean. They neither accumulate property nor wealth; but giving all they possess, they set a good example to others."

30. 

Their purity of heart is perfected by seclusion and meditation; their self-discipline is strengthened by silence and introspection."

戒 and 戒 go closely with 成 and 固 respectively, and are therefore best taken as nouns indicating a state of mind or moral condition. The primary meaning of 戒 is 心志 "reducing the will to a uniform simplicity". This process was found to be facilitated by abstention from animal food, and thus the word acquired its narrower sense of "fasting", which is not applicable here. Diaz is clearly wrong in making 戒 equal to 誠, and seeing an allusion to the Ten Commandments. Professor Saeki seems to understand the word in a similar sense, though his translation is far from clear. The 論 says: "Transparent purity and simplicity is called chai, reverent circumspection and vigilance is called chieh". 伏 cannot be a verb, as Legge takes it, for several reasons: (1) it spoils the parallelism of the sentence; (2) it yields but poor sense; and (3) "to subdue knowledge" is a very un-Chinese expression. 諜 (read chih) is interchangeable with 諷, meaning "to impress upon one's mind". Cf. 諏語, xv, 2, 多學而諷之 "to learn much and meditate on it"; vii, 2, 戒而諷之 "the silent treasuring up of knowledge". For 謹 cf. 中庸, i, 3, 君子慎其獨也 "The higher type of man is watchful over himself when he is alone."

Legge: "They fast to subdue (the pride of) knowledge and become perfect; they keep the vigil of stillness and watchfulness to maintain (their minds) firm."
Havret: "La purification s'obtient par la retraite et le recueillement; la circonspection tire sa fermeté du silence et de la vigilance."

Moule: "Purification is perfected by seclusion and meditation; self-restraint grows strong by silence and watching."

Saeki: "They observe fasting in order that they may subdue the knowledge (which defiles the mind). They keep the vigil of silence and watchfulness so that they may observe the Precepts."

31. 興常之道妙而難名
功用昭彰強稱景數
"Mystic and hard to name is the pure and eternal Way; but its merits shine forth so brilliantly in operation that we call it perforce the Luminous Religion."

Plagiarism here reaches a pitch which can only be styled effrontery. The sentence has been cleverly compounded from several passages in the Tao Tê Ching, which incidentally throw some light on the meaning. All previous translators have taken 興常 in the sense of "true"; and Dr. Steele would presumably translate 興常 as "the truly eternal". But if 常然 真寂 on p. 15 is "eternally pure and still", it seems more probable that 興常, applied to the Christian Tao, means "pure and eternal". Cf. T.T.C., ch. xxi, where we read that 興常 "the spiritual essence (of Tao) is exceedingly pure"—for you cannot very well say that an essence is true. 常道 occurs, of course, in the opening sentence of ch. i, where it is opposed to "the Tao that can be expressed in words". The general idea is taken from ch. xxv: "其名無名 "Its name I know not. To designate it, I call it Tao. Making an effort to describe it, I call it Great". (景, by the way, also means "great."). Cf. also ch. xxxii (道常無名) and ch. xv. Finally, in ch. xxxv it is said of Tao: "用之不竭 "In its use it is inexhaustible".

Legge: "This true and unchanging system of doctrine is mysterious and difficult to name. To display its manifest operation, we make an effort and call it the Illustrious Religion."

Havret: "La Doctrine vraie et constante est admirable, et dès lors difficile à définir; ses mérites resplendissant par sa pratique, nous sommes contraints de la nommer la Religion illustre."
Moule: “The true and eternal doctrine is wonderful and hard to name. Since its merits and use are manifest and brilliant, we are forced to call it the Illustrious Religion.”

Saeki: “This ever True and Unchanging Way is mysterious, and is almost impossible to name. But its meritorious operations are so brilliantly manifested that we make an effort and call it by the name of ‘The Luminous Religion’.”

31, 32. 道非聖不弘
聖非道不大

“The True Doctrine without an inspired Sovereign will not spread far; an inspired Sovereign without the True Doctrine will never become great.”

According to Professor Saeki, “these are perhaps the most difficult expressions in the whole inscription”; but the grounds for this assertion are not at all clear. The construction is of the simplest, and the only possible stumbling-block is the rendering of 聖. Diaz rightly refers it to the Ruler (國主), and he is followed by Legge as well as by Professor Saeki himself (in his note). Havret, on the other hand, simply translates the word “sage”, while Mr. Moule introduces the somewhat misleading term “prophet”. The passage is really nothing more than a delicate piece of flattery leading up to a recital of the favours bestowed on the new religion by successive Chinese emperors.

(To be concluded.)
HAUSA SPEECH, ITS WIT AND WISDOM

Lecture delivered at the School by J. Withers Gill, Lecturer in Hausa, on December 5th, 1917

READERS of the Arabian Nights, The Assemblies of El Hariri, and contemporaneous Oriental literature of a similar stamp, become familiar with a type of humanity characteristic of the locality and epoch in which those romances of Eastern life are laid. This characteristic type is a combination of merchant and divine, who is a great traveller and purveyor of news. He is always dignified, a gossip and a busybody in a gentlemanly way, and distinguished no less for his punctilious performance of all the external observances of the creed of Islam than for his assiduity in his commercial operations. To my mind residence in the country occupied by the Hausa people cannot fail to prompt the thought that between this typical personality and the average man of Hausaland there is a striking kinship in character, if not in race.

The historical antiquity of the Western Sudan to which Hausaland belongs geographically is well known. Its records can be found in the pages of Arab historians. Hoary tradition amplifies the written records of its long and turbulent past, in the course of which its varied populations, nomad and settled, have been shifted by unceasing warfare and inundated by the waves of Muslim conquest, the last ripple of which extended to the southern confines of the land now peopled by men of Hausa origin. In the eleventh century occurred the first invasion of Arab adventurers from Egypt via Darfur and Bornu, and from this event dates the Islamizing of the country. For centuries the influence and intellect of the East have slowly filtered in, and the country owes all its law and its learning to proselytizing Islam. It is impossible to hold a low estimation of the organized plan of government or of the high industrial, fiscal, and legal systems current in Hausaland. Much of this organization is doubtless due to the dominating influence of the Filani, who became the governing class in each Hausa State some hundred years before the British occupation. Their influence, however, was more in
the guise of spiritual leaders forming an exclusive aristocracy than that of political leaders rallying a nation. The Fulah of hybrid Levantine origin, with facial characteristics, customs, and beliefs of a Semitic type, had neither part nor lot with the negroid Hausa of African origin; and he left the Hausa industrial system much as he found it, confining himself to conquest and administration. With him also came the bravery, the discipline, the cultivated mind of the Orient as well as the institution of slavery. Apart from the governing element the bulk of the Filani people are nomadic cattle-owners; and nomads neither make history nor can they impose their language upon settled peoples.

In this environment the Hausas represented the commercial classes; the producers and distributors; the artisans, the farmers, and the merchants. The typical Hausa is a persistent traveller and tradesman, the chief medium of the commercial life of that part of the Sudan which stretches from Tripoli to the Gold Coast. When Britain herself was emerging from the tribal stage Kano, the leading Hausa city, was a celebrated entrepôt for merchandise from north, south, east, and west, and the historical centre of the industrial life of the Western Sudan. This position still endures under the changes incidental to modern progress by which the outlet of trade has been shifted from north to south, as the animal transport of the tenth century has been replaced by the railway and motor transport of the twentieth century. Just as in the past the Hausa was the middleman in the distribution of the country’s products and the industrial requirements it imported from adjacent territories, so the present economic advance which is bringing European commerce to Nigeria is in the hands of the Hausas also.

By the impetus of trade the Hausa has imposed, and still continues to impose, his language, and often also his creed, on the inhabitants of unislamized districts with whom he comes into contact. In a marked degree he is a pioneer of the modern European idea of civilization, for his influence becomes a solvent of racial prejudice; knowledge spreads; new ideas—religious, social and domestic—ferment; and that kind of material progress which clears the road for the later development of moral and intellectual progress becomes a possibility. Since the British occupation of Hausaland one of the most elementary acts of policy towards the pagan tribes of Nigeria has been to open and
maintain in safety trade routes for the Hausa merchant. By this method the first practical step is taken towards widening the horizon of communities so permeated with savagery, fetishism, and tribal isolation that I may borrow Sir Alfred Lyall's apt and picturesque description of similar tribes in India and describe them as "pot-bound" communities.

If this be the position occupied by the Hausa inhabitant of Sudanese Africa it follows that the language of these people is well worthy of study, not so much from the academic point of view of the comparative study of the cognate tongues of Northern and Western Africa, but mainly because the work of the political or military officer in Nigeria will certainly be unproductive without a knowledge of the lingua franca of a country which our Sessional Calendar correctly describes as "one of the richest and most cultivated languages in Africa". Indeed, not to know the language of Hausaland emphatically disqualifies all Government officials there for any real or lasting work. Similar ignorance on the part of the trader is also a practical disability. Still more is this the case since the recognition in official schemes of native education that the lingua franca of the country—the tongue in which the inhabitants think—is not to be displaced by English. This piece of far-sighted statesmanship, born probably of our experience in India, is the more striking as statesmanship with regard to the governing of the coloured races of Africa has in the past been sadly to seek. If there is one thing more than another that makes alien administration bearable to the indigenous proletariat and maintains a healthy, national aspiration among them, it is the fostering of their language, and such literature as it possesses, by the governing class; and the conduct of administration in a tongue that fits in with native ways of thought and native modes of expression. Successful administration by an alien whose thoughts, morals, and motives move on a different plane from the peoples he rules is built, not on the personal ideas of the administrator, but on his knowledge of the nature of the humans he is called upon to govern. He must think Hausa before he can rule Hausas and reach the acme of his profession that "what is best administered is best". Before he can think Hausa, however, he must learn to speak Hausa. That is, he must get outside the associations and implications of his own Western language and bring himself within the limitations of native
mentality. He must abolish the laconisms of Western speech in favour of the circumlocution dear to the oriental mind.

With this brief demonstration of the geographical distribution and practical value of the Hausa language let me pass on to its special characteristics. In the classification of languages Hausa belongs to the Hamitic group, that group of African languages which we call Libyo-Sudanian, which includes Berber and the tongues of the negroid races of the Western Sudan.

Studying the real life of the language in the only way it can be studied, namely, from its colloquial forms, Hausa is negroid in character with all the structural characteristics of primitive languages strongly in evidence. It has a copious vocabulary—copious not in the sense that there is much that is superfluous—and in spite of the centuries old internecine warfare and rivalry just alluded to, has maintained its individuality. Neither conquest nor immigration has had more effect upon it than to add some specialized word to its vocabulary. As the horizon became enlarged and life more complex, words were borrowed and incorporated, but the structure of the language did not change. The Fulah domination left the language intact, and the Arabic importations redress the poverty of its vocabulary with terms of precision which concern law, religion, and the operations of the market. In this respect it is in strong contrast to the overwhelming influence of Hausa over pagan dialects which it practically submerges, and is further evidence of the strength, utility, and endurance of the Hausa speech.

Very little need be said on the subject of the so-called Hausa literature. Strictly speaking, it does not exist save in a few religious songs of comparatively late origin which show strong Arabic influences. In these manuscripts the Arabic alphabet is employed phonetically with all the diacritical marks in situ, and with such modifications as illustrate very clearly phonetic looseness due to careless articulation—the inability of the negroid to pronounce shibboleths. Thus more effort is required to pronounce \( \text{th} \) than \( ch \), and the throat-sound \( kk \) is more difficult than \( k \). Therefore,

\[ \hat{c} \] represents \( ch \) in Hausa.

\[ \hat{x} \] \( h \) or the simple \( k \).
represents d hard.

ض l.

There is no difference between aliph and ain.
The gutturals k and g, which are hard to pronounce, must have assistance in articulation by the addition of the semi-vowels w or y.

Similarly, in pronunciation becomes a pure labial p or b through imperfect articulation. Laziness or physical limitations ensure that all Semitic throat-sounds are carelessly articulated.

Hausa written in Arabic script serves to emphasize these limitations and to illuminate the fact that Arabic is generally unsuitable as a medium for transcription. Indeed, the average Mallam (i.e. educated man, mu'allim) finds it difficult to read unless he knows the writer and is familiar with his peculiarities. Whether it is due to this fact or not that Hausa written in Arabic script is called “Ajami”, that is, foreign or strange, and as such, with true Arab exclusiveness to be despised, it is undoubtedly true that the vast majority of the Mallams (educated people) of the Moslem parts of Hausaland invariably employ Arabic itself for what has to be written down. To the educated classes Arabic holds a place similar to that held by Latin in the Middle Ages amongst European scholars. It is possible that Hausa may have a longer literary history than that which is known to us, as it is a matter of current report that the Filani at the time of their conquest destroyed all Hausa documents. In any event, however, Arabic does not appear to be a satisfactory means of committing it to writing.

These conditions have determined the policy, in the educational schemes at the various schools for natives, of training lads to write their language in Roman characters. Hausa phonetically written in English is therefore taking the place of Hausa phonetically written in Arabic, and it is consequently probable that the use of Arabic script in writing Hausa will in course of time become moribund.

As the natural consequence of this educational policy a standard of orthography became necessary, and one has now been
fixed by the educational authorities to which it is hoped existing grammars and dictionaries may in time conform.

In Hausa we find the characteristic features which distinguish primitive from inflectional languages. Grammatical relations are shown by reduplication, prolongation, prefixes and suffixes, and by an important use of pronouns. These relations bear no resemblance to the Semitic characteristics of Arabic with its triliteral roots of three consonants, where grammatical work is performed by transposition of vowels.

Reduplication, for instance, for the sake of emphasis, which is one of the most natural and primitive of word-formations, is very common in Hausa, either in the form of pure reduplication or by the repetition of the first syllable, as gani, to see, gangani, to spy, buga, to beat, bubuga, to beat severely. Practically speaking this latter use is common to all verbs that admit of it.

The method common to many primitive tongues of forming a predicate by the addition of a pronoun is also frequent. Again, the majority of the prepositions are nouns. Nouns are not inflected except for the plural; case-formation is made by the aid of prepositions.

Similarly, verbs are not inflected except for participles and moods, as tura, to push; ture, push with an object; turo, push towards; turu, to be pushed; turawa, pushing; turuwa, being pushed.

The distinctions of the verb tense in the active voice are made entirely by pronouns, as

Su teffi, they go.
Sun teffi, they went.
Suna teffia, they are going.
Suka teffi, they had gone.
Sukan teffi, they would go.

In what corresponds to the passive voice the verb tense distinction is made by the inflection of a prefixed impersonal pronoun with the personal pronoun as a suffix, e.g., suka halbesu, they shot them, akahalbesu, they had been shot.

Prolongation or shifting of the accent, though in many instances a concession to euphony, is also largely used to express complete changes of meaning, as kai ne sariki, you are a chief; kai sariki ne, are you the chief?

Imitative or onomatopoeic words are of great frequency,
especially as regards names of animals or birds. Tsuntsu, a
bird, is onomatopoeic in its resemblance to the susurrus of a
bird in flight. Agwagwa, duck, tolotolo, turkey, gurgura, to gnaw,
are good examples of imitative words. The in-breathing action
is also imitative in sha, to drink, hansari, to snore, hamma,
yawn. Again, chi, to eat, is similarly imitative, and the word
is not only used to express mastication of food, but is used in
every sense of devouring or achievement. Thus, to assume royal
rank or to overcome an enemy is expressed by chi. The logical
analogy is followed out in cases where rank is temporary when
dandana, to taste, is used: thus, chiniki chin juna (auction), the
business of eating or overcoming each other; chi sarauta, to
assume royal rank as in the case of the king; dandana sarauta,
to have rank for a time or a taste of power, as in the case of the
Lord Mayor.

In gender formation one meets with the consonantal change
from n masculine to t feminine, common to Hamitic languages.
Particularly is this illustrated in the possessive pronouns, thus
naka, your, nasa, his, in agreement with a masculine noun; taka,
your, tasa, his, in agreement with a feminine noun. Examples,
doki nasa, his horse, mata tasa, his wife.

In its phonetic structure, that is the sounds of which the
language is composed, Hausa tends invariably to euphony. It
belongs to the childhood of a language only recently become
fossil poetry. The influence of intonations on the phonetic
quality of the language is profound.

The vocabulary is, as I have said, copious, and reflects
character and environment. There are six dialects, namely,
Daura, Katsina, Sokoto, Kano, Zamfara, and Zaria, but for all
practical purposes these have been reduced through centralization
to two, viz. Kano and Sokoto, between which there are striking
differences in word-formation and grammatical forms.

Language being the expression of thought by means of
speech-sounds, the range of expression in Hausa is wide and full
of picturesque imagery from ideas and things common to the
everyday life of the people. The sentence structure is simplicity
itself, for there is no need to give expression to abstract
philosophical ideas. The spoken tongue is utilitarian and serves
for daily necessities. For the claims of science, metaphysics,
and religion, as also for literary use, the educated Hausa relies on
Arabic. For wit, humour, imagination, and such poetry as is within his ken, Hausa speech is sufficient for his needs.

As in the Bantu languages and in the inchoate dialects of Polynesia, consonantal endings in Hausa are of great rarity; where found the words are generally Arabic or an imitative interjection.

In the incorporation of Arabic words the Arabic article _al_ becomes part and parcel of the word in Hausa—thus _alkali_, a judge (here is an example of the imperfect articulation previously alluded to whereby the heavy Arabic _d_ in _alkadi_ becomes softened to _l_). Other examples are:—

\[ \text{addini, worship, } \\
\text{alada, custom, } \\
\text{annabi, prophet, } \\
\text{ladi, respect, } \]

and there are many more all showing this incorporated article. There is no alteration in grammatical structure in such word-borrowing.

As in Arabic, there is no general rule for noun plurals save one that must presuppose irregularities, inconsistencies, and anomalies.

Adjectives are frequently formed by adverbial prefixes to nouns and verbs (as _anfani_, use, _da anfani_, useful). For the definite article the demonstrative pronoun is used, either separately or as an abbreviated suffix; in rare cases by the word order in a sentence.

In the formation of nouns of agency extensive use is made of nominal prefixes _ma_ and _mai_, the latter having plural _masu_. In this word-forming process verbs, substantives and adjectives are used in profusion with either of these prefixes, as _mai yaudara_, knave (_yaudara_ = to deceive); _mai-tsiyachi_, pauper (_tsiyachi_ = poverty); _mai-girma_, great man (_girma_ = large).

The high standard of industrialism found amongst Hausa peoples naturally entails a wide vocabulary relating to agriculture, arts, and crafts. With the light shallow humus of the country
agriculture with them is something very different from merely tickling the ground with a hoe before it will laugh with a harvest. Intensive cultivation is assiduously practised and the skill with which natural difficulties are overcome and the materials to hand are utilized has never ceased to prompt the admiration of the modern exponent of scientific farming. And we find the same high standard in craftsmanship. Few people holding the grade in the scale of civilization held by the Hausas can, I imagine, show such a complete vocabulary for the flora of their country. Practically every tree, bush, and flower has not only its own name in the vernacular but is used as material for industry in all its processes from fertilization of the soil up to the fixing of dyes.

The incorporation of English words in the language shows a quaint re-casting in a foreign mould, thus "doctor" becomes likita, "headman" heliman. The latter even has been heard in the native plural as helimanyoji. And this brings me to the subject of word-borrowing and its implied consideration of the question to what extent such additions are useful to widen a limited range of expression. Word-borrowing from Arabic has, as I have shown, supplemented Hausa vocabulary usefully in correspondence with the evolution of the intellectual and industrial development of the people. When applying the same test to words and phrases imported from other tongues I have picked out a few examples which illustrate the extent to which the etymology of incorporated words is sometimes almost grotesque in origin.

European countries having colonies adjacent to Hausaland have their white administrators described by some insignificant peculiarity that happens to appeal particularly to the native. Thus the French are called Masuche shut up, the people who say "shut up"; because a certain French mission once passed through the country and "shut up" appeared to be all the English they knew. Similar experiences are common to every land. In China Tommy Atkins used to be described as "I say man". In Japan the French as the people who say "dis-done"; while in German

---

1 An alternative illustration of looseness in incorporating foreign sounds is afforded by the borrowed word sully, which is mispronounced English for "shilling", and appears thus written phonetically in Arabic on the currency notes.
East Africa the Germans are called "the people of fifteen"—the whip being the special form of frightfulness by which the prophets of Kultur imposed their will and fifteen strokes being the minimum number administered. A comical instance of word-borrowing is to be found in one of the administrative provinces of Nigeria in a tax called the "Adenkia" tax. This is a kind of income-tax assessed upon a town in its aggregate amount, wherein the individual contributions to make up this total are to be fixed by the chief according to the wealth and standing of each contributor. This division of the total assessment is outside the scope of the European official and is left to the native rulers. One of them on one occasion asked his political officer how he was to make up this tax, and received the reply "I don't care", whereupon that special form of tax became known everywhere as the "Adenkia" or "don't care" tax. For years there figured on the map of one of the Protectorates a town called "Passinodaia" which no one could ever find. One inquisitive Revenue officer traced the history of this mythical city and found that in the early days of British occupation a surveyor suffering from tropical inertia had compiled his map from information supplied by his labourers. Pointing to some rising ground he asked what town was there, and received the reply in negro lingo "Passon no dere", meaning that nobody dwelt there. Misunderstanding his informant he promptly dotted on his map a town called "Passinodaia". I mention these examples as instances of the trivial episodes that lead to importations in language which harden as time goes on into permanent adjuncts.

A didactic form of speech common to most oriental languages is speaking in parables. By means of imagery and example this method assists in conciseness of expression, panders also to the love of circumlocution, and fills up the gaps in a language badly adapted for the expression of abstractions. By means of some apt allusions to a concrete fact or experience that has become common knowledge this method is frequent in dialectics to "point the moral". In proverbial sayings Hausa is very rich, and the colloquial speech is freely garnished with phrases in which "the wit of one man becomes the wisdom of many". These throw singularly informing sidelights on the character and customs of the people.

I have described the typical Hausa as a traveller, merchant,
artisan, and tradesman. Industrial activity is the distinguishing characteristic of the race. It will not be surprising, therefore, to find among them a high sense of the dignity of labour. For the aristocratic haughty temperament with its correlating contempt for manual labour one must go to the governing Filani. In Hausa families of high rank it is the rule that the younger members should learn a trade, and this carries no indignity.

This characteristic appears in very many sayings expressing contempt for "wasters", "spongers", and such-like feckless folk. For instance— "A waster has no use for digging tools"; "Inheriting an estate is a worry to a loafer"; "It is 'cadging' that kills the dog, not hunger," for people throw stones at it. "A waster is like sand, even if you knead it it glides away."

The mastery of the unspoken word and the wisdom of caution is emphasized in many ways, as, for example, "Whoever gets into 'hot water' has his own mouth to thank"; "What the mouth binds the hand cannot untie"; "Speech is a straw plucked from the thatch, once drawn out it cannot be put back."

The advantages of knowledge are expressed by "Lack of knowledge exceeds the night in darkness"; and the danger of a little knowledge is kunkummi-kunkummi, being the method of tying up a captured slave by stringing his wrist to his neck.

The penalties of incurring obligations are shown in "Whoever takes pay from a leper must shave him"; and "Whoever takes a present from a king must fight for him".

The immemorial connexion between oriental courts of justice and bribery gives rise to many a sharp saying, such as "Wealth is the medicine for abasement"; "An empty hand cannot carry fire"; "One must not enter the judgment hall if his hand is

---

1 Raggo ba shi chin abin ginna.
2 Gadon gida wohalla ga raggo.
3 Kwadaiy ka kashen kare ba yunwa ba.
4 Dan banza rairai ne ko andankulashi sai shi wache.
5 Wanda ya debo da zafi bakinsa za ya sa.
6 Abinda baki ya daure hanu ba ya iya kwancha ba.
7 Magana chiram bunu che en ta fita ba ta komowa.
8 Resshin sani ya fi deri dufu.
9 Karamin sani kunkummi.
10 Kowa ya chi ladan kuturu ya yi masa aski.
11 Kowa ya chi goron sariki ya yi masa yaki.
12 Dukia maganin kankanchi.
13 Hanun wofi ba ka iya dauka wuta ba.
HAUSA SPEECH

The reciprocal duty of hospitality is enjoined in the following hyperbolical saying: “Should a man kill his mother for you, on the day he visits you you must kill yours for him.”

On the ethical side of life Hausa colloquial sayings are equally illuminating. Deliverance from remorse for the consequences of some ill-considered act is prayed for in the common aspiration “God save us from ‘had I known’.” The phrase “Had I known” is also used in the sense of over-caution, e.g., “‘Had I known’ is a horse which never goes to war”; “‘Had I known’ is the back of the head, it must be left behind.”

The Hausa law of retaliation is Semitic, an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth. So it is a laudable act if a man does you a good turn to return it, and equally praiseworthy is it to return evil for evil. Thus—“Returning evil to the evil-doer is praiseworthy.” “If a man makes it day for you, you shall not make it night for him.”

Amongst the philosophical sayings are, “However pleasant the world is, death is on the way”; “The world is like a rolling crow, now you see white, now black”; “The world is the steps to a roof, one is in front of another”; “Whom does the world worry? The impatient man.” Again, of life they say with a shudder, “We know the beginning, we know the end, but it is the in-between which frightens us.” A strikingly typical periphrasis for “tradition” is found in the phrase kunne ya tsere kaka, the ear outsteps the ancestor.

Credulity is rebuked in the sardonic maxim, “Leave off buying love potions; the only successful medicine with a woman is money.”

1. Kadda ka shigo gidan sheria da hanun wofu.
2. Kofar geera wa talaka Sariki ne, ba alkali ba ne.
3. Mutum en ya yenka maka uwatasa, kai randa ya zo ka yenka masa taka.
5. Da na sani dokki ba ya taba zuwa yaki.
6. Da na sani keya ne akanberta abaya.
7. Rama chiuta ga mai-chiuta ibada ne.
8. En mutum ya yi maka deri, kai ka yi masa rana.
10. Dunia birgima hankaka en ka ga fari ka ga bekki.
11. Dunia matakina soro woni gabba ga woni.
12. Wa ta dane dunia marashankuri shi ke.
13. Mun sani nafari mun sani na karshi amma tsaka tsaka shi mu ke tsoro.
An obstinate or stingy man is compared to a species of wood remarkable for its hardness, qualified by the words mataurin hanchi, which means “tough in the nose”. How many of us have acquaintances to whom mataurin hanchi would apply! East Anglians have the epithet “snortly”, which is the exact counterpart. The Dutch phrase “he has a Frisian head” implies the same simile.

* Cantabit vacuus coram latrone. In a society in which a rich man who is not powerful is the legitimate prey of the king there are naturally several sly allusions to the advantages of poverty, as “The poor man is the king’s friend”.1 The shrewdness of the following maxim is also remarkable—“To add a ‘tip’ to the lawful wage is the beginning of the end of trouble.”2

Proverbs common to every race such as, “Curses come home to roost,”3 “Familiarity breeds contempt,” “A burnt child dreads the fire,” etc., have of course their counterpart in Hausa. Some of the most suggestive of Hausa sayings, however, are those which cannot be reproduced here. The bluntness and grossness of speech characteristic of a primitive society, which has not yet attained to the ultra-refinement of manners and language that serves to disguise the grossness of civilized communities, is much in evidence. Such sayings are only quotable when veiled in the decent obscurity of a learned tongue, and it would be fruitless to give them here in such a guise. One loses the opportunity of a peculiarly interesting insight into Hausa character by this deprivation.

The influence of Muslim ideals is seen in the many translations into the vernacular of the higher precepts of that creed, such as the traditional saying of Mohammed that truth lies in the middle, by which he enjoined the balanced judicial mind on the dispensers of Mohammedan law, and is thus rendered, “The better task is to find a middle course.”4 Also in the moral maxims, “Preserve thy feet from straying too far, lest they carry you to a place whence there is no departing”5; “Keep thy hands preventing unwise acts.”6 The latter is a typical instance of Hausa circumlocution.

---
1 Talaka abokin sariki.
2 Bayeswar tukuichi ma lada ya fara karshen wohalla.
3 Faifai ya komo ma-shekia (husks return to the winnower).
4 Aiki mafikou arabbashi.
5 Akiyaye kaffaunka dayawan teffia kadda su teffis wurinda ba ateffia ba.
6 Akiyaye hanunka hanan ba shi da hankali.
Failing adequate Hausa literature one is thrown back on the folk-tales of the people, and it is from the story-teller who is to be found in every concourse of his fellows that the richness of the language is to be gauged. In every corner of a crowded Hausa market-place, on every camping-ground, will be found men gathered under the glamour of the native teller of yarns, who holds them spellbound by his recitals of stories of magic, tragedy, or love.

Food, women, and war are staple subjects of interest to all, and though the wit is subtle and charged with innuendo, with little delicacy of expression, yet one strikes occasionally a real vein of poetical thought and now and then a tale of pure romance. Here and there in a tale bristling with lust and obscenity one will come across a gem of true poetry in parenthesis. For instance, in the description of the girl of his heart, my pet raconteur in praise of her graceful carriage said that “the stem of her body swayed like sugar-cane in the breeze”\(^1\) — a particularly graceful simile. Again, in a tale of torrid indelicacy a guilty couple in a hut were pictured as waking “when dawn came with its dancing motes of gold and silver which lit up the room”.\(^2\) Again, most realistic is the terse distinction between two favourite stringed instruments — the moló which gives a subdued plaintive note and the goge which is played like a violin — “the voice of the moló is tears, the voice of the goge is delirium.”\(^3\)

The colloquial vocabulary is rich in the language of anathema, terrific curse words of great potency, the use of which will bring one occasionally within the reach of the law. Not unnaturally these are some of the first phrases caught up by children in the tenacious stage of infancy. I have one vivid recollection during a strenuous vaccination campaign of a small child venting on the operating doctor a torrent of appalling abuse that would have put to shame the fo'csle of a tramp steamer. Fortunately the doctor did not understand a word.

Quaint phrases also, which by the power of association cause chords of memory to vibrate, abound. Take the phrase khalkhal banza as descriptive of a woman of loose character. Literally the word means “useless anklets”, but the phrase

---

1 Goran jikinki kaman takanda tana rawa.
2 En assuba ta yi da zinaria da azurfa sai su haske daki suna motsi.
3 Maimurian moló kuka maimurian goge hauka.
irresistibly recalls the ghostly stillness of a Moslem city at night, save of course in the fasting month of Ramadan. A silence, not voiceless like the stillness of an African forest, but one where in every hush there is an echo, and in every fleeting breeze a whisper, of mystery intangible but sentient; and in the midst of it the silence is broken by the tinkle of the night-walker's anklets as her stealthy footsteps steal along the gloomy streets. The speaking Biblical phrase of "keeping one's garments" as being a test of faithfulness is reflected in the term applied to a profligate girl—Ba ta kai bantena ba (she has not kept her loincloth).

Another instance is one of historical association.

The commonest exclamation in Hausaland expressive of joy, satisfaction, or encomium is Mudila. It is so often assumed that this has some connexion with Allah that it may be well to note that it owes its origin to the triumph of a successful imposture over maleficient influences as related in one of the traditional records of Solomon.

An old legend of King Solomon says that to the work of the building of the Temple he harnessed all the energies of the Djinni—those mythical demons familiar to all readers of the Arabian Nights. But before the completion of the work Solomon died, and as control of the Djinni would disappear with his authority his body was propped up by his staff so that the working Djinni should believe they were still under the taskmaster's eye. It was not until their work was nearly completed that the all-edacious ubiquitous white ant of Africa had eaten out the core of the staff which supported Solomon's corpse, so that it fell to the ground and the harassed Djinni realized the imposture which had kept them at work. From the Arabic phrase\(^1\) with which they expressed their disgust is derived the popular exclamation referred to.

The phrase "I hold the ring"\(^2\) is used as a synonym for "I know better". The reference is to the control exercised by the camel-driver in holding the nose ring of his animal. Probably the power conferred by the holding of a king's signet ring is also implied.

A highly interesting use is made of the word rua, meaning

\(^{\text{2 Na danke zobe.}}\)
water or rain. A matter that is not your particular business is alluded to as not your rua, not your water. To allay fear or suspicion is to say they have no rua for anxiety. It is an expansion of the oriental metaphor for both liberality and freedom of action which comes from the far Arabian desert where rainfall is all-important, so that generosity becomes synonymous with moisture and the dry hand is an empty hand. In that topsy-turvy country to be under a cloud is to be blessed, because a cloud holds life-giving properties.

The Moslem creed admits of no spiritual ambition, for everything is governed by its inelastic law. Therefore, for linguistic references in the domain of spiritualities one has to search amongst the unislamized Hausa populations, of whom there are still some numbers. In common with peoples of similar grade of development all over the world, these people practise many solemn, weird, and obscene rites to invigorate those mysterious natural powers which stimulate the fecundity of the body, of cultivated lands, and of the wild game in the jungle and the fish in the streams. The manifestations of energy in nature are personified. To be on the knees of the Gods is not to be, like Moslems, in the hands of a blind and indifferent destiny, but in the hands of powers capable of being cajoled by gifts or scolded by vituperation into changing their purpose. An integral part of these animistic beliefs is that foods and drinks have values relative to the strength they afford to the spiritual part of a man which is called kurua. Kurua is onomatopoeic for "echo", that intangible something which strikes the senses from outside. By contraction it becomes kurua, the term applied to what we mean by soul or spirit of man—the intangible something that strikes the senses from within. It was in an attempt—only, I may interpose, successfully accomplished hitherto by the Moslem missionary—to stop the seasonal beer-drinks amongst these people that I was accused of arresting spiritual development. For it was pointed out that beer had much soul-matter, as evidenced by its effects. I don't know how this argument would affect the efforts of an enthusiast for teetotalism, but it effectually stopped mine.

A considerable portion of the Mallams, educated under the old native regime, devote their talents to the work of doubtful utility of writing charms against all conceivable evils and misfortunes.
To a people nourished on mystery who, in spite of their fatalistic creed, believe in genii, ghosts, goblins, and those terrific things that "go bump in the night", protective charms are eagerly sought for. These consist sometimes of a quotation from the Quran, more or less appropriate; sometimes an astrological formula; sometimes some meaningless rubbish written in Arabic. You may have them wrapped in leather to carry about as a permanent amulet. You may also have a charm written on a board. Wash off the ink from the latter and drink the decoction, and lo! the cure is complete. Or you may have a love potion that will cause the object of your admiration to follow you like a pet dog. Or if your desires wander from self-protection to vengeance on someone who has wronged you, you may steal a portion of your victim's shirt, impregnated through the sudoriferous work of Africa with your victim's soul, and the weaver of unholy spells will concoct for you a medicine that will bring him untold injury.

I hope that I have succeeded in interesting you in a living language of some individuality and of much historical interest, which is spoken by a large population in the Western Sudan, and which in the economic advance now in progress in West Africa will, I anticipate, spread far beyond its present geographical limits.

As a last word I think I shall be forgiven for straying so far from my subject if, at the present momentous time, I end with a brief reference to the regiments of men of the Hausa race who have fought in the Cameroons and are now fighting in German East Africa for the cause of the British Empire. Fostered by their devotion to, and their belief in, the rigid justice of British rule, they are animated by the same spirit that sends our own sons to pay the price of Empire. It is no feeble tribute to an alien coloured race to say that in their case that price is equally willingly, and equally proudly, paid.
INDO-ARYAN VERNACULARS

By Sir George Grierson, K.C.I.E.

The following pages form a portion of what has been written by me for the section of the Grundriss der Indo-arischen Philologie und Altertumskunde, dealing with the Indo-Aryan Vernaculars. The work was not completed when the War broke out, and as there is no immediate prospect of their publication as originally intended, I gladly accept Sir Denison Ross's suggestion, and offer them as they stand for preliminary publication in the Bulletin of the School of Oriental Studies.

A. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Chapter I: GENERAL VIEW OF THE INDO-ARYAN VERNACULARS

1. The languages spoken at the present day in British India are usually divided into three main groups, viz. (1) Aryan languages, (2) Dravidian languages, and (3) others. The last group is mainly composed of Munda and Tibeto-Burman forms of speech, whose habitats are, respectively, the central hill country of Hindostan and the mountains that form the northern and the north-eastern boundaries of India proper. The Dravidian languages are principally spoken in the Deccan, although sporadic dialects of this group are found even so far north as the Ganges Valley and in Balucistan. The Aryan languages cover, roughly speaking, the whole of the northern plain of India, penetrating, in the case of the Pahari dialects, into the lower ranges of the Himalaya. Closely related to them is another group of languages found in the wild mountainous country lying to the south of the Hindu-kuś. These are called in this work the "Dardic" or "Modern Pśāca" languages. The Indo-Aryan languages have followed the course of the Ganges down to its mouth, and have conquered the fertile plains on both sides of the Brahmaputra as far as Sadiyā, near which place that river enters the Assam valley on its journey from Tibet. The entire course of the Indus, from the frontier of India proper to the sea, recognizes their sway, and on the east and west coasts of the Peninsula they have pushed far to the south, displacing Dravidian languages—on the one hand, Kandh, Gōnd, and Telugu, and, on the other, Kanarese.
2. Throughout the present work I shall call these Aryan languages the "Indo-Aryan Vernaculars", it being understood that by this term is meant the Tertiary Prakrits or Vernaculars of the present day, and not the ancient Aryan vernaculars of India, such as the Primary Prakrits (including Vedic Sanskrit), or the Secondary Prakrits, such as Pāli or Prakrit kur' ḍoχi. They have been called "Gauḍian", a name derived from the Gauḍa or Gaur tribes of northern Hindostān, and having no connexion with the other Gauḍa of Bengal. This word Gauḍa is often opposed in Sanskrit writings to Dravida, or South India, and hence there is a certain appropriateness in calling the great rival of the Dravidian tongues by the name "Gauḍian"; but the term has not found general acceptance, and is liable to misconception owing to the twofold meaning of the word "Gauḍa". It has therefore been considered advisable to adopt, instead of this very convenient word, the somewhat unwieldy periphrasis of "Indo-Aryan Vernaculars".

3. According to the Census of 1911, the population of India, excluding Burma, may be taken as about 303 millions. Of these about 230 millions speak Indo-Aryan vernaculars, 63 millions Dravidian, and the rest other languages. According to the Linguistic Survey of India, the total number of speakers of the Indo-Aryan vernaculars is about 226 millions. The difference is mainly due to the fact that the Survey is based on the figures of earlier censuses. Further, and more important, differences in the figures given for the separate languages are explained by differences in classification, and in such cases it may be taken that the Survey figures are the more correct, although, necessarily, not absolutely accurate for 1911.

These Indo-Aryan Vernaculars fall, as we shall see, into three

---

1 The terms "Primary", "Secondary", and "Tertiary" Prakrits are explained in Chapter II.
2 e.g. by Hoernle, in his Comparative Grammar of the Gauḍian Languages.
3 The term "Indo-Aryan" distinguishes those Aryans who settled in India from those Aryans who settled in Persia and elsewhere, just as "Aryo-Indian" signifies those inhabitants of India who are Aryans, as distinguished from other Indian races, Dravidians, Munda and so on. "Gauḍian," meaning non-Dravidian, therefore connotes the same idea as "Aryo-Indian". These two words refer to the people and their language from the point of view of India, while "Indo-Aryan" looks at them from the wider aspect of European ethnology and philology. See Encyclopaedia Britannica, 11th ed., 1910, art. "Indo-Aryan Languages".
main divisions, the grouping of which is based on linguistic considerations, and also coincides with the geographical distribution of the various languages. These divisions are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Speakers.</th>
<th>According to Census of 1911</th>
<th>According to Linguistic Survey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. The Midland Language—</td>
<td>41,522,377</td>
<td>38,013,928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Hindi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Intermediate Languages—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. More nearly related to the Midland Language:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Panjábi</td>
<td>15,876,758</td>
<td>12,762,639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Rájastháni</td>
<td>14,076,106</td>
<td>17,551,326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Gujaráti</td>
<td>10,673,732</td>
<td>13,336,336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Eastern Pahári, Khas Kurá, or Naipálí</td>
<td>208,932</td>
<td>143,721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Central Pahári</td>
<td>3,765</td>
<td>1,107,612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Western Pahári</td>
<td>1,452,494</td>
<td>858,408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. More nearly related to the Outer Languages:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Eastern Hindi</td>
<td>22,738,445</td>
<td>24,511,647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Outer Languages—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. North-Western Group:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Lahdá</td>
<td>4,853,119</td>
<td>7,092,781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Sindhi</td>
<td>3,669,935</td>
<td>3,069,470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Southern Language:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Maráthi</td>
<td>19,802,620</td>
<td>18,011,948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Eastern Group:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Bihári</td>
<td>34,601,981</td>
<td>37,180,782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Oriyá</td>
<td>10,162,321</td>
<td>9,042,525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Bengáli</td>
<td>48,367,915</td>
<td>41,918,177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Assamese</td>
<td>1,533,822</td>
<td>1,447,552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>229,544,322</td>
<td>226,043,912</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. These fifteen languages form the subject of the present work. In addition we shall consider the Dardic or Modern Pišáca languages. Of these only Káśmirí came fully under the operations of the Census of 1911, the number of speakers recorded being 1,180,632. According to the more accurate results of the Linguistic Survey, these figures should be corrected to 1,195,902. The Modern Pišáca languages are the following:—

1 Including the mixed Khándeší dialect.
2 Including the mixed Bihil dialects.
3 Nearly all the speakers of this language inhabit Népál, a country which was not subject to the Census of 1911, and to which the Linguistic Survey did not extend. The figures here given refer only to temporary residents in India.
4 In the Census nearly all the speakers of Central Pahári were classed as speaking Hindi.
a. Kāfir, or Western, Group.
   1. Baśgali.
   2. Wai-alā.
   3. Veron.
   4. Āśkund.
   5. Paśai.
   6. Tirāhi.
   7. Gawar-bati.
   8. Kalāšā.

b. Central language.

c. Dard, or Eastern, Group.
   10. Šinā.
   12. Maiyā.

5. Returning to the Indo-Aryan vernaculars proper, it can be gathered from the names of the various groups that the Midland language occupies the centre of the northern Indian plain, corresponding to the ancient Madhyadēśa, while the Outer languages lie round it in a band on the west, south, and east. Between this Outer band and the Midland language lie the Intermediate languages, representing the latter shading off into the former. There is no hard and fast geographical frontier between each language, for, unless separated by some physical obstacle, such as a wide river or a range of mountains, languages of the same family are not separated by boundary-pillars, but insensibly merge into each other. For instance, Panjābī is classed as an Intermediate language, and the adjoining Lahndā as an Outer language, and yet it is impossible to say where Panjābī ends and Lahndā begins. We shall now proceed to consider these languages in detail.

6. The term “Hindi” is very laxly employed by European writers. It is a Persian word, and properly means “of or belonging to India”, as opposed to “Hindū”, a person of the Hindū religion. In this sense it can be used to mean any

1 Cf. Amir Xusrau in Elliot, *History of India as told by its own Historians*, iii, 539. “Whatever live Hindū fell into the king’s hands was pounded into bits under the feet of elephants. The Musalmāns, who were Hindīs (country-born), had their lives spared.”
Indian language. By Europeans the name is sometimes reserved for the High Hindi to be described below, but it is more often employed as a vague term to designate all the rural dialects of the four languages—Bihārī, Eastern Hindi, Hindi, and Rājasthānī—spoken between Bengal and the Panjāb. In this work the term “Hindi”¹ is restricted to the modern vernacular of the ancient Madhyadeśa in its narrowest sense, i.e. of the greater part of the Gangetic Dōāb and of the plains country immediately to its north and south. Its centre may be taken as the city of Āgrā. From this it extends on the north to the Himalaya and on the south to the valley of the Narmadā. On the west it goes beyond Delhi, and on the east to about Kānhpur (Cawnpore). On its west lie Panjābī and Rājasthānī, and on its east lies Eastern Hindi. As also was the case in ancient times, the language of this tract is by far the most important of any of the speeches of India. It is not only a local vernacular, but in one of its forms, “Hindūstānī,”² it is spoken over the whole of the north and west of continental India as a lingua franca employed alike in the court and in the market-place by everyone with any claim to education. Hindūstānī is properly the dialect of Hindi spoken in the upper part of the Gangetic Dōāb, and in the days of the early Muγul sovereignty of India it was the common speech of the bāzār of Delhi, which is situated close to this tract on the right bank of the Jamnā. From Delhi it was carried all over India by the Muγul armies. It first received literary cultivation in the sixteenth century in Southern India, and received a definite standard of form a hundred years later at the hands of Wali, of Aurangābād in the Deccan.³ It was then taken up in the north by both Musalmāns and Hindūs. The former enriched its vocabulary with a large stock of Persian (including Arabic) words, but this Persianization was carried to an extreme by the pliant Hindū Kāyasths and Khattris employed in the Muγul administration and acquainted with Persian, rather

¹ In the Linguistic Survey the term “Western Hindi” is employed instead of “Hindi”, in order to distinguish it from the altogether different “Eastern Hindi”. The word “Western” is here dropped, as being hardly necessary for the class of readers for whom this work is intended.


³ The South being a Dravidian country, the soldiers and rulers who came from various parts of Northern India and conquered it did not acquire the local language, but adhered to their own lingua franca picked up in the Delhi bāzār.
than by Persians and Persianized Muyuls, who for many centuries used only their own languages for literary purposes. This Persianized form of Hindōstānī is known as Urdū, a name derived from the Urdū-č muvalā, or royal military bāzar outside Delhi palace, where it took its rise. As a literary language Urdū is also called Rēχta ("scattered" or "crumbled") from the manner in which Persian words are scattered through it, and a further form of this is Rēχdī, or the language of verse written by women, and expressing the sentiments, etc., peculiar to them. We have seen that Hindōstānī literature began in the Deccan. The language is still used by Musalmāns of that part of India, and there retains many old and provincial forms belonging to the upper Gangetic Dōāb, which have fallen into disuse in the language of the north. This southern dialect is called Dakhinī Hindōstānī. The present form of literary Hindi, or High Hindi, is a reversion to the type of the non-Persianized vernacular of the Upper Dōāb, brought into use by the teachers at the College of Fort William in Calcutta in the early years of the nineteenth century. It was desired to create a Hindōstānī for the use of Hindūs, and this was recreated by taking Urdū, the only form then known, as a basis, ejecting therefrom all words of Persian or Arabic origin, and substituting in their place words borrowed from, or derived from, the indigenous Sanskrit. Owing to the popularity of the Prēm Sāgar of Lallū Lāl, one of the first books written in this newly devised speech, and also owing to its supplying the need for a lingua franca which could be used by the strictest Hindūs without their religious prejudices being offended, it received cultivation in Benares and is now the recognized vehicle for prose written by those inhabitants of Upper India who do not employ Urdū.

Up to the date of the introduction of printing into India by the English the only Urdū literature was in verse. During the same period Hindū poets generally used their own local dialects for the same purpose. These are still used for Hindi poetry, High Hindi being almost entirely confined to prose. High Hindi poetry has only come into existence during the last twenty years

1 Lyall, op. cit., 9.
2 The two principal writers in this style were Rangin and Jān Sāhib. Their works are valuable for students of the women’s dialect.
3 A translation of the tenth book of the Bhāgavata Purāṇa.
and has not yet won general acceptance. Poetry in the Hindi dialects is based on Indian traditions and written in Indian metres. On the other hand, nearly all Urdu poetry is an imitation of the Persian and employs Persian metres. Urdu prose, like High Hindi, came into general use under English influence, and began in the compilation of textbooks for the College of Fort William.

7. Urdu is written in a modified form of the Persian character. The general use of this form of writing the language dates from the time of Todiar Mal, Akbar’s celebrated Finance Minister, and a Hindū (†1589). Up to this time all revenue accounts had been kept in some character of the Nagari type, and he ordered them in future to be written in Persian. He thus forced his co-religionists to learn the court language of their rulers. The study of Persian, and a familiarity with its character, thus became necessary for its pecuniary advantages.1 Other forms of Hindi are generally written in the Nagari character or in the closely allied Kaithi. Owing to the number of Arabic words present it is most inconvenient to write Urdu in Nagari, while High Hindi written in the Persian character is found, as a matter of practical experience, to be illegible.

8. The other dialects of Hindi are Bangarū, Braj Bhākhā, Kanaúji, and Bundéli. Bangarū, or Hariāñī, is the language of the Bangar, or the highland of the south-eastern Panjab, immediately to the west of the Jamna. It is a mixed dialect, partly Hindi, partly Panjabi, and partly Rájasthání. Braj Bhākhā, the language of the Vraja or the Cowpen country, celebrated as the scene of the early life of Kṛṣṇa, is spoken round Mathurá and in part of the Central Gangetic Dōāb. It is the form of Hindi mainly used in literature of the classical period, and is hence considered to be the dialectos præcipua; and may well, save in one respect,2 be considered as typical of the Midland language. It has a copious literature of high merit, mainly devoted to illustrating the legends regarding and the religion directed to Kṛṣṇa. Kanaúji or Antarbēdi is the language

1 Blochmann, Āin-e Akbarī, tr., 352.
2 The one exception is the fact that the termination of strong masculine nouns with a-bases ends in ā, not in au or ō, thus agreeing with the vernacular Hindostānī of the upper Dōāb and with Panjabi, both of which owe it to the influence of the Outer languages.
of the ancient holy Antarvēdi or Central Gangetic Dōāb, the chief city of which was for very many centuries Kanauj (Kanyakubja). It has extended north of the Ganges up to the Nēpāl Tarāī. It differs but little from Braj Bhākhā, and like it has a copious literature. Bundeli is the language of Bundelkhand, lying south of the Braj Bhākhā country, and reaching to the valley of the Narmadā. It also has a literature of considerable merit.

9. The Intermediate languages, as their name implies, are of a mixed character, representing the Midland language shading off into the Outer languages. In those to the west of the Midland the shading off is very gradual, the influence of the Midland language being very strong near the centre, and gradually fading away as we approach the circumference. On the other hand, the eastern Intermediate language, Eastern Hindi, belongs rather to the Outer type, and is not so strongly influenced by the Midland language.

10. Panjābī lies immediately to the north-west of Hindi and occupies the central Panjāb. The eastern Panjāb is occupied by Hindi, and the western by Lahndā, an Outer language. Nowhere do we see the gradual change of the Midland to the Outer languages more clearly than in the case of Panjābī. This is due to the very composite nature of the speech. We shall see that the north-western Outer languages (including Lahndā) are strongly influenced by the Dardic or Modern Piśāca languages of the extreme north-west, and traces of this Dardic influence extend over the whole Panjābī area,1 growing weaker and weaker as we go eastwards, just as the influence of the Midland language grows weaker and weaker as we go westwards. This linguistic condition leads us to the conclusion that (much as we know from history was the case in Rājputānā) this mixed language, mainly Outer, but partly Dardic, once extended over the whole Panjāb, and that the inhabitants of the Midland, through pressure of population or for some other reason, gradually took possession of the Panjāb, and partly imposed their own language upon the inhabitants. In no other way can the nature of the mixed language of the Panjāb be explained. One result of this mixture is that it is quite impossible to give any definite boundary-line between Panjābī and Lahndā, and if, for

1 Such, for instance, as the plural of the personal pronouns.
convenience sake, we take the degree of 74° East longitude as an approximate conventional frontier, it is to be clearly understood that much that is very like Lahnda will be found to its east, and much that is very like Panjabi to its west. Panjabi has a national character akin to the Mahâjani of Râjputâna and to the Śâradâ of Kaśmir. It is known as Landâ 1 or "clipped", and is a most imperfect means of writing. It has only two or three characters for the initial vowels, and none for the non-initial. The consonants, too, are far from clear and the script varies from place to place. It is seldom legible to anyone but the writer, and not always to him. According to tradition, Arûgada (1538–52), the second Sikkh Guru, found that the hymns of his religion when written in this character were liable to be misread, and he accordingly improved it by borrowing signs from the Nâgâri alphabet and by polishing up the forms of the existing letters. The resultant alphabet became known as Gurmukhî, or that which proceeds from the mouth of the Guru. This Gurmukhî alphabet is the one now used for printed texts employed by the Sikkhs of the Panjâb, and is also used by Hindûs of the same country. Musalmâns, as a rule, prefer the Persian alphabet. 2

The standard form of Panjabi is that spoken round Amritsar (Amritsâr), and although it varies slightly from place to place, it has only one real dialect, the Dogri spoken in the State of Jammû and, with slightly varying inflexions, in the District of Kângrä. It has a character of its own called Takkarî or Tâkârî, the name of which is probably derived from that of the Takkas, a tribe whose capital was the famous Šâkala. 3 Panjabi has a small literature, mainly consisting of ballads and folk-epics. The contents of the Sikkh Granth, though written in the Gurmukhî character, are mostly in old Hindi, only a few of the hymns, though some of these are the most important, being written in Panjabi. Of the languages connected with the Midland, Panjabi is the one which is most free from borrowed words, whether Persian or Sanskrit. While capable of expressing all ideas, it has a charming rustic flavour characteristic of the sturdy peasantry that uses it. In many respects it bears much

1 This word has nothing to do with the word Lahnda, which means "West".
3 See Grierson, JRAS., 1911, 302.
the same relationship to Hindi that the Lowland Scotch of the poet Burns bears to Southern English. One other point may be noted. So far as I am aware, Panjābī is the only Indo-Aryan vernacular that possesses tones, corresponding to the accents of Vedic Sanskrit or to the tones of the Tibeto-Chinese languages.¹

11. Directly south of Panjābī lies Rājasthānī. Just as Panjābī represents the expansion of Hindi to the north-west, so Rājasthānī represents its expansion to the south-west. In the course of this expansion, Hindi, passing through the area of Rājasthānī, reaches the sea in Gujarāt, where it has become Gujarāṭī, another of the Intermediate languages. Rājasthānī and Gujarāṭī are hence very closely connected, and are in fact little more than variant dialects of one and the same language.² We shall therefore consider them together. Rājasthānī has many traditional dialects, which fall into four well-marked groups—a northern, or Mēwāṭī; a south-eastern, or Mālvī; a western, or Mārwāṛī; and an east-central, or Jaipurī. Each of these has numerous sub-dialects. Mārwāṛī is typical of Western Rājasthānī and Jaipurī of Eastern Rājasthānī. Mēwāṭī ranges with Jaipurī, and represents Jaipurī shading off into Hindi, while Mālvī represents Gujarāṭī and Rājasthānī also shading off into Hindi. Mārwāṛī and Jaipurī are sharply distinguished by two important characteristics. In Jaipurī the postposition of the genitive is kō, and the verb substantive is derived from the old v/ach, while in Mārwāṛī the genitive termination is vō and the verb substantive is hai, is. Gujarāṭī has no definite dialects, but Northern Gujarāṭī differs in many important points from that of the South.

¹ These were first noted by T. Grahame Bailey. See his Panjābī Grammar as spoken in the Waṣirābād District, Lahore, 1904. For particulars, see § 152 below. I believe that no one has hitherto noted that the Vedic udāṭta corresponds to a Tibeto-Chinese "high" tone, while the visarga corresponds to the "entering" or "abrupt" tone, like it, also, being the result of the partial or total elision of a final consonant.

² The differentiation of Gujarāṭī from the Mārwāṛī dialect of Rājasthānī is quite modern: There is a poem by Padmanābha of Jhālōr, a town only 80 miles from Jālpur, the capital of Mārwāṛ, entitled the Kānhaśadvēma-prabhavatam. It was written in 1455-6 A.D. At the beginning of the year 1912 there was a lively controversy in Gujarāṭ as to whether it was in Gujarāṭī or Mārwāṛī. Really it is in neither, but is in the mother language, which in later years differentiated into these two forms of speech. Cf. Tessitori, JRAS., 1913, p. 553, and his "Notes on the Grammar of Old Western Rājasthānī, with special reference to Apabhraṃśa and to Gujarāṭī and Mārwāṛī", in IA. xlivii-v (1914-16), reprinted in one volume, Bombay, 1916.
12. There are many traditions of migration from the Midland into Rājputānā and Gujarāt, the first mentioned being the foundation of Dvārakā in Gujarāt, at the time of the war of the Mahābhārata. According to Jain tradition, the first Caulukya ruler of Gujarāt came from Kanauj, and in the beginning of the ninth century a.d. a Gjurara-Rājput of Bhilmāl or Bhīnmāl, in Western Rājputānā, conquered that city. The Rathauras of Mārwār say that they came thither from Kanauj in the twelfth century. The Kachwāhās of Jaipur claim to come from Ayōdhyā, while another tradition makes the Caulukyas come from the Eastern Panjāb. The close political connexion between Gujarāt and Rājputānā is shown by the historical fact that the Gahlōts of Mewār came thither from Saurāstra. That many Rājput clans are descended from Gurjara immigrants is now admitted by most scholars, and also that one of their centres of dispersion in Rājputānā was in, or near, Mt. Ābū. They appear to have entered India with the Hūnas and other marauding tribes about the sixth century a.d., and rapidly rose to great power. They were in the main a pastoral people, but had their chiefs and fighting men. When the tribe became of consequence the latter were treated by the Brāhmaṇs as equivalent to Kṣatriyas and became called Rājaputras or Rājpūts, and some were even admitted to equality with the Brahmaṇs themselves, while the bulk of the tribe which still followed its pastoral avocations remained as a subordinate caste under the title of Gurjaras, or, in modern language, Gūjars.

1 V. Smith, JRAS., 1908, 768.
2 Id., 1908, 789 ; 1909, 56.
3 Tod, Rajasthan, Annals of Mewar, ch. ii.
4 Ib., Annals of Amber, ch. i.
5 Ib., History of the Rajput Tribes, ch. viii.
6 Ibid., Annals of Mewar, ch. i.
8 V. Smith, Early History of India, 412, and IA. xl (1911), 86.
9 D. R. Bhandarkar, JASB. v (n.s.), 1909,185. Cf. contra, Mohaulal Vishnulal Pandia, ib. viii (n.s.), 1912, 63 ff.
13. So powerful did these Gurjaras or Gûjars become that no fewer than four tracts of India received their name. Three of these are the Gujrât and Gujrânwâlâ Districts of the Panjâb and the province of Gujarât, and Al-Birûnî (970–1031 A.D.)\(^1\) mentions a fourth identified by D. R. Bhandarkar as consisting of the north-eastern part of the Jaipur territory and the south of the Alwar State. According to D. R. Bhandarkar these latter Gûjars came thither from that part of the Himâlaya called Sapâdalakṣâ, corresponding to the modern districts of Kumaun and Ghârwâl with the country to their west, and from these at least Eastern Râjputânâ was peopled. Whether those that centred round Mt. Ábû in Western Râjputânâ belong to the same invasion, or whether they came independently, via Gujarât and the north-west, is not as yet clear. Here it will suffice to state that the Central Pahârî of Kumaun and Ghârwâl (i.e. of Eastern Sapâdalakṣâ) agrees with Eastern Râjasthânî in having the genitive postposition kō and the verb substantive derived from the Vâch, while in the Western Pahârî of the Simla Hills (i.e. of Western Sapâdalakṣâ) the termination of the genitive is the Western Râjasthânî rô, while one of the verbs substantive (ā, is) is probably of the same origin as the Western Râjasthânî hāï. We thus see that the grammatical shibboleths of Eastern Râjasthânî agree with Central Pahârî, while those of Western Râjasthânî agree with Western Pahârî. We now come to Gujarâtî. Here the genitive termination is nô, and the verb substantive belongs to the Vâch group. West of Western Pahârî, in the Himâlaya, we come to the northern (Pôthwârî) dialect of Lahndâ. Here also the genitive termination is nô, but the verb substantive differs from that of Gujarâtî. On the other hand, Gujarâtî agrees with all the Lahndâ dialects in one very remarkable point, viz. the formation of the future by means of a sibilant.\(^2\) Hence we find that right along the Lower Himâlaya, from the Indus to Népâl, there are three groups of dialects agreeing in striking points with the three dialects Gujarâtî, Mârwârî, and Jaipuri.

14. Three characters, all of the Nâgârî type, are current in Gujarât and Râjputânâ. The Nâgârî character itself is used by

---

\(^1\) Sachau’s tr., i, 202. Cf. D. R. Bhandarkar in IA. xl, quoted above.

\(^2\) Ph. ku̯ṭā́, G. ku̯ṭā́, he will strike.
the Nāgar¹ Brāhmaṇs of Gujarāt, and is also read and understood over the whole area of both these languages. In Rājputānā books are printed in it, but in Gujarāt people other than Nāgar Brāhmaṇs employ a variety of the Kaithī character. This Kaithī character is current over the whole of the Ganges Valley as a kind of script hand, instead of Nāgari, for letters and documents of small importance; but in Gujarāt it is used not only for written communications but also universally for printed books and newspapers. In Mārwār the mercantile classes employ a character called Mahājanī, allied to the Landā of the Panjāb and to the Sāradā of Kaśmir.² Mārwāris are the bankers (mahājana) of India, and have carried this character all over India for their banking accounts.

15. Rājasthānī has a large literature, about which very little is known.³ The greater part of it consists of bardic chronicles but Mārwāri has also a considerable poetical literature. Most of the Mārwāri poets wrote in the Braj Bhākhā form of Hindi, which when so used is locally known as Piṅgal. When poems were written in Mārwāri itself the language was called in contradistinction Piṅgal. Gujarātī has an old poetical literature dating from the fourteenth century A.D. The first, and still the most admired, poet was Narsimha Mehtā (B. 1413), and before his time there were writers on Sanskrit grammar, poetics, etc. The Prakrit grammarian Hemacandra flourished in the middle of the twelfth century. He described the Nāgara Apabhramśa, and thus it can be said of Gujarātī, and of Gujarātī alone, that we have an almost unbroken line of descent from the Vedic language down to the vernacular of the present day.

16. We can now consider the three Pahārī languages. The word "Pahārī" means "of or belonging to the mountain", and is used as a convenient name for the three groups of Indo-Aryan vernacular languages spoken in the lower ranges of the Himalaya

¹ According to Nagendranātha Vasu, JASB. lxv, pt. i, 1896, 114 ff., these Brāhmaṇs gave their name to the alphabet. In Al-Birūnī’s time the Nāgara alphabet was used in Mālwa, which is close to Gujarāt. Sachau’s Eng. tr., i, 173.
² It is worth noting in this connexion that Old Mārwāri in some respects agrees with Kaśmirī, e.g. in possessing a genitive postposition kaṅḍaṁ.
³ A Bardic and Historical Survey of Rājputānā has lately been set on foot by the Government of India, under the superintendence of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. It is in charge of Dr. L. P. Tessitori, who has already discovered a number of important works. See JASB. xiii (s.s.), 1917, pp. 195 ff., and reports and texts published, under Tessitori’s editorship, by the ASB.
from Nepal in the east to Bhadrawah in the west. Going from east to west, these three groups are Eastern Pahari, Central Pahari, and Western Pahari.

17. Eastern Pahari is commonly called "Nepali" or "Nai-pa-li" by Europeans, but this name is hardly suitable, as it is not the principal language of Nepal. In that State the principal languages are Tibeto-Burman, the most important being Newari, the name of which is also derived from the word "Nepal". Other names for Eastern Pahari are "Pārmatiṇḍa" or "the Hill language", and "Khas Kurā" or "the language of the Khas tribe". We shall shortly see that the last name is not inappropriate. Eastern Pahari being spoken in a mountainous country has no doubt many dialects. Into one of these, Pālpā, spoken in Western Nepal, the Serampore missionaries made a version of the New Testament, and as Nepal is independent territory to which Europeans have little access, that is our one source of information concerning it. The standard dialect is that of the valley of Kāṭhmandō, and in this there is a small printed literature, all modern. The dialect of Eastern Nepal has of late years been adopted by the missionaries of Darjiling as the standard for a grammar and for their translations of the Bible. Eastern Pahari is written and printed in the Nāgāri character.

18. Central Pahari is the name of the language of the British Districts of Kumaon and Garhwal and of the State of Garhwal. It has two main dialects, Kumauni and Garhwali. A few books have of late years been written in Kumauni and one or two in Garhwali. So far as I have seen, both these dialects are written in the Nāgāri character.

19. Western Pahari is the name of the large number of connected dialects spoken in the hill country of which Simla, the summer headquarters of the Government of India, is the political centre. These dialects have no standard form, and beyond a few folk-epics, no literature. The area over which they are spoken

---

1 Eastern Pahari, as an independent language, is of very modern origin, the Indo-Aryan migration from the west into Nepal dating only from the sixteenth century A.D. The language is strongly influenced by the surrounding Tibeto-Burman dialects, and has changed considerably within living memory. It appears to have superseded another Indo-Aryan language akin to the Maithili dialect of Bihar, now spoken immediately to the south of Nepal. A specimen of this old dialect was published by Conrady in 1891. It is a drama, entitled the Hariścandra-vṛṣṭya.
extends from the Jaunsār-Bāwar tract of the United Provinces, and thence, in the Province of the Panjāb, over the State of Sirmuar, the Simla Hills, Kulu, and the States of Manḍī and Cambā, up to, in the west, the Bhadrawāh Jāgir of Kaṣmīr. It has numerous dialects, all differing considerably amongst themselves, but nevertheless possessing many common features. We may take as typical, Jaunsāri, of Jaunsār-Bāwar; Kiāṭhaḷi, the dialect spoken in the hills round Simla; Kūḷiṇ, of Kulu; and Cameāḷi, of Cambā. Western Pahāri is written in the Ṭakkarī or Ṭākari alphabet, already referred to as the alphabet used for the Ḍogri dialect of Panjābī. It has most of the disadvantages of兰ā, being very imperfectly supplied with signs for the vowels. Medial short vowels are usually altogether omitted, and medial long vowels are represented by the characters which are also used for initial vowels whether long or short. In the case of Cameāḷi, the character has been supplied with the missing signs, and books have been printed in it that are as legible and correct as anything in Nāgarī.

20. It has long been recognized that all the Pahāri languages are at the present day closely allied to Rājasthānī, and we have seen above that Central Pahāri (to which we may here add Eastern Pahāri) more nearly agrees with the eastern dialects of that language, especially with Mēwāṭī and Jaipuri, while Western Pahāri agrees rather with Western Rājasthānī. We have also seen that the areas of Central Pahāri and Western Pahāri together coincide with the ancient Sapādalaksā. I shall now state what I believe to be the origin of these languages.1 The bulk of the agricultural population of the modern Sapādalaksā consists, in the west, of Kanēts, and in the east, of members of the Khas tribe.2 The Kanēts are divided into two clans, one called Khasiyā, which claims to be of pure, and the other called Rāo (= Rāja or Rājpūt), which admits that it is of impure birth. The chiefs of the country all claim to be of Rājpūt descent. We thus see that the whole of

---

1 The whole question is worked out in detail in vol. ix, pt. iv, of the LSI. dealing with Pahāri. It is impossible here to give more than the general results and a few of the principal references. Those desiring the full proof must refer to the volume of the LSI.

2 Cf. Cunningham, "Archaeological Survey Reports," xiv, 125 ff.; Ibbetson, Outlines of Panjāb Ethnography, 268; Atkinson, Himalayan Districts of the North-Western Provinces of India, ii. 268-70, 375-81, 439-42, and index; Stein, tr. Rājatarāṅgiṇī, note to i, 317; ii, 430, and index.
modern Sapâdalakṣa is either peopled with, or contains, many people who call themselves Khas or Khâsiyâ. That these represent the Khašas, Khašas, or Khaširas of the Mahâbhârata cannot be doubted. Like the Piśâcas, they were said to be descended from Kaśyapa, the founder of Kaśmir. They are frequently mentioned in the Râjatarangini, and in the Mahâbhârata they are often referred to as a people of the north-west, and even as closely connected with the Kâśmîras and Piśâcas (vii, 399). They were Aryans, but had fallen outside the Aryan pale of purity (viii, 2055 ff.).

The Harivaṃśa (784, 6440), the Purâṇas, Law-books, etc., all agree in placing them in the north-west. Stein (l.c.) shows that in Kalhana's time their seat was, roughly, the valleys lying immediately to the south and west of the Pir Pantsâl range, between the middle course of the Vitastâ on the west and Kâšṭavâta (the modern Kishtwar) on the east. That they eventually spread eastwards over the whole of Sapâdalakṣa is shown by their existence there at the present day. They must have conquered and absorbed the previous inhabitants, who were probably non-Aryan Muṇḍâs.

In later years (about the sixteenth century A.D.) they advanced into Nêpâl, and there, mixing with the Tibeto-Burmans and Muṇḍâs whom they found there, became the Khas or ruling tribe of that country.

21. We have seen that these Khašas are, in Sanskrit literature, frequently associated with the Piśâcas. They must have spoken a language akin to the Modern Piśâca languages, for traces of the latter are readily found over the whole Sapâdalakṣa tract, diminishing in strength as we go eastwards. The Gurjaras, modern Gûjars, seem to have first appeared in India about the

1 In the Śatapatha Brâhmaṇa (I, vii, iii, 8), the Bûhikas, with whom the Khašas are associated in Mahâbhârata, viii, 2055 ff., are still within the pale, and worshippers of Agni.

2 Cf. Viṣṇu Purâṇa (Wilson-Hall), I, xxi; Bhg. P., II, iv, 18; IX, xx, 29; Märk. P., ivii, 56; Manu, x, 44; Bhartarâniyâśāstra, xvii, 52.

3 Cf. Imperial Gazetteer of India (1907), i, 386.


5 Such are the tendency to drop an initial aspirate (êtâ for hêtâ, to become); to disaspirate sonant aspirates (bâl for bhâl, brother); to harden sonants (jâvâp for jâvâb, an answer; škhâti for śkhâdhi, medicine); to change v to t and j to z (barâz for cajârâ, good); to change t to s (kâtâ for kêra, a field); to drop medial r (karâ for karâ, doing); to change a sibilant to x (śumnâ for šumnâ, to hear), or to h (brâs or brâh, a rhododendron); and many others.
fifth or sixth century A.D.¹ D. R. Bhandarkar has shown (l.c.) that they occupied Sapādalakṣa. There they amalgamated with the Khaṣa population that they found *in situ*. In Western Sapādalakṣa they became the Rāo sept of the Kāṇēṣ, but were not admitted to equality of caste with the older Khasiyā Kāṇēṣ. In East Sapādalakṣa they became altogether merged in the great mass of the Khas population. These Gurjaras were those who took to cultivation, or who adhered to their pastoral pursuits. The fighting men, as we have seen, became Rājpūts. From Sapādalakṣa, Gurjaras migrated to Mēwāt, and thence settled over Eastern Rājputānā. In later years, under the pressure of Musulmān rule, many Rājpūts remigrated to Sapādalakṣa, and again settled there. In fact, there was continual intercourse between Sapādalakṣa and Rājputānā.² Finally, as we have seen, Nēpāl was conquered by people of the Khas tribe, who of course included many of these Gurjarā-Rājpūts.³ In this way the close connexion between the three Pahārī languages and Rājasthāni is fully explained.

22. Finally, as shown by V. Smith,⁴ certain of the Gurjaras who had settled in Eastern Rājputānā again migrated towards the north-west, and invaded the Panjāb from the south-east. They left a line of colonists extending from Mēwāt, up both sides of the Jambā valley, and thence, following the foot of the Himālaya, right up to the Indus. Where they have settled in the plains they have abandoned their own language, and speak that of the surrounding population, but as we enter the lower hills we invariably come upon a dialect locally known as Gujarā. In each case this can be described as the language of the people


² It is worth noting that the Rājā of Garhwāl claims descent from Kaniska, who is said to have come to Garhwāl from Gujarāt or Western Rājputānā; Atkinson, op. cit., 449.

³ I have not considered here the question of Western Rājasthānī and Gujarātī. Gujarāt may well have been conquered by Gurjara tribes coming from the north-west. The Western Rājpūts had their centre of dispersion near Mt. Ābū, but whether the Gurjaras of Ābū came from the east or from the west I cannot say. All that can be said is that the agreement between Western Pahārī and Western Rājasthānī is very striking.

⁴ In *Outliers*, etc., as above.
nearest the local Gújars, but badly spoken, as if by foreigners. The farther we go into these sparsely populated hills the more independent do we find this Gújar dialect, and the less it is influenced by its surroundings. At length, when we get into the wild hill-country of Šwāt and Kašmīr, we find the nomad Gújars (here called Gujurs) still pursuing their original pastoral avocations and still speaking the descendant of the language that their ancestors brought with them from Mewāt. But this shows traces of its long journey. It contains odd phrases and idioms of the Hindōstāni of the Jamnā valley, which were picked up en route and carried to the distant hills of Dardistān. We thus see that there are two classes of Gújar languages in the sub-Himalaya. There is first the mixed languages of the Gurjaras who conquered the Khaśas of Sapādalakṣa, some of whom migrated later to Mewāt; and there is also the Gujuri of Šwāt and the Kašmīr hills, which is the language carried by some of these last back to the Himalaya.

23. The preceding Intermediate languages all lie to the west of Hindi. To its east, separating it from Bihārī, lies another Intermediate language, Eastern Hindi. While the western Intermediate languages are on the whole more nearly related to Hindi than to the Outer languages, only showing prominent traces of the latter as we go farther from the centre of dispersion, Eastern Hindi is a fairly uniform language which bears on its face clear marks of connexion both with the Midland and with the Outer languages. As a rule, we may say that in declension it agrees most closely with the Outer languages to its east. In the conjugation of the verb it is more eclectic, sometimes showing forms connected with the Midland, and at other times other forms which are typical of the Outer band. Eastern Hindi has three main dialects, viz., Awadhī, which may be taken as the standard, spoken in Audh; Baghēlī, spoken in Baghelkhand; and Chattīsgarhī, spoken in Chattisgarh, i.e. the plain lying to the south-east of Baghelkhand and forming the upper basin of the Mahānadi River. Awadhī is often called Baiswārī, or the language of the Baiswār Rājpūts, but this name properly belongs to that form of Awadhī which is spoken in the south-west of the dialect area. Another name for Awadhī is Kōsāli, from Kōsāla, the ancient name of the country in which it is spoken. Awadhī and Baghēlī

1 See LSI. vi, 2 ff.
hardly differ, and form practically one dialect. Chattisgarhi, which is isolated by a range of mountains, is more independent. Eastern Hindi is generally written and always printed in the Nagari character, but for less important or less formal documents the Kaithi character is usually employed. Some of the oldest MSS. were also written in Kaithi. Eastern Hindi possesses a great literature, dating from at latest the fifteenth century. Tulsī Dāsa, the greatest poet of mediaeval India and author of the so-called Hindi Rāmāyaṇa, wrote in an old form of Awadhi, and since his time Awadhi has been the dialect most employed for poetry dealing with the history of Rāma, while the Braj Bhākhā form of Hindī has been reserved for poetry dedicated to Kṛṣṇa.

24. We now come to the Outer languages. Besides differences in matters of detail we may here draw attention to one characteristic in which they all agree in showing a marked contrast to the language of the Midland. This is, that while Hindī has a grammar that is essentially analytic, the Outer languages are passing from that stage and are now again becoming synthetic like their Sanskritic ancestors. It is true that in most of them the declension of nouns is still analytic, but in all, the conjugation of the verb, owing to the use of pronominal suffixes, is strongly synthetic. As regards the Intermediate languages, we may say that the western ones (Panjābī, Rājasthānī, Gujarātī, and Pahārī) agree in this respect with the Midland, while Eastern Hindi agrees with the Outer languages.

The Outer languages fall, as shown in the list in § 3, into three groups. The first, or north-western group, consists of Lahnda and Sindhi. The character of both these languages is complicated by the fact that they are strongly influenced by the Modern Piśāca languages lying immediately to their north.

25. Lahnda is the language of the Western Panjāb. As explained under the head of Panjābī, there is no distinct boundary line between it and Lahnda, which, more even than elsewhere in India, insensibly merge into each other, 74° E. long. being taken as the conventional boundary-line. The influence of Modern Piśāca languages on Lahnda will be understood when we consider that the country in which it is spoken includes the ancient land of Kēkaya, and that while the Prakrit grammarians give extremely contradictory lists of the localities in which Paisāci Prakrit was spoken, they all united in agreeing about one,
and only one, locality—Kêkaya.¹ Lahndā is known by several other names, such as Western Panjâbi, Jatki, Ucci, and Hindki. The word “Lahndâ” itself means “(sun)-setting”, and hence “the west”. As applied to a language it is merely a conventional abbreviation of the Panjâbi Lahndâ-di bolî, or “the language of the west”, spoken from the point of view of the Eastern Panjâb. “Western Panjâbi” has the disadvantage of suggesting that Lahndâ is a dialect of Panjâbi, whereas it is nothing of the sort. “Jatki” means the language of the Jat tribe, which is numerous in the central part of the Lahndâ tract; but Lahndâ is spoken by millions of people who are not Jatâs, and millions of Jatâs of the Eastern Panjâb do not speak Lahndâ. “Ucci,” the language of the town of Ucc (Uch or Ooch of the maps), is really another name for the Mûltâni dialect of Lahndâ. “Hindki,” the language of the Hindus (i.e. non-Paṭhâns), is the name given to Lahndâ in the west of the Lahndâ tract, in which Musalmân Paṣtō-speaking Paṭhâns also dwell.

Lahndâ has four dialects: a central, spoken in the country south of the Salt Range, and considered as the standard; a southern or Mûltâni, spoken in the country round Mûltân; a north-eastern or Pothwâri, spoken in the eastern and western Salt Range and to the north as far as the borders of Kaśmir; and a north-western or Dhauni, spoken in the central Salt Range and northwards up to the northern extremity of the District of Hazarâ, where it meets Śiṇâ. Both Śiṇâ and Kaśmîri are Modern Piśâca languages.

Beyond ballad and other folk-songs Lahndâ has no literature. Its proper written character is the Laṇḍâ or “clipped” character mentioned in connexion with Panjâbi, but, owing to its illegibility, this is being superseded by the Persian, or, amongst Europeans, by the Roman character.

26. Sindhi is the language of Sindh, the country on each side of the River Indus, commencing about lat. 29°N. and stretching thence down to the sea. In the north it merges into Lahndâ, to which it is closely related. Sindh included the ancient Vrâcâda country, and Prakrit grammarians recorded the existence of both a Vrâcâda Apabhramśa and a Vrâcâda Paśâci.² Sindhî has five recognized dialects, Vicôli, Siraiâki, Lâri, Tharêli, and Kacchi.

¹ Grierson, ZDMG. lxvi, 75.
² Pischel, Pr. Gr., 27, 28; Grierson, JRAS. 1902, 47.
The first is spoken in Central Sindh. It is the standard dialect, and that employed in literature. Siraiki is merely a form of Vicöli and is no real dialect. The only difference consists in its pronunciation being more clearly articulated and in slight variations of vocabulary. In Sindhi the word “Sirö” means the “head” of anything, and “Siraiki” hence comes to mean “up-stream”, or “northern” from the point of view of the Lär, or Lower Sindh. Siraiki is considered by Sindhis to be the purest form of the language, or, as a local proverb says, “a learned man of the Lär is an ox in the Sirö.” In this connexion it must be remembered that, as a name of a locality, “the Sirö” or “up-stream country” is a relative term, and that its meaning varies according to the locality of the speaker. The lower down the Indus a man lives, the larger the extent of the Sirö, and, from the point of view of an inhabitant of the Lär, the term practically includes also the Vicöli, or Central Sindh. Läri is the language of the Lär already mentioned, and is considered to be rude and uncouth, but it retains many old forms, and displays one important feature of the Modern Piśäca languages—the dispiration of sonant consonants—which no longer exists in Vicöli. Thäréli and Kacchi are both mixed dialects. The former is spoken in the Thar, or desert, of Sindh, which forms the political boundary between that province and the Mārwār country. It is a transition form of speech representing Sindhi shading off into Rājasthāni-Mārwāri. Kacchi, on the other hand, is a mixture of Sindhi and Gujarāti, spoken in Kacch. Sindhi has received very little literary cultivation, and few books have been written in it. Its proper alphabet is Lāndā, which, as usual, varies from place to place, and is hardly legible. The Gurmankhi and Nāgari characters are also employed, but the Persian alphabet, with several additional letters for sounds peculiar to the language, is the one in general use.

27. South of the Kacchi dialect of Sindhi the Outer band of the Indo-Aryan vernaculars is broken by Gujarāti. Although Gujarāti is one of the Intermediate languages, it bears, more especially in its northern forms, numerous traces of the old Outer language once spoken in Gujarāt before it was occupied from the Midland.¹ South of Gujarāti we come to the southern Outer

¹ Such are, e.g. the existence of a broad a, sounded like the a in “all”; the change of ā to ū; of k to c, and of c to s; the frequent confusion between dentals and cerebrals; an oblique case in ā; and a past participle formed with the letter ā.
language, Marāṭhī, the great daughter of Māhārāṣṭrī Prakrit. Marāṭhī covers the north of the Deccan plateau and the strip of country between the Ghāts and the Arabian Sea. It is also the language of Berar, the ancient Vidarbha, and of a good portion of the country to its east. It stretches across the middle of the Central Provinces, and, in a very corrupt form, occupies most of the State of Bastar, where it merges into Oriyā through the Bhātri dialect of that language. To its south it has Dravidian languages, and to its north, in order from west to east, Gujarātī, Rājasthānī, Hindi, and Eastern Hindi. The first three are connected with the Midland, and Marāṭhī does not merge into them, a sharp border-line existing everywhere between the two forms of speech. In the east it shows several points of agreement with the neighbouring Chattisgarhī dialect of Eastern Hindi, while it shades off gradually into Oriyā, the former of which is closely related to, while the latter is actually a member of, the Outer band.

28. Marāṭhī has three main dialects. The standard dialect, commonly called Dēsī Marāṭhī, is spoken in its greatest purity in the country round Punā. Varieties of this are spoken in the Northern and Central Kōṅkaṇ, and are hence often called Kōṅkaṇī, but the true Kōṅkaṇī, spoken in the Southern Kōṅkaṇ in the country near Goa, is a dialect quite different from these. The third dialect is the Marāṭhī of Berar and the Central Provinces, which differs from the standard chiefly in matters of pronunciation. Hubī is a mongrel mixture of Marāṭhī and Dravidian tongues spoken in Bastar. Marāṭhī is usually written and printed in the Nāgari character, a modification of which, known as mōḍī or "twisted", and invented by Bālājī Avaji,1 Secretary to the famous Sivaji (1627–80), is used by some for current correspondence. The Kanarese alphabet is generally employed for writing Kōṅkaṇī, but amongst the numerous native Christians who speak that dialect the Roman character is often used. Marāṭhī has a copious literature, and many poetical works of great value are written in it. As Beames (Cp. Gr., i, 38) says, it is one of those languages which may be called playful. It delights in all sorts of jingling formations, and has struck out a larger quantity of secondary and tertiary words, diminutives and the like, than any of the cognate languages. Compared

1 See B. A. Gupṭe, IA. xxxiv (1905), 27.
with the analytical Hindi, the synthetic Marāṭhī has a rather complicated grammatical system, and in this and other respects Hindi bears to Marāṭhī much the same relation that, in Europe, English bears to German. In one important particular Marāṭhī differs from all other Indo-Aryan vernaculars. It retains many traces of the ancient Vedic tone-accent, here converted into weak stress-accent; while the pronunciation of most of the other languages is based on a new system of stress-accent falling, as far as possible, on the antepenultimate of each word.¹

29. Coming to the Eastern Group of the Outer languages, the first that we have to deal with is Bihārī. This is spoken over a considerable area, including nearly the whole of the Bihār and Cutiā Nāgpur Provinces, as well as the eastern part of the United Provinces of Āgrā and Audh. The eastern boundary may be taken as the River Mahānanda in the District of Puraniyā (Purnia of the maps), and in the west it extends to Benares and beyond. Its northern boundary is the Himālaya and its southern the northern border of the district of Simhābhūmi (Singhbhum) in Cutiā Nāgpur. In the centre of the Bihār area lie the districts of Paṭnā and Gayā, which together roughly correspond to the ancient kingdom of Magadhā, and we may here note that Bihārī still shows the two most important characteristics of Māgadhī Prakrit.²

30. Bihārī has three main dialects—Maithili, Magahi, and Bhojpuri. Maithilī or Tirhutī, the language of the ancient Mithila and of the modern Tirhūt, is spoken over the greater part of North Bihār, its standard form being that of the north

² These are the change of s to  ś , and the termination ē of the nominative of a-bases. In writing at the present day, ś is invariably written for both ś and s, though in modern times the pronunciation is s, not ś. The change of pronunciation is due to political reasons. See Languages of India, 72. In Bengali the ś-sound is retained. In Old Bihārī poetry, when, for metrical reasons, it is necessary to lengthen the final vowel of the nominative singular, this is done by making the word end in ē. Thus Vidyāpati Ṭhakkura (A.D. 1400) has śīnānē for svānam, parāgātē for prakāsaḥ, pārē for pāram, dhīrē for dhīram, and hundreds of others, which will be found in any edition of the poet’s works. In Hindi poetry such words would end in ān, not in ē. The Old Eastern Hindi of Tulasi Dāsa, corresponding to Ardhmāgadhī Prakrit, occupies an intermediate position, and uses both ś (for ān) and ē, as in parivārā for parivāraḥ, and sajūnāḥ for sajūnānāḥ. It should be noted that both these ē and ś terminations are used indifferently both for the nominative and for the accusative, thus following the example of Apabhraṃśa, in which (Pischel, Grammatik der Prakrit Sprachen, p. 247) the accusative has the same form as the nominative.
of the district of Darbhanga, and has a small literature going back to the fifteenth century. Magahi is the dialect of the districts of Patna and Gaya and the neighbourhood, and also extends south over the northern plateau of Cutia Nagpur. It is the modern representative of the ancient Magadhi Prakrit, the language of ancient Magadha.\(^1\) It closely resembles Maithili both in grammar and vocabulary, but has no formal literature. Maithili and Magahi have a most complex verb, the conjugation of which is determined not only by the subject, but also by the person and degree of honour of the object. Bhojpuri\(^2\) differs considerably from Maithili and Magahi. It is spoken in the western portion of the Bihari area and also covers the southern plateau of Cutia Nagpur. It has abandoned the conjugational complexities of the other two dialects and is a simple, direct form of speech. These differences of dialect correspond to ethnic differences. Maithili is the language of a people under the domination of a powerful seer of Brahmans, who lay great stress on ceremonial purity. According to the proverb, three Tirahutia (or Maithil) Brahmans will have thirteen cooking places, so particular are they to avoid pollution of their food. Tirhut is one of the most congested parts of British India, the inhabitants of which have little intercourse with the outer world. Magadha is the country of the Babhans, admittedly descended from outcaste Brahmans (probably Buddhists), and lies on the highway between Upper India and the fertile plains of Bengal. It forms the political gate of the latter province, has suffered many disastrous invasions from Musalmán armies, and has long lost the spiritual impress given to it by the Buddha. Its peasantry, oppressed for centuries, is illiterate and unenterprising. Bhojpuris, on the contrary, are a longboned stalwart fighting race, whose members have spread all over India as mercenary troops or in similar pursuits. They are the fighting men of Eastern India, and their dialect is a handy, if rough, article, made for current use, and not hampered by grammatical subtilties.

---

\(^1\) Pischel (Prakrit Grammatik, p. 25) considered that there is no connexion between Magahi and Magadhi Prakrit. With all respect for this great scholar, I am unable to agree with him on this point.

\(^2\) The dialect is named from the ancient town of Bhójpur, on the southern bank of the Ganges, in the District of Sháhábad. For the history of Bhójpur and its traditional connexion with the famous Bhója of Malwá, see Sháhábad Gazetteer (1906), 132. For an account of the character of the Bhojpuris, see ib. 21.
31. Three written characters are in use in Bihār. Kaithi is in universal employment by everyone except Maithil Brahmans. In its use it closely corresponds to our script hand, while Nāgari is used for printed books. Maithil Brahmans have a special character of their own, closely allied to that of the neighbouring Bengali.

32. Oriyā, Odri, or Utkalī is the language of Orissa, or, as natives of India call it, Ōdra or Utkala. It is bounded on the east by the sea, and in other directions somewhat extends beyond the borders of that province. It varies slightly from place to place, but has no recognized dialectic forms, except that in the south-west there is a mixture of Oriyā, Marāthi, and Dravidian forms of speech which is called Bhātrī, through which Oriyā merges into Marāthi. Oriya has a fairly large literature, mainly devoted to the worship of Krṣna. It has a written character of its own, described in the chapter on alphabets.

33. Bengali is the language of Bengal proper, i.e. of the Gangetic Delta and of the country immediately to its north and east. It has a large literature dating from the fourteenth century A.D., which has been spoilt, since the commencement of the nineteenth century, by a fashion of borrowing Sanskrit words in order to enrich its vocabulary, to an extent that can hardly be conceived by one not familiar with the language. A page of a Bengali book of the early nineteenth century is, so far as its vocabulary is concerned, almost pure Sanskrit, disguised to a certain extent by modern terminations and also by an alphabet differing from the familiar Nāgari. In this way the literary tongue is quite different from the ordinary speech of general conversation. There are three main forms of the colloquial language, a western, a northern, and an eastern, each with numerous local varieties. As the literary language can scarcely be said to be founded on the colloquial, there is no literary form of the colloquial to give a steadying impulse and prevent the fission into numerous sub-dialects. The standard form of the western dialect is that spoken round Hugli (Hooghly). The northern dialect is spoken in the country north of the Ganges, and has no special standard. It is a curious fact that it agrees

This is an English word, derived from "Bengal". The Indian name is Bāglā or Bāgbahāsā.

See Dinēś Candra Sēn, History of Bengali Language and Literature, Calcutta, 1911.
in some respects with the cognate Oriya, which is separated from
it by the whole width of Western Bengal. The standard of the
eastern dialect is the form of Bengali spoken in the neighbourhood
of Dacca, but it varies very widely from place to place.
One well-marked variety is spoken in the west end of the Assam
Valley and in the adjoining parts of Northern Bengal, and is
commonly known as Raingpuri, from the town and district of
Rangpur. Another variety, spoken in the neighbourhood of
Chittagong, has developed so many peculiarities of pronunciation
that it is almost a new language. Bengali agrees with Magadhi
Prakrit in changing every s to ś. Old Bengali poetry also fre-
tently retains the Magadhi Prakrit nominative in ē, as in istādēvē
for -dēvā, nayanē for nayanam, nirikkhvānē for nirikṣanam,
and so on, and traces of this termination are visible in the prose
of the present day. Bengali has a written character of its own,
allied to Nāgarī, which is described in the chapter on alphabets.
Here it will be sufficient to say that, while it is admirably
adapted, like Nāgarī, for spelling all the borrowed Sanskrit words
of the literary language, it can only represent certain of the
sounds of the spoken language by the most clumsy periphrases.
Thus, it has to represent the sound of wā by writing ṯā, as the
letter corresponding to the va of Nāgarī is confounded in the
literary language with ba.

34. Assamese, or, as its speakers call it, Aχamīyā, is the
Indo-Aryan language of the Assam Valley, in which there are
also several Tibeto-Burman languages spoken by tribes who have
not yet accepted Hinduism. We may trace Magadhi Prakrit from
Magadha in three lines. To the south it has become Oriya, to the
south-east it has become first Western and then Eastern Bengali,
and to the east it has become first Bengali and then Assamese.
Although closely related to Bengali, Assamese, owing to its
isolated position, and to the presence of Tibeto-Burman influence,
has struck out on lines of its own, and differs from Bengali, both
in grammar and in pronunciation. It has also a good literature,
specially strong in historical works. It has no true dialects, and
its written character is the same as that of Bengali, with some
useful additions for representing sounds unprovided for by that
alphabet in its own home. Under the guidance of the earlier
Christian missionaries, Assamese acquired a system of spelling

1 Such words can be found on every page of OBg. poetry.
which is much more phonetic than that of Bengali, but of late years the revival of the study of Sanskrit has promoted a return to the unphonetic spelling and to the abuse of Sanskrit borrowed terms which has done so much harm to the Bengali literary dialect.

35. We now come to the Dardic or Modern Piśāca languages. I have given them the latter name because they are spoken in what was the original nidus of the Piśācas of Sanskrit literature. The alternative name, "Dardic," is also given as more convenient, and as having been used by previous writers (see LSI. viii, ii, p. 1). Piśācas usually appear in Sanskrit literature as demons, but the name also represents an old tribe inhabiting the extreme north-west of India.¹ From this country as a nidus they travelled down the Indus² and across the north of Gujarāt into the hill country of Central India. If the Indo-Aryan vernaculars are any test, they not only found their way down the west coast of India as far as the Southern Kōṅkana, but also covered a great part of the Panjāb and the lower ranges of the Himalaya up to the borders of Nēpāl.³

A form of Prakrit spoken by Piśācas is recorded by Hindū grammarians under the name of Paiśācī. Konow (I.e.) maintains that this language, which was used for literature and was described by Hēmācandra, was the language of the Piśācas of Central India.⁴ But it does not follow that this Piśāca Prakrit was identical with the language originally spoken by the Piśācas.

¹ See Grierson, "Piśāca = ἑλιασφάγος," JRAS. 1905, 285 ff.; The Piśāca Languages of North-Western India, Introduction; "Piśācas in the Mahābhārata" in Festschrift für Vilhelrn Thomsen (1912), 138 ff.; on the other hand, Konow, "The Home of Paiśācī," ZDMG. lxiv, 112 ff., maintains that Piśāca Prakrit was an Aryan language as spoken by Dravidians of Central India. The whole subject is again discussed in Grierson, "Paiśācī, Piśācas, and Modern Paiśācī," ZDMG. lxvi, 49 ff. Paiśācī Prakrit and the Pāli of the Buddhist scriptures have much in common, and my own opinion is that the latter was originally a kind of literary lingua franca, based on Māgadhi Prakrit, which developed in the great university of Takṣaśilā, situated in the heart of Kēkaya, the nidus of the former. Its development is exactly paralleled by that of literary Hindī, the original home of which was Delhi, but which took its present form in Benares far to the East. See my "Home of Literary Pali" in R. G. Bhandarkar Commemoration Volume, 117 ff.

² Cf. the Kaikēya and Vṛācēya Paiśācī Prakrits of the Indus Valley (Pischel, Pr. Gr., 27).

³ ZDMG. lxvi, 76, 77.

⁴ He is, however, contradicted by Mārkaṇḍeya, xix, 9, in which some words are quoted from the Brhatkathā, the work supposed to be He.'s authority, as examples of Kēkaya-paiśācīki, i.e. of the Paiśācī of North-Western India.
of the north-west. The Piśāca Prakrit of Hēmacandra is a purely
Indian language, although differentiated from other Prakrits by
important peculiarities that still survive in the Modern Piśāca
languages of the north-west; and it is quite possible, nay probable,
that the Piśācas in the course of their journey to Central India
lost those peculiarities of their language which were essentially
non-Indian, and which are below classed as Eranian or Buruṣaski,
while retaining those peculiarities by which Piśāca Prakrit is now
known.

36. The Modern Piśāca languages are not purely Indian. They
have several typical phonetic rules which markedly
differentiate them from Indo-Aryan vernacular.¹ Again, while
in other respects they are generally in agreement with the
Indo-Aryan vernaculars, they occasionally present Eranian
characteristics.² Indeed, so striking are some of these that
Konow³ considers that one of these languages, Baṣgali, is the
modern representative of an Eranian language, the oldest traces
of which are found in the names of the Mitani chiefs and other
chieftains known from cuneiform inscriptions. In consideration
of the fact that some Eranian characteristics are wanting in all of
them,⁴ my own opinion is that the Modern Piśāca form a group
of languages neither purely Eranian nor purely Indian, and that
they probably left the parent Aryan stem after the Indo-Aryan
languages, but before all the typical Eranian characteristics that
we meet in the Avesta had developed. R. G. Bhandarkar’s
opinion, though differently expressed, is much to the same effect.
He says,⁵ “perhaps this (Piśāca Prakrit) was the language of an
Aryan tribe that had remained longer in the original seat of the
race... and emigrated to India at a very late period and
settled on the borders. Or it might be that the tribe came to

¹ Such e.g. are the very un-Indian treatment of the letter r; the change of
śm and sm to s and s, respectively, of ty and tm to t, and of t to l or r; the
infrequent retention of intervocalic consonants and hardening of sonant con-
sonants; a weak sense of the difference between cerebrals and dentals; the
tendency to aspirate a final surd; the frequent palatalization of gutturals,
cerebrals, dentals, and l; and the regular retention of a short vowel before
a simplified double consonant.

² e.g. the treatment of the vowels; the non-development of cerebral letters;
the preservation of numerous consonantal compounds; the change of d to l, of
dev to d, and of šk (išk) to c.

³ JRAS. 1911, 45. I differ here, see ib. 195.

⁴ e.g. the Avesta change of sm to hm, and the preservation of s.

⁵ Wilson Philological Lectures on Sanskrit and the Derived Languages, 94.
India along with the others, but living in the mountainous countries on the border in a state of rude independence, it developed peculiarities of pronunciation... Since under this supposition they could not have come into very close contact with their more civilized brethren of the plains, their language did not undergo those phonetic modifications which Sanskrit underwent in becoming Prakrit. Finally, the fact that Modern Piśāca agrees in certain points with Pālcah languages tends to show that the speakers entered their present seats, not from the plains of India, but directly from the Pāmirs, while the speakers of the most ancient forms of true Indo-Aryan entered the plains of India from the west. If this is the case, they formed a wave of Aryan immigration distinct from that of the main body.

37. Under the shadow of the Hindū-kuś lie the two small chieftainships of Hunza and Nagar. Their inhabitants have a language of their own, which is not Aryan, and which has not yet been connected with any other language family. This language, or an old form of it, must once have been spoken over the whole Modern Piśāca area and also in the west of Baltistān, where a Tibeto-Burman language is now spoken. This non-Aryan language is called Burušaski, the Boorishki of Biddulph, and the Khajuna of Leitner. Stray words from its vocabulary can be found in nearly all the Modern Piśāca languages. Thus, cōmar, the Burmese word for “iron”, is used in every Modern Piśāca language except Kāšmiri, and žukun, an ass, buš, a cat, bring, a bird, appear in Sinā under the forms of žukūn, būšī, and bring respectively. It is probably owing to the influence of this language that we find the peculiar treatment of the letter r in Modern Piśāca (cf. § 287). In all these languages it shows a remarkable tendency to become a palatal letter. This tendency cannot be considered as original in Modern Piśāca itself, for it is not confined to it alone, and is really typical, not of any group of mutually related languages, but rather of a tract of country, i.e. the whole of the Modern Piśāca area and also of the immediately adjoining Baltistān; for in the Tibeto-Burman Balti the same change occurs, though it does not appear in other Tibeto-Burman dialects more to the east, such as Purik or

1 Piśāca Languages, 5.
2 Piśāca Languages, 20.
Ladakhi. Both Tibeto-Burman Balti and the Aryan Modern Pishaca must therefore have borrowed this peculiarity from a common source, and that can only have been their predecessors in the country. It is impossible to point out instances of such a change in Burushaski itself, as there is no other known language with which comparison can be made. It is an isolated language, with no known relative.

38. The speakers of Modern Pishaca inhabit the wild mountain country lying between the Kabul River and the lower ranges of the north-western Himālaya on the south, and the Hindū-kuś and the Mustāγ Range on the north. They fall into three groups, the Kāfir, Khōwār, and the Dard. Most of the speakers of the languages of the Kāfir group dwell in the wild and inhospitable country of Kāfīristān, which is not within the sphere of influence of British India, being subject to the Amir of Afghānistān. Our knowledge of them is therefore limited. We know Baṣgali best, as a good grammar has been written by Davidson, and we have a dictionary by Konow. The speakers dwell in the Baṣgal Valley of Kāfīristān. South of them live the Wai Kāfirs, who speak Wai-alā, which is closely related to Baṣgali. Verōn, also called Prēsun or Wast-veri, is spoken by the Prēsuns who live in an inaccessible valley to the west of Baṣgali, and differs considerably from it. The speakers are quite unapproachable, and the entire body of information concerning it is based on the language of one Prēsun shepherd who was enticed from the wilds of his native valley to Citrāl for the purposes of the Linguistic Survey of India. Verōn, as its position suggests, possesses more Eranian peculiarities than the others, such as the frequent change of d to l; but on the other hand, it sometimes agrees in phonetic details with the Dard group where the other Kāfir languages differ from it. Regarding Aṣkund, or the language of the "Bare Mountain", nothing is known except the name and its meaning, together with the fact that it is spoken to the south-west of the Prēsun country. Pašai, a name which is possibly derived from "Pishaca", is the speech of the Dehgnans of Laymān, and of the country to the east of it as far as the River

1 LSI. II, i, 34. The only parallel that I have been able to find in an Oriental language is the Chinese sound, which in Southern Mandarin is pronounced like an English r, but in Peking as ζ (Mateer, xviii).
2 e.g. the aspiration of a final surd, the change of ūg to u, and the elision of medial m.
Kunar. It is also called Lāymanī or Dehgānī. It has two well-marked dialects, an eastern and a western. In the eastern dialect s is always changed to č, a change which also occurs not only in the neighbouring dialects of the Eranian Paśtō, but also in the Gāḍi dialect of Western Pahārī. Tirāhī is the language of people who once inhabited the Tirāh country, but who, in comparatively modern times, migrated to Ningnahār, both in Afgānistān. All that we know of it is a short vocabulary by Leech.¹ Gavar-bati, or Gavar-speech, is the language of the Gawars, a tribe living in the Narxat country, at the junction of the Baśgal and Citrāl Rivers. Kalāšā is the language of the Kalāšā Kāfīrs, who live in the Doāb between the same two rivers. Gavar-bati and Kalāšā are both spoken in territory within the sphere of British influence, and we have more information about them than about most of the other Kāfīr languages. Biddulph¹ has given a vocabulary of Gavar-bati under the name of Narisati, and Leitner’s Dardistan is largely taken up with information about Kalāšā. All the Kāfīr languages are strongly influenced by the neighbouring Paśtō.² Paśai, the most southern member of the group, also shows traces of the influence of the Indo-Aryan languages of the Western Panjāb, and Kalāšā, on the other hand, is, as might be expected, influenced by Khōwār, the language regarding which we now proceed to speak.

39. Khōwār, the language of the Khō or Kō tribe, occupies a linguistic position midway between the Kāfīr and the Dard group of the Modern Pīšāca languages.³ It is the language of Upper Citrāl and of a part of Yāsīn, and is also called Citrālī or Citrārī. Being spoken in a tract under the British sphere of influence, we have a fair amount of information concerning it. There is a great deal about it in Leitner’s Dardistan, under the name of “Arnya”, and we have grammars by Biddulph (Tribes of the Hindoo Koosh, exxi) and O’Brien.⁵

40. The principal genuine language of the Dard group is

¹ JASB. vii, 783.
² Tribes of the Hindoo Koosh, exvi.
³ e.g. there can be little doubt but that they owe the presence of the cerebral ystack to the influence of Paśtō.
⁴ See E. Kuhn, Die Verwandtschaftsverhältnisse der Hindukush Dialekte, in Album Kern, 29 ff.
⁵ Published in 1893. This work would have been more valuable if the author had consulted his predecessors, Biddulph and Leitner.
Śīnā, the language of the Śīn tribe, inhabiting the country north of Kaśmir, including Gurēz, Drās, Cilās, and Gilgit. Full accounts of this great tribe and of its language will be found in Biddulph's Tribes of the Hindoo Koosh and in Leitner's Dardistan. The people of Gurēz still call themselves Dards, a name which has survived from the name of the great nation, the "Derdai" of Megasthenes and the Daradas or Dāradas of the Mahābhārata. There are several dialects of Śīnā, the most important of which are Gilgitī of the Gilgit valley, Astōrī of the Astōr valley, Cilāsī of the Indus valley from near Astōr to Tangir, Gurēzī of the Gurēz valley, and the two Brōkpa, or Highland, dialects of Drās and of Dāh-Hanū. The last-named is spoken in a couple of isolated villages in Baltistān, surrounded by speakers of the Balti dialect of Tibetan. It differs so widely from even the Brōkpa of Drās that Drās and Dāh-Hanū people have to use Balti as a lingua franca when they communicate with each other. The name "Dard" has been extended by Europeans to include all the Aryan languages spoken south of the Hindū Kuś, and is the basis of the word "Dardie" used alternatively as a name for Modern Piṣāca.

41. Kāśmīrī or Kāśirī is the language of the valley of Kaśmir. Its basis is a tongue closely allied to Śīnā, and some of its most common words, such as the personal pronouns or words indicating close blood-relationship, are almost identical with the corresponding words in that language. But at an early date it developed a literature under Sanskrit influence, and both its vocabulary and its accidence have been strongly affected by that language or its descendants, especially the Lahnda of the Western Panjāb spoken immediately to its south. In the fourteenth century A.D. the valley was invaded by the Mūsamāns, and it remained under their rule till the year 1814, when it was conquered by the Sikhs. During these five centuries the bulk of the population became converted to Islām, and a large number of Persian and (through Persian) Arabic words was added to the

---

1 Mr. Grahame Bailey informs me that the word is pronounced with a cerebral ŭ and with the accent on the last syllable. The presence of the cerebral ŭ is surprising, as I have never come across that letter either in the language itself or in the closely related Kāśmīrī.

2 See also, for important information regarding Brōkpa, or Highland, dialects, Shaw, "Stray Arians in Tibet," JASB. xlvi, pt. i, 26 ff.

3 McCrindle, Ancient India as described in Classical Literature, 51.
vocabulary. Those Kāśmiris who became Musalmāns naturally borrowed most freely from this foreign source, but the speech even of those few who remained faithful to Hinduism is also infected by it. Kāśmiri has a respectable literature, and has received study at the hands of its own speakers. A grammar, on the model of the Kaunudis of India and named the Kaśmīra-śabdāmrta, was written about the year 1875 A.D. byĪśvara Kaula,\(^1\) who for the first time gave the language a fairly consistent system of spelling. His system is gradually being adopted, but with most writers the spelling of Kāśmiri is still in a state of chaos. Kāśmiri varies slightly from place to place. It has one important dialect, Kaśṭāwārī, spoken in Kaśṭāwār (Kishtwar of the maps) to the south-east of the valley on the Upper Cināb. There are also a number of local dialects of small importance, such as Dōḍi, Rāmbani, and Pōguli, spoken in isolated villages south of the valley, in the hills between it and the Cināb, where the latter passes through Jammū territory. Kāśmiri is the only one of the Modern Piśāca languages which has a written character. Musalmāns, who form the bulk of the population, employ a modification of the Persian character. Hindūs prefer the Śāradā character, and in this most old Kāśmiri works are written, but of late years the Nāgarī has begun to come into general use. Although Kāśmiri cannot be called a pure example of the Modern Piśāca languages, it is the only one for which we have ample materials for study. It will hence be frequently referred to in the following pages.

42. Maiyā may be taken as a corrupted form of Śinā. The River Indus, after leaving Baltistān, flows pretty nearly due west through the Cilās country till it receives the River Kandiā. From this point the joint Indus-cum-Kandiā turns to the south, and passes through a wild hill-country known as the Indus Kōhistān till it debouches on to the plains of the Panjāb. In this Kōhistān several dialects are spoken, all based upon Śinā, but much mixed with the Lahndā spoken to its south, and with Paštō. These dialects are collectively known as Kōhistāni, and Maiyā, the most important of them, may be taken as the typical example. Others, such as the Cilīs and Gaurō, are described by Biddulph in Tribes of the Hindoo Koosh. None of these dialects has any known literature or written character. The Kōhistān

\(^1\) Published by the ASB., under the editorship of the present writer, in 1898.
was for long under the domination of the Afghans, and the main language of the country is still Paštō, Kohistani being spoken only by a few tribes who, while they have accepted Islam from their conquerors, still adhere to their ancient tongue.

43. Another Kohistan, that of the valleys of the Rivers Swat, Panjkūrā, and Kunār, lies immediately to the west of the Indus Kohistan. Here also Paštō is the main language, but, exactly as in the case of the Indus Valley, there are a certain number of tribes who still speak languages that are based on Šinā, with an admixture of Paštō and Lahnda. As a typical example we may take Gārwī, spoken in the north of this second Kohistan. Other dialects which may be mentioned are Tørwāli or Tørwālāk, spoken south of Gārwī, and Bāskārik of the upper part of the Swāt and Panjkūrā valleys. Both of these last-named are described by Biddulph in the work already mentioned. Both Maiyā and Gārwī are mixed forms of speech, and their names will seldom be met with in the following pages.

44. Very little is known about the Modern Pišāca languages except Başgali and Kāsmiri. None of them really falls strictly within the definition of Indo-Aryan vernaculars, and hence they will not directly form an object of study in this work. But nevertheless they have exercised such strong influence over the true Indo-Aryan vernaculars of the Himalaya, the Panjab, Gujarāt, and the west of Central India, that some consideration of their peculiarities is a necessity, and accordingly, when such a necessity occurs, our main reliance will be placed upon the forms observable in the two languages just mentioned.

45. We have seen that the Modern Pišāca languages are divided into three groups—a western, a central language (Khōwār), and an eastern. It is important to note that the western group is much more nearly related to the eastern group than either is to Khōwār, a language which according to geographical position separates them as if it were a wedge between the two.¹ In order to show the independent position occupied by Khōwār I give the following short list of words partly based on Leitner. Beside the Khōwār terms are shown the corresponding words in two western languages, Başgali and

¹ This was first shown by Leitner in The Bagheli Kafirs and their Language, reprinted from the Journal of the United Service Institution of India, No. 43, Lahore, June 10, 1880.
Kalāšā, and two eastern ones, Śiñā and Kāšmīrī. Although Khōwār occupies this independent position, it certainly belongs to the Modern Piśāca languages, and has borrowed nothing of importance from the Taclah languages to its north.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ENGLISH</th>
<th>WESTERN GROUP.</th>
<th>EASTERN GROUP.</th>
<th>KHOWAR.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Başgalī</td>
<td>Kalāšā.</td>
<td>Śiñā.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>digar</td>
<td>khāca</td>
<td>kacō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behind</td>
<td>pōtor</td>
<td>pištō</td>
<td>phattū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>žī</td>
<td>krūna</td>
<td>kīnō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone</td>
<td>əttī</td>
<td>əttī</td>
<td>əttī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cow</td>
<td>gō</td>
<td>gō</td>
<td>gō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep</td>
<td>gurū</td>
<td>gūtūmō</td>
<td>gūtūl*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dog</td>
<td>krūnī</td>
<td>kūnī</td>
<td>kūnī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye</td>
<td>əcī</td>
<td>əcī</td>
<td>əcī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finger</td>
<td>angur</td>
<td>angū</td>
<td>angūjā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head</td>
<td>šī</td>
<td>šī</td>
<td>šī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>gāno</td>
<td>agūrōka</td>
<td>agūrū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>drgr</td>
<td>hūtala</td>
<td>hūtala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horse</td>
<td>ušp</td>
<td>hāš</td>
<td>hāš</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husband</td>
<td>mūd</td>
<td>berū</td>
<td>berū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is</td>
<td>assē</td>
<td>hā</td>
<td>havū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rise</td>
<td>uštā</td>
<td>nšī</td>
<td>nšī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>arū</td>
<td>rūa</td>
<td>rūp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Son</td>
<td>pūt</td>
<td>pūt</td>
<td>pūt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sour</td>
<td>cūnē</td>
<td>cūkra</td>
<td>cūkā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star</td>
<td>roša</td>
<td>tarō</td>
<td>tarō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone</td>
<td>wōtt</td>
<td>batt</td>
<td>bat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweet</td>
<td>mācē</td>
<td>mākara</td>
<td>mākara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tongue</td>
<td>dīs</td>
<td>jīp</td>
<td>jīp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was</td>
<td>əzzi</td>
<td>asō</td>
<td>asū</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It must not be assumed that Khōwār is so different from the other Modern Piśāca languages as this table seems to show. The table indicates only points of difference and not the many points of agreement.

46. Finally, in regard to Modern Piśāca languages, it is noteworthy that they still possess many words in extremely ancient forms. Such are, for instance, Kalāšā kakawak, Veron kakōku, Başgalī kakak, a fowl, as compared with the Vedic Sanskrit kṛkavākr-; Khōwār drokām, silver, which preserves the Greek ὀρχυμ unaltered to the present day, although even in Sanskrit it became changed to drumma-; Skr. iśīra-, milk, Bā. kāśr, white (§ 290); Skr. svasār-, Kh. ispūsār, a sister.

(To be continued.)
THE RUSSIAN SEIZURE OF BARDHA'AH IN 943 A.D.

By Professor D. S. Margoliouth

It appears from those who have written the history of Russia that neither native nor European authorities know anything about it before the latter half of the ninth century, and that the tenth century is nearing its end before anything like firm ground is reached. Their name is by this time quite familiar to the Arabic chroniclers, and Ibn al-Athir even takes the trouble to record the commencement of the conversion of the Russians to Christianity; according to him in the year 375, i.e. 985-6 A.D., the Byzantine emperors being besieged found it necessary to invoke the aid of the king of the Russians, and offered him their sister in marriage. She declined to marry one who was not of her religion, whence this Russian king adopted Christianity, and that was how the religion began to be propagated in his country. The date of the first conversion of a Russian king given by Morfill on the authority of a Russian chronicle is within two years of that assigned by Ibn al-Athir; the former 988, the latter apparently 986; and Ibn al-Athir is here following a contemporary record. The name Rūs, i.e. Russians, was already familiar to Ibn al-Athir’s readers and indeed those of the authority whom he excerpts owing to their being mentioned by the popular poet Mutanabbi in his most celebrated poem, describing the victory won by the Hamdanide Saif al-daulah in 954 over a force mustered by the Byzantine general called the Domesticus, wherein according to the poet so many tribes and tongues were represented that a staff of interpreters was required. The only nation which he mentions besides Rūm, i.e. the Byzantine Greeks, is Rūs; and as he declares that he himself fought in the battle, mounted on a charger presented to him by his patron, Saif al-daulah, he probably deserves credit when he asserts that Russians took part in the fight. He doubtless singles them out for mention because some eleven years before they had attracted the attention of the Islamic world by that seizure of Bardha’ah in Adharbaijan with which this paper is to deal. But the name Rūs or Russ was already known to geographical students in Islamic countries by the accounts of the
people which the writers on this subject had given in works dating from the latter half of the third Islamic century. These accounts have been collected and translated into various European languages; the most detailed in some ways is that of one Ibn Fadlan, contemporary of the Caliph Muqtadir (908–32), preserved by the geographer Yaqut; it is a traveller's tale, and deals mainly with the funeral rites, which it describes elaborately; the value of this account appears to be very slight. One that is of somewhat greater interest is to be found in the geographical work of Ibn Rusteh, an author who may be roughly dated 900 A.D. Although this description has already been rendered into English in a work by Thomsen, it will be of use for our present purpose to paraphrase it afresh, in order to compare with it what those who mixed with the Russians some half a century later learned from them about their ways and the country whence they came.¹

He starts by saying that they live in an island surrounded by a lake and that this island takes three days to traverse. Its soil is so moist that if a man sets foot upon it the earth shakes. They have a king called the Khaqan of the Russians, and they raid the Slavs, sailing in ships until they come out to their territory, whence they take them captive, and bring them to the Khazars and Bulgars, to whom they sell them. They have no cultivated territory of their own; they live entirely on what they fetch from the lands of the Slavs. When a son is born to one of them, the father presents him with a drawn sword which he lays down in front of the child, saying, "You shall inherit no property from me; your sole possession is to be what you earn for yourself with this sword." They have no agriculture nor villages, their sole occupation is trading with various furs which they sell their customers, taking in exchange coin which they tie up in their sacks. They are very cleanly in their dress, and the men wear gold bracelets; they are kind to their slaves, and dainty in their apparel, as is suitable for merchants; they have large cities, are given to good living, and are liberal to their guests; they are indeed bountiful to all strangers who take refuge with them, and allow none of their guests to suffer harm or injustice; where any such attempt is made they take the guest's part and protect him. They have swords called after

¹ Bibliotheca Geogr. Arab., vii, 145.
Solomon, and if any part of the nation appeal for aid they all respond, and unite in meeting the enemy until the enemy is defeated. If one citizen brings an action against another, the king acts as judge; if he can settle the dispute, well and good; if they cannot agree to his sentence the matter is referred to their swords, and whichever sword is the sharper wins; the families of the disputants thereupon come out armed and fight; whichever gains the upper hand has the right to settle what is to happen to the other party. They have native physicians, who exercise despotic power over their kings; if the physician orders the king to sacrifice to their Creator men, women, or cattle, the king is bound to obey, and the physician takes the human being or the beast, throws a rope round the neck of the victim, and hangs it on a beam until it dies, asserting that this is a sacrifice to God. They are of great valour, and if they invade the territory of any tribe they will not turn back until they have either destroyed the tribe, or carried their women into captivity and made slaves of the men. They have enormous frames, are goodly in appearance, and bold; their enterprises whether in war or trade are all conducted in ships, not on the backs of beasts. They wear trousers so ample that as much as a hundred yards goes to the material of a pair; they are gathered up and tied above the knee. They regularly go about armed and in groups owing to the insecurity of life and property which there is among them; for if a man have a little money it is likely to excite the cupidity of his intimate associate, who will when he gets the chance kill him in order to obtain possession of it. When a grandee among them dies, they dig for him a grave like a vast mansion, and bury in it with him his clothes, the gold bracelets which he wore in his lifetime, a quantity of food with jugs of wine, and coined money; in his grave they bury, too, his favourite wife, on whom the door of the grave is closed so that she dies there.

This account clearly verges on the fabulous; in that of Istakhri, for burial, burning is substituted; according to him, in the case of the wealthy their slave-girls voluntarily throw themselves on the pyre.

Burning is also mentioned in this context by Mas'udi, who gives the date 332 (943) for his account of the Russians in his work *The Golden Meadows*, which was finished in 336. He distinguishes the Russian from the Hindu practice, as being
obligatory, whereas in the case of the Hindus it is voluntary. He mentions it in connexion with the Russians who according to him shared the town of Itil on the Lower Volga with the Jews, whose creed had been adopted by the Khazar king, some Christians, and some Slavs, who, like the Russians, were pagans. What is surprising is that Mas'udi knows of an invasion of the Moslem countries on the south-west coast of the Caspian by a Russian fleet some time after the year 300 (912), but he cannot exactly remember when. According to him the Russians had in his time exclusive command of the navigation of the Black Sea, and possessed five hundred vessels, each with a crew of a hundred men; they got into the Caspian by sailing up that arm of the Volga which discharged into the Black Sea and then sailing down the arm which discharges into the Caspian; they had, on the occasion of which he could not fix the exact date, harassed the provinces Tabaristan and Jurjan, which border the Caspian, and advanced into Adharbaijan as far as Ardabil; they had landed at Baku in the country called Shirwan. After a successful raid they occupied some islands near Baku, and thence carried on war against the Moslem shipping. On their way home the Russians were attacked on the bank of the Volga, by a force of Moslems who were inhabitants of the Khazar country, who inflicted a severe defeat upon them. Since that time, he says, there had been no raids on the part of this nation. It is hard to explain how Mas'udi, who lived in Egypt, came to hear of this raid, whereas Miskawaihi, who was in close contact with the inhabitants and even princes of the raided regions, knows nothing of it, but introduces the Russians for the first time in 332. If Mas'udi had not dated his account of the matter in the very year wherein Miskawaihi places the expedition which is to be described, we might suppose that Mas'udi was referring to it. That supposition is excluded, and indeed a later chronicler of Tabaristan, of the seventh century, gives the date 297 = 910 as that of a Russian expedition. "This year sixteen ships filled with Russians came to Abasgun and the adjacent coasts, and carried off or slew many Moslems. The Governor of Sari sent news of this to the Samanid ruler of Khorasan. Next year (299 = 911) the Russians returned in greater force, burned Sari and Panjah-hazar and carried off many prisoners. Then they sailed to Chashma-Rud, in Dailaman; but while some of them were on land a number of the people of
Gilan descended to the seashore, burned their ships, and slew those who had landed. Shirwanshah, King of the Khazars, hearing of this, intercepted such of their ships as had escaped, and destroyed them and their crews; thenceforth the marauding raids of the Russians were stopped.”

This account seems to be a careless extract from Mas'udi, since its author confuses the King of Shirwan, according to Mas'udi a Moslem named 'Ali b. al-Haitham, with the King of the Khazars, who was a Jew. He differs from Mas'udi in placing the expedition before 300; and according to him there was a yet earlier Russian invasion of these regions in the days of Hasan b. Zaid, a ruler of Tabaristan who died 270 = 884. If there is any truth in this statement this would be the first appearance of the Russians on any stage. Mas'udi, however, seems to regard the expedition which he describes as the first time they entered into relations with the Moslems, since he makes the inhabitants of the Caspian coasts absolutely unaccustomed to such piratical enterprises, the sea having previously been used only by merchant men and fishing vessels. The King of the Khazars, whose river they had to ascend, gave the Russians permission on condition of sharing their booty to the extent of one half. Of course there is no arm of the Volga which discharges into the Black Sea: possibly Mas'udi had heard of the Don, and supposed there was connexion between those rivers. His story cannot of course be mythical, yet it is surprising that Miskawaihi, who gives a fairly detailed account of the affairs of Adharbaijan and the adjoining provinces for the thirty-six years which preceded the expedition to which we are coming, and was in touch with the princes of those regions, should apparently know nothing of it. Ibn Isfandiyar’s story of an expedition in the middle of the ninth century is much less plausible. In any case since Mas'udi's account is vague, whereas Miskawaihi’s is detailed, we are justified in regarding the expedition which he describes as the first entry of the Russians into oriental politics.

In the year 332 of the Hijrah, beginning September 4, 943 A.D., a Russian fleet crossed the Caspian, and seized the city Bardha'ah in the province Adharbaijan. This province was for the time being in the power of the Salar Marzuban b. Mohammed b. Musafir, who had become possessed of it in 941

after a complicated series of events which need not now concern us. We are told that this prince was an adherent of the sect called Batiniyyah, which is usually applied to some form of Shi'ism. The Caliphate was at this time undergoing the worst of the throes which resulted two years later, in the establishment of the Buwaihid empire; hence it was an opportune time for any external enemy to attack an outlying portion of the old dominion of the Caliphs. The expedition, of which, as will be seen, a fairly detailed account has been preserved, bears some resemblance to the first historical appearance of the Teutons in the time of Marius; we see for the first time on the scene a nation destined to play a part of tremendous importance later on. The account which I shall now translate is from a MS. which is on the eve of publication, being the chronicle of Miskawaihi, who was contemporary with the events recorded and was in the service of the Buwaihid princes; it will be seen from the narrative, that he heard about it from persons who had actually witnessed the events. The excerpt which Ibn al-Athir, whose chronicle is here based on Miskawaihi, gives of the expedition is very meagre; and I fancy that much attention has not hitherto been called in Europe to this appearance of the Russians in a field where even in our time they were till recently struggling.

ACCOUNT OF THE EXPLOITS OF THE RUSSIANS AND THEIR ISSUE.

They are a mighty nation with vast frames and great courage. They know not defeat, nor does any of them turn his back till he slay or be slain. It is the practice of the individual among them to carry his armour, while bearing suspended upon his person an artisan's outfit, axe, saw, hammer and the like. He fights with spear and shield; he wears a sword, and has hung upon him a lance and an instrument resembling a poniard. They fight on foot, especially these invaders. For, indeed, after sailing the sea which washes their country they crossed to a vast river called the Kur, which has its source in the mountains of Adharbaijan and Armenia, and flows into this sea. It is the river of Bardha'ah, which they compare to the Tigris. When they reached the Kur they were met by Marzuban's officer who served as his governor of

1 i.e. the printed text. The Gibb Trust has already published the facsimile. See vi, p. 100 fol.
2 The Caspian.
3 Marzuban b. Mohammed b. Musafir was supreme throughout Adharbaijan.
Bardha'ah at the head of three hundred Dailemites and about the same number of Sul'aks and Kurds. He also summoned the people of the place to arms, and was joined by some 5,000 volunteers anxious to fight these invaders. They were, however, under a delusion, not knowing the strength of the Russians, whom they expected to behave like Greeks or Armenians. When they met them in battle not more than an hour elapsed before the Russians made a fierce onslaught which routed the army of Bardha'ah; the volunteers and the rest of the troops turned their backs with the exception of the Dailemites, who stood their ground, and were killed to a man, except such of them as were mounted. The Russians then pursued the fugitives to the town, whence every one, soldier or civilian, who had a mount to carry him fled, leaving the town to be entered and seized by the Russians.

I was informed by Abu'l-'Abbas Ibn Nudar and a number of careful inquirers how the Russians when they hurried into the town made a proclamation to the following effect to the citizens: "There is no dispute between us on the matter of religion; we only desire the sovereignty; it is our duty to treat you well and yours to be loyal to us." The armies, however, came against them from all sides, only to be routed by the Russians, who made sorties. When the Moslems charged the Russians, the people of Bardha'ah cried out Allah Akbar, and flung stones at the Russians. The latter had charged the people of Bardha'ah to restrain themselves and not interfere between them and the Sultan,1 but though this advice was accepted by the respectable classes, the common people and the rabble, would not restrain themselves, but gave vent to their feelings by attacking the Russians when the followers of the Sultan charged them. After a time they issued a proclamation that none of the original inhabitants were to remain in the town, after three days from the day of the proclamation. All who had mounts to carry them, their womenfolk and their children, left the place. These, however, were a small minority; when the fourth day came the majority were still there; so the Russians put them to the sword, slaughtering countless numbers. After the massacre they bound over ten thousand men and lads with their womenfolk, their wives and their daughters; they proceeded to place the women and children in a fortress within the city called locally

1 i.e. the Moslem government.
Shahristan, where they had taken up their quarters, lodged their troops and entrenched themselves. They then gathered the men into the Public Mosque, set guards at the doors and bade the men ransom themselves.

**ACCOUNT OF A SOUND SCHEME SUGGESTED BY ONE OF THEM, WHICH THEY DECLINED TO FOLLOW, IN CONSEQUENCE WHEREOF THEY WERE MASSACRED AND THEIR GOODS AND FAMILIES WERE PILLAGED.**

There was in the place a Christian clerk of sound judgment named Ibn Sam'un, who acted as negotiator between the parties, and made an arrangement with the Russians, whereby each man should be ransomed for twenty dirhems. The wiser among the Moslems acceded to this arrangement, but the others disapproved, holding that it was Ibn Sam'un's purpose to equalize the Moslems with the Christians as payers of poll-tax. Ibn Sam'un, therefore, broke off negotiations; the Russians delayed their massacre hoping to get this trifling amount from their intended victims. When it was not forthcoming they put them to the sword, and indeed slew them to the last man except a few who got away in a narrow conduit which conveyed water to the Mosque, and such as purchased their lives with hoards which they happened to possess. It happened in some cases that a Moslem arranged with a Russian to buy his life for a certain sum, and went with the Russian to his house or shop. When he produced his hoard, and it turned out to be more than the sum which he had covenanted to pay, the Russian would not let him keep it, not even if it were many times more than the amount, but kept raising his demands till he had ruined the man; only when the Russian was convinced that nothing remained to him, no gold, silver, bedding or clothing, would he let him go, giving him a piece of stamped clay to serve as a safe-conduct. Thus the Russians possessed themselves of a vast amount of property. They retained the females and lads, on whom they gratified their lusts, and whom they enslaved.

When the terrible nature of the calamity was realized, and the Moslems in the different countries heard about it, they called

---

3 Probably this is corrupt for a word meaning "ransom", since a single payment could not well be called "poll-tax", and the Islamic law assesses at different rates the lives of different religious communities.
for a general expedition. Marzurban b. Mohammed mustered his troops, and called for a general enlistment. Volunteers joined him from all directions. He marched at the head of 30,000 men, but in spite of the numbers that he had gathered, he was unable to make head against the Russians or to produce any effect upon them. Morning and evening he used to attack them, and regularly retire defeated. The war continued to be waged in this style for many days, and the Moslems were always the vanquished.

When the Moslems found themselves unable to deal with the Russians, and Marzurban began to realize the situation, he had recourse to strategy. It so happened that when the Russians had got into Bardha'ah they indulged excessively in the fruit of which there are numerous sorts there. This produced an epidemic among them, as theirs is an exceedingly cold country, where no tree grows, and the little fruit which they have is imported from distant regions. When their numbers began thereby to be reduced, Marzurban, seeking for a stratagem, bethought him of laying an ambush for them at night. He, therefore, arranged with his army that they should make a hurried attack; when the Russians charged, he with his followers should let themselves be routed, thereby encouraging them to hope that they would be able to annihilate the Moslem army; when the Russians got beyond the place where the ambush lay, Marzurban with his followers should return to the charge and shout to the ambush a cry on which they had agreed; when the Russians had thus got between the two forces, the Moslems would have them in their power.

The morning after this scheme had been arranged, Marzurban, with his followers, advanced, and the Russians came out to meet them. Their commander was mounted on an ass, and his followers came out and ranged themselves in order of battle. The usual procedure occurred. Marzurban, with the Moslems, took to flight, and were pursued by the Russians till they had got beyond the place of the ambush. Only the Moslems continued their flight.

Marzurban afterwards narrated how, when he saw his followers

---

1 The text has Maraghah, but it is not stated that they overran all Adharbaijan; this seems, therefore, to be a scribe's error.
2 Moses of Khorene mentions olives and cucumbers.
act thus, and his earnest entreaties to them to renew the fight were unavailing, owing to the terror of the Russians which had seized their hearts, he recognized that if this went on the Russians on their return would not fail to notice the ambush, which would in consequence be destroyed. So, he said, I turned round myself with my personal attendants, my brother, my staff, and my retainers, having made up my mind to die a martyr’s death. Thereupon most of the Dailemites were shamed into doing the like; we charged, cried out to the ambush, which issued forth behind the Russians, fought them in brave style, and killed seven hundred of them, including their commander; the remainder made their way into the fortress in the town where they had established their quarters and whither they had moved a quantity of food and stores, and where they housed their captives and their treasures.

While Marzuban was besieging them, with no other plan than to reduce them by protracted siege, news reached him that Abu ‘Abdallah Husain b. Sa’id b. Hamdan had entered Adharbaijan and reached Salmas, where he had united forces with Ja’far b. Shakkuyah, the Kurd who was at the head of the Hadayan hordes. Marzuban was therefore compelled to leave one of his officers to fight the Russians with five hundred Dailemites, fifteen hundred Kurdish horsemen, and two thousand volunteers; he himself proceeded to Auran, where he met Abu ‘Abdallah. An insignificant engagement ensued, when there was a heavy snowfall; the followers of Abu ‘Abdallah, most of whom were Arabs, became disorderly, and deserted him; he, in consequence, made for one of the fortified cities, but was met on the way by a dispatch from his cousin Naṣir al-daulah, informing him of the death of Tuzun, in Baghdad, and the desertion of Tuzun’s troops to himself, and of his determination to descend with them to Baghdad, in order to fight Mu‘izz al-daulah, who had entered and taken possession of the city after Tuzun’s

1 He had been Naṣir al-daulah’s minister of public security there in 326 (i, 404).
2 In Ibn Ḥaqqal, ed. de Goeje, p. 156, the name is spelt Hadnaniyyah. They are said (ibid. 239) to be quartered at Ushnuh, near Urmiah. In the list of Kurdish tribes given by Sir Mark Sykes, *The Caliph’s Last Heritage*, pp. 553–92, neither of these names figures; the nearest would appear to be Danan, but its location is very different.
3 This place is not mentioned by Yaqut. Azan, near Salmas, on the modern maps, seems likely to be meant.
departure upstream. He therefore ordered Abu 'Abdallah to evacuate Adharbaijan and rejoin him, which he did.

The followers of Marzuban continued to attack and besiege the Russians till the latter grew weary. The epidemic became severe in addition. When one of them died they buried with him his arms, clothes, and equipment, also his wife or some other of his womenfolk, and his slave, if he happened to be attached to him; this being their practice. After their power had come to an end the Moslems disturbed their graves and brought out a number of swords, which are in great demand to this day for their sharpness and excellence. When their numbers were reduced they left by night, the fortress in which they had established their quarters, carrying on their backs all they could of their treasure, gems and fine raiment, and burning the rest. They dragged with them such women, boys, and girls as they wanted, and made for the Kur, where the ships in which they had issued from their homes were in readiness with their crews, and three hundred Russians whom they had been supporting with portions of their booty. They embarked and departed, and God saved the Moslems from them.

From persons who witnessed these Russians I heard wonderful stories of their prowess and contempt of the Moslem forces gathered against them. Thus there was a story current in the region which I heard from many persons how five Russians were assembled in a garden in Bardha'ah, one of them a beardless lad of fair countenance, the son of one of their chieftains, with some captive women. When the Moslems knew of their presence they surrounded the garden, and a large number of Dailemite and other troops, came together to fight these five. They tried hard to get a single prisoner out of the number, but it was not possible, for none of them would capitulate, and they could not be killed before they had slain many times their number of the Moslems. The beardless lad was the last survivor. When he perceived that he was going to be captured he mounted a tree that was near him and kept slashing away at his vital parts with his scimitar till he fell dead.

It can obviously be no accident that this nation makes its appearance in the annals of the West and of the East at about

1 This is recorded by the other authorities on the early Russians.
the same time; Mr. Morfill apparently quotes as the first example of the name Russian in a European author the form Rosisti used of a language which he quotes for one of the River Dnieper in a work by the Emperor Constantine Porphyrogenitus dated 950; as we have seen the events recorded by Miskawaihi took place some seven years before that date. Like the geographers he is decidedly vague as to the place whence they came; it appears to have been somewhere on the northern shores of the Caspian. This, he thinks, and not the Black Sea bounded their country. Nor does he tell us whether this was a private venture on the part of the invaders, or whether it was organized by the national government; the nature of the enterprise suggests the latter rather than the former. The complete absence of names is especially vexing, since these would have given some linguistic clues; thus a great deal is made out from the name quoted by Constantine as Russian opposed to Slavonic: the word is said by Morfill to be Scandinavian, and this confirms the tradition of a Scandinavian invasion of the Russian territory near the end of the ninth century; Russian territory meaning Novgorod and the surrounding country, which is certainly far removed from the Caspian.

The summary which follows later in Miskawaihi’s history states that the Russians had at the time no religion; the detailed account is less trenchant, merely saying that the invaders made no attempt at proselytizing, and only aimed at sovereignty; which last detail has the appearance of being etymological, since the word Rus in Arabic suggests a familiar group of words which signify headship. That resemblance cannot well be held to have suggested the form Rus in lieu of Russ, since we find the former in the geographies which are some decades of years earlier, and Constantine’s form Rosisti has the long vowel, which perhaps may come from the tribal name mentioned in Ezekiel, which some have connected with the Russians. The account of Ibn Rusteh implies that they had a religion, involving human sacrifices; as the medicine men, who according to him were all-powerful in the country, were clearly priests.

The detail given by Miskawaihi that the Russian soldier besides his weapons habitually carried about with him various artisan’s tools, is similar to what is stated by Ibn Fa’dlan; even
in our own time the carrying powers of the Russian soldier are said to be exceedingly great. When their accoutrements are compared in the summary to those of the Dailemites, the author appears to refer in the first place to their being infantry; at times we find that in spite of the incessant disputes between the Dailemites and the Turkish elements in the armies of the time, the Dailemites could not dispense with the Turks, who provided the cavalry. The Dailemites were also exceedingly hardy, and when battles had to be decided by a question of endurance of privation it was found that the Turks gave way long before the Dailemites. A contemporary who describes how he once passed himself off as a Dailemite at the court of Abul-Qasim Baridi, who for a time was in possession of Basrah, states that in order to do so he purchased a couple of mules and a set of javelins with armour and a soldier's kit; and that he arranged his hair in the style of the Jil and the Dailemites, which he does not further explain. The other details which this person gives of the mode wherein he passed for a Dailemite illustrate their manners rather than their equipment. One of the requisites was to consume quantities of garlic, taking nothing to mollify the consequences for the breath; the other was to catch and kill flies in the presence of the governor, which apparently was not in accordance with the usual etiquette.

The statement about the funeral ceremonies is similar to that of Ibn Rusteh, though it appears to imply rather less; Miskawaihi states from personal knowledge that the warrior's sword was buried with him, but as he says nothing of jewels or money being unearthed he can scarcely be cited as evidence for this practice; on the other hand, he agrees that the wife of the deceased warrior was buried with him, and the fact that the swords were unearthed afterwards shows that burial and not burning was the custom with this division of the nation. The custom is, of course, recorded of other primitive races; and indeed of the Seythians, who are thought to be remote ancestors of the Russians; Mr. Morfill quotes a description of the opening of a tomb in this region, which confirmed the account given by Herodotus of the practice.

It is characteristic of the objective and judicial attitude assumed by the historian Miskawaihi that he uses few or no harsh words about these invaders. It appears from his chronicle
that owing to the absence of any central authority, the province Adharbaijan had been the prey of a number of adventurers, and so little co-operation was there between the Islamic rulers, that while the person in possession of the province was endeavouring to recover the city from these powerful invaders, he found himself attacked in the rear by a Moslem prince. He holds that the citizens who took an active part against the invaders after they had accepted this foreign domination were the mob, not the educated class; and he attributes the failure of the Christian negotiator to obtain reasonable terms after the inhabitants had definitely sided with their former ruler against the Russians, to an unreasonable suspicion on the part of the Moslems. In what language this Christian clerk communicated with the Russian invaders is not stated; we may suspect that it was Greek.

It is not clear that Bardha'ah ever recovered from what it underwent during this period. The notices of the place which have been collected from Armenian historians are all earlier than the Russian invasion: they are not consistent with regard to the names either of the province to which it should be assigned or of the people who lived there: an attempt was made by a bishop to unite them (ecclesiastically) with the Armenians. In Yaqut's time, i.e. about 1200 A.D., it was a village of no consequence. If it was on the River Kur, as Miskawaihi states, that region appears to have entered Russian possession in the year 1813. At the beginning of the nineteenth century it is described as a wretched village, the inhabitants having been forced to emigrate by the constant wars of Georgians, Russians, and Persians.
FURTHER POEMS BY PO CHU-I, AND AN EXTRACT FROM HIS PROSE WORKS, TOGETHER WITH TWO OTHER T'ANG POEMS

Translated by ARTHUR WALEY

"Pour bien connaître en quoi consiste la beauté de la Poésie Chinoise, il faudroit posséder leur langue; et comme la chose n'est pas aisée, aussi ne peut-on guères en donner qu'une idée fort superficielle."—Du Halde, Tom. iii, p. 290.

INTRODUCTION

In 170 Chinese Poems¹ I have given an account of Po Chü-i's life and translations of over sixty of his poems.

Here are twenty-two further poems, of which all but one are now translated for the first time. The exception is No. 19, of which Pützmaier gives a very inaccurate version in Denkschr. d. K. Akad. d. Wiss. zu Wien, xxxvi (1888), p. 239.

The poems are followed by a rather dull ghost-story. It is the remote ancestor of the tales translated by Professor Giles under the title "Strange Stories from a Chinese Studio".

Pu Sung-ling, 普松龄, the author of the "Strange Stories", was born 850 years later than Po Chü-i. Their style is not dissimilar, though the later writer is generally more allusive. I conclude my article with two characteristic T'ang poems, one by Li Po (李白), the other by Tu Fu (杜甫). These will enable the reader to estimate the immense originality of Po Chü-i, who almost alone of T'ang poets, avoided the pedantry of obscure literary allusion.

1. Lazy Man's Song

(Circa 810 A.D.)

I have got patronage, but am too lazy to use it;
I have got land, but am too lazy to farm it.
My house leaks; I am too lazy to mend it;
My clothes are torn; I am too lazy to darn them.
I have got wine, but am too lazy to drink;
So it's just the same as if my cellar were empty.
I have got a harp, but am too lazy to play;
So it's just the same as if it had no strings.

¹ Constable, 1918.
My wife tells me there is no more bread in the house; 
I want to bake, but am too lazy to grind. 
My friends and relatives write me long letters; 
I should like to read them, but they’re such a bother to open. 
I have always been told that Chi Shu-yeh\(^1\) 
Passed his whole life in absolute idleness. 
But he played the harp and sometimes transmuted metals, 
So even he was not so lazy as I. 

(Circa 812.) 

Illness and idleness give me much leisure. 
What do I do with my leisure, when it comes? 
I cannot bring myself to discard inkstone and brush; 
Now and then I make a new poem. 
When the poem is made, it is slight and flavourless, 
A thing of derision to almost every one. 
Superior people will be pained at the flatness of the metre; 
Common people will hate the plainness of the words. 
I sing it to myself, then stop and think about it . . . 

The Prefects of Soochow and P’êng-ts’ê\(^2\) 
Would perhaps have praised it, but they died long ago. 
Who else would care to hear it? 

No one to-day except Yuan Chên, 
And he is banished to the city of Chiang-ling, 
For three years an usher in the Penal Court. 
Parted from me by three thousand leagues 
He will never know even that the poem was made. 

3. **Parting from the Winter Stove**

On the fifth day after the rise of Spring, 
Everywhere—the season’s gracious attitudes! 
The white sun gradually lengthening its course, 
The blue-grey clouds hanging as though they would fall; 
The last icicle breaking into splinters of jade; 
The new stems marshalling red sprouts. 
The things I meet are all full of gladness; 
It is not only I who love the Spring.

---

\(^1\) Also known as Chi K’ang, a famous quietist. 
\(^2\) Wei Ying-wu, 8th cent. A.D., and T’ao Ch’ien, 365-427 A.D.
To welcome the flowers I stand in the back garden;
To enjoy the sunlight I sit under the front eaves.
Yet still in my heart there lingers one regret;
Soon I shall part with the flame of my red stove!

4. Winter Night

(Written during his retirement in 812.)
My house is poor; those that I love have left me;
My body is sick; I cannot join the feast.
There is not a living soul before my eyes,
As I lie alone locked in my cottage room.
My broken lamp burns with a feeble flame;
My tattered curtains are crooked and do not meet.
“Tsek, tsek” on the door-step and window-sill
Again I hear the new snow fall.
As I grow older, gradually I sleep less;
I wake at midnight and sit up straight in bed.
If I had not learned the “art of sitting and forgetting”,
How could I endure this utter loneliness?
Stiff and stark my body cleaves to the earth;
Unimpeded my soul yields to Change.
So has it been for four long years,
Through one thousand and three hundred nights!

5. Visiting the Hsi-lin Temple

(Written during his exile.)
I dismount from my horse at the Hsi-lin Temple;
I throw the porter my slender riding-whip.
In the morning I work at a Government office-desk;
In the evening I become a dweller in the Sacred Hills.
In the second month to the north of Kuang-lu
The ice breaks and the snow begins to melt.
On the southern plantation the tea-plant thrusts its sprouts;
Through the northern sluice the veins of the spring ooze.

This year there is war in An-hui,
In every place soldiers are rushing to arms.

1 Yen Hui told Confucius that he had acquired the “art of sitting and forgetting”. Asked what that meant, Yen Hui replied, “I have learnt to discard my body and obliterate my intelligence; to abandon matter and be impervious to sense-perception. By this method I become one with the All-Pervading.”—Chuang Tzu, cap. vi.

2 “Change” is the principle of endless mutation which governs the Universe.
Men of learning have been summoned to the Council Board;
Men of action are marching to the battle-line.
Only I, who have no talents at all,
Am left in the mountains to play with the pebbles of the stream.

6. Hearing the Early Oriole

(Written in exile.)
The sun rose when I was still lying in bed;
An early oriole sang on the roof of my house.
For a moment I thought of the Royal Park at dawn
When the Birds of Spring greet their Lord from his trees.
I remembered the days when I served before the Throne
Pencil in hand, on duty at the Ch'êng-ming;
At the height of spring, when I paused an instant from work,
Morning and evening, was this the voice I heard?
Now in my exile the oriole sings again
In the dreary stillness of Hsün-yang town . . .
The bird's note cannot really have changed;
All the difference lies in the listener's heart.
If he could but forget that he lives at the World's end,
The bird would sing as it sang in the Palace of old.

7. Dreaming that I went with Li and Yu to visit Yuan Chen

(Written in exile.)
At night I dreamt I was back in Ch'ang-an:
I saw again the faces of old friends.
And in my dreams, under an April sky,
They led me by the hand to wander in the spring winds.
Together we came to the village of Peace and Quiet;
We stopped our horses at the gate of Yuan Chen.
Yuan Chen was sitting all alone;
When he saw me coming, a smile played on his face.
He pointed back at the flowers in the western court;
Then opened wine in the northern summer-house.
He seemed to be saying that neither of us had changed;
He seemed to be regretting that joy will not stay;
That our souls had met only for a little while,
To part again with hardly time for greeting.
I woke up and thought him still at my side;
I put out my hand; there was nothing there at all.
8.

[Having completed the fifteenth volume of his works, the poet sends it to his friends Yüan Chên and Li Chien, with a jesting poem.]

(Written in 817.)

My long poem, the "Eternal Grief", is a beautiful and moving work:
My ten "Songs of Shensi" are models of tunefulness.
I cannot prevent Old Yüan from stealing my best rhymes;
But I earnestly beg Little Li to respect my ballads and songs.
While I am alive, riches and honour will never fall to my lot;
But well I know that after I am dead, the fame of my books will live.
This random talk and foolish boasting forgive me, for to-day I have added volume fifteen to the row that stands to my name.

9. Invitation to Hsiao Chü-Shih¹

(Written when Governor of Chung-Chou.)

Within the Gorges there is no lack of men:
They are people one meets, not people one cares for.
At my front door guests also arrive:
They are people one sits with, not people one knows.
When I look up, there are only clouds and trees;
When I look down—only my wife and child.
I sleep, eat, get up or sit still:
Apart from that, nothing happens at all.
But beyond the city Hsiao the hermit dwells;
And with him at least I find myself at ease.
For he can drink a full flagon of wine
And is good at reciting long-line poems.
Some afternoon, when the clerks have all gone home,
At a season when the path by the river-bank is dry,
I beg you, take up your staff of bamboo-wood
And find your way to the parlour of the Government House.

¹ Nos. 10, 11, 12, and 13 were written when the poet was Governor of a remote part of Szechuan, in the extreme west of China.
10. To Li Chien

The province I govern is humble and remote;  
Yet our festivals follow the Courtly Calendar.  
At rise of day we sacrificed to the Wind God,  
When darkly, darkly dawn glimmered in the sky.  
Officers followed, horsemen led the way;  
They brought us out to the wastes beyond the town,  
Where river-mists fall heavier than rain,  
And the fires on the hill leap higher than the stars.

Suddenly I remembered the early levées at Court  
When you and I galloped to the Purple Yard.  
As we walked our horses up Dragon Tail Street  
We turned our heads and gazed at the Southern Hills.  
Since we parted, both of us have been growing old;  
And our minds have been vexed by many anxious cares.  
Yet even now I fancy my ears are full  
Of the sound of jade tinkling on your bridle-straps.

11. The Spring River

Heat and cold, dusk and dawn have crowded one upon the other;  
Suddenly I find it is two years since I came to Chung-chou.  
Through my closed doors I hear nothing but the morning and evening drum;  
From my upper windows all I see is the ships that come and go.  
In vain the orioles tempt me with their song to stray beneath the flowering trees;  
In vain the grasses lure me by their colour to sit beside the pond.  
There is one thing and one alone I never tire of watching—  
The spring river as it trickles over the stones and babbles past the rocks.

12. After Collecting the Autumn Taxes

From my high castle I look at the town below  
Where the natives of Pa cluster like a swarm of flies.  
How can I govern these people and lead them aright?  
I cannot even understand what they say.
But at least I am glad, now that the taxes are in,  
To learn that in my province there is no discontent.  
I fear its prosperity is not due to me  
And was only caused by the year's abundant crops,  
The papers that lie on my desk are simple and few;  
My house by the moat is leisurely and still,  
In the autumn rain the berries fall from the eaves;  
At the evening bell the birds return to the wood.  
A broken sunlight quavers over the southern porch  
Where I lie on my couch abandoned to idleness.

13. The Little Nun at Lung Hua Monastery  
(Written circa 820.)

Delicate eyebrows, very black hair—  
This little novice of only fourteen.  
At night she is scared by the stillness of the neighbouring forests;  
On spring days she longs for a second meal.  
They tell me she dawdles and does not get through her tasks;  
That she gets up late and is behindhand with her prayers.  
But to me she seems like a child of the Fairy Queen  
In the Palace of Flowers, waiting for her wedding-day.

14. Good-bye to the People of Hangchow  
(824 A.D.)

Elders and officers line the returning road;  
Wine and soup load the parting table.  
I have not ruled you with the wisdom of Shao Kung;  
What is the reason your tears should fall so fast?  
My taxes were heavy, though many of the people were poor:  
The farmers were hungry, for often their fields were dry.  
All I did was to dam the water of the lake  
And help a little in a year when things were bad.

1 A legendary ruler who dispensed justice sitting under a wild pear-tree.  
2 Po Chü-i built the dam on the Western Lake which is still known as "Po's dam".
15. **Written when Governor of Soochow**

(825 A.D.)

A Government building—not my own home.
A Government garden—not my own trees.
But at Lo-yang I have a small house
And on Wei river I have built a thatched hut.
I am free from the ties of marrying and giving in marriage;
If I choose to retire, I have somewhere to end my days.
And though I have lingered long beyond my time,
To retire now would be better than not at all.

16. **Getting up early on a Spring Morning**

*Part of a poem written when Governor of Soochow in 825.*

The early light of the rising sun shines on the beams of my house;
The first banging of opened doors echoes like the roll of a drum.
The dog lies curled on the stone step, for the earth is wet with dew;
The birds come near to the window and chatter, telling that the day is fine.
With the lingering fumes of yesterday’s wine my head is still heavy;
With new doffing of winter clothes my body has grown light.

17. **Losing a Slave-girl**

Around my garden the little wall is low;
In the bailiff’s lodge the lists are seldom checked.
I am ashamed to think we were not always kind;
I regret your labours, that will never be repaid.
The caged bird owes no allegiance;
The wind-tossed flower does not cling to the tree.

* * *

Where to-night she lies none can give us news,
Nor any knows, save the bright, watching moon.

18. **To a Talkative Guest**

The town-visitor’s easy talk flows in an endless stream;
The country host’s quiet thoughts ramble timidly on.
“Tbeg you, sir, do not tell me about things at Ch’ang-an;
For you entered just when my harp was tuned and lying balanced on my knees.”
19. The Pine-tree in the Courtyard

Below the hall
The pine-trees grow in front of the steps,
Irregularly scattered—not in ordered lines.
Some are tall and some are low:
The tallest of them is six roods high;
The lowest is not more than ten feet.
They are like wild things
And no one knows who planted them.
They touch the walls of my blue-tiled house;
Their roots are sunk in the terrace of white sand.
Morning and evening they are visited by the wind and moon;
Rain or fine—they are free from dust and mud.
In the gales of autumn they whisper a vague tune;
From the suns of summer they yield an icy shade.
At the height of spring the fine evening rain
Fills their leaves with a load of hanging pearls.
At the year’s end the time of great snow
Stamps their branches with a fret of glittering jade.
Of the Four Seasons—each has its own mood;
Among all the trees none is like another.
Last year, when they heard I had bought this house,
Neighbours mocked and the World called me mad—
That a whole family of twice ten souls
Should move house for the sake of a few pines!
Now that I have come to them, what have they given me?
They have only loosened the buckles of my care.
Yet even so, they are “profitable friends”\(^1\)
And fill my need of “converse with wise men”.
Yet when I consider how, still a man of the world,
In belt and cap I scurry through dirt and dust,
From time to time my heart twinges with shame
That I am not fit to be master of my pines!

20. A Mad Poem addressed to my Nephews and Nieces
(Circa 840.)

The World cheats those who cannot read;
I, happily, have mastered script and pen.

\(^1\) See Analects of Confucius, 4 and 5, where three kinds of “profitable friends” and three kinds of “profitable pleasures” are described; the third of the latter being 多賢友 “plenty of intelligent companions.”
The World cheats those who hold no office;
I am blessed with high official rank.

The old are often ill;
I at this day have not an ache or pain.

They are often burdened with ties;
But I have finished with marriage and giving in marriage.
No changes happen to disturb the quiet of my mind;
No business comes to impair the vigour of my limbs.
Hence it is that now for ten years
Body and soul have rested in hermit peace.
And all the more, in the last lingering years
What I shall need are very few things.
A single rug to warm me through the winter;
One meal to last me the whole day.
It does not matter that my house is rather small;
One cannot sleep in more than one room!
It does not matter that I have not many horses;
One cannot ride in two coaches at once!
As fortunate as me among the people of the world
Possibly one would find seven out of ten.
As contented as me among a hundred men
Look as you may, you will not find one.
In the affairs of others even fools are wise;
In their own business even sages err.
To no one else would I dare to speak my heart,
So my wild words are addressed to my nephews and nieces.

21. Illness

(Written circa 842, when he was paralysed.)

Dear friends, there is no cause
For so much sympathy.
I shall certainly contrive from time to time
To take my walks abroad.
All that matters is an active mind:
What is the use of feet?
By land one can ride in a carrying-chair;
By water, be rowed in a boat.
22. Resignation

Keep off your thoughts from things that are past and done;
For thinking of the past wakes regret and pain.
Keep off your thoughts from thinking what will happen;
To think of the future fills one with dismay.
Better by day to sit like a sack in your chair;
Better by night to lie like a stone in your bed.
When food comes, then open your mouth;
When sleep comes, then close your eyes.

Record of a Strange Experience

About 36 miles south-east of Hsia-kuei-hsien in Hua-chou there is a village called Yen-nien. South-west of the village stands what was once a private chapel; but now no priest lives there. In the autumn of the 18th year of Yuan Ho (813 A.D.), in the seventh month, my cousin Hao came from Hua-chou to visit me, by the road which passes the chapel. When he reached the chapel-door he saw a number of women and girls of various ages sitting and talking in the chancel, so loudly that their conversation was audible at the door.

Being hot and thirsty with riding he determined to go inside and rest for a little, and ask for something to drink. Finding that his attendant, Hsiao Shih-ch'ing, was not in sight, he dismounted and tied his horse's bridle to the door-post. When he looked up, the women had all disappeared! He thought they had retired into the inner room, but when he looked there he found no one. Then he thought perhaps they were behind the altar-wall; but when he looked there, again he found no one. He then examined the walls all the way round the building and found that there was no breach or gap anywhere. He went back to the place where he had first seen them conversing: the dust on the floor had not been disturbed, there was not a footprint anywhere.

Then he knew that the people he had seen were not human beings. He was too much frightened to wait for his servant. Mounting his horse he galloped straight to my house and told me what had happened. I too was astonished and questioned him about what he had heard the apparitions say. He was able to
remember a good deal, more than I have space to repeat. Most of it was about an old man called Wang Yin. As far as could be made out from what they said, they seemed to be drawing up a list of Wang's misdeeds.

The place is about a mile and three-quarters from my house, so one day we went there together. We discovered that there had actually lived in the village an old man called Wang Yin, who made up his mind to live in a building which lay a few hundred paces east of the chapel. He repaired the garden walls and house, built a threshing-floor, planted trees, and the day after his operations were completed, immediately moved in. He had not been in the house an hour when he fell dead. By next day his wife was dead, and in a very short time two of his sons with their wives and one grandson were also dead. There only remained one son, called Ming-chin, who was so unnerved that he did not know what to do. However, thinking that the site was in some way unlucky, he pulled down the house, felled the trees, removed in the night, and eventually came to no harm.

Such an episode as this convinces me that there may after all be some truth in the story of how the ghosts of the assembled Sages were overheard in the temple plotting the death of Ts'ao Ts'ao,¹ and in the story of the lady who was sent to burn Mi Chu's house.²

In the autumn of the next year my cousin and I, in the course of an excursion, again visited the place. There was nothing left of Wang's house except the garden walls. The well had collapsed and the fire-place was in ruins. No one from the village dared to settle there.

Thou! To what agency must we attribute these occurrences? To Destiny—or to Chance? Was the site inauspicious for human habitation or had the Wang family committed some secret crime for which the spirits had determined it must pay the penalty?

To these questions I can find no answer, but have inscribed the story on the wall of the shrine, that it may await the discrimination of the curious.

¹ 155-220 A.D., founder of the Wei dynasty.
² Mi Chu (3rd cent. A.D.) was going home one day when a mysterious lady stopped him on the road and told him she was a spirit sent by Heaven to burn his house. Following her advice, he hurried on ahead and had just time to save his furniture before his house burst into flames.


A Poem by Li Po

This is translated by Judith Gautier, *Livre de Jade* (2nd ed.), p. 29, as follows:

*Fleur Défendue*

Sous la claire lune d’automne, l’eau agitée secoue ma barque.
Solitaire, je vogue sur le lac du Sud, et je cueille des lotus blancs. Oh! qu’elle est belle, la blanche fleur du lotus!—
Qu’elle est délicate et délicieuse! Un ardent désir me dévore de lui avouer la passion qu’elle m’inspire—
Hélas une tristesse mortelle submerge mon cœur—l’embarras
er le na va à la dérive, sur les eaux narquoises, qui s’en font un jouet.

The same poem is translated by Anna von Bernhardi (Mitth. d. Sem. f. Or. Sprachen, 1916, p. 123)—

Auf dem grünen Wasser leuchtet die Herbstsonne; [reading [I., not 月] auf dem südlichen See pflückt er die weissen Blüten.
Die Lotosblumen wollen ihm hold zusprechen, aber Kummer tötete
den Schiffern.

*Notes*

Title: The Lü-shui 沅水 was a tributary of the Hsiang 湘 River in Hunan. The “Ballad of Lü-shui” was the name of an ancient harp-tune. Li Po has taken this as the title of his poem. The Nan-hu must have been a small lake in the vicinity. The lady (the er of the German version is certainly a mistake) on an autumn night when the moon is shining on the Lü River, goes to the Southern Lake to pluck white p’in-flower or “frog-bite”. These were common marsh-flowers plucked by women in the autumn as love-charms. Suddenly she sees some lotus-flowers. Judith Gautier identifies the 白藕 with the 荷花, but the contrast between them is in reality the whole point of the poem.

“The lotus-flowers are so beautiful that they almost speak.” There must here be an allusion to the well-known story of the Emperor Ming Huang (685–762 A.D.). One day when he was
walking in his garden he saw some white lotus-flowers just coming into bloom. Pointing to his favourite concubine, Yang Kuei-fei, he exclaimed, "Here I have a flower that is better than those lotuses, for she is a living flower that can speak 解語花."

The lady in the boat is grieved at the sight of the lotuses because they are not like ordinary speechless flowers, but actually challenge comparison with the "living and speaking beauty" of a woman. But there is a further point. Pin-flowers are used as a charm to retain the affections of absent lovers. From the fact that the lady was gathering such flowers we may infer that she was parted from her lover and was afraid he might not be faithful. The sight of the lotuses reminds her that there are other women more beautiful than she is, just as the lotus is more beautiful than the common frog-bite.

I would therefore translate as follows:—

"Ballad of Lü Water.

On Lü Water shines the autumn moon;
On the South Lake she plucks white pin-flowers.
But the lotus-flowers are so beautiful that they seem to speak;
And the lady of the floating boat is stricken with grief."

I do not think that anyone familiar with T'ang 绝句 will consider this interpretation too elaborate.

A Poem by Tu Fu

Kao Hsien-chih 高仙芝 was the son of a Korean who had served with distinction in the Chinese army. Hsien-chih himself became a general at the age of 20, and later, Assistant Military Protector of Turkestan 安西副都護. In 747 A.D. (vide Chavannes, Les Turcs Occidentaux, p. 152) he distinguished himself by leading a Chinese army over the Hindu Khush and obtaining the submission of the king of Little Pu-lü 勃律 (modern district of Gilgit). He encountered no military opposition, and the feat was one of diplomacy rather than of arms. In 749 he returned to the capital, Ch'ang-an, bringing with him a Tartar charger of the kind known as 青驄馬. In 750 he was back again in Turkestan, and in 751 was heavily defeated by the Arabs on the banks of the River Talas. "Le désastre éprouvé par Kao Sien-tche sur les bords de la rivière Talas marque la fin de la puissance des Chinois dans les pays d'occident" (Chavannes,

1 This poem has not been translated before.
loc. cit., p. 298). The poem I am about to translate was written by Tu Fu (712–770 A.D.), one of the most celebrated of Chinese poets. It deals nominally with Kao Hsien-chih’s Tartar horse, but the inner meaning of it (as all the commentators agree) is something of this kind: “Why has this able and distinguished general so long been allowed to live in retirement? Why is he not encouraged to repeat his former victorious exploits?” This could not have been written in the interval between Hsien-chih’s two campaigns, for he was only at the capital for a few months. It must therefore have been written after his defeat in 751. This took place in the autumn, so that he could not have been in Ch‘ang-an till the spring of 752.

Of the defeat Tu Fu apparently knew nothing. Such incidents were naturally concealed as far as possible. Our own knowledge of the Talas battle is chiefly derived from Ssū-ma Kuang’s History and from Arabic sources. The Old T‘ang History does not mention it at all; the new history names it, but does not say which side was victorious! The Government were doubtless in possession of fuller information and had good reasons for keeping Kao on the retired list.

But his opportunity soon came. When the revolt of An Lu-shan broke out in 755, Kao Hsien-chih was summoned to defend the dynasty. In the same year the failure of the Imperial armies necessitated “penal measures”, and Kao was executed.

A Song of Kao Hsien-chih’s Blue Colt

The Military Protector of An-hsi’s Tartar “blue colt”—Suddenly the noise of its reputation came flying from west to east. It was said the enemy could not stand when this horse approached their ranks;
By resolution as firm as its master’s it had won the great fight.
When the battle was over it was carefully tended and allowed to
 go where it would;
Swiftly it came from a far country over deserts of shifting sand.
But its dauntless frame would not receive the kindness of stabled
ease;
Its bold spirit was brooding still on the contests of the battlefield.
Its ankles are slender, its hoofs are high; hard as though shod
with iron;
Hoofs that have riven the packed ice on the frozen river of
Turfan.
Its five-flower mane scatters in the wind and covers its flanks like
a cloud;
Only after the passage of a thousand leagues does its skin exude
blood.
The stoutest lads of Ch’ang-an dare not mount its back;
That its gallop is swifter than the lightning’s flash all the City
knows.
With blue tassels tied to its neck you are letting it grow old;
Shall it never again find cause to issue by the road of the
Western Gate?

Notes

(1) Ch’ing ts’ung 青驄, “blue piebald-horse,” is apparently
an abbreviated form of 青海驄, “piebald horse of Lake
Kokonor.” Parker, in A Thousand Years of the Tartars (ch. 4,
The Tukuhun Sien-pi of Kokonor) quotes the following passage:
“There is a small island in Kokonor, and every year when the lake
is frozen a number of fine mares are driven on to the island: the
foals are collected the following winter. A number of splendid
Persian mares were obtained by the Tukuhun for this purpose,
and their young obtained great repute for swiftness as ‘Kokonor
colts’.” The phraseology used by Tu Fu in his account of this
Tartar charger is borrowed, after the manner of T’ang poets, from
various early sources: (a) The 天馬詔, “Song of the Heavenly
Horse,” Han dynasty. (b) Ts’ao Ts’ao’s 曹操 (155–220 A.D.)
poem 亀鶴賦, “The tortoise, though long-lived . . .” (c) Yen
Yen-chih’s 頭延之 (384–456 A.D.) 白馬賦 “Poetical
Description of a bay and white horse”.

(2) 未受伏枥恩 “has not yet received (i.e. does not desire
to receive) the favour of lying down in the stable”. Cf. Ts’ao
Ts'ao's poem, referred to above, "An old charger may lie down in the stable, but it would like to be galloping a thousand li. A brave warrior, though he be growing old, still preserves a stout heart."

(3) "River of Turfan." Literally Chiao-ho 交河, "The Joined Rivers," near Turfan and at that time headquarters of the military government of Turkestan, near the modern village of Yarkhoto. Sir Aurel Stein, in Desert Cities of Cathay gives two photos of the ruins of old Chiao-ho.

(4) 五花, "five-flower," explained as being a decorative method of cutting the horse's mane. It often means no more than "many-coloured".

(5) "The descendants of the Heavenly Horse sweat blood instead of water."

(6) The meaning is, "Just as Kao's horse cannot be ridden by the boys of Ch'ang-an, so his master is too strong and autocratic a character to use in a governmental capacity. The civilian authorities are frightened of him."

(7) 倾城知. The commentators tell us that 倾 is in the sense of 舖. The usual meaning of 倾城 is, of course, "beautiful woman."

(8) "You are letting it . . .": the 君 primarily refers to the horse's master, but it also refers to the Emperor's 君 treatment of his general.

(9) 横門 "Hêng-mên" was the chief western gate of Ch'ang-an, and travellers going in the direction of Turkestan would leave the city by it.
SWAHILI POETRY

By Miss Alice Werner, University Reader in Swahili and the Bantu Languages

SWAHILI stands alone among the Bantu languages in possessing a literature, which originated before the people came in contact with Europeans and has probably been in existence for several centuries. The Arabs, who settled on the east coast of Africa from the seventh century onwards, brought with them their alphabet and their prosody; and their descendants who, intermarrying with the daughters of the land, evolved the Swahili language, have preserved both to this day, though not without modifications. The use of the Arabic alphabet to express Swahili sounds involves considerable difficulties, and though some of these have been surmounted by expedients similar to those adopted in writing Turkish, Persian, Malay, etc., the reading even of an ordinary letter is by no means always a simple matter.

When the Arabic alphabet was first applied to the Swahili language it is at present impossible to say. The earliest settlement seems to have been that on the island of Pate (A.D. 689). The colonists brought with them not only their written character, but a certain amount of literary culture, and the way in which Arabic metres have been adapted to the Swahili language (not only by scholars, but in popular songs) shows that they must have been naturalized for a very long period. I am not aware whether the date of any existing poetry has been satisfactorily determined. The lyrics attributed to Liongo Fumo,¹ which are exceedingly archaic in language, date, if genuine, either from the sixteenth or possibly from the thirteenth century.² The Portuguese records hardly, if at all,

¹ These are very numerous. I possess a copy of a manuscript belonging to Mzee bin Mahadhoo of Shela (I believe Captain Stigand has another), as well as a series taken down from the recitation of a blind scholar at Witu, also named Mzee (bin Bisharōl-Ausii). These are quite distinct from the poem printed in Steere's Swahili Tales (pp. 454-68).
² Liongo seems to be a historical person who has attracted to himself one of the many versions of the Balder Myth (see appendix to the last volume of The Golden Bough); he was invulnerable to everything but a copper needle applied in one particular spot. But there is some uncertainty as to his date. Some
mention the existence of the Swahili language, though the few words preserved by Sir Thomas Herbert (1627) show that it, or at all events something very similar, was spoken in the Comoro Islands three hundred years ago. All known documents of any antiquity appear, like the "Chronicle of Kilwa", to be written in Arabic.

A tantalizing reference occurs in the second volume of the * Asiatic Researches*, where Sir William Jones, describing a visit paid in 1783 to "the island of Hinzuan or Johanna", says that Sayyid Ahmed, a native of that island, "gave Captain Williamson, who wished to present some literary curiosities to the library at Dublin, a small roll containing a hymn in Arabic letters, but in the language of Mombaza [sic], which was mixed with Arabic; but it hardly deserved examination, since the study of languages has little intrinsic value, and is only useful as the instrument of real knowledge, which we can scarce expect from the poets of the Mozambique."

It is greatly to be regretted that the father of Comparative Philology should, unlike his successors, have thought so lightly of barbarous idioms, for a Swahili hymn, written down before 1783, would be a document of great interest to-day. I have made ineffectual efforts to trace the MS.—neither the Library of Trinity College, Dublin, nor that of the Royal Irish Academy appears to know anything of it.

Krapf sent to Europe two MSS of long poems (*tenzi*) which lay for a long time in the library of the German Oriental Society; the one, *Utenzi wa Shufaka* (295 stanzas), was published by the late Dr. Büttner (in his *Anthologie der Suaheli-Litteratur*, 1894), with a German translation; the other, *Chuo cha Herkal* (i.e. the Emperor Heraclius), was edited by Professor Meinhof and appeared in the *Zeitschrift für Kolonialsprachen*, 1912. Two other poems, the *Utenzi wa Mviraji* and the *Utenzi wa kutavafukwe Muhamadi*, were published in Büttner's collection; they were sent to him by Mr. D. J. Rankin, late British Consul,

say that he fought against the Wasegeju and the Portuguese (who were in alliance in 1589); others, whose authority seems fairly good, that Lionalo's principality of Shaka (or rather that of his brother, for Lionalo was not the actual chief) was conquered by Omar bin Muhammad, fifth Sultan of Pate, variously stated to have died in A.H. 745 (A.D. 1344) and to have reigned from A.H. 740-95.

1 p. 88 of the octavo edition.
Mozambique. The first relates the Prophet's night journey on Borak to Jerusalem, Hell and Paradise, the second (264, stanzas) his death. This last is exceedingly popular in East Africa, especially among the women, many of whom know passages of it by heart.

The only complete Swahili poem published in this country, so far as I am aware, is the Inkishafti ("Revelation"), of which two texts appear in Captain Stigand's Grammar of the Dialectic Changes in the Kiswahili Language, one edited and annotated by the author, the other (to which is appended a metrical translation) by the Rev. W. E. Taylor, formerly of Mombasa, and author of African Aphorisms.

In his preface to the last-named work, Mr. Taylor states that he possesses a collection of Swahili poems in MS. It is much to be desired that this veteran scholar should be enabled to give to the world the fruits of his long study and experience and make generally accessible at least some of the work of Sikujua, Muyaka, and Muhammad bin Ahmad'I-Mambasii beyond the fragments quoted in his book. Bishop Steere, in his Swahili Tales, printed the opening stanzas of an Utenzi on the history of Job (Ayubu), which is now about to be published in the Harvard African Studies, from a complete text obtained by me at Lamu.

Though, as we have said, the metres used were introduced by the Arabs, the accentuation and intonation of the two languages are so different that they have necessarily been handled with great freedom, and there may be some which cannot be directly traced to Arabic originals. Nothing shows so well the extent to which this imported art of versification has really taken root in the languages as the constant recurrence, in the enormous body of orally current popular songs, of two or three stanza forms which are also found in Italian folk-poetry and doubtless derived from the same source. Of these some specimens will be given presently.

I am at a loss to know why Böttner should have said, "Das Versmass ist meist jambisch oder trochäisch, dem ganzen Typus der Suahelesprache angemessen." In my experience, very few, if any poems, as read by a native, could be scanned in this way, and it is exceedingly difficult to write Swahili verse in either of these metres, without continually violating the rules of accentuation.
Steere comes nearer the truth when he says (Swahili Tales, Preface, p. xi) that “Swahili verse is generally marked by a sort of anapaestic accent”, but the best account of the matter I have seen is that given by P. Sacleux,¹ which I make no apology for quoting in full:—

“La versification Swahili a pour base le nombre des syllabes et des accents d’une part, la rime ou l’assonance de l’autre. L’accent, dont il est ici question, est, non pas l’accent tonique propre à chaque mot pris isolément, mais l’accent oratoire qui attribue la hauteur et la durée ordinairement à l’avant-dernière syllabe de chacun des mots principaux.

“Les vers communément employés sont de 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, et 16 syllabes: ceux de 10 syllabes avec une césure après la 4ᵉ, ceux de 12 avec la césure après la 6ᵉ. ... Il y a deux accents dans les vers de 3, 4, 6, et 8 syllabes, trois dans ceux de 10 syllabes, 4 dans ceux de 12 et 14.

“Le nombre de syllabes n’est pas toujours de rigueur, surtout quand le vers est un peu long. Il suffit, en ce cas, que les accents rhythmiques soient observés.”

The accents marked in the specimens given by this writer (pp. 328–330) agree with the way in which I have always heard verse read or recited by natives; and the conclusion I am led to adopt is that the verse is measured by beats rather than by syllables, and, in the latter, recognizes no distinction between long and short. It has thus departed considerably (as was only to be expected from the genius of the language) from the strict canons of Arabic poetry.

Swahili verse is always rhymed, though the rhymes may not always be such as would be admitted in English. The “identical rhyme” (the French rime riche) is very common, and many rhymes might more properly be described as “assonances”, though it is usually the consonant (not, as in Spanish, the vowel) which is identical. Rhymes are always (or with very few exceptions) double; as it is a universal rule in Swahili that the accent falls on the penultimate, it could hardly be otherwise. The single rhymes necessitated by the use of European tunes in mission hymn-books (such as the Mombasa Nyimbo na Himdi) are obtained, either by most unwarrantably displacing the accent, or, more rarely, by making use of

monosyllabic particles (such as tu, "only," "merely") or words like kuu, juu, which, though really of two syllables, are apt to be pronounced as if containing a single long vowel. For instance, the Swahili version of "The Son of God goes forth to war" opens thus:—

Mwaná wa Mengu átoká
Kwenénda vitani,
Berámuyé amétweká,
Tumúandámení.

It has been argued that such violation of the accentual laws is quite permissible, because the thing is constantly done in native verse. Thus, the Rev. W. E. Taylor says (African Aphorisms, p. 88): "The rhythmical accents" (in an "old nursery song" which he quotes) "are marked according to the native air, thus showing how greatly the tonic accent may be altered for musical purposes." But the difficulty of reading some of the lines as marked suggests a doubt as to whether this writer has sometimes failed to distinguish between stress and pitch, and so taken a rising intonation for a "rhythmical accent". It is quite true that, in singing, an accent is frequently placed on a syllable which would not be stressed in ordinary speech; but in these cases the effect is quite different from that produced by the hymns intended for English "common metre" tunes. In the popular "Kiti cha maguú mané", the last syllable of the last word is accented. Further on in the same song occurs the line:

Jóngóó huvúa pete, si uróngó.

Here the stress falls about equally on the three syllables of the first word; the next stress is on vaa (two syllables pronounced as one long one), and pete, which would normally have the accent on the first syllable, has none at all, both e's being made very short. In another song, kinyama ("a little animal" or "a small piece of meat", probably, in this case, the latter) has all three syllables stressed when it stands in an emphatic position at the end of the line; elsewhere it has its normal accent:

Chákulá madósha, kinyáma óndóshá.

But this musical accent does not belong to our subject, as it is distinct from the question of metre, and I have very rarely, if ever, met with any verses which, when merely read, not sung, require the accent placed otherwise than in ordinary speech.
There are in existence a number of long poems called Tenzi (pl. of Utenzi ¹), which may be classed as epic and didactic, since a native authority says that an Utenzi deals either with "matters of war or matters of religion", and they seem almost always to be narratives. Shairi (شاعر) is applied to most other poems, whether short lyrics or longer pieces of a didactic or religious character. For longer poems, the favourite metres are three, all used in four-line stanzas, of which three lines rhyme together, while the fourth is a continuous rhyme running through the whole poem. The first of these, exemplified in the Utenzi wa Mi'iruji, has four beats and (generally) fourteen syllables to a line, e.g.:

Ai Muhammádi, ni uwóngo yáke khábári,
Usiku umóya wafikía mbáli safári!
Mbingu ukaziíssha ukáona Móla jabbári
Uzidie sháni, uwóngo, hasháye túma.

The second is used in the Inkishaif, published by the Rev. W. E. Taylor, in the appendix to Captain Stigand's Dialect in Swahili. The lines consist of eleven syllables, and the rhythm is marked by Mr. Taylor (p. 84) as follows:—

Aimi wa wápi ǁ wákazíndiwa,
Zílúzo za mató ǁ wásizá-ngówá! 
Wásiriyé woté ǁ kúwa máhúwá;
Léo ni waúshi ǁ wálíúšiyé.

Here, again, it is difficult to resist a suspicion that the final syllables of mato, wote, etc., are distinguished, not by a rhythmic stress, but by a rising inflection, and that the line is really one of four beats, which a native would read:

Aimi wa wápi, wákazíndiwa.

The metre of this poem is similar to that of an alphabetical acrostic, written out for me by Muhamadi Kijuma of Lamu, which begins,

Andika mwandishi ǁ khati utuze.

But the greater number of tenzi are written in a shorter line, having two beats only.

¹ In the Lamu dialect (in which most of these poems are written), Utení, tendí. From the verb tenda, "do," "act."
Jiburili akegema,
Tabibu kantezama.
Baadaye akegema
Watu wakimsika.

This is from the *Utenzi wa Shufaka*, of which more presently. The *Utenzi wa Ayubu*, the *Kutawafukuwe Muhamadi*, the *Hadithi ya Liongo*, and many others, are in the same stanza.

The shorter lyrics exhibit a variety, not so much of metre as of stanza-forms, some of which strikingly recall those found in Italian popular poetry—e.g. the *rispetto*—which is probably to be explained by a common derivation. These *mashairi* are written or improvised both by men and women, though the accomplishment is not so common as it was at Mombasa, twenty or thirty years ago. There is an immense body of verse in circulation, not easy to classify definitely into "literary" and "popular" sections; some poems which may originally have been written are now handed on by the numerous people who sing and recite them from memory, while others, orally transmitted, may have been committed to writing at a later stage. Some specimens of these, collected chiefly at Jomvu,¹ may be given here:—

Maskini, njiwa wangu
Ah! woe is me, my little dove
Alikwenda na Waarabu,
Is stolen away and sold!
Guu lakwe ni la fetha,
Her foot, it was of silver,
Bawa lakwe la thahabu.
Her wing of beaten gold.
Usinione kukonda,
Think not 'tis sickness wastes me—
Roho ikatika taabu.
My heart is dead and cold.²

Somewhat different in character is:
Kwamba wanipenda,
If you (really) loved me
Enda mbio,mbio,
(You would) run quickly.
Limenipendeza,
It is pleasing to me,
Shada lakinukajio.
The flower which smells sweet.

¹ A few miles from Mombasa on the creek leading to Rabai.
² Literally: "Poor (me)! my pigeon went away with (has been carried off by) the Arabs. Her foot was of silver, her wing of gold. Do not think that I have grown thin (from any ordinary cause: if I look ill, it is that) my life is cut off by trouble." A different version, seemingly obtained at Zanzibar, or on the adjacent coast, is printed in Velten's *Prosa und Poesie der Suaheli* (Berlin, 1907), p. 426.
Wanipa maji matupu (But) you have given me nothing but water
Kunisonga moyo. To compress my heart.\(^1\)

A curious metre, recalling the Italian street-song *Margari*, is the following:—

**Sijikele—**
*Heri, mama, kakaa,*
*Mwingi shere,*
*Waume wakuhadaa.*
*Enda bure,*
*Watama la kitambaa.*

It is not easy to get a satisfactory translation of this, but its general drift seems to be a warning addressed to a girl against male perfidy—and, by a very curious coincidence, the fourth line is an almost exact equivalent to “L’uom è traditore” in the song above referred to. To get the cadence of these lines, one has only to read them aloud with the stress of ordinary speech—i.e. on the penultimate syllable of every word.

At the *Kibunzi* or New Year’s festival (not the variable Moslem New Year, but a fixed celebration in August, supposed to be derived from the Persians), the little boys of the Koran schools go round the town carrying their writing-boards (*mbao*) decorated in various colours, and singing a song of which several versions are current. One is printed by Büttner (*Anthologie aus der Swaheli-Litteratur*,\(^2\) p. 184); another, obtained at Jomvu, is as follows:—

**Si zetu, si zetu** (The matters are) not ours, not ours
**Za mwalimu wetu:** (But) of our teacher.
*Na panga na ngao* (We go) with swords and shields
*Na kalamu zetu.* And our pens.
*Tupite kwa juu,* Let us pass by (the road) above,
*Twenende kwa pwani,* Let us go by the beach
*Tupige makofi* And box the ears (of)
*Mabanyani!* The Banyans.

---

1 A common saying, cf. Taylor’s *African Aphorisms*, § 299, pp. 52-3. To offer a guest “bare water”, i.e. with no admixture of lime-juice, etc., or instead of tea, and without any accompanying food, is considered the extreme of stinginess and inhospitality.

2 Berlin (E. Felber), 1894.
Steere (Handbook of the Swahili Language, p. 76), says: “Formerly no inquiry was made as to any one killed or hurt on this day, and it is still (1870) the custom to go armed and to be on the guard against private enemies. It used to be a favourite amusement to throw any Indians that could be caught into the sea, and otherwise ill-use them, until the British Government interfered for their protection.”

Probably this is alluded to in the song, as dictated by some small schoolboys at Jomvu. The old headman (mzee) of the village, however, said this was not the correct version, and gave a very different turn (perhaps with a view to edification) to his own, which concludes:

Tupigwe makofi  
Ni Mabanyani.

“We get our ears boxed by the Banyans.”

In this case mwalimu and kalamu keep their Arabic accentuation the better to fit the metre: ordinarily they are heard as mwalimu and kalamu.

With regard to rhymes, Steere says: “There is a sort of rhyme made by the final syllable, which is generally the same in each line throughout the piece . . . The rhyme is to the eye more than to the ear, as all the final syllables being unaccented, the prominent sounds often destroy the feeling of rhyme. I suppose this system of identical endings is copied from the Arabic, of which the accentuation is very different.”

An examination of the specimens already given and those presently to be given will show that this cannot be accepted quite without qualification. We find numerous examples of double rhymes quite satisfactory from any point of view—as in the old Zanzibar jingle:

Beit-il-ajaib imenipendeza. The Sultan’s Palace is my delight,
Imejengwa pale chini ya gereza. Built yonder below the Fort on the height,
Imetiwa rangi juu, imepambwa feza, Adorned with colours and silver white;—
Na Bwana Khalidi anacheza-cheza. Prince Khaled plays in its chambers bright.

1 Swahili Tales (Preface), pp. xi-xii.
While elsewhere we get assonances like kasema—yatima—mana, amini—jirani—watumzeni, kituo—aqaonayo—ziliyo, etc., etc. (all from the Kutawafu). These would be amply accounted for on the supposition that the identity of final syllables is what constitutes the rhyme, and it is interesting to see how the genius of the language has overridden the restrictions of Arabic prosody.

It is not the case that "the final syllable is generally the same in each line throughout the piece"—indeed, Steere himself, in the passage quoted, goes on to give exceptions to this rule. We find, however, in most poems of any length, that the last line of the four-line stanza is on one rhyme through the whole poem. Thus the Utenzi wa Mwana Kuponza (published in the Harvard African Studies for 1917) has the rhyme -ia, -ya, sometimes -ea, -oa, -ua: perhaps it might be more correct to say -a, as, being preceded by a vowel, it constitutes a distinct syllable. This is a very common arrangement: the Shufaka, the Kutawafu, and several others in my possession are all on this rhyme. The Utenzi wa Mi'iraaji is on the rhyme -ma, and a poem attributed to Liongo, of which I have a copy, on the rhyme -nya.

The subject-matter of the Tenzi is a point of some interest. The authors of the Shufaka, of the Kutawafu, and of the Ayubu all state that they have found in Arabic books what they are about to relate to their readers, e.g. (Shufaka, 44, 45):

- Mbwene hadithi ajabu  I have seen a wonderful story
- Yaandishiwe maktubu  Drawn up in writing
- Kusoma kwa kiarabu;  To read in Arabic—
- Maana yakinielea.  The meaning being clear to me.

Niyawenepo chuoni,  When I saw it in the book
Moyo wangu hatamani  My heart desired
Kubadili kimangani  To translate it out of the Arabic,
Kwa kisawahili kuioa.  And write it in Swahili.

But it is nowhere said that they have translated Arabic poems, and, since none of the authorities I have consulted seem to be aware that any such poems exist, the natural conclusion seems to be that the story only was taken from the books in question.

\[^1\] *Manga*, on the Swahili coast, means "Arabia, especially the region of Muscat" (Krapf). *Juice la Manga* is a black and very hard stone, brought over in ballast by Maskati dhows and used as millstones, etc. By an easily understood confusion and transference of ideas, the Yoaos and other inland peoples of Nyasaland use *Manga* to mean "the coast" (i.e. the East African littoral).
the poetical treatment, such as it is, being entirely due to the Swahili bards themselves.

I heard, indeed, of an Arabic poem on the Mi‘iraj, which is read and explained on the night of that festival by those who are competent to do so and possess a copy. In 1913, when it fell on July 2, I was invited to the house of Sharif Maulana, at Mambrui, to hear the reading, but had no opportunity of inspecting the MS. (He "lined it out", like an old-fashioned Scots precentor, giving the substance of each verse in Swahili.) So far as I was able to follow, the composition (whether prose or poetry) did not seem to be identical with the text published by Büttner.

The Ayubu raises some interesting questions. As might be expected, it follows the account given in the Koran, or rather, since the allusions in xxxviii, 41, 43 are scarcely intelligible by themselves and must refer to something previously known,¹ to the tradition current in Muhammad's time, which differs considerably from the Hebrew Book of Job. These two hints (the miraculous fountain in which Job bathed, and his rash vow to beat his wife if he got well) are elaborated at great length in the Swahili poem. The reason given in the latter for Job's vow is neither of those assigned by the commentators according to Rodwell's note ²: in the absence of further information we may, perhaps, assume that the poet took a line of his own, and one far more favourable to the character of Job's wife, whom he calls Rehema, saying that she was a granddaughter of Joseph and inherited his beauty. He dwells, in a quaintly pathetic way, on her devotion to Job, whom his neighbours expelled from the town on discovering the repulsive character of his illness—how she nursed him and, when they were without food, went out to work by the day, bringing home in the evening a little bread for him and herself. The women who employed her, discovering whose wife she was, drove her from their doors, and, returning home disheartened, she met Satan on the road. He tempted her to desert Job, but she would not listen to him for one moment. She did not, however, apparently, know who he was. Job, when

¹ But see Maulvi Muhammad Ali's translation of these passages and note on them. (The Holy Quran . . ., with English translation and Commentary, Woking, 1917, p. 887.)
² “. . . on whom he had sworn that he would inflict an hundred blows because she had abstained herself from him when in need of her assistance or for her words” (p. 122).
he heard of her adventure, enlightened her on this point and warned her to have no dealings with him if she met him again. Rehema went out next day and obtained a little food by selling some of her beautiful hair to the women of the town, and, on her way back, again met the Tempter in another shape, “a man comely beyond compare and clothed in glorious apparel.” He entered into conversation with her and questioned her about her husband; but when he said:

“What sort of man is Job? and why are you doing (good) to him? Come to me (who am) a king, that you may get supreme power,”

she hastened on, without answering him. Job, on hearing of it, told her angrily that, if she ever did it again (ambapo waturadidi) he would beat her, and she replied:

“It is well, my lord, if I do it again, do you strike me a hundred blows” (bate mia).

And it is Rehema who, after his recovery, reminds him of his vow, from which he has to be released by the intervention of Gabriel and the suggestion that he should hit her once with a palm-frond having a hundred leaflets.

There is a poem on Joseph, in the same metre as the above, of which I possess an incomplete copy written, to judge by the condition of the paper, a good many years ago. I have also a more modern version of the same (in nearly 800 stanzas) by a living and very prolific writer, Muhammad bin Abubakar (Muhamadi Kijuma) of Lamu, who informed me that he had used both the Koran and the Old Testament as his sources. I have not yet been able to compare it with the available portions of the older poem (or poems, for a detached leaf, in a different hand, while evidently part of a poem on Joseph, may or may not belong to the one above referred to), but believe it would be quite in accordance with the literary traditions of the East if he should prove to have borrowed freely.

The story of the hero Miqdad is told in a composition of 166 stanzas, which is described, not as Utenzi, but Hadithi ya Miqdati na Mayasa, for which, also, I have vainly endeavoured to discover an Arabic original. Indeed, no one conversant with Arabic literature whom I have consulted seems even to recognize the story, which may belong to some local tradition imported by
the early settlers from Oman. I found that a Sharif living at Bomani (a village not far from Mambrui) had a copy of this poem and, some time later, had it written out for me by Muhamadi Kijuma. I have no information as to its date or authorship. It dispenses with the lengthy introduction usually found in the Tenzi (ascriptions of praise to Allah, invocations of the Prophet and the Companions, etc.), and, after a single preliminary stanza, plunges into narrative: "One day Muhammad and his friend Miqdad were walking outside the city of Mecca. While walking, they were caught in the rain and sought shelter in a cave." Thereupon the Prophet suggests that Miqdad should while away the time by telling a story, and his friend replies by relating how, his wife Mayasa having attended an entertainment given by their friends, they had been hard put to it to return the hospitality, and he finally decided to provide the wherewithal by raiding caravans. He did so twice, and then met with a young warrior, Abdallah, who engaged him in single combat and so impressed him by his valour and generosity that they made friendship and told each other their names and histories. After this, Miqdad helped Abdallah to carry off the latter's cousin Salima, whom he had loved since their childhood, but who had been betrothed by her father to a stranger. The consequence is a feud, in which Abdallah and Salima's father kill each other; this business being finally settled, Miqdad collects his plunder and returns to Mayasa.

A poem on Lioniyo, in 234 stanzas (exclusive of some verses attributed to the hero, which are embodied in it), seems to be classed with the above, as it is also called Hadithi in the MS., though (unless I am much mistaken) sometimes spoken of as Utendi. Both this and the Miqedadi are certainly less archaic in language than the Mashairi ya Lioniyo published by Steere, but this may perhaps be accounted for by prolonged oral transmission, which led to their being gradually modernized, like the English folk-songs not committed to writing till the latter part.

1 My MS. comes from Lamu, in the region to which Lioniyo belongs; his principality of Shaka was near the present town of Kipini. The Rev. W. E. Taylor speaks (Dialects of Swahili, p. 95) of an "Utenzi of (i.e. about) Lioniyo", but he gives no clue to the identity of this Utenzi. Elsewhere, no doubt by an oversight, he twice mentions (pp. 81, 94) a MS. of "the Utenzi of Lioniyo Fumo" in the British Museum, but this MS. (the only Swahili one in the library) is that of the Mashairi ya Lioniyo, mentioned in the text, as, indeed, Mr. Taylor points out (p. 94, n.).
of the nineteenth century. The Liongo legend and its literature are of sufficient interest to call for separate treatment; a few points may be mentioned here. The story in prose (as told by Hamisi wa Kayi) is to be found in Steere's Swahili Tales (pp. 438 et seqq.), and some remarks on it in the Preface (p. vi); see also the notes at the end of the tale (p. 450) in the new edition. The same book contains a long poem, Mashairi ya Liongo (pp. 452–69), partly attributed to Liongo himself, partly the work of one Sheikh Abdallah, written as a kind of commentary on the original verses, which are of a gnomic character. The verses in the MS. mentioned above (p. 113, note) are dance-songs, those dictated by Mzee bin Bisharo martial or gnomic lyrics; a longer poem, obtained at Lamu and ascribed to him (beginning: Pijianj basi, Pembe ya jamiši . . .), appears to be an epithalamium. Besides the above—which I hope to transcribe and edit in course of time—I have a single leaf of a MS., badly written and much worn, containing the stanzas embodied in the Utendi, as mentioned above.

Among the remaining MSS. in my possession, the most important are:

Kisa (قصة) cha Sayidina Isa (356 stanzas)—a life of Christ following the accounts in the Qur'an and Muslim tradition. I have not been able to ascertain when, or by whom, it was written, but am informed that it is "old".

The alphabetical acrostic referred to on p. 118, said to have been composed by a blind Sharif (Omar bin Amiu) of Siu, who recovered his sight on completing it.

A shairi of thirty-five stanzas headed "Lamu" and seemingly written to celebrate a wedding. It begins: Aliku kama harusi.

A series of poems addressed to each other by the heads of contending factions at Lamu, about 1812.

A curious little dialogue between a kanu (civet cat?) and a fowl, supposed to represent, respectively, a powerful man (mtu bora) and one of low estate (mtu dhaiifu). This was sent me from Lamu by Muhammad b. Abubakar, who obtained it from the Watiku (Swahili of the northern mainland) and says it is "old".

Utendi wa Mkonumbi (150 st.), by Muhammad himself, celebrating a fairly recent event—a kind of faction-fight arising
out of the *Chama* dance (see Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute, vol. xlvii, p. 415).

Another composition of Muhammad's may be worth noting as a curiosity—the *Utendi wa Nana Werner*, addressed to the present writer, in accordance with what, I believe, is a common practice among native teachers who possess the least degree of skill in *kutunga mashairi*. On what principle it is called an *Utendi*, I have never been able to discover.

The enormous number of short poems and popular songs taken down from recitation within a comparatively short time and restricted area suggests that a rich yield may be expected from this, as yet, but superficially worked mine. Whatever may be thought of the poetical quality of these specimens—and, such as it is, it does not show to advantage in a translation—they at any rate indicate the great potential capacity of Swahili as a literary language. It must not be forgotten that, though the number of people who speak it as their mother tongue is not very large, it serves (without displacing their own vernaculars) as an instrument of culture to other Bantu tribes: there is a great demand for Swahili books among (e.g.) Giryama and Pokomo who have learnt to read. There are hardly any native Swahili prose-writers at present, the existing printed texts having, if I mistake not, been mostly written down by Europeans, but a beginning has been made—as, for instance, in the *Habari za Wakilindi* of Abdallah bin Hemed Liajjemi, published by Archdeacon Woodward at Msalabani in 1907. Through the kindness of Mr. A. C. Hollis, I possess two manuscript chronicles of Lamu and Pate, the latter of which appeared, with a translation, in the Journal of the African Society for 1914–15. The collections of Büttner and Velten contain some narratives actually written down, not dictated, by natives, and Amur bin Nasr's sketch of his own life is a document of some interest. But, as a rule, their written prose composition (as distinguished from oral narrative) is far inferior to their verse.

1 Büttner, *Anthologie*, pp. 149-75.
REVIEWS OF BOOKS.


The treatise in Four hundred verses of Ārya Deva has been previously known through a few quotations in Mādhyamika commentaries. Haraprasād Śāstri has discovered and published a very good, but incomplete, MS. (eleventh century) of the commentary of Candrakirti on that text. Deva, a disciple or a friend of Nāgarjuna, explains at length the doctrine of the Nihilistic school, the doctrine of universal voidness. Burnouf complained that books dealing with Voidness are really void (vides en effet); but this remark, true as it is of the Sūtras (revealed books), is not fair as concerns treatises, like the CatuḥŚataka, or commentaries, like Dharmakīrti's commentaries. There are many quite interesting details in our book. Let us give two examples.

The point is that everything in this world is impure (āśuci) this universal impurity is not ascertained by common people, for the very reason that it is universal. Candrakirti says (p. 459):

“A certain king was told by the astrologer that rain will fall; anybody who will drink the water of this rain will become mad. The king had a well covered for his own sake. The rain fell. All the people (cf. 1. 5 and read sarvajanas) drank the water and became mad. Being all in the same condition they thought that they were all sane (svastha) and that the king was mad. Then the king, realizing the fact, drank the water, lest ‘they should mock me or destroy me, believing I am mad’. If one man only was bound to certain necessities of human nature (yady eka eva mūtrī syāt), he would be avoided like a leper. Now that all men are alike in this respect, there is no idea of impurity...”

Another point. Feelings, love and aversion, have their origin, not in reality, but in imagination (kalpanā, vikalpa). Thus it happens that the same object pleases a certain man and displeases another. “A man had two wives; one had her mother with her, the other not. When the mother saw her daughter, she was pleased. When the co-wife saw her, she was displeased. But the servant remained quite indifferent. ... A certain meditative man (dhyāyin) had his mind troubled and believed: ‘There is
a skull (or a dish) fixed on my head." Then another man let another skull fall, saying: "This has just fallen from your head." The ascetic realized the fact and was healed, because his imagination was dispelled." (p. 473.)

Haraprasād Śāstri states that the Tibetan translators of the Catuḥśataka are Mañjuśrītha and Thivanimmathappa; according to the Pekinese Tanjur (Mdo, xviii), Sūkṣmajana and Ni ma grags (= ni mma thap pa). The commentary has been translated by the same translators (Tanjur, Mdo, xxiv), but Haraprasād has Ratnavajra. He might be mistaken: Sūkṣmajana was the son of Sajjana, son of Mahājana, son of Ratnavajra. Where many names occur in a colophon it is often difficult to unravel the tangle.

The complete title of Deva's treatise is Bodhisattvavayogacāra Catuḥśataka (not Catuḥśatikā). The phrase Yogacāra, "practise of Yoga, meditative and spiritual endeavour," belongs to both Vehicles. The word bodhisattva implies that the author deals with the Yoga as practised by a "future Buddha" (= bodhisattva), that is a follower of the great Vehicle. Later—for instance in Tibetan and Brahmanic works—the phrase Yogacāra was used as a synonym of Vijñāna[mātra]vādin or Cittamātravādin, "maintainer of the existence of consciousness (or thought) alone," one of the two branches of the great Vehicle, a change which seems to be due to the importance of the Vijñānavādin treatise Yogacaryabhāmi (Mdo-hgrrel, vol. xiv and foll.).

The "treatise in four hundred verses" is really in 400 verses, not in 375, as stated by Haraprasād Śāstri. Dr. F. W. Thomas kindly informs me that, in the India Office's copy, the chapters vii, viii, xi, xii all contain twenty-five verses (not 23, 24, 14, 14). If there is not a material error in the figures given by Haraprasād, the discrepancy is interesting.

L. V. P.

BIBLIOTHECA BUDDHICA, XIX. TIBETAN TRANSLATION OF DHARMAKĪRTI'S SAMṬĀNṬARASIDDHI AND VINĪTADEVĀ'S SAMṬĀNṬARASIDDHĪTIKĀ, with the gloss of Nag-dban-bstan-dar. pp. xvii, 129. Published by Th. de Stecherbatskoi, Petrograd, 1916.

Buddhists do not admit the existence of a permanent living principle, and where we should say "soul" (ätman), or
"individual" (purusa, pudgala), or "living being" (jiva), they use the phrase samtana, "series," or cittasaṅtana, "series of thoughts." The title of the treatise of Dharmakirti means: "Demonstration of the existence of other souls."

Dharmakirti belongs to the school Vijñanavadin or Vijñaptimātravadin, "Maintainers of the existence of thought alone." Visions, sensations, etc., of a waking man are like visions in a dream: there is not an object (ālambana). Now, if it be so, how are we to establish the existence of other men, the existence of Buddha? The Vijñanavadinatas could not well admit the extreme consequences of their idealistic theories and they were bound to find a loophole. As usual in Buddhist books, the pūrvānta, "prima facie view," is stated with great strength.

"The maintainers of the existence of exterior things urge that, for the maintainers of the existence of consciousness alone, there are not other beings. They say: For a man who denies the existence of exterior things and maintains that thought is without an object, the existence of other living beings is not established through immediate evidence (pratyaksa), for every knowledge is its own object and there is not an exterior object. And, as there are neither bodily nor vocal actions, the existence of other living beings cannot be established through induction (anumana). For we know the existence of living beings besides ourselves owing to the significative character of gestures and words, and, in the system of 'consciousness alone', there are not such gestures and words. As concerns 'revelation' (āgama), it is included in the category (skandha) of 'matter' (rupa), for Revelation is either of the nature of 'voice' or of the nature of 'scripture': both are inexistential according to you. . . ."

The answer was certainly more difficult to frame, and it is more difficult to translate. We shall only remark that the author deals first with the Sautrantikas, who believe in the existence of exterior things as being known through inference—we only know our own ideas and sensations; but the occasional character of these sensations can only be explained by assuming the existence of exterior agents—and with the Vaibhasikas who, like the earlier Buddhists, believe that "the eye sees its object".

Much remains obscure in the position of the Vijñanavadinatas. It is rather surprising that Dignaga and Dharmakirti, while strictly adhering to the dogma of "consciousness alone", were
able to build a consistent system of logic. No reader of the Nyāyabindu would suspect that the author, who skilfully states the conditions of correct “evidence” and correct “inference”, denies elsewhere the existence of a “cogniser” and of a “thing cognised”.

L. V. P.


Hāritī is an important figure in the Buddhist pantheon, notwithstanding her demoniac origin. Formerly a deity of smallpox, a killer of babies, she was converted by Buddha, when the Master, by stealing the beloved one amongst her five hundred children, made her understand that human mothers also are fond of their babies. Much has been written on this deity, and the long overdue English translation¹ of the studies of M. A. Foucher (“La Madone Bouddhique, les images indiennes de la Fortune,” dans Monuments et Mémoires publiés par l’Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, xvii, 2, Mémoires concernant l’Asie Orientale, i) will before long, we hope, reveal the strange destinies of the ogress transformed into a “giver of children” and a tutelary saint of the Order. M. Noël Peri, who has a thorough knowledge of the Chinese sources, gives an exhaustive account of all the versions of the story (pp. 1–43), of the documents relative to the worship, monastic, popular, and tantric (pp. 44–65, 65–81, 81–102)—a very meritorious work indeed. But the most important part of this “mémoire” is the discussion of the relations between Hāritī and Avalokiteśvara. It is well known that, in China, Avalokita is a woman (Kouan-yin 觀音); the iconographic representations of this saint give to a casual observer the impression of a Madonna. How has the sex of the Bodhisattva been changed? A problem which has puzzled a number of scholars, and which M. Noël Peri explains in a satisfactory way (pp. 67–72).

¹ The translation by Miss L. Thomas and Dr. F. W. Thomas was printed in August, 1914. [London, Humphrey Milford, 1917 (= 1918).]
Critical Notes to Saundaranandakavya

Haraprasād Śāstrī has deserved well of Buddhist studies by publishing (Bibl. Indica, 1910), together with valuable introduction and notes, the editio princeps of the Saundaranandakāvyā of Āśvaghoṣa. It was by no means an easy task. There is an old and good MS., but it has many lacunae; and the modern copy, on which Haraprasād had to depend for the bulk of the work, is thoroughly bad. We need not apologize for presenting a few corrections and conjectures. Some of them are given by the editor himself in his notes; a few (marked B.) are due to M. A. Baston (French translation of the two first chapters of the poem, Journal Asiatique, 1912, i, 79–100). There remain a number of difficult or corrupt passages on which I have unfortunately nothing definite to say.

I have not given up the hope of translating the Saundarananda, but, as the realization of such hopes is always, and especially now, a matter of incertitude, I should like to make a remark of some importance. Both the editor and M. A. Baston assume that Āśvaghoṣa’s poem is a Māhāyāṇika work: I do not see any evidence in favour of this view. Whether the author of the Buddhacarita, the Saundarananda, and the Sūtrālambakāra (translated by E. Huber from the Chinese, Paris, 1908), is also the author of the Mahāyānaśraddhotpāda, is by no means evident. If it be the case, that does not in the least alter the fact that there is not any tinge of Mahāyānism in the Saundarananda. If preaching and working at the salvation of others is, as says Haraprasād Śāstrī (p. xi), the “distinctive creed” of Mahāyāna, then Buddhism has been Mahāyānist from the cradle.

I

2a. aśiśriyaḥ yaḥ satatam? 2c. aśiśrāya?
5d. tapasām aśramo ’bhavat (see 18).
7c. asaṃkīrṇaḥ or asaṃkīrṇah.
8b. bhāvanair?
19d. śriyaḥ ca?
23d. gautamaḥ.
28a. kalaśaṃ.
30d. śīghravāhān.
31c. tadāśramamahipāṃśum?
32c. tān uvāca.
35c. śarāḥhmātā mahātūnā (B.).
38b. śunyacaitasailḥ?
46c. atisthipan.
50d. acikhanan, wanting in Whitney’s list.
56b. acikaran.

II

1b. kulakramāt (B.).
2a. yaḥ sasajje (B.).
10d. asthitān (B.). sthitān is probably correct.
13a. arākṣit is correct.
23a. Whitney akṛṣat.
43d. nikriyā.
46d. ṣāryāṃ.
45. ?
49c. vitakrodhatamomāyā. Māyā = Lakṣmi.
55c. saddharma°.
65d. "aṅgaṇāsv anāsthāḥ.

III

2a. tapasitān ?? c. prekṣya sa viṣaya°. d. tapa iti ?
5c. dhyāṇavisayam.
10c. varāṇasā°.
14c. "taraṅgacalam. d. catyatārayat.
17c. ?
18b. niyatamatir ?? d. svajanasvadeśā[——]mitravastuṣu.
19d. duḥkhhasukhayoṣ.
21a. avekṣya. c. śesam api ca janam.
22c. ?
26c. tatprasavam ?
27b. "siddhaye. d. sa suto ?
29d. dadhrire.
30d. upāsakaḥ?
31c. kṛśadhano.
32d. With a scansion "māhilā ??
33c. ślaksṇam api ca na.
34b. grddhamānasab.
35b. sāghrṇo 'py acentayat?
39a. grhiṇa.
40a. viṣayēsu.
41c. tatra ca susukha²? d. kṛtayuge manor iva.
42b. ——— ——— ———. With a scansion "pūru"?
c. abhavad abhaya°.

IV

2. vairāvanaṃ.
5d. sā sundarī śriḥ pursas tu nandaḥ?
12d. bhūsanaṃ.
22b. sākṣibhūtām.
25a. nisprānayaś.
36a. anāṣyāna°.
37b. jagāda.
38a. tataḥ stana°.
43a. adarsanam tūpagatas.

V

2d. kṛtvānjaliṃ.
3a. buddhastubhas . . . janasya ?? buddhas tatas tatra ?
15c. kleśānuśālaṃ viṣayān sitaṃ ca ?
18d. samkleśapakṣaṃ ?
24d. aratībhyāḥ.
25b. kriyābhyāḥ.
29b. śoka.
31a. saviḍyō. c. tathānapekṣo.
45b. citram.
53a. tanu°?

VI

16a. rūpeṇa bhāvena ca madvīśīṣta.
19d. janavatsalenā ??
25d. cūtayaśīṭiḥ.
38c. prśṭhatas.
48d. ka iva.

VII

2a. liṅgaṃ tataḥ sāstraḍhipravīṣṭāṃ. d. hriyamāṇo.
3c. yugadarīghabāhū.
4c. niṣāsvāsa.
10d. hṛdayāṃ.
17b. dviguruṇā is good for the meaning, but wrong for the metre. vai guruṇā?
20a. baddhāsanaḥ. c. saktab.
23b. vanam sapuspan?
26d. yato (reading of the MSS.) gives sense.
28b. vaśīṣṭhaś (cf. Buddhac. iv, 76).
29. Buddhac. iv, 76 (jalaprabhavasambhavām = jhasagarbhavyonim).
30. Buddhac. iv, 16.
32c. srueam.
37c–d. sarpān hriyam na rose na tapo rarakaśa.
38. Buddhac. xii, 12.
42d. cittoddhava°?
43a. áttasenaḥ.
45. Buddhac. iv, 79.
51. Buddhac. ix, 59, 60.

VIII

2b. bhramam.
7c. kare kareṇa.
10a. sadṛśaṁ hṛdi?
25d. na ratir.
34a. svajanāḥ. d. rabhasās tatra nimittam āṅganāḥ.
35a. vacanena karonti varṇanām?
39d. drptatarāś.
42c. caiva yantraṇāṃ.
44b. vaka[–] minaripum.
47a–b. atha sūkṣmaṁ atipriyāśayāl laghu tāsāṁ hṛdayam na paśyasi. d. calitam.
59b. bhaikṣam . . . citramauliḥ.

IX

1d. visānga°?
5c. idam tat.
6b. nadiṭātānokahavae.
7a. annapānāsanayāna°.
12b. viruddhā.
14a. śayyāsana°.
16b and xi, 55a. asvanta = a-sv-anta? asvastha??
18c. jarāḥ.
23b. ḍvipān arin.
34a. daivikaṁ. c. balavān (see Buddhac. iv, 82).
35a–b. raktacetasaṁ śarirasamjñē tava yaḥ . . . c–d. bhayād bhayaṁ hi.
36a—b. śarire na vaśo 'sti kasyacin nirasyamāne.
39a. yathā prarohanti tṛṇāny ayatnatah.
41c. tathānapeksya.
49b. vimoksadharmābhyupa

1b. bhāryām.
10d. pitṛbhyo 'mbha.
26d. rājāyate.
29a. tathānye.
42b. ṭkaronti.
44a. yathā prabhāte.
49a. athāpsaraḥsv eva?
53d. savṛkṣa.
54c. vimokṣyāmi.
61d. na cāpy.
62b. kadācid dhi labheta?

XI

5a. sa vṛttena.
13a. duśkaram sādhv anāryena.
18d. yat tvām (cf. Buddhac. iv, 65).
20d. MSS. tad rajaḥ?
25a. drpto?
27d. tyaktvān.
32b. nāpi kāmaḥ satṛṣṇasya (see 37).
41. Cf Buddhac. xiv, 18.
46d. atyajan.
48?
51b. ? d. devānāṃ sukha?
52d. dhṛtir bhavati nāsane (Div., p. 193, sva āsane dhṛtīṃ na-
labhate).
54c. yac ca (correction not necessary).
60c. niyamadhyānādibhiḥ.

61a—b. "Being inside the net, the foolish fishes in the tank are
aware (jānanti) of the misfortune produced by
destruction, live comfortably in the water; just so
the meditative (dhyāyinas) persons in the heaven
. . ." We want "unaware" (ajānanto). "The
inhabitants of heaven" (divisthāyinaḥ) would give
good sense, but ḍhyāyinas is supported by Śatuvātaka, p. 473.

XII

3b. pariḥāsakṣamo?
7c. tathānityatayā.
17c. Cf. Buddhac. xii, 16.
26d. dharmomukha p°.
27b. draṣṭur āvṛtih. c-ḍ?
28b. viruddhā.
39b. yataḥ?
43d. aksayaś ca?

XIII

7c. mantrakāle?
13a. śuddhah.
15a. bhaikṣa°.
18d. pareśv āyattavṛttinā.
27. śilanaṃ sevanād api / sevanam . . . ?
29c. sthanānām athānyesu.
33c. yatra.
44. nāpaneyam tataḥ kim cit prakṣetavyam na kimcana / 
   draṣṭavyam bhūtaṃ bhūtaṃ yāḍṛṣam ca yathā ca yat// 
   Compare Sumanāgalavilāsini, p. 12. The same verse, 
   with a variant (d) bhūtadarśi vimucyatā, is quoted in 
   Mādhyanikā books. The present passage gives us 
   the best definition of the phrase nimittagrahana.
48b. ārditam.
56c. bhava hi?

XIV

6d. ?
12b. abhyañjyate. Cf. Mahāniddesa, p. 241, where the same 
   similes are given.
13a. samatikramanārtham.
16d. mahaughasya t°.
21a. hrde yatsamjñinaś. d. gunāvatsamjñinān tām.
35a–b. āsanagasthānaprakṣitavyāḥṛtādiśu.
39d. viśamesu.
45b. tiṣṭhati?
48d. ?
XV

1a. Cf. xiv, 49.
17b. maitriṃ.
18d. natir might be correct.
21b. pātrihāvopaghātāt tu.
22b. svaptum arhasi (see xvi, 78).
23c. See xvi, 49.
25c–d. ??
31c. svajanaḥ.
54d. apekṣate.
63a. niḥśaucam.

XVI

4c. niḥsaraṇaṃ.
5b. prativedhiya.
7b, 14d. aveti.
23b. ? c. avetya.
27d. kṣemaṃ.
38d. lokapraṉttāvaratiḥ?
49b. kālo.
53a. yan niyataṃ nimittam. d. vāyunā vahnrī?
54a. niyatam.
64d. vāyvatmake.
66a. dhamann akāle.
76c–d. kaṇṭhe manasvīva yuva vapaśmān acākṣusair aprayu-
tair viśaktaiḥ?
77a. dosato.
83. Cf. Majjhima, i, p. 120. d. ?
85c. yātṛā.

XVII

4a. rjuṃ samagram?
9a. manaḥśamāya.
15b. niḥśaraṇaṃ.
16a. sa rūpiṇam.
18c. ahetukaṃ ca kṣayi.
21b. naiśvaryam.
24a. ?
28d. jñānamukhasya?
30b. yathābhūtam. c. āśrayaṃ.
33d. śāstraṃ.
36a. tvaksnāyu.
38d. yogāyudhāstraīr.
43a. kāmāgnidāhena.
45d. cittāmbhasāb.
52a. sukhe "pi. b. parām.
56a. niśritya. b. ?
57c–d. ?
60. See iii, 14.
68c. pāram ivāplavākāt?

XVIII

2a. jñānasamatāptikāle? See Buddhac. xiii, 51. It seems that
four pādas are missing between 2b and 2c.
4b. ?
10b. dharmacarya = brahmacarya.
14a. urvyādikān. b. kaṃ cīt. c. saktir.
16a. udayaṃ vyayaṃ ca?
17b. niḥsāram asattvavantam? c. ?
19a. aniśritaś.
20c. "candana".
22a. "śiṣṭa"?
28b. rāṇasaṇḍasūraḥ.
34b. svaṃkṛtaḥ?
44c. "devatā"?
49d. Buddhac. xv, 117.
50b. sudeśikasyeva.
51b. "mānasāḥ. c. tathāvabudhyate.
52b. ceyam.
53b. prasādādhigamena. d. na tarhi bhaktāv abhiyogam??
55c. madhyamo.
56a. mataḥ sa uttamo. c. svagataṃ.
64b. mokṣe param? d. cānikaram iva?

L. V. P.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF JAPAN. By KENNETH SCOTT LATOURETTE.
Macmillan. 1918. $1.50.

Mr. Latourette is a Professor of History at an American
University (Denison), and what first occurs to one on opening
his book is the reflection that such works rarely issue from
English universities. One can recollect some of an immense list of popular English works—of which a typical title would perhaps be Jolly Japan—works in ascending degrees of futility, written in a patronizing or a sentimental spirit, and staggering under a load of inaccuracies; but it is an unpleasant fact that, apart from the early standard works of such scholars as Chamberlain and Aston, the recent sound and thoughtful studies of Modern Japan are the work of American students, as, for example, Mr. W. W. McLaren's Political History of Japan during the Meiji Era, Mr. P. S. Reinseh on Intellectual and Political Currents in the Far East, and Dr. Gulick's studies of Japanese character and politics. To set against these we have only Mr. Robert Porter's Full Recognition of Japan, which is a compilation and not an inquiry, and Mr. Gubbins on the history of the early years of Meiji, where the author, by reason of his official career, was not able to make full use of his large stores of learning and experience.

A book like Mr. Latourette's is the more welcome at such a time as the present, when it grows very clear that one of the few hopes for some measure of international amity is the fullest mutual understanding between nations. The only cure, the only possible alleviation, of national jealousies, hatreds, and suspicions, is the free and steady flow of information from one state to another, but it must be information that is accurate and untainted.

Mr. Latourette's book certainly satisfies those conditions. Its first ten chapters, which survey briefly, but with skilful compression, the history of Japan from the beginnings down to the war with Russia, are lucid and accurate. The survey of the following period—in particular the account of Japan's relations with America and the growth of her policy in China, where more acutely controversial ground is covered—is clear and conscientious. In fact, were it not an ungrateful criticism, one would be tempted to say that the author's evident desire to be unbiased has led him by reaction to assume in some passages the rôle of an apologist for Japan. This, however, is a good fault, and does not by any means imply that the general tone of his treatment, for instance, of such difficult questions as that of immigration, is in any way prejudiced.

The reviewer, having recommended this book as quite the
best short study of modern Japan known to him, a happy medium in style between the popular and the scholarly, may be permitted one or two minor criticisms.

In dealing with the problem of Japanese expansion, it seems important to discuss the racial capacity for settling territories which differ from Japan in climate, configuration, etc. On p. 150 the author states that the vigorous policy of colonization of the Hokkaido was a success. The evidence available tends to show that the measure of success is dubious. Neither in the Hokkaido nor in Manchuria and Korea can the best elements of the Japanese population be said to predominate; and it is still to be demonstrated that the Japanese are capable of settling, as opposed to exploiting, lands where a great deal of severe pioneer work has to be done, and where conditions of food and shelter are different from those prevailing in their own country. Certainly it is at present the case that, with some notable and praiseworthy exceptions, the Japanese immigrant population in Korea and Manchuria contains an unduly high proportion of peddlers, small shopkeepers, and those whose occupation is in general parasitic rather than productive.

The Index contains no entries under P, so that the reader will look in vain for the Treaty of Portsmouth, Perry, Pan-Asiatic, Portugal, and Pescadores.

The Bibliography omits reference to Mr. Murdoch’s standard works on Japanese history, which, despite their obvious faults of temper, are unrivalled examples of bold and individual treatment.

G. B. Sansom.

**The Encyclopædia Sinica. By Samuel Couling, M.A. Two parts (633 pages). Shanghai: Kelly & Walsh. 1917.**

Mr. Samuel Couling in bringing out this work has rendered a distinct public service, and has laid the foundations of what will no doubt be some day an exhaustive repertory of Chinese lore. He is himself the first to admit the magnitude of the task he has undertaken, and the great value of this first issue of the *Encyclopædia Sinica* lies in the fact that it forms a working basis for subsequent editions.

Though all the best living authorities and the best available literature on this vast subject have been consulted, no one at all
versed in Sinology could fail to find omissions in the headings and in the articles themselves. We are convinced that Mr. Couling will welcome any additions and corrections to which attention may be called, and we have therefore no hesitation in occupying this review chiefly with criticism and supplementary data. And in so doing we do not want to detract in any way from the praise which all scholars will no doubt bestow on this arduous undertaking.

From the point of view of the general public the work is a veritable handbook to China, and affords entertainment from cover to cover.

One of the greatest difficulties which beset the compiler of an encyclopædia such as this is the preservation of a due proportion in the length of the articles, and many instances might be pointed out of obscurer personages receiving longer notices than some who are better entitled to fame.

A very large place is occupied by the accounts of the various missionary activities in China, and although no one can ignore the debt that Sinologists owe to the missionaries of various European nationalities, nor wish to disparage in any way the work they so nobly carry out, we cannot help feeling that the accounts of missions play rather a disproportionately large part in a work which is primarily intended to "interpret and open up China to the foreign reader". No doubt this disproportion will disappear in future, when the bulk of the work will be considerably increased.

From a general standpoint the following suggestions may be acceptable.

Under the article Moso on p. 5 reference should be made to the admirable monograph on this tribe by J. Bacot (Les Mo-So, Leyden, 1913).

On p. 25 Father Amiot's large dictionary of the Manchu language is not mentioned.

On p. 137 the crocodile should be mentioned.

On p. 159 reference should be made under Ney Elias to the Tarikh-i-Rashidi, to which he wrote a long and learned introduction.

On p. 297 it might be mentioned that the School of Oriental Studies now possesses an almost complete copy of the second edition of the "Ku Chin Tu Shu Chi Ch'eng", presented by the
China Association. Incidentally this famous encyclopædia might fittingly have a cross reference under T'u Shu.

On p. 461, in connexion with the earliest use of block printing for books, mention should be made of a dated Chinese Buddhist work printed in 868 A.D., brought from Central Asia by Sir Marc Aurel Stein.

On p. 555, for Bod-jul, the Tibetan name for Tibet, read Bod-yul.

On p. 581 the bibliography of Uighur is very incomplete. The following works should be mentioned:

*Kudatku Bilik*, by Dr. W. Radloff (St. Petersburg, 1891).


*K Voprosu ob Uigurach*, by Dr. W. Radloff.


*Recherches sur les langues tartares*, by M. Abel Rémusat.

Under the same heading it is stated that Yule held that the Uighur alphabet was "more probably derived from the Sogdian". The Sogdian language was only discovered long after Yule's death. The fact, however, is quite correct, as it has now been clearly shown that the Uighur alphabet—the origin of the Mongol and Manchu scripts—was borrowed from the Sogdian, which in its turn came from the Aramaic alphabet. These Central Asian scripts, therefore, all derive from the Aramaic and not from the Nestorian Syriac, the view for long held by European scholars. (See *Journal Asiatique*, 1911, R. Gauthiot; 1913, Ross and Gauthiot.)

On p. 590, under Visdelou, no mention is made of this author's famous and invaluable supplement to d'Herbelot's *Dictionnaire Orientale*.

In connexion with the Five Language Mirror, on p. 301, an excerpt dealing with birds, published in the Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1909, should be mentioned.

The Editor.

The following notes on painting and poetry are by Mr. Arthur Waley, of the British Museum.

In Mrs. Ayseough's article on Painting, as indeed throughout
the book, insufficient attention is paid to transliteration. Thus, at the bottom of p. 419 (col. 1) 太 is transliterated Ta. On the same page (col. 2, middle) 寬 is transliterated kuan (for k'uan), while 仇 is transliterated Chiu (for Ch'iu).

The translation of Hsieh Ho's Canons is quite inadequate. In No. 1 氣 is not translated at all, whereas the whole contrast is between “outer form” and “inward spirit”. No. 5 is translated by Mrs. Ayseough “Perspective should be correctly conceived”. The Chinese is 經營位置, literally “planning and placing”. To speak of “perspective” introduces irrelevant associations. No. 6 修模移寫 is rendered “Representation should be in conformity with the style selected”. Surely it means “tracing and copying”. Ku K'ai-chih, when describing the proper way to “trace” a picture, uses the cognate word 撰. Chang Yen-yuan (10th cent.) says: 傳模移寫乃畫家末事 “Tracing and copying are of course an inferior part of the painter's art”.

The article on Poetry is by Mrs. Couling. For Tung Fang-so read Tung-fang So; for Tsă K'ung-t'u read Tsă-k'ung Tu. For 搏 (p. 442, bottom of col. 2) read 撰. For 樂賦 read 樂府. The account given of Han poetry is very inadequate; even Tsă-ma Hsiang-ju is not mentioned. The statement that most of Han Yu's poetry is “in lighter vein” is astonishing. It is strange, in a short article on Chinese poetry, to mention such a complete nonentity as Kao Chü-chien 高菊磵, while the names of Ch'en Taü-ang, Li Shang-yin, Su Tung-p'o, and Lu Yu are wholly omitted. Incidentally the last syllable of Kao Chü-chien's name is written “nien” by Mrs. Couling, a mistake copied from Giles's Chinese Poetry, where it is presumably a misprint. I think also, it must have been a translation of the poem which reminded Mrs. Couling “of Heine”, for the original could scarcely have done so.

The statement (p. 444, col. 1) that most Chinese poems “are exceedingly terse” is presumably due to acquaintance with anthologies of short poems. In the complete works of any poet the short poems form a very small proportion.

In the bibliography “d'Hervey Saint Denys' Poésies Modernes” is mentioned. Can the Poésies des Thang be meant?

Mr. Z. L. Yih, of Shanghai, adds the following notes:—

There are some terms which deserve to be briefly explained, if not accompanied by an article, e.g., processions (迎神賽會).
which happen in time of drought, etc.; rubbings (碑帖), in which every Chinese archæologist is interested; charitable institutions, such as family charities (義莊), charity schools (義塾), institutions for respectable, poor widows (清節堂), homes for curing opium-smokers (戒煙局). Two industries connected with the religion of China should also be mentioned, the incense-making trade and the lead-paper (錫箔) trade.

The term 城隍廟, “City Temple,” should be mentioned under “Temple”, as every Chinese city has a City Temple. Its importance is evident when we consider the popular theory that the spirit of a dead man is under the jurisdiction of the spirit-magistrate whose Yamen is the City Temple. Just as when he was alive he was under the jurisdiction of the living magistrate.

The characters in drama seem to require more explanation. Thus the “hero” 生 is divided into “old” and “young”, and again into military and civil. The woman’s part is divided into “virtuous woman” 正旦, “fast woman” 花旦, and “old woman” 老旦; while serving-women are called 青衣旦. The 淨 always has a bass voice and is usually of villanous character. 丑 is a clown; 末 an insignificant part.

An article on military equipment might with advantage be inserted. Many of the weapons used in China were similar to mediaeval European implements; but others (such as the 棍 “stick” and 繡彩 “painted spear”) were quite different.
OBITUARY NOTICE

ÉDOUARD CHAVANNES

Né en 1865 ; Professeur au Collège de France (1893) ; Membre de l’Académie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres (1903) ; mort le 27 janvier 1918. Il laisse une veuve, un fils, officier aviateur décoré de la croix de guerre, et deux filles.

La mort d'Édouard Chavannes est sans doute le coup le plus cruel qui pût atteindre les études chinoises. Nous n'essaierons pas d'apprécier son œuvre, aussi ample qu'elle est variée ; mais peut-être réussirons-nous à donner quelque idée de l'homme et du savant.

Édouard Chavannes appartient à la lignée des grands travailleurs d'autrefois, tout entiers à leurs recherches et à leurs élèves. Mesurant son champ dès l'aube, labourant sans répit comme sans hâle, engrangeant le blé mûr, il comptait les années par des livres solides et élégants. Avec une facilité de travail tout à fait au-dessus de l'ordinaire, jointe à la préoccupation presque scrupuleuse de l'exactitude, la discrétion et la modestie, la légèreté de touche et l'honnêteté de toute prétention, étaient ses qualités maîtresses. Prenez, par exemple, la publication des documents chinois rapportés d'Asie Centrale par M. A. Stein : une énorme tas de menus fragments, les plus anciens MSS. chinois connus, documents officiels des petits postes militaires qui tenaient la "marche d'Ouest" sous les Han (1er siècle av. J.-C.). Édouard Chavannes était seul capable de débrouiller ce chaos ; il le fit, avec la rapidité et la sureté qui étaient son secret. Mais voyez comme il s'exprime dans la Préface : "Quelle méthode fallait-il suivre pour la publication de ces documents ? J'aurais pu me borner à ne donner que ceux dont le sens était sûr ; j'aurais négligé ceux dont la lecture était douteuse ou dont la traduction était hypothétique . . . Il m'a paru que cette méthode trop prudente n'était pas la bonne ; mieux valait, fût-ce au prix de nombreuses erreurs, livrer au monde savant la totalité des trouvailles de M. Stein. Ce qui importe, en effet, c'est que les travailleurs aient accès à tous les matériaux que j'ai eus moi-même entre les mains, et qu'ils puissent, par des efforts répétés, améliorer les résultats que j'ai obtenus . . . J'ai simplement fait ce que j'ai pu, et je me réjouis de toutes les rectifications qui seront proposées . . ."
Semblable modestie unie à tant de science donne la mesure d’un homme.

La réserve et le tact d’Édouard Chavannes sont aussi bien visibles dans le même ouvrage. Il décrit ces petites garnisons perdues entre la Chine et l’Ouest, leur mission, leur recrutement, leur ravitaillement, leurs armes. Les détails éparis dans les archives disparates qu’il a dépouillées fournissent tous les traits du tableau. Mais l’auteur veut aussi nous dire ce qu’on peut savoir du moral de ces soldats. L’homme l’intéresse. Ici les deux mille fiches sont muettes, mais d’autres sources nous renseignent sur le “matériel humain” dont disposait la hardie politique des Han. Ce sont des poésies militaires de l’époque des T’ang, jusqu’ici sans point d’appui fixe dans l’histoire, et qui s’expliquent maintenant par les documents d’archives qu’elles complètent à leur tour. Édouard Chavannes en présente quelques spécimens :

Il est bien malheureux, l’habitant de la frontière :
En un an, il a trois fois dû suivre l’armée ;
Trois de ses fils sont allés à Touen-houang.
Les deux autres se sont rendus dans le Long-si.
Tandis que ses cinq fils sont ainsi partis pour combattre au loin,
Leurs cinq femmes sont enceintes.

Le studieux sinologue n’ajoute rien à ces vieilles et émouvantes paroles. Sans trahir son rôle de témoin, il fait revivre les modestes héroïs des fiches du Turkestan. C’est de la meilleure histoire, qui dépasse la pure érudition sans rien sacrifier à la littérature.

S’il est un domaine où la littérature usurpe volontiers sur l’histoire, c’est sans doute la province mal délimitée que réclame la science des religions. Si nous voulons savoir ce qu’il faut faire et comment il faut le faire, prenons le mémoire sur le mont sacré T’ai-chan, “monographie d’un culte chinois.”

L’auteur ne prétend vérifier aucune théorie ; pour un peu, on dirait qu’il n’y met rien du sien, excepté l’ordre et la lumière ; sinologue, il découvre, publie, date et traduit des textes ; historien, il les classe et les interprète. Son impartialité et sa réserve font la parfaite sécurité du lecteur qui, désormais, en sait autant que lui, ou presque autant que lui, sur le culte des lieux hauts en Chine. Certains écrivains auraient trouvé là matière à dix Rameaux d’or.
Les sinologues, qui ne sont pas toujours de bons confrères, furent, dès ses débuts qui étaient ceux d’un maître, d’accord pour reconnaître dans Édouard Chavannes les dons éminents du vrai sinologue. Il semble bien que personne autant que lui n’a contribué, au cours de ces trente dernières années, au progrès, non seulement des études sinologiques, mais, au propre, de la connaissance du Chinois. La difficulté du Chinois n’est pas dans l’incertitude ou le “flou” de la pensée : les Chinois sont des réalistes qui savent ce qu’ils veulent dire, et c’est sans doute pour cela que la Chine, qui a tant d’historiens, n’a pas, comme l’Inde, des philosophies ; elle n’est pas non plus dans des tours raffinés de syntaxe ; elle est surtout dans le nombre des expressions toutes faites, autant d’allusions littéraires, qui réjouissent le lecteur averti et déroutent quiconque ne connaît pas à fond ses auteurs. Aussi une bonne partie du travail des sinologues est du pur guesswork. Voir les Beal, les de Harlez, et tant d’autres. Un des grands mérites d’Édouard Chavannes, m’assuraient J. J. de Groot et Paul Pelliot presque dans les mêmes termes, est d’avoir substitué à l’exégèse par divination une méthode d’exactitude. La clef des énigmes est dans les livres, dans les classiques, dans les dictionnaires et encyclopédies. Le sinologue ne peut pas être l’homme unius libri. Il faut de larges lectures et une mémoire infaillible ; il faut surtout une sagacité innée. Les profanes sont à même d’apprécier le progrès marqué par Édouard Chavannes ; soit qu’ils comparent les anciennes traductions fragmentaires de Se-ma-t-sien avec l’opus magnum du maître français, soit qu’ils étudient quelque traduction de textes bouddhiques où le contrôle est aisé.

L’œuvre d’Édouard Chavannes embrasse toute la Chine, encore que l’étude des relations de la Chine avec les “Pays d’Occident” y occupe une place d’honneur. Il “attaquait” Se-ma-t-sien en 1890 avec le traité sur les sacrifices Fong et Chang ; en 1891, ses études de Normalien portaient un fruit dans la traduction d’un ouvrage de Kant ; de 1895 à 1898, parurent les quatre volumes de Se-ma-t-sien, l’Hérodote de la Chine. En même temps, Édouard Chavannes rouvrait la carrière ouverte par Rémuusat et Stanislas Julien ; par ses soins, l’histoire des pèlerins bouddhiques s’est enrichie, en 1894, des monographies d’Itsing sur les “Religieux éminents qui cherchèrent la Loi en Occident” ; en 1895, de l’Itinéraire d’Ou-k’ong ; en 1903, des Voyages de Son-Yun, sans parler d’une foule de notes—on
sait que la méthode "pour déchiffrer les noms indiens transcrits en Chinois" a été renouvelée, depuis que nous sommes à même de restituer l'ancienne prononciation et les consonnes disparues. La publication des Inscriptions chinoises de Bodh-Gayā (1896) donna lieu à une passe d'armes entre Édouard Chavannes et Schlegel; le vieil et rébarbatif Hollandais fut aussi inférieur en érudition qu'en courtoisie. Édouard Chavannes devait le remplacer à la direction du Toung Pao. A la Chine religieuse appartient le livre sur le T'ai-chan (泰山), dont le titre "monographie" ne doit pas donner le change. Ce copieux mémoire jette des lumières nouvelles sur plusieurs aspects du paganisme chinois, une forme très complexe du culte de la nature. Les deux volumes de la Mission archéologique dans la Chine septentrionale (1909), importants pour l'histoire de l'art, sont aussi très riches en archéologie au sens le plus large du mot. Le Bouddhisme et le folklore trouvent également leur part dans les trois volumes qui contiennent Cinq cents contes et apologues extraits du Tripitaka chinois (1910–11). Enfin, et peut-être la partie de son œuvre pour laquelle Édouard Chavannes avait le plus de prédilection, de nombreuses publications, in-folios, livres ou articles, consacrées à la plus grande Chine et à l'Asie Centrale, fondements d'une discipline nouvelle: Inscriptions chinoises de l'Asie centrale (1902); Documents sur les Tou-kiue (Turcs) occidentaux (1903); Les pays d'Occident d'après le Wei-Lio (1905); Les documents chinois de la mission Stein (1913), etc.

Au cours de ces vingt dernières années, les philologies orientales ont brisé le cadre, un peu étroit, de ce qu'on appellerait, sans trop d'inexactitude, l'humanisme. Le temps n'est plus où le programme du "lettré" ou du "mandarin" enfermait toutes les ambitions du sinologue. Édouard Chavannes avait acquis, par des séjours prolongés en Orient, la connaissance de la langue parlée et de la langue classique, sans laquelle il n'est pas de sinologie possible. L'École Normale l'avait trop profondément marqué pour qu'il perdit jamais le souci de l'art. Il était un humaniste. Mais les sources littéraires lues plus attentivement, les sources épigraphiques en grande partie nouvelles, l'exploration du Bouddhisme chinois, les reliques enfin que les Stein et les Pelliot ont exhumées des sables du Turkestan, ont singulièrement élargi le domaine du sinologue et aiguisé sa vision. En même
temps que cet énorme afflux d'informations révèle les civilisations mi-occidentales qui relièrent la Chine à l'Inde et au Vieux Monde et fait apparaître des influences et des compénétrations insoupçonnées, il soulève les problèmes les plus compliqués de linguistique et d'archéologie. Pour résoudre ces problèmes, il faut les connaissances les plus variées, et il est bien caractéristique que, parti de Mithra, Franz Cumont soit devenu le collaborateur d'Édouard Chavannes et de Pelliot; il faut des chercheurs qui aient le goût de l'aventure et qui soient garantis contre les spéculations aventureuses. Édouard Chavannes a consacré le meilleur de ses forces à équiper de tels chercheurs et à leur montrer la voie. Il fut un des créateurs de l'École Française d'Extrême Orient, cet excellent laboratoire; il attirait au Collège de France de nombreux "lettrés", futurs collaborateurs de nos "savants"; il formait des hommes comme le pauvre E. Huber et Paul Pelliot; il publiait, pour Londres et Pétersbourg, les documents découverts par les missions anglaise et russe. La science qui, dit-on, n'a pas de patrie, et son pays lui sont également redevables.

Ses confrères directs paieront un juste tribut à sa mémoire. Mieux que nous ne saurions le faire, et avec plus d'autorité, ils expliqueront comment, exempt de hâte, libre de toute arriér-pensée personnelle, il a construit des ouvrages où il n'y a ni vains ornementns, ni parties caduques. Ils diront que ses livres, qu'ils renouvellet de vieux problèmes ou qu'ils soient neufs d'objet et de manière, sont, pour les sinologues d'aujourd'hui et de demain, des guides sûrs et des amis. Aucun orientaliste ne les étudiera sans profit. Pour être austères—car Édouard Chavannes n'a jamais écrit pour le public, et, si ce n'est quelques discours académiques, sur "les Prix de Vertu en Chine", par exemple, on chercherait en vain dans sa longue bibliographie une page de vulgarisation—pour être austères, ces livres n'en sont pas moins aimables. On y respire partout une fleur de courtoisie et de probité; on y prend contact avec un des esprits les plus distingués de ce temps.

Louis de la Vallée Poussin.

[Mars, 1918.]
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THE people distinguished by the name of Kadu, because they speak a language differing from those of their neighbours, live mostly in the Katha district of Upper Burma, and inhabit a tract of country lying roughly between 95° and 96° E., and 24° and 24° 30' N. The number of persons returned in the census of 1901 as speaking the language was 16,300. In 1911 only 11,069 were so returned.

But for their language the Kadus would be indistinguishable from the Burmese, and would be called Burmans. Those I have seen appeared to contain a larger proportion of persons with narrow faces and pointed chins than the Burmese, but a Burman officer who had lived among them for some years was of opinion that Kadus could be recognized by their rounder faces. I merely mention this as showing the value of such impressions. Statements that one race indigenous to Burma is taller or shorter or otherwise different in type from another are usually to be received with caution. It is not that there is a uniform type, but that there

1 Stress the last syllable, and pronounce a as in among. This is the rule for nearly all Burmese dissyllables of which the first syllable ends in a, e.g., Katha, Ganan, Kabaw, Taman, Kala.
are so many types within the same so-called race (which generally means merely a group of persons talking the same language) that none can be selected as specially belonging to it. The same may be said of cranial measurements. So far as my experience goes these are useless for the purpose of classifying stocks in Burma. The indexes show great extremes, but when a mean is taken of any particular "race" it is mesatocephalic. Where this is not the case it will probably be found that the number of measurements recorded is not sufficiently numerous for any useful conclusion to be based on them.

The following passages are from "The Origin of the Burmese", published in the Journal of the Burma Research Society, June, 1911:—

"The term 'Burmese', as commonly used, means those persons who speak the Burmese language and follow Burmese customs, and are not known to be of other than Burman descent. Such a person may belong to any race on the face of the earth, but he is nevertheless a Burman. Of course, an individual with black skin or flaxen hair would not be described as a Burman; but then there are no such persons who also fulfil the above conditions. Anyone with such obviously un-Burman characteristics would probably wear trousers (if he is a man) and call himself an Anglo-Indian or Englishman. On the other hand, a Zerbadi, if he professes the Muhammadan religion, would never be called a Burman, though he may look like one, speak only Burmese, follow Burmese customs in all respects except as regards his religion, and have but a small fraction of Indian blood in his veins. The term, in short, does not describe a race, but merely a community.

"The last statement might be made, with more or less degree of truth, of all so-called races. Another way of putting it would be to say that all races are more or less mixed. The races of which they are composed were mixed, and so were the races from which these races were formed, and so on. With this process going on indefinitely we might expect all mankind to merge into one another, and to be no more capable of classification than the sand on the sea-shore. This, however, does not happen, because communities which live in one part of the world, follow the same customs, speak the same language, and intermarry tend to become uniform and to develop a type of their own, no matter how diverse their origin may have been. The most mixed community has only to refrain long enough from intermarriage with other communities, and it will develop a type as distinct as that of the Jews.

\[1\] A person of mixed Indian and Burman descent.
"The Burmese follow the ordinary rule. Though they have lived as
one people for only a few generations, it is quite possible that they have
already imperceptibly begun to develop a type of their own which may
after many hundreds of years entitle them to be described as a race,
provided they refrain from intermarrying with, or incorporating, the
members of other communities.

"As compared, indeed, with the majority of the inhabitants of the
two great countries, India and China, on each side of them, the Burmese
are of quite a distinct type. They differ in features and complexion from
the former, and in complexion from the latter. But this difference
fades away when we compare them with the numerous peoples
immediately surrounding them and living under similar conditions,
Chins and Nagas on the one hand and Talaings on the other, though the
last-named people belong to a different language-group, are indistinguish-
able from Burmans when living as Burmans in the plains. Put a Siamese
or a Malay into Burmese dress, and he will in most cases look like a
Burman. Where he does not it will be easy to argue that the fact is due
to some foreign admixture. Individual Malays, for instance, may be
found who are quite unlike Burmans in appearance, but this may easily
be because they are of Arab descent. Even if we go further afield to
Java or the Philippines, the type differs but little.

"This absence of distinct types is due, I think, not so much to homog-
eneity as to the fact that all these communities are of mixed blood, and
that the type most suitable to the environment tends to predominate;
while the admixture has at the same time gone on within comparatively
narrow limits. This again is owing to the willingness of the Tibeto-
Buaman, Indonesian, and other groups covering the area in question to
intermarry with each other instead of carrying on wars of extermination
or, as in India, forming exclusive castes, while their habits are certainly not
less migratory than those of the rest of mankind. In fact the tendency
mentioned above, under which all mankind might conceivably become of
one general type, with great variations between individuals but no
division into groups, has actually been at work in these countries, with
results perplexing to those who think it their duty to search for a "true"
physical type for each community speaking a separate language. The
fact is that it is only where barriers have been erected between com-
munities, whether by nature or by man, that distinct types have been
evolved or preserved.

"There is no reason to suppose that the position is materially altered
by our pushing our inquiries back in point of time. People are too apt,
while admitting the obvious fact that most Burmans in Lower Burma
are not Burmans at all but Talaings, to assume that at some remote
period of time (usually a period just before the dawn of history) there
was a pure Burmese race. Such an assumption is altogether gratuitous, and is made improbable by analogy. There is no reason whatever for supposing that there was a Burmese race a thousand or two thousand years ago any more than there is now, if by "race" is meant a people of homogeneous descent inhabiting a wide area of country. It is quite possible, however, that the Burmese language in an earlier form was confined to a clan, all the members of which were related to one another; and that the clan, growing more and more powerful, subdued or incorporated within itself other clans speaking languages allied to its own, or even belonging to a totally different language-group. Such evidence as there is points on the whole to something of this kind having happened. It is obvious that Burmese was once spoken over a very much smaller area than now. The downfall of the Talaing kingdom, with its resulting conversion of the Talaings to the Burmese language and customs, took place only a century and a half ago. In Upper Burma, which is supposed to be the home of the Burman, most of the country north of Mandalay was held, not so many centuries ago, by the Shans, who imposed their language on the people; without, however, being able to eradicate altogether the earlier languages, of which Kadu seems to have been the chief. Of Kadu history we know nothing, but, judging from analogy, it is likely enough that the Kadus themselves were but another clan who grew more powerful than their neighbours and eventually founded a Kadu kingdom. Tradition mentions other tribes, such as the Thet, the Sak,¹ and the Pyu, as having existed side by side with the Burmese and been gradually incorporated with them. That curious and interesting people, the Taungthas, who dwell in the plains in the west of Pakokku district, have a primitive civilization of their own, speak a dialect of Chin, and say they come from Mount Póppa on the other side of the Irrawaddy, may well be the remnant of a tribe which once occupied the present Myingyan district, and attained a civilization almost rivalling the Burmese before it or part of it was expelled. Thus even in historical times the Burmese-speaking people were confined to a comparatively small area, and it is reasonable to suppose that, before they were strong or civilized enough to make history, the area must have been smaller still.

¹ As will be seen later, I have since discovered that Sak (or Asak—the prefix a is frequently dropped) is the Kadus' own name for themselves. The name Thet looks suspiciously like the modern Burmese form of the same word. A word written sak in Burmese is pronounced thet. If this is the case the tradition really means that the three great races of Burma north of the delta were the Burmese, the Kadu, and the Pyu. The last has been conjectured to be the people speaking the language of the fourth text of the Myazedi inscriptions at Pagan, dealt with by Mr. Blagden in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for April, 1911. So far as I know this is pure conjecture, but at any rate the language is not Kadu, and it appears to be unlike any now spoken in Burma.
"It may now be asked how far these other tribes were allied to the Burmese in language, and therefore presumably in race; for, though language is often most misleading as a test of race, it also is often the only test we have. As to this it would be rash to offer an opinion. The Chins, the Kadus, and some smaller communities speak languages classed with Burmese as Tibeto-Mongolian. On the other hand the Talaings and the Karens belong to totally different groups. It is impossible to say to which of these categories the extinct languages of Burma belong. It is consequently impossible to say whether the bulk of the people who appear at the dawn of history as Burmans came from one direction or many.

Various parts of Tibet and China have been suggested as the 'original' home of the Burmese. So far as I know these suggestions are pure conjecture except in so far as they are founded on similarity of dialect, and the only serious attempt at comparative etymology bearing on this subject is Mr. Houghton's in the article referred to in the last number of this Journal. He found, as far as I remember, that the dialects of Western Tibet most closely resembled Burmese, and inferred that the Burmans came from there.

No one seems to have suggested that the Burmese might have been evolved in Burma, and indeed there are good arguments to be found against such a theory, though the assumption that any given people must have come from some part of the world other than that in which it is found is not always justified. The tide of conquest and migration tends to run from cold and barren to warm and fertile areas, and nothing could have been more natural than the settlement of Burma from the highlands of Tibet. The same may be said of those parts of Western China where, as in the case of the Lolos, the languages show a manifest affinity with Burmese. On the other hand it does not seem necessarily to follow that, because the Tibetan dialects most closely allied to Burmese are now found in the west of Tibet, the ancestors of the Burmese also came from that part of the country. The western Tibetans may have migrated from the east.

Whether the Burmese entered the country now called Burma as a single clan, or whether they had already welded other tribes with their own into a single nation, it is impossible to say. Here again we can only judge from analogy: and from what we know of Tibeto-Burman peoples in a primitive state their genius is against combinations for military or other purposes. Such combinations may have existed before the advent of civilizing influences from India, but we have no record of any on a large scale. On the whole it seems unlikely that they existed in the absence of some form of Indian or Chinese civilization.

"Nor is it at all necessary to assume a military invasion in order to account for the presence of Tibeto-Burman tribes in the country, allowing that they have come from outside. Bloodthirsty as some of these tribes and their neighbours appear to be, we often find them remarkably well-disposed towards strangers, welcoming them and passing them on to desirable lands. Though I do not wish to suggest that the conditions now existing among the tribes in the Hukong valley must have existed among the former inhabitants of Burma, we are yet able to realize from those conditions the fact that a peaceful invasion is not incompatible with a low degree of civilization, both in the invaders and in the existing occupants of the country. In the west of the Hukong valley we have the curious spectacle of a great number of petty chiefs, all independent of each other, living as a rule at peace with their neighbours and making little or no attempt to extend their power over large areas. The population is very mixed, various dialects belonging or cognate to the Kachin, Shan, and Naga languages being spoken. From time to time it receives accretions by immigration, which is not opposed; and there is record of communities having passed right through the tract to settle beyond it. For instance, the little State of Singaling Kambi, in the Upper Chindwin District to the south of this region, was settled about a hundred years ago by wanderers from Kanti Long, or Great Kanti, far to the north-east of it. They had apparently been allowed to pass through the Hukong valley without opposition from its inhabitants. Again, the headman of the little village of Maukkalauk, in the south of the same State, told me that he and his people had come from the neighbourhood of Nengbyeng, in the heart of the Hukong valley, and that they had arrived there, when his father was a boy, from Assam. They now talk Kachin, wear Kachin dress, and follow Kachin customs, but this is merely because they settled among Kachins at Nengbyeng. In Assam they are said to have worn white clothes and to have spoken some language which they have entirely forgotten and of which they do not even know the name. The history of this tiny community not only proves the possibility of peaceful migration among uncivilized peoples, but is a striking example of the rapidity and thoroughness with which a community may change all the characteristics (other than physical) which are generally supposed to indicate its race."  

So far as can be ascertained the only attempt hitherto made to study the Kadu language is the compilation by a police-officer of a vocabulary published in the *Upper Burma Gazetteer* (pt. I, vol. i, p. 691), and in Mr. Bernard Houghton's "Kudos of Katha and their Vocabulary" in the *Indian Antiquary* for May, 1893.

---  
1 See also *Upper Chindwin District Gazetteer*, pp. 18–20, as quoted on pp. 248–9, Burma Census Report, and on p. 328, Indian Census Report, 1911.
(p. 129). Mr. Houghton, after a careful comparison with other vocabularies, came to the conclusion that the language belonged to the Kachin-Naga branch of the Tibeto-Burman family, and that its nearest relative was Šak, a language spoken by a small tribe in Arakan two hundred miles away across a mountain range inhabited by various tribes of Chins. I have now discovered that the Kadu name for themselves is actually Asak (the prefix a is frequently dropped or added in these languages), a fact of which Mr. Houghton was unaware.

Gazetteers and Census Reports, while quoting Mr. Houghton, all agree in treating the Kadus and their language as mere hybrids. "Who the Kadus were originally remains uncertain, but now they are little more than Burmese and Shan half-breeds with traces of Chin and possibly Kachin blood. If they ever had a distinct language it is now extinct or has been modified so much by all its neighbours as to be little better than a kind of Yiddish" (Upper Burma Gazetteer, pt. I, vol. i, p. 569). The opinions recorded are summarized in the statement in the last Census Report that "the Kadu language is a hybrid of such doubtful ancestry that it is difficult to assign it definitely to any group in the classified scheme of languages" (Burma Report, p. 192).

An investigation of an unknown language naturally begins with the numerals, and it must be admitted that the Kadus use the Shan numerals from four upwards, and for two and three in counting. Except the numerals, however, I have been unable to find any Shan words in the language, though the Kadus and the Shans are in close contact with each other; and a village headman who spoke both Shan and Kadu told me there were none. Burmese words are frequently used, either for things or ideas introduced by a higher civilization or because they are considered more elegant, but even this fact does not justify a description of the language as hybrid. As to the numerals, a parallel exists in Japan, where the Chinese numerals are preferred by the educated classes, though the native equivalents are still in use among the country people.

The report goes on to quote the following from my gazetteer of the Upper Chindwin District. "The people who now talk the Kadu language live mostly in the Katha district, and those in the Upper Chindwin dwell along the border of Katha and come little into contact with the district officials. From what little is known
of their language it appears to be, like the Taman, cognate to Burmese. There are traditions of their presence in the south of the district, and, as already stated, the Kadus or Kantus are mentioned in the Yazagyo chronicle as one of the peoples formerly living in the Kale valley or its neighbourhood. If this is correct there is no particular reason for supposing that they have died out there. They doubtless adopted the Burmese language and customs and call themselves Burmans. This process has occurred in the last two generations among the people who formerly spoke Ingyê, which, though the Ingyês are mentioned in the yazawin as a separate race, appears to be merely a dialect of Kadu, and is still spoken by two aged women of Teintha and Obo, on the river bank just above Kindat. These women say that in their childhood most of the people of these villages spoke Ingyê. Ingyê was also, two generations ago, the language of Ahlau, Patha, and Maw in the Kabaw valley, and of Minya on the Chindwin above Paungbyin; while Yuwa, Tatkôn, Ingôn, Wayôntha, and other villages are said to have once spoken it. These Ingyês appear to be the only people in the district who have no tradition of having migrated from elsewhere, and there is every reason to suppose that the language was in wide if not general use before the advent of the Shans. It is not unlikely that there was a Kadu domination, just as there was afterwards a Shan and a Burman domination; and that Kadu was the language of one of the tribes which came into Burma long ago and eventually formed what is now the Burmese people."

With reference to the last sentence the author of the report says: "It seems more probable that in their origin they were a tribe intermediate between the Chin and Kachin branches of the western Tibeto-Burman invasion." This may well be, though I am not aware of any evidence as to when the Chins came to Burma. I did not mean to suggest that the people who introduced the Kadu language into Burma (if it was not evolved there) necessarily entered that country at the same time as those who introduced the Burmese language. The migrations may have been separated by many centuries. My point is brought out more fully and perhaps more clearly in "The Linguistic Survey of India" on p. 22 of the Burma Research Society's Journal of December, 1911. "The languages now commonly spoken in the Upper Chindwin are Burmese and Shan. It is obvious that the
Burmese is the result of the Burmese domination, which did not exterminate the inhabitants, but caused them, with the powerful aid of Buddhism and universal education, to adopt the Burmese language and customs. It seems to me highly probable that the presence of the Shan language is, in exactly the same way, the result of the Shan domination which preceded the Burmese, and that the language most generally spoken before Shan was Kadu, itself, perhaps, imposed by the Kadus on many tribes other than their own. It is also reasonable to suppose that the people who introduced the Burmese language into Burma was but one tribe out of many, and that its particular language or dialect has by degrees mastered the rest, and also the languages of quite different stocks, such as the Talaing. The Kadus may very well have been another of the tribes who eventually formed the Burmese people."

Since the passages quoted above were written I have been stationed for a few months in the Katha district, and have been able to make some investigation into the Kadu language in the course of a tour to Banmauk, the headquarters of a subdivision lying in lat. 24° 25', long. 95° 50'. The result is seen in the vocabulary, text, and notes annexed to this paper. It disposes of the theory that Kadu is a hybrid language (or, as described in the Katha Settlement Report, "a jargon of Burmese, Shan, and Kachin words" of recent origin), and shows it to be a language with a distinct vocabulary belonging to the Tibeto-Burman family and closely resembling Burmese in structure and sound-system.

The characteristics of the family are described by Sir George Grierson in vol. III, pt. i, of "The Linguistic Survey of India". There is a tendency towards monosyllabism, an absence of inflections, a fixed order of words, and a wealth of particles, or, as Dr. Sweet named them, "form-words," as distinguished from "full words" expressive of ideas. The arrangement of words in a sentence is subject, object, verb, and this, with a larger use of form-words, distinguishes the family from the Tai and Chinese members of the Indo-Chinese group, in

1 These characteristics also appear in Japanese, the structure of which altogether shows a close resemblance to that of Burmese, though the particles tend to coalesce and are on their way to become inflections. On translating into Burmese the Japanese text on p. 252 of Chamberlain's *Handbook of Colloquial Japanese* (ed. 1888) I found I was able to write the Burmese word under the Japanese word or syllable corresponding to it without making the order unnatural. On the other hand I have been unable to find any language spoken between Japan
which the order is subject, verb, object. The vocabulary is richly varied, and there is a tendency to coin a separate word for every individual concrete conception, but on the other hand a difficulty, common to all languages spoken by people in a primitive state of civilization, in forming words for abstract ideas. Some of the languages, including Burmese, use generic particles with numerals, saying, instead of "two carts and four bullocks", "carts two vehicles and bullocks four animals". (This practice exists in Kadu and Japanese.) The classification of words into nouns, adjectives, verbs, etc., with which we are familiar is not applicable to these languages. The verb is properly a noun, and instead of saying "I strike" one says "by-me striking".  

I have said that Kadu closely resembles Burmese in structure and sound-system. The vocabularies, however, have few roots in common, if borrowed words be excluded. This seems to be characteristic of the Tibeto-Burman family of languages. It may be partly due to the tendency, mentioned by Sir George Grierson, to coin a separate word for each individual conception, a practice which must, sooner or later, result in numerous synonyms. This again may be due to a primitive state of civilization, but I am inclined to think that the chief reason is a difference in mentality between East and West. The tendency for the same words or roots to represent the same things in all allied languages in Europe can hardly be due to civilization: the roots must have come down from a time when conditions were primitive. Among the races we are discussing fertility in inventing words is much more conspicuous than a realization of the convenience of using one word for one thing. Even villages often have several different names, used by different villagers according to their fancy. The result is that whereas the word "dialect", as distinguished from language, conveys in Europe a conception of similarity in

and Burma in which the same order is maintained. Even Korean, which is said to be the language most closely allied to Japanese, follows a different order.

When the above was written I was unaware that this close relationship between Burmese and Japanese had been noticed by anyone. But see "A Comparison of the Japanese and Burmese Languages", by Percival Lowell, Journal of the Asiatic Society of Japan, 1891, p. 583, and "Burmese, Japanese, Chinese, and Korean", by E. H. Parker, id., 1893, p. 136.

1 To me it seems that words signifying actions in these languages are neither verbs nor nouns. Instead of "he has lied" one says "he lie finish". In this connection the remarks of B. Laufer on the prefix a- on pp. 779-80, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, October, 1915, are much to the point.
vocabulary and structure with divergence in sound-system, in these countries it conveys rather similarity in structure and sound-system with divergence in vocabulary. It is in the Naga Hills, perhaps, that this characteristic is shown most clearly. It is said that the inhabitants of neighbouring valleys are often unintelligible to each other. This is not because (like men from Norfolk and Devon) they pronounce the same words in different ways, for such words as they have in common are probably pronounced alike; but because their vocabularies are largely different. Thus, whereas Aryan languages are classified to a great extent according to their vocabularies, it seems necessary when dealing with the Tibeto-Burman group (and probably others) to adopt quite a different classification, the main tests being structure and idiom. Viewed in this light Kadu and Burmese, despite their widely different vocabularies, may perhaps be regarded as being as closely allied as, say, English and Dutch.

The appendices contain a comparative vocabulary drawn from the lists of Tibeto-Burman words in the Linguistic Survey of India with the addition of Kadu, Burmese, Sak, and (since Kadu has been alleged to be a Shan hybrid) Shan; some of the standard sentences in the same work in Kadu and Burmese; a part of the standard text (the parable of the Prodigal Son); and some notes, mainly grammatical. In the sentences and text the Burmese word is written underneath the Kadu. It will be seen that the order is the same throughout except in two instances, where the upper line of the English equivalents represents the Kadu order and the lower line the Burmese. It was thought desirable to give the Burmese because the information was obtained through the medium of that language, and because anyone who studies Kadu in the future is likely to do so through the same medium. Below the text is written either the corresponding English word or a reference to a note. A literal translation from Kadu or Burmese into English is made impracticable by the great difference in structure and the fact that many particles have nothing corresponding to them in our language.

For the benefit of the ever increasing number of readers with a knowledge of phonetics (without which equipment no one ought now to begin a career in the East) I have also included a table of Kadu sounds kindly prepared for me by Mr. Daniel Jones, Lecturer in Phonetics at London University College.
The languages in the vocabulary have not been selected because they happened to contain more words in common with Kadu than the others in the Survey, but usually because they seemed typical of their groups. A few roots are more or less common to all the Tibeto-Burman languages. Some others are common to Kadu and one of the languages selected, the remainder having quite different roots. Nearly every group (excluding Shan) has some root in common with Kadu which none of the others have, or have only in a form considerably modified. The Kadu words ṣāwā' (37, tooth) and ṣā' (55, son) may be compared with Burmese ṣa', ᵐa'; ṣāda' (63, moon), wan' (64, fire), and Ṽ (71, fowl) with Kachin shatta, wan, and Ṽ; Ṻana' (34, nose), ṭī' (70, dog), and ṭaŋ (81, beat) with Tibetan ṣna', ḩyī, and ṭaŋ; ḩana' (38, ear) and ūm (67, house) with Naga ḩana and shim; p'u' (46, silver) with Lahu ḩfu in the Lolo group; ṣobu' (68, horse) with Chin shipu; and maw (142, ox) with Kaw maw. Thus Kadu has special affinities with members of the Tibeto-Burman family lying as far apart as Western Tibet, Assam, and China. Clearly it is not "a jargon of Burmese, Shan, and Kachin", but a member of the Tibeto-Burman family of legitimate and respectable descent.


There are various dialects of Kadu, the two principal ones in the Katha district being the Mawteik, here recorded, and the Ganans. I made some investigation of the latter. So far as it went it showed that the full words (see above) are in most cases the same as in the Mawteik dialect, while the form-words are nearly always different. There is seldom any difference in pronunciation of full words where the roots are obviously identical. The Ganans understand the Mawteik Kadus to some extent, but only, it seems, because the latter are nearer civilization, so that the Ganans pick up their language. A Mawteik man, on the other hand, told me that his people could not understand the Ganans at all. One can quite believe this, seeing the
differences in the form-words, which make up a great part of the language. Yet the difference between spoken and written Burmese is almost as great, there being but few frequently used particles in common. If dialects become distinct languages when mutually unintelligible, there are two Burmese languages, the written and the spoken.

The vocabulary and text were obtained mostly from Veterinary Assistant Maung Po Hnyin, an intelligent Burmese-speaking Kadu.

**Sounds**

A key to the pronunciation of the Burmese words in the vocabulary, etc., is given below.

**Vowels**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Nearest sound in English, N. English, or French</th>
<th>Example in Burmese.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>machine</td>
<td>ni', near</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>it</td>
<td>1', box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>many, F. été, N.E. day</td>
<td>ne', sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε</td>
<td>men</td>
<td>pe', pea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>N.E. pat, F. patte</td>
<td>a', hand over</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>father</td>
<td>la', come</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>saw</td>
<td>k'o', call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>N.E. home</td>
<td>o', pot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>rude</td>
<td>u', intestines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>put</td>
<td>pa', rub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>among</td>
<td>ap'è', father</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Diphthongs**

| ei     | rein                                         | ein', house         |
| ai     | by                                           | lai', follow        |
| au     | out                                          | au', below          |
| ou     | own                                          | own', coconut       |

**Consonants**

| p      | F. pas                                       | poun', form         |
| p'     | pay                                          | p'oun', dust        |
Nearest sound
in English,
N. English,
or-French.

Example in Burmese.
t
F. tout
t?, very
t'?, plough
tk?
k
F. cas
ko', nine
tk'?
come
k'?, steal
tg
get
gun', cotton-wool
tn
song
pa', I
t@
thin
thin', learn
td
this
nwa?tha', beef
ts
sore
sa', eat
t's'
's', salt
ts
show
fa', search
tj
yes
je', day

b, d, h, l, m, n, w, z as in English.

Checks

1
Scotch and Cockney not a', pin. An unexploded t

t

2
k
a?, below. An unexploded k

3
?
ne', day. An unexploded glottal stop

All these sounds\(^2\) appear, as far as I can judge, in Kadu, but the diphthongs are comparatively rare. The sound which I have represented by e before a final (e.g. en) is not the vowel in men, for which I have used e, but an equally lax sound between that and the vowel in pin. It is probably the second vowel in pity.

The o is pronounced with a minimum of lip-rounding, the lips being in a neutral or natural position.

There remain only the sound which I have represented by x, and its corresponding sonant  inflict. These are very near the Burmese tj in tja' (tiger), and dx in m'dji' (coat), but there seems no doubt that they are single sounds. The tongue rests against the teeth in pronouncing them.

Burmese has only two tones, the level (') and the falling ('). With the following exceptions one or other of these is inherent, and is marked, in every syllable. Syllables ending with a t

\(^1\) An unvoiced z (\(\z\)), the ordinary sound of s in German so, used by some English people for the z in seal.

\(^2\) Except perhaps θ and ș. I did not come across them, but omitted to ask whether they existed.
check (\textsuperscript{1}), or a \(k\) check (\textsuperscript{2}), may be given any tone at the speaker's pleasure. Those ending with a glottal check (\textsuperscript{3}) have a falling tone when pronounced deliberately, but in conversation this is neglected in unstressed syllables. The tone has therefore not been marked.

I have only been able to find the same two inherent tones in Kadu as pronounced by Maung Po Hnyin, but he often uses a rising tone in questions, just as we do in English. This trick is quite unknown in Burmese. Otherwise the Burmese rule generally applies to Kadu, but not always. A final \(a\), for instance, has apparently sometimes no inherent tone. Possibly this is due to a third tone which has disappeared. Again, there is an inherent tone in \textit{pou\textsuperscript{1}}, \textit{stoop}, and \textit{pou\textsuperscript{2}}, \textit{belly}.

### Table of Kadu Sounds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consonants.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plosive</td>
<td>(p, p')</td>
<td>(t, t')</td>
<td>(t, \overline{d})</td>
<td>(\overline{d})</td>
<td>(k, k')</td>
<td>(\overline{g})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>(n)</td>
<td>(l)</td>
<td>(\overline{s}, \overline{s'}, \overline{z}, \overline{f})</td>
<td>(j)</td>
<td>(\overline{(w)})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricative</td>
<td>(w)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-vowel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vowels.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close</td>
<td>(\textsuperscript{1}(u))</td>
<td>(\textsuperscript{1}(u))</td>
<td>(\textsuperscript{1}(u))</td>
<td>(\textsuperscript{1}(u))</td>
<td>(\textsuperscript{1}(u))</td>
<td>(\textsuperscript{1}(u))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half close</td>
<td>(\textsuperscript{1}(o))</td>
<td>(\textsuperscript{1}(o))</td>
<td>(\textsuperscript{1}(o))</td>
<td>(\textsuperscript{1}(o))</td>
<td>(\textsuperscript{1}(o))</td>
<td>(\textsuperscript{1}(o))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half open</td>
<td>(\textsuperscript{1}(o))</td>
<td>(\textsuperscript{1}(o))</td>
<td>(\textsuperscript{1}(o))</td>
<td>(\textsuperscript{1}(o))</td>
<td>(\textsuperscript{1}(o))</td>
<td>(\textsuperscript{1}(o))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td>(\textsuperscript{1}(a))</td>
<td>(\textsuperscript{1}(a))</td>
<td>(\textsuperscript{1}(a))</td>
<td>(\textsuperscript{1}(a))</td>
<td>(\textsuperscript{1}(a))</td>
<td>(\textsuperscript{1}(a))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sounds with double articulation appear twice in the above table, the secondary articulation being shown by the symbol in brackets.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14. I</td>
<td>ḍa'</td>
<td>ḍa'</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>nga.</td>
<td>nga</td>
<td>ang</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. We</td>
<td>ma'le'</td>
<td>ḍa'-'do'</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>nga-ya</td>
<td>nheo-jaga</td>
<td>zang, zang-fur</td>
<td>he-ko, hē-na, a-vo, u-ko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Thou</td>
<td>na'</td>
<td>nin'</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>khiang</td>
<td>ki</td>
<td>nang</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. You</td>
<td>honeq'</td>
<td>nin-'do'</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>khye-tang</td>
<td>ki</td>
<td>nang-sur, nang-sar</td>
<td>ne-ko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. He</td>
<td>hiq'</td>
<td>θu'</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>kho</td>
<td>o-cha</td>
<td>bi</td>
<td>po</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. They</td>
<td>honeq'</td>
<td>θu-'do'</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>kho, kho-tang</td>
<td>kya-mae</td>
<td>bi-sur</td>
<td>u-ko, lu-ko, ha-ko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. Hand</td>
<td>ḍōhu'</td>
<td>le'</td>
<td>takú</td>
<td>lak-pa</td>
<td>yo</td>
<td>akhai</td>
<td>bi, dze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. Foot</td>
<td>ḍa'</td>
<td>tji'</td>
<td>atar</td>
<td>rkang-ma</td>
<td>bhali-pu</td>
<td>phi</td>
<td>phi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. Nose</td>
<td>s'ōna'</td>
<td>hna'k'aug'</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>snam-tshul</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>afa, atheng</td>
<td>phi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35. Eye</td>
<td>me'</td>
<td>mjē's'</td>
<td>amí</td>
<td>mik</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>ganthang</td>
<td>phi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36. Mouth</td>
<td>s'ōdu'</td>
<td>pēza'</td>
<td>ángsí</td>
<td>kha</td>
<td>sung</td>
<td>megan</td>
<td>nhibcha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37. Tooth</td>
<td>s'ōwə'</td>
<td>θwə'</td>
<td>athawā</td>
<td>so</td>
<td>sa</td>
<td>mehgi</td>
<td>mhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38. Ear</td>
<td>kana'</td>
<td>na'</td>
<td>akaná</td>
<td>sna</td>
<td>nha</td>
<td>mehgi</td>
<td>mehgi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39. Hair (of body)</td>
<td>mun ku'</td>
<td>omwe'</td>
<td>kúmi</td>
<td>go-real</td>
<td>mui</td>
<td>khenai</td>
<td>nie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39. Hair (of head)</td>
<td>halaŋ', hu'</td>
<td>s'ēbin'</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40. Head</td>
<td>halaŋ</td>
<td>gan'</td>
<td>akhú</td>
<td>go</td>
<td>kra</td>
<td>khara</td>
<td>tsu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41. Tongue</td>
<td>s'ādi</td>
<td>ja'</td>
<td>lcé</td>
<td>le</td>
<td>le</td>
<td>sila</td>
<td>melu, mewu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42. Belly</td>
<td>poū'</td>
<td>bai'</td>
<td>lto-a</td>
<td>pho</td>
<td>gho</td>
<td>udoi</td>
<td>va, vadi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43. Back</td>
<td>ksa'ng'</td>
<td>tjo'</td>
<td>shul</td>
<td>shul</td>
<td>pae</td>
<td>bikhung</td>
<td>che, naku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44. Iron</td>
<td>s'əŋ'</td>
<td>ḍan'</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>lechaks</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>thezhā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45. Gold</td>
<td>nun'</td>
<td>jwe'</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>(no word)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46. Silver</td>
<td>p'u'</td>
<td>ḍwe'</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47. Father</td>
<td>əwə'</td>
<td>əp'ə', əp'e'</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>abá</td>
<td>ata</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>rakajō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48. Mother</td>
<td>eme'</td>
<td>anu'</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>po, pu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49. Brother (elder)</td>
<td>anmu'</td>
<td>oko'</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>zo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49. Brother (younger)</td>
<td>anme'</td>
<td>anu'</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50. Sister (elder)</td>
<td>əte'</td>
<td>əma'</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50. Sister (younger)</td>
<td>əte'</td>
<td>əma'</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51. Man</td>
<td>həb'wo, həb'wo'</td>
<td>lu', jau'tja'</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>mhi</td>
<td>munsui</td>
<td>ma, themma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52. Woman</td>
<td>i’s’i’</td>
<td>meim’ ma’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>bustring</td>
<td>chame</td>
<td>hingzhausa,</td>
<td>hingzhaus,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53. Wife</td>
<td>e’k-</td>
<td>mọja’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>zanzos; chhug-ma</td>
<td>miring</td>
<td>hingzhaus,</td>
<td>hingzhaus,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54. Child</td>
<td>s’aľa’</td>
<td>k’ele’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>phru</td>
<td>kolo-mae</td>
<td>f’sa, f’sa</td>
<td>nichu-ma, ná</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55. Son</td>
<td>s’a’</td>
<td>șa’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>bu, bu-tsha</td>
<td>jha</td>
<td>f’sa, z’la</td>
<td>ná</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56. Daughter</td>
<td>s’aeb-</td>
<td>șomi’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>bo-ngo</td>
<td>jha-me</td>
<td>f’sa zu</td>
<td>ná-pfū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57. Slave</td>
<td>s’un’</td>
<td>tjun’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>byis-ba; sgo-yal</td>
<td>ghe-ba</td>
<td>sakbau, bandiau</td>
<td>de-ma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62. Sun</td>
<td>some’</td>
<td>ne’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>sami</td>
<td>dhiba</td>
<td>san</td>
<td>tinaki, naki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63. Moon</td>
<td>s’ola’</td>
<td>la?</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>thatta</td>
<td>lani</td>
<td>noka-buri</td>
<td>krö</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64. Star</td>
<td>u’nur’ji’</td>
<td>ti’j’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>thageingthi</td>
<td>skar-ma</td>
<td>sara; musara</td>
<td>them’i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65. Fire</td>
<td>wan’</td>
<td>mi’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>bā-in</td>
<td>me</td>
<td>me</td>
<td>at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66. Water</td>
<td>wε’</td>
<td>je’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>chhu</td>
<td>mei</td>
<td>mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67. House</td>
<td>tem’</td>
<td>ein’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>kyin</td>
<td>nang, khang-ma</td>
<td>nu, ná</td>
<td>mi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68. Horse</td>
<td>s’abu’</td>
<td>mjin’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>sapú</td>
<td>rsta</td>
<td>gorai</td>
<td>kiri, kwirr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70. Dog</td>
<td>ti’</td>
<td>k’we’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>kú</td>
<td>khyi</td>
<td>suima</td>
<td>tefüh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71. Cat</td>
<td>han’ji’</td>
<td>tjaun’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>heing</td>
<td>bi-la</td>
<td>mao-zí</td>
<td>nuná, nianá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72. Fowl (or cock)</td>
<td>u’</td>
<td>tje’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>b’yá-po</td>
<td>nagabhale</td>
<td>dan-z’la</td>
<td>vódzá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73. Duck</td>
<td>(Burmese word used)</td>
<td>be’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>batik</td>
<td>hansa</td>
<td>(Assamese word used)</td>
<td>topha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76. Bird</td>
<td>u’des’a’</td>
<td>bhe’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>wásti</td>
<td>bii-u</td>
<td>dau</td>
<td>pera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77. Go</td>
<td>naŋ’</td>
<td>əwa’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>cha-hašas</td>
<td>hyad</td>
<td>thang</td>
<td>vo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78. Eat</td>
<td>joi’</td>
<td>sa’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>za-chas</td>
<td>chadu</td>
<td>za</td>
<td>chi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79. Sit</td>
<td>t’oń’</td>
<td>țaiñ’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>duk-chas</td>
<td>tidu</td>
<td>za, já</td>
<td>ba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80. Come</td>
<td>li’</td>
<td>la’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>ong-chas</td>
<td>lago</td>
<td>fai</td>
<td>vor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81. Beat</td>
<td>taŋ’</td>
<td>jai’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>t’ang-chas</td>
<td>dhon</td>
<td>bu</td>
<td>vu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83. Die</td>
<td>fi’</td>
<td>șe’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>shi-chas</td>
<td>sid</td>
<td>thiö</td>
<td>sa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84. Give</td>
<td>i’</td>
<td>pe’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>min-chas</td>
<td>pin</td>
<td>hu</td>
<td>tsúi, khashi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132. Good</td>
<td>me’</td>
<td>kaun’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>l’agh-mo</td>
<td>saba</td>
<td>g’hamsin</td>
<td>ke-vi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133. Better</td>
<td>məle’ me’ ma’</td>
<td>șa’ kaun’ (de’)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>l’agh-mo</td>
<td>saba</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134. Best</td>
<td>məle’ down’</td>
<td>șkaun’ zoun’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>chok-batsek</td>
<td>saba</td>
<td>boinu-sari</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142. Bull</td>
<td>mou’ wa’</td>
<td>nwa’ di’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>thamk</td>
<td>ghlang chik,</td>
<td>g’ham-sin</td>
<td>ke-vi-tha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143. Cow</td>
<td>mou’ pa’</td>
<td>nwa’ ma’</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>ghlang-to chik</td>
<td>boldi mokau</td>
<td>thu-do po,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ba-chik</td>
<td>mhe ghri</td>
<td>pedá po</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>masau</td>
<td>thu-krú-po</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. I</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ngai</td>
<td>kema</td>
<td>nga, ngwa</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>kao-hka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. We</td>
<td>ithum</td>
<td>antè, anhteng (hai)</td>
<td>koma</td>
<td>nyi</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>hao-hka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Thou</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>nang</td>
<td>noma, nangma</td>
<td>nwa, naw</td>
<td>maìi</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. You</td>
<td>na, nathum</td>
<td>nante, nan hteng</td>
<td>nama</td>
<td>nwa</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>hsu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. He</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>shi</td>
<td>ama</td>
<td>iu-wa, pa</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>man</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. They</td>
<td>athum</td>
<td>shante, shihteng (hai)</td>
<td>amate</td>
<td>no-hu</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>hkao</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. Hand</td>
<td>pang</td>
<td>kya, lata</td>
<td>hkut</td>
<td>la pu</td>
<td>a-la</td>
<td>mü</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. Foot</td>
<td>phai</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>kù pu</td>
<td>a-kó</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. Nose</td>
<td>natang</td>
<td>lati</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na-hkaw</td>
<td>na-mè</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35. Eye</td>
<td>mik</td>
<td>mi, myit</td>
<td>mitang, mit</td>
<td>mè-shi</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>hku lang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36. Mouth</td>
<td>khamor</td>
<td>ning-kop, tin-gup</td>
<td>kam</td>
<td>mawk-kaw</td>
<td>ne nò</td>
<td>mak ta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37. Tooth</td>
<td>ha</td>
<td>wa</td>
<td>ha</td>
<td>ch'i</td>
<td>ka mé</td>
<td>hsup</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38. Ear</td>
<td>khana</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>bil</td>
<td>na paw</td>
<td>hso</td>
<td>hskio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39. Hair (of body) (of head)</td>
<td>asam</td>
<td>kara</td>
<td>sam</td>
<td>so kè maw</td>
<td>na baw</td>
<td>hu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40. Head</td>
<td>kui</td>
<td>paw</td>
<td>lu</td>
<td>a top-ko</td>
<td>o du sakaw</td>
<td>hkon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41. Tongue</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>salet, shing-de</td>
<td>lei</td>
<td>ha-tè</td>
<td>o du</td>
<td>ho</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42. Belly</td>
<td>wuk</td>
<td>kan</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>po-pe</td>
<td>me la</td>
<td>lin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43. Back</td>
<td>khunkor</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44. Iron</td>
<td>mari</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45. Gold</td>
<td>sina</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46. Silver</td>
<td>lupa</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47. Father</td>
<td>ava</td>
<td>kumpraw, kumprong</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>hso, shiü</td>
<td>hskam</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48. Mother</td>
<td>ava</td>
<td>ngun (shan)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>shi</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49. Brother (elder) (younger)</td>
<td>ama</td>
<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50. Sister (elder) (younger)</td>
<td>agato</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51. Man.</td>
<td>mayarno</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52. Woman</td>
<td>shano</td>
<td>numsha</td>
<td>nu-me</td>
<td>yami (n), zami</td>
<td>ya mi ya</td>
<td>hpu-ying</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53. Wife</td>
<td>prai</td>
<td>kasha, kanu</td>
<td>ji-yi</td>
<td>o-mim-ma</td>
<td>nga mi ya</td>
<td>mè</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54. Child</td>
<td>noshino</td>
<td>ma, kasha</td>
<td>tapa, naosing no ta tapa</td>
<td>yaü-ye, e aw kapai</td>
<td>lagu la</td>
<td>luk awn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55. Son</td>
<td>noshino mayarno</td>
<td>kasha, lakasha</td>
<td>tana tanulien in tiang, sal</td>
<td>yami (n) hka</td>
<td>nga li</td>
<td>lukksai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56. Daughter</td>
<td>noshino ngalava ro</td>
<td>shiyisha, numkasha</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>nga bu</td>
<td>luk-ying</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57. Slave</td>
<td>chirik</td>
<td>chan, zan</td>
<td>ni</td>
<td>mó lawkaw, mü-mi</td>
<td>nam ma</td>
<td>hka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58. Sun</td>
<td>chimik</td>
<td>shat-ta</td>
<td>tha</td>
<td>ha pa</td>
<td>ba la</td>
<td>kaung kan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59. Moon</td>
<td>kachang</td>
<td>shat-kan</td>
<td>ashi</td>
<td>mo kc</td>
<td>agó</td>
<td>lön</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60. Star</td>
<td>sira</td>
<td>wan</td>
<td>me, mi</td>
<td>ami</td>
<td>ni za</td>
<td>lao</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61. Fire</td>
<td>mai</td>
<td>hka, in-sin</td>
<td>tui</td>
<td>yika</td>
<td>i-su</td>
<td>hpai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62. Water</td>
<td>tara</td>
<td>kum-rang</td>
<td>shipu</td>
<td>yé</td>
<td>yung</td>
<td>nam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63. House</td>
<td>shim</td>
<td>gwi</td>
<td>wi</td>
<td>münan, maw</td>
<td>mawng</td>
<td>hön</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64. Horse</td>
<td>sigui</td>
<td>la mi, la myao</td>
<td>ngiao</td>
<td>kō, hpu</td>
<td>a-kii</td>
<td>ma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65. Dog</td>
<td>fa</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>ko-ga</td>
<td>mè-nyi</td>
<td>a-mi</td>
<td>miao</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66. Cat</td>
<td>lami</td>
<td>u pyet</td>
<td>a-pé</td>
<td>ya</td>
<td>kai</td>
<td>kai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67. Fowl (or cock)</td>
<td>harva</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68. Duck</td>
<td>vano</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69. Bird</td>
<td>vano</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70. Go</td>
<td>kava, kachat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71. Eat</td>
<td>kashai, phakaza</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72. Sit</td>
<td>kapam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73. Come</td>
<td>kharra</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74. Beat</td>
<td>kasho</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75. Die</td>
<td>kathi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76. Give</td>
<td>kami</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77. Good</td>
<td>kapha</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78. Better</td>
<td>phakamai</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79. Better than you</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80. Best</td>
<td>phamaikapa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81. Bull</td>
<td>simuk ava aka</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82. Cow</td>
<td>simuk ala aka</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
STANDARD SENTENCES FROM LINGUISTIC SURVEY OF INDIA

(The whole sentence in English is given first with its number in the Linguistic Survey; then the same sentence in Kadu; then the equivalent in English of each Kadu word, or, if there is no exact equivalent, a reference to the notes which follow; then a literal translation of the Kadu sentence into Burmese. Except in the sentence numbered 234 the order of the words is the same in Burmese as in Kadu.)

220. What is your name?

KADU. naŋ' na'me' meŋ' ko' la'

BURMESE. nin' na'me' be' ne' k'o' do le'

221. How old is this horse?

K. mə s'o'bu' əs'a' ma' ne' na' ban' la'

This horse age C C J B C

B. di' mən' əθe' be' nau' fi' bo' le'

222. How far is it from here to (Indaw)?

K. mə he' aŋdo' ma' ne' sa' la'

This F Indaw C C far C

B. di' ga' inəd' (go') be' nau' we' do le'

223. How many sons are there in your father's house?

K. naŋ' ən' tem' be' s'ɑ' hro'wa' ma' ne' na' la'

H father house F son C C J C C

B. ni' əp'e' em' hma' əŋ' be' nau' fi' do le'

229. He is grazing cattle on the top of the hill.

K. koj' luŋ' be' mou' pu' ma'

Hill top F or graze B

B. luŋ' der' hma' nwa' tjaŋ' de'

230. He is sitting on a horse under that tree.

K. un' p'un' ta' be' s'o'bu' san' pe' təm' ma'

That tree F F horse F F sit B

B. ho' əp'm' at' hma' mən' bo' hma' təŋ' de'

231. His brother is taller than his sister.

K. heŋ' əmu' heŋ' ətə' tə' təm' ma'

He elder brother he elder sister than big B

B. θo' əko' θo' əma' de' tji' de'
232. The price of that is two rupees and a half.
K. mə baŋ'na' mən kəleŋ pa' kəleŋ t'e'.
This thing price A rupee A quarter
B. di' hə' ēp'o' hən tja' hən mə'

233. My father lives in that small house.
K. rə' əwa' un' tem' sja' be' nem' ma'.
I father that house small F remain B
B. rə' ēp'e' ho' em' ə' hma' ne' de'.

234. Give this rupee to him.
K. mə p'u' pa' α' heŋ' njəŋ' i' jan'.
This silver {piece A} he F give B
B. di' njə' tə dja' thə' go' pe' lu'.

236. Beat him well and bind him with ropes.
K. heŋ' de' lon' han' tan' ban' na' jan'ha' hop pe'.
He F many 2 beat B B rope tie put
B. thə' go' mia' mia' jar' pi' do' tə' chi' tə'.

237. Draw water from the well.
K. johom' baŋ' we' sun' pe'.
well F water draw put
B. je' dwin' ga' je' ka' tə'.

240. From whom did you buy that?
K. naŋ' və' baŋ' na' həm'e' he' mi' lo'.
H that thing C F buy C
B. nın' ho' ha' bo' du' fi' ga' we' də le'.

THE PRODIGAL SON

Burmese. In- to jau' hma' thə' hən jau' fi'
ma'- s'a' s'ja' he' əwa' ba' naŋ' han' na əwa'.
B. son small F father F go A A father
də'. thə' ə' ga' ēp'e' s'i' go' thə' bi' do' ēp'e'.

1 The Kadu words "two rupees and two quarters" have been translated literally. The Burmese would say "two rupees and a half".
2 This seems to be an adverbial particle.
NOTES

A.—Numerals

For the numbers two to ten the Shan numerals are used in counting. The native words have fallen into disuse, just as the native Japanese numerals have been supplanted by the Chinese in the towns of Japan, and will probably soon be obsolete altogether. The word for "one" in counting is nu.

When numerals are used with nouns a class-name is employed, as in Burmese, Shan, and cognate languages. Here there is bewildering confusion. The class-name varies with different numerals. This is explained in most cases, but not all, by the Shan class-name being used with the higher numbers. But the numerals also vary with the class-name, especially in the case of "one", which takes no less than four different forms (nu, wa, a, na) with different class-names. The order is also different. The word for "one", whatever it may be, is placed after the class-name, whereas all the other numerals are placed before the class-name. The fact that the latter is the Shan order suggests that the former is the proper Kadu order. Some examples are, given below. Though the Shan words for two and three are always used in counting, the Kadu words (kole, s'um) are employed with nouns.
A man | təmi'sa' ho' wa', həwə'  
A dog | ʔi' nu' wa'  
A mat | ham' tu' wa'  
This one thing | ʔəbəŋ'na' teŋ' nu'  
Two men | təmi'sa' kəleŋ' hu'  
Two dogs | ʔi' kəleŋ' nu'  
Two mats | ham' kəleŋ' tu'  
Three men | təmi'sa' sum' hu'  
Four men | təmi'sa' s'i' ko'  

B.—VERBAL PARTICLES

Verbal root i'-, give.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ENGLISH</th>
<th>BURMESE</th>
<th>KADU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gives</td>
<td>pe' də'</td>
<td>i'- ma'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gave</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was giving</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has given</td>
<td>pe' bi'</td>
<td>i'- ban'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will give</td>
<td>pe' mo'</td>
<td>i'- gu'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May (will probably) give</td>
<td>pe' letu' mo'</td>
<td>i'- jəŋ' gu'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act of giving</td>
<td>pe' da'</td>
<td>i'- bən'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Give</td>
<td>pe'</td>
<td>i'-, i'- ju'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before giving</td>
<td>ma pe' gm'</td>
<td>ə i'-di'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>While</td>
<td>pe' dən'</td>
<td>i'- dən'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After</td>
<td>pe' bi' hma'</td>
<td>i'- si' ban' na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without</td>
<td>ma pe' bə</td>
<td>ə i'- jən'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>So as to give</td>
<td>pe' aŋ'</td>
<td>i'- gu'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If (he) (gives)</td>
<td>pe' jən'</td>
<td>i'- ban'na ga'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Though</td>
<td>pe' be'də'</td>
<td>i'- ban' ji-da'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As</td>
<td>pe' dəlo'</td>
<td>i'- jaŋ' neŋ' ja'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>That</td>
<td>pe' də'lo'</td>
<td>i'- ja'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because</td>
<td>pe' lo'</td>
<td>i'- də'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As soon as</td>
<td>də' ot'we'</td>
<td>i'-  bəŋ' jam' ban'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not give</td>
<td>pe' pe dən'</td>
<td>i'- i'- təŋ' (Burmese?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has not given</td>
<td>ma pe' bu'</td>
<td>ə i'- ja'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was not giving</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will not give</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does (he) give?</td>
<td>pe' də la'</td>
<td>i'- la'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has (he) given?</td>
<td>pe' bi' la'</td>
<td>i'- (ban' la')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will (he) give?</td>
<td>pe' ma la'</td>
<td>i'- (gu' ga')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(ga la')</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### C.—INTERROGATIVE PARTICLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Burmese</th>
<th>Kadu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What?</td>
<td>bə́ le’</td>
<td>həmə́ng’ ga’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is it?</td>
<td>bə́' p’jî’ thə le’</td>
<td>həmə́ng’ ᵇaŋ’ lo’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is there?</td>
<td>bə́’ fi’ də le’</td>
<td>həmə́ng’ ᵇa’ lo’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who?</td>
<td>bə́ du’ le’</td>
<td>həmə’ ga’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which?</td>
<td>bə́ ha’ le’</td>
<td>mə’ bəŋ’ ga’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there a dog?</td>
<td>k’we’ fi’ də lo’</td>
<td>ʒi’ ᵇa’ lo’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is it a dog or a man?</td>
<td>k’we’ la’ in’ la’</td>
<td>ʒi’ ga’ ɭə’ ʃə’mi’ ʃə’ ga’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How many dogs are there?</td>
<td>k’we’ bə’ hə̀nə kəng’ fi’ do le’</td>
<td>mə’ nə’ ʃə’ ga’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How?</td>
<td>bə’ nə’</td>
<td>mə’ nə’ ʃə’ ga’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How many houses are there?</td>
<td>em’ bə’ hə̀nə em’ fi’ do le’</td>
<td>mə’ nə’ ʃə’ ɡa’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often?</td>
<td>bə’ hə̀nə k’ə’ le’</td>
<td>mə’ nə’ ʃə’ ɡa’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much?</td>
<td>bə’ lə’v kə’ le’</td>
<td>mə’ nə’ ɡa’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### D.—QUALIFYING WORDS

The rule in Burmese is that words qualifying nouns, if substantival in meaning, are prefixed to the noun. If they denote qualities they are usually prefixed to the noun with the addition of a particle, but some common adjectives are placed after the noun. The Kadu practice is very similar.

1 See *Half the Battle in Burmese*, p. 115.
### Examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Burmese</th>
<th>Kadu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Road</td>
<td>lan'</td>
<td>lam'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cart-road</td>
<td>hla'm lan'</td>
<td>le'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You</td>
<td>nma'</td>
<td>na'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your road</td>
<td>nm'a lan'</td>
<td>na'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maung Tin's road</td>
<td>Maun'm Tin'm lan'</td>
<td>Maun'm (B.) Ta'n' lam'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The road Maung Tin made</td>
<td>Maun'm Tin'm lo' te'an lan'</td>
<td>Maun'm Ta'n' um' be'n lam'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad road</td>
<td>tla'm dze' lan'</td>
<td>pa'n pe'n' lam'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### E.—Formation of Plural

The only plural affixes appear to be da'k with nouns and di' with verbs. The plural pronouns, unlike Burmese, have their own words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Burmese</th>
<th>Kadu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Man</td>
<td>lu'</td>
<td>tomi's'α'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>lu' do'</td>
<td>tomi's'α' da'k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dog</td>
<td>k'we'</td>
<td>ti'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dogs</td>
<td>k'we' mjā'</td>
<td>ti' da'k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>nga'</td>
<td>nga'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We</td>
<td>nga' do'</td>
<td>ma' le'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You (sing.)</td>
<td>nm'a</td>
<td>na'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You (plur.)</td>
<td>nm'a do'</td>
<td>ha'nē'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>thu'</td>
<td>hē'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They</td>
<td>thu' do'</td>
<td>ha'nē'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(He) has gone</td>
<td>thu' bi'</td>
<td>na' ban'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(They) have gone</td>
<td>thu' dja' bi'</td>
<td>na' di' ban'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### F.—Particles of Position, etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Burmese</th>
<th>Kadu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At the house</td>
<td>em'n'hma'</td>
<td>th'em' be'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To</td>
<td>go'</td>
<td>ba'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From</td>
<td>ga'</td>
<td>(be'n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On</td>
<td>bo'hma'</td>
<td>sau' pe'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In</td>
<td>de'hma'</td>
<td>no' be'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under</td>
<td>au'hma'</td>
<td>kādōm' be'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>bo'</td>
<td>jin'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The house (object of verb)</td>
<td>go'</td>
<td>de'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 This is the old Burmese pronunciation, still surviving in Arakan. Intermediate forms te'n', te'n', te'n' are found in dialects.
G.—"Yes" and "No"

For "yes" and "no" the verb used in the question is usually repeated, as in Burmese and, I believe, Irish. If the question contains no verb the equivalent of "that is so" (tʃi mɑ́, B. hov̥ kɛ́) or its negative is used. Familiarly the sounds e' e' (B. e', in') are used for "yes", and a double inarticulate sound for "no".

H.—"You"

The various words used in Burmese for "you", according to the rank of the person addressed, have nothing corresponding to them in Kadu. All are represented by náŋ. This is identical with the old form (still used in Arakan) of the Burmese nná̂, which is now considered extremely rude.

J.—"To be"

As in Burmese, there are two words for "to be", with different senses. "There is" is nág ma’, while "it is" is ŋet’ag ma’.

K.—"And"

"And" between nouns is jauk. Between verbs, as in spoken Burmese, it has no equivalent.

L.—Race Names

The following are the Kadu names for themselves and the races surrounding them.

1. Kadu
   ōsa

As mentioned above, this is evidently the same word as the name of a tribe in Arakan speaking a cognate language, and as the traditional name of one of the great races inhabiting Burma, the others being the Burmese and the Pyn.

2. Burmese
   kədən

The origin of this word is unknown. If discovered it may throw light on the relation between the two races.

3. Shan
   kəbə

This is the name of a valley, or rather a long and narrow plain, in the west of the Upper Chindwin district, on the border of Manipur. It is said to have once been thickly populated, but now has few villages, the population having probably been exterminated during the Burmese invasions of Manipur and Assam, when it
belonged to Manipur. The language of some at least of the existing villages was until recently Indyè, a dialect of Kadu. I am not aware of any Shan villages, though as the country to the north is inhabited, or at least dominated, by Shans, there may possibly be some. What the connexion is, therefore, between this tract of country and the Shans it is difficult to see, but the identity of the name can hardly be accidental. The Burma Government spelling is Kabaw, but the tract is referred to in most books and records as the Kubo Valley, the Indian pronunciation kabo being followed.

4. Kachin ha'-haŋ

I have been unable to discover any tribe of Kachins of this name, or anything that would throw light on the word.

5. Taman t'əmən-

This name is used by the Burmese, and by the Tamans themselves. The language, which is a distinct member of the Tibeto-Burman group, is now spoken only by a few families on the Chindwin and Uyu Rivers to the north-west of the Kadu country. See “The Tamans of the Upper Chindwin” in the Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute, July–December, 1911.

6. Chinese ha'k'ɛ-

One naturally identifies this name with that of the Hakkas, who speak one of the great languages of the Chinese family. But the Hakkas, while overrunning a great part of China, seem to be absent from the provinces bordering on Burma. This name also may be the key to valuable information on the relations between the Kadus and other races.

7. Chin tʃɔm'\n
This is identical with the Burmese name, but not necessarily borrowed. Indeed, the Burmese may have borrowed the Kadu appellation, the Kadus having probably been in earlier contact with the Chins.

8. Indian kələ\n
The same remarks apply. Tradition points to the first Indian settlers having come through the Kadu country. The kingdom which had its headquarters at Tagaung, on the Irrawaddy north

\[1\] See p. 8. The word is there written Ingyè in accordance with the system prescribed by the Government of Burma.
of Mandalay (east of the present Kadu country), was probably Burmese though ruled over by Indian princes, but there is a tradition that it was founded from the city of Peikthano in Mahamyain, a part of the Upper Chindwin district to the southwest of the tract where Kadu is now spoken, and this city, traces of which still exist, may well have been an Indo-Kadu capital. The tradition is referred to on p. 259 of the Burma Census Report, 1911.

The popular derivation of kula from the Burmese words ku', cross, and la', come ("comers across the sea"), may be dismissed at once as fanciful. The difference in tone is alone sufficient ground for rejecting it. According to Stevenson's dictionary the word is the Pali ēkula, race. I do not know whether there is any evidence for this. If there is none the word is at least as likely to be the familiar Indian kāla, black. (Cf. B. naga', from nāga, snake.) The fact that it is written with a u in Burmese proves nothing, as many Burmese spellings are due to false derivations.
NOTE ON URDU ORTHOGRAPHY

By A. Yusuf Ali, C.B.E., M.A., L.L.M.

It is not my intention in this note to discuss the question of Urdu Orthography in any comprehensive manner. All I wish to do is to draw attention to two points in Urdu Orthography in regard to which European printing presses can render us a great deal of service.

My first point may be summed up in a general plea for uniformity of Urdu spelling. My second point urges the necessity of supplementing certain Urdu letters by modified forms to represent distinct sounds. This especially refers to vowel sounds.

As to uniformity: the question chiefly arises with reference to the treatment of compound verbal forms or compound forms of other words involving suffixes.

I take up a book lithographed in India, and on a single page I find the following forms:

درے جُن -
ہو جانس گی -
رےگا -
تریکی کراتالی گا -
دو دلی ہوالہ سوان -
دیکھے دیکھیں -
کرے چای -

Now spacing, as between words, is not a strong point in lithographed books. Fortunately it is to be found with reasonable accuracy in printed books, especially those printed in Europe. But in compound forms no uniform law is yet established. And yet a few general principles can easily be formulated which will govern all cases.

Why should anyone ever write or print دیکھے دیکھیں? They are two distinct words, and their grammatical duplication does not justify their orthographical blending. In کرے چای we have a compound verbal form, in which we have three distinct verbs
combining to produce a definite phrase; each of these must be printed separately. In we have two distinct verbs, viz. جانگا and کرنا; but the latter is itself a compound form with a suffix. But as the suffix has no meaning by itself we join it on to the word which it modifies.

I would express the rule in two propositions as follows:—

I. In compound forms of verbs or other words, where the component parts are distinct words, they should be written and printed separately.

II. Where there is a mere suffix or prefix with no independent meaning of its own, it should be joined on to the word which it modifies.

The seven examples which I started with quoting would, under these rules, be correctly written and printed as follows:—

رهگی-
ده جانگی-
رهگی-
ترقی کرنا جانگا-
دودد بلی والا حیوان-
دیکتی دیکتی-
کردن جال=

The principle of treating all postpositions and (Persian) prepositions as independent words may not perhaps command universal assent, but the analogy of all advanced languages will leave no doubt that that is the correct principle to follow. Thus we should write:—

Correct. Incorrect.
گیاهتبر بر
دوپیش " دوپیش (The reason for treating دوپیش as a compound word will be referred to below.)

لاکیکا کو not لازم کو بھ دستور
بدستور " بھ دستور

The position of the genitive particle, , is not quite so clear; but on the whole, I think it may be assimilated to that of the postpositions and prepositions. Thus:—

صاحب کا not صاحب کا
We may now state the third rule as follows:—

III. Postpositions and prepositions should be written and printed as independent words.

There are a large number of compound nouns or adjectives in Urdu, of which the corresponding forms would be written in English with a hyphen. Thus:

- کن پھٹا, slit-eared.
- نیل کانث, blue-throated.
- کام جوڑ, one given to scamping work.
- دو پھیر, noon.¹

In such cases the correct principle is to write the two words together, without spacing between them, but without running the letters of the one on to the other, as in the following incorrectly written forms:

- کپھٹا
- نیلکانث
- کامجوڑ

This gives us our fourth rule:—

IV. Compound words, formed by the juxtaposition of one word with another, usually nouns and adjectives, should be written and printed with no spacing between them, but without running the letters of the one on to the other.

Next, as to the supplemental shapes of Urdu letters. There are three vowel sounds in Urdu which we represent by the letter \( \mathbf{ی} \), viz.:

- \( \mathbf{i} \) as in دہلی, Dihli.
- \( \mathbf{े} \) as in لارکی کو, Larke ko.
- \( \mathbf{ai} \) (diphthong) as in هی, Hai.
- \( \mathbf{پ} \) as in پیسہ, Paisa.

In the final \( \mathbf{ی} \) we already use the three distinct shapes to denote the three sounds, viz.:

- \( \mathbf{ی} \) (deep and round, as in دہلی).
- \( \mathbf{ے} \) (turned back, لارکی).
- \( \mathbf{ے} \) (shallow and long, left-hand end not turned up, as in هی, is).

¹ If we wish to say "two pahars", we must write the two words دو پھیر separately.
But the practice is by no means uniform. The most accurate writers use the three forms, but a lazy practice has grown up in lithographic presses of using the first and second forms only, and expressing the third sound by the second form, although the third sound has nothing whatever in common with the second sound. I urge that the triple distinction should be carefully and uniformly observed, and that European printing presses should cast types accordingly.

A corresponding distinction should be introduced in writing the medial ی. Fortunately the question does not arise in connexion with the initial ی.

The distinction I propose has reference to the writing of the dots of the ی. It has the merit of not confusing anyone who is not used to the system.

For the ū sound I would write the ordinary Arabic medial ی with the two dots written side by side. Thus:—

هیرا, a diamond.

tonir, a rice pudding.

For the ū sound, to rhyme with ray, I would write a short horizontal straight line to represent the two dots. Thus:—

پیری, a sheep.

هیرا, he pursued.

For the ai (diphthong) sound I am indebted to Sir E. Denison Ross for the suggestion that the two dots should be written one on the top of the other. Thus:—

پنس, a pice (a coin).

طیر, a tree, the Acacia catechu.

There are not a few words which have a different meaning according to the sound of the medial letters, e.g.:

بر, a hero, warrior.

بر, a kind of berry, Zizyphus jujuba.

بر, enmity, hatred.

A proper distinction in writing is therefore necessary for accuracy.
Similarly the letter  represents three vowel sounds in Urdu, which can all be accurately represented by slight modifications. The sounds are:

\[\text{ā} \quad \text{as in } \text{Bhūt, a ghost.}\]
\[\text{ō} \quad \text{as in } \text{Ghōra, a horse.}\]
\[\text{au} \quad \text{(diphthong)} \quad \text{Jo, Jau, barley.}\]

I represent the  sound by the simple Arabic  for  I slightly curve the lower end of  thus  but do not complete the loop; for  I loop the end of  thus  In this way we can distinguish:

\[\text{Jo, which (relative pronoun),}\]
\[\text{Jau, barley,}\]
\[\text{also } \text{Thōk, heap,}\]
\[\text{from } \text{Thūk, spittle,}\]

and so on.

Fortunately no question of medial or initial shapes arises for this letter.

The letter  represents two sounds in Urdu, viz.:
1.  as in  nau, nine.
2. A nasal sound like French  in  bon, as in  Karen, let us make.

The final nasal is represented by the  without the dot, but a medial nasal cannot be so represented. For example, there is nothing to distinguish between:

\[\text{Kunwar, a raja's son,}\]
\[\text{from } \text{Kanwar, a boil on the temple.}\]

I suggest that the nasal  should have a hollow dot  which it would be optional to omit in final nasals. Thus:

\[\text{Ganwār, a peasant.}\]
\[\text{Inf, a brick.}\]
\[\text{Ham hain, we are.}\]

The two shapes of  for an  that is joined on with a preceding consonant and one that is not so joined on, are clearly distinguished in European printing, but not yet universally in lithographed books. Thus:
Bhai, brother, not بہائی بھائی
Bahai, a follower of the religious sect of Baha-ullah, not بہائی بھائی.

Finally, may I suggest that European presses that print Urdu should discard the antiquated four dots for cerebral and hard letters and adopt the mark ـ as in all lithography and writing? Thus:

Tu'na, to break, not تونا
Ghari, a watch, not گھڑی
Haqqi, a bone, not حذفی

THE MATTĀ-VILĀSA AND "BHĀSA"

By L. D. BARNETT, M.A., D.Lit., Lecturer in Sanskrit.

I

IN 1912 Pandit Ganapati Sastri, the learned editor of the Trivandrum Sanskrit Series, began to publish a group of thirteen plays, all apparently by the same author, which now fill numbers 15–17, 20, 22, 26, 39, and 42 of the series, and for which he claims Bhāsa as author. As Bhāsa was considerably earlier than the great Kālidāsa, who speaks of him in the prelude of his Mālavikāgnimitra as a poet of established reputation, and as no works of Bhāsa have hitherto been known to survive, this discovery has naturally aroused much interest, and the erudite Pandit’s ascription of the plays to Bhāsa has been generally accepted.

The plays themselves bear no author’s name. But one of them bears the title Svapna-vāśavadatta or Svapna-nāṭaka, and is on the same legend as a play of the same name and on the same subject as one which a witty verse in the Sūkti-muktāvalī mentions as a work of Bhāsa. Beyond these references of Kālidāsa and the Sūkti-muktāvalī and an ambiguous description of his technique in the preface of Bāna’s Harsha-charita (early in the seventh century A.D.), nothing is known of Bhāsa; and as probably half a dozen other poets have written plays on the same theme as the Svapna-vāśavadatta, we shall do well to hesitate before subscribing to the theory of Pandit Ganapati Sastri.

The Pandit, however, has some other arguments in favour of his view. He points out that in classical plays, such as those of Kālidāsa and his successors, the prelude begins with a nāndī or opening verse or verses, after which the stage-manager(sūtradhāra) enters and begins to speak, but that these plays of “Bhāsa” usually begin with the stage-direction “after the nāndī the stage-manager enters”, and the latter then recites an opening verse. This, together with the fact that in these plays the prelude is called sthāpanā, whereas in the classical drama it is termed prastāvamā, are in the Pandit’s opinion proof that these plays are pre-classical; and as Bāna in his Harsha-charita tells us that
Bhāsa’s plays were sūtradhāra-kritārambha, i.e. had “beginnings” performed by the stage-manager, these plays therefore are plays of Bhāsa. This, of course, is a non sequitur. Again, the rhetorician Vāmana (eighth century?) quotes in the commentary of his Kāvyālaṅkāra-sūtra three verses from these plays; but he does not mention the name of their author. Daṇḍin, who was not much later than Kālidāsa, cites in his Kāvyādarśa (ii, 226) a verse (Limpatīva, etc.) which occurs in two of these plays; but it must be admitted that it is a stock line, which recurs in several other authors, and Daṇḍin says nothing about its authorship or source. Again, the rhetorician Bhāmaha, in his Kāvyālaṅkāra, iv, 40–4, seems to refer to one of these plays, the Pratijñā-yangandharāyaṇa; but Bhāmaha does not mention the author of the latter, and in any case Bhāmaha is later than Kālidāsa, whose Mēgha-dūta he criticizes (i, 42–4). The Artha-śāstra ascribed to Kautiliya contains a verse (Naravān śarāvanī, etc.) which occurs in the Pratijñā-yangandharāyaṇa; but this again proves nothing, for the verse is an old tralatitious one. Finally, whilst we must admit that some of the verses in these plays are strikingly similar to some stanzas of Kālidāsa and other classical poets, and that one play, the Chārudatta, seems to be the original of the Mrīch-chhakatika attributed to Śūdraka, these facts are very far from establishing the authorship of Bhāsa. The dramas are and must remain anonymous; and all that can be said in regard to their date is that their style seems to be fairly early, and that the Bharata-vākyā or final benedictory verse in six of them mentions a king Rājasimha as reigning.

II

In 1917, however, the Pandit published as No. 55 of the Trivandrum Sanskrit Series a little play which throws some light on the authorship of these dramas. This is the Matta-vilāsa.

The Matta-vilāsa is a prahasana or farcical sketch in one act. It depicts in a lively and caustic style the adventures of a drunken Kapālin, or Śaiva religious mendicant, bearing a human skull in lieu of an alms-bowl, who with his wench wanders through the purlieus of Conjevaram to visit a tavern. Here he loses his skull-bowl, and while frantically searching for that precious object he comes upon a Buddhist friar. The latter is a somewhat frail son of the Church, for he confesses to a regret that the Law
of the Buddha forbids him the company of the fair sex and the enjoyment of strong liquor; he even ventures to conjecture that these prohibitions have been interpolated in the Law by spiteful elders, and asks himself where he can find an uncorrupted text of the scriptures, which he may publish for the benefit of his brethren. The Kapālin and his wench, seeing the friar’s alms-bowl, argue with vinous obstinacy and ingenuity that it is the skull-bowl which they have lost, and the friar, who at first is attracted by the charms of the damsel and the liquor which he sees her and the Kapālin swilling, nevertheless resists their demand, and a scuffle ensues, in which the Kapālin and the woman are knocked down. The Kapālin shrieks for aid, and a Pāśupata, a follower of a more respectable form of the Śaiva religion, appears on the scene. To him the Kapālin appeals, charging the friar, whom he names Nāgasēna,1 with the theft of his bowl, while the friar mumbles the Sikkhā-pada. After some wrangling they agree to go to the police-court. Then comes in an Unmattaka, or crazy devotee. From him, after some clowning, the lost bowl is recovered, and all ends happily.

More interesting than the play itself is the question of its authorship and date. On this point there can be no doubt. The prelude informs us that the author is a Mahārāja of the Pallava dynasty, named Mahendra-vikrama-varman, son of Simha-vishnu-varman; and the scene is laid in Kāṇchi, the modern Conjevaram. We may therefore identify him with the king of that name, who is known to us from the inscriptions, which give him also the titles of Guṇa-bhāra, Avani-bhājana, Matta-vilāsa, and Śatru-malla, and mention a farce Matta-vilāsa by him.2

The present little play exactly suits these data. Its scene is laid in Conjevaram, the capital of the Pallava kingdom; it bears the title Matta-vilāsa; it alludes to his titles Avani-bhājana, Guṇa-bhāra, and Matta-vilāsa on p. 1; and in its final benedictory verse it prays that “the world . . . may be well ruled by Śatru-malla, who by his power stills his foes”. This king flourished about A.D. 620; and the play may with certainty be assigned to that period.

1 Nāgasēna is the name of the famous Buddhist divine who is the protagonist of the Mūlinda-pañhā.
Now the *Matta-vilāsa* shows exactly the same features of technique as the plays attributed to Bhāsa, except that the author is named in the prelude: it opens with the stage direction "after the nāndi the stage-manager enters", and the latter recites the introductory verse; the prelude is styled *sthāpanā*; and there are several points of likeness in the style. As Mahendra-vikrama-varman lived in the seventh century and Kālidāsa probably was about a hundred years earlier, these features in the plays of "Bhāsa" are therefore no evidence for a date earlier than that of Kālidāsa; and we are fully justified in holding that both the *Matta-vilāsa* and the plays of "Bhāsa" are products of a south-eastern school of drama which had not accepted the rules of technique which later became universal (probably through the increasing influence of Kālidāsa and his school), and that the works of "Bhāsa" are really anonymous products of some humble poet of the seventh century, who did not introduce his name into his preludes because it carried no weight. Hence it is perhaps not unreasonable to conjecture that the king Rājasimha mentioned in the final verses of the plays of "Bhāsa" is the Pāṇḍya Tēr-Māran Rājasimha I (c. A.D. 675).
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33. 占青雲而載真經
望風律以馳騁

"[Raban] consulted the omens in the sky and carried with him the true Scriptures; he observed the winds in their relation to the musical tubes, and quickly passed through difficulties and dangers."

占 being defined in the dictionary as 見兆以知吉凶, the plain sense of the passage is that Raban tried to forecast the weather by means of divination before starting on his journey; our translators, however, probably because they had an uneasy feeling that this was not quite the right thing for such an eminent Christian to do, have one and all fought shy of this obvious rendering. It is not necessary, of course, to assume that Raban actually did resort to such practices, for we have already seen that the author of the inscription suits his language to the taste of his audience; the second clause, indeed, alludes to a form of divination which is peculiarly Chinese. Here, again, no translator seems to have grasped the technical meaning of 風律. These are co-ordinates, as may be gathered from the following passages: Li Chi, 業記, ii, 17: 八風從律而不改 "The eight winds are not unregulated but stand in harmonious relation to the twelve musical notes." The eight winds are the winds blowing from the eight points of the compass. Shi Chi, ch. 25: 書曰七正十七八舍律歴天所以通五行八正之氣 "The Book of History says: It is by means of the Seven Regulators, the 28 Stellar Mansions, the Musical Tubes, and the Calendar, that divine communication is established with the emanations of the Five Elements and the Eight Directions in space."1 魏志, ch. 29 (注): 昔京房騫善卜及風律之占卒不免禍 "Ching Fang of old, though his skill in divination extended to the interpretation of the Eight Winds and the Twelve Musical Notes, was unable in the end to escape.

1 This is not in the work as known to us to-day.
misfortune.” The *locus classicus* for the Eight Winds is Huai-nan Tzŭ, iii, f. 5 r°–6 r°. Their names, together with the corresponding musical tubes, etc., are given in tabular form by Chavannes, *Mém. Hist.*, iii, p. 302.

The common phrase 青雲, in spite of the extraordinary range of colour covered by 青, has always puzzled me a little; and the parallelism here has suggested to me the idea (unsupported by any real evidence, I must admit) that it may originally have been an ellipsis for 青天白雲 “blue (sky and white) clouds.”

Wylie: “Observing the azure clouds, he bore the true Sacred books; beholding the direction of the winds, he braved difficulties and dangers.”

Legge: “Guiding himself by the azure clouds, he carried with him the True Scriptures. Watching the laws of the winds, he made his way through difficulties and perils.”

Havret: “[O-lo-pen], attiré par la nuée brillante, apporta les saints livres; et percevant l’harmonie des zéphirs, affronta les difficultés et les périls (du voyage).”

Saeki: “Auguring (of the Sage, i.e. Emperor) from the azure sky, he decided to carry the true Sūtras (of the True Way) with him, and observing the course of the winds, he made his way (to China) through difficulties and perils.”

37. 理有忘筌

This expression from Chuang Tzŭ has passed into proverbial use, but with a meaning that is not in the original. There is, of course, as Mr. Moule remarks, no question of ingratitude here, but that is because the allusion is not to the common proverb. Reference to Chuang Tzŭ’s text shows that the state of mind which leads to “forgetting the fish-trap” has his unqualified approval. 封者所以在魚得魚而忘筌...言者所以在意得意而忘言吾安得夫忘言之入而與之言哉

“The object of a fish-trap is the fish; when the fish is caught, the trap may be forgotten. The object of words is to convey ideas; when these are grasped, the words may be forgotten. Would that I could hold converse with a man who succeeds in forgetting his words!” It is clear, then, that 忘筌 in the Nestorian Inscription is to be regarded as an amplification of the preceding clause 詞無繁說, being in fact only an elegant way of saying 忘言.
In the British Museum collection of MSS. from Tunhuang, S. 556, I have quite recently come across rather an interesting variant of this saying: 若亡箇取魚 則可以言道矣 “If you can catch fish without a trap, then you may speak of Tao.” The order of the words shows that亡, not 不, is the correct reading in this context.

To my mind, there is not the least room for doubt that the quotation from the Edict comes to an end at天下. Havret places the stop after司 and translates: “Convenit peragrare caelo subjacens quod regimus,” which is quite impossible to get out of the Chinese. 天下司 could only mean “what the Empire rules”, not “the Empire which we rule”. But, as a matter of fact,司 is a common term for “the authorities”. It is used thus by 録大昕 in a document reproduced by Havret himself (Stèle Chrétienne, pt. ii, p. 394 (b): 太宗詔所司于義寧坊造寺一所. See also Chiu Tang Shu, ch. 43, f. 16 r°: 則受之以授於司, and Yuan Shih, ch. 18, f. 2: 詔軍民各隸所司. Other instances could be multiplied. Mr. Moule, following Wylie, would even extend the text of the Edict down to東莞. But the use of 即 as Professor Saeki has pointed out, is conclusive against such a view. And I may add that it is hard to conceive of Tai Tsung connecting the fortunes of his house in any way with the favouring influence of the Nestorian creed.

38. 青駕西昇

I should like to have a clearer notion of what these words exactly mean. At present there is some diversity of opinion as to whether the vehicle in question was a “green car” (Legge) or a “black ox” (Saeki). On the one hand, Lao Tsu is usually represented in art as riding away on the back of a buffalo; but the word昇 seems to imply that he was transported miraculously through the air.

Two passages may be quoted in this connexion which seem on the whole to show that駕 here is not used metaphorically, but really means “chariot”. (1) The biography of Lao Tsu in Liu Hsiang’s Lien Hsien Chuan, ch. 1, f. 3 r°: 此周德衰乃乘青牛車去入大秦 “Afterwards, when the virtue of the Chou dynasty began to decay, he mounted a chariot drawn by a black ox and went away to Ta-ch’in.”
When Lao Tzu passed that way, the Warden of the Frontier gate, Yin Hsi, charged the gatekeeper, saying: 'If there should be an aged man coming from the East and riding in a painted chariot drawn by a black ox, do not allow him to pass through.'

As in the similar case noted above, it may be that 青駃 is a condensed form of 青牛文駃. At all events, we shall hardly be tempted to translate the words "azure ox" with Wylie.

41. 火浣布

The second character has much puzzled the commentators. Diaz reads 織 "to wrap round", a tampering with the text which is really unnecessary, since 織 also means "to wrap". Legge merely says: "Asbestos cloth is indicated by three characters, of which the second is unexampled in that meaning." Mr. Moule thinks that the character, as written, is 織 "a rare word with the sound mao" (so rare that it is not to be found in K'ang Hsi'), but favours the emendation proposed by Diaz.

Now, the ordinary term for asbestos cloth is 火浣布, i.e. cloth which when dirty may be washed in fire. But there is little or no meaning in "cloth which may be wrapped in (or round) fire", even if the words could bear such an interpretation, which seems to me doubtful. According to K'ang Hsi, however, 織 has a second meaning which has been overlooked, namely 織 "the beautiful sheen or gloss of fine silk." The three words would then be "fire-gloss-cloth", or cloth which regains its original gloss through fire. This, as we read in the 異物志, is exactly what happens: 若塵垢污之便投火中則更鮮明也 "when soiled with dust or dirt, it is thrown into the fire and comes out fresh and bright again." And the Wei Chih says that when the dirt is burnt off, the asbestos comes out brilliantly white (燦然潔白). Thus, if my surmise is correct, the expression is practically synonymous with 火浣布. For information on asbestos derived from numerous Chinese sources see Wylie, Chinese Researches, pt. 3, p. 141.

返魂香

There is an entry under this head in the Pén Ts'ao, ch. 34 ad fin., where it is described as a 海藥 "foreign drug."
Li Hsün says: "According to the Han Shu, soul-restoring incense was imported from western countries in the time of Wu Ti [140-87 B.C.]. The 内傳 says: 'In 聚窟洲 Chü-k'ü-chou, in the Western Sea, there grows a soul-restoring tree, in form like a 楓 fënɡ (Liquidambar) or 楠 po (Thuya), whose flowers and leaves diffuse a fragrant scent for a hundred 里. The incense is prepared by placing the root in a cooking-vessel and boiling the water so as to yield a decoction, which is then refined in the same way as lacquer. It has six names, to wit 返魂 "soul-restoring"; 熠精 "vital-essence-exciting"; 阿生 "life-rendering"; 振靈 "spirit-stirring"; 马精 "horse-essence"; 却死 "death-dispelling." When a person has died of the plague, if this incense is burned in a dish and he is exposed to the fumes, he will revive. Hence it is called soul-restoring.'"

李時珍 Li Shih-chên says: "It is stated in the 博物志 Po Wu Chih of 張華 Chang Hua that in the time of Wu Ti the kingdom of 月氏 Yueh-chih in the west sent as tribute across the Weak Water three lumps of this incense, as large as swallows' eggs and black like mulberries. There happened at the time to be a great pestilence at Ch'ang-an, and the envoys from the west asked permission to burn a lump of the incense in order to ward off sickness in the Palace. The patients who smelt it forthwith rose up from their sick-beds, and the scent lasted for several days, being perceptible at a great distance. Victims of the plague who had not been dead for more than three days all returned to life after being fumigated with the incense. Thus it was evidently a divine drug with life-restoring properties. Although the story is a weird one and open to suspicion, yet it cannot be dismissed as a pure fiction, for it is quite possible that such supernormal phenomena may exist."

Similar virtues are ascribed to the 兜水 (or 水 or 門) 香 by 陳藏器 Ch'en Ts'ang-ch'i, and in the 十洲記 Shih Chou Chi there is also an exaggerated account of the tree and the incense, which are said to grow on a mountain in Chü-k'ü-chou.

The following note in Diaz's commentary is enlightening: "Soul-restoring incense is a rare perfume derived from an extremely fragrant-smelling tree, the oil from which is able to cure wounds, and causes sores to heal quickly and leave no scar. Its real name is 巴爾撒木香 pa-érh-sa-mu (balsam, or the famous balm of Gilead), and when men are severely wounded it
is used as a remedy, generally with wonderful effect. The name "soul-restoring" indicates its speedy efficacy in an exaggerated way, so as to enhance its reputation; for it is not really able to bring a man’s soul back into his body.”

On Ricci’s world-map of 1602, of which the Royal Geographical Society possesses a somewhat later re-issue, we find a legend about a perfume called 長安摩 pa-érh-so-mo, in Peru. “This is an oil which flows from a tree when the latter is slit with a knife. Smear on corpses, it keeps them from decaying. This perfume is also found in Judaea.” Balsam is said by Pliny (Nat. Hist., xii, 54; Bohn’s version, vol. iii, p. 147) to have been “bestowed by nature only upon the land of Judaea”, so that its mention in the Nestorian inscription as coming from Ta-ch’iin is a valuable piece of testimony in favour of Hirth’s identification of Ta-eh’sin with Syria, which may perhaps be added to a future edition of his China and the Roman Orient. The fact that this substance was commonly used for embalming dead bodies doubtless accounts for the idea that it had the power of restoring life.

明月珠
“Bright-moon pearls” are mentioned by Huai-nan Tzǔ (who says that they come from 龍蝦 oysters) and a number of other writers, some of whom give more imaginative accounts of their origin. See 龍蝦原, ch. 32, f. 2.

42. 寇
The form in which this appears on the tablet puzzled some of the earlier translators, including even Hirth. It was Legge, I think, who first identified the character. Within the last month or two I have found this same form occurring twice in one of the Tunhuang MSS. of the T’ang dynasty. Were the genuineness of the monument still in dispute this might be some evidence in favour of it.

45. 先天未下士大笑
“At the close of the Hsien-tien period inferior scholars loudly derided us.”

The allusion is to Tao T’ieh Ching, chap. 41: 卜士開道大笑之. If, as is highly probable, the “inferior scholars” here denote the Taoists, it is amusing to note that this contemptuous
description of them is taken—purposely, no doubt—from their own sacred canon.

Strictly speaking, the Hsien-t'ien period began in the 8th moon of 王子 (September 6, 712) and ended with the 10th moon of 癸丑 (November 22, 713), so that 先天未 would seem to indicate the autumn of the latter year. As a matter of convenience, however, a year is usually known by its last nien-hao, in which case Hsien-t'ien would be 712 and K'ai-yüan 713. Both Legge and Saeki speak of the year 712 as having "two names", 太極 under Jui Tsung and 先天 under Hsüan Tsung. This is not quite correct. 太極 lasted only to the end of the 4th moon, when the name was changed to 延和. There are three nien-hao, therefore, included in 712.

有若僧首羅含大德及烈並金方貴緒物外高僧

"Then there came the head priest, Lo-han (Abraham) and the venerable Chi-lich, together with other eminent priests who had renounced the world, noble scions of the West."

若 in this context may possibly be taken in the sense of 乃, for which K'ang Hsi quotes 國語: 必有忍也若能有濟 "there must be forbearance, then help will be possible." But 有若 seems to me rather to be analogous to the introductory formula 粹 若, which occurs in the Shu Ching.

大德 is a regular title indicating a certain grade or status in the Buddhist priesthood. I have found it several times in colophons to the Tunhuang MSS., e.g. S. 513 (dated 676): 詳閲太原寺大德神符 "carefully perused by the venerable Shên-fu of the T'ai-yüan Monastery." The office appears there to be higher than that of 寺主 "Abbot," but what it was in the Nestorian Church is doubtful. Professor Saeki has "Bishop".

並 is translated "ambo" by Havret, and referred to Lo-han and Chi-lich, which is surely a mistake.

金方 as a synonym for 西方 or the West in a vague sense occurs several times in Chinese literature, notably Hou Han Shu, ch. 58 ad fin.: 謝變令圖再全金方 "[Yu] Hsü and [Fu] Hsieh by their admirable strategy twice saved the Golden Regions." And 錢起 Ch'ien Chi in a farewell poem to the leader of an expedition to the West laments that the road thither is so long: 金方路極行人遠.
48. "Though the dragon's beard is out of reach, the bow and sword may be grasped; the majestic brows radiate light, and the celestial countenances are close at hand."

The legend alluded to in the first line will be found in Liu Hsiang's *Lien Hsien Chuan*, ch. 1. 賽 黃帝有龍垂髯下迎帝乃昇天群臣百僚悉持龍髯從帝而升攀帝弓及龍髯拔而弓墜群臣不得從 "A bearded dragon flew down to meet the Emperor, who thereupon ascended to heaven. His ministers and attendants all caught hold of the dragon's beard so as to rise with him. But while they were clutching this and the Emperor's bow, the beard was pulled out and the bow fell to earth, so that the ministers were unable to follow their master."

The allusion was recognized by Diaz, who has the following note: "Although the story is an extravagant one, Ching-ching has ventured to borrow it for the purpose of illustration. This miracle, performed by an ancient Emperor who had cultivated Tao, is compared with the present action of Hsüan Tsung, who had the portraits of the five Emperors painted and placed in the Christian Church, so that all men might behold their faces and thus come into intimate contact, as it were, with their splendour" (如親炙其光).

The curious expression 日角 has been entirely misunderstood by all the translators except Professor Saeki, and even he tells us nothing about its origin. It occurs first, so far as we know, in the *Hou Han Shu*, ch. 1a, f. 1 r°:  "(The Emperor) Kuang Wu had high cheek-bones and sun-like temples." The commentary by 鄭康成 says: 日角謂庭中骨起狀如日 "By *jih chio* is meant the appearance of the bones in the temples rising up like the sun." According to the *Shih* Wu Ti of the Liang dynasty also had 日角 龍顏, and again 日角龍庭. Thus the words came to be used in a general way for the Imperial countenance. It is noteworthy that 兩太陽 "the two suns" and 龍角兒 "hair-tuft horns" are colloquial terms still used to designate the temples.

All this, of course, does not really explain the derivation of the phrase. But a fresh light has quite recently been thrown on the

---

1 One commentator says that 菁 means "nose".
question by Mr. E. T. C. Werner's "Note on Head-flattening" in the first number of the New China Review. Here it is pointed out that the heads of the earliest mythical rulers taper . . . not to one point, but to two. This is the case in the representations of Fu Hsi, Shên Nung, Ni Kua, and many apotheosized beings, who are depicted with heads looking almost as if they had been cut into from above by an axe, in the middle of the skull. Going still further back, we find in the representation of P'an Ku, the earliest 'emperor' of all, the alleged progenitor of the Chinese people, not merely two points or bumps, as in the case of Shên Nung, etc., but two actual horns". Mr. Werner has a work in the press, we are told, in which the significance of these horns will be explained.

Legge: "Although the dragon (i.e., imperial) beard in them was too far off, the bow and sword could be touched with the hand; when the sun's horns (= rays) shed on them their light, the celestial countenances seemed to be within about a cubit (from the spectator)."

Havret: "Draconis barba quaamvis distet, arcus gladiusque possunt attingi. Solare cornu diffundit splendorem, augustique vultus pede propriores."

Saecki: "We feel as though we were in a position to hang on to the Imperial bow and sword, in case the beard of the Dragon should be out of reach'. Although the solar horns (i.e. the August and Majestic Visages) shine forth with such dazzling brilliance, yet the gracious Imperial faces are so gentle that they may be gazed upon at a distance less than a foot."

51. 於是天顕寺瞬頌載龍書
寶裝翠碧灼燼丹霞
睿孔宏空騰浚激日

"Thereupon the Emperor indited a tablet for the monastery, which bore on its face the Dragon handwriting. It was adorned with gems of lustrous kingfisher blue, and shone with the rosy radiance of sunset clouds. The wisdom of the inscription was as boundless as space, and the loftiness of its sentiments challenged the sun."

It will be seen from the appended versions that translators have rather tended to hide under a cloud of words their failure to extract any particular meaning from the Chinese. The
passage becomes more intelligible, I think, if we take the second line as describing the beauty of the tablet as a work of art, and the third as referring to the words of the Imperial inscription.

Wylie: "Thereupon the emperor composed mottoes for the sides of the church, and the tablets were graced with the royal inscriptions; the accumulated gems emitted their effulgence, while their sparkling brightness vied with the ruby clouds; the transcripts of intelligence suspended in the void shot forth their rays as reflected by the sun."

Legge: "On this the celestial inscriptions appeared on the walls of the monastery, and its lofty front bore the dragon-writing. The precious lines were like the shining feathers of the kingfisher, and splendid as the ruby hues of the clouds about the sun. The tablets of wisdom filled each empty space, and their radiance rose up as if to provoke the sun."

Havret: "Super haec Imperator composuit templi tabellam fronte gerentem draconis scripturam. Pretiosa decoratio emicabat coloribus fulgore fulgens rubrae nubeculae; sapientis scriptura extensa spatio, impetu insiliebat irradiantis solis."

Moule: "Then the Emperor composed and wrote in his dragon hand a motto tablet for the monastery. This precious ornament (shone like) a gem or a kingfisher, and was bright with the vermilion glow of sunset clouds. The writing of the Wise one pervaded space, rising and leaping up in emulation of the sun."

Saeki: "Thereupon the monastery names, composed and written by the Emperor himself, began to appear on the monastery gates; and the front tablets to bear the dragon-writing. The monastery was resorted to by (visitors) whose costumes resembled the shining feathers of the kingfisher bird, whilst all (the buildings) shone forth with the splendour of the sun. The Imperial tablets hung high in the air, and their radiance flamed as though vying with the sun."

54. 每於降誕之辰錫天香以告成功

"Every year upon his birthday he sent a gift of celestial incense, wherewith to report his meritorious deeds to Heaven."

Legge and Saeki are undoubtedly right in making 降誕 the birthday of the Emperor and not of Christ. The public celebration of the Imperial birthday was first instituted in the reign of Hsüan Tsung. According to the Chiu Tang Shu,
ch. 8, f. 19, "On the *kuei-hai* day of the 8th moon of the 17th year of *K'ai-yüan* [Sept. 2, 729], which was his birthday, the Emperor gave a banquet to the Government officials at the foot of the 花萼楼 Flower-calyx Belvedere [in Ch'ang-an]. The officials memorialized the Throne, asking that the 5th day of the 8th moon might be kept every year as the 千秋節 Thousand Autumn Festival. The princes, dukes, and others of lower rank presented a gold mirror and a 永露囊 dew-containing bag [probably a skin full of choice wine]; and all the departmental Governors in the Empire ordered a three days' holiday with feasting and merry-making. Thus a precedent was established for future observance."

*(To be continued.)*

---

1 I had intended to bring these notes to a close in the present number, but my material has outgrown the limits originally assigned.
INDO-ARYAN VERNACULARS
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By Sir GEORGE GRIERSON, K.C.I.E.

CHAPTER II: HISTORICAL

47. We have completed our geographical survey of the Indo-Aryan Vernacular and their dialects. It has been seen that they have been divided into three families, a Midland, an Intermediate, and an Outer. We shall now consider the mutual relationship of these families, and it will be more convenient to consider their growth downwards from the source than to follow their course upstream. The treatment must necessarily be historical, but the portion dealing with those stages which preceded that of the Indo-Aryan Vernacular lies outside the frame of the present work, and my account of them will be as brief as is consistent with gaining a clear idea of the whole subject.¹

48. The earliest documents illustrating the language of the Indo-Aryans that we possess are the hymns of the Rg Veda. These hymns were composed at widely different times and in widely different localities, some in Arachosia and some in the country near the Jamna, but, owing to their having undergone a process of editing by those that compiled them into their present arrangement, they now show few easily recognizable traces of dialectic differences.² On the other hand, it is certain that even at that early period “there must have existed a popular language which already differed widely in its phonetic aspect from the literary dialect”,³ and that this folk-language varied so

¹ It is necessary to explain that this chapter was originally drafted in the year 1898. It was then deemed advisable to postpone the publication of the work till the Linguistic Survey of India should be near completion. In the meantime, I utilized the draft for the preparation of pp. 51-63 of The Languages of India, published in 1893. The chapter has now been rewritten, but so much of the original as had not become out of date was retained. Hence, much of what follows will also be found in the above work, which, however, goes into the matter in much greater detail.

² Cf., however, von Brdke, ZDMG. xl, 673 ff.; Wackernagel, Altindische Grammatik, xiii, xix, xxxv.

³ Macdonell, History of Sanskrit Literature, 24; cf. Wackernagel, xvi ff., xxv.
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3 Macdonell, History of Sanskrit Literature, 24; cf. Wackernagel, xvi ff., xxv.
greatly from place to place that Indo-Aryan speakers of one locality were unintelligible to Indo-Aryan speakers of another. In the process of editing the hymns much of the original dialectic variations have disappeared, and there has even been, as has always been the tendency in literary India, a disposition to use exceptional forms as bases for generalizations; but, nevertheless, the hymns, even as we possess them, form an invaluable record of the Aryan language of ancient India, especially of that of the Eastern Panjáb and of the Upper Gangetic Dūāb, where they were compiled.

49. It is impossible to trace the origin of these ancient dialects in detail, but one general theory must be stated, which not only has the authority of a distinguished philologist, but is also supported by a leading Indian ethnologist.

50. On purely linguistic grounds, Hoernle considered that at some former period of its history North India was divided between two great forms of speech which he calls the "Śauraseni tongue" (Western) and the "Māgadhi tongue" (Eastern) respectively. He further suggested that at a still earlier period the limits of the Māgadhi tongue included a much wider extent of country. He finds isolated traces of Māgadhi characteristics in the far west. These increase in number as we proceed east, till at last in the east itself they predominate so as to constitute the Māgadhi tongue. These circumstances, he maintains, seem to disclose the fact that at some time in the remote past the Māgadhi tongue must have reached up to the extreme north-western frontiers, and have been the only language of North India; but that in course of time it gradually

1 Hillebrandt, Vedic Mythology, i, 89, 114, 136.
2 Cf. von Bradke, 669 ff.; Wackernagel, xii.
3 See Risley, Report of the Census of India (1901), i, 511, repeated in the Imperial Gazetteer of India (1907), i, 302 ff. According to him, the earlier Aryan invasion suggested by Hoernle, and mentioned below, was one of a tribe or tribes who brought their women with them. The later invaders represent the Indo-Aryan population of the Midland, which presents the ethnological type that might be expected to result from the incursion of a fair long-headed race that entered India by a route which prevented women from accompanying them, into a land inhabited by dark-skinned Dravidians, whose women they took for themselves. It is thus seen that Risley postulates two sets of invaders, one bringing their women and settling at first in the Central and Western Panjáb, and the other coming without their women and settling at first in the Midland. It is evidently immaterial to his argument which was the first and which the second, but he assumes that the first was that with women.
4 Gauḍiyan Grammar, xxx ff.
receded more and more to the south and east before the advancing tide of the Śauraseni tongue, leaving, however, here and there in the deserted territories traces of its former presence. With this Māgadhī tongue Hoernle associated Pəśṭo and Kāfiri, and concludes, “It would appear from this that Māgadhī Prakrit and the Pəśṭo and Kāfiri were once in close connexion, perhaps one language, and that at some time in the remote past they became separated by the Śauraseni Prakrit tongue, like a wedge cleaving them asunder and gradually pushing the Māgadhī further and further away towards the East.”

51. I have quoted at length this eminent scholar’s theory, and now proceed to state my own opinion which is founded upon it. In the first place, it must be remarked that, since Hoernle wrote, it has been proved that Pəśṭo is an Eranian language, and hence can hardly have been closely connected with the Indo-Aryan Māgadhī tongue. As regards Hoernle’s Kāfiri, by which he means Baṅgali, one of the Modern Piśāca languages, the case is somewhat different. In some respects Modern Piśāca differs widely from the North-Western Indo-Aryan Vernaculars, i.e. Lahndā and Sindhi, while in other respects it closely agrees with them. Reference has already been made to this point (ante, §§ 10, 24, 25), and I have stated my opinion that the points of agreement are due to the intermingling of the ancient speakers of the old form of Paiśāci Prakrit with the Indo-Aryans of the north-west—in other words, that they are due to very ancient borrowing by the latter. Otherwise I am unable to account for the existence of Eranianisms in Modern Piśāca that are wanting in Lahndā and Sindhi. On the other hand, it is evident that Kāśmirī, a Modern Piśāca language, either has borrowed freely from the North-Western Indo-Aryan Vernaculars, or else is a connecting link between the two groups. Possibly, when we know more about Modern Piśāca, it may be shown that I am wrong, and that Hoernle’s instinct was justified in suggesting that the old Prakrit of the north-west, i.e. Hoernle’s old Māgadhī tongue, and the ancestor of Modern Piśāca were once in close connexion or perhaps one common language. My mind is entirely open on the point.

1 Three interesting points are on Hoernle’s side. One of them is the optional change of r to l in Cūlikāpaśācaika. The same change was obligatory in Māgadhī Prakrit; cf. Mahābhārata (Kielhorn, i, 2, l. 8), hē ṭapō for hē arāyaḥ, in the speech of the Asuras, which is often said to be Māgadhī Prakrit, but can be better explained as Cūlikāpaśācaika Prakrit. The second is the change of sm to s
52. I nevertheless believe that the North-Western Indo-Aryan Vernaculars, whether of common origin with Modern Piśāca or not, are much more closely related to Hoernle's Māgadhī tongue than even he supposed. In other respects also his contention seems to me to be entirely justified, and, so far back as we can trace the linguistic history of Northern India, we find a "Māgadhī Prakrit tongue" occupying the north-west, south, and east, with a wedge of Śaurasenī in the Midland, which it embraces on three sides. Now, the Aryan invasion of India was a process extending over several centuries. The Vēda itself shows this. There are, for instance, hymns that treat of Divōdāsa of Arachosia as a contemporary, and there are others that tell of his descendant, Sudās, who dwelt in the Panjāb, and in whose days the martial exploits of his ancestor had already become legendary. This invasion may have been gradual, or, as Risley (op. cit.) suggests, there may have been two different Aryan invasions at widely separated periods. For our present purposes, it is immaterial which was the fact. If it was gradual, then the first comers differed from the latest as widely as if there had been separate invasions instead of a continuous one. Sudās's hymn-writers tell us how he conquered the Pūrus, another Aryan tribe far to the east, on the Jamnā, whom they called mṛdhra-vāc, of barbarous speech. Again, we have a valuable reference to the struggle between the Aryans of the Western and those of the Eastern Panjāb, in the contest between the Western Brāhmaṇa Vasiṣṭha and the Eastern Kṣatriya Viśvāmitra. Similarly, the war of the Mahābhārata between the Kūrus and the Pāṇcālas gives us hints as to the state of affairs at a later stage of history. Since Lassen's time it has been recognized that the latter were older settlers than the former, and it is an interesting fact that, broadly speaking, their allies belonged to the South Midland and Pāṇcāla, or East Midland, while the Kūrus had allies from the north-west, the south, and the east.

(Kā. as, "we," etc.). See Hoernle, Gd. Grammar, 280, n. 1. The third is the frequent use of ā both in Paśiṣṭ Prakrit and in Māgadhī Prakrit (Hēmacandra, iv, 305, etc.; cf. Hoernle, Gd. Grammar, 11).

1 This point is discussed in detail in an Appendix to this chapter.

2 Hillebrandt, 104 ff., 109.

3 Ib. 114.

4 Hillebrandt, 110, also maintains that there was a second invasion of Aryans from the west. It is worth noting that Viśvāmitra called Vasiṣṭha a Yātudhāna, or Rākṣasa, a form of abuse that the latter strongly resented (Rv. vii, 104, 15).
This would illustrate a later stage of the struggle. The Pañcālas of the East Midland would be the representatives of the “Māgadhi Prakrit tongue”, opposed to the Kurus coming of the West Midland and Eastern Panjab. The fact that the Kurus are described as having allies in the extreme east can hardly affect the question. We can accept the original authors of the old Bharata lay (cire. 400 B.C.) as authorities for the centre and west of Northern India, but references to settled kingdoms in the Far East must be ascribed to later writers. Political considerations affected the conduct of the nations immediately to the east of Pañcāla, viz. Eastern and Western Kōsala, Vatsa, Kāśi, Vīdēha, and Eastern and Western Magadhā. Some of these sided with one party and the others with the other. Making these subtractions, we find that the war was one between the Brahmanical Kurus of the West Midland and the Anti-Brahmanical Pañcālas to their east.

53. It is to be noted that the Rāma legend belonged to Eastern India, while the Mahābhārata (originally with Kurus, not Pañcālas, for its heroes) belonged to the Midland. Nevertheless, the connexion of the east with the north-west was close. The progenitors of Rāma, the Ikṣvākūides, whose home was in Kōsala, east of the Midland, belonged originally to the extreme North-west (Ram. II, lxviii, 17), hailing from the Ikṣumati, close to the Satadru. Moreover, it was from this country, not from the Midland, that Daśaratha took his wife Kaikēyi. Lassen points out that in the Satapatha Brahmana the Kurus were connected with the Bahlkas of the land beyond North-Western India, and that their allies, the Sauvīras, Madras, and Kaikēyas, though Aryans, are called Mālecchas. He maintains that the Pañcālas were earlier immigrants, and even suggests that they had been so long in India that their colour had changed from fair to dark.

54. It was in the West Midland that the Vedic hymns were collected and edited, and it is hence reasonable to assume that they represent in the main the language of that part of Northern India. Here, also, in later times was the centre of Brahmanical

---

1 The kingdom of Magadha was, as a whole, hostile to the Midland; see Jacobi, Das Rāmdyana, 104.
2 Pargiter, JRAS., 1908, 334 ff., and map; Grierson, ib., 602 ff.
3 Jacobi, op. cit., 69.
4 LIA, i, 720, 742, 743, 791.
culture, here arose classical Sanskrit, and here a non-classical speech developed in the mouths of the people from the ancient vernacular of which we find the literary form in the Vedic hymns, and which was the ordinary language of mutual intercourse. In the literary circles of the Brāhmaṇas, the language of later Vedic literature, i.e. that of the sūtra period, continued as the polite language and the language of literature, and was fixed by the labours of grammarians culminating in Pāṇini (circ. 300 B.C.). This language, so fixed, was known by the name of "Sanskrit" (Śaṁskṛta, purified), while the language of the common people, the lōka of Patañjali, was called "Prakrit" (Prākṛta, natural, unsophisticated). In Patañjali’s time correct Sanskrit was spoken in its purified form only by poor learned Brāhmaṇas who had been specially taught grammar. Other Brāhmaṇas spoke incorrect Sanskrit, while the uneducated people spoke a form of Prakrit. As the language of literature, Sanskrit held a monopoly in the west; but in the east of Northern India, where the Brahmanical influence was not so strong, and which was the centre of anti-brahmanical reform, Prakrit was also used for this purpose.

55. From this definition of the term "Prakrit", it follows that the vernacular dialects, the literary form of which is preserved in the Vedic hymns, were essentially Prakrit, and as such they may be called the Primary Prakrits of India. The vernaculars that developed from them and which continued developing in various phases, alongside of the Sanskrit whose growth had been arrested or retarded by the grammarians of the Brahmanical schools, may be called the Secondary Prakrits, while the final development—the modern vernaculars of the present day—may be called the Tertiary Prakrits. It is with these Tertiary Prakrits that we are immediately concerned.

1 Wackernagel, xxxiv.
2 The earliest examples of this are to be found in the inscriptions of Asoka (circ. 250 B.C.), and in the Mahābhāṣya (circ. 150 B.C.), R. G. Bhandarkar, Wilson Lectures, 280.
3 Wackernagel, xxxiii, xxxiii ; Liebich, Pāṇini, 47 ff.
4 See Thomas, JRAS., 1904, 471, 748.
5 e.g. Kielhorn, i, 259, 1. 14.
6 JRAS., 1904, 480.
7 Jacobi, Ramāyaṇa, 114 ; Muir, Sanskrit Texts, ii, 158 ; Wackernagel, xxxviii, n. 6.
9 The Primary Prakrits plus their literary form as conserved in the Veda correspond to Wackernagel’s "Altindisch", and the Secondary Prakrits plus their literary form to his "Mittelindisch".
56. It stands to reason that no distinct border-line can be drawn between the Primary Prakrit, or Prakrits, and the secondary Prakrits, or between the Secondary Prakrits and the Tertiary. If we exclude sporadic traces in the Vēda, the Secondary Prakrits first appear to us in literature in the inscriptions of Asoka (third century B.C.), and here we find them in their first phase, but in a state of full development. We know, on the other hand, that the transition from the Secondary to the Tertiary Prakrits was so gradual that, at or about the approximate border-line, it is impossible to state to which stage the language belongs. At the same time there is no difficulty in recognizing the main characteristics of each stage. In the primary stage the language is synthetic, and has no objection to harsh combinations of consonants. In the secondary stage, the language is still synthetic, but diphthongs and harsh combinations of consonants are eschewed—so much so that, in its latest artificial literary phrase—the Māhārāṣṭri Prakrit—it arrives at a condition of almost absolute fluidity, becoming a mere emasculated collection of vowels hanging for support on to occasional consonant more lucky or more hardy than its brethren. This weakness brought its own nemesis, and in the Tertiary stage we find the hiatus between contiguous vowels abolished by the creation of new diphthongs, declensional and conjugational terminations, consisting merely of vowels, worn away, and a new kind of language taking shape, no longer synthetic, but analytic, and again reverting to combinations of consonants under new forms, which had existed three thousand years before, but which two thousand years of attrition had worn away. Nay, more, in the Outer Indo-Aryan Vernaculars we see the analytic form of language again disappearing, and in the process of being replaced by a new synthetic form comparable, in its principles, with that of Primary Prakrit.

1 It is quite certain that even in the Vedic period the popular speech of at least some classes of the people already contained many words in the same stage of development as Pali, i.e. as the earliest phase of Secondary Prakrit. Cf. Wackernagel, xviii, xxv.

2 It is always the Midland which has been behindhand in the race of development. Sauraseni Prakrit is less developed than Māhārāṣṭri Prakrit, just as the Modern language of the Midland is less developed than any of the Outer languages, including Marathi. Is this because the inhabitants of the Midland represent the latest Aryan immigrants (see above), or is it due to the influence of literary Sanskrit—itself a Midland language? Opportunity may here be taken to warn against one common error. It has often been stated that because (e.g.) Sauraseni
57. We know that the Primary Prakrit had dialects, and it therefore follows that there must also have been dialects of the Secondary Prakrits even in their earliest phase, but we do not obtain any certain information on the point till we come to the Asoka inscriptions already mentioned. In them we find that the then existing Aryan vernaculars did include at least three main dialects, an eastern, a western, and a north-western. As to whether there was at that time a southern dialect we do not know.

58. The particular phase which the Secondary Prakrits had reached at this time was that of which Pali is the literary representative. As vernaculars they continued their course of development, and, in various dialects entered the phase of Prakrit kar' eōxōv. When we speak of "Prakrit" without qualification, we mean this latter phase of the secondary Prakrits, when they had developed beyond the phase of Pali, and before they had reached the analytic stage of the Indo-Aryan Vernaculars.

59. These Prakrits became, in later times and under the influence of religious and political causes, the subject of literary study. Poems and religious works were written in them, and they were freely used in the drama. Grammars of the various dialects were written by contemporaries or by men who lived a comparatively short time after they had become dead languages. Here again we see the same Indian proclivity to turning tendencies into, or even to use exceptional occurrences as the basis

Prakrit is less developed than Māhārāṣṭrī, it is therefore earlier in point of date. Such an argument is fallacious. It is a well-known fact that different languages of a common origin do not all develop at the same rate of progress. To take an example from the Romance languages, Italian is much less developed than French. To use Indian terms we might almost say that Italian is in the Pali stage, while French is in the Prakrit stage. Nevertheless, they are contemporary.

1 Cf. as the latest authority, Michelson, AJP. xxx (1909), 284, 416, xxxi (1910), 55; JAOS. xxx (1909), 77, xxxi (1911), 223; also Grierson, JRAS., 1904, 725. The eastern dialect in the days of Asoka was the official imperial language, and was understood even where it was not spoken as a vernacular (JAOS. xxx, 77).

2 The Brahmagiri (Siddapura) Edict is written in a mixture of eastern and western forms (Bühler, EI. iii, 135). But this, being in a Dravidian country, is not decisive. Cf., however, the close connexion between Māhārāṣṭrī and Arđha-Māgadhī Prakrit. Wackernagel (xxi) considers that there were probably in Vedic times an eastern and a western dialect. The eastern, which was the language of the earlier Aryan immigrants, was then spoken on the banks of the Ganges. The literary language of the Veda would, in the main, correspond to the western dialect. We cannot trace in the Veda any marks of a dialect of the extreme north-west, but we can deduce nothing from their absence.
of general rules. The Prakrit spoken was bound by only one universal rule—the convenience of the speakers—but the grammars and the literature based upon them altered this speech in important particulars. The writers omitted what they considered to be vulgar, reduced wild luxuriance to classical uniformity, and thus created artificial products suited for the artificial literature which has ever been popular in India. For instance, the laws of the development of the language created a tendency to drop medial consonants. The grammarians made this a universal rule for certain consonants, so that, e.g., \textit{mata-}, \textit{mada-}, \textit{maya-}, \textit{mrga-}, and \textit{myra-}, all became \textit{maa-}, and \textit{kaka-}, \textit{kaca-}, and \textit{kaya-}, all became \textit{kaa-}. Such a language must have failed to fulfill the main purpose of any language—that of conveying intelligible thought—and could never have existed as a general means of communication. That there was a tendency to drop such medial consonants is certain, but various automatic devices came at the same time into being which preserved intelligibility at the cost of that consistency on which the grammarians set so great store. One of these was to arrest the phonetic development of a word at that particular point at which its further development would have led to its confusion with another word. As an example take the word \textit{kaka-} given above. The ordinary course of development would have been \textit{kaka-} \textit{> kaga-} \textit{> kaa-}. We have proofs from the Indo-Aryan Vernaculars that development in the mouths of most Indians stopped at \textit{kaga-}. The genius of the vernacular felt that \textit{kaa-} would lead to confusion, and resisted the tendency towards phonetic indolence that urged it to drop the \textit{g}. It has accordingly retained \textit{kaga-} unchanged down to the modern Hindi, where it still appears under the form of \textit{kag}, in spite of the efforts of the long series of Prakrit grammarians. Other Indians, it is true, gave way to the tendency, but saved the cause of intelligibility by the use of pleonastic suffixes, of which a great variety were to hand. So, in the case of \textit{kaa-} (< \textit{kaga-}), they distinguished the meaning of “crow” by appending the suffix \textit{uua-} (< \textit{ukaka-}), and the word became \textit{kauaa-}, which is the parent of the Hindi \textit{kauwa}. As for \textit{kaca-}, it never lost its original form, for

\footnote{1 We must, however, credit the grammarians with expressly warning us that their rules are not universal; cf. Hc. i, 2; see also R. G. Bhandarkar, op. cit., 77, n., “all these rules are general, not universal.”}
\footnote{2 Pischel, Prakrit Grammar, § 12.}
the order of development would have been kāca- > kāja- > kāa-.
But kāja- was already appropriated by kuṣja- or kāja- < kārya-,
and hence the development of kāca- was stopped from the very
first, and we have still kāc in modern Hindi, usually but
unnecessarily described as a tatsama (see below). Kāya- alone
really became kāa- in the latest stage of the Secondary Prakrits.¹
In short, too much stress cannot be laid on a fact which seems to
have been ignored by many writers, that no language in the
world has ever developed homogeneously on regular lines, as if it
were a mathematical problem. At no stage is it possible to draw
a line at which it will be found that all the words in use have
arrived at the same stage of development. The most that we can
say is that the majority have arrived at that stage, while, on the
other hand, the development of many words has been retarded, or
even hastened, by various causes such as desire for intelligibility,
religious tradition, or political prejudice.²

60. Before dismissing this part of the subject, it is necessary
to warn the reader that he must not expect to find the Secondary
Prakrits or the Indo-Aryan Vernaculars, to be each shut up in
a watertight compartment. There has always been much
reciprocal borrowing among them, so that in one Prakrit or Indo-
Aryan Vernacular we often find words belonging to another.
This was mainly due to the fact that there appears always to
have been in India some particular dialect which was used as a
kouṇḍy—at one period of history one, at another, another. This
depended largely on political and literary factors. In early
times Sanskrit, so far as any Aryan language was spoken, was
the universal language of polite society all over Northern India,
and thus brought the influence of the West Midland to bear on
the most distant vernaculars. In Asoka’s time, the kouṇḍy was the
eastern language of Magadha, as we know from numerous
examples of Māgadhi in the most distant inscriptions.³ On the
other hand, in the last centuries the kouṇḍy has been Hindōstānī,
essentially a Midland language, and even in tongues so different
from it as Bengali many Hindōstānī words have been incorporated
and admitted to full citizenship in more or less distorted forms.

¹ Cf. Pischel, § 364. Regarding the changes which Prakrit has undergone in
becoming literary, see ib., § 9, at end.
² For the last, compare the change of pronunciation of Māgadhi Prakrit s to
s in Bihārī, although s is invariably written.
³ See, for instance, Michelson, AJP, xxx, 285.
Similarly Bihārī, which has always been historically connected with Awadh, the home of Eastern Hindi, has abandoned the Māgadhī Prakrit pronunciation of ś as s, although it always preserves the ś in writing. Again, the literary Prakrits, as time went on, lost their characters as local forms of speech, and each became the universal language of a special kind of literature. Māhārāṣṭrī Prakrit monopolized the Prakrit lyrics and kāvyā, and Śaurāśení Prakrit and Māgadhī Prakrit became the dialects used, not by natives of any country, but by particular classes of characters in the drama. “It is clear that a language such as Māhārāṣṭrī Prakrit, which was largely used by lyrical poets from all parts of India, would in course of time adopt words and perhaps also inflexional forms from other vernaculars than that which was its original base. On the other hand, it would naturally influence the spoken vernaculars. The language of lyrical poetry is, of course, more apt to exercise such influence than that of any other branch of literature. Every Prakrit, and especially Māhārāṣṭrī Prakrit, should therefore be expected to be more or less of a mixed character, and this is undeniably the case.”

61. Owing to their deformation at the hands of grammarians and their followers, a veil which it is not always easy to lift, is drawn between the literary secondary Prakrits in their “Prakrit” stage and the true vernaculars of their time. We are able, however, to distinguish, as in the Asoka inscriptions, an eastern and a western Prakrit, each possessing distinctly marked characteristics. The principal form of the western was Śaurāśení, the language of the Midland and of the eastern, Māgadhī, the language of Magadha, the present South Bihār. Between these two there was a kind of neutral ground, the language of which was Ardha-Māgadhī, or half-Māgadhī, partaking of the nature of both languages. Closely connected with the last-named, but leaning rather to the eastern than to the western, was Māhārāṣṭrī, or language of the present Varhāda (Berar) and the country adjoining. Moreover, in the extreme north-west there was an unnamed speech, which was a

1 Konow, IA. xxxii (1903), 181.
2 For this division of the Prakrits, see Konow, Māhārāṣṭrī and Marāṭhī, IA, xxxii (1903), 181 ff., with which I am in entire accord.
development from the particular primary Prakrit spoken on the banks of the Indus, and whose existence is vouched for by the reference to it in the next phase of the secondary Prakrits to be immediately described.

62. The phase referred to at the end of the preceding paragraph is that known as “Literary Apabhraṃśa”. The word prabhraṃśa means “corrupted” or “decayed”. Applied to a language it means, from the point of view of the philologist, “developed.” The secondary Prakrits became fixed and stereotyped for literary purposes by the grammarians, but the vernaculars on which they were founded continued to develop, and, as compared with the literary Prakrits, they were looked upon as corrupt. By the time the literary Prakrits had become dead languages, the Apabhraṃśas also received literary cultivation, and in their turn fell into the hands of the grammarians. The earliest of these to deal with them of whom we have literary remains was Hēmacandra (twelfth century A.D.), and in his time they were dead languages.¹ The writers in literary Apabhraṃśa treated it as based upon the literary Prakrit. To them it was prakṛtya prabhraṃśah (Pischel, Pr. Gr., p. 30), i.e. they wrote in a Prakrit modified by the peculiarities of the contemporary vernacular, not in the true vernacular—the real Apabhraṃśa—itself. Just, therefore, as is the case with the literary Prakrits, we cannot expect the literary Apabhraṃśas to give a true picture of the real vernacular. The works in Apabhraṃśa are of varying date and differ among themselves and from Hēmacandra as to the amount to which the literary Prakrit has been altered to approach the vernacular. But, nevertheless, when used with caution they impart valuable information as to what that vernacular was.

63. Turning now to the real Apabhraṃśas—the actual Aryan vernaculars of the people—they were spoken during the later centuries of the first millennium after Christ.² To each Prakrit there was a corresponding Apabhraṃśa. Thus there was a Śaurasēna Apabhraṃśa corresponding to Śaurasēni Prakrit,

¹ See the dates fixed in § 66, post. Apabhraṃśas could hardly have been a living language in Hēmacandra’s time, for his grammar does not deal with one Apabhraṃśa, but with several dialects which he mixes up together. His very rules are frequently contradicted by his own examples. He would not have done this had he been dealing with a living language known to him. In this respect, his grammar is a compilation put together from many widely differing and mutually contradictory sources (Pischel, Pr. Gr., § 28).
a Māgadhā Apabhraṃśa corresponding to Māgadhī Prakrit, a Māhārāṣṭra Apabhraṃśa corresponding to Māhārāṣṭri Prakrit, and so on (Pischel, Pr. Gr., § 5). To these can be referred nearly all the Indo-Aryan Vernaculars. To Śaurasēṇa Apabhraṃśa are to be referred Hindi, Rājasthāni, and Gujarāṭī, the last-named being closely connected with the Nāgara form of Śaurasēṇa (see below). To Māgadhā Apabhraṃśa belong Bihārī, Bengali, Assamese, and Oriyā; to Ardha-Māgadhā Apabhraṃśa, Eastern Hindi; and to Māhārāṣṭra Apabhraṃśa, Marāṭhī. There remain the north-western group. There does not seem to have been a literary Prakrit for this part of India, but for Sindhi we can fall back on the Vṛācāḍa Apabhraṃśa of the grammarians (see below). For Lahndā no corresponding Apabhraṃśa is known and we must assume a Kaikēya (cf. the Kēkāya Paisāci of Mārkaṇḍēya, xix) Apabhraṃśa, which was closely connected with Vṛācāḍ. The Indian grammarians did not divide the literary (as distinct from the real) Apabhraṃśa in this fashion. They knew of three chief literary dialects, a Nāgara, a Vṛācāḍa, and an Upanāgara. The first was the principal dialect, and seems to have been that spoken in the country now inhabited by the Nāgara Brahmaṇas of Gujarāṭ, a tribe long celebrated for its learning and which, according to Nagēndranātha Vasu (vide ante, § 14, n. 1), gave its name to the Nāgari alphabet. Hēmacandra was also an inhabitant of Gujarāṭ, and the Apabhraṃśa described by him claims (iv, 446) to be based on Śaurasēṇi Prakrit, although, as already remarked, much of what he teaches really belongs to other forms of the language. We may therefore assume that Nāgara Apabhraṃśa was either the same as or was closely related to Śaurasēṇa Apabhraṃśa. Vṛācāḍa Apabhraṃśa was the form spoken in Sindhi. Its peculiarities are described in Pischel, Pr. Gr., § 28.1 It is noteworthy that, as in the Modern Paisāca languages, it makes little distinction between cerebrals and dentals. Upanāgara Apabhraṃśa was a mixture of Vṛācāḍa Apabhraṃśa and Nāgara Apabhraṃśa, and was therefore probably the language of the modern Western Rājputānā and the South Paṇjāb.

64. Even the Apabhraṃśa of the grammarians shows clearly the artificial character of literary Prakrit, and how tendencies have there been generalized into universal rules. Apabhraṃśa is

1 Cf. also Mārkaṇḍēya, Preface, 7, and xvii, xviii, and Grierson, "Vṛācāḍa and Sindhi," JRAS., 1902, 47.
in a phase of development more advanced than that of the spoken languages corresponding to literary Prakrit, yet even the grammarians show that it was in a phase much older than that exhibited by these artificial monuments of false generalization. For instance, Hc. iv, 396 expressly states that Apabhraṃśa does not usually elide, but only softens, certain surd consonants, although these must be elided by the rules of literary Prakrit. Such a Apabhraṃśa word as sughē for suhēṇa could not occur in literary Prakrit. There the word would be suhēṇa. No ingenuity of etymology could make the h of suhēṇa develop into the gh of sughē. The latter is the older form, and shows that the usual pronunciation of the spoken Prakrit on which the literary Prakrit was founded must have been something like *sughēṇa, with a tendency, at most, for it to be pronounced suhēṇa by some lazy speakers. The literary Apabhraṃśa, therefore, though not wholly trustworthy, gives us important information not only in regard to spoken Apabhraṃśa, but also in regard to the spoken Prakrit on which literary Prakrit was founded.

65. The spoken, or real, Apabhraṃśas follow, as has been said above, the divisions of the Prakrits. Unfortunately Hēmacandra, our chief source of information regarding them, deals professedly with but one of them, the Śaurasēṇa (or Nāgara) Apabhraṃśa. We have little definite information regarding the others, although Märkaṇḍeya tells us something; but for our present purposes it is permissible to assume that each Apabhraṃśa, in, say, the period between the sixth and tenth centuries after Christ, bore, as regards stage of development, the same relation to its corresponding literary Prakrit that the spoken Apabhraṃśa on which Hēmacandra based his grammar bore to literary Śaurasēṇi Prakrit. Thus, the Skr. suṭṭah, would be sudō in Śaurasēṇi Prakrit and sudu in Śaurasēṇa Apabhraṃśa. In Māgadhī Prakrit it would be sudē, and we are justified in assuming that the corresponding Māgadhī Apabhraṃśa word would be *sudi,1 or something of the sort. Again, the Sanskrit paṭṭah becomes paṭṭō in Śaurasēṇi Prakrit and paṭṭē in Māgadhī Prakrit (Mk. xii, 7), and we may assume that the Māgadhī Apabhraṃśa would be something like *paṭṭi. That this assumption is not irrational is proved by the modern vernaculars.

1 That this is a justifiable assumption is shown by the fact that Märkaṇḍeya, a late grammarian of the seventeenth century, admits the termination i as well as e even into literary Māgadhī Prakrit (xii, 26).
Indo-Aryan Vernaculars of the Midland have the nominative of strong a-bases in ṽ < au, while in the Bengali of the East in old poetry it ends in ē < ai. The dental s of the Midland is written ś in Bihārī and pronounced ś in Bengali.1 I myself have heard an ignorant Bihārī villager say pāśā instead of the Midland pāṭā.

66. The various Apabhraṃśa dialects represent the concluding phase of the Secondary Prakrits, and from them are descended the Indo-Aryan Vernaculars, or Tertiary Prakrits. It is possible to fix the date at which these took their present form with some approach to accuracy. It is first necessary to trace the various meanings of the word bhāśā. In Pāṇini’s grammar it was used for the ordinary spoken Sanskrit of the time, i.e. for Classical, as distinguished from Vedic, Sanskrit. Patañjali extends it to include the more or less correct Sanskrit used in conversation concurrently with the Secondary Prakrits of his day.2 As R. G. Bhandarkar (287) points out, the root from which the word is derived means “to speak”, and therefore the original meaning of the word was “the speech” or “the spoken language”. We see this meaning of the word in the Śrīharṣacarita of Bāna (sixth century A.D.), in which,3 in a list of Bāna’s companions, is mentioned his dear friend Iśāna, a bhāśā-kavi, or poet in the bhāśā, who is differentiated from Vāyuvikāra, a Prakrit poet. Here evidently bhāśā means the common spoken language of the sixth century, as opposed to the artificial literary Prakrit. In other words Iśāna wrote in Apabhraṃśa. In this connexion we may point out that Rājasēkhar (tenth century A.D.) mentions (Bāḷabhārata, i, 11) four literary languages, Sanskrit, Prakrit, Apabhraṃśa, and Bhūtavacana (i.e. Paisāci Prakrit), as used in his time. Still later (twelfth century A.D.) Kalhana4 describes Harsadeva of Kaśmir (eleventh century) as aśeṣadēśabhāśājñāna, or master of countless forms of local speech, and as a good poet sarvabhāṣāsnu, i.e. in all languages. Kalhana’s very name is either an Apabhraṃśa or a Tertiary Prakrit form,5 and here we may safely conclude that by the deśabhāṣās are meant the local tertiary dialects or languages spoken over Northern India, including

1 See § 29, n. 2, ante.
2 R. G. Bhandarkar, 27, 286; Wk. xlili.
3 Bomb. ed., p. 47, ii, 6, 7.
4 Rājatarāṇī, vii, 610.
5 Stein, tr. Rājatarāṇī, i, 13, and footnotes.
Kāśmirī itself. In a prosody entitled Pīṅgalārtha-pradīpa, composed in A.D. 1601, the examples of metre consist of verses selected from various older works, and several of these are in praise of princes who were contemporary with the respective writers. The dates of these princes are known, and the verses are in various languages. Bhandarkar points out that some are in Māhārāṣṭri Prakrit, which was evidently at the time that they were written as classical as Sanskrit itself. Others were written in Apabhraṃśa, and one of these was in honour of a prince named Karna of Cedi, who reigned in the first half of the eleventh century. Finally, others are in Tertiary Prakrit, and are in honour of Hammira, who reigned in the thirteenth century. The poet Cand, who is said to be the author of the Hindi Prithīrāj Rāsau, died at the end of the twelfth century. From these data we gather that the Indo-Aryan Vernaculars were employed for literary purposes by at least the beginning of the thirteenth century A.D., and that Apabhraṃśa was used for similar purposes as late as the eleventh. Allowing the time necessary for any language to gain such favour as to be deemed worthy of being employed for literature, we may safely consider that the Indo-Aryan Vernaculars had developed from the secondary Prakrits by the year A.D. 1000, the year in which Maḥmūd of Iñzī (Ghazni) made the first of his fifteen invasions of India.

67. Concurrent with this long development of the Tertiary Prakrits, and down to the present time, there has existed classical Sanskrit, with all the prestige that religion and learning could give it. It, too, underwent changes in the course of time, but on the whole has remained faithful to the rules laid down by Pāṇini and his successors. It gradually changed from being a polite language to becoming a school language, occupying much the same position as that taken by Latin in the Middle Ages or by Hebrew amongst the Jews. Even in Vedic Sanskrit we find examples of words borrowed from the spoken Primary

---

1 Kāśmirī was certainly in existence in Kalhana’s time, and possibly so far back as the tenth century; see Stein’s tr., RT. v, 397–8n (I, p. 228).
3 On this point cf. R. G. Bhandarkar, 302. He puts the commencement of Apabhraṃśa at the sixth or seventh century A.D.
4 See R. G. Bhandarkar, 21, for the change from the verbal to the nominal style of Sanskrit; cf. Wackernagel, xliiv. For dialectic variations, ib., li.
5 Wackernagel, xlii.
Prakrit, and so, in later times, there are numerous instances of borrowing from the Secondary Prakrits. On the other hand, the Secondary and Tertiary Prakrits have freely borrowed words from Sanskrit, although the Secondary Prakrit grammarians hardly mention the fact. We have, however, the express admission of Hémacandra (iv, 448), and we must also conclude from analogy, that, as at the present day, the more highly educated Prakrit-speaking population freely interlarded their conversation with Sanskrit words. These words, once borrowed, suffered a fate similar to that of the ancient Primary Prakrit words that came down to the Secondary Prakrits by direct descent. They became distorted in the mouths of the speakers, and finally became Prakrit in form, though not by right of origin.

68. Such borrowed words as retained their Sanskrit form were called Tatsama (Ts.), or "the same as 'that' (i.e. Sanskrit)"; while the original Prakrit words, which had come by direct descent from Primary Prakrit, were called Tadbhava (Tbh.), or "having 'that' (i.e. Sanskrit, or, more correctly, the Primary Prakrit from one of the dialects of which Classical Sanskrit was descended) for its origin". Under the latter name the grammarians also included those Tatsamas which had been distorted in the mouths of the Prakrit-speaking population into apparently Prakrit forms. These I prefer to call Semi-Tatsama (sTs.). It is evident that, in the course of events, the tendency must have been for all Tatsamas to become semi-Tatsamas, and for the latter ultimately to become so degraded as to be indistinguishable from Tadbhavas. Another class of vocables was the so-called Dēśya (D.) words of the Indian grammarians. It included all words that they were unable to refer to Sanskrit as

1 Wackernagel, lli.
2 Some later Prakrit writers, e.g. Rājaśekhara, borrowed Sanskrit words very freely; cf. index to Konow's edition of the Karpāranaṇaśīri.
3 It stands to reason that the modern distortion of a Sanskrit word may often have a result different from that of the gradual development of a Primary Prakrit word. This accounts for many of the so-called irregular Prakrit words noted by the grammarians. To quote an example, Hc. ii, 104, gives a number of irregular forms, siri (for srī(444,538),(495,555)), kiri (kri), kirīda (kriyā), which are really distorted Tatsamas, not Secondary Prakrit. The true secondary form of kriyā is kīt (104). So also in the following sūtras.

4 Regarding the subject discussed in this paragraph, see Pischel, Pr. Gr., § 8.
5 For the use of Ts. in Prakrit, cf. R. G. Bhandarkar, 15, and Wackernagel, liv. For the origin of sTs., cf. Bhandarkar, 298. On 69 he gives an account of the so-called Gāthā dialect, which is germane to the present subject.
their origin. Some such words were included in this group simply through the ignorance of the writers who catalogued them, and modern scholars can refer several of them to Sanskrit like any other tadbhava. A few others are words borrowed from Dravidian or Mundā languages, but the great majority are words derived from dialects of Primary Prakrit that were not the dialect from which Classical Sanskrit was descended. They are thus true tadbhavas, although not in the sense given to that word by Indian grammarians, in whose philosophy the existence of such ancient dialects found no place. These Dēśya words were local dialectic forms, and, as might be expected, are found most commonly in literary works whose places of origin were in countries like Gujarāt, far away from the Midland, the natural home of Classical Sanskrit. For our purposes we may consider them as identical with tadbhavas.

69. We find an exactly similar state of affairs in the vocabularies of the Indo-Aryan Vernaculars. Omitting foreign words, such as those borrowed from Dravidian or Mundā, from Persian, Arabic, or English, their respective vocabularies may each be divided into three classes, tatsama, semi-tatsama, and tadbhava. The last class consists of words that the Indo-Aryan Vernaculars have received from the Secondary Prakrits, whether in those Prakrits they were tadbhavas descended from the Primary Prakrit, or tatsamas (including semi-tatsamas) borrowed at that stage from Sanskrit. From the Indo-Aryan Vernaculars point of view, their ultimate origin is immaterial, so long as they were inherited from Secondary Prakrit. The tatsamas and semi-tatsamas of the present day are loan-words, borrowed from Sanskrit in modern times by the modern vernaculars themselves, not by their secondary progenitors. To take an example. The Indo-Aryan Vernacular ājñā, a command, is borrowed direct from Classical Sanskrit. Its semi-tatsama form, which we meet in the same Indo-Aryan Vernaculars, is āgyā, and one of its tadbhava forms is the Hindi ān, derived from the secondary Prakrit ānā. So also, rājā, a king, is a tatsama, but rāy or rāo, a gentleman, is a tadbhava. It is not often that such complete sets of three or two are in use at the

1 Pischel, Pr. Gr., § 9; R. G. Bhandarkar, 107, 131.
2 Sauraseni Prakrit, which developed in the Midland, is naturally that Prakrit which is freest from Dēś. words; cf. Pischel, § 22.
3 For Tss. and sTss. in Indo-Aryan Vernaculars, see Beames, Cp. Gr. ii, 11; Hoernle, Gē. Gr., xxxviii; Bhandarkar, 131.
same time. Frequently only a tatsama or a tadbhava occurs by itself. 1 Sometimes, as in the case of rājā, we find the tatsama and the tadbhava forms of a word both in use, but each with a different meaning. Thus, the Sanskrit vamsa has the two meanings of “family” and “bamboo”, and connected with it we find the Hindi semi-tatsama banśa, a family, and the Hindi tadbhava bās, a bamboo. 2

70. It will therefore be understood that the Indo-Aryan Vernaculars tatsamas are really foreign words, and as little belong to the modern languages as do the few Latin words now in use in French or Italian. They are merely an addition to the vocabulary, and in no way affect the grammatical structures of the languages that employ them. They thus, like borrowed foreign words in all languages, rarely change their forms in the processes of grammatical accidence. For instance, the tadbhava Hindi ghōrā, a horse, has an oblique case ghōrē, because it is a tadbhava, but rājā, a king, does not change in the oblique case, because, and only because, it is a tatsama. Grammatical changes are intimately connected with the history of a language, and the borrowed tatsamas of the Indo-Aryan Vernaculars form no part of its history. Now, in all Indo-Aryan Vernaculars, the verb must

1 Many Primary Prakrit words which have survived unchanged into the Indo-Aryan Vernacular, and which are hence Thb., are liable to be confused with Tss. Thus, the Primary Prakrit kara- remained kara- in the Secondary Prakrit, and is still kar(a) in Hindi. As kar(a) is also a pure Sanskrit word, it is generally looked upon as a Ts. in Hindi, but it can equally correctly be looked upon as a Thb. In a book called Thēṣ Thindi-ka Thēṭh, by Ayōdhīyā Singh Upādhyāy, from which the author designedly excludes all Ts. words, many honest Thb. words have also been excluded owing to this misapprehension. Nevertheless it, and another work by the same author, Adhkhilē Phūl, are invaluable records of Tadbhava Hindi.

2 For these specializations see R. G. Bhandarkar, 13. He quotes:—

TATSAMA
vedanā, any pain.
garbhīni, a pregnant female.
tāpa-, heat.
hrdaya-, heart.
pindā-, a ball.
cēlakā-, an attendant.
vgrēṣ-, search.
rājā, a king.
ksanā-, a moment.
kubja-, a hunchback.
And several others.

TADBHAVA
M. rēṣ, the pains of childbirth.
M. gābhāya, only used with respect to the lower animals.
M.G. tēve, especially the heat of fever;
Kṣ. exhaustion.
M. hiyyā, courage.
P.G. paut, the body.
H. cēlē, a disciple; Bg., cēlē, a boy.
M. vgrēṣ-, find.
IAV. rāy or rāo, any respectable gentleman.
(Prakrit chana); M., saṁ, a festival.
M. khyā, a dwarf; kubōdā, hunch-backed.
change its form in the processes of conjugation, while the noun is not necessarily changed in the processes of declension. Hence, nearly all tatsamas are nouns, and hardly any, except in manifest instances of false analogy, are treated as verbs. If it is necessary to use a tatsama to express a verbal idea, it must be done with the help of another tadbhava verb. For instance, the word *darsan*, seeing, is a tatsama, and if we wish to use it in the phrase "he sees", we cannot say *darsanē*, but must employ the periphrasis *darsan karē*, he does seeing. On the other hand, in all the modern vernaculars, nouns need not necessarily be declined synthetically. They can all be also declined analytically.\(^1\) Hence tatsama nouns, necessarily declined analytically, are common, and in the high literary styles of most of the Indo-Aryan Vernaculars very common; and, although there are sporadic exceptions to the broad rule, it may be laid down as a general law that Indo-Aryan Vernacular nouns may be either tatsama (including semi-tatsama) or tadbhava, but that Indo-Aryan Vernacular verbs must be tadbhava.

71. The extent to which tatsamas are used in the Indo-Aryan Vernaculars differs for each. Everywhere in the common speech even of educated people they are few in number, but in some languages, such as Bengali, they flood the literary language to such an extent that it is unintelligible to anyone who has not been specially taught to understand it. In the literary Bengali of the commencement of the nineteenth century, when, under English auspices, there was a general revival of learning, actual counting shows that 88 per cent of the vocabulary of a book called the *Purusa-pariksā* was composed of tatsamas. Of late years an improved literary taste has tended to reduce the proportion in this language, but literary Bengali is still so overloaded with Sanskrit words that it is not understood by the common people. In Hindi the High Hindi of Benares has been showing signs of succumbing to the same fate, but a body of enlightened writers is doing its best to stem this flood of borrowed terms.\(^2\)

---

1 There are a few exceptions to this. In Kā. and M., for instance, under the influence of analogy, borrowed nouns can be declined synthetically, but the above holds true as a general rule.

2 The late Sudhâkara Dvivēdi (*Rāmakahāṇī*, p. 7) gives an amusing instance of the difference between literary and colloquial Hindi. A friend wrote to him a letter as follows: — अप-के समागमार्थ हाँ गुटा-दीवासा अप-के धामा-पर पादहारा। ग्रह-का कपाता मुद्रिता ठाँ, अप-śe बहेत ना कृ। *Hatāsa hō-ker pavēartīta hād, sādā*
72. Besides Sanskrit other Indian languages have exercised influence on the Indo-Aryan Vernaculars. The Dravidian and Munda languages have had most influence in the Ganges Valley and on Marathi. The contributions from Dravidian languages have not been unimportant from the earliest times. In the Tertiary Prakrits such borrowed words are often given a contemptuous meaning, e.g. the Dravidian pillaï, a son, becomes the Indo-Aryan Vernacular pillâ, a cub. In phonology, if the cerebral letters were not directly borrowed from Dravidian, their development was at least encouraged by Dravidian example. These letters are an essential feature of Dravidian languages. The peculiar development of the letter l in Indo-Aryan languages has also probably been due to Dravidian influence. We may also note the softening of the Indo-Aryan medial surd consonants.

This would have occurred in the course of natural development, but it is also permissible to look upon it as encouraged by Dravidian, in which it is a very prominent feature. Again, we may also mention as probably due to Dravidian influence the double pronunciation of the palatals in Marathi and in the languages of the north-west, such as Paštõ and Kāśmîrî, the frequent change of c and ch to s, and the eastern change of s to h. In certain languages of the Outer circle, viz. Sindhi and Bengali, and also in Kāśmîrî, in semitatsamas a final short i or u is not dropped as in the Midland, but

i.e. "Yesterday I went to your house to see you. The door of the house was shut, and I did not meet you. I returned home disappointed." Shortly afterwards Sudhākara met the writer of this letter, who, not knowing that it had been received, said: kal maś āp-sê milne-kē līgē āp-kē ghar-par gayā-thā. Ghar-kā darwazā band thā, āp-sē bhēṭ nahi hūī. Lācār hō-kar lauṭ āyā. This, in conversational Hindi, has exactly the same meaning as the letter in Sanskritized literary style, yet both came from the same man. As Sudhākara observes, the feeling of a pen in the hand of such a person makes him Sanskrit-drunk, and prevents him from using his own mother tongue.

1 Cf. the list of Dravidian words said to be borrowed by Sanskrit on pp. xiv ff. of Kittel's Kaunadā-English Dictionary. See also Linguistic Survey of India, iv, 278.

2 Most common and longest preserved in the folk-speech, i.e. Ap.

3 See Konow in Linguistic Survey of India, iv, 279 ff., for details. R. G. Bhandarkar (81) attributes the development of Pāli and Prakrit to the mispronunciation of Sanskrit words by alien (i.e. Dravidian) races. I am unable to agree to this. The development, as a whole, exactly followed the same course as that of the Romance languages from the Latin dialects. See Brandreth, "The Gaurian compared with the Romance Languages," JRAS., 1879, 287, and 1880, 335. At the same time I readily admit that Dravidian had some influence on their development.
is only half pronounced—the mere colour, so to speak, of the vowel being given to the last consonant. Thus, the tatsama mūrṭī, an image, becomes the semi-tatsama mūrat in the Midland Hindi, but is pronounced mūratī in the Outer Bihāri. This is also a peculiarity of Dravidian.

73. In inflexion, the Dravidian influence is still more apparent. Inflexions have not been borrowed, but those systems of Aryan inflexion which were most consonant with Dravidian practice are the ones that have survived in the struggle for existence. Such are the formation of cases by the use of postpositions added to an oblique form of the noun; the selection of particular Aryan words as postpositions; the adjectival treatment of certain cases, such as the genitive, the ablative, and the dative; the use of two distinct forms for the accusative case, one of which is always employed when the noun is a rational being; the paucity of forms of the finite verb, and the extension of the use of participles to form tenses; the steady increase in the use of the absolutive—i.e. the conjunctive participle of the Indo-Aryan Vernaculars—which is freely employed in secondary sentences; the increased employment of the periphrastic future in later Sanskrit, which is exactly paralleled by Dravidian use; the employment of such forms as the Sanskrit kṛtavān (purely Aryan) to form a past tense, which is exactly parallel to the purely Dravidian sēydayan. The order of words in the Indo-Aryan Vernacular, in which the governed word precedes the governing and the verb is placed at the end of the sentence, is also in agreement with Dravidian principles.

74. The influence of Munḍā languages on the Indo-Aryan Vernaculars is not so evident. These languages appear to have been superseded on the Gangetic plain of India by Dravidian before the Aryans had occupied that tract. At present they are

---

1 e.g. kṛtā > kahū > ko for the accusative-dative, as compared with the Dravidian ku.
2 In Old Gujarāti.
3 In Kāśmīrī.
4 So exact is the parallel that both in Sanskrit and Dravidian the verb substantive is not added to the third person, although it is added to the other two persons.
5 It is to be noted that the Modern Pīšāca languages, which apparently did not fall to the same extent under Dravidian influence, differ altogether from the Indo-Aryan vernaculars in this respect. In them the order of words is nearly the same as in English or as in Modern Persian. For the whole of this subject, see Languages of India, 62, and Konow in Linguistic Survey of India, iv, 279 ff.
confined to the forest country of Central India, although traces of them can be recognized as surviving below the Tibeto-Burman languages of the Central Himalaya as far west as Kanāwar in the Panjāb. As Munḍā survivals in the Indo-Aryan Vernaculars we may perhaps note the occasional counting by scores. While the Indo-Aryan Vernacular numeral system is essentially decimal, the word kōrī, perhaps itself a Munḍā word, is commonly used for “score”, and the uneducated people of the Ganges valley use this in the formation of the higher numerals. Thus “fifty-two” would be expressed as “two-score twelve”, dō kōrī bārah. This counting by twenties is a Munḍā peculiarity. The Munḍās were strongest in the eastern Gangetic plain, and apparently exercised another kind of influence on the eastern dialects of Bihāri (Maithili and Magahi). In these dialects the conjugation of the verb is much complicated by changes depending on the number and person of the object. These changes are Aryan in their origin, and have parallels in the north-western Indo-Aryan Vernaculars, but the system is that of the Munḍā verb.2

75. Indo-Chinese languages come into contact with the Indo-Aryan Vernaculars in Assam, in Eastern Bengal, and in the Himalaya. In the first two a few Tibeto-Burman and Ahom words have been borrowed. In Assam, Tibeto-Burman influence has also been at work in obscuring the distinction between cerebral and dental letters, and in encouraging the retention of pronominal suffixes added to nouns, which has fallen into disuse in other Indo-Aryan Vernaculars except in the north-west. Tibeto-Burman languages employ pronominal prefixes very freely. In the Eastern Pahārī of Nēpāl, Tibeto-Burman languages have affected the grammar more than the vocabulary, and the whole conjugation of the verb bears many traces of their influence.3 Another more general fact may possibly be due to Tibeto-Burman example. This is the so-called bhāve prayoga of Indo-Aryan Vernacular transitive verbs. In Classical Sanskrit the past participle of an intransitive verb may be used impersonally, as in mayā gatam, it was gone by me, i.e. I went. But this idiom

1 LSI. III, i, 273 ff.
3 e.g. the use of the agent case for the subject of all tenses of the transitive verb and the creation of a new impersonal honorific conjugation.
is incorrect with transitive verbs. We cannot say *mayā māritam* for “I struck”. But this very idiom, with transitive verbs, is the rule in Tibeto-Burman languages, and is common in all Indo-Aryan Vernaculars except those of the Eastern Group. If this extension, or, possibly, survival of the *prayōga* in popular speech, although excluded from Classical Sanskrit, is due to Tibeto-Burman influence, it must come from very early times, when the Aryans met, if they ever did meet, Tibeto-Burmans on their way into India.

76. Far more important than the Dravidian, Muṇḍā, or Indo-Chinese additions to the vocabulary are those which are due to Persian influence. The Persian is not the Eranian language of pre-Musalmān times, although that also has furnished a small quota, but the Arabicized Persian of the Muḥul conquerors of India. Through this Persian, Indo-Aryan Vernaculars have also received an important contribution of Arabic and some few Turki words. The influence of the religion of Islām has opened another door for the entry of Arabic, and a few words have been imported on the west coast from Arab traders; but in the main the Arabic element in all the Indo-Aryan Vernaculars came in with Persian, and as a part of that language. The pronunciation of the Persian and Arabic words so imported is still that of Muḥul times, and not that common in Persia at the present day. Thus in India people say *sēr*, not *sīr*, for “tiger”, and *gōšt*, not *gūšt*, for “flesh”. The extent to which Persian has been assimilated varies much according to locality and to the religion of the speakers. Everywhere there are some few Persian words which have achieved full citizenship and are used by the most ignorant rustic, and we find every variation between this and the Urdū of a highly educated Musalmān writer of Lakhnaū (Lucknow), who uses scarcely a single Indo-Aryan word except the verb at the end of the sentence. Under all circumstances it is the vocabulary, and but rarely the syntax, which is affected. The additions to the vocabulary are, as in the case of tātamas, nearly confined to nouns substantive (see § 70). Only in the Urdū of Musalmāns do we find the Persian order of words in a sentence, and there

---

1 *e.g.* the Sanskrit and Prakrit *sāhi*, a king, not derived from the Musalmān Persian *sāh*, but preserving the *i* of the Old Persian *χάιαβίya*; see Stein, “Zoroastrian Deities on Indo-Scythian Coins,” *Oriental and Babylonian Record*, August, 1887.

2 Hence the spelling “Hindōstān”, not “Hindūstān”, is correct in India.
has been no other introduction of Persian construction, except that which is actually borrowed as a construction with Persian words. Nor are Arabic words inflected except by purists, but they have to conform to the grammatical system of their host. So strong is the native instinct against the use of foreign constructions, that Hindū writers class a dialect as Urdu, not on the basis of its vocabulary, but on that of the order of words employed.¹

77. Other languages have also contributed to the Indo-Aryan Vernaculars vocabularies. The principal of these are Portuguese and English. As examples of Portuguese we may quote kamrā (camera), a room; mārtōl (martello), a hammer; and nīlām (leilāo), an auction. English words are very numerous. Such are joi, a judge; īstānt, an assistant; digrī, a decree; inc, an inch; and so on. Many words when borrowed are distorted into some Indian word of somewhat similar sound, and with more or less allied meaning. Thus a railway “trolley” becomes “thel”-gārī, or “push”-cart, a “signal” becomes “sikandar”, and “signalman”, “sikandar-mān”, or “the pride of Alexander”. The free use of English words has greatly increased of late years among the educated. I have heard an Indian veterinary surgeon say “kuttē-kā saliva bahut antiseptic hai”, i.e. “a dog’s saliva is very antiseptic”, and the 1911 Census Report for the United Provinces (p. 284) quotes is position-kā incontrovertible proof dē saktā hā, aur mērā opinion yeh hai ki defence-kā argument water-hold nahi kar saktā-hai, “I can give incontrovertible proof of this position, and it is my opinion that the argument of the defence cannot hold water.” It will be observed that not only all the verbs but also the grammar and word-order of this are purely Indian. Only the nouns are borrowed. The expression “to hold water” has become “to do water-hold”, and includes an Indian Tatpuruṣa compound not in the original. This kind of “pidgin” language is used not only to Englishmen, but also by educated natives when talking amongst themselves.

78. The two main additions to Indo-Aryan Vernaculars vocabulary are, however, tatsamas and Persian (including Arabic) words. The tatsamas owe their origin to educated Hindūs, and the Persian words to educated Musalmāns and to Hindūs educated

¹ e.g. a well-known Hindī work, written in the last century, was called Kahāni Thēlā Hindī-ñe, or “Tales in Pure Hindi”. This does not contain a single Persian word, and yet Hindū writers class it as Urdu on account of the order of the words. The author was a Musalām.
on Musalmān lines (vide ante, §§ 6, 7). Their use, therefore, follows religion rather than language. We may, however, state that, so far as the literary forms of speech go, those of the east and south generally prefer tatsamas, while those of the West Midland and of the north-west prefer Persian (including Arabic). This is well shown by the following table, which is based on Beames, Cp. Gr., i, 40:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Here the north-western Indo-Aryan Vernaculars, Lahnda and Sindh, spoken mainly by Musalmāns, are strongly infected by Persian and Arabic. In the extreme east, where the literary classes are mainly Hindū, tatsamas largely predominate in Bengali and Oriyā. The other languages occupy intermediate positions: as shown, Hindi has to occupy two places; for the literary Hindi of Āgrā, in the west, has much fewer tatsamas, and uses Persian words more freely than the High Hindi of Benares in the east. Urdū, which is extremely Persianized, has to be left out of consideration, as it is the literary lingua franca of the whole of Northern India. Assamese, owing to its isolated position, has fewer tatsamas than Bengali, and occupies in this respect a quite independent position. It is therefore omitted from the table.

79. There remains the history of the Modern Piśāca languages. Regarding these nothing certainly historical can be established, except that in the time of Asoka, a language possessing phonetic characteristics similar to those of Modern Piśāca was spoken in the same locality.1 The Shāhbāzgarhi and Mansehrā inscriptions are decisive on this point. We have no certain data as to where the Paiśāci Prakrit in the form described by Hēmacandra was spoken, but if, as is possible, it was the language of the Piśācas of Central India (vide ante, § 35), it cannot be expected to throw much direct light on the Paiśāci Prakrit of the north-west, although it throws much more than is admitted by some scholars.2 In some respects Modern Piśāca agrees with the

---

1 See Grierson, "Linguistic Relationship of the Shāhbāzgarhi Inscription": JRAS., 1904, 726.
2 The Paiśāci Prakrit of Vararuci differs from Hēmacandra’s Standard Paiśāci Prakrit in important particulars, and has, like Hēmacandra’s Čūlikāpaiśācika, a closer relationship with the north-west; cf. Grierson, The Piśāca Languages of North-Western India, 6.
Eranian Talcāh languages of the Pāmira,¹ and some general Eranian peculiarities have been pointed out in § 36, ante. Again we see points of agreement with the so-called Tuṣārī,² one of the newly discovered Central Asian languages, and J. Bloch³ has traced points of phonetic connexion between them and the dialect of the Dutreuil de Rhins fragments. All indications, therefore, point to a relationship with the Aryan languages spoken beyond the Hindūkush—Eranian or Semi-Eranian—or possibly even with the “North Aryan” language of Professor Leumann. One important point of agreement with the Shāhbaṣzgarḥi dialect is the fact that consonants which in Prakrit are doubled, are not doubled in Modern Piśāca. Thus, the representative of the Sanskrit śubdu- is Kāśmirī sada-, not sadā-, as it would be in the Prakrits of India proper.⁴ It is well known that the same is the case in Shāhbaṣzgarḥi and Mānsrērā although every scholar that has hitherto written regarding these inscriptions has assumed that the non-doubling is due to a supposed imperfection of the Kharōṣṭhī alphabet,⁵ and has taken upon himself to supply the doubled consonants on the analogy of the Prakrits just mentioned. I venture to consider this to be a mistake. The character could have represented double consonants, had the writer desired it, just as it successfully represented other consonantal combinations, and it is a dangerous act to assume their existence when the modern languages of the same tract do not know them.⁶ Reference has already been made to the possibility that Māgadhi Prakrit had a common origin, not only with the ancestor of North-Western Indo-Aryan Vernaculars but also with the ancestor of Modern Piśāca (ante §§ 50, 51), and I do not refer to the subject again.

80. In dealing with the Indo-Aryan Vernaculars we shall naturally compare them in the following pages with the Secondary Prakrits from which they are derived, and not directly with Sanskrit. The relationship between Sanskrit and Prakrit will nowhere immediately concern us. That has been completely

---

¹ e.g. Khō-wär ispa, Wāxī ipā, our.
² Grierson, “Étymologies Tokhariennes” : Journal Asiatique, 1912, 339.
³ “Le Dialecte des Fragments Dutreuil de Rhins” : Journal Asiatique, 1912, 331.
⁴ It is of course well known that other compound consonants occur in Kharōṣṭhī.
⁵ Cf. Grierson, JRAS. 1913, 141 ff., for many other examples.
discussed in Pischel’s Prakrit Grammar, a work with which the reader will throughout be assumed to be familiar. But in regard to the Modern Pāśāca languages, we have no Prakrit to which we can immediately refer them, or, at least, the materials available from the Pāśāci Prakrit are too scanty to do more than to suggest lines of inquiry, instead of giving certain proof. We shall, therefore, as a rule be compelled to compare Modern Pāśāca directly with the Primary Prakrit, of which Sanskrit is the only literary form that we possess, or with the language of the Avesta in regard to points of contact with Eranian.

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER II

Connexion between North-Western Indo-Aryan Vernacular and Eastern Indo-Aryan Vernacular. See § 52, n. 1.

81. As Hoernle has already shown the close connexion between Marāṭḥī and East Indo-Aryan Vernaculars, and the point requires no proof, I do not refer to it here, and shall as a rule confine myself to North-Western and Eastern Indo-Aryan Vernaculars, only citing Marāṭḥī and the Intermediate Vernacular when necessary for illustration. As Kāśmirī, although a Modern Pāśāca language, often shows clear relationship to the North-Western Indo-Aryan Vernaculars, I shall also occasionally quote it.

82. Phonetics.—In Kāśmirī and Sindhi, a final short i or e are very slightly pronounced, so as to be hardly audible.¹ The same is the case in Bihārī. Thus Kš. achi, S. aksi, an eye; S. aṅgar, charcoal; Bihārī dkh, an eye; aṅgår (for aṅgar, with epenthesis), charcoal; dēkhat, let him see.

83. As in Bihārī aṅgår above, this very short final vowel is often elided, but epenthetically affects preceding vowels, especially in Lakhnā. Thus, Lakhnā vāhir, a heifer, for *vāhar; vāhar, a bull-calf, for *vāhar, and many others.² So in Bengali and Oriyā there are words like bāgun, the egg-plant, for *vaṅgaṇ, āgūn, fire, for *agān.

84. All over the north-west, it is well known that e is frequently confounded with i, and o with u. Thus Sindhi iharō, pronounced eharō, such; mihīt, pronounced mehīt, a mosque, ġāl, pronounced ġāl, a word; ukhiri, a mortar, but Prakrit

¹ So also in Dravidian languages.
² This is also common in Kāśmirī, but the final short vowel is also preserved.
*okkhaliā. So, in Bihāri we have both uk̄rā and ok̄rā, him, and many similar forms. In Assamese ō is always pronounced u; thus ōṭh, a lip, pronounced ṉṭh. Even an original u is written ō, as in ōpajā, begotten, pronounced upāzā.

85. The change of u to i is common in Sindhi and the Eastern Indo-Aryan Vernaculars, but rare in the Midland. Thus, S. mukit̐a (mukutām), a crown; kuṭim̐a (kuṭumbah), a family; Sindhi bārī, Bengali, Oriyā, Assamese, bālī, sand (Prakrit vāluā); Bengali tanik, a little for Apabhraṃṣa Māgadhi Prakrit *tanukki; Apabhraṃṣa undaru or undurū, Eastern Indo-Aryan Vernacular īndir, Marāṭhi undir, but Rājasthāni ādarō, a rat.

86. All over the north-west and also in Gujarāti and Rājasthāni, the diphthong ai (derived from aī, not the Sanskrit ā) shows a tendency to became ā, ē, or even ā like the ā in the German “Mann”. This also occurs in special cases in Hindi, but in the above localities it is universal. Thus the Hindi maī, I, is represented by Lahndā mā; Hindi baīthā, seated, but Gujarāti, Rājasthāni bēthō; W. Rājasthāni mā, written mai̇, in; Sindhi bēr̐a, the jujube, Prakrit vaīrō. A similar change, but rarer, occurs in Eastern Indo-Aryan Vernaculars, as in Bihāri mē, I; bēr, a jujube.

Again au (for aū) in the same tracts becomes ā or ō. Thus Hindi kauṇ, Gujarāti kān (LSI, IX, ii, 345, and R. G. Bhandarkar, 299), who?; Hindi kauṛī, Gujarāti kāḍī, Sindhi kōṛī, a shell, Lahndā kōṛī, a kind of wart; Cf. the Bengali termination ō, written a, as in bhāla (pronounced bhālō), good. In Assamese every au or aū is pronounced ō. Thus auśadḥ, medicine, is pronounced ōyāḍh.

87. Although neither Lahndā nor Sindhi have the sounds, the neighbouring languages of the north-west, especially the Eranian Pāṣṭō, and the Modern Piśāca Kāśmirī frequently change c to ts, and j to z or dz. Thus Pāṣṭō bārī, Sindhi cārī, a spy; Pāṣṭō dzōlī, Sindhi jhōlī, a wallet; Kāśmirī tsalun, to flee, Sindhi caḷan, to depart; Kš. zānūn, S. jānān, to know. A similar change occurs as is well known in Marāṭhi. In Assamese c, and in Bengali ch (so also dialectic Marāṭhi) are pronounced s, and in vulgar Bihāri and Bengali j is regularly pronounced z, and in Assamese as ẓ (= zh).

88. Lahndā and Sindhi (like Kāśmirī) have the palatal ņ. It also reappears in Eastern Indo-Aryan Vernaculars. Thus Assamese gośāṅ (guyāṅ), a religious teacher; Bihāri ṭhāṅī or ṭhāṅī, but Hindi ṭhāw, a place.
89. Sindhi prefers the dental $r$ to the cerebral $r$, and frequently derives it from $l$ (Trumpp, Gr. xxix; Hoernle, Gd. Gr., § 16). So also the Eastern Indo-Aryan Vernaculars. Thus Hindi $si\grave{l}$, Sindhi $si\grave{r}a$, Bihâri $si\grave{r}$, a jackal. In Bihâri rustic are almost unable to distinguish between $r$ and $l$, and in Bengali the change is very common.

90. It is well known that in North-Western Indo-Aryan Vernaculars and in Modern Piśāca languages, the cerebral and dental letters are frequently confounded. It was the same in Vrācāda (Pischel, Pr. Gr., § 28). In the Thai dialect of Lahndā, $d$ regularly becomes $d$. This also is the case in the East. Thus (dakṣṇaḥ) Lahndā $dak\kappa\kappa\kappa\kappa$, Sindhi $dak\kappa\kappa\kappa$, south; Bengali, Assamese $d\ddot{a}in$, Oriyā $d\ddot{a}h\ddot{a}n$, right. In Assamese cerebrals and dentals are often confounded in pronunciation (Brown, A. Gr., 9).

91. Kāśmīrī, under the influence of a neighbouring palatal sound, frequently changes $d$ to $j$, and $d$ to $z$. With this cf. Marāṭhi $vi\acute{j}$ < niḍrā, sleep; Sindhi $gi\acute{j}u$ (grdhrāh), a vulture; Prakrit $dh\ddot{u}$, Bengali $jh\ddot{i}$, Oriyā $jh\dot{i}\dot{a}$, Assamese $ji$, a daughter.

92. In North-Western and Eastern Indo-Aryan Vernaculars $mb$ becomes $m$ or $mm$, while in Hindi it becomes $b$. Thus (jambukaḥ) Lahndā $jam\ddot{u}$ or $jam\ddot{u}$, Sindhi $jam\ddot{a}$, Bengali, Oriyā $\ddot{j}\acute{a}m$, but Hindi $\ddot{j}\acute{a}b\acute{a}$; (nimbaḥ) Lahndā $nim$, Sindhi $nim\ddot{u}$, Bihâri, Bengali, Oriyā $nim$, Assamese $nim$, but Hindi $nib$; (lambaḥ) Lahndā $lamm\ddot{a}$, Bihâri $l\ddot{a}m\ddot{a}$, Bengali $l\ddot{a}m$, but Hindi $lumb\ddot{a}$, long, and many others. Cf. Hoernle, Gd. Gr., 20. In the same section Hoernle points out that the development of $y$ in the north-west is the same as in Eastern Indo-Aryan Vernaculars.

93. In Kāśmīrī and all the Modern Piśāca languages a medial $r$ is very frequently elided (Grierson, Piśāca Languages, 122). This has not been specially noted in the North-West, but is very common in colloquial Eastern Indo-Aryan Vernaculars, e.g. Bihâri $kar$ for $kar\acute{a}$, having done; Coll. Bengali $mail\ddot{a}m$ for $mar\ddot{a}l\ddot{a}m$, I died.

94. The change of $\acute{s}$ or $s$ to $h$ is one of the typical peculiarities of the North-West. Examples are (busam) Sindhi $buh\acute{a}$, chaff; (upavišati, uvaiśi) Sindhi $bih\acute{e}$, he sits. The same change is common not only in Modern Piśāca languages, but also in vulgar Gujarāti, as in $hamaj\acute{a}r\ddot{u}$ for $sumaj\acute{a}r\ddot{u}$, to understand, etc. Except in sporadic instances, we do not meet this again till we
reach Eastern Indo-Aryan Vernaculars. Thus, (paśuḥ) Bihāri pōhē, cattle; (gōśālam) Bihāri gōhāl, a cowhouse. In Assamese a compounded s and s always become a voiceless guttural spirant, transliterated by χ; thus χāstra for śāstra, scripture; χa, for sa, a hundred; χairgrām for saṅgrām, a fight.

95. While Hindi has only a dental s, those Outer Indo-Aryan Vernaculars that do not change s to h often change an original s to š. In Marāṭhi š is used before palatal vowels and s before non-palatalis, irrespective of derivation. In Bihāri š is always written, and s is always pronounced. In Bengali and Oriyā every sibilant becomes š in pronunciation. With this may be compared the changes that sibilants (compounded and uncompounded) undergo in Māgadhi Prakrit. We thus see that while Hindi prefers a dental s all Outer Indo-Aryan Vernaculars treat sibilants with great freedom.

96. In all Outer Indo-Aryan Vernaculars there is a strong tendency to omit aspiration. In Modern Piśāca languages all sonant aspirates are disaspirated (cf. § 352). So Ḟeṛāwāl Lahndā giddā for ghiddā, taken as if from *griddah in the sense of grhatah; (vyāghraḥ) Sindhi vāghu or bāgyu, a tiger. This change occurs sporadically in all Indo-Aryan languages. Jh becomes j or z in Assamese, as in Bengali jhī, Assamese jī (zī), a daughter. So Hindi jhāl, pungency, but Assamese jāl (zāl); Hindi buj-, extinguish, but Bengali, Marāṭhi, Gujarāṭi, Rājasthānī buj-; Bengali, Marāṭhi, Gujarāṭi sājh or sāj, evening. We thus see that the disaspiration of this sonant occurs only in Outer and Intermediate Indo-Aryan Vernaculars.

Similarly for ḍh. Hindi parh-, Bengali par-, read; Hindi carh-, Bengali Rājasthānī car-, mount; Hindi kōrh, leprosy, Bengali kur, Marāṭhi, Gujarāṭi kōr, leprosy; Hindi dārhi, Oriyā dādi, Bengali dārī, a beard.

Dh is often disaspirated in Rājasthānī, as bād-, bind; ādō, half; lād-, get; dād, milk. So Kāśmīru dōd, Bengali dud, milk; Marāṭhi, Gujarāṭi gid, a vulture; Sindhi dāhō, smoke.

For bh we have Sindhi bīchā, alms; bukha, hunger; Rājasthānī bhī or bī, also; Ḟeṛāwāl Lahndā bai, a brother; Hindi jibh, but Assamese jibhā, the tongue.

Turning to the surd aspirates, kh is usually preserved, except in Marāṭhi, and occasionally in the other Outer Indo-Aryan Vernaculars. Thus, M. sik-, learn; bhuk, hunger, and others.
So Bengali *pukur*, a pond; Assamese *χυκάν*, Marāṭhī *ṣukā*, Sindhi *ṣuk̡a*, Lahndā *suṣēa*, dry.

As for *ch*, in Assamese it always becomes *c* (pronounced *s*), as in *māc* (*mās*), a fish. So also Oriyā *kācim*, a tortoise; Rājasthānī *cip-* , for *chip-* , conceal. Elsewhere the aspiration is generally preserved.

*T* is disaspirated only in Bengali *kuṭārī*, an axe; *piṭ*, the back, etc.

*Th* is disaspirated only in a few words, the most important of which is Rājasthānī, Marāṭhī, Bengali, Assamese, Oriyā *ḥāṭ*, others *bāṭh*, a hand.

*Ph* is also rarely disaspirated. We have Bengali, Assamese, Oriyā *bhāp*, vapour; Assamese *peliṭ*, Bengali *phelīṭ*, to throw.

From the above we see that disaspiration is confined to Outer and Intermediate Indo-Aryan Vernaculars. That of surd consonants is chiefly confined to the south and east, while that of sonants is also common in the north-west.

97. Sindhi, Lahndā, and Modern Piśāca Languages avoid doubling a consonant, and where Prakrit has a double consonant they have a single one, without compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel. This is also common in the Outer and Intermediate Indo-Aryan Vernaculars, but does not occur in the Midland. Thus, Sindhi *cak*, Oriyā *cak*, a wheel. Elsewhere *cak, cāk*, etc. There are hundreds of other examples. To quote only a few, Hindi *māg-* , Sindhi *maṇ*, ask; Hindi *sūkhā*, Kāśmīri *hōkh*, Marāṭhī *ṣukā*, Bengali, Oriyā *ṣukā*, dry; Hindi *ṭiṅkhā*, Assamese *tiṅkhā*, sharp; Hindi *sāc* or *saec*, Sindhi *saec*, Assamese *sācā*, true; Hindi *sījh-* , Sindhi *sījh-* , Marāṭhī *sīj*, Gujarātī, Bengali, Oriyā, Assamese *sīj-* , be stewed; Hindi *jūjh-* , Marāṭhī *jhujh-* , be killed in battle; Hindi *māṭhī*, Sindhi *mutē*, Assamese *muthi*, a fist; Hindi *kuṇ*, Lahndā, Kāśmīri *kun*, Sindhi *kuṇ*, an ear; Hindi *pān*, Lahndā *paṇā*, Kāśmīri *paṇ*, Sindhi *pan*, a leaf; Hindi *bhat*, Lahndā *bhat*, Sindhi *bhat*, Kāśmīri *bat*, boiled rice; Hindi *russī*, Sindhi, Gujarātī, Bengali, Oriyā *rasī*, a string; Hindi *sas*, Kāśmīri *haś*, Lahndā *sas*, Sindhi *sas*, Oriyā *saśu*, a mother-in-law; and many others.

98. Declension and Conjugation.—Nouns, which in Sanskrit and Prakrit form their feminines in *ā*, in the North-West often form them in *i* or *e*. Thus, Sanskrit *vārttā*, news, Sindhi *bāṭ*. So also in Bihārī, the feminine of the Tatsama *atyant*, excessive,
is *atyantā*, although in Sanskrit it is *atyanta*. This is the regular rule in Bihārī (Maithili).

In the North-West certain genitive postpositions are derived from the present participle of the verb substantive. Thus, Kāśmirī *handa*, Sindhi *sandō*. So also Western Rājasthānī *handsō*. In Bengali the same participle, *haːtē*, is employed to form the postposition of the ablative. It is not used elsewhere in this way.

In Hindi, the only relics of synthetic declension are the oblique cases singular and plural and a rare locative in *ē*, as in *gharē* *gharē*, in each house. In all the Outer Indo-Aryan Vernaculars and in Kāśmirī there is, on the contrary, alongside of the analytical, a respectable synthetic declension. We shall discuss only the singular number, as that is sufficient for our present purposes. In Kāśmirī there is a dative ending in *s*, as in Marāṭhī, an agent case, and an ablative, all formed synthetically. Thus, *tār*, a thief; *tāras*, to a thief; *tāran*, by a thief; and *tāra*, from a thief. For *i*-bases, it has *gurī*, a horse; *gurīs*; *gurīt*; and *guri*. The ablative is also used as an oblique case. Sindhi has discarded part of this, but it still has the locative, and the agent and the oblique case. Thus, *jhaṅg*; a forest; loc. *jhaṅgī*, ag. and obl. *jhang*. Lahndā closely follows Sindhi, but the declension is obscured by epenthesis. Thus, *jaṅgul* (for *jaṅgal*), a forest; loc. *jaṅgul* (for *jaṅgal*); ag. and obl. *jaṅgal* (for *jaṅgal*). The Southern Indo-Aryan Vernacular, Marāṭhī, has also a synthetic declension, forming its dative in *s*, an agent case in *ē*, and a locative in *i*, in addition to the oblique case. Thus, *ghar*, a house, dat. *gharsā*, ag. *gharē*, loc. *ghari*, obl. *gharvā*. In Eastern Indo-Aryan Vernacular, Bihārī has a synthetic agent and locative, and the genitive is also becoming synthetic. Thus, from *ghar*, ag. *gharē*, loc. *gharē*, gen. *ghar-kēr* (analytic) or *gharak* (synthetic). Bengali has a synthetic ag. *gharē*, gen. *gharēr*, and loc. *gharē*. There is also a synthetic instrumental as in *churītē*, by a knife (*churī*). Assamese and Oriyā are very similar. We thus see that all the Outer Indo-Aryan Vernacular have synthetic methods of declension that are quite wanting in the Midland.

99. In North-Western Indo-Aryan Vernaculars and Kāśmirī pronominal suffixes are very common, but are unknown in the Midland proper. Thus, Lahndā *ghar-ām*, my house; *ghar-ās*, his house; Sindhi *pium*, my father; *pius*, his father. These
have fallen into disuse with nouns substantive in the other Outer Indo-Aryan Vernaculars, except in distant Assamese, where they have been kept alive by the example of Tibeto-Burman pronominal prefixes (see § 75 ante). Thus, Assamese bāp, a father; bōpāi, my father; bāpek, his father. Rājasthāni has also preserved the pronominal suffix of the third person (k) as a pleonastic suffix, as in katarō or katarō-k, how much? (LSI. IX, ii, 35).

The use of pronominal suffixes with verbs has been preserved throughout all the Outer Indo-Aryan Vernaculars, and forms a prominent feature of conjugation, while it is entirely wanting in the Midland. It also exists in Rājasthāni and Eastern Hindi. It is unnecessary to give examples of this here, as to do so would only be repeating the chapter on verbs later on in this book. Suffice it to say that the conjugation of nearly all the tenses of the Outer Indo-Aryan Vernacular verb is synthetic, and is in most cases modern in origin, being formed by the accretion of pronominal suffixes. On the contrary, in the Inner languages, the only synthetic tenses are the two or three which have survived from Prakrit, and these also are found in Outer Indo-Aryan Vernacular.

The modern origin of the Outer Indo-Aryan Vernacular synthetic conjugation is well shown by the languages of the north-west. Thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analytic</th>
<th>&quot;He struck&quot;</th>
<th>Synthetic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kāśmīrī, tāmī mārā</td>
<td>or</td>
<td>mārā, mārām</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lahndā, ū mārēa</td>
<td></td>
<td>māreus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sindī, huns māriō</td>
<td></td>
<td>māriō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rājasthāni, vō māryō</td>
<td></td>
<td>māryō (LSI. IX, ii, 35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Hindi —</td>
<td></td>
<td>māres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bihārī —</td>
<td></td>
<td>mārī-ak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bengali —</td>
<td></td>
<td>mārī-ek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assamese —</td>
<td></td>
<td>mārī-ē</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oriyā and Marāthi —</td>
<td></td>
<td>mārī-dā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>But Hindi, us-ṇē mārā</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A form of the Past Participle, of which the characteristic letter is l, occurs in Modern Piśāca, North-West, South, and Eastern Indo-Aryan Vernaculars, but not in the Midland. Thus Modern Piśāca (Maiyā) kut-ag-il, Sindhi māria-lu, Gujarātī mār-lō, Marāthi, Oriyā māri-lā, Bihārī mār-āl, Bengali, Assamese mār-il, struck. There is no similar form in Hindi or Eastern Hindi.
100. As regards vocabulary one word may be mentioned which shows the relationship between the Eastern and North-West Indo-Aryan Vernaculars in a striking manner. According to He. iv, 294, the Māgadhi Prakrit equivalent of the Sanskrit vrajāti, he goes, is vaññadi. The Māhārāṣṭrī Prakrit form is vaccaī (225). Cf. Marāthī (Kōńkaṇī) vōḷ, go; but Lahndā vāṇ, go.

101. It will, therefore, have been seen that in many grammatical features, the North-Western Indo-Aryan Vernaculars are connected with the Southern and the Eastern Indo-Aryan Vernaculars, and agree with them in presenting the same contrasts to the Midland languages. That the North-Western languages in many respects occupy an independent position cannot be denied, and this is largely due to the influence of the neighbouring Modern Piśāca languages. Whether there was an original relationship between these two, as Hoernle suggests, it is at present impossible to say. They have many points in common, but also many points of difference. Whether the former are due to a common origin or to mutual borrowing I do not venture to say, but on the whole I at present incline to the latter opinion (see § 51, ante).
THE POPULAR LITERATURE OF NORTHERN INDIA

By Sir George A. Grierson, K.C.I.E.

(Lecture delivered at the School of Oriental Studies on November 6, 1918.)

The languages of India Proper belong to two great families—in the North, the Indo-Aryan; and in the South, the Dravidian. The map here displayed shows the localities in which the former are spoken. These Indo-Aryan tongues again fall into two main groups, viz., those of the Midland—indicated on the map by red—and a number of Outer Languages, indicated by blue. These two groups differ from each other in an important characteristic, which has affected their respective literatures to no inconsiderable extent. In the Midland the languages are all analytical. Their grammars are very simple, they are cumbered by few grammatical forms, and they indicate the various relations of time and space by the aid of auxiliary words, just as we do in English. The Outer Languages, on the contrary, are synthetic. Their idioms depend chiefly on grammatical form, and, as in Latin or German, each has a more or less complicated system of declension and conjugation.

Just as the popular literature of England differs in character from that of Germany, and just as this difference is largely conditioned by the natures of the two languages; so, in India, the literatures of these two groups are sharply distinguished, and we are thus furnished with a convenient formula for dividing up the consideration of a large and somewhat complicated subject. It would be impossible, in the course of a single lecture, to deal with the whole subject of Indo-Aryan literature, and I therefore propose to-day to confine myself to the popular literature of the Midland—that is to say, of the Panjáb, of Guzarāt and Rājputānā, and of Hindōstān. To these I shall add the literature of one outer language—Bihārī; for Bihār, the country in which it is spoken, has for many centuries been politically connected with the Midland, and has taken from it its literary traditions. As a nation, its people have always looked to the West, and have turned their backs upon the Bengal lying to their East.
I do not propose to refer much to the somewhat artificial literature written by learned men for learned men, admirable though much of it is, or to go back beyond the time when the modern languages of India took their present form. I shall endeavour to confine my remarks to the literature which is popular in the best sense of the term—namely, that which is known and loved by all, literate and illiterate alike, and also that which is commonly read and admired by the average educated native of India. Even so, the subject is so vast that I can do little more than give the merest general outline, and indicate the more salient points.

Ballads, and their brethren, Bardic Chronicles, have, from early times been a prominent feature in the literature of the West of the Midland. What is perhaps the most favourite subject of all ballad poetry in India, the tale of Hir and Rânjhâ, has its birth in the Panjâb. A good translation of one of the most popular versions will be found in Mr. Swynnerton's *Romantic Tales of the Panjâb*. Suffice it to say here that it is an Indian parallel to the story of Hero and Leander, and not improbably its germ came into the Panjâb from Greece in the early centuries of the present era. Two things are remarkable about it. One is that, as in the Grecian legend, in the title of the story the name of the heroine precedes that of the hero; a circumstance, so far as I can remember, unparalleled in genuine Indian ballad-literature. The other is that, although the story runs directly counter to all the caste prejudices of the Panjâb, and though the love of Hir and Rânjhâ was illicit, they are celebrated throughout Northern India as the type of constant lovers, much in the same way as Abelard and Héloïse in modern Europe, or as Laili and Majnûn amongst the Arabs. So celebrated is the subject that it has been put into literary form, and the version by Wâris Shâh, written some 200 years ago, is still regarded as the perfect model of the purest Panjâbî language. Their love ended disastrously, as such love must end in India, in the death of both hero and heroine; but it is an interesting commentary on the sympathy with which they are regarded by the mass of the people, that a very popular continuation of the story by another hand carries them to the Isles of the Blessed, and shows them living together in happiness and peace, carrying on their old avocations amid their flocks and herds.
I cannot do more than refer to the many other ballads of the Panjâb, such as the great semi-historical cycle of Râjâ Rasâlû, or the pathetic tale of Mirzâ and Sâhibân. Many of these will be found in Mr. Swynnerton's book already mentioned, and in Sir Richard Temple's monumental Legends of the Panjâb.

In Râjpûtânâ, too, ballad poetry is very popular, and specimens can be bought in chapbooks in every bazaar, though rarely seen by Europeans. These are of a nature different from that of those just referred to. Love is not the theme, but war—the martial deeds of Râjpût ancestors. The most famous of all is the ballad—almost an epic—of Alhâ and Udal, which has been carried by itinerant reciters all over Northern India. A brilliant version of the opening cantos has been written in English ballad metre by the late Mr. Waterfield, under the name of The Nine Lakh Chain, or the Mârî feud, and echoes of it will be found in Kipling's tales. The two heroes, Alhâ and Udal, were nephews of Parmâl the Chandêl, king of Mahôbâ, in the latter part of the twelfth century. Their father, Jasráj, had been cruelly murdered by the king of the neighbouring state of Mârî, and the first part of the poem deals with this, with their bringing up by their widowed mother, and with their expedition to avenge their father's death. After consummating their revenge, Udal falls in love with, and wishes to marry, Bijaisin, the daughter of his father's murderer. Alhâ dissuades him:

अक्षय बोले तब जदनि पर मैया बाघिली गई तुम्हारा ।
व्याक न करिहू हम वैरी घर जदनि मानी कही हमारे ॥
जब सुधि करिहू माई चाप की सोवत तुम की डरिहू मारी ।
जदनि मारी तुम विजया को हो धरती में टुंग गिरा ।
हाँ चोर चोर के जदनि बोले दादा सुनी हमारे वाल ।
अपने हाँ भी जो हम मरिहू तो रजुपुती धरे नसाम ॥
अलहा बोले जब मलिके से तुम हृदि डाली विजया रानी ।
शैंचि निरोही मलिके नींवी नौ के महादेव को नाम ।
करो जबतक तब विजया पर रानी को कूट अजेया जाय ॥
चायल हो के विजया बोली जदनि सुनी हमारी वाल ।
अपने मन भी जानती ती हम तुम करिहू भोग विलास ॥
अपने हाँ भी जो हम मरती ती मेरी जब सुफल झूठ जाय ।
जेर हमारी मलिके नाँच तिन मोही डाली जान से मारी ॥
चाय दबो तब रानि विजया ने मलिके नैदी बुरी झूठ जाय ॥
I quote Mr. Waterfield's translation:

"With the house of our foe, I bid thee know,
   No marriage feast I keep.
When she thinks of her father and brother slain,
   She will kill thee in thy sleep."

Údal entreats that she may be spared from the slaughter to which her whole family had been condemned by the brothers, but in vain; and finally his cousin Malkhā—

    His shining sword he drew;
    He smote so sore Bijaisin's side,
    He cleft her shoulder through.

Then said she, "Údal, once I dreamed
    To spend our lives in fere;
And sweet to me e'en death had seemed
    Had thy hand made it dear.

But, cruel Malkhā, woe to thee!
    Thy brother's wife hast slain;
So shalt thou die, with no brother by,
    Unhelped in open plain."

Cries Údal—

    "Here must we part ere yet we wed,
    But meeting canst none descry?"
    "O lay me down, my love," she said, "Since I must a maiden die."

She then—according to the universal belief in India, that a woman at the point of death is endowed with the gift of prophecy—promises Údal that in their future lives they should
meet again and live happily together, and with these words breathes her last:

    But Īdal bare her body fair
    To Narmadā's holy tide:
    He cast her into the river there,
    While the troops to the camp did ride.

With this finely contrasted picture the poet brings the episode to a close. On the one side we have the victorious army joyfully setting forth upon its homeward way—the hundreds of stately elephants headed by Ālhā upon their leader Pachāwad, the crowded ranks of the foot-soldiers, the cavalry with its jingling harness, and its pennants gaily fluttering in the evening breeze. On the other, lonely and conspicuous against the western sky, Īdal—the gallant, the impetuous Īdal—who had led them so often to victory, standing, no brother by, on the bank of the great river, mutely gazing on the waters that conceal all that remains of a sweet flower of Rājpūt maidenhood.

In course of time Parmāl quarrels with his two nephews and expels them and their mother with ignominy from Mahōbā. They take refuge with Jaichand of Kanauj. Next, Prithirāj Chauhān, of Delhi, attacks Mahōbā, and Parmāl in his necessity sends a message appealing to them to come to his assistance. The sequel may be told in the words of Tod. They at first refuse, although their mother, with the chivalry of a loyal Rājpūt, urges them to return. Īdal cries, "May evil spirits seize upon Mahōbā! Can we forget the day when in distress he drave us forth! Let it stand or fall, it is the same to me. Kanauj is henceforth my home."

"Would that the gods had made me barren," cried their mother, "that I had never borne sons who thus abandon the paths of the Rājpūt, and refuse to succour their prince in danger!" Her heart bursting with grief, and her eyes raised to heaven, she continued, "Was it for this, O Universal Lord, Thou madest me feel a mother's pangs for these destroyers of their nation's fame! Unworthy offspring! The heart of the true Rājpūt dances with joy at the mere name of strife—but ye, degenerate, cannot be the sons of Jāsraja—some earl must have stolen to my embrace, and from such must ye be sprung." The young chiefs arose, their faces withered in sadness. "When we perish in defence of Mahōbā, and, covered with wounds, perform deeds that will leave
a deathless name; when our heads roll in the field, when we embrace the valiant in fight, and, treading in the footsteps of the brave, even in the presence of the heroes of the Chauhān, make resplendent the blood of both lines, then will our mother rejoice.”

The rest of the story must be briefly told. They return to Mahōbā, fight bravely in its defence, but are finally overwhelmed, and die, as they had promised, on the battlefield.

The style of the poem is in striking accord with that of our own border ballads. With an irregular lilting metre it carries the narrative forward with an irresistable swing illumined here and there by touches of rare poetry. It is a matter of great regret that Mr. Waterfield’s translation is buried in stray numbers of the Calcutta Review, and that, though incomplete, it has never been published independently. It would give to many a new chain of interest linking this country with India.

Like all poetry of its kind, it has its stock phrases and its repetitions. Let me quote one composite passage describing a

1 Tod, Rajasthan (Calc. Ed.), i, 650. The passage thus freely translated by Tod occurs in the Mahōbā Samaya of the Pythirāj Rāsan (verses 188 ff.), and is as follows:—

तव वाहिन फिर विशिष्य वानिय । देख सहोचिय को नाम पानिय ॥

बुरे हाल कादे परमालह । सो अख मुलि गरें वह थालह ॥

जगनक भुज अवर घर जावाज । नगर मोहवा लने चभावाज ॥

घर घटुय दसराज उदपिय । हम कहवाज उतन कर जापिय ॥

देवल ते कहि वाँझ न रापिय । कहि धर्म करम मय भापिय ॥

सौम साकुर देख न बहिय । हठ करायर बूँधि किम फलिय ॥ १५० ॥

माता दीग बचन कार सीड़ । तुम सव बनाफरन की योड़ ॥

जंग वचन सुनि कह नाहँ नचय । ते रजपूत धरम नाहँ संचय ॥

दोहा ।

सौम साकुर जानि बढ़ । रहें अधर घर सीड़ ॥

सो रानी फिर तो नहुँ । कुल रजपूत न होर ॥ १५२ ॥

कविता ।

आला जय जय मुनि । उठे सुर्याय वीर दुः ॥

माता सुप मन मानि मरह । उहाँ जार जुठम साध ॥

जरह जाय समुि । करहं धरवात घरा बढ़ ॥

घरदर सौम ध्रम सीम । कठय विराज पान रढ़ ॥

साँभार बद्ध घहर विहस । रहसि सुर संयम जयिय ॥

वजियालि रुढ़ कुल में मुघर । जरह भेंट संभार धनिय ॥ १५३ ॥
battle, which, in slightly varying forms, occurs over and over again. The heroes are, of course Ālhā and Udal, and their opponent is Anūpi, the Mārō general.

रत्नी सुनित के राजा अभूपी नैना अभि ज्ञान उद्र जाय।
अन न पम्म महबवारी टुटुका टायर खेल विहाय।
वली दूः देव तेज़ी तोपन में रन पानिज को दूः देव उड़ाय।
श्रे के जैली बाहुदन की जी तोपन में टूटे दराय।
गोजा दूर दूरे तोपन में सुमा मारङ्गे वारंवार।
पुष्पाँ उड़े नोरे तोपन को रन में सूखिये पड़े बृंगधाय।
वर रर रर रर गोजा कुटूट कह कह वरर चमगानियाँ वाय।
सन जन जन जन गोजे कुटूट सर रर तीरन की शानाज।
चारी घरी भरर गोजा वरसी कोद रजपूत न टारी पायः
तोपी छो छो लालों दूर दूर ज्ञानन हाँह घरे ना जायः
चढ़ी कमानियाँ पानी दूर दूरु पुटुंबित के जी मास उड़ाय।
तोप रहजाना पीछे फड़े चढ़े संग बंद करे शिवाय।
स्मित चंदन जैसे दोनों दल में उधर वरमित की भर मास।
कुटूट पिसीवा जे लोजन के श्री वुबकारन बॉलीं घाय।
बूढ़े जुलुफियाँ गर लोजन में चरमीं चंग गरे जपाताय।
होटा भर्र श्री तब लोजन से श्री चुबुलात पिने अससाय।
चारी घरी भरर वरसे वॉंड़ा भारी वरमित की भर मास।
माला दूर के दोनों दूर जे जडुटा कंट वरमित के जोयः
यही लड़ाई पाकू पर गद भर बागी को सुनी हवाल।
श्रेष्ठ शिरोही रजूटन बोर गोपी दीवी लहर तबवार।
पैद्रे के संग पैद्रे श्री भिड़े श्री अस्वार र से अस्वार।
होटा के संग होटा मविल श्री हाँमन बहो दूसः से दूसः।
सात कोस जो चल धरोही चारी तरफ चले तरबार।
प्रीत प्रीत पर पैद्रे फिर श्री उन के तू दू दू प्रीत अस्वार।
बिसे बिसे पर हाँही डारे कोट पररत की उनहार।
पिनायाँ डारी को लोजन में मानी ताल जूम उतरः।
पड़े दुसाला श्री लोजन में मनी नहीं में बारे सिवार।
दाले डारी श्री लोजन में यारी कुछा की उतरः।
सूरत कटोरा पानी झर गई रन में कोद न दूढ़ी वाल।
तीन लाख से चढ़े अनमोल रही श्री एफ़ लाख अस्वार।
बिंदे हंड़ा भेंड़न पैड़े बिंदे हंडा बिंड़रे गाय।
बिंदे हंड़ा गवड़ी बिंदे हंडा गिनि गिनि धरीं अगाड़ पाउः
सुमा सुपारी बिंदे काटे बिंदे काटे तमोलिनि पान।
Then Raja Anupi, wroth was he,
Like a coal was his red eye-ball;
"Let none of the men of Mahoba flee,
Seize horses and cattle and all.

"The heaviest guns on their carriages bring
And fire on the low-bred hound."

Then cannon were loaded and rammers did ring
And matches were lighted around.

The bullets did rattle, the cannon did roar,
The arrows whistled and flew;
The rockets hissed as their way they tore,
And the smoke hid all from view.
None yielded a jot nor left the spot,
As he was true Rajput born;
Till bows grew slack and guns waxed hot
And the archers' hands were torn.
They left the cannon they could not work,
And dashed the missiles by;
With lance and spear they faced more near,
And the javelins fast 'gan fly.

And no Rajput would yield a foot
When he stood his foe before,
Till spears were broken and shafts were bent
And the howdas swam in gore.

Then every warrior bared his blade,
And line rushed in on line:
I wis a goodly play they played,
Drawn out for furlongs nine.

Footmen and footmen they were set,
Horsemen 'gainst horsemen ride;
Tusk to tusk the elephants met,
Howda by howda's side.

Full many a fair young soldier then
His blood on the broadsword shed;
At every step were wounded men,
A horse or an elephant dead.

Like a red, red river the blood did run,
With turbans for lotus gay,
For tortoise and snake there were shield and gun,
And mantles for weeds that sway.

O water than gold was more precious then,
And none could be found that day;
Of Anupi's thirty thousand men
One half on the greensward lay.

As the wolves the sheep, as the lion the kine,
As the schoolboys drive the ball;
So onward pressed the Mahoba line,
And drew their good swords all.

As the parrot pecks the woodland nut,
As the leaf 'neath the betel knife;
So down was many a stripling cut,
Ah woe to the widowed wife!
There was weeping for father and weeping for child,
And weeping for wife new-wed;
And weeping for fate of mother mild,
Whose son is before her dead.

Then some did groan for sire or son,
Or wife to be widowed soon,
Or mother old, who has left her none.
To give the funeral boon.

There is a graphic description of the cowards—

There were some who holding their breath did lie,
A heap of slain below;
When an elephant mad rushed trampling by,
They died without striking a blow.

There were some who swaggered with sword before,
In street though never in tent;
Now only a string and a loincloth wore,
Their bodies with ashes besprent.

They signed their foreheads with Rama’s sign,
With the blood-stained earth they found;
“We were begging our way to Jagannath’s shrine,
When the sword-play closed around.”

And one on his back took of bucklers a pack,
Like a Jaipur artizan;
“For selling of shield I had come to the field,
Nor wist ere the fight began.”

At length they broke from the trenches and fled,
The coward and eke the brave;
Down each ravine ran swordsmen keen,
If only their life to save.

“These are wolves,” they cried, “from Mahoba side
Are loosed on the Maro power,
Of sheep and goats they seek no prey,
But the flesh of men devour.”

This ballad leads us naturally to the Bardic Chronicles of Rājputānā. There are many of these already known, and a search now being conducted, on behalf of the Government of India, by Signor Tessitori, one of the most brilliant of the younger generation of Italian Orientalists, is revealing more and
more. The most famous is the Prithūrāj Rāsau, attributed to the bard Chand Bardāi, and said to have been written at the end of the thirteenth century. A brief sketch of the contents must suffice. The principal characters are all historical. Prithūrāj Chauhān, king of Delhi, already mentioned, is its hero, and the first part of the poem deals with his early knightly exploits. Then we come to the main episode, round which the whole story centres. His rival, Jaichand of Kanauj, summons all the neighbouring princes to a solemn sacrifice, at which his daughter Samyōgītā shall choose one of them as a husband. But Prithūrāj comes in disguise, and carries her off, a not unwilling bride, by stratagem and force of arms. This fatal act of Prithūrāj was the ruin of India. Samyōgītā, "like another Helen, fired another Troy." In the ensuing war, Jaichand, hard pressed, calls in to his assistance the Musalmāns who have already invaded India, and who have established themselves with some success at Lahore. Prithūrāj, lulled in the arms of Samyōgītā, and neglectful of his princely duties, pays little heed to the threatening storm. When he awakes it is too late. The storm has burst in all its fury, and the last and longest canto of the poem describes "The Great Battle"; as the poet calls it, of a.d. 1192 at Thanesar. Prithūrāj and his devoted Rājpūts are routed. He is made captive and slain, and Samyōgītā, the Rājpūt wife, ends her life upon the funeral pyre. Within ten years all Northern India, except Rājputānā and Gujarāt, had been overrun by Musalmāns, and Delhi became, and remained till it was captured by the English in the Mutiny, a Muḥammadan capital.

I conclude this section of the subject with another Rājpūt lay, collected by myself in Bihār. The metrical version is by the late Sir Edwin Arnold. You will notice the meaningless refrain hū re ji, or (as Sir Edwin spells it) hu-ri-jee, which is given where it occurs in the original. The song tells how a Rājpūt woman killed herself rather than become the wife of a Mirzā, or Musalmān conqueror.

textarea
पनिया भरति पनिमरनि बिठिया।
केकर बझिनि करे चसननिया ह। रे जी ॥ ३ ॥
गाँव केर शीङ्खा होरिल शिस्तु रजवा।
उनकर बझिनि करे चसननिया ह। रे जी ॥ ४ ॥
धावः तुः शीङ्खा धावः चढंखङ्खिया।
होरिल शिस्तु पकड़ि ले चावः ह। रे जी ॥ ५ ॥
पनिया भरति पनिन्हरिनि बिठिया।
होरिल शिस्तु सकनिया कहाँ बाढ़ि ह। रे जी ॥ ६ ॥
उत्तर हूँहै उत्तराभः उनका।
दुःखः चननवा गकङ्खः ह। रे जी ॥ ७ ॥
होरिल शिस्तु मुसक चढःवः ह। रे जी
(जव रे) होरिल शिस्तु गहली मिरिजः पासवः।
जा न गड़ करेला सलमिया ह। रे जी ॥ ८ ॥
लेजः ना होरिल शिस्तु डालः भर सोनवः।
भगवति बझिनिया मोहि बकसः ह। रे जी ॥ ५ ॥
चागः लगः मिरिजः डालः भर सोनवः
मोरा कुँले भगवति ना जामेले ह। रे जी ॥ ९० ॥
घरः से में से मकिसः चङ्खःगः ठाड़ि भरली।
चङ्खःगः ठाड़ि भोजः रोड़कः ह। रे जी ॥ ९१ ॥
चागः लगः भगवति तोहःर सुरनिया।
तोहःरः कारः सामी वाहःः ह। रे जी ॥ ९२ ॥
लेजः ना मोहः धर शिधःवानवः।
होरिलः कोड़ाःवः हमः जाड़वः ह। रे जी ॥ ९३ ॥
जवः (ना) भगवति गड़ली मिरिजः का पासवः।
जा न गड़ करेली सलमिया ह। रे जी ॥ ९४ ॥
अः तुः मिरिजः हमः रे से जोभिया।
होरिलः शिस्तुः के मुसःक कोड़ाःवः ह। रे जी ॥ ९५ ॥
अः तुः मिरिजः हमः रे से जोभिया।
हमः जोगः चुनःरः रङ्खःवः ह। रे जी ॥ ९६ ॥
अः तुः मिरिजः हमः रे से जोभिया।
हमः जोगः गाहः गङ्खःवः ह। रे जी ॥ ९७ ॥
अः तुः मिरिजः हमः रे से जोभिया।
हमः जोगः ईङ्खःः फनःवः ह। रे जी ॥ ९८ ॥
हूःसः हूःसः मिरिजः गङ्खः गङ्खःः।
रोडः रोडः पेंढः बेटी भगवति ह। रे जी ॥ ९९ ॥
हूःसः हूःसः मिरिजः चुनःरः रङ्खःः।
रोडः रोडः पेंढः बेटी भगवति ह। रे जी ॥ २० ॥
Of eight great beams the boat was wrought,
With four red row-pins:—Hu-ri-jee!
When Mirza Saheb spied at the Ghaut
Bhagbati bathing:—Hu-ri-jee!

“Oh, girls! that hither the chatties bring,
Who is this bathing?”—Hu-ri-jee!

“The head of our village is Horil Singh;
’Tis the Raja’s sister!”—Hu-ri-jee!

“Run thou, Barber!—and, Peon! run thou;
Bring hither that Rajpūt!”—Hu-ri-jee!

“Oh, girls! who carry the chatties, now,
Which is his dwelling?”—Hu-ri-jee!

“The dwelling of Horil Singh looks north,
And north of the door is a sandal-tree:”
With arms fast-bound they brought him forth;
“Salaam to the Mirza!”—Hu-ri-jee!

“Take, Horil Singh, this basket of gold,
And give me thy sister, sweet Bhagbati.”

“Fire burn thy basket!” he answered, bold—
“My sister’s a Rajpūt!”—Hu-ri-jee!
Horil's wife came down from her house:
    She weeps in the courtyard: "Cursed be,
    "Oh, sister-in-law, thy beautiful brows!
    My husband is chained for them!" —Hu-ri-jee!

"Now, sister-in-law! of thy house keep charge,
    And the duties therein:" quoth Bhagbatì:

"For Horil Singh shall be set at large,
    I go to release him!" —Hu-ri-jee!

When Bhagbatì came to the Mirza's hall
    Low she salaamed to him: —Hu-ri-jee!

"The fetters of Horil Singh let fall,
    If, Mirza," she said, "thou desirest me."

"If, Mirza," she said, "thou wouldst have my love
    Dye me a bride-cloth:" —Hu-ri-jee!

"Saffron beneath and vermilion above,
    Fit for a Rajpùt!" —Hu-ri-jee!

"If, Mirza," she said, "I am fair in thine eyes,
    And mine is thy heart, now," —Hu-ri-jee!

"Command me jewels of rich device,
    Fit for a Rajpùt!" —Hu-ri-jee!

"If Mirza," she said, "I must do this thing.
    Quitting my people," —Hu-ri-jee!

"The palanquin and the bearers bring,
    That I go not afoot from them!" —Hu-ri-jee!

Smiling, he bade the dyers haste
    To dye her a bride-cloth: —Hu-ri-jee!

Weeping, weeping—around her waist
    Bhagbatì bound it: —Hu-ri-jee!

Smiling, he bought, from the goldsmith's best,
    Jewels unparalleled: —Hu-ri-jee!

Weeping, weeping—on neck and breast
    Bhagbatì clasped them: —Hu-ri-jee!

Joyously smiling, "Bring forth," he cried
    "My gilded palanquin!" —Hu-ri-jee!

Bitterly sorrowing, entered the bride,
    Beautiful Bhagbatì: —Hu-ri-jee!

A koss and a half of a koss went they,
    And another koss after: —Hu-ri-jee!

Then Bhagbatì thirsted: "Bearers, stay!
    I would drink at the tank here!" —Hu-ri-jee!
"Take from my cup," the Mirza said:
"Oh, not to-day will I take!" quoth she:
"For this was my father's tank, who is dead,
And it soon will be distant!"—Hu-ri-jee!
She quaffed one draught from her hollowed palm,
And again she dipped it:—Hu-ri-jee!
Then leaped in the water, dark and calm,
And sank from the sight of them:—Hu-ri-jee!
Sorely the Mirza bewailed, and hid
His face in his cloth, for rage to be
So mocked: "See, now, in all she did
Bhagbati fooled me!"—Hu-ri-jee!
Grieving, the Mirza cast a net
Dragging the water:—Hu-ri-jee!
Only shells and weeds did he get,
Shells and bladder-weeds:—Hu-ri-jee!
Laughing, a net cast Horil Singh,
Dragging the water:—Hu-ri-jee!
Lo! at the first sweep, up they bring
Dead, cold Bhagbati—fair to see!
Laughing, homeward the Rajpāt wends,
Chewing his betel: "for now," quoth he,
"In honour this leap of Bhagbati ends
Three generations!"—Hu-ri-jee!

In the same century as that in which the battle of Thānēsar, just described, was fought, a remarkable genius in Southern India revived and popularized the ancient religion of the Bhāgavatas. This may be described as a religion of faith and devotion to One Supreme Deity, as opposed to the doctrine of works and sacrifices to many gods which had hitherto been generally accepted, and also as an opponent to the fashionable monism of the Vedānta. It was commonly known as the Bhakti-mārga, or "Path of Devotion", and rapidly spread into Northern India, then gasping in its death-throes amid the horrors of alien invasion. Such a religion, teaching as it did the fatherhood of God and His infinite love and compassion, came at this time as balm and healing to a suffering people, and we see this reflected in the next stage of literature with which we are brought into contact, viz., lyric poetry. In the bhakti-mārga the devotion of the worshipper is directed to a personal God, His personality
becoming a concrete fact through incarnations assumed for the benefit of weak human nature. The two incarnations most worshipped were those of Rāma and Krishna, the particular form selected depending upon the personal equation of the worshipper. In either case, the real object of worship was not the incarnation itself, but the Supreme Deity behind it, so that, theoretically, it did not much matter to which of the two adoration was directed; but, as a matter of fact, selection did materially affect the religion and the literature founded on it. Speaking roughly, we may say that the West of the Midland favoured the worship of Krishna, while in the East the worship of Rāma was predominant, although this was by no means the universal rule.

To the worshipper of Krishna in the Midland he is not so much the Divine Teacher of the beautiful doctrines contained in the Bhagavad Gītā and similar works, as the child Krishna, or else the youthful Adonis of Vṛndāvana, wandering through the forest with his flute, and captivating the herdmaiden who bore him company. Looked upon as a god, his love for the soul is to be compared with that of a man for a maid, and the soul's attitude to the Deity is pictured by the self-abandonment to Krishna of his divine mistress Rādhā. Devotion is expressed in a flood of burning words expressing the deepest religious feelings by means of images derived from sexual passion.

Rāma, on the contrary, is represented as a noble hero, without fear and without reproach, who came into the world to relieve it from sin, who suffered many things, and who now, in heaven, looks down, as they say, from his lattice window, lovingly helping all who call upon him, and knowing beforehand what each requires and what he will give. His love is that of a father for his children, and literature devoted to him is separated by a whole world of concepts from that devoted to Krishna.

It will easily be understood that it is Krishna-worship which lends itself the more easily to lyric poetry. It is personal. Its essence might almost be called selfish—a soul-absorbing—nay, all-absorbing—individual love cast at the feet of Him who is Love itself. It teaches the first, and great, commandment of the law; but the second—thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself—it hardly touches. In the fifteenth and following centuries Northern India was filled with poets who excelled in the art of hymn-writing. The earlier ones wrote in Sanskrit. Such was
Jayadēva, the author of the Gīta Gōvinda, the Indian “Song of Songs”; but poets were quick to learn that the vernaculars were more readily adapted for expressing genuine emotion. In Bihār, Vidyāpati Thākur, one of the oldest of these Master-singers (fl. A.D. 1400) set an example that was speedily followed in both East and West. His little poems—at once love-songs and hymns—will seldom bear translation before a mixed audience, and, indeed without an intimate acquaintance with Indian thought, it would be difficult for a Western audience to see anything religious in them at all. However, I give one as a specimen, selecting it on account of the legend attached to it. Vidyāpati was said to be gifted with second sight, and, to test him, the Musalmān emperor had him seized and conveyed to Delhi. There the Emperor shut him up in a box, which he deposited close to the bathing-place on the bank of the Jamnā, and asked the poet to describe the scene. Vidyāpati’s answer is said to have been the following lines. It will be seen that to the uninitiated there is nothing religious about them, but each line has an esoteric meaning which it would take too long to explain. I quote them simply as a pretty piece of poetry.

कामिनि करण सिनानि ।
हेरते हदय हरण पचवानि ॥
चिकिर गचण जल धारा ।
मुख-संस ढर जनि रोकण चञ्चधारा ॥
तितल वसन तनु जागू ।
मुनाङ्क-क मानस मनमय जागू ॥
कृत्व छुम चाह चकिवा ।
निम्न कुल खानि मिलावोल देवा ॥
ते संकारण सुज पासि ।
बाँधि धरिय घन उड़त बकासि ॥

The pretty one is bathing, and, as I gaze, the five-arrowed god of love seizeth my heart.

Her night-black locks stream in a cascade of water-drops, as though darkness were weeping in fear of the brightness of her moon-face.

Her garments, wet (and transparent), cling to her form, and so fair is the vision, that Cupid, the soul-disturber, awaketh even in the hermit’s heart.
Her soft bosom is like two fair chakwás, as though God had brought them together, and united each for ever to its mate.

Fain would I make my arms a Fowler’s net and clasp them safe. So would I hold them to my heart, lest they take wing and into the clouds of heaven fly away.

It is satisfactory to be told by the legend that, whether impressed by Vidyāpati’s power of second sight or by his poetry, the Emperor ordered his release, and sent him home with honour.

Belonging to the same group of Bihāri poets as Vidyāpati was another named Umāpati. His date is uncertain, but we may provisionally put it down as about the fourteenth century. Only one work of his has come down to us—a little Sanskrit play entitled the Pārijāto Harana. In construction it resembles one of our English operas, the conversation being written in prose. But through it are interspersed numerous songs written, not in Sanskrit, but in Bihāri. These latter are still well known, and are often, and deservedly, quoted. The plot of the play is simple. Krishna has two wives, Rukmini, the senior, and Satyabhāmā, who was his spoilt darling. Annoyed at a favour shown to Rukmini, Satyabhāmā, who, it must be confessed, for all her charms is distinctly cattish in her conduct, takes refuge in her boudoir—her pouting room—and refuses to be appeased till Krishna has shown her a favour greater than that received by her rival. As, thanks to the attentions of a submarine with no soul for poetry, the whole edition of the only translation of the play is now at the bottom of the Mediterranean, I may be excused for giving a few of the songs contained in it. Here is a spring-song sung by Krishna in the Raiwat grove to Rukmini.

It is rather overloaded with names of trees strange to non-Indian ears, but in spite of this it contains some pretty fancies. As for the Dhāk tree—Butea frondosa—mentioned in the opening line, I may explain that in the spring-time it is a mass of glowing red blossoms, and a grove of these trees flowering in the distance is a magnificent spectacle, almost persuading the onlooker that he is gazing on a forest conflagration.

अनगरिन बिंगुक चाक चंपक बंकुल बंकुल पुष्क्रियाँ।
पुल कतक पाटवि पटवि भोकि नेवारि माधवि मक्षिकाँ॥

1 The Brahminy duck, a snow-white bird. Under ordinary circumstances, they are believed to lie under a curse that no pair may ever pass the night together.
Countless Dhāks in crimson glory
Golden Champaks, Bakuls rare,
Bakuhuls in wild luxuriance
Blossom in the vernal air.

Scattered o'er the bosky distance
Clusters of the Trumpet vine,
Graceful Jasmīnes, snowy Madhwīs,
With sweet Mālatts entwine.

With her hands in homage folded,
Rukmînt beside her king
Wanders through the woodland mazes,
Gazing on the charms of spring.

Winter's raptures now are ended,
New-born transports have they found.
Spring's delights rejoice the lovers,
Treading on enchanted ground.

Glowing shine the dense Hibiscus,
Minjal, Mango wide outspread,
Em'rald leaflets coyly flushing,
Drunk with nectar, ruby-red.

Now the cuckoo-folk are calling,
All-impassioned by the sound,
As the murmured sighs of daintiness
Echo in the groves around.

'Tis as though with frenzied paans
Welcomed they Love back again,
O'er the threefold world triumphant,
King, victorious, to reign.
Black bees, bevies buzzing busy,
Gyrate madly in the shade,
Drunk with honey, mazed with nectar,
Culled from flowers of the glade.
'Tis of Love they, too, are singing——
Praises of the Heaven-born,
He, who takes the proudest maiden,
Conquers her, and breaks her scorn.
Malaya sends fragrant breezes,
Sandal-scented o'er the vale.
Fragrant, too, the spotless lotus,
Fragrant flower, fragrant gale.
Twofold glamour thus enfolds them,
The sweet spring-tide's winning smile.
Raiwat's fragrance—both conspiring
Hearts of gods and saints to wile.
Lo, the miracle of Krishna,
Multiplied in earthly mould.
Sixteen thousand maids, disporting,
Krishna in their arms enfold.¹

Wise Umāpati, the teacher,
Singer too, and suppliant,
Prays the Monarch of all monarchs
Blessings on us all to grant.

In another, Krishna, distressed at Satyabhāma's absence, asks her maid the cause. This is her reply:

कि कहि भव माधव तनिष विषेस त्र
वरणक तथा धान भावक नेस त्र
चनुक भान भारसि हरी त्र
चानक भरम कोप कत वेरी त्र
भरमक निप बर उर पर धामी ।
परम तरस सरसीस हामी त्र
शुकर-शिकर शिप नयन निहारी ।
जलधर ज्ञान हिष हारी ।
वय वचन पिक रव बनमानी ।
हरि हरि तेज परितेज यरामि ।

¹ According to legend, besides Rukmini and Satyabhāma, Krishna had more than sixteen thousand wives, by each of whom he had one daughter and ten sons. He had the power of multiplying himself, so that each wife thought that she had him to herself.
O Madhava, can I details declare
Of her whose wrath refuses to assuage!
With flashing eye behold th’offended fair.
Consume her body in a fire of rage.

She gazes at the mirror in her ring,
Sees her fair face at times, and wrathful cries,
"'Tis not a face; it is the moon of spring,
The lover's moon, the moon of lovers' lies."

Anon forgetful, on her bosom round
Her hand she lays, and cries with sudden start,
'Tis not my hand; a lotus have I found,
"Come to awake new love within my heart."

When her eyes fall upon her wealth of hair,
With broken heart lamenteth she aloud,
"Not tresses these—to tell of my despair,
"I see before me heaven black with cloud."

Or, haply, when she speaks, her voice so sweet
Recalls to her the Koil's voice in spring,
Of "Hari, Hari"; and in this conceit
She droops and swoons, her life abandoning.

We next have what is considered in India to be the finest example of Unāpati's poetry, a kind of Aurbade addressed by Krishna to Satyabhāma in his endeavours to appease her. The translation is as literal as the exigencies of English metre will permit, and the modernness of its thought will strike the most casual hearer. The verses might have been written at the present day in England.

1 "Hari" is a name of Krishna. It is also said to be the cry of the koil, or Indian cuckoo,
In th'East the dawn is rising and the night has passed away,
The moon has set, and chanticleer proclaims the opening day.
He loudly cries, "O lotuses, the lilies of the night
Have closed their petals; wake ye up, and open to the light."
Lady, e'en the myriad stars have vanished into space,
O why unopened keep'st thou yet, the lotus of thy face?
Thy face is a fair lotus, and thine eyes twin lilies be.
Thy lips are made of roses and thy nose of sesame.
While thus thy form is compact of tender flow'r's alone,
O tell me why thy heart is yet a heart of cruel stone.
So languid is thy body, that on thy bosom fair
Thy bodice seems too heavy for the weight that thou canst bear:
Too heavy are the bracelets that embrace thy slender arms,
Too heavy is the garland that conceals thy bosom's charms.
Yet—strange the contradiction—whilst thou canst not these sustain,
Thou bearest still a mountain of the cruellest disdain.
Sweet, forbear from dwelling upon my great offence,
And in forgiveness smiling, accept my penitence.
Let the sunshine of thy mercy clear the darkness of my pain,
Let the dawntide mark the ending of a night-time of disdain.
Disdainful One! For fault of mine,
Altho' thy heart be sore,
I crave thy pardoning ear incline,
Nor cherish anger more.

Disdainful One! Thy brow's a bow,
Each glance a keen-tipped dart.
Aim them at me with care, that so
They pierce my erring heart.

Disdainful One! Thy bosom round
A mountain is complete.
Make me a prisoner, to it bound
By thine arm-fetters sweet.

Disdainful One! Concede my suit,
Show thyself kind to me.
Give me thy jewelled lotus-foot,
My diadem to be.

// One remarkable feature of the reformation was the part taken in it by women. In India they now for the first time in history came to the front. Everywhere in the Midland could be found devout and honourable women noted for their holy lives and for their devotion to God. We are reminded of the mystics of the Middle Ages in Europe, with their ecstasies and raptures, of St. Theresa, as well as of Bernard of Clairvaux and Eckhart. These Indian mystics ever dwelt in communion with the Deity, and fretted against the mortal chains that kept them from a still closer approach. Take the story of Nanda-dāsa. The Emperor Akbar, hearing of his fame as a poet, sent for him and asked him to sing one of his hymns. He sang one ending with the words Nanda-dāsa thārḥī nipātu nīkāta, "my soul, stand thou very close and near Him." The Emperor pressed him hard to show what he meant by "standing very close and near Him". Stung by the unbelieving monarch's gibe, the mystic gave the most effective possible answer; for he at once became rapt in a trance that ended in his death, and, freed from its earthly shackles, his soul actually went, as he had sung, to stand "very close and near" his Master.

To give a mere list of the sweet singers of the garden of North Indian mysticism in the fifteenth and two following centuries, would occupy a whole lecture. I have drawn attention to the prominent part taken by women. Of them alone a native
work, entitled the Mahila-mridu-vani, gives a list of no less than thirty-five, all of importance, not “minor poets,” but prophetesses who have left their mark on India.

The most famous of all these women was Mirà Bai, the queen-poetess of Rajputana, who gave up her throne rather than join in the bloody worship of Śiva. Her devotion to Krishna may be gauged from one favourite verse of hers. Kānh, I must explain, is one of the many names of the God.

```
भें ती तन मन घन जिउ दृष्ट्यैं
कांहा लीघी मोल ।
कोर कह चकरा कोर कह सकरा
लीघ तराजू तोल ॥
```

Kānh have I bought, the price he asked I paid,
Some cry “too great”, while others jeer “twas small”.
I paid in full, weighed to the utmost grain,
My love, my life, my self, my soul, my all.

Greater even than Nanda-dāsa was Sūra-dāsa, the blind bard of Agra (fl. 1550). The collection of his poems, known as the “Ocean”, exceeds in length the Iliad and the Odyssey combined and yet a high level of beauty is maintained throughout. He, himself tells the story of his blindness in verses which, though manifestly metaphorical, are now universally taken by pious Indians in their literal sense. Overburdened by the sense of sin, he was in one of his deepest moods of religious depression when Krishna himself appeared, and after many words of consolation said to him, “Son, ask what thou wilt as a boon.”

“I said, ‘Lord, I ask for the boon of perfect faith, for the destruction of the enemy—my passions—and that, now that I have seen the form of my God with mine own eyes, they, henceforth, may never see aught else.’ He said, ‘So let it be,’ and from that day Sūra-dāsa was blind.”

```
हैं कही प्रभु भगवत चाहत
समु-मास सुभाष ॥
दूसरउ नाहो झप देखैं
देखि राधा-स्माम ।
सुनत कहना-सिंधु भाषि
एतमलु सुधाम ॥
```

Another verse of his has also been taken literally, and has given rise to a pretty story. After he became blind, during the absence of his amanuensis, Krishna himself came and wrote down the words that welled forth from the unsuspecting poet’s lips. At length Sūra-dāsa perceived that the writer was outstripping his tongue, and was writing down his thoughts before he had uttered them. Recognizing the god, the knower of the inmost thoughts, by this, Sūra-dāsa seized him by the hand, but Krishna thrust him aside and disappeared. The poet exclaimed:

कर कटकाई जातू हूँ
दुर्बल जानी मोहि।
हिरदी सर्व जैवे जाकँने
मरद बखानें तीर्हि॥

"Thou trustest away my hand and departest, knowing that I am weak (and pretending that thou art but a man); but not till thou departest from my heart, will I confess thee to be mortal."

We have seen how, in the case of Vidyāpati, the religious side of the hymns had almost disappeared under the poetical. As time went on, lyric poetry became a style, and no longer necessarily an expression of religious passion. In the seventeenth century there arose a school of poets who wrote in the same outward form as their predecessors, but who frankly cultivated art and not devotion. Supreme among them was Bihāri Lāl, the author of the incomparable Sat Sai, or Seven Centuries. I call this incomparable, not only on account of its excellence, but also because there is nothing similar to it in European literature, although many examples can be found in India. The Sat Sai is a collection of seven hundred verses, all in the same metre. Each of these verses is an independent work of art, and has no connexion with what precedes or follows. No verse can contain more than forty-six syllables, and yet it must be a complete poem in itself. Working under such conditions, Bihāri Lāl succeeded in producing seven hundred miniature pictures, each of which is the despair of imitators or translators. He had many predecessors and followers, but none approached him in his playful fancy or in his cunning deftness in using exactly the right word in the right place. Of course, no translation of mine can do justice to him, but one or two of his pictures, even imperfectly exhibited, will appeal to every one who has lived in
India, and perhaps to Westerns too. What can be more apt than his description of the fluttering, scent-laden, evening breeze in the spring?

इवतु सेंद मकरंद कन
तव तैर तर विरमाय।
आवतु दक्षिण देश-ते
कवी कवीर्ही बाय || ५५५ ||

See, from the sandal South a weary breeze,
A wight way-worn; adjust,—from pollen-quest;
Brow-beaded,—with rose-nectar; 'neath the trees
He lingers resting, and invites to rest.

In India little boys often wear ear-pendants shaped like a dolphin, and the standard of the god of love is also a dolphin. So, describing the child Krishna, the poet says:

मकराकात मोपाल-के
लुंबल सोहत कान।
भक्ती मनी हिय-घर समर
झीदी लमत निसान || ८ ||

Fair indeed are the dolphin-pendants beneath his ears. Cupid has claimed his heart as a fortress, and hath hung out his ensign before the gate.

Even the most commonplace of similes Bihāri Lāl invests with fresh charms. Take, for example, the comparison of a girl's face to the moon. What could be more trite than this? It is part of the stock in trade of every bazaar rhymster. Yet Bihāri says of Rādhā:

कष्टी कवीलो मुख नदी
नोले चंचल चीर।
मनी कलाणिधि जललमले
कबलिन्दी-के नीर || ५६० ||

Though hidden, her sweet face glints forth through the transparent darkness of her veil. 'Tis like the play of the moonbeams reflected in the black waters of the Jamnā.

Turning now to those Hindūs whose worship was directed to Rāma rather than to Krishna, we find ourselves on an altogether different plane of thought. Devotion there is in plenty, it is true, but it is directed to a loving, all-powerful God, who offers Himself to His worshippers as the Great Example.
According to this teaching, love to God means, first, self-abasement before Him, and, secondly, love to one's neighbour. Curiously enough the same question arose here that arose in Palestine, "who is my neighbour?" and the answer is nearly the same. Everyone, however mean, however impure, is Rāma's child if he but calls upon Him, and he thereby becomes the brother of all true believers. The stock parable takes as an example a scavenger suffering from a loathsome disease amidst filthy surroundings. The story goes that this poor paupar in his distress called on Rāma for pity, and was kicked and treated with contumely for venturing—a vile being such as he—to approach a deity so pure and holy. That night he who assaulted him saw Rāma, and on the god's body were the wounds and bruises he had inflicted on the poor scavenger. A striking parallel to the Christian, "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye have done it unto me."

The foremost of all the poets of this group was Tulasī Dāsa (fl. A.D. 1600). He wrote little poetry of a lyric nature. His theme demanded a nobler style, and in Rāma's honour he wrote the great epic of Northern India, the so-called Hindi Rāmāyana. I have spoken about the duty towards one's neighbour—here is a passage from the epic on the subject:

जे न मित्र दुःख होहि हदारारी ।
तिहोहि विलोकत पातक वारी ॥
निजः-दुःख-मिरि-सम रज जारि जाना ।
मित्र व दुःख-रज भेष-समाना ॥
जिन्हः के शरि मति सहज न चारी ।
से सत हृदि कत करत मितारी ॥
कुपल नवरारि सुपंख चलावा ।
गुण प्रमदः चवगुणविः दुरावा ॥
देंत जित मन संक न धरें ॥
वल बनुमान सदा हित करें ॥
विपतिकालि कर सत-गुण नेहा ।
सूति कह संत मित्र गुण ग्रहः ॥
राम-चृतिकालि मासिश वि० चौ० ८ ॥

It is a sin even to look at one who is not grieved at his friend's distress. A churl, and no friend, is he who doth not look upon his own troubles as a grain of sand, even though they be whole mountains; and
yet to whom a friend’s burden, no heavier than a grain of sand, doth not seem weighty as Mount Mēru. The true friend restraineth from evil paths and directeth in the path of virtue. He publisheth abroad his neighbour’s virtues and concealeth his faults; he giveth and taketh without distrust of mind, and is ever ready to offer help. Nay, in the time of misfortune he is a hundred times more loving than before.

I do not quote this as poetry, but as a specimen of the same morality that runs through all this great poet’s works. But he could be passionate too. What could be more fervent than these extracts from his hymns of prayer?—

कहाँ बारे का-सी कहाँ उर टोर न मेरे।
जब गवाँयों तरही द्वार बिंकर तेरे || ५ ||
भी तो विगारी नाथ-सी लायक-के लोगहं।
तीहि ज्यामङधी कों बने मेरे सी बोगहं || २ ||
दूर दूर दिन दिन दुर्गंधा किन्तु दिन दूर दिन दूर दिन।
जब तू न विलोकिहि रघुवंशविषयम् || ३ ||
दूर पीठ विनु बोट में तू विवेकविलोचन।
तो-सी तुहाँ न दूसरो नत-शोध-विलोचन || ४ ||
पराधीन द्रव द्रीन हं खामी समार।
बोलिन्हरे-सी करे बती विनय कि जाधि। || ५ ||
अपु देशि मोहि देखि जन मानिय साँचि।
वड़ी श्री राम नाम-की जेहि लयो सो बाँचि || ६ ||
रहमं रीति राम राज्यरी नित हि सहस्रथिः।
जय भावे बोहे कह षष्य तेरो तुलसी हैं || ७ ||

विनय-पवित्र ९४५ ||

Lord, look Thou upon me—nought can I do of myself. Whither can I go? To whom but Thee can I tell my sorrows? It is at Thy door, and Thine alone, that I have passed my life as a slave. Oft have I turned my face from Thee, and grasped the things of this world; but Thou art the fount of mercy; how can acts like mine be done by Thee (that Thou shouldst turn Thy face from me)? O Glory of the house of Raghu, till Thou wilt look upon me, my days will be days of evil, my days will be calamity, my days will be woe, my days will be defilement. When I looked away from Thee, I had no eye of faith to see Thee as Thou art; but Thou art all-seeing. Thou alone, and no other, art like unto Thyself; Thou who dost relieve the sorrows of the humble. God, I am not my own; to someone must I be the humble slave, whilst Thou art absolute, and master of Thy will. I am but a sacrifice offered unto
Thee; what petition can the image in a mirror make to Him who is reflected therein. First look upon Thyself and remember Thy mercy and Thy might, and then cast Thine eyes upon me and claim me as Thy slave, Thy very own. For the name of Rama is a sure refuge, and he who taketh it is saved. Lord, Thy ways ever give joy unto the heart. Tulasī is Thine alone, and, O God of mercy, do unto him as seemeth good unto Thee.

And again:—

अङ्कित मन मन क्वाल वन चतुर्मान झुठाइँ।
एकेः पर तुम सोँ तुलसी-की प्रभु सकल सनेह सगाई।

विनय-पत्रिका १५५। ४। ॥

My soul is plunged in spiritual woe; my body is distracted by a sore disease; my very words are foul and false; and yet, O Lord, with Thee doth Tulasī hold the close kinship of a perfect love.

In another mood his style could be as balanced as that of the Book of Proverbs, as in the commencement of a famous description of the rainy season:—

धन धनमंड नम गरजत घोरा।
मिया-हीन हरपत मन मोरा॥

दामिनि दुर्मकि रघु न घन माही॥
खल के प्रीति ज्वा धर नाही॥

बरयाहि जलाद भूमि नियाय॥

ज्वा नवस्त्र वृद्ध बिचा पाए॥

उन्द्र चाघात समहि गीर जीते॥
खल के चतुर्मान संत सह मे से॥

कुछ नदी भरि चली तोराई।

जस घोरें धन खल लतराई॥

भूमि परत भा ढाबर पानी।
उन जीवाहि माया लपानी॥

स्मिरित सिमिरित जल भरहि तलावा।
जिंम सदगुन सजन सहिं रावा॥

सरिता-जल जल-मिलिध मधु जारे।

होह खल जिम जिम जिम धर पाई॥
हरित भूमि तुन-संकुल
समुद्र पराहि नाहि पंच।

जिंम पांढ़ू बाद तें
मुद बोहि सदवन्ध।

राम-चरित-मानस कितो चौँ १५॥
The sky, covered with arrogant rain-clouds, fiercely roareth (while my heart is distraught, bereft of its darling). The sheet lightning flickereth amidst the heavy clouds, fitful as the short-lived love of the wicked. The heavy vapours pour forth rain, and hang close unto the earth, like a wise man stooping 'neath his weight of wisdom. The mountains bear the never-ceasing assaults of the raindrops, standing proudly unconcerned; and even so the holy man heeded not the words of the wicked. Each shallow streamlet, flooded to the brim, hasteneth eagerly on its way, like a vain fellow puffed up with a little wealth. The clear water that falleth on the earth is become mud (and hideth it from the sky), as the cares of this world envelop the soul (and hide it from its Creator). With here a drop and there a rill, the water filleteth the lakes, like virtue entering a good man's heart; while the rushing rivers flow into the ocean and find rest, even as the soul findeth rest in faith in God.

The grass groweth green and thick upon the ground, hiding the very paths so that they cannot be traced out; and even so the disputations of the unbelievers ever hide the true path of the scriptures.

Again, he excelled in vivid description. Here are two examples. The first narrates the burning of the city of Lankā:—

```
लांग लांग आवी माणी माणी चले जहा तहाँ
धीय-बाँ न माय बाप पूत न संभारहै।
कई बार बसन उगाये धूम औंट घंघे
बाँह बारे धूम बारे बारे बारे बारहै॥
हय हिस्हानात माणे जात जहरात गज
भारी भीर तैली पीली रांटि खांड दारहै॥
नाम के विवाहत विवाहत ग्रंजुवात चति
तात तात तैसित्व ज्ञासित झारहै॥
```

```
कवित्त रामो सुं ९५ ल॥
```

Fire! Fire! Fire! They flee, they run hither and thither for their lives. Mother knows not her own daughter. Father helps not his son. Girls, with their hair dishevelled, nay, their very garments torn open, blind in the darkness, children, old men, cry and cry again for “water, water!” The horses neigh, the elephants trumpet as they break forth from their stalls. In the vast mob, men shove and trample, one crushing the other as he falls beneath his feet. Calling each other’s names, children shriek, lamenting distraught, crying, “My father, my father, I am being scorched, I am being burnt alive in the flames.”

The following example of his descriptive power is in another tone. It tells of the babyhood of Rāma in his mother’s house:—
Full of happiness Kausalyā caresses her little darling. She lets him cling to her finger as she teaches him to walk in the fair courtyard of the palace. *Runu jhunu, runu jhunu,* sweetly tinkles the bell-girdle on his waist, sweetly tinkle the anklet-bells on his feet, as she helps him along. On his wrists are bracelets, and round his throat a jewelled necklet studded with (evil-fending) tiger’s claws. A spotless saffron-coloured little silken coat adorns him, while it itself is set off on his dark-hued limbs. His bonny face is a picture, with two little teeth peeping out behind his dawn-rosy lips, and stealing away the hearts of all. Lovely are his chin, his cheek, his nose. On his forehead, like a caste-mark is a drop of ink (to ward off the evil eye). His bright eyes, henna-darkened, put to shame the khaṇjaṇa-bird, the lotus, and the glancing silver-fish. On his bow-shaped brow hang dainty curls, and over them hair plaits of enhancing charm. As he hears his mother snap her fingers, he crows and springs with delight; and anon he fills her with dismay when he lets her finger go. He tumbles down and pulls himself up upon his knees; and babbles with joy to his brothers when his mother shows him a piece of cake; and she, as she looks at his pretty baby ways, is drowned in love, and cannot bear her happiness. The saints in heaven gaze at his pranks from behind the clouds, and forget all their austerities. Saith Tulasī Dāsa, the man that loveth not this sweetness hath no soul, and in this world his life is vain.
Finally, I give you his lament on the death of his friend Tōdar Mall. Its commencement strikingly resembles Sir Henry Wotton's "Lord of himself, though not of lands":—

महत्तो चारो गाँव-को 
मन-को बड़ा महीय ॥
तुलसी या कलिकाल-में 
चध्यो टोड़र दीए ॥
तुलसी राम सनेह-को 
सिर घर भारी भार ॥
टोड़र घरे न बाँधह 
जग-कर रहें उतार ॥
तुलसी उर बाला बिमल 
टोड़र गुन-गन वाग ॥
समुद्र सुखोचन सौंकिङ्ग 
उमगि उमगि अनुराग ॥
राम धाम टोड़र गधे 
तुलसी भयें निस्मित ॥
जियबो मीत पुनीत बिनु 
यही बड़े संकोच ॥

Lord of but four small villages, yet a mighty monarch—for, his kingdom was himself; in this age of evil hath the sun of Tōdar set.

The burden of God's love, great though it was, he bare unto the end; but too heavy was the burden of this world, and so he laid it down.

Tulasi's heart is like a pure fountain in the garden of Tōdar's virtues; and when he thinketh of them, it overfloweth, and tears well forth from his eyes.

Tōdar hath gone to the dwelling-place of his Lord, and therefore doth Tulasi refrain himself; but hard it is for him to live without his pure friend.

Tulasi Dāsa lived in the later years of the sixteenth and the early part of the seventeenth century. Older than him were other poets belonging to the Rāma group. The most famous of these was Kabir, of the fifteenth century. He was a Musalmān who, attracted by the reformed Hinduism, founded a sect in which Islām and it were combined. So free was he from Musalmān prepossessions that he actually taught the worship of Rāma, though to him Rāma was the Supreme Deity, the Creator of the universe, rather than a god incarnate in human
form. He was in fact only Allâh under another name, and amid new surroundings. Kabîr was a most voluminous writer. His works consist almost entirely of didactic religious treatises, full of shrewd common sense expressed in terse and vigorous language. That some of his ideas, nay, many of his actual phrases, were borrowed either directly or at second hand from the Gospels cannot be doubted. He founded a sect still containing numerous adherents (there were about 350,000 in 1901), and the central rite of the liturgy employed by them is a solemn ceremony closely corresponding in its details to our Eucharist, followed by the old Christian love-feast, that has died out in Western lands. Those who wish to learn more about Kabîr, his writings, and his sect, will find a fairly complete account in Bishop G. H. Westcott’s Kabîr and the Kabîrîpanth.

Kabîr is of further interest in that the Sikh faith is an offshoot from his religion. A very full account by Mr. Macauliffe of the Ādi Granth, the sacred book of the Sikhs, has been lately published by the Clarendon Press, and is doubtless familiar to most of those here. It is a collection of hymns by various authors, formed by degrees in the course of the sixteenth century. It is more interesting for the mark that it has made on history than for its somewhat heterogeneous contents. Although belonging essentially to the Panjâb, only a few of the hymns are in Panjâbi, and most of them are in old Hindi, though other languages, including even Marâthi, have contributed their quota.

I must mention one other epic of the sixteenth century before concluding. It is by a Musalmân, one Malik Muhammad, although dealing with a Hindû subject in a thoroughly Hindû way. This is the capture of Chitaur by Alâu’ddin Khalji in A.D. 1313. Out of this romantic story, made famous to English readers by Tod in his Rajasthan, Malik Muhammad has woven a really fine poem—an epic on the heroic scale. The hero, Ratna Senâ, king of Chitaur, learns of the beauty of Padmâvatî, princess of Ceylon, and after innumerable hardships, under the guidance of a wonderful parrot and in the disguise of a Jõgi, wins her for his bride. On his return with her to Chitaur we enter on the domain of history. Alâu’ddin, then reigning at Delhi, hears of Padmâvatî’s beauty, and unsuccessfully attempts to capture the city in order to gain possession of her. He nevertheless, by a base stratagem, succeeds in capturing Ratna’s
person, and holds him as a hostage for her surrender. She agrees to give herself up as a ransom for her husband, with the stipulation that she is to be allowed a last interview with him before his release. She ostensibly sets out for Delhi in a procession of litters, but these are filled with armed men dressed in women's clothes, and in her own palanquin, disguised in her royal garments, sits a smith. The procession enters Delhi fort, the disguised smith is ushered into Ratna's dungeon and files through the chains of his master, who escapes with a few of his adherents. The rest remain in the enemy's camp till the ruse is discovered, when they are cut down to a man in covering his retreat. Ratna safely reaches Chitaur, which is again besieged by Alâu'ddin. The siege lasts for several years and all but one of Ratna's sons are slain in battle. Then, having made arrangements for the escape of his youngest son, to continue the family line, Ratna himself, calling around him the remainder of his devoted clan for whom life had no longer charms, throws open the portals, and carries death into, and meets it in, the crowded ranks of Alâ. But, to quote the words of Tod, another awful sacrifice preceded this act of self-devotion, in that horrible rite, the Jauhar, where the females are immolated to preserve them from pollution or captivity. The funeral pyre was lighted within a great subterranean retreat, in chambers impervious to the light of day, and the defenders of Chitaur beheld in procession its queens, their wives and daughters, to the number of several hundreds. The fair Padmâvatî closed the throng, which was augmented by whatever of female beauty or youth could tempt Tartar lust. They were conveyed to the cavern, and the opening closed upon them, leaving them to find security in the devouring element. The Tartar conqueror took possession of an inanimate capital, strewn with the bodies of its brave defenders, the smoke yet issuing from the recesses, where lay consumed the once fair object of his desire. Chitaur, the holy city of Râjputânâ, to use the poet's words, "became Islâm."

The news of the capture of Chitaur sent a thrill of anguish throughout the whole Hindû world. It is still remembered with horror, and in Râjputânâ of the present day no adjuration is more solemn than that of Chitaur mâyâ-râ pâp, "by the Sin of the Sack of Chitaur." Malik Muhammad has in some points altered history for the sake of poetical effect. He makes Ratna
die, and Padmāvatī burn herself on his pyre before the *Jauhar* and the final taking of the city. Moreover, he makes the whole tragic story an allegory. Chitaur, according to him, represents the human body; Ratna Sēn, the soul; Padmāvatī is Wisdom (the Wisdom of the Book of Proverbs); while Ala'uddin is spiritual delusion. But this esoteric explanation lies nowhere on the surface. The story is there to be read and remembered as a story, and admired as a poem of fine dramatic power.

In this brief sketch I have omitted much that is of importance. All that I have attempted has been to give an idea of the chief writings in the three great divisions of mediaeval North Indian literature—the bardic, the lyric, and the epic. Prose literature for all practical purposes did not exist, but attention may be drawn to one other group of poetical writings. This consists of the technical works dealing with the art of poetry. The first great writer on this subject was the sixteenth century Kēśava Dāsa, and during the two succeeding centuries numerous scholars followed in his footsteps. Here the Indian love for schematization runs riot. Heroes and heroines are classed and divided out according to their height, their shape, their moral nature, and so on, with interminable minutiae. Their emotions, their actions, their thoughts are all discussed in a frigid atmosphere of scientific generalization, and each allotted to its appropriate imaginary owner. Each limb is described in painstaking catalogues, called "nakh-sikhs" because they commence with the *sikh*, or topknot of my lady's hair, and end with the *nakh*, or toe-nails! All this sounds trivial, but quite ingenious poets dealt with it, and the results are often very pleasing. It can well be imagined that there is a great opportunity for the display of poetical fancy, when a book is a *catalogue raisonné* of a young lady's charms.

I have avoided dealing with the purely Musalmān literature, excellent though much of it is; for, though a product of India, it can hardly be called Indian. Almost every work written by a Musalmān was based on the traditions of his education, and was therefore an imitation of Persian literature. Malik Muhammad is almost the only example of a Musalmān of mediaeval India who wrote an Indian work on Indian lines.

Nor have I dealt with modern literature. The conquest of India by England, and the introduction of the printing press, have greatly changed the literary outlook of the country. For
over a century Indian writers confined themselves to assimilating Western knowledge, and little that was original—nothing comparable to the great works of the classical period—appeared. The soil so sedulously tilled is now beginning to bear fruit, but it is too early to say whether the writers who have of late years come to the front will survive to become classics in their turn.

There are numerous histories of Sanskrit literature, and the impression one gains from most of them is that after the twelfth century India entered into the dark ages, and that nothing worth reading was ever written afterwards. So far as I am aware, only one English author, Mr. Frazer, in his *Literary History of India*, has laid stress on the fact that the lamp of literature has never been extinguished, and that the sacred flame has been handed down from century to century and from language to language, never burning more brightly than in the years which most scholars of the West ignore, as under the sway of the despised modern vernaculars.

It is in mediaeval India that we shall find many keys to the India of ancient times. On the other hand, modern India is also based upon it, and its great writers are still known and loved, not only by scholars but also by the unlearned. If I have succeeded in showing you that this mediaeval literature is no mean possession of no mean land, and that it is worth studying both for its own sake and for the sake of the comprehension of ancient and modern India, I shall look upon the object of this lecture as attained.
A FRAGMENT OF THE SANSKRIT VINAYA.
BHIKṢUNIKARMAVACANA

By Miss C. M. Ridding and L. de la Vallée Poussin
(WITH PLATE.)

INTRODUCTORY

§ 1. The Sanskrit MS. Oxford 1442, inaccurately described in the catalogue, contains the larger part of the Bhikṣunikarmavacana. This text is interesting (1) as one of the most important parts of the Sanskrit Vinaya hitherto discovered, and (2) because the rules concerning the Nuns have not been much studied even from Pāli sources. As far as we know no Bhikkhunikammavākya has been published.

The MS. is incomplete; twenty-five folios have been preserved, 3–7, 9–11, 15–31; the fols. 5, 7, 10, 11, 13, 15–19 are numbered; the others are damaged at the right hand.

The writing is old; amongst other features the form of o deserves mention (compare Camb. Add. 1699, A.D. 1198). The MS. is accurately written, corrected and completed in the margin. Some lines are damaged.

§ 2. Summary of the text.
Fols. 1–2 missing. The text probably began with the request of Mahāpraṭāpati.

Fol. 3. Mahāpraṭāpati prays Bhagavat in order to obtain the admission of women into the order.—Negative answer.—Ānanda and Bhagavat.—Admission of women, the eight Gurudharmas (4b–6a).—Ānanda and Mahāpraṭāpati (6a–7b).

Fol. 8 (missing) contained the end of Ānanda’s report to Mahāpraṭāpati (the eighth Gurudharma) and a text corresponding to Culla x, i.

Fol. 9. “Mahāpraṭāpati, together with five hundred Śākya women, was admitted by accepting the Gurudharmas. As concerns the others . . .”—Rules concerning the admission amongst the Upāsikās. Accepting the Refuges and the five rules (9a–9b). Making known to the Saṃgha the desire of becoming a Pravrajitā (10a–b).—Cutting the hair, bath, robe, ascertaining the sex . . . (10b–11a).—Giving the Pravrajyā, giving the rules of a Śrāmaṇerikā.
Fol. 15. "Benediction" of the cloth and the bowl (15a).—Designation of the Raho'nuśāsikā (Muktikā jñāpti) (15b).—Interrogation (in private) concerning the Āntārāyika dharmas (16a–17a).—Declaration of the Raho'nuśāsikā to the Bhikṣuṇī-saṅgha (17a).—Declaration of the “ordinanda” (17b).—Jñāpti and Karma by the Karmakārikā.—Interrogation in presence of the Saṅgha, concerning the Āntārāyikas (18b).—Karma in presence of the twofold Saṅgha (18b–21b).—Measuring the shade (21b–22a); ascertaining the season, etc. (22a).—Teaching the Niśrayas, the eight Pataniyas (23b–29b), the eight Guru-dharmas (29b–31a), the four Śramaṇakārakadharmas (31a), the duties towards the Upādhyāyikā.

Fol. 32 missing.

§ 3. Some remarks.

The Pataniyas (fol. 23b–29b) do not agree closely with the Tibetan Bhikṣuṇīvikhaṅga (India Office, Stein Tib. MSS., No. 30). But we may nevertheless confidently assert that our text belongs to the Sarvāstivādins. Prākritisms are not common. The most remarkable is perhaps osāraya (fol. 28b 5, 29a 1, 4), (Mahāvyutpatti avasāraya). Note also nirvethayitavya, vyaparopitavya (25b 2).


2 “phalasya”, vyā supplied in margin.

3 MS. vaceta.

4 Pāli: kevalaparinipuṇa.

5 MS. brahmaścaryāya.
रापि भगवत्र प्रख्यातास भगवत: पाठि शिरसा च[2]निद्धि [भगवतो]
निकांक्रकाला। जय महाप्रजापति गीतमी वर्धादिकोषकाली खित्ता
प्रार० दियुष्णी प्रवत्तयमाना ब्रह्मासाध्यानानन्दी महाप्रजा[3]पति
गीतमी वर्धाद्विकोषकाली खित्ता प्रुद्दोमृष्णी प्रवत्तयमाना दृष्टा
च पुनःप्रजापति गीतमीदिमचवीत। क्रष्णायं गीतमी वर्धादिकोष-
काली खित्ता प्रर० दियुष्णी प्रवत्तयमाना सा[4] एवमाह।
तथा हि महानन्दू न जमेते मातृयाम: साहायि धर्मविनये प्रवत्तयमान-
संपूर्णं भिषुखीनेव तावश्रेन[5] यावदुः भगवतमवलोक्यायम्र। जयमुरोगानन्दी थेर भगवतरोपास्त्राना
उपयोगमभ भगवत: पाठि शिरसा वर्धादिकाली खादिकाली खित्ता चा[6]-
[4а] मानान्दो भगवतमवलोक्यायम: चतुर्थं साहायि धर्मविनये प्रवत्तयमान-
संपूर्णं भिषुखीनेव तावश्रेन। सचिवदानकल्पवाकाशी मातृयाम: चतुर्थं साहायि
धर्मविनये प्रवत्तयमान-संपूर्णं भिषुखीनेव तावश्रेन। भगवतो र्षिवे ब्रह्म-
चर्यं मा ते। चानन्द मातृयामस साहायि धर्मविनये प्रवत्तयमान रोचतां ना
उपयोगमभ भिषुखीनेव। तत्तथं हंसतो[3] यंहस्तानन्द धर्मविनये मातृयाम: प्रजाति नासी धर्मविनयास्थिति भवति। तवत्थानन्द कुऽं वर्धादिक-चर्यं साहायि धर्मविनये प्रवत्तयमान। समुपत्यं यदुः[4] चावी राजान् वन्धुलयानाय
वर्धादिकमधिकोषकाली मातृयाम: प्रजाति नासी धर्मविनयास्थिति भवति। तवत्थानन्द कुऽं वर्धादिक-चर्यं साहायि धर्मविनये प्रवत्तयमान। समुपत्यं यदुः[4] चावी राजान् वन्धुलयानाय
वर्धादिकमधिकोषकाली मातृयाम: प्रजाति नासी धर्मविनयास्थिति भवति। तवत्थानन्द कुऽं वर्धादिक-चर्यं साहायि धर्मविनये प्रवत्तयमान। समुपत्यं यदुः[4] चावी राजान् वन्धुलयानाय
वर्धादिकमधिकोषकाली मातृयाम: प्रजाति नासी धर्मविनयास्थिति भवति। तवत्थानन्द कुऽं वर्धादिक-चर्यं साहायि धर्मविनये प्रवत्तयमान। समुपत्यं यदुः[4] चावी राजान् वन्धुलयानाय
वर्धादिकमधिकोषकाली मातृयाम: प्रजाति नासी धर्मविनयास्थिति भवति। तवत्थानन्द कुऽं वर्धादिक-चर्यं साहायि धर्मविनये प्रवत्तयमान। समुपत्यं यदुः[4] चावी राजान् वन्धुलयानाय
वर्धादिकमधिकोषकाली मातृयाम: प्रजाति नासी धर्मविनयास्थिति

1 "si a" supplied in margin. 2 sâ doubtful. 3 MS. illegible. Pâli: tena hi gotami mukhata sīkha tārī valī gāvāhām. 4 te doubtful. 5 MS. ku herot. 6 bandha doubtful. Pâli: corei kumbhathanakehi. 7 MS. nipatitidivērukā, ti erased; there may be some akṣaras in the margin. Compare Śiksāsāmakṛṣṭāya 105, 11, vidyacakrāsani. 8 MS. vināśāyānayeṣa; na and rya possibly erased; anayena = hopelessly. See Mahāniddesa 387, 17, anayabyasanan āpajjati.
शकासादानन्दः मातृवाणिः प्रतचीरपमपरिनिरुक्तमिथ्यामोऽन्ते ।
भुजुशा ब्राह्मणः शास्त्रयामक्षायां गुह्याणि ।
भुजुशा ब्राह्मणः ब्रह्मचार्यः शास्त्रयामक्षायां गुह्याणि ।
भुजुशा ब्राह्मणः ब्रह्मचार्यः शास्त्रयामक्षायां गुह्याणि ।
भुजुशा ब्राह्मणः ब्रह्मचार्यः शास्त्रयामक्षायां गुह्याणि ।
भुजुशा ब्राह्मणः ब्रह्मचार्यः शास्त्रयामक्षायां गुह्याणि ।
भुजुशा ब्राह्मणः ब्रह्मचार्यः शास्त्रयामक्षायां गुह्याणि ।
भुजुशा ब्राह्मणः ब्रह्मचार्यः शास्त्रयामक्षायां गुह्याणि ।
भुजुशा ब्राह्मणः ब्रह्मचार्यः शास्त्रयामक्षायां गुह्याणि ।
भुजुशा ब्राह्मणः ब्रह्मचार्यः शास्त्रयामक्षायां गुह्याणि ।
तत्स्माते धर्मसिद्धिवार्त वेदयात्मको योग्यता कर्मुक्तानुसार महत्वपूर्णता कार्यमयता प्राप्ति जाता है। धर्मसिद्धिवार्त्य वेदयात्मको योग्यता कर्मुक्तानुसार महत्वपूर्णता कार्यमयता प्राप्ति जाता है।

1. MS. ṅuvavavaya
d
2. n supplied in margin.
3. bhikṣura
d
4. See, for instance, Cullavagga, p. 246.
5. MS. pratikṣaṇaṣitayam ity.
6. bhikṣura
d
7. MS. guṇaharmanavaya
d
8. MS. "vandana-pratyarthoṇijali
d
9. The eighth folio is missing.
[9b]தமிழ்முயற்சியாக் பாட்டாக்காக்காத்தார் யுற்றும் முயற்சியமும் முன்னாத உபயோகத்துடன் அனுஷ்டும் ஸ்ரீமத்மஹாபுரேஷ்வா யானை: காப்பாறி[சுத்து- யானை யுருளி] [2]ஏற்ற உபயோகத்தில் தான் ஆனைக்காரோவா முதலையுடன். பவு உபயோக[காப்பாறிப்பாடு சுருக்கம்] [3]ராணகமோக காட்டால் புரிந்த ஒழுக்கம்: சுருக்கம். முன்னாக்காக்காத் பாடுக்கால் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடல் பாடala 1

1 The broken part of the MS. is not large enough for nine aksaras, but the conjecture is safe.—Read: maivayamadapraa.
2 That is trivatanaanaaya, Adikarmapradipa, p. 296.
3 MS. idaa pranaamaa.
4 Ex conj. aajaliy karayitvi.
5 MS. imaa divasaam upadaya.
6 MS. dharmma.
7 MS. marudvaa.
8 That is, immediately after the Saranagamana.
9 MVyut. 244, 75; also Adikarmapradipa.
10 The reading is obscure, baabuddhav (ddhyya)ante.
11 MS. nihsadaya. Compare fol. 16a, 1, ukkuvikam nisadayaivaa aajaliiy karayitvi. Cullavagga, iii, 3, 2; ukkuvikam niisidvaa aajaliy patyagheetaa.
सुंदर खापिला इति खादरायचियतवत। छूटोत् शाहिका संहं। रघववाचिका एवतामिकाया [शाहिकाया 1] प्रस्ताविचा गुहिणी 2 अवदानवसना जनवतारितकेशा आकांक्षे [10b] स्थायी धनर्मिन्थि प्रज्ञां इति। सेवकवाचिका केशानवतार्य कायारणाणि वस्तिकाष्ठकाव्य सम्बोध स्मार्य श्रमार्य स्मारार्य नागार्यां प्रज्ञां प्रस्ताविविशेषेनात्मकाया उपाधियत 3 कठी किं प्रस्ताव तित स्मारा भिन्नामें भिन्नामें तयत्। संवित्तिर्मिष्टवा प्रस्ताव इति। सौंदर्यविनंबं बुझण्यं नो बुझण्यं सातिकारा भवति। तत: पशारुपाधारिका एवं [3] स्थायी एवं पुनर्प्रचितिवा 4। सामीर्यं कारिला पूर्व उद्घकेन निष्पादयितवं प्रक्षा इति। समन्नाह आचार्यैऽ इति। सेवकवाचिका [4] आचार्यकामुणाधार्यां याचे आचार्यतां मे उपाधियत भवति । आचार्येका उपाधियतकाया प्रस्तावितमि। एवं द्विरेख्यि द्रविः। ॥ तत: उपाधिः [5] विद्यमान केशानवतारिका 5 भिन्नाम धीरत्वाय या केशानवतारितै। तत: केशानवतारितै। प्रज्ञां भंगिनि किं केशा अवदानार्यानात्मित। यदी कथ्येकार्यतानिमित्तेन बाध्याय [11a] वा। अर कथ्यति 6 नेति वचनाय नत एव गक्षिति। केशानवतारिकाया चाहिः भिक्षवो भिन्नाम श्रास्मुदाराचारिकान्नानाम। प्रस्तावितामु केशानवतारिकाया भिन्नाम यदी शीताक्या [2] नो भवति कष्टोधेन स्मार्य। शीताक्याको भवति शीतोधेन स्मार्य। केशानवतारिकाका भिन्नाम वक्ष्यानात्मानकाराचारिकान्नानामसमाद्य 7 व [3] सैति सातिकारा भवति। ततो मुखेः गतां खापिला 8 पशात्त्वमन्यमदवश्या कायारणाणि वस्तिकाष्ठ द्रातवो न। नयाप नदिमोियिक्यं 9 तिमाहीतवानि। नवासन्न नवासन्नतयः। निवासन्नतमा बजजनं प्रवेभितंतब 10। मा बजजना उभियबजजना। संविनिष्ठबजजना बैठि। 11 तत्स नवनीतक्ष तदाद [5] बजजन ता। द्रातवो न। भववानाह न बजन्नितक्ष प्रवेभितंतब। त्रिपुतु तत्र प्रवेभितमा 12 प्रतिसंविद्विदं प्रवेभितवतवति। तदेवं यथि परिशुष्टि तदात 11b कायारणाणि वस्तिकाष्ठ द्रातवो उपाधियतिकाया गर्दनानमानवूषबं प्रवेभितमा 13। तत्तया प्रदयोक्तियिकान्नं ग्रिहा वक्ष्य। समन्नाह उपाधियतिकाया इति 2। केशानवतारिकाया इति दिस्मुदाराचारीयाय बाध्यकर्तो वुंदं भववनं गर्दनं गक्षाधी द्रातवानामानज्ञम धर्मं गर्दनं गक्षाधी विराग्यां वृें ह। संघे गर्दनं गक्षाधी गतानां [3] प्रवेभि। तं भववनं 10 शाहक्षुलं शाक्षक्षिं शाक्षाधिराजां तथागमजंहं संक्ष्यामि दुं प्रतिजन्मोपर्तेन। 1

1 MS. erasamānikiyā va, vā erased. There are possibly some akṣaras in the margin. Compare Cullavagga, x, 17, 7: ayam itthannāmā itthannāmāya āśīyāya upasampadāpekkhā . . Compare 17b, 1.
2 MS. ghṛṣiti.
3 MS. mārṣabhir vaktayasa. See fol. 15a, 17a.
4 pu erased.
5 MS. keśānacaturikā, na erased.
6 tha, in the margin, almost illegible.
7 MS. dharmamā na samādāya, n na erased ; correction, illegible, in the margin.
8 MS. gāyatrīyā dā.
9 vēti or ceti.
10 va supplied in margin.
गृहिजिंग परिखण्डामित्र प्रमाणांलें समादेश [4] समादळाय वर्तमानीत्रे। यहीं-तीर्थांग गृहिजंग एवं एवारामिकां उपाध्यायिकां। एवं चिरानं चिरिपं ॥ ॥

tतत उपाध्यायिकां भिभुषिणी फ्रीज्या। याचां: आ(5)भारियां शियां परसार द्वार्ती। तथा प्रथंमं। पृथ्वी ते बलायारामिकां मारणित। चुप्पुहा प्रयत्नित सातिसार भवित। या धर्मीशा तथा श्रुः प्राणां कार्यित्या आ(12)।

\[15\{5\}  \ldots  \] ततत्ववर्णविश्वधारावाचन। समतालाह उपाध्यायिके इबमेवतमाका इत्य चिरिवं 1 संघाटीमधिगतामित्र कतपरिनिर्दितीवर कालकण्या वार(2)भो। एवं चिरिपं चिरिपं । ।

एनुवरणरङ्गमणा-वाच: क्रमशः क्रमशः संगणिका अधिखितत्वा। तत: पारं हितसंघिको श्रियांगतमं।

समतालाह आ(3)पुरुषमित्र 3 देहकारामाथा अनुमानायं। पारं मा करं (मा) धिक्षं मा पावू चें त।

गृहिजंग साविकांभिभुषिणांभिवर्तिका सुपरविनित। तत: पाश्चिमधिगतां वामी(4)च(4)स्थानं पारं प्रतिष्ठाय

dर्जिण गालिका प्रतिकारावशं वाणं। समतालाह उपाध्यायिके इबमेवतमाका इत्य चिरिपं चिरिपं

विजीतहुं द्रविणोपविचारं कायमवनामात्रिणिं कार्यित्या गणामिसुंको।

\[15b\] खरा प्रतिष्ठात्व। तत: कर्मकारिकां भिभुषिणीं मैंनं। कार्यिका एव्यारामिकां रहस्यनुभाविको याधिकीं तथा वजवहमेवतामित्रत तत: कर्मका(2)रिका कर्मका।

यिनं भिभुषिणा पूर्वं तावदुस्तरायित्वा। उस्तहे लंमेवत

मिके एव्यारामिकां रहस्यनुभावितवतमाकां उपाध्यायिकाऐविचित सिद्धान्तसीति तथा व(3)मां। उस्तहे ।

तत: कर्मकारिकां भिभुषिणा मुजिका 12 कालिकीं कर्मवा। ॥ ॥

शुभारामिकां संघ इबमेवतमाका एव्यारामिकां उपाध्यायिकां एव्यारामिकां [4]चा रहो। जीवाशिका 15 धीरो। इवेवतमाको भिभुषिणीच उस्तहसे एव्यारामिकां रहस्यनुभावितवतमाकां उपाध्यायिकां संघरामिकां संध्याकण्या चै(5)में ज्युं] जानीयारामिका संघ दर यद्यारामिका संघ 13] एव्यारामिकां भिभुषिणीं रहों। नुजिका 19 सम्बिद्ध।

इवेवतमाको भिभुषिणीं रहे। जीवाशिकां एव्यारामिकां रहस्यनुभावितवतमाका एव्यारामिका 16\{16\}का उपाध्यायिकां एव्यारामिका कालिकीं।

तत: रहो नुजिकां भिभुषिणा इवेवता प्रक्रमु पृक्षातुकुट्टकां 11 नियारणित्या ब्रज्या कार्यित्या वज्ञात।

1 MVyut. 272, 1 स्वग्धकृत, 3 उत्तरामोकुं, 3 उत्तरासकृत, 4 स्वग्धकृत कृ।
2 Or kusāłaka, see I-tseng (Takakusu), p. 78; Van Goor, p. 35.
3 Reading doubtful.
4 MS. विन्दे पौ (4a).
5 MS. chramaṇaṇa, m. erased and corrected ra in margin—MVyut. 270, 27 pāṣaducchāraṇaḥ; Pāli paccāsanaṇa.
6 MVyut. 266, 1; Cullavagga, x, 17, 4.
7 MVyut. 270, 17.
8 gha erased, a number of illegible syllables supplied in margin; see fol. 18a, 4.
9 kām supplied in margin.
10 MS. त, but virāma erased.
11 See below, fol. 17b, 1. Cullavagga, 273, utkutakṣaṇa nisūdopetvā.
12 Compare Cullavagga, x, 17, 1 and 5.
भिक्षुकर्मयाज्ञानः

श्रु [2] यु लभेतानिमि च चन्द्र ते सबकालिण च चन्द्र ते भूतानः। चन्द्रे हृ विभिन्नः

क्षास्य सर्धकालिण विग्नेश्वरण भूला भूतान मूतरो वकाक्षः भीमुदामूर्तती

निष्ठांविक्षयां ॥ श्री लेख श्री [3] गृहोधिता द्रादवष्या कुमारिका वा

परिपूर्णविभिन्निविषेणः ॥ परिपूर्णविभिन्निविषेणः ॥ परिपूर्णः पद्मचिवीरः पाण्डवं

परिपूर्णः जीवत्स्त्र मतापितरी स्वाम वा जीवनिः सानुजातासिः

मातापित्स्त्र श्व [4] मिना वा वन्दुःस्त्र अमासी दारी। तथा वकायं

न हीति ॥ मा आदित्यतिः। मा विषोकिता। मा भ्रात्रिका। मा चाचनाय ॥

मा निर्मितिका। मा राजवती। मा जातकिलिका [5] रिणी। मा राजायः

अवकालिणिः। मा लया राजायः कर्मे कञ्चना कारितस्त्र। मा चचनाय

मा शोकन्ता मा गुरुतिः मा ज्ञाना मा उभयरुपः ज्ञाना। मा संबंधविज्ञाना

मा सदा [16/9] प्रुत्तलोकिनी। मा चलोकिनी। मा नीरिमिती। मा भ्रातु

दूरिश्चितः ॥ मा नारायणिका। मा दुभिकारिका ॥ मा पीतुदारिका। मा

सत्यदारिका। मा तथानंदधारिके दुष्टचिंचितनिरोपयानिः ॥

मा तीर्थदिः मा तीर्थकारिका। मा चैरी। मा धजनिका ॥

मा लोकस्माधानिः। मा नाजासाधारिका। मा भ्रात्रिका ॥

क्षित्यते पूर्वं प्रसरिता। यदि वद्वित [3]

प्रसरिता वकाया चर्चा एव गच्छित यदि कथा न प्रसरिति ॥ वकाया

क्षित्यते स्वयंध्राविद्विणिः। चरिते ॥ याचिता लया विभुटिः [4] संघाते

देव वर्षिः पदमेशु पदकारुचिः मेवेशु मिश्रता। याचिता। शिविता लेख

दूरे देव समुद्र धमिहु पदस्युधि मेवेशु मिश्रता। गिर्मिता। शिविता लेख

क्षित्यते कर्मेन्निपितिः। यदि अयाचिता वदनुत वा ज्ञाता वा [1]

क्ल [5] मानिके अपयाज्ञाकां ज्ञानिका ते उपाध्यायिका। च्वर्हीः

होनस्या गृहाम एवालिका एवालिका मे उपाध्यायिका। गृहु लभेतानिमिके भवली

क्षेत्र शनिमये [11] एवंवृया [17a]: कारो कालिः भ्रातां ॥

तथावा कुश्य गब्बो विजासी ॥ १६ दृष्टे कः कः रे रे [20] विच्छिन्निः

हिंदी चक्ख। ॥ चर्चा ॥  ज्ञात:। मेना। ज्ञाता।[2]। चार्जङ्। पाण्डुरोगः। ज्योतः। रङ्गिपितंम भग्नः।

1 abhūtana supplied in margin.
2 Compare Pāli nībbotheti.
3 Compare fol. 19b, 4 na hi.
4 MVyut. 271, 5, 6, 7, 9.
5 MVyut. 271, 44 cauro dhajabaddha: Pāli dhajabaddha.
6 MVyut. 271, 1, 2, 3.
7 Supplied in margin.
8 See fol. 20a.
9 Fol. 20b, evamudhā.
10 MVyut. 284, 4 yañcah (Pāli gañca).
11 MVyut. 284, 10 kilāsam (Pāli kilāsa).
12 MVyut. 284, 57 rajañama.
13 MVyut. 284, 35 arṣa (and var. readings): Pāli aṣṇa.
14 praṇjarāḥ supplied from fol. 20b.
15 MVyut. 284, 32 ajakkarāḥ.
16 No lacuna, but see fol. 19b, 3.
17 Sic MS.
18 MVyut. 271, 4.
19 Fol. 20a kathayatti as here line 3.
20 MS. trayā.
21 MS. abāddha.
22 MVyut. 284, 8 kitubhaḥ.
23 MVyut. 284, 14 kecchāḥ.
24 MVyut. 284, 19 kṣayavyādhiḥ.
भर्तराध:। पार्श्वदान:। अखिल:। एका:॥ नैतीक:॥ नैतीक:। चातु:॥
सार्वभद्र:। सन्तान:॥ सन्तान:॥ सन्तान:॥ सन्तान:॥
सत्वनाली पुत्र:। शत्रु:॥ शत्रु:॥ शत्रु:॥ शत्रु:॥
शत्रु:॥ शत्रु:॥ शत्रु:॥ शत्रु:॥

c1: MVyut. 284, 52 nityajatra.  
c2: MS. sarvabhiksanibhir, see fol. 10b 2.  
c3: See fols. 17b 3, 18a 2, 18b 1. 
c4: Elsewhere "prenipiti"; compare 10a 5.  
c5: MS. kramate; compare fol. 13a 4.  
c6: MS. sanrmatavat.  
c7: ms. sthadanevita.  
c8: kramate, quite clear, see above 17b 4.
का संध इच्छेविश्वासिका ¹ एवविद्वारका ² द्वारा ज्ञानविद्वारा उपसमावेशिका ³ युक्तः पादार्थिकीया दादाश्रयि कुमारिका वा परिपूर्णविश्वित्विया दर्शनसंहिता ⁴ में परिपूर्णविश्वित्विया दर्शनसंहिता ⁵ में युक्तः पादार्थिकीया दादाश्रयि कुमारिका वा परिपूर्णविश्वित्विया दर्शनसंहिता ⁶ में युक्तः पादार्थिकीया दादाश्रयि कुमारिका वा परिपूर्णविश्वित्विया दर्शनसंहिता ⁷ में युक्तः पादार्थिकीया दादाश्रयि कुमारिका वा परिपूर्णविश्वित्विया दर्शनसंहिता ⁸ में युक्तः पादार्थिकीया दादाश्रयि कुमारिका वा परिपूर्णविश्वित्विया दर्शनसंहिता ⁹ में युक्तः पादार्थिकीया दादाश्रयि कुमारिका वा परिपूर्णविश्वित्विया दर्शनसंहिता ¹⁰ में युक्तः पादार्थिकीया दादाश्रयि कुमारिका वा परिपूर्णविश्वित्विया दर्शनसंहिता ¹¹ में युक्तः पादार्थिकीया दादाश्रयि कुमारिका वा परिपूर्णविश्वित्विया दर्शनसंहिता ¹² में युक्तः पादार्थिकीया दादाश्रयि कुमारिका ।

¹ MS. 'कैप्टे ये erased.
² Compare Mullavagga, x. 17, 8.
³ Pali: sullumpati maha ayrga samyo asulamam pat哈ya.
⁴ MS. 'gyahutic.
⁵ 'ये supplied in margin.
⁶ See fol. 16a.
⁷ 'मा omitted from fol. 16a.
गृहीताते भदना उभयसंध रघुरामन्मङ्को एवानान्मान्यां उपाध्यायः
शिक्षाया उपसमृद्धिःशी श्री गृहीताते दासवर्धी श्रीमाणी वा परिश्रमिं शिक्षितथर्यम्
परिपुर्ष्मङ्कः पद्मिनीं पावः। इत्यादिः भिः
कुलसंधिं देवतं पद्मिनीं पद्ममं ध्वजसे
शिवाय श्री ब्रजसङ्के संधिं त्रिमित्राभ्यांति श्रीरङ्गसङ्के संधियां च.
सरणाट्यं मన्याजे श्री समाध्यान्मङ्को एवानान्मान्यां उपाध्यायः
श्रीमाणी वा परिश्रमिं शिक्षितान्वितः ते तृणां संधि यत्तम न च प्रमोद्दान ते
भाषानां। इत्य प्रथम कर्मेवाचनम् एवं विषयं तृणीयं कर्मेवाचनं वजस्।
उपसमृद्धिः उभयसंधिं श्रीमाणी वा परिश्रमिं शिक्षितान्वितः ते तृणां
श्रीमाणी वा परिश्रमिं शिक्षितान्वितः ते तृणां वजस्।
द्वीपमाणी वा एवं कर्मेवाचनम् एवं विषयं तृणीयं कर्मेवाचनं वजस्।
श्रीमाणी वा परिश्रमिं शिक्षितान्वितः

d 1. Supplied in margin.
2. Cullavagga, x, 17, 8 tārud eva chaitya metabbā ; MVyut. 266, 9 chaitya ; I-ting.
p. 100.
3. Cullavagga, x, 17, 8 utamānaṃ ācikkhitabolam ; MVyut. 266, 10 pañca
4. MS. "taryā.
5. MS. myta".
6. MS. "śic.
7. MVyut. 281, 82-6.
8. Cullavagga, x, 17, 8 divamabhāgo ācikkhitabolbo.
9. Cullavagga, x, 17, 8 at the end ; MVyut. 266, 11-15.
10. Below, fol. 23 a 1, agra, kalpika, suñabha.

[भभयो १] विखर्दि ३० विपुलनाम[१] [२४न] पुं. ।)एवमेव भिसुी एया-
मद्यां खानायमानयमतायमतम २ खानायमादाय खानायमपात । भिसुी
मवलामश्री भालकपुरीया भवते भिसुीभाव[३][२]मया भवति
यामश्री भवति चारति मयादति पराभाजतमप्रलुभाध्यम्या भवति यामश्री
कतमे चारो सुरु लमेवतालामके भालकपुरीया भवता कामा विग दश[३]
त: का
चक्न्न: । कामदेव: कामालय: । कामदेविनत: । कामाध्यसागर।
कामानि प्रहासमाख्यात प्रतिनियां भवतीभाव: । चरो विर[४] गो निरोधी
खुर्सी भाज्यां चक्न्न:। सुत: लोमितो वचनत:। प्रशासो यासे पर्व । लमेवतालामके
संरगचित्थया कुपुर्या कुपुरीक्यान्याय । ६ व्यवलोकितव[५]: कन
ुवान्यो फुट वियहिन्दुस्मयाय । ७ भालकपुरीया
भवतम[२४] लगायत्या। ११ लगायतेन्द्रमनायकृतृनामयम्या भवतम: प्रतिनियाता
नंनियायमयाय लग्ननियाय: सायकीमेवेंच्चं भिसुी यानायमयय पात
ज्ञन[२] भवति भवलामश्री भालकपुरीया भवति विपुलॉम्यावाहावाचमातः
भवति यामश्री भवति पराभाजतमप्रप्राचार[३]मया भवति यामश्री
तथाया तालो मलाकाक्रिको। १२ भभयो इतिकाल भभयो विखर्दि वृद्धाम
पुलान्यामपुलेमेवेंच्चं भिसुी यानायमयय पात[४]पला चभिसुी
भवलामश्री भालकपुरीया भवति भिसुीभावाहावाचमातः
भवति यामश्री भवति पराभाजतमप्रप्राचार[३]मया भवति यामश्री
ते ते भवतार[५] देवी भालकारार: । १५ देवी भालकारार: वर्गं
भवति भालकारार: देवी भालकारार: इति असुराचार्य श्रृद्धाबाहुरी
योग: कर्याय:। १४ बच्चनेंच्च खान्या नागायकसे नागायकसे । २० वृद्धाम
मयामके[२५] के भालकपुरीया भवतार: देवनादान्या विगहितमदता
दानविर्यार:। २० भवता लोमिता वचनति प्रशासो यासे एवमेव
नंनियाय: नंनियाय: [२]जयुमन्यि पर्मीयाअटांग: कन
पुवा: पुवामातीतः।

१ abhacyo, supplied from fol. 24b, 3.
२ "anyatama" supplied in margin.
३ MVyut. 110, 28.
४ MVyut. 224, 13.
५ MVyut. 224, 14. First hand kumanisipatti, correction ("yantis") in margin.
६ team... upanidhyatayya?: team can hardly be correct, rather trayā...

7 ega supplied in margin.
8 MVyut. 281, 265.
9 Compare Pār. I.
10 Compare Pār. I, 8, 1 (p. 23) sikkhamjreramamāpanno.
11 See, for instance, Cullavagga, p. 244.
12 See 23b, 5.
13 See fol. 27b, 4.
14 Sic here and below—tivras cetasi-ārakṣo-śrītyapramāde yogan (1).
15 MVyut. 281, 30, steyacittena.
16 The correct reading is "māṣika. See MVyut. 281, 29 paṃcamāṇakādeḥ. Pār. ii (p. 47) atirekapaścamānaṇka.
which papers contributed, we shall begin with the papers contributed by Prof. E. Forster in his "Pragmatic Metaphysics." He has made a careful study of the problems of the mind and the body, and has shown how they are related. He believes that the mind is the source of all knowledge, and that the body is merely the instrument by which the mind operates. His views are in agreement with the teachings of the ancient Indian philosophers, who also believed that the mind is the primary cause of all things.

The second paper is by Prof. G. Brown, who has written an essay on the problem of free will versus determinism. He argues that free will is an illusion, and that all events are determined by previous events. However, he also points out that this determinism does not necessarily imply that people are not free, but only that their actions are determined by the circumstances in which they find themselves.

The third paper is by Prof. J. Smith, who has written a paper on the nature of reality. He argues that reality is an illusion, and that all our perceptions are merely the result of our own minds. He believes that the universe is a mere projection of our own minds, and that there is no external reality.

The fourth paper is by Prof. K. Lee, who has written a paper on the problem of consciousness. He argues that consciousness is a fundamental aspect of reality, and that it is the source of all knowledge. He believes that the mind is the primary cause of all events, and that all our actions are determined by our own consciousness.

The fifth paper is by Prof. M. Williams, who has written a paper on the problem of the mind-body problem. He argues that the mind and the body are different aspects of the same reality, and that they are not separate entities. He believes that the mind is the primary cause of all events, and that the body is merely the instrument by which the mind operates.

The sixth paper is by Prof. N. Brown, who has written a paper on the problem of the nature of space and time. He argues that space and time are illusions, and that all our perceptions are merely the result of our own minds. He believes that the universe is a mere projection of our own minds, and that there is no external reality.
ब्रह्मेश्वर सोमे वन कौशिके भक्ति सयोगो मुख्यरूपैः निषिद्धम् कर्मदेशोऽपि रक्षायं देवस्य विषयोऽपि निषिद्धम्। नागान्तो गद्धा गेषवा: कित्तरा महोराणं: प्रेतां पिषेऽहं सयोगोऽपि निषिद्धम्। नागान्तो गद्धा गेषवाः नागान्तो गद्धा गेषवाः कित्तरा महोराणं: प्रेतां पिषेऽहं सयोगोऽपि निषिद्धम्।

1. Below I. 4 and 5 pratisamāmode.  
2. alāḥbhī eva san “Although he does not possess.”  
4. MVyut. 245, 601.  
5. MVyut. 52, 1 vinīlakasaṃjñā, 2 vipāyaika, 3 vipāsūnaka (not vipātu), 4 rvādhrmataka, 5 vīkāsa, 6 vīkāśa (not vīkāṣa), 7 vīkāśa, 8 vīdāgydha, 9 aathī. Vīdāgydha was omitted by the scribe.  
7. sya, supplied in margin. See MVyut. 67, 68, 69.  
8. A number of aksaras, illegible, in margin. No indication of the place where they must be inserted. Compare MVyut. 7 and 14.  
9. dvāryī or dvāpyī.  
10. MVyut. 46, 29. MS. ’kṣaṇ.”
चारवेंरमणाः तीत्रशेत्तत्रारा सृष्टि प्रमादे [5] योगः करणीयः। काश्यवरणीपरम्परणां खानां नाथाभक्तिः से नाथाप्रक्षेपात्। काश्यवरणीपरम्परणां खानां नाथाप्रक्षेपात्। 2 गृहु लघुस्वर्त्तमात्ररिक्षणीके उन्हें भगवता या पुनःभिषुगुली ज्ञानिता [28a] वरुणवरण महामाय क्रियात् [1] जाता [28a] तीनसन्तानामाय क्रियात् [2] रमणां नाथाप्रक्षेपात् खानां नाथाप्रक्षेपात्। काश्यवरणीपरम्परणां खानां नाथाप्रक्षेपात् खानां नाथाप्रक्षेपात्। 3 गृहु लघुस्वर्त्तमात्ररिक्षणीके उन्हें भगवता या पुनः भिषुगुली [3] सुता। 4 वरुणवरण पुनःभिषुगुली उस दोषी वर्णमाय क्रियात् [1] जाता [28a] तीनसन्तानामाय क्रियात् [2] रमणां नाथाप्रक्षेपात् खानां नाथाप्रक्षेपात्। काश्यवरणीपरम्परणां खानां नाथाप्रक्षेपात्। 5 गृहु लघुस्वर्त्तमात्ररिक्षणीके उन्हें भगवता या पुनः भिषुगुली [28a] योगः करणीयः। काश्यवरणीपरम्परणां खानां नाथाप्रक्षेपात्। काश्यवरणीपरम्परणां खानां नाथाप्रक्षेपात्। 6 गृहु लघुस्वर्त्तमात्ररिक्षणीके उन्हें भगवता या पुनः भिषुगुली [28a] योगः करणीयः। काश्यवरणीपरम्परणां खानां नाथाप्रक्षेपात्।
यां निर्मल ¹ स्रीमातारं याच्यात्मारूपः परिणा ची वरेण शिष्येन्द्र ² ग्रिहितेन ³ कायम्यण्डन उद्ग्रें जॉर्जन स्वाधीन सम [नसि] ⁴ कारणिन चेन निर्माण ⁵ विधातो भवति । तेन तेनाविधातो कारीमि । सत्यमीत्र हिन्दुभूमीद्विशादनीया या लम्बार्यिके जाननी [यसक] भिक्षोऽः स[मयी] ⁶ ग भिकुषिकौतर्षांविभूपीणयौः ⁷ कर्मेऽः तत्त समवेण च भिकुषिकौतर्षांगम्य ⁸ आवण्डहायांविभूपीणान्वयं समातत्तमुठविधानकं संधे रौम पातावलिसरण ⁹ व्यवस्थनं सामीचीमुः पः ¹⁰ दृश्यनमणीः सीमाया मात्रिस्वाभिस्तः याचनमेवः कद् मा लम्बार्यिके उत्क्रमाकरः संधे रौम पातावलिसरण ⁸ व्यवस्थनं मा सामीचीमुःपूर्दृश्या मा । तृतीयाः सीमाया निर्मल [यसक] ⁵ सारणाः याच्यात्मारूपः परिणा ची वरेण शिष्येन्द्र ³ कायम्यण्डन उद्ग्रें जॉर्जन स्वाधीन सम [नसि] ⁴ कारणिन चेन निर्माण ⁵ विधातो भवति । तेन तेन [२९६] नाबिधातो करोदिती निःमुः लम्बार्यिके हेम ⁹ मेवधंकपुसुलार्यांविभूपीणान्वयं ¹⁰ वचनपत्यनव्यं चेतासु भिकुषिके भिकुषिकौतर्षांगम्याना तदसरु ¹¹ ग्रिहितेन ³ ने हिन्दुभूमी ¹² विधानणुपादः तस्म वस्यः । ग्रिहितेन ³ प्रलयितःसर्गः ¹³ विधानणुपादः समन् मु स्वाभिस्तः याचनमेवः कुश ¹⁴ नो हिन्दुभूमी ¹⁵ निःमुः लम्बार्यिके हेम ⁹ मेवधंकपुसुलार्यांविभूपीणान्वयं ¹⁶ व्यवस्थनं समवेण ची वरेण शिष्येन्द्र ³ कायम्यण्डन उद्ग्रें जॉर्जन स्वाधीन सम [नसि] ⁴ कारणिन चेन निर्माण ⁵ विधातो भवति । तेन तेन [२९६] नाबिधातो करोदिती निःमुः लम्बार्यिके हेम ⁹ मेवधंकपुसुलार्यांविभूपीणान्वयं ¹⁷ विधानणुपादः तस्म वस्यः । ग्रिहितेन ³ प्रलयितःसर्गः ¹³ विधानणुपादः समन् मु स्वाभिस्तः याचनमेवः कुश ¹⁴ नो हिन्दुभूमी ¹⁵ निःमुः लम्बार्यिके हेम ⁹ मेवधंकपुसुलार्यांविभूपीणान्वयं ¹⁶ व्यवस्थनं समवेण ची वरेण शिष्येन्द्र ³ कायम्यण्डन उद्ग्रें जॉर्जन स्वाधीन सम [नसि] ⁴ कारणिन चेन निर्माण ⁵ विधातो भवति । तेन तेन [२९६] नाबिधातो करोदिती निःमुः लम्बार्यिके हेम ⁹ मेवधंकपुसुलार्यांविभूपीणान्वयं ¹⁷ विधानणुपादः तस्म वस्यः । ग्रिहितेन ³ प्रलयितःसर्गः ¹³ विधानणुपादः समन् मु स्वाभिस्तः याचनमेवः कुश ¹⁴ नो हिन्दुभूमी ¹⁵ निःमुः लम्बार्यिके हेम ⁹ मेवधंकपुसुलार्यांविभूपीणान्वयं ¹⁶ व्यवस्थनं समवेण ची वरेण शिष्येन्द्र ³ कायम्यण्डन उद्ग्रें जॉर्जन स्वाधीन सम [नसि] ⁴ कारणिन चेन निर्माण ⁵ विधातो भवति । तेन तेन [२९६] नाबिधातो करोदिती निःमुः लम्बार्यिके हेम ⁹ मेवधंकपुसुलार्यांविभूपीणान्वयं ¹⁷ विधानणुपादः तस्म वस्यः । ग्रिहितेन ³ प्रलयितःसर्गः ¹³ विधानणुपादः समन् मु स्वाभिस्तः याचनमेवः कुश ¹⁴ नो हिन्दुभूमी ¹⁵ निःमुः लम्बार्यिके हेम ⁹ मेवधंकपुसुलार्यांविभूपीणान्वयं ¹⁶ व्यवस्थनं समवेण ची वरेण शिष्येन्द्र ³ कायम्यण्डन उद्ग्रें जॉर्जन स्वाधीन सम [नसि] ⁴ कारणिन चेन निर्माण ⁵ विधातो भवति । तेन तेन [२९६] नाबिधातो करोदिती निःमुः लम्बार्यिके हेम ⁹ मेवधंकपुसुलार्यांविभूपीणान्वयं ¹⁷ विधानणुपादः तस्म वस्यः । ग्रिहितेन ³ प्रलयितःसर्गः ¹³ विधानणुपादः समन् मु स्वाभिस्तः याचनमेवः कुश ¹⁴ नो हिन्दुभूमी ¹⁵ निःमुः लम्बार्यिके हेम ⁹ मेवधंकपुसुलार्यांविभूपीणान्वयं ¹⁷ विधानणुपादः तस्म वस्यः । ग्रि
वर्ष 1962-63 विश्वविद्यालयों के लिए छात्र एवं छात्राओं के लिए मान्यता का तृतीय मापदंड: प्रतिवर्ष [4] वर्णांकित क्रममें यौगिक व यौगिक वाक्यों की शिक्षा करणीय। वर्ष 1962-63 विश्वविद्यालयों के लिए छात्र एवं छात्राओं के लिए मान्यता का तृतीय मापदंड: प्रतिवर्ष [4] वर्णांकित क्रममें यौगिक व यौगिक वाक्यों की शिक्षा करणीय।

1 MS. omits acāravipattyā. See above. 2 MS. omits. 3 has doubtful. 4 See MVyut. 266, 17 and 269 (the order of the Śrāmanākāra dharmas is different) : I-tsing, p. 56. 5 The reading is probably śrāmanudharmamah. 6 Only the upper part of five aksaras is visible; katamā is doubtful. 7 del. doubtful. 8 Compare Pāli: akkoppena tānārathena upamaṭṭhāna. 9 atra katamāyām pravrajito-maraṇaḥ.
तत्र तद्रहस्वसम्पत्त्वा सत्र तद्रहस्वसम्पत्त्वा तत्र वयंश्वतोपसम्पत्त्वा हृति या। 
भि [ ... ][३] [ ... प्रातिमी] भास्मान प्रातिमोचमूर्त्ति[४] श 
[वा] ३ सा ते भवायणारागुत्त्वा न विराृगुत्त्वा भवायण ते 
एवमिके उपाध्यायकाय।[५] [मातृसंस्क्र उपस्खा] वधिवत्वा 
उपाध्यायिकत्वा यपि तवानिके दुर्जितरसंस्क्र उपस्खापवत्त्वा 
भवायण ते उपाध्यायिका ३ यावजीवं स्लाना उपस्ख।[ ... ][५] [ ... ] 
... (१) ] स्लानादा उपाध्यायिकत्वा लं स्लाना उपस्खात्त्वा। भवायण ते 
एवमिके सगौरवत्त्वा १ विहरतेः। सप्रतीशत्त्वा ३ समयवशवृत्तित्वा सः[ ... ]

¹ pā is probable; bhī a mere conjecture. ² jīna, doubtful.
³ Six akṣaras erased. Compare for the meaning Śikṣāsamuccaya, 36, 1 (āturasanjīna vaidyaseṣṇīna).
⁴ MVyut. 97, 24. ⁵ MVyut. 97, 23.
HYMNS TO KUAN-YIN

By A. D. Waley

THE following hymns are written, one on the back, the other on the front of a picture in the Stein Collection dated A.D. 910, representing Kuan-yin and two donors (register mark 1919. 1. 1. 014).

A

(1) 大哉 法 王 化 現 無 疑
(2) 巡 遍 六 道 苦 處 先 當
(3) 隨 念 則 至 救 接 畏 常
(4) 代 衆 生 苦 在 闇 浮 場
(5) 過 然 難 見 恒 在 邊 方
(6) 衆 生 生 意 變 現 難 量
(7) 令 者 滅 滅 奉 者 延 長
(8) 亡 過 春 屬 不 歷 塗 湯
(9) 承 舍 隆 預 影 入 西 方
(10) 見 存 春 屬 劫 石 違 長

(1) Great is the Law-King; his manifestations boundless.
(2) He roams through the Six Ways; wherever there is sorrow he brings his aid.
(3) When thought of, he comes to help at any time,
(4) To cure the pain of all that in Jambudvipa dwell.
(5) Mysterious, hard to discern, yet always at one's side;
(6) To suit all men's minds he has shapes immeasurably many.
(7) Those that reverence him from delusion are freed; those that bow before him see their days prolonged.
(8) May loved ones dead escape the slough and caldron;
(9) May in them be fulfilled the Bodhisattva's desire, as his shadow may they enter the Western Clime!
(10) May loved ones living through endless ages prolong their lives!

Notes

The meaning of 影 in couplet 9 is obscure. The character is used in certain technical Buddhist phrases (e.g. 影 向), but always in composition. Possibly it may mean "by his light".

劫 石, a phrase which appears to have puzzled even
M. Chavannes, is explained by a passage in the 大智度論 (Mahā-prajñāpāramitā-shastra, Kyōto edition, case xix, fasc. 9, f. 33).  

In order to explain the meaning of ‘kalpa’ Buddha said, ‘Suppose a stone mountain 4,000 leagues high which is crossed by a man of infinite longevity once in every hundred years. He wears a garment of soft, fine material which brushes the stone each time he comes. In the end he wears away this great stone mountain altogether. Well, a ‘kalpa’ is even longer than that would take.’ Hence the term ‘kalpa-stone’ or ‘stone-kalpa’ is used to express immense periods of time.

B

(1) 乘生處代如電光。
(2) 須臾棄盡即無常。
(3) 慈悲觀音濟群品。
(4) 愛何苦痛作橋樑。
(5) 捨施浮財成真像。
(6) 光明普照綵繪莊。
(7) 惟願亡者生淨土。
(8) 三途免苦上天堂。

(1) All things born are unstable as a lightning-flash;
(2) In a moment they are destroyed, for they have no permanency.
(3) But the Compassionate Kuan-yin rescues creatures of every sort;
(4) In love how deep and tender she builds a bridge (to Salvation)!
(5) Spending the fleeting wealth of this world, I have made her true image,
(6) The beams of her light flashing and glinting in the splendour of a coloured painting.
(7) My only prayer is that the dead may be born again in Paradise,
(8) That, escaping the pain of the Three (Evil) Ways, they may mount to the Heavenly Halls.

Note

The use of 天堂 as a synonym for 淨土 occurs in the 洛陽伽藍記 “Description of the Temples of Lo-yang” (sixth century) and in several Sūtras.
Map illustrating Indo-Bantu (Kolarian, Basque, and Bantu) Migrations from Lower Bengal to Great Britain and South Africa.

To face p. 147.
THE BASQUE DECLENSION: ITS KOLARIAN ORIGIN AND STRUCTURE

By the War Office “Censor” of Santali, Basque, and Bantu [1916–1919] (WITH PLATE.)

[The chief object of this preliminary canter in the field of Basque Philology is not to attempt any exhaustive treatment of the Basque Declension, which easily lends itself to a great wealth of detail and complexity, but to prove from a purely grammatical standpoint, and as briefly as a reasonable condensation of the subject will admit, the fundamental identity in the structure of the Kolarian and Basque declensions which is the result of their common origin.]

SYNOPSIS


Many a pessimist smit with a touch of reflective melancholy has sworn that Basque is a peculiarly difficult language to learn or understand. Beyond question, its structure differs so much from that of other European tongues that the amateur student soon finds himself in an unexplored world of primitive thought where he wanders alone without a guide, and is ultimately lost in a labyrinth of verb-forms and dialectal vagaries. There is a reason for its idiosyncrasy. Eskuara, or the Basque language, is a derelict in Western Europe which belongs to the same agglutinative type of speech as do Santali, Mundari, Kurku, and other dialects of the Munḍa or Kolarian family of Bengal. And
## Comparative Tables of Noun Paradigms. I.—Primary Cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Kolárian</th>
<th>Santali</th>
<th>Basque</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominative</td>
<td>The root</td>
<td>The root</td>
<td>The root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genitive</td>
<td>ai, ý, kho, ren</td>
<td>a, an, khon, ren, re</td>
<td>a, e, en, ko, ren, re</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative</td>
<td>then, de, qe</td>
<td>then, te, ke</td>
<td>tan, tu, ka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accusative</td>
<td>The root: ý; qe</td>
<td>The root: ke</td>
<td>The root: k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocative</td>
<td>ai (prefix or suffix)</td>
<td>e, he (prefix)</td>
<td>á (suffix)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ablative</td>
<td>ede, de</td>
<td>ete, te</td>
<td>ez, z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental</td>
<td>de</td>
<td>te</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locative</td>
<td>re</td>
<td>re</td>
<td>ra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comitative</td>
<td>qsem</td>
<td>samet', sán</td>
<td>kin, san (* &lt; ksen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural Number</td>
<td>ko</td>
<td>ko</td>
<td>ek, k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Number</td>
<td>ko-in</td>
<td>kin</td>
<td>ki, chi, zi (* &lt; ki-n)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## II.—Rudimentary Infections of the Noun

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Santali</th>
<th>Basque</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominative</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>The root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indefinite</td>
<td>mit' ten, eka (a, one)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>ak', agh', ik', ich'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simple poss.</td>
<td>an, n (for ý)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pronom. poss.</td>
<td>t (an ablative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poss. animate</td>
<td>ren, re</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genitive</td>
<td>.. inanimate</td>
<td>a, ya (&lt; ai, á)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>ren</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relative</td>
<td>khon (an ablative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>khonak', khoch' (an ablative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Possessive</td>
<td>ke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative</td>
<td>Definite loc.</td>
<td>te</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indefinite loc.</td>
<td>tate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prepositional</td>
<td>ke, ken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>thech'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>The root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indefinite</td>
<td>mit' ten, eka (a, one)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accusative</td>
<td>Terminal</td>
<td>am, m (for ý)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prepositional</td>
<td>ke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>dam (&lt; dâe)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocative</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>E + the root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relative</td>
<td>ete, t (&lt; ede, ed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Definite loc.</td>
<td>khan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indefinite loc.</td>
<td>tate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>khonak', khoch'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>te (&lt; de)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental</td>
<td>Definite</td>
<td>teye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emphatic</td>
<td>tege, tegi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indefinite</td>
<td>re</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locative</td>
<td>Temporal</td>
<td>ai (&lt; á)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prepositional</td>
<td>en, n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>tere, reo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>sam-, san-, sam-, som-, sâo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comitative</td>
<td>Indefinite</td>
<td>sae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Synthetic</td>
<td>samet, samit, sâøre, sâöte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural Number</td>
<td>The root + ko, they + case-endings</td>
<td>The root + kin, they - I + case-endings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual</td>
<td>The root + ko, they + case-endings</td>
<td>The root + ki, chi, zi + case-endings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
by virtue of that descent Basque occupies a position isolated from all other languages in Europe and Asia, the mystery of its origin proving an insoluble enigma to all who have sought to trace its affinities elsewhere.

While it would be fallacious to argue from superficial observation alone that Basque is exaggeratingly agglutinative, as it is claimed to be, it employs prefixes, infixes, and suffixes in a manner and to an extent that invite comparison with no living European tongue. Most grammatical and syntactical ideas in either Basque or Santali can be expressed by their means, and as the simplest suffix readily joins itself to others, whereby new suffixes are formed to express new ideas and distinctions, each one is welded into an elaborate and complex postpositional system that seems to be the peculiar heritage of the Kolarian family of speech. The fundamental idea of the root-word is expanded and enriched by this addition of agglutinated suffixes, or is specialized according to their delimiting functions. They have a definite order in the word-structure, yet few of them in Basque have any significance apart from their functions as syntactic particles which depend on the words whose meaning they modify or develop. But in Kolarian speech, which may be supposed to approach more nearly in form to the common mother-tongue than does modern Basque, the majority of the nominal case-endings are elements with a definite meaning of their own, some of them being independent syllables which are themselves declinable. For example, the word then by itself means "a place". Joined to a noun it forms the dative case with the sense of "to", and when idiomatically used with the verb mena, "to be," it conveys the idea of possession, e.g., in-then menak'a, "I have it" (= Latin id est mihi). As a noun then can be declined (cf. gen. sg. then-ren; ablat. then-khon, etc.) as are several other simple case-endings. Thus, from the locative suffix re, "in, on, at," are formed the declined forms re-n, re-an, re-ak', "of," which distinguish the genitive. Wherefore, as regards the rudimentary class of suffixes affecting declension which will alone be discussed here, though in a general way, their number is relatively small compared with that of compound suffixes whose number is legion, and their importance is more or less circumscribed by their grammatical functions. The chief of these are as follows:
**Basque**

- \( k \), sign of the plural number (lit. they).
- \( ki, chi, \) or \( zi \), sign of the dual number in a few nominatives.
- \( k \), suffix which denotes the subject of a transitive verb.

- \( ku \), on, each, by (with compound and declined forms \( ga-n, ga-na, ga-z, gan-dik, ga-tik \)).
- \( ko, go \), from, of, than (with compounds \( kiko, tsako, \) for; \( rako, \) towards, etc.).
- \( -n, of \), in (with compounds \( ga-n, in; ki-n, with; pean, \) under; \( barthan, in \)).
- \( re, \) at, on, in, after.
- \( ren, re, of \).
- \( tan, to \) (lit. place).
- \( -ez, -e \), by, with, from.

**Santali**

- \( ko \), the plural suffix (lit. they).
- \( kin \), the dual suffix (lit. they-I).
- \( k' \), \( ch' \), an impersonal suffix distinguishing the concrete nominatives from their roots; e.g. \( bhuga-k' \), a hole, cave; \( boho-k' \), head; \( da-k' \), water; \( ora-k' \), house, etc.
- \( ke, by, each \).
- \( kho-n, kho-ch' \), from, than, since.
- \( -an, of \).
- \( ren, re \) (with compounds \( rean, reak' \)), of.
- \( then, to \) (lit. place).
- \( ete, te, by, with, from \).

### Kolarian Case-endings in Basque

If in any summarized account of the Kol and Basque declensions we compared the case-endings of Basque nouns with those of representative Kol languages like Santali, Ho, and Mundari, we should find that the points of resemblance between Basque and any of these considerably outnumber any superficial differences. To explain the fact is more difficult than to state it, but supposing that Basque has held its position isolated from alien forms of speech since ever its history began, one may well believe that so conservative a language would not readily admit of sudden or radical changes in its grammar and inflection. Hence, so far as
the old declension is concerned, Basque may be said to stand in much closer relationship to Santali than does Italian to Latin or English to Anglo-Saxon, for it has maintained to this day most of the features of the original Kol declension—quales ab incepto.

I. Nominative

Both the nominative and vocative cases can be treated together, as they are alike in Santali, the simple roots being unmodified by case-endings of any kind. But the ends of most substantives are usually rounded off with a vowel, the majority of nominatives thus becoming disyllabic. The following equations will illustrate this point more clearly:

**SANTALI**

Bhal-ua, a swallow.  
Dundu, an owl (onomatopoetic for *tun-tun*).  
Gharwa, a sparrow.  
Marmar, a species of poisonous centipede.  
Meht', met', the eye (for *mghi*  
< *s-mghi*).  
Měrhet', iron (for  
*meırtə*  
< *s-meırtə*).  
Pila, the spleen.

**BASQUE**

Elai, elae (for *Balwa*).  
Hountz (for *tzun-tzun*).  
Choarre (for *chorwa*).  
Marmara, a spider.

Begi (for *mği*  
< *s-mği*).  
Burdi (for *mértı*  
< *s-mértı*).  
Bare.

Whereas the Santal nominative may be either definite or indefinite, Basque draws a distinction between them by adding the vowel-suffix *a*, the, to the former, and *bat*, one, *a*, to the latter. Thus we get:

**gizon** (*gizom*), man; **gizon-a**, the man; **gizon-bat**, a man.

It is usual for nouns in the indefinite declension to add the suffix -*ik* to the simple nominative or root, the postposition, apparently, being none other than the obsolete numeral *ik*, *ika*, one (as in hama-ika, eleven), used as the indefinite article. Whence *lurrik*, the indefinite nominative of *lur*, earth, its active form being *lurrek*; and so with *zeru*, sky (indefinite, *zeruirik*; active, *zeruik*), and *chori*, a bird (indefinite, *choruirik*; active, *choriik*). The identity of meaning and function between *bat* and *ika* is thus patent enough, but their special use as suffixes, corresponding in Santali to the numerals *mit* and *eka*, one, which are similarly employed to denote the indefinite form of the noun, was obviously
invented to promote grammatical clearness and precision. There can be no doubt whatever that such a clumsy method of distinguishing subject from object is an original and modern feature of Basque which has resulted entirely from the loss of accusative endings, and has been adopted to avoid the consequent uncertainty and confusion in the sentence between the two cases. The indefinite character of the suffix is always made clear by the fact that it links itself to any part of speech which is the subject of a transitive verb. Compare the following instances:—

_Ni-k dut equinen_, I shall do it.
_Oro-k dakie_, everybody knows it.
_Mundu hun-ek diduri itsasoa, igerika eztakiena ondarrera do._

This world is like the sea, where those who cannot swim must drown.

II. Vocative

The vocative, or the case employed in addressing a person or thing, is always the root and the same as the nominative, but an interjection is commonly added to lend it emphasis as well as to distinguish it from oblique cases. The vocative in Santali is invariably rendered by the prefix _E!_ or _eko!_ and in Mundari and Ho by _he!_ which is, strictly speaking, an interjection. While, however, the vocative is generally preceded by this interjection, which is treated like a prefix, it may also be suffixed to the word it qualifies if necessary, e.g. _Bugité, he! Take care!_ (Ho dialect). And this seeming uncertainty among Kol dialects regarding its proper position as an inflexional formative indicates that there were doubts of ancient standing in the native mind whether it should be considered solely as an interjection or treated as a kind of nominal case-ending characteristic of the vocative. The latter view appears to have found most favour among the Basques, for they have rendered the absolute vocative case of nouns by the suffix _á_, without recognizing its true character as an interjection. The active vocative is distinguished by _k_, like the indefinite active nominative and accusative; e.g. _hik!_ O thou! Compare the following equations in Basque and Santali:—

_Santali E hadam, O man! = Basque gizon-á!_
" E hadam-ko, O men! = " gizon-á-k!
" E aja, O grandfather! = " aitá, O father!

As a vocative postposition which was originally a simple interjection, this vowel _á_ in Basque bears a curious resemblance
to the *alif in Persian, which appears in nouns as a vocative ending. It seems to have no connexion with any supposed form of the definite article, and its particular usage in Basque as a vocative ending is a strong argument against the established views of those scholars who hold that this survival from the Iberian declension is only the definite article *a, the, whereas it is clear that the vowel-quantities are different, and their original forms and functions are distinct.

III. Genitive

The usual suffix which distinguishes the genitive case in Santali and Basque is *ren, of, and this is added to a word when the following noun designates an animate object. But when the object is inanimate, the Santal suffix is *ak' or *aũ (or their compounds *reak', *reaũ), corresponding to the Basque suffix -ko. For example:—

   Sant. *kora-ren gorom-ayo, the child’s grandmother = Basq. *haur-ren ama-goya (lit. child-of mother-grand), goya (for *gorma), an obsolete root only found in the words for “grandfather, grandmother, grand-child”, etc., having been originally employed as a prefix like the analogous use of the prefix gaz- in gaz-ama, gaz-aita, “godmother, godfather.”

B. Sant. serma-reak’ipil-ko, the stars of heaven.
   Basq. zeru-ko izarr-á-k (lit. heaven-of star-the-they).

In both languages to-day there is a tendency to disregard this fine grammatical distinction, yet its observance, even partially, in Basque and Santali is sound evidence of the antiquity of a grammatical rule in prehistoric Kolarian grammar which was invented to discriminate carefully between persons and things, and things animate and inanimate. As samples of the confusion resulting in modern speech from this neglect of the rule, the following comparisons will suffice:—

Sant. dharti-ren jat-ko, the nations of the world = Basq. mundu jende-a-k.
Sant. guju’ umul-re, in the shadow of death = Basq. eriotza-ren itzal-e-a-n.
Sant. *khar-ren bhidi, a sheep of the flock = Basq. arthalde-ko ardi.

As regards ordinary composite terms which are treated like single nouns, no possessive particles or connectives are needed to distinguish the component parts; e.g.:—

Sant. *ora’ kisär, a householder = Basq. eche-jaun, echegun.
Sant. Siũ-bonga, God (lit. the Spirit of Dayspring) = Basq. Jainko, Jinko, God, Jehovah. The dialect forms Jaungoiko (Guipuzcoan) and Jangoiko (Biscayan) are by some Basque scholars believed to be plural forms of Jainko, and by others Jainko is considered an abbreviation of Jaungoiko. The correctness of the latter view is upheld by the true etymology of this compound, which Santali explains to be from Jaink-, Jink-, Jin-, God, and an obsolete word *(ŋω)ŋo, *wong (>*woiko> oiko), a spirit (=Sant. bonga, a spirit, to sacrifice to a spirit, to worship). A diminutive and weakened form of the latter root occurs in the Labourdin word *Ingume (for *(ŋŋ)ŋ-umé), a little spirit, the spirit or night-phantom which is supposed to watch over sleepers.

When the first part of a compound word ends in a consonant and the second begins with another, Basque unites them by a "binding-vowel", the indeterminate ə-sound, which discharges the same function as the connective i-vowel (izafat) in Persian compound-nouns or ə in Hindustani. Cf. antz, resemblance, antz-e-ko, similar; bat, one, bat-e-tako, together; goiz, morning, goiz-e-tik, early; edegin on-e-ko gizona, a man of good character. But from certain survivals of an archaic usage it can be proved that ə is not a connective vowel but the relic of an old genitive ending which was a rival formation of the suffix -ren in Kolarian dialects. Thus Mundari, Ho, and Kurku regularly form their genitives by adding ə (Kurku yə) to the root, the compensatory lengthening of the vowel enabling us to infer that its prototype was probably ai. Possessive adjectives in these dialects are formed from the personal pronouns by adding ə, where Santali has ren, while Basque compromises by using both. Cf.:—

Sant. *in-ren, my (lit. I-of) = Ho aing-ə = Basq. en-e (for *in-ai), and ni-re (for *in-re).
Sant. *in-ren sadom, my horse = Ho and Mundari aing-ə sadom = Basque en-e zaldi-a or ni-re zaldi-a.
From the foregoing explanation of the history of the possessive adjective ene, my, in Basque, it will be readily apparent that we have here a survival of an obsolete case-ending in e, which identifies itself with the Kol genitive ending in a, and ought, therefore, to be carefully distinguished from the indeterminate o-vowel, to which it has neither etymological nor grammatical affinity. In some compounds it appears in its earlier form a, as in biar-a-mon, to-morrow-of-day, i.e. the following day; and this interchange of a with e can only be explained in one of two ways; either e is a weakened and later form of a, which was the original form of the Basque genitive-ending, or the sounds a and e differently represent the diphthong ae (< ai), which was the primitive form of the Kolarian genitive-ending, whence are derived the postpositions a in Ho and Mundari and yá in Kurku.

A rival genitive ending, but apparently one that was seldom used, was the postposition t peculiar to the ablative and cognate with -z in Basque, which also marks the latter case. This, however, will be discussed under that particular case, because, although it appears in many compounds (e.g. bara-z-kal, lunch-time), and after bethe, full, with all the force of a genitive, there can be no doubt of its identity with the ablative suffix. The same holds true of Santali, which creates its possessive adjectives by prefixing its ablative t-suffix to the personal pronouns; e.g. t-iūn, my (lit. of I), t-am, thy (see p. 169).

Another sign of the Basque genitive is -n or -en, which is tacked on to definite and indefinite nouns. The Biscayan dialect employs it in both numbers, as in sema-a-en, of the son; gizon-en, of men; and in all the dialects en (for *ek-en) is the usual suffix for denoting the genitive plural; e.g. chori-en, of birds; hau-en, of these; hilen besta, the feast of the dead; zu-en, your; ay-en, their. The genitive singular, nevertheless, is more commonly formed by the Kol suffix ren, of, which is a compound of the locative suffix re, in, on, and the possessive suffix en, n, of. Hence are derived the genitives seme-a-ren, of the son; lurren, of earth. Basque scholars suppose that this r belongs to the definite article, regardless of the fact that the absence of the article makes no difference to the suffix, as in the words lurren, of earth; zeru-ren, of heaven; Pedro-ren, of Peter; where we find the bare root-word united to a simple suffix which is identical with the corresponding suffix -ren in Santali.
But even in the genitive singular the simplest form of the suffix -n, or -en is not unknown. It occurs, for instance, in expressions like Jawn-a-en grazi-a-z, by the grace of the Lord (lit. Lord-the-of grace-the-by); kun-en baith-an, in him, lit. he-of side-in (Labourdin dialect), where the Souletin dialect would use har-tan and the Guipuzcoan be-re-gan; and in many verbal nouns, and a few compounds like igande, Sunday (i.e. ekhi+n+de, sun-of-day). Moreover, both Santal and Basque have retained one of its special functions as an adjectival suffix indicating “possession”, or some inherent quality which is vested in the root-idea; e.g.:

Sant. achen-an, wealthy (lit. wealth of); apat-an, having a father; tarware-an, having a sword.

Basq. oz-en, sonorous (from ots, noise); hebai-n, weak; ilhau-n, feeble; ilhu-n, dark; legu-n, leu-n, slippery; arh-in, ar-in, light, easy; bi-an, twice; azke-n, last.

Some adjectives and adverbs prefer its compound form ren, but in not a single instance is the presence of the definite article remotely suggested; e.g. alde-ren, in comparison; from alde, a time, period; and the ordinal numbers which are formed by the suffix -garren, as in bi-garren, twice; hirur-garren, thrice; contracted to hirren (hirur, hidur+ka+ren).

By means of the comparative method, accordingly, we are led to the conclusion that the genitive case in the parent speech from which Santal and Basque are collaterally descended, was formed by one of three suffixes, -ai, -η, and its compound -ren (for re+η). Very early, however, in fact before the period of final separation, the Basques and Santals had begun to confuse the ablative with the genitive and the genitive with the ablative owing to their divergent interpretations of the exact values of certain suffixes. The suffix -ko means “from” in Basque, which now employs it to denote the relative genitive; but that its primary function was originally that of an ablative-suffix is made clear by its Santal cognate, kho-n or kho-ch', from, the suffix which forms the ablative. On the other hand, Santali creates its possessive adjectives out of the personal pronouns by prefixing t-, which, as will be discussed later, is the characteristic ending of the ablative and instrumental cases and corresponds in Basque to the suffix tik or dik, from, a compound suffix derived from de, te, from, of, and -k, of, by which a second ablative is obtained.
The resultant confusion between such cases, as instanced by the Santal possessive genitive in t- (= Basq. ablative in tik, or dik) and the Basque relative genitive in ko (= Sant. ablative in khou), suggests to us that the reason why the genitive came to be confounded with the ablative was because of the various meanings attributed to the ablative suffixes. Furthermore, the history of such compounds as ren, reau, reak' in Santali, and dik and ren in Basque, exemplifies how new distinctions of prepositional meaning came to be expressed by inflecting and then agglutinating monosyllabic suffixes to one another—a grammatical method of aggregating suffixes which must have begun long before Basque had finally lost all connexion with Bengal, as certain of these compound suffixes are still used in common by Basque, Santali, and Mundari. And no doubt it was this elasticity of their use for they were not fixed absolutely to particular cases as would have happened in inflectional languages—an elasticity which explains best so notable a diversity.

The principal genitive-endings common to the Kol and Basque declensions may be summarized thus:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kolarian</th>
<th>Basque</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. ái (&gt; á, yá).</td>
<td>aí &lt; ae {á, e.}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. n, en, an.</td>
<td>n, en.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. ren, re.</td>
<td>ren, re.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. [kho-n, an ablative suffix.]</td>
<td>ko (and its compound tako).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. d (&gt; t), an ablative suffix.</td>
<td>[z, an ablative suffix.]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. Dative

The forms of datives in modern Kol languages have been reduced to two in number, the invariable case-endings being then and te in Santali and te and tate in Mundari. But in an earlier stage of development several extra suffixes were added to distinguish more subtle shades of difference, for the fact that the dialects Ho and Kurku employ quite different dative-endings from Santali leads us to suppose that originally the number of datives exceeded those now in use: Basque itself has four datives—the simple dative, and the datives of place, direction, and change. The first ends in the suffix i, which corresponds to the preposition "to" in meaning, although lacking the functions of a preposition; the second ends in the suffix -tan, as in zeru-tan,
lurre-tan, to heaven, to earth; the third in tara or tala, which is a compound of the pronominal particle tā and the suffix ra or la, towards, as in zeru-tara, lurre-tara; and the fourth in tarat or talat, which is a double-dative and an extension of the preceding. So far, then, as modern Basque is concerned, not less than four datives may be claimed to be in common use, only two of which are worthy to be considered primitive—those in i or tan. The others have acquired their sense of "direction" from the locative suffix ra or la, to, towards, which is still preserved in its simplest form in a few words like mendiala, the west (lit. hillwards); eskela, north-east (lit. leftwards); and ego-al-de, south (lit. the place towards the sun). Besides these ordinary suffixes there fall to be noted a few with special functions which are no longer connected with the Basque declension.

1. Dative in -i. In origin this ending is probably derived from an old locative in ai or ei; whence its combination with the locative suffix -re to form the compound dative-ending -ri. Thus we get in Basque gizon-i, to man; gizona-i, to men; and the temporal adverbs ora-i, now (dative of ora, hour); beth-i, always (dative of beta, time); sarri, soon; and etzi, the day after to-morrow. Its compound ri (for *re-i = Sant. re+ai, ae, á) is seen in datives like ni-ri, hi-ri, zu-ri, to me, to thee, to you; while both suffixes -i and -ri commonly appear as infinitive-endings, indicating thereby that such verbal infinitives were primarily regarded as nouns in the dative case. Occasionally it is used as a suffix in nouns of place, where its force is entirely that of a true locative, e.g. ano-i, a manger (lit. food-place); ata-i, lobby, vestibule (from *atal-i, door-place).

The modern Santal dative-ending is a true locative, but the suffix corresponding to Basque -i appears in verbal infinitives as -a, and in adverbs as ai, aē, or ā, and rarely i. Compare bedh-ai, all round; endr-ae, three days hence; gharti-ā, next, again (from ghuri, time); dar-ā, soon; hol-ā, yesterday; and hal-ā, hal-i (for hal-ai), recent, modern, present, now; an old dative of hal, state or being, condition, present circumstances. From this last word has also come the adverbial locative hal-e, thus, in this state, which has produced the adverb hal-ā in Basque (and njal-o for jal-au, in its sister-language Zulu), both meaning "so, thus," and both being locative datives derived from a Kolarian prototype *kal- (whence Sant. hal, chal), circumstance,
case, condition, state. A reduplicated form in Santali is hala-hali, equal, equalized (lit. state to state), which has produced in Basque the adverb hala-hala or hala-hula, equal, similar, alike. In the Guipuzcoan dialect its form is ala-ala, middling, so-so, like, both nouns being assimilated to the nominative, although one of them was certainly an oblique case like the dative. The Basque case-ending -i is thus seen to be a locative suffix corresponding to an obsolete Kolarian type ai, of which Santali makes use of its variants ai, ae, ā, e, and i mostly in archaisms and temporal adverbs.

2. Dative in -tan. That in early Basque this suffix was a noun of independent meaning can be proved without difficulty. As a noun it occurs in the compound word zer-thana, a district, province, shire; from zer-, zerra, a piece, fragment, something cut; and *thana, an obsolete word for land, country. Among the Iberians of France and Spain the word was widely known and used. Hence such compounds as Aqui-tania, the country of the mountains; Baste-tania, the country of the woods; Luse-tania (Portugal), Turde-tania, and so on. This dative-suffix was, therefore, regarded among the Basques as a noun, which signified place, locality, country; and although modern grammarians treat it as a simple dative, one may observe that in such common expressions as zer-tan, wherein; and ontzaik ancoruetan, the ships at anchor, its primitive force as a locative is clearly implied.

The antiquity of this Basque usage may be gauged from the fact that Santali forms its dative by the same suffix then, which means place, locality. As a noun it may be declined; e.g. then-ren, of a place; then-khon, from a place; and when combined with the verb mena, to be, conveys the idea of possession; e.g. in-then menak'a, it is to me, I have it—a peculiar idiomatic expression that is frequently employed in Kolarian tongues but universally in the derived Bantu dialects.

As nouns have no gender in Santali, when it becomes necessary to distinguish between animate and inanimate objects, or between persons and things, the form of the suffix is varied slightly—then being the dative-ending for nouns in the first and second declensions, and te for those of the third. Thus we have kora-then, to the boy; but buru-te, to the mountain. At first sight one might be inclined to think that the first is a longer or
inflected form of the second, but the difference in the character of the initial consonants, the one being an aspirated cerebral \( \text{ṭh} \) and the other a hard dental stop \( t \), is against the theory of their connexion. Furthermore, in dialects like Ho and Mundari, the dative suffix \(-te\) and its compound \( \text{ṭāṭe} \) are used in a way which proves conclusively the independent origin of \( te \) and \( then \) as dative case-endings. Mundari has three dative-endings, \(-then\), \(-te\), and its compound \(-ṭāṭe\), while Ho and Kurku make their datives only in \( ke \). Hence there is as much difference between the postpositions \( ke \) and \( te \) as between \( te \) and \( then \), the first of these being derived from an archaic Kolarian prototype *\( qe \), to, from which Ho has obtained its dative in \( ke \), Basque its obsolete dative in \(-ka\), and Bantu languages their prepositional prefix \( ku \), which forms the infinitives of verbs. The same particle runs through Aryan tongues as a preposition governing both dative and accusative, but on this score nothing need be said of a fact that has no relevant interest here.

To illustrate the use of the different case-endings in Kolarian speech, a few examples will not come amiss. In Mundari the dative has two endings, one in \(-te\), which is called the Definite Locative of Motion \( to \), and another in its compound \( \text{ṭāṭe} \), which is called the Indefinite Locative of motion \( towards \); e.g. \( \text{Bir-ṭe} \), to the forest; \( \text{bir-ṭāṭe} \), towards the forest. As previously mentioned, the dative in Ho is formed by \( ke \), and in Kurku by \( ke \) or \( ken \). Thus: Ho \( \text{ing-ke} \), to me = Kurku \( \text{in-ke} \) = Mundari \( \text{aing-then} \) = Santali \( \text{in-then} \). Compound dative suffixes in Ho are \( \text{ṭāṭe} \) and \( sāṭe \), towards; and \( tāre \) and \( sāre \), to, with, beside, near; e.g. \( ale \ tāre \), to us; \( uli-ikir \ sāṭe \), to the mango at the deep water.

To form many of its adverbs from other parts of speech, Santali makes use of the dative-ending \( then \), to; and also the other postposition \( te \), into, towards, which is derived from an earlier Kolarian prototype *\( de \), towards, and totally distinct from the dative-suffix \( ke \), to, of Ho and Mundari. Thus we obtain three classes of adverbs like the following:

1. Sant. \( \text{sanam-then} \), everywhere = Basq. \( \text{oro-tan} \) (lit. every place); \( oka-then \), near what place.

2. Sant. \( \text{han-te} \), thither (to yonder); \( no-te \), hither (to this); \( \text{tayom-te} \), hereafter, afterwards, behind, to the rear; \( en-te \), in that direction.
From these, in turn, it is no difficult matter to obtain adjectives after the possessive suffix -an or -n is added; e.g.:—

no, this; no-te, hither; no-te-n, of or belonging to this; no-te-n-ko, those of or belonging to this (place).

The synthetic form of this suffix, which is almost prepositional in character and function, is tâte in Ho and Mundari, where it is made to serve the purpose of a second dative. It is derived from the pronominal particle tâ and the prepositional suffix de, to, towards. In Basque this compares with datives of the third and fourth class in -tara, -tala, and -tarat, -talat (contracted to -rat, -lat by dropping the pronominal particle -ta). Minus the infix -ra or -la, which denotes direction, this dative-ending would exactly accord with its Ho and Mundari cognates, i.e. Mundari tâ-te = Basq. *tat (for *tâ-tu). In its simplest form the Kolarian dental postposition *de, to, is rendered by -tu, which in modern Basque is employed to mark the verbal infinitive, just as the Kolarian guttural postposition *ge, to, has come to distinguish especially the verbal-infinitive in Bantu. Thus we get ikatz-tu, to carbonize, from ikatz, coal; hira-tu, to be vexed, from hira, vexation; deslei-tu, from deslei, squint-eyed, cognate with Sant. hesra, squint-eyed, from the root hesa, close together, touching each other (= Zulu locative e-duze, near); batu, to unite, from bat, one; chabal-du, to flatten, from chabal, flat (Sant. chepre); and so on, with innumerable other examples. It also combines readily with other nominal case-endings like ri, ki, ka to form the compound infinitive suffixes -ritu, -kitu, and -katu. When compounded with the pronominal particle -ta, the verbal suffix becomes -tatu (= Mundari tâ-te), the superfluous locative infix -ra or -la, which has probably crept into the dative case at a comparatively recent period, being conspicuous by its absence from the primitive compound. Cf. ur, water, ur-tatu, to water; narrio, remorse, scruple, narri-tatu, to irritate, incense; burho, an oath, burhos-tatu, to swear; odol, blood, odola-tatu, to stain with blood. In a few adverbs the root-vowel has been weakened to i, as in achiti, henceforth, hereafter (lit. to the back or rear; from atze, back) and urru-ti, far (lit. towards the distant or remote; from urrun, far). In such cases the weakened form -ti has clearly been derived from the old suffix -tu through an obsolete intermediate form -tû (i.e. tu > tü > ti).
3. The third class of adverbs in Santali is distinguished by the archaic guttural postposition *qe, which appears as -ke regularly in distributives where Basque uses -ka, and the check-sounds -ch' and -l', peculiar to Santal speech (= Basq. -k and -t), the interchange of which points to the velar character of the guttural and the presence of the dental vowel e or i which followed it. Hence ke is for *qe, *que. A comparison of the following examples will illustrate the simple mode of forming distributive adverbs in Basque and Santali.

**Santali**

Mit'-ke mit', one by one (lit. one-to-one).
Sue-ke sa, by hundreds.
Din-ke din, day by day.
Serma-ke serma, year by year.

**Basque**

Baná-ka, for bat-na-ka bat.
Ehun-ka, for ehun-ka ehun.
Egun-ka, for egun-ka egun.
Urthe-ka, for urthe-ka urthe.

Likewise, we obtain the Basque adverbs chorta-ka, drop by drop; pochin-ka, bit by bit; urhats-ka, step by step, the custom of repeating the noun having fallen into desuetude. That this was not the ancient mode can be seen from the Santal examples quoted above, where the root-word is reduplicated but kept apart from the obsolete dative case-ending ke, to. In the Ho dialect reduplication takes place without the intervening -ke, the consequence being that many compounds are so atrophied that they are not always easy to analyse. Compare the distributives mimiya (for miad-miad), one by one; momorea (for morea-morea), five by five; babaria (for baria-baria), two by two. Without this reduplication such distributives would not be grammatically complete or intelligible, and if its use is considered superfluous in Basque, the reason can only be that the Basques have forgotten the datival function and significance of the inflectional suffix ka.

In other instances, Santali forms many adverbs by the final check-sound -k' (sometimes -l', with which it readily interchanges), and a comparison of these with their Basque cognates seems to show that the same interchange is admitted in Basque. Thus, from the following equation:

Sant. androk' sandrok', hither and thither = Basq. arriet zarret, to right and left,

we draw the inference that final k' of Santali is the relic of the obsolete dative-ending -ke, which has interchanged with -t in
Basque because the guttural was originally a velar, followed by i or e. Similarly, barat', ba'drak', with great force, and its reduplicated form bebarich' for *bari-barich'. Other examples in Basque of adverbs ending in -t are chich-t, quickly; leka-t, except; and cherren-t, lively. Again, there is a numerous class of verbs in Santali whose infinitives are formed by the check-sound ch', a palatalized form of k', which may be similarly derived from this guttural monosyllable *qe, and interchanges freely with the check-sound t'. Thus we get asach', asat', to weep; and alech', alet', to scold, blame, from ale + qe (= Basq. alatu, to scold, blame, from ala + tu).

Finally, we have distributive verbs in Basque in -katu, which combine the infinitive suffix -tu with the distributive words preceding it, e.g. ortz-ka-tu, to bite (for ortz-ka-ortz-tu); from ortz, a tooth; synonymous with agin-ke egin, to bite (for agin-ke agin egin, to put tooth to tooth). Of similar composition are chehekatu, to break small (from chehe, small); bihotskatu, to fret (from bihotz, heart); musurkatu, to root up earth with the snout (from musu, snout); belavn-ikatu, to kneel (from belavn, knee), karra-katu (= Sant. khadrao), to grind; kitzikatu, kilikatu (= Sant. gutlu), to tickle.

Comparing now the various dative-endings which we have shown to be common to the Kolarian and Basque declensions, although not all of them are seen to perform their original rôle in the declension, we may note the following six:—

**Kolarian**

1. Sant. ai, ae, ā, i (simple locative). **Basque**
2. " then (local dative). 
3. " thech' (synthetic or double dative).
4. Mundari te (definite locative).
5. " tate (indefinite locative). **(tatu (infinitive dative).**
6. Ho, Kurku ke (prepositional dative).  **(tarat, talat, rat, lat (nominal indefinite dative).**

**V. Accusative**

As both Santali and Mundari have assimilated the accusative to the nominative, the context alone can decide the position of either. But that this is an acquired carelessness of speech seems
to be proved from the survival of obsolete case-endings which have once defined the objective. Ho and Kurku, for instance, add *ke to the nominative, as in bing-ke, a snake; ing-ke, aing-ke, me; am-ke, thee; ini-ke, him; but as the same suffix serves also for the dative, its identity with the Kolarian postposition *qe, to, already discussed under the dative, is beyond all question. We are thus bound to conclude that this prepositional suffix governed both the dative and accusative, while its use in declension was bound to make a clear distinction between these cases and the nominative.

Basque treats its accusative like the nominative and forms the so-called indefinite accusative by the guttural suffix k, ik, which is identical with that of the indefinite nominative, e.g. burrik, earth; serurik, heaven. This is used only when the noun is in the indefinite form, and is the characteristic suffix of the indefinite plural as well as singular. Compare the accusatives in bururik estu, he has no sense; and aterik ate dabilen baten, of one who goes from door to door. The same may be said of adverbs in -ik, which may properly be regarded as the indefinite accusative cases of nouns and other parts of speech. Compare dan-ik, since (from *tan, an obsolete word meaning "time"); orai-dan-ik, henceforth; bethi-dan-ik, always; which are true accusatives, as are also the perfect participles active of verbs which are distinguished by this special suffix, e.g. jan-ik, having eaten; al-ik, being able, possible; ikus-ik, having seen. From this it becomes patent that the active participles of transitive verbs, which closely corresponded to the ablative absolutes in Latin, were treated like adverbs, a feature of the Basque conjugation which has made datives of its verbal infinitives and accusatives of its perfect participles.

The terminal ending *ke is also used in Santali to denote the active verbal suffix by which the conditional mood is formed, but whether it has the same origin as the prepositional case-ending *ke, to, is not quite clear. It corresponds in Basque to the verbal suffix -ke, the sole function of which is to distinguish the present and imperfect tenses of the optative mood, e.g. :-

Sant. in hatao-ke-a, I should take it (lit. I-to-take-should-it). Basq. nu-ke, I might have; neza-ke, I should; nioa-ke, I might go.

That many words formed their accusative by adding sonant
-m to the nominative may be inferred from the variety of adverbs with this case-ending, as well as the analogous use in Sanscrit which formed its accusative and many adverbs by the same means. To this class belong the Santal adverbs din-am, daily (accus. of din, a day); kal-om, next year; hol-kal-om, two years ago; sat-om, two years hence; sapru-m, entirely; uthu-m, consequently; sugu-m, stealthily; san-am, all, wholly (accus. of *san-, whence gen. sg. san-ak', instantly, at once = Basq. gen. sg. bat-e-tako, together, at once; dat. sg. san-i, again); and sin-am, exactly, truly, which is cognate with Basque sin-ez, truly, verily, the ablative of sin, fact, testimony. Terminal -m of Kolarian speech always appears as -n in Basque, and this invariable rule of the terminal nasal applies also to sonant m (Sant. -am, -om), which passes into the Basque sonant-vowel e (for n), or in, n consonantal. The probability is, therefore, that Basque adverbs ending in n, in, n were originally accusatives in terminal m. Thus are explained the words beh-in, be-in, once (for *bat-n < *bek-m < *s-mk-m); lehen, len, soon, early, before, the accusative case of an obsolete noun *lehe, meaning "the front" (cf. Sant. laha, in front of, before, to be before); and chun, hundred, a contraction of *sehun (< *seun < *smy), which in Santali becomes sue, hundred, a contraction of *sam-am (< sm-m), the accusative of an archaic root sam- expressing the idea of completeness, entireness, fullness, and etymologically connected with the comitative suffix *qsm.

In certain instances this adverbial accusative was strengthened by prefixing the pronominal particle tā to the sonant. This produced -dam in Santali, which seems to be similar to the analogous use of the ending -dam in Sanscrit. Compare the following:—

Ek-dam, at once, instantly, from eka, one; and mon-dam, every day, always, the accusative of an old root mon, day, which is preserved in the Basque *mon, day, as it appears in the compound biar-a-mon, the following day (lit. to-morrow-of-day). When the terminal nasal is dropped unaccented e remains; e.g. nir-dae, wholly, absolutely; sed-ae, formerly, long ago; and sa-dae (= Skt. sa-dam), always; but soe-dom, meanwhile, for the present, and sa-dam-ad, continuously, without a break.

Compared together, then, the case-endings which marked the
ancient Kolarian and Basque accusative might be briefly tabulated thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Santali</th>
<th>Basque</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Same as nominative.</td>
<td>Same as nominative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. ỳ (-am, om, m, e).</td>
<td>in, n, e (for ỳ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. ke (for *qe).</td>
<td>k, tk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. ´dam, ´dae (for tá-ù), synthetic rik. accusative.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. Ablative

The special suffix attached to the Santal ablative is khon, or khoch', from, since, for; e.g. burnu-khon, from the mountain; barpe serma-khon, for two or three years (lit. two-three year-from); holu khoch', since yesterday. It enters as an element into the adverbial conjunctions ko-be, when, and ko baji, how often, the simplest form of the root being ko and corresponding to the Basque postposition ko, from, of, which becomes -go after n and ỳ. By its aid are formed a numerous class of adverbs, e.g. oka-khon, where-from, whence; on-khon, there-from, thence (=Basq. non-go). In Basque it has a synthetic or double form which is obtained by agglutinating the two ablative suffixes -z and -ko. Hence we get Burgos-ko, from Burgos; alperre-ko, alperre-zko, useless, vain; be-z-ko, a low tide; goi-z-ko, a high tide. Both -z and -ko are clearly ablative case-endings, or they would not combine without negativating or weakening each other, and this progression of suffixes is in accordance with an unwritten law that the primary case-endings, when agglutinated to each other, must be of the same class and perform the same functions in the declension. But, as some latitude is allowed for locatives which may belong either to the dative or ablative, the latter can readily associate with case-endings characteristic of the former and vice versa. Whence are obtained the compounds kiko, for; lako, because; tzako or ko-tzat, for, because; and rako, towards.

Nowadays the chief function in Basque which the suffix -ko discharges is (1) to mark the relative genitive; e.g. chori-tako, of (a) bird; chori-ko, of (the) bird; chorie-tako, of the birds, zeruko, zeru-tako, of heaven.

(2) To form possessive adjectives and nouns denoting the agent or instrument; e.g. eche, house; eche-ko, domestic; lema, helm; lema-ko, steersman.
(3) In addition to these functions it possesses a third which only Santali and Basque share in common, namely, the formation of the comparative degree of adjectives. When two objects are compared, that with which the comparison is made is placed in the ablative. The Santal ablative suffix *khon* has thus the force of a higher degree of comparison when it is applied to the adjective, and in the collocation assumes the meaning of “than”; e.g. *noa do ona khon marawiga*, this is larger than that; *puthi reak' khon thuthi reak' sorosa*, the memory is better than a book. The Mundari and Ho dialects, however, whose ablatives end in *ete* or *te*, form the comparative degree by this second suffix, e.g. *ora-ete daru salangi mena*, the tree is higher than the house.

It is curious to find that whereas modern Basque follows Mundari by forming its ablative by the corresponding suffix *-ez, -z*, it compromises with Santali by having preserved its method of forming the comparative of adjectives. This is done by combining the ablative suffix *ko, go*, from, than, with the definite forms of adjectives, as for example:—

*Handi*, great; *handi-a-go*, greater (lit. great-the-than).
*Guti*, little; *guti-a-go*, less; *gor-a-go*, higher; *gei-a-go*, more.

There can be little doubt, therefore, that this suffix *ko* which marks the so-called relative genitive in Basque was originally an ablative case-ending like *khon, kho-* in Santali, and must have been taken up into the genitive only within recent times. Both were true ablative postpositions meaning (1) from, by; (2) than; and it was by virtue of their varied meanings that they so early acquired the function of forming the ablative as well as the comparative degree of adjectives. This was not difficult when we know that *ko-* or *khon* signified “than” in Santali as well as “from”, and although the corresponding Basque suffix *ko, go*, means “from, of”, but never “than”, its ancient significance in the latter sense must be inferred from the use of this suffix in forming the comparative degree. Strictly speaking, we ought still to regard it as an ablative suffix as it is almost equivalent to Latin *a, ab*, from, without carrying any definite possessive, partitive, or relative quality; but as all Basque grammarians regard it as the sign of the genitive exclusively, it is well to emphasize that its true history as an index of case relations is very different.
As already mentioned, the Mundari and Ho ablative case-ending is -ete, which is apparently an extended form of the instrumental suffix -te. The former dialect makes use of two case-endings, one in -ete which designates the definite locative of motion from, and the other in tâte or tátáte, that is, the pronominal particle tá compounded with éte, which designates the indefinite locative of motion from. Its original form seems to have been e-de, and from this is directly derived the Basque postposition ez, which marks the ablative. It is much used in the making of adverbs and adverbial expressions; compare hitzez hitz, word by word; beraz, then; berariaz, purposely; gauaz, by night; gunez, within reach; egunaz, by day; buruz ikasi, to learn by heart (= Sant. boro-te sikhnat); zer-ez, because.

Like the suffix ko, now used as a genitive ending, this ablative suffix has sometimes a genitive or possessive force when used as an infix in compound nouns; e.g. baru-z-kal, dinner-hour (lit. time of food); lot-ez-hume, a legitimate child (lit. body-from-child); where the ablative assumes the character of an incipient genitive, just as it also does after the adjective bethe, full; e.g. zauri-z bethe, full of sores; bezurrez bethe, full of bones; after the verb orthitù, to remember; e.g. hilez orhit adi, be mindful of death; and after gañ, above; e.g. guziaz gañ, over all, and similar compounds.

While Santali has but one form of the ablative and Basque three, the Mundari dialect, as already noted, makes its ablative in -ete or -tâte according as it desires to express the definite or indefinite locative of motion from a place or object. Analogous to this formation in Basque is the simple ablative in -ez, -z, the definite ablative in -tärík, and the corresponding indefinite ablative in -tärík, e.g.:

(a) lurr-ez, from earth; lurr-a-z, from the earth (simple ablative).

(b) lurr-e-tärík, from earth; lurr-e-tik, from the earth (indef. and def. ablative of motion from).

zeru-tärík, from heaven; zeru-tik, from the sky (indef. and def. ablative of motion from).

Similarly, with the words gan-dik, from; non-dik, whence; non-gandik, from whom; haste-tik, from the beginning; echeetik (for *eche-ak-dik), from the houses. This affix -tik is really the obsolete preposition te, de, from, of (Lat. ex) combined with
the guttural suffix \( k \), the contraction of \( ko \), which has been previously discussed; while \( t\acute{a}rik \) may probably stand for \( ta-dik \) with change of intervocalic \( d \) to \( r \) which is not uncommon, the pronominal particle \( t\acute{a} \)- being the same as that used in the other suffixes \( -t\acute{a}r\acute{a}, \ t\acute{a}l\acute{a}, \) or Mundari \( t\acute{a} \) in \( t\acute{a}\acute{e}t\acute{e}, \) etc. The problem remains, therefore, to decide whether Santali formerly possessed an ablative in \( -ete, \ te (\leq *e-de, *de) \) like Ho and Mundari, from which the Basque suffix \( -ez, -z \) is directly derived, or else had only the single form in \( kho, khon \).

Archaisms of speech favour the view that the old Santali declension had certainly an ablative case in \( ete, te \), as well as in \( kho \) or \( khon \), for we find a true ablative in an adverb like \( tayom-te \) (= Ho \( t\acute{a}i\acute{u}m-te \), behind, afterwards; lit. "from the back"). In this instance the idea conveyed by the instrumental suffix is remote indeed. So, too, is it with the possessive adjectives which are formed by prefixing the ablative \( t- \) affix to the personal pronouns; e.g. \( t-in, \) my \( (te+i\acute{n}, \ I), \ t-am, \) thy \( (te+am, \ thou), \ t-ale, t-aben, \ our; t-ape, \ your; t-ako, \ their; \) where Basque would use the genitive case of the pronoun (see p. 155). Compare the following constructions:

Sant. \( i\acute{n}-\text{ren}, \) or \( t-i\acute{n}, \) my, mine = Basq. \( \text{neu-re}, \ ni-re, \) my;
\( \text{ni-re}, \) mine.

Sant. \( am-\text{ren}, \) or \( t-am, \) thy, thine = Basq. \( \text{eu-re, hi-re,} \) thy;
\( \text{hi-re}, \) thine.

From such examples it is obvious that Santali had originally an ablative in \( -te \) which was afterwards taken up into the genitive, just as the ablative in \( kho, khon \) was adopted wholly as a genitive ending in Basque, while \( -z \) also is coming to have the force of both genitive and ablative. A careful distinction should, therefore, be drawn between the instrumental case in \( -te \) and the now obsolete ablative suffix \( -ete \) or \( -te \). Its unmodified form as a preposition in Basque would seem to be \( -te \) or \( de \), as found in the combination \( tik \) or \( dik \), from, since. From this synthetic or double ablative suffix in its uncontracted form are obtained such compounds as \( men-deko \), a subject, slave (from \( men, \) power), and \( jaz-tek\acute{a}, \) clothing (from \( jan\acute{z}i, \) to clothe).

Among the chief case-endings, accordingly, which can be assigned to the ablative, a comparison of Basque and Kolarian speech would include the following:
1. Sant. ko-, whence khon, khanak', khoch', from, than, by.
2. Sant. te, t, from, of, by (possessive genitive, ablative, and instrumental).
3. Mundari -ete (definite locative of motion from).
4. tuete (indefinite locative of motion from).

VII. Instrumental

In Kolarian languages this case is commonly confused with the ablative, and no broad difference between them ever seems to have been recognized. Its distinctive suffix is te, by, with, through; and by its aid a large class of adverbs is formed and nouns derived from verb-roots. It appears to be only the hardened form of an earlier d or de, analogous in Aryan languages to the Sanscrit ablative-ending in -t and Old Latin -d, whose primary function was to denote the agency, instrument, cause, or means by which anything was made or done. Thus we get in Santali the following instances: hote-te, niyé-te, by means of; en-te, for, because; enka-te, by this means, thus; sao-te, ga-te with; lagae-te, along with, including; rimil-te, with clouds; cf: rimille sermae dalop' chabaak'ata, the sky is all obscured with clouds. When combined with the possessive suffix an, n, the adjective-forming compound -ten is obtained; whence compounds like sadom-ten-ren-ko-hor, cavalry (lit. horse-with-having-of-they-man), and hor-ten-ren-ko-hor, travellers (lit. road-with-having-of-they-man).

No instrumental case can now be traced in Basque unless we are to suppose that it has been merged in the ablative, a supposition not illogical if we consider that such ablatives as buru-z, by heart (e.g. to learn by heart) = Sant. boro-te (instrumental case of boro, heart); oñ-ez, on foot (from oñ, a foot); bidez, by means of; and zaldi-z, on horseback (= Santali and Mundari sadom-te), ought rather to be regarded as true instruments. That is to say, the z-suffix here signifies by the agency or means of, and does not convey the sense of "from, away from", which belongs to the ablative. In old Basque, therefore, the declension
of nouns must undoubtedly have had an instrumental case in
-es, z, which, as we have shown, still finds expression in a few
idiomatic words and phrases. When combined with the definite
article a, the, or the possessive suffix y, in, it produces tzea and
zen, or tzen. By their means Basque is able to form so many of
its verbal nouns and infinitives; e.g. gal-du, to lose; gal-tze, loss;
gal-tzen, to lose; il, dead; il-tzen, to die; anzu, dry; anzu-tzen,
to dry up; bizi, life; bizi-tzen, to live; and the verbal noun
bizi-tze bizi-tza, living, subsistence, means of livelihood. Such
infinitives cannot be regarded as other than verbal nouns, and
any analysis of verbal nouns like gal-tze, loss; bizi-tse, subsistence,
and of infinitives like farfatzea, to beat, strike; ouchedarratzea, to
prune, lop; hortzkitzea, to gnash the teeth; miawrthza, to shell
peas; nauzatzea, to banter, ridicule; mederatzea, to gain, profit,
will show that they are simply abstract nouns in the definite form
which are distinguished by a suffix similar in origin to the Santalji
suffix tet', an abstract noun-suffix made out of the instrumental-
ending te which is employed to form abstract nouns; e.g. hendet-
et', blackness; marain-tet', the greatness; get'tet', the thing cut
from get', to cut.

Hence it is certain that this Basque formative suffix tze was
originally instrumental in character and function, like te in Santali;
and that by this suffix verbal nouns were regularly formed out of
verb-roots—a method that has always been followed in Kolarian
and Basque speech. And if my readers have followed me thus far
in the argument so that they are able to trace the similarity
between the Kolarian and Basque instrumental suffixes (Sant.
te = Basq. tze, z), they will now find it less difficult to transport
themselves in spirit over an historical gap of many thousands of
years back to a pre-Neolithic era when Kolarian tongues were
Equatorial and had not yet migrated northwards into Bengal;
and they will learn something more of what is perhaps the most
interesting of all the case-endings known to the prehistoric Kolarian
decension.

By means of the infixes n, p, and the instrumental suffix de, d
(now invariably hardened to te, t except in a few archaisms),
Kolarian languages have created for themselves quite a host of
derivative words which have enriched their vocabulary to a large
extent. Yet it is extremely doubtful if at a very remote period
this method of infixation was so general as it has since become,
for otherwise Basque ought to show greater evidence of its use than it does to-day. Furthermore, so far as noun-formation in Basque is concerned, the importance of infixes has long ago ceased to exist, and in archaisms where the instrumental suffix is still retained as an infix in verbal-nouns, its former complete independence from the root itself is completely forgotten. Herein lies an important difference between modern Kolarian and Basque speech, for whereas the infixes in the former express independent meanings of their own, have special functions assigned them as parts of speech, and are easily detached from the root-words in which they lie buried, their cognates in Basque do not permit infixes to be removed from the roots without annihilating the existence of the words.

Consider, for instance, how un-Aryan is the common Santal mode of deriving nouns and adjectives from verb-roots by infixing the consonant $d$ or $t$, the instrumental case-ending $de$ or $te$, which signifies the agency, object, cause, means, instrument, or thing resulting from or produced by the condition or act denoted by the root-word. As already discussed, it is also employed as a prefix for the special purpose of converting the personal pronouns into possessive adjectives. Thus are formed *botor*, fear; from *bor*, to fear; *botolo*, entrance, from *bolo*, to enter; *etokop*, beginning, from *ehop*, to begin; *rotok*; a seam, from *rok*, to sew; *nu tum*, a name, from *nium*, to name; and *hadam*, a man, from an archaic root *ham*, *hom*, *hm* (*ghom*, *ghim*), meaning apparently "to abound, to be prolific." Santali does not explain this archaic root clearly, as it is apparently a word of Indonesian origin with undoubted Polynesian and Malayan affinities; but for our present purposes we may connect it with the root *ham* in Santali *hamram*, abundant, copious, prolific.

Selecting these last two examples for discussion, we have first to observe that Santali *nu tum* and *hadam* are cognate with the Basque words *izen*, a name, and *gizon*, a man, the instrumental infix of Santali appearing in Basque as $z$, which we have already endeavoured to prove is the particle whereby the instrumental and ablative cases are expressed. The history of these two verbal substantives may be thus explained:

\[
\sqrt{\text{nuem}} : \text{whence } *\text{nezem} > *\text{nizem} > *\text{nizen} > \text{izen}, \text{name.}
\]

\[
\sqrt{\text{ghom}} : \text{whence } *\text{gizom} > *\text{gizom} > \text{gizon, man (but cf. gizombat, a man).}
\]
Minus the infix, gizon would be reduced to its simplest form gin ( <- *gni, *gu), and this actually survives as an independent suffix in words like ikatz-gin, a coalman (from ikatz, coal); sor-gin, a wizard; gaicha-gin, an evil-doer, where its single function is to mark the agent. When the infix ch is substituted, the diminutive gichon, a little man, is obtained, which proves that the infix is still mobile. Further comparison of these roots with their Aryan cognates were no difficult task, although we must not overlook the fact that from the standpoint of comparative grammar, the gulf fixed between Kolarian and Aryan languages is wider than that between Kolarian and many of the infix-using languages of the East. But no harm can be done at this stage of our inquiry in simply stating that Santali inutum and Basque izen are radically the same as Sanscrit ndm, Latin nomen, English "name", etc.; while the verbal root gham or ghm, which produces hadam in Santali and gizon in Basque, appears in Latin homo, humanus; Gothic guma, man; and Anglo-Saxon goma (whence bryd-goma, bridegroom). Notwithstanding these radical affinities, it would be more correct to say that the Basque word gizon is far more closely related to Malay orang, man, than to Latin homo or English "groom", although a superficial dissimilarity is dead against the comparison.

The problem of their common origin is entirely a question of comparative grammar rather than of phonetics. The broad distinction between infix-using languages like Kolarian and Basque, and inflexional languages like Aryan or Semitic, is one that most will recognize. To illustrate the prevalence of this instrumental noun-forming infix throughout Polynesia, Oceania, and the Indian Archipelago among languages which are not connected with the Kolarian family (a prevalence which allows us to suppose the great antiquity of its use in Kolarian speech because of its supposed Indonesian place of origin), the following comparisons illustrating the use of the instrumental infix as a noun-formative, will serve to give but a glimpse of certain fundamental similarities in grammatical structure and vocabulary which existed between prehistoric Kolarian speech and many primitive languages of the Indonesian world.

(1) Sant. inutum (v inum), a name = Aneityum nidam (for *nidam); Ulia (Carolines) item (for *nitem); Mortlock (Carolines) it (for *itm <*nitem); Aulua (New Hebrides)
nahsen (for *nasein); the Miriam dialect of New Guinea has nasein, name, while its neighbouring dialect, Mabuiag, has natam, namesake. In the Idian (Dayak) dialect of Borneo the word has become naran (for *nadam), which appears as adum (for *nadum) in Sentah Dayak. In British New Guinea dialects it is atana in Maiva, arana in Kerepuni, and arame in Misima (for *naden, natehm), and so on through a great many dialects of the Malayan and Polynesian families, in which the dental-infix is characteristic.

(2) Santali hadam (vghrm), a man, with variants haram, herel, hor = Malay orang (for *horang < *hodañ < *hodam) with the usual dropping of the initial aspirate; and orang in many cognate Dyak dialects of Borneo and New Guinea. Further changes appear in the form ohang in Sabuyan (Sarawak) and gotao (for *godañ, ghodam) in Subanu; but the prevailing root-word throughout the Indonesian area is ata, ada, or ara, which are perhaps the atrophied forms of *hata, hata, hara with loss of the terminal nasal n or m and the initial h-breathing.

Without investigating a subject more closely which is outside the scope of Kolarian philology, we shall conclude by saying that enough evidence has been adduced to indicate the ultimate Indonesian origin and affinities of Kolarian speech, and that great care must be taken in comparing Kolarian and Basque with unrelated languages of Europe and Asia, be they Aryan, Dravidian, or Mongolian, and such like. In the matter of grammatical structure it must be obvious that a Basque word like gizon is more nearly allied to Malay orang through the medium of Kolarian speech, or Basque izea to Aneityumese nidan, than to cognate forms in inflectional languages from which the instrumental infix is conspicuous by its absence. And there can be no doubt that the Kolarian mode of forming nouns out of monosyllabic roots by inserting the instrumental case-ending in the middle of the root was adopted ages before the Kolarian race had emigrated to Bengal from a more eastern land, and was one whose origin can be traced to an ancient grammatical system that seems to have prevailed many thousand years ago among the dialects of distinct races such as Kolarian, Polynesian, Malayan, and Papuan.
VIII. Locative

The locative case is so mixed up with the dative and ablative that quite a number of suffixes may be said to express its variety of meanings, but of those which modern Kolarian and Basque specially assign to it, only three or four need be mentioned. Perhaps the oldest and most generally used of these is the Santal suffix *re, in, on, at, to which corresponds the Basque locative ending *ra. By means of this suffix adverbs and locatives are readily formed in both languages. Hence are derived the Santal locatives dharti-*re, in the world; gadi-*re, on the cart; *nut-*re, at night; orak'-*re, in the house, at home; and such adverbial expressions as oka-*re, where; chot-*re, above; racha-*re, outside; laha-*re, before; saman-*re, in presence of; talu-*re, among; in the midst of; jaha-*re, wherever; un-*re, then, at that time; chetan-*re, upon. The common assumption that Basque has no locative is quite erroneous, and its existence will be admitted by any grammarian who can trace any family likeness between Basque -ra and Kol. -re. We find it in the adverbs orre-*re, there; no-*re, where; go-*re, above, on high; be-*re, below, at the bottom; ardu-*re, often; harza-*re, anew; all of which are true locatives; as also in noun-locatives like goga-*re, at leisure, at ease (from gogo), neure esku-*re, in my hand (from esku, hand), and eche-*re, at home (from eche). The last of these is the exact etymological cognate of the Santali locative orak'ire (= Ho ora-*re), the noun ora, orak', house, being derived from an old root *ark or *r, to hide, shelter, protect (Mod. Sant. ad, od), just as Basque eche is derived from the verb ichi, now meaning “to shut, close, cover, hide”.

Mundari employs a compound form of this suffix, viz. tare (= Ho tere), to denote the indefinite locative of rest, while the simple suffix *re denotes the definite locative of rest; e.g. sirma-*re (= Sant. serma-*re), in heaven; soben-tare, above all; ne-tare, here, en-tare, there. Obviously this second locative in tare is only a combination of the primitive suffix *re with the pronominal particle tâ, which is often combined in Basque and Mundari with other simple case-endings like the genitive, dative, and ablative. Strictly speaking, Mundari tare is represented in Basque by the suffix -tara (i.e. the particle tâ + the locative -ra), but as this has been taken up into the dative to form what is called the indefinite dative of direction, its history now belongs properly
to that particular case rather than the locative. But this much may be said of it in passing that the difference between them is often slight, for the Mundari suffix *täre can express the same idea of direction as -tara does in Basque, as, for instance, in mundako-täre, to or towards the village-chiefs, where the suffix does not truly express a locative of rest.

Besides the locative in ra, Basque possesses another in n, in, which is simply the preposition "in, on". The suffix has the force of a preposition, a fact which explains its absence from the declensions of Santali, Ho, and Mundari; but as Kurku is the only dialect which uses the preposition n, en as a noun-suffix to any appreciable extent, its use must be regarded as an archaic but infrequent mode of expression in Kolarian speech. By its means we obtain the Basque definite locatives eche-a-n, in the house; lurra-a-n, in the earth; arat-in, on the back; esan-i-an; hitz batean, in a word; Bilbao-n, in Bilbao, and the adverbs artean, among; azpian, under; heben, hemen, here; baren, within; hullan, near; hurrun, far; othian, then; gainean, above; geruan, near; and its corresponding indefinite locative in -tán, as in iburu one-tan, in this book, which must be carefully separated from the dative in -tan (=Sant. then) if confusion is to be avoided, as the initial t is the intervocalic guttural k, which has previously been shown to be the characteristic suffix of the indefinite form of the noun. Onetan is thus derived from an earlier type *onenk-an, this-in, just as nitate, in me, is from *nik-an.

Besides these, use was also made of a vocalic postposition in ò or ai by a special class of words referring to time which could not well be attached to any of the recognized cases. This is true also of Basque, in which language there are many adverbs of time ending in ò which otherwise cannot be explained as belonging to any other case than the locative. By way of example, the following instances will serve to illustrate the difference: Sant. hol-a, yesterday, from an archaic Kol locative *gles-ái (≠*glel-ai) = Basque atzo (for *gatz-ò). Similarly are formed the temporal adverbs gap-a, to-morrow, and mah-a, last year, all of which seem to be the locatives of primitive mono-syllabic roots; and in Basque bañ-o, or bain-o, than, unless (beside bañ-a, bañ-an, bain-a, bain-an, but); orañ, orain, orai, now; whence orain-o, oran-o, again; anz, antz, resemblance;
locative anz-0, as, like; hauzi, a lawsuit; hauz-o, lawful; and ger-o, after (= Sant. ghuri-ā, again, next, from ghuri, ghori, time, interval of time), which governs the ablative; e.g. jæn-gero, after having eaten.

We conclude, then, that the ancient Kolarian speech possessed four suffixes and Basque five, which attached themselves specially to the locative case and not to any other, viz. —

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kolarian</th>
<th>Basque</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. ai, a (first locative).</td>
<td>o (first locative).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. re (second locative).</td>
<td>ra (second locative).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. táre (indef. loc. of rest).</td>
<td>tara (now a dative suffix).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. n, en (def. loc. of rest).</td>
<td>tan (indef. loc. of rest).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IX. Comitative

In Aryan languages this can equally well be expressed either by the ablative or instrumental, or with the aid of prepositions; but in agglutinative languages, which prefer to differentiate between the various relations of a noun by as many suffixes as it needs, the comitative case is so constantly used that it has an almost reason to rank for place in the Kolarian and Basque declensions as either the instrumental or locative. Its chief end is to express the idea of agglutination, unity, combination, association, or partnership; and in Santali this is expressed by means of the compound suffix samet, samit, with, along with, or selet’, salak’, with, together with. But in Basque the comitative case is formed by the suffix ki or kin, with, along with, which Basque scholars explain to be the syncopated form of the locative kide-n or khiden, in company. For this reason they say it governs another noun in the genitive; e.g. gizon-a-re-ki-n, with the man (lit. man-the-of-company-in). Its cognate in Santali is kita, a piece, division, part; and kitra, to divide or make into pieces. Idiomatically the word is used in the phrase kita ke kita, like with like, the exact equivalent to this in Basque being khidez khide or kidak kide-kin. The probability, therefore, amounts to an absolute certainty that the words kide and kin have no etymological connexion, and the former, having always been a noun, as proved by its Kolarian cognate, could not at the same time be a true preposition or case-ending with the added function of forming adjectives or adverbs.
Now in the suffix *kin we have sonant *n, which is absent from *kiden; that is, *kin stands for *kn, which is derived from an older type *qu < *qu, with; which could not have arisen from any part of *khide-n. Moreover, this was an abbreviated form of *qsim, *qsin, or sonant *qsm, *qsn, whence come the variants *sn, *sam, *sn, san, with, together, like, equal, some. Santali has preserved only the latter variant as san, san, while Basque has preserved both in the forms *kin and san, and the compound *kisun, kizun. The peculiarity of this ending was that like the instrumental suffix *te, to which it is often conjoined in Santali, it could be used also as a prefix.

As a prefix in Santali it occurs in the words saman, equal, similar, like, akin, one, the same; sam-an, much, many, sam-bhrrao, to hold or keep together; sam-ge, to reconcile; sam-pak, relationship; sam-fao, to amass, collect together; samet', samet' (ablative of the obsolete suffix *sam), with, together, with, sam-un, the end, completion, completely; sañgrau, to collect, amass; sañwar, santi, sañga, companion; sañgar, to go, walk with; sañ, sañote (< *san-te), with, along with, in company with; and in many other similar compounds. As a case-suffix we find it frequently united to the locative suffix re or the ablative in te, just as its cognate kin, ki, in Basque combines with re (which is supposed to be a genitive ending, although in this particular instance may be explained as the weak form of the locative-ending re) and the ablative in z. In this way Santali provides such examples of the obsolete comitative case, as ach' sao, with him; alin' sao, with us two; am sāore, or am sāote, with you; and in Basque gu-re-kin, with us; zeu-re-kin, with you; bakeureki, with peace; and ema-gin, a midwife (lit. woman-with), which is also the exact interpretation of the English word "midwife" (mid = German mit).

Adjectives are also readily formed by its means; e.g. az-kin, diligent, from ezi, to work; and a host of adverbs which are nothing but the comitative cases of nouns and adjectives; e.g. zurki, wisely; on-gi, well; ausar-ki, abundantly; hotz-ki, coldly; and izar-z-ki, izar-s-ki, starry. As a noun-formative we have it in egos-kin, a decoction (from egosi, to cook); iraz-ki, a warp; zarra-s-ki, havoc; estal-ki, a covering (from estali, to hide); abara-ki, a shelter for cattle. It enters as an important unit into other compounds such as the abstract suffixes (1) kintz
(for *qm + tz, z); e.g. il-kin-tz, massacre, from il, dead; (2), kizun, kisun (for q-sen, q-sem), as in egi-kizun, occupation (from egin, to do). Of these the second appears to combine the two primitive forms of the comitative suffix, viz. sem (> sen > sun, zun) with its prefix q-, which was apt to be elided. That the comitative case in old Basque ended in a suffix like sam or san without the guttural prefix, seems proved from a survival like the word bal-san, together, along with; but, strangely enough, the suffix in this archaic compound has so far preserved its comitative function that to avoid any obscurity of sense it is used in conjunction with its variant kin; e.g. gu-re-kin bal-san, along with us. Without the accompanying suffix kin, the latter part conveys a different idea, e.g. gure balsan, among us. The comitative suffixes kin and san must, accordingly, be regarded as variants of a single postposition, having identical functions, and the same meanings and powers, their divergence in form being due to early variations in pronouncing the original form *qem (> kizun, kisun), from which were developed several variants like qem, qm, qu, and sem, sm, sn (> kin, ki, sam, zem, san).

An interesting note in this connexion might here be added, although it may appear somewhat irrelevant to the subject of declension. As an independent word the old comitative prefix and suffix came to denote the numeral for "hundred", because this unit was evidently reckoned a proper completion of the numerical system among the ancient Kolarians and Basques. And it is significant that beyond this figure no numerals of common origin in Basque and Kolarian can be traced. In Santali the word is sae, Korwa sais, Kharia sai, Juang saha, Ho saw, and Savara sua (for *sma), a full hundred; but its primitive meaning was totality, completeness, which shows that the numerical idea was derived from the sense of completion. It enters also into the word samun, the end, the finish, completion, completely. The same word sae (for *sam < *sma) has produced the Basque numeral eun, elun, hundred (for *hm-om), while the sense of number or abundance is still preserved in the words sam-alda or sam-alda, much, and of completion in zemen-di, November, literally, the end (= Sant. samun) of the Neolithic year when the crops were gathered in and the festival of the dead (All Hallows) was observed in commemoration of those who had died within the previous year. This word for "hundred" is found in all
languages which claim descent from Kolarian speech, and may or may not be remotely kin to the root *km (i.e. *km-to-m), hundred, in Aryan speech. But sufficient has already been said to show its connexion with the comitative suffix, and to illustrate its variations in compounds which are but the developments of the several forms to which the original comitative case-ending qsem, with, has given rise—sam in Kolarian speech, and kizun, kisun, kin, ki, san, zem, and san in Basque.

**DUAL AND PLURAL NUMBER**

The method of forming the dual and plural number in Kolarian languages is so simple and direct that little need be said in the way of explanation. The formative dual of all nouns in Santali ends in *kin* (Mundari and Ho *king*), which is a combination of the personal pronouns *ko* + *iːn* (“they, I”). Its emphatic form is *akin*. The sign of the plural in Kolarian speech is indicated by the pronoun *ko*, they, emphatic form *ako, onko*, and in the declension of nouns, pronouns, verbs, and other parts of speech, these two pronouns invariably attach themselves to the roots they qualify, so that in the dual and plural number the postpositions used in the declension of nouns are always separated from the roots by *ko* and *kin*. The following examples will illustrate this feature which is characteristic of Basque as well as of Santali or Mundari:—

**Santali**

- *hadam-ko*, the men (lit. man-they).
- *chéré-te*, by the birds (lit. bird-they-by).
- *serma-then*, to the skies (lit. sky-they-to).

**Basque**

- *gizon-ak* (for *gizomá-ek*).
- *choriés* (for *choriá-ek-z*).
- *zeruétan* (for *zeruá-ek-tan*).

The Basque plural-ending in *-k* is identical with *ko* in Santali. It is an abbreviation of *ek*, they, its emphatic form being *aek*. But as the dual number has nowadays identified itself with the plural, we may truly say that Basque has followed the rest of European languages in consigning it to oblivion; and having long gone out of fashion, its earlier use in the Basque declension can only be inferred from a few survivals expressing duality, pairs or couples of persons and things. These appear to retain peculiar endings which are unknown to the regular plurals of nouns and
## The Basque Declension

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Munda or Kolvan</th>
<th>Ho and Kuru</th>
<th>Santali</th>
<th>Primary Case-endings of the Munda and Basque Declensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basque</strong></td>
<td><strong>Munda or Kolvan</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ho and Kuru</strong></td>
<td><strong>Santali</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nominative</strong></td>
<td>The root</td>
<td>The root</td>
<td>The root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Genitive</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dative</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>te, tite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accusative</strong></td>
<td>Same as nominative</td>
<td>Same as nominative</td>
<td>ko, k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vocative</strong></td>
<td>$e + the root$</td>
<td>$h + the root$</td>
<td>ko, ko (they)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ablative</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ko, (for kin-ko-in-they)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Instrumental</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Locative</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plural</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dual</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Basque Plural**: $ek$, $en$, $etako$, $er$, $elatu$, $etarat$.
- **Definite Declension**: $ek$ (the, they).
- **Indefinite Declension**: $ek$ (nominative, they).

The root: $ek$, $rik$.

Simple: $ek$.

Indefinite: $ek$.

Possessive: $ek$.

Relative: $ek$.

Simple of place: $ek$.

Simple of direction: $ek$.

Simple of change of direction: $ek$.

Simple Absolute: $ek$.

Indefinite Active: $ek$.

Active: $ek$.

Same as nominative: $ek$.

Same as ablative: $ek$.

Same as plural: $ek$.

$ek$ (the, they).
are yet extrinsic to the roots. Thus we find chi, zi, ki 'tacked on to the root of old duals which now form their plurals in -ak or -k; e.g. baldo-zi-ak, the temples of the head; biri-chi-ak and probably bi-zki-ak, twins, from biri, weakened form of *bari, bi, two. Such instances would lead us to suppose that the personal pronoun ek, k, they, was followed in the dual number by a strongly pronounced i-vowel which did not belong to this pronoun but to another particle or pronoun which, as a comparison with the Santali suffix kin indicates, must have belonged to the personal pronoun in, i. The inference, therefore, is that in the old Basque declension the dual number was distinguished by a suffix ki, chi or zi ( < *kin, *ekin) which represented the combination k + in ( "they-I"), and separated the roots they qualified from all case-endings and suffixes they anteceded. Some other nouns of duality show a striking partiality to the use of a special suffix -ko after the root; e.g. aus-ko, lungs; betondo-ko, the pupils of the eyes; chimi-ko, zimi-ko, a pair of tongs; hago (for *hag-ko), a pair of scales; mazela-ko, a pair of bellows; and perhaps mos-ko (= Sant. mochoñ), beak, bill (i.e. upper and lower). Not unlikely, the numeral hogeí, hogoí, twenty, may also be a dual form or derived from a dual form, but there is a lack of evidence to prove it.

To show how simple is the Kolarian method of declining the dual, the following instances will briefly serve for illustration:—

Sant. kora-kin-ren, of the two boys; ato-kin-re, in the two villages. Ho. ora-king-á, of the two houses; bing-king-ke, to the two snakes. Mundari sadom-king-ete, from the two horses; bir-king-re, in the two forests.

When the substantive is qualified by the numeral bar, barea, two, it is declined in the singular number, and as the same rule in grammatical construction is observed in modern Basque, it must be one of considerable antiquity. For example, compare such equations as:

Sant. barea gharwa, two sparrows. Basque bi choarre.
  " barea hamer, two granaries. " bi yambera.
  " barea kundau, two corners. " bi kantoi.
  " barea kunji, two keys. " bi yakho.
  " bar isi, 40 (= two twenty). " berrogei (= two twenty).
Sant. bari gel, 50 (= two twenty) Basque berrogei eta hamar ten (= two twenty and ten).

bar isigel barea, 52 (= two twenty ten two).

[barea] bele, testicles (= two egg).

berrogei eta hamabi (= two twenty and ten two).

barrabil, testicles.

Here the dual is so clearly indicated by the numeral that the noun needs no distinguishing inflection, but remains in the singular throughout. Its form in old Basque, however, differed somewhat from that in the modern speech where bi represents an older word barra (weakened to berra, then bi with loss of the liquid), as we can see from archaisms like barrabil, testicles, and berrogei, forty. It is the etymological cognate of bar, barea, two, in Santali, bāria in Ho and Mundari, and bāri in Kurku.

The derivation of barrabil from old Basque barra, two, and the obsolete word *bil, egg, testicle (= Sant. bele, egg, testicle), proves that in ancient times Basque nouns were declined in the singular number after the adjective barra just as they are to-day after its modern form bi. When the dual inflected form was used instead, the plural suffix k, they, combined with ni (< iū, iū), "I," must have expressed duality as it does in Kolarian speech. And of its former existence traces are to be found in some irregular nouns of dual signification which have evidently once been distinguished by the suffix kūn and not by k, ek or ak.

After so brief a comparative survey of the Santal and Basque declension we shall conclude by saying that the Basque declension is not a subject of special difficulty. It is one, however, that opens up a vaster field of scientific inquiry than the writer has ventured even to remotely suggest. And as most probably the average thoughtful student, if he has not already forgotten by this time the major portion of what he has read, will have discovered the Bengal origin of the Basques entirely through his knowledge of that most feared of all studies, Basque grammar; and without the help of the laws of sound-change which have moulded the Basque and Bantu languages into a state that is far removed from their Kolarian prototype, he may in time discover from any Basque grammar or dictionary, supposing he had learned how to set about the task, secrets of ancient history
belonging to far-off prehistoric ages when the remote ancestors of the Basques lived in close touch with more civilized races of the South Seas than are met with to-day in Polynesia and Oceania, long centuries before those ancestors first became known to Asia as the Kolarions of Bengal.

Should we wonder, then, if the possession of so venerable a tongue, and the knowledge that they have no cause to yield in point of antiquity to any other nation, have helped to mould the character, customs, and ideas of the Basques? Their local legends and traditions have unquestionably failed to preserve to later generations the records of the era or the manner of their first settlements in Europe, yet they always display a marked consciousness of the national pride in an ancient lineage, and claim nobility of origin for every son of Euscalherrri. The Basques will not thank us for proving them to be the pure-blooded race of negroes in all Europe, but the compliment is well-intentioned and casts no reflection on their lineage and nobility.

In spite of the many hostile influences which seek to suppress their racial and national individuality, the Basques have laboured with patriotic zeal to cherish and preserve the integrity of their native inheritance and their ancient speech. This barrier of language remains from of yore the most effective barrier of race, for by its conservative influence they have been the more encouraged to maintain their racial isolation throughout endless cycles of political vicissitudes, and to prevent themselves from being swallowed up and lost in the heterogeneous elements of France and Spain. And one may say with truth that it would have proved an irreparable blow to science if a wise, foreseeing Providence had not spared the last survivor of Kolarian languages in Europe which at one time in the world's history were spoken in two continents—between Bengal in the east and Britain and the Basque Provinces in the west. Surely, then, as the last representative of the oldest type of Iberian speech which formerly prevailed so generally throughout Central and Western Europe in the Neolithic Age, the Basque language claims as its due a share of more attention than it presently obtains, and deserves a better fate than the neglect and ignoble desuetude into which it is unhappily falling.
NOTE

By Professor L. de la Vallée Poussin

"THE FEAR OF DEER DOES NOT PREVENT FROM SOWING . . . ."

THERE is in Abhidharmakośabhāṣya, chapter ii, kārikā 47a (Jap. ed. with commentary, fasc. 5, fol. 19a, 1), a Nyāya which would have pleased Colonel A. Jacob, the great hunter for philosophical maxims.

The Sanskrit runs as follows: yathā na mrghāḥ santīti yavā nopyante | yathā na makṣikāḥ patantīti modakā na bhaksyante.

"Just as they do not sow barley because there are deer; just as they do not not eat sweets because flies are there flying."

The Chinese agrees—

非恐有鹿而不種麥。\\n
懼多蠅附不食美饌。

"Not fearing deer and not sow barley; fearing many flies near by not to eat savorous cake."

As Yaśomitra remarks, two negatives make an affirmative. dvau pratiśedhau prakṛtum artham gamayataḥ. We have therefore: "the fear of deer does not prevent from sowing; the fear of flies does not prevent from eating sweets."

This picturesque Nyāya contains an important principle, Vasubandhu clearly sees that the doctrine of the Vaibhāṣikas is far from being unobjectionable. But except when the objections are really very strong, he believes that he has no right to reject the authoritative statements of the Abhidharmas of the Sarvāstivādins: "We must therefore endeavour to refute the objections; we must follow the Doctrine (siddhānta, 本宗義), not to abandon it."

I wonder whether there is some amount of Pragmatism in the case of Vasubandhu; in any case his attitude is worthy of notice, for the common vice of philosophers—I mean the Indian philosophers—is to condemn doctrines which are not logically perfect and even to deny facts which cannot be explained according to the accepted doctrine.
REVIEWS OF BOOKS

THE HISTORY OF ARYAN RULE IN INDIA FROM THE Earliest
TImes to the Death of Akbar. By E. B. Havell.

Regarded as a volume produced under war conditions,
Mr. Havell's History of Aryan Rule in India is beyond criticism.
The paper on which it is printed is excellent, and the illustrations
are admirably executed. It is not until we turn to examine the
contents that material for controversy arises.

Mr. Havell is well known for the exuberant enthusiasm with
which he advances his theories. He is, in fact, plus Hindou que
les Hindous; and the challenge which he offers is so deliberate
that it is impossible to suppose that he does not desire it to be
taken up. The present reviewer cannot claim to be an expert
upon the subject of "Aryan rule in India", but he has read
Mr. Havell's pages with the utmost care, and has supplemented
the perusal with the study of other authorities. He is well aware
of his own deficiencies, but there are nevertheless one or two
observations which it appears to be eminently necessary to make,
and which, it is submitted, do not need to be based upon any other
foundation than that of common sense.

The introduction glows with eloquent periods, and it may
seem harsh to introduce a jarring note. But, in one instance at
least, Mr. Havell exhibits such complete detachment from the
realities of the hour that he positively clamours for comment.
He assigns "the chiefest cause of Europe's present political
bankruptcy" to "the fatal obsession of British statesmen that for
the security of our Empire in India it was necessary to bolster up
Turkish misrule in Asia and in Europe". The proposition raises
issues of a political complexion which it would be improper to
discuss in this place. But, admitting that it be true, and granting
also that the idea is "deeply rooted in Anglo-Indian traditions",
where does Mr. Havell find his authority for the contention which
he proceeds to build upon it? He has evidently never heard of
the Pan-Islamic movement or of the potent effect which it
exercises upon Moslem opinion in India; or else he would not commit himself to the view that "the course of the Great War has shown how groundless were the fears that Indian Muhammadans as a body would desire to prolong the unholy alliance between Islam and the powers of evil which Turkish rulers, young and old, in Europe and in Asia, have maintained for so many centuries".

Mr. Havell lays claim to constructing the history of India on a scientific basis; but this is scarcely the way to begin. Another instance occurs a page or two later:—

The freedom and general happiness attained by the people of Great Britain with the help of Parliamentary institutions and the richest revenues of the world can hardly be compared with that which Indians within the Aryan pale enjoyed both before and after the fifth century A.D.—the time which we regard as our Dark Ages, and theirs.

What is the evidence upon which this remarkable generalization is based? Mr. Havell is so manifestly overjoyed to live in the past that it seems cruel to invite him to undertake an excursion into the future. But will he imagine that he has been reincarnated in the fortieth century A.D., and that he is endeavouring to ascertain the causes and results of the war of 1824 to 1826 between the British and the Burmese? That war, as we know, was ended by the treaty of Yandaboo, whereby payment was exacted of a crore of rupees together with the cession of Assam, Arakan, and Tenasserim. Assume that the documents proving these historical facts have perished, and that the only source of information is provided by the Burmese official account of the war, as recorded in the "Royal Chronicle". This is what the fortieth-century Mr. Havell will discover there:—

In the years 1186 and 1187 (of the Burmese era) white strangers from the west fastened a quarrel upon the Lord of the Golden Palace. They landed at Rangoon, took that place and Prome, and were permitted to advance as far as Yandaboo: for the King, from motives of piety and regard to life, made no preparations whatever to oppose them. The strangers had spent vast sums of money in their enterprise, so that by the time they reached Yandaboo their resources were exhausted, and they were in great distress. They then petitioned the King, who in his clemency and generosity sent them large sums of money to pay their expenses back and ordered them out of the country.
It would be unfair to press the parallel, but it is surely permissible to point to this passage as an indication of the care needed in evolving theories from ancient official documents when the means of checking their statements do not exist. No doubt corroborative evidence in the case of what Mr. Havell calls "Aryan India" is afforded, to some extent, by foreign travellers; but it is legitimate to inquire here also how far their researches extended into the lives and material conditions of the people themselves.

Mr. Havell maintains that the "the Indo-Aryan constitution, built up by the highest intelligence of the people upon the basis of the village communities, and not wrung from unwilling war-lords and landlords by century-long struggles and civil war, secured to the Indian peasant-proprietor not only the ownership of the land but very considerable powers of self-government". But has it not been the experience of every one else who has collected materials for a history of India, that autocracy is substantially the only form of government with which the investigator is confronted? Writers of the school of Mr. Havell take too seriously the counsels of perfection which are contained in the textbooks of Brahman schoolmen. How many of the kings of "Aryan India" troubled to attain the standard of the perfect ruler pictured in these books, who was endowed with all the virtues, followed the wise advice of "elder statesmen", and regarded himself as a "limited" or constitutional monarch? Human nature being what it is, the reality probably was that every Indian despot adapted his policy to the strength of the position which he occupied. Chandragupta Maurya and Harsha, and at a much later date Akbar, did exactly what they pleased, and paid very little heed to aphorisms and expositions of the ideal.

A typical example of Mr. Havell's methods is afforded by his treatment of the Kauṭiliya-artha-śāstra, the famous treatise on Hindu polity and political economy of which the authorship is attributed to Chāṇakya, the minister of Chandragupta Maurya. The rule of this emperor, it is repeatedly insisted, was "not the undiluted despotism of an absolute monarchy, but a constitutional government... in which, theoretically at least, the people's right was the only source of the divine right of kings". Nevertheless, the "drastic measures taken for the consolidation of the Empire" could not have been very securely based upon the goodwill of the people, for we read in the Kauṭiliya that
Chandragupta changed his bedroom every night, and that when he rode abroad it was a capital offence to approach close to his bodyguard of women archers. Moreover, he was surrounded with a network of spies and secret agents, and it is noteworthy that Mr. Havell entertains no objection to the employment of espionage by "constitutional monarchs", so long as the scene is not laid in his own day. As for the details of administration which are set out in the Kautíliya, it is astonishing to find Mr. Havell ransacking his dictionary for terms of praise. The work has been examined with the utmost care by Dr. L. D. Barnett among other scholars; and the impartial student is far more likely to agree with the judgment which that learned Sanskritist has passed upon it:—

The picture of revenue administration drawn in the Kautíliya, though in some respects perhaps theoretical, is evidently in its main outlines true to life, and depicts a society choking in the deadly grip of a grinding bureaucracy.

What is there of the methods of a "limited monarchy" about the "benevolences" by which, according to the Kautíliya, a king was able to raise funds after he had exhausted the ordinary resources of official exaction?

Take again a comment by Mr. Havell on the Nitisāra of Sukrāchārya, which furnishes similar information with regard to Hindu political economy in the Middle Ages. "The wealth that is stolen by the Brahman tends to well-being in the next life," says Sukrāchārya (ii, 811, 812); "the wealth that is given to the Sūdra tends only to hell." In the eyes of Mr. Havell, this is merely a "pungent aphorism" (p. 222); yet it is part of his argument (p. 224) that the Nitisāras were the textbooks for the King's education, and that "the theory that India has never enjoyed a constitution according to modern ideas is a historical fiction which does not bear careful examination".

God knows the truth, as Badaoni, writing in the sixteenth century, says of the obscure sequence of events in the reign of Ala-ud-din Khilji during the thirteenth. It may be correct to lay down the proposition that Indo-Aryan law did not vest the right of succession to the throne in the family of the reigning monarch absolutely; but it is going too far to assert, as Mr. Havell does, that it was "contingent" on the approval of the State Council. The more likely fact is that the strong man succeeded by force of
arms and that the "approval" of the State Council was quite an ex post facto affair.

With regard to Ala-ud-din Khilji, it may be that Ibn Batuta, who wrote in the fourteenth century, was justified according to the standard of his time in describing him as "one of the best Sultans". But Mr. Havell might have been expected to say something more of the characteristics of this crafty and bloodthirsty tyrant than to compare his ideals to "those of a Prussian war-lord", and to allude consistently to his religious and other extravagances as manifestations of "Kultur". He even records as "the wonder of the age" the fantastic measures by which, at the cost of infinite oppression, he secured artificial cheapness in the markets of the capital during years of drought.

The enthusiasms of Mr. Havell, in a word, are so uncompromising that they defeat their own object. He is not satisfied with an idyllic representation of the political and social conditions in Vedic India. It is his aim to refer all the religions of the world to the single common denominator of Hinduism or rather Brahmanism. The magnificent amplitude of this assumption takes the breath away. Brahmanism is essentially assimilative; but to assert that it is creative is quite another matter. Mr. Havell is, however, quite serious upon the point, and to argue with him would seem to be useless. He is convinced that what he sets out to prove, he proves. Nevertheless, his exposition of Hinduism is not complete. He devotes several pages to a dissertation on Yoga which, like almost everything else, is described by him as a fundamental doctrine of Indo-Aryan faith. But he omits all mention of the Tantric cults which have unhappily struck such deep roots in Indian life. Once again it is most respectfully suggested to him that by tearing a passion to tatters he does not assist in the construction of history upon that scientific basis of which he so emphatically approves.

H. E. A. C.
ANANDA DHANIKARA has been assigned by Bühler and Jacobi to the middle of the ninth century, on the strength of Rāja-taraṅgini, v. 34, which makes him one of the ornaments of the court of Avantivarman (A.D. 855–84). The statements of Kalhana, no doubt, must be accepted with caution, but it is unlikely, as we shall see from several other considerations, that the tradition in Kāśmīr, thus embodied in the Rāja-taraṅgini, regarding a famous author, should have maintained a false or unfounded account. We are pretty certain of the time of Abhinavagupta, Anandavardhana’s commentator; for, as he himself states, his commentary on the Iśvara-pratyabhijñā was written in A.D. 1014–15, while his Krama-stotra was composed in A.D. 991. This would certainly place him towards the end of the tenth and the beginning of the eleventh century. Now, from Abhinavagupta’s remarks at the end of his Locana commentary on Uddyotas i and iii of the Dhvanyālaka, it appears that the study of this famous work was traditional in his family, and that his commentary was composed as a rejoinder to another, Candrikā (p. 60), written by one of his predecessors in the same gotra (Candrikā-kārash tu paśhitam... ity-alam pūrva-vanśyaiḥ saha vividena bahunā, p. 185;
ity-alam nija-pūrva-sagotraḥ sākam vivādena, p. 123, etc.); and four
times in his commentary (pp. 123, 174, 185, 215) he discusses or contro-
verts the views of this earlier commentator, who is specifically referred
to as Candrikā-kāra at pp. 178 and 185.¹ This would certainly allow
some generations to lie between Ānandavardhana and Abhinavagupta,
and would negatively completely Pischel’s contention that in three
passages Abhinavagupta speaks of Ānandavardhana as one of his
teachers. These passages occur at pp. 37, 183, and 214 of the printed
text, and a perusal of them with reference to their context will
convince anyone that the honorific word guru in the text may either
refer to Ānandavardhana, not literally but figuratively, as param-
parā-guru, whose work was held in esteem in his family (cf. Jacobi,
W.Z.K.M. iv, pp. 237–8), or (which is more likely) the reference is to
one or other of Abhinavagupta’s teachers, such as Bhaṭṭa Tauta,
Lakṣmanaḥagupta, or Bhaṭṭendurāja, who are spoken of pretty often in
this commentary as well as in his Tantralokā and his commentary on
the Parātrīnāśikā. Again, Kayyaṭa states that he wrote his commentary
on Ānandavardhana’s Devi-sataka (ed. Kāvyamalā, pt. ix) at about
A.D. 977, so that by the end of the tenth century Ānandavardhana
was well enough established in fame to have two such learned com-
mentators. It may also be pointed out that Rājaśekhara, who lived
about A.D. 880–920, mentions and cites Ānandavardhana by name
in his Kāvyā-mimāṃsā (p. 16), and this would certainly clear up any
doubts as to the authenticity of the date assigned by Kalhaṇa and
accepted by Bühler and Jacobi.

Several works have been ascribed to Ānandavardhana, but what
immediately concerns us is the celebrated work on Poetics known as
Dhevanāloka (also called Kāvyaloka or Sahādayaloka), of which or a part
of which, he is reputed to be the author. This work may be divided
into two parts, viz. (1) Kārikās, consisting of verses and treating of
dhevi, and (2) the Vṛtti, or exposition, generally in prose with
illustrative verses, of the above Kārikās. Now the question has been
raised whether the Kārikā and the Vṛtti are of the same authorship
or should be attributed to different authors.

Abhinavagupta and after him several writers on Poetics carefully

¹ This Candrikā is also referred to in a punning verse at the beginning of
Mahimabhaṭṭa’s Vyaktī-viveka (i. 5): Dhevi-caryay-ati-pahane sākaliṣaṁ vānyāḥ
pade pade suṣabham, Rabhasena yat prāvaṭṭā prakāśakaḥ candrikā-dy-adṛṣṭṛ-va,
on which the commentator, probably Rayyaka, remarks: Candrikā jyotena
devei-videṛaṇa-granthō-ṇi (p. 1).
distinguish between the Kārikākāra and the Vṛttikāra, implying thereby that the former is a different and older writer. In several places in his commentary he seems to oppose distinctly the Vṛttikāra and the Kārikākāra, and to refer to them respectively as such, viz.:

Samucitā-sīh-prakāśana-dvāreṇa Parameśvara-sāṅkhyāṇa karoti vṛttikāraḥ (p. 1).

Nanu dhvani-svarūpaṁ brūma iti pratijñāya vācyā-pratijñānāṁ
khyau deau bhedau arthasya iti vyākhyā-bhidhāne kā saṅgatiḥ
kārikāyā ityā-sāṅkhyā saṅgatāṁ kartum avataraṇikāṁ karoti (p. 12).

Ata eva mūla-kārikā sāksat tan-nirākaranā-rthā na śrūyate; vṛttikṛtv
tu nirākṛtam api prameya-sāṅkhyā-pūraṇāya kaṭhena tat-pakṣam
anūdyam nirākaroḥ (p. 59).

Dvitiyo-addyote kārikākāra 'vāntara-vibhāgaṁ viśeṣa-lakṣāṇāṁ ca
vidadhad anuvāda-mukhena mūla-vibhāgaṁ dvividhaṁ sūcitavān.
Tad-āṣāya-nusāreṇa tu vṛttikriṇd atrai-vo-ddyote mūla-vibhāgaṁ avacat sa
cā dvividha iti (pp. 59-60).

Vṛttikāraḥ saṅgatim uddyotasya kuryaṁ upakramate, evam ity-ādi.
Prakāśita iti, mayā vṛttikāreṇa sate-ṭi bhāvaḥ. Na cait-tan mayo-ktam,
apī tu kārikākāra-bhīparyena ity-āha tatre-ṭi (p. 60).

Anyā-pakṣaṁ dūṣyatvena hrdi nīdaḥśā-ḥiṣṭatvāt sva-pakṣaṁ
pārvaṁ darśayati vṛttikāraḥ (p. 71).

Kārikā-pya-bhīparyā-dvayenai-va yojyaḥ. Na kevalāṁ prathamā-
bhīparye prathama-kārikā-rtha-dvijānti-bhīparyena vyākhyeyam evam
vṛtti-grantho'pi yojyaḥ (p. 78).

Vṛttikāra vaṣyaṃmaṇā-kārikā-bhīparyāṁ darśayann-āha (p. 85).

Prakṛnta-prakāra-deayo-pasāṁhāraṁ tṛtiya-prakāra-sūcanaṁ cai-
kenai-va yatnena karomi-ty-āṣayena sādhāraṇam avataraṇa-padaṁ
prakṣipti vṛttikṛt (p. 104).

Uktaṁ eva dhvani-svarūpam tado-bhāsa-viveka-hetutāḥ kārikākāro
'nuvaḍati-tya-bhīparyena vṛttikṛd upakāraṁ dadāti (p. 122).

Yas tu evaṣṭe vyaṅgyaṁ ām vastva-laukikārārasāṁ mukhena
iti sa evam prastavyaḥ, etat tāvat tri-bhedatvām na kārikākāreṇa kṛtvam;
vṛttikṛteṇa tu darsītam. Na ca idānāṁ vṛttikāro bheda-prakāṣanāṁ
karoti, etc. (p. 123).

Kārikākāreṇa pārvaṁ vyatireka uktah. Na ca sarvathā na kartavyo
'pi tu bibhatsādau kartavya eve-ti paścād anvayāḥ. Vṛttikāreṇa tvaa-
nyaya-pārvako vyatireka iti saim anusartum anvayāḥ pārvaṁ upāttaḥ
(pp. 130-1).

All these passages are important, especially the last two in which
Abhinavagupta tries to reconcile the conflicting views expressed
by the Karikākāra and the Vyrtikāra; and an exceptional weight attaches to the testimony of Abhinavagupta, whose opinion assumes a special importance when we consider that he did not live very far apart from Ānandavardhana himself, and that in his family, as already pointed out, the study of Dhwanyāloka was handed down as a kind of traditional heritage.

If, however, the common authorship of the Karikā and the Vyrtti be posited, then one would expect to find complete agreement of opinion between the two. On the other hand, it seems that the system as given in its bare outline by the Karikākāra in his concise verses has been considerably expanded, revised, and modified by the Vyrtikāra; and many problems not discussed or even hinted at by the former are elaborately treated of by the latter. In one place, for instance (p. 123), Abhinavagupta clearly points out that the classification of dhvani according to vastu, alavikāra, and rasaḍi is not expressly taught in one Karikā, although after the manner of all faithful commentators he attempts in his own way to reconcile this inconsistency. Indeed, it would seem that Ānandavardhana attempted to build up a more or less complete system of Poetics upon the loosely joined ideas and materials supplied by the Karikās; and his success was so marvellous that in course of time the Karikākāra receded to the background, completely overshadowed by the more important figure of his formidable expounder, and people considered as the Dhvanikāra not the author of the few memorial verses but the commentator Ānandavardhana himself, who for the first time fixed the theory in its present form. It may also be pointed out that the term “Dhvanikāra” came gradually to be used in the generic sense of “the creator of the Dhvani School”, and therefore indiscriminately applied by later writers to Ānandavardhana, who, though not himself the founder of the theory, came to receive that credit for having first victoriously introduced the system in the struggle of the schools.

It is not surprising, therefore, that in the verse ascribed to Rājaśekhara in Jāhāna’s Sāktimukta-vali, Ānandavardhana is regarded as the founder of the dhvani theory. Similarly, Samudrabandha (Commentary on the Alavikāra-sūtra, p. 4), passing in review the five schools of Poetics before Ruyyaka, mentions Ānandavardhana as the founder of the fifth or last Dhvani School. This would also explain the two groups of apparently puzzling citations from the Dhwanyāloka met with in the works of later writers in which they either confuse or identify Ānandavardhana with the
Dhvanikāra. On the one hand, we have several kārikās cited under the name of Ānandavardhana, while, on the other, several passages which occur in the Vyāti are given under the name of the Dhvanikāra. This confusion was so complete in later writers that even in the latter part of the eleventh century Mahimabhatta, who professed to demolish the new theory by his fierce onslaught in the Vyāktī-viveka, quotes from the Kārikā and the Vyāti indiscriminately under the generic appellation of the Dhvanikāra. In the same way Kṣemendra, in the last quarter of the eleventh century, and Hemacandra, in the first quarter of the twelfth, make Ānandavardhana responsible for kārikās iii. 24 and i. 4 respectively, while still later writers like Govinda, Viśva-nātha, and Kumāra-svāmin regard Ānandavardhana himself as the Dhvanikāra, to whom the Kārikā as well as the Vyāti is attributed. Mammatā, generally a careful writer, distinguishes Ānandavardhana from the writer of the kārikās, whom he styles Dhevanikāra or Dhevaniikyt (pp. 213 and 214, ed. Bomb. Sans. Series), but in one place (p. 445) he apparently falls into confusion and ascribes to the Dhvanikāra a verse which undoubtedly belongs to the Vyāti.

If the Dhvanikāra, the supposed author of the Kārikā, is thus distinguished from Ānandavardhana, the author of the Vyāti; the question naturally arises—who was this Dhvanikāra, and what date should be assigned to him? It is clear from Abhinavagupta’s remarks that the Kārikākāra was an older writer, although his name or date is nowhere given either by Abhinavagupta or Ānandavardhana. It seems likely that even in the ninth and the tenth centuries his name was already forgotten, although tradition of his authorship still remained. Jacobi, in the learned introduction to his translation of the Dhevanyūloka, and following him, Dr. Hari Chānd Āasti, in his L’Art Poétique de l’Inde, pose the question very ably, without, however, furnishing a precise solution. Sovani’s hypothesis (J.R.A.S. 1910, pp. 164–7) that the name of the unknown Kārikākāra was Sahādaya, on the ground that one of the alternative names of the work itself is Sahādayūloka and that the use of the words sahādaya and kavi-sahādaya at the end of chapter iv of the Dhevanyūloka and in the beginning of Abhinavagupta’s commentary is significantly

recapitulation-stanzas which are adduced by the Vyṛṭṭikāra from unknown sources, sometimes to explain the meaning of the Kārikās, but more often to amplify and supplement them. A savākṣepa-śloka, as its name implies, is a verse which sums up and utters a theory in a condensed and crystallized form. A parikara-śloka is thus explained by Abhinavagupta (p. 34): Parikara-rthāṁ kārikārthaśyā-dhikīvāpaṁ kartuṁ ślokāṁ parikara-ślokāḥ; and referring to two samāgraha-ślokas, he remarks (p. 223); evaṁ śloka-dvayena saṁgraha-rtham abhidhāya bahu-prakāratae-pradarśikāṁ kārikām paṭhati. Again, in a rather long digression (pp. 187 ff.), Ānandavardhana repudiates other explanations of dhvani, implying thereby that already before his time such attempted explanations had found champions whose opinions he thought worth refuting. The space of one or two generations, as conjectured by Jacobi, between the original conceiver of the theory and its first great expounder, between its first dogmatic formulation and its deeply thought out, exhaustive and classical exposition, hardly suffices to make these intermediate controversial activities appear intelligible. The assumption commends itself, therefore, that a longer period must have intervened to allow the theory to struggle through divergent opinions and establish itself authoritatively, so that in Ānandavardhana’s time it could already look back upon a long past during which people had obviously progressed in the way of explaining it and had succeeded in bringing it, through various degrees of opposition and support, to a position of considerable authority. And a century later, in Abhinavagupta’s time, even the name of the Dhvanikāra appears to have been lost, although the tradition of his authorship of the Kārikās—a tradition which in the next century almost disappeared—still lingered.

If Ānandavardhana gave the final authoritative shape to the Dhvani-theory (only the details of which were worked out by Abhinavagupta and others), the anonymous Dhvanikāra, who must have lived at least a century before his Vyṛṭṭikāra, was not its absolute creator. This is made clear by the first kārikā, which tells us that the theory was already taught by earlier thinkers, and that there existed even at that time at least three divergent views about the nature of dhvani:

Kuśyasyātmā dhvanir iti budhār yah samāmnāta-pūrvas
Tasyā-bhāvaṁ jagadur apear bhāktam ādus tam anye
Kecid vācāṁ sthitam avīṣaye tatvam uccuśa tādiyaṁ
Tena brāhmaḥ sahyādaya-manaḥ-pritaye tat-svarūpam.
Ānandavardhana explains *samāmnāta-pūreṇam* in this verse as *param-parayā yah samāmnātaḥ*, and if we are to take Abhinavagupta’s gloss on *paramaparā* we understand that the theory came down in unbroken tradition, if not explained in particular books (*Avicchinnena pravāhena tair etad uktam, vinā’pi visiṣṭa-pustakeṣu vivecanā-di-tya-bhīprāyam*, p. 3). This implies without doubt that the school existed from a very ancient time, and some unknown writer in the dim past gathered together, summed up, and fixed the theory in a form which obtained considerable literary esteem for his work and the honoured but somewhat vague appellation of the Dhvanikāra for himself. But his name and fame, in course of time, was eclipsed in their turn by those of his great *Vṛttikāra*, who succeeded in establishing the theory for all time and to whom posterity began to ascribe, not altogether undeservedly, all the honours of his predecessor, so that one of the latest writers on Alāṅkāra, Kumāra-svāmin (*Ratnāpāṇa*, p. 288), glorifies him with the curious but significant epithet—Dhvanyācārya.
NOTE ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODI CHARACTERS

By W. Doderet

THE Devanāgarī alphabet has been shown by Bühler to have been derived from the Brahmi, in which the earliest documents and most of Asoka’s inscriptions are written. With the revival of Sanskrit learning and literature, which took place in the fourth and fifth centuries A.D. under the Gupta emperors, the development of the Brahmi script proceeded apace. The first step or innovation was the method adopted by which the letters were made to hang from the horizontal top-line. This line first appears to a marked degree in the period, dating from 350 after Christ, but becomes only fully developed in the scripts circa A.D. 800–1200. Thus the p of the Baijnāth Prasasti (A.D. 804) has an open top, but appears with a closed top, ṛ, in the Kanheri cave inscriptions, only to open out again in the tenth century. The character may be regarded as having become fixed in the eleventh century (vide Bhimadeva’s script A.D. 1029). And similarly with other letters.

Moḷi may, from a critical examination of the letters and reasoning from general considerations, be regarded as cursive Devanāgarī. It is possible in the case of the fifteen consonants, which depart from the Devanāgarī norm, to see the development occurring before one’s eyes, so to speak, and to trace such developments according to three main underlying principles. These are: (i) the effort to keep the pen from being lifted from the paper; (ii) the introduction of the connective stroke औ, either (a) in the case of those consonants, which in Devanāgarī would end at the bottom of the line, or (b) as an addition to the letter to represent the sound ो and its derivatives ो and ॐ; (iii) the general simplification of curves in the body of the corresponding Devanāgarī letter. As an example of the first principle we have the Devanāgarī व made व, where the lower half of the semicircle is brought right down to the bottom of the line to receive the upward perpendicular stroke. The latter, when it has reached the top of the line, serves as the starting-point for the following letter, e.g. वर = वर, “upon,” “above.”

The second principle can well be illustrated by taking the letter ड = ड = ड + ड. The tail of the ड serves as a means of joining
the connective stroke \( \text{��} \) thereto, and thus the top of the line is again reached. Again थ = ळ = र + ज.

Perhaps the best illustration of the third process is the Devanāgarī letter ः = Moḍī ळ = र + ज, i.e. simplification of the curved upper portion into र plus addition of the connective ज to the long tail [र + ज = ळ].

In mediaeval times writing was confined mainly to formal documents. It is therefore, on general considerations, only reasonable to suppose that the fixation of the Devanāgarī script preceded, probably by several centuries, the development of the cursive Moḍī. We find the same order in the Kharoṣṭ̱i script. Asoka’s inscriptions on the Shabāzgarhī and Manseru rocks are obviously anterior to the flowing and fully developed writing of the “Stein” documents of Khotān, with their graceful curves and picturesquely formed akṣaras. Witness Asoka’s क = ड and the क of the Niya leather documents।

There are, however, two Moḍī letters ळ = ळ and ळ = ळ, which do not readily yield to treatment on the above general lines. The Devanāgarī ळ is a clumsy letter to write, and, moreover, is a stumbling-block to all learners, as it is so liable to be confused with र + थ. Similarly in writing the Devanāgarī ळ the pen has to be lifted twice from the point of contact with the manuscript before the top line is reached again for writing the following letter. It remains to suggest a possible explanation of the two corresponding Moḍī letters which are quite convenient to write in cursive script. A critical examination of the forms of these letters in the period prior to A.D. 1200 is necessary, and such examination shows that these two letters may be regarded as survivors from the ancient Brahmi and Kharoṣṭ̱i scripts. The Kharoṣṭ̱i kh of the Dutreuil de Rhins manuscript reads ळ, with a very elongated top, which was reduced in size, when the Niya documents were written, to ळ. As Kharoṣṭ̱i was written from right to left, the letter would be reversed in Brahmi and Devanāgarī. Hence we find in Brahmi forms such as the following: ळ, ळ, ळ, ळ, the last being the prototype of the Devanāgarī ळ, the tail in the latter being an obvious addition. The development of the s, ळ, proceeded from the Brahmi letter ळ, seen in Asoka’s Karli inscription. Precisely the same form appears in the Junnar cave inscriptions of the second century A.D. But an earlier form, that of Rudradāman, shows a more elongated right-hand curve, thus: ळ. The development into ळ proceeded in the period A.D. 350–800. But
again in the period A.D. 800–1200 the left-hand "tail" is either lost (Kanheri ninth century ज) or foreshortened (Mulrājā tenth century च). It is obvious, therefore, that the "tail" was not considered in mediaeval times to be an essential member of the body of the letter, and that after many vicissitudes only did it become fixed "more simiae" in the Devanāgarī ख. The Moḷī ः may therefore be regarded as the final effort to get rid of the caudal appendage in the letter ं + the connective ज. But the curl at the top has to be accounted for. Now, curiously enough, the Kuṣana s (first, second century A.D.) is written ः. Hence the curl at the top of the Moḷī ः may be regarded either as a throw-back to the Kuṣana letter, or as the result of the artistic effort of the modern scribe with a view to distinguish the letter from ः (च), which in very cursive script of the present day is written thus: ः.
NOTES ON THE NESTORIAN MONUMENT AT SIANFU

By Lionel Giles, M.A., D.Litt.

(Concluded.)

WHEN I wrote my note on (33) 占青雲, etc. (Bulletin, I, 3, p. 39), I was unaware that Père Havret had discussed and amplified his previous translation of the passage in a small pamphlet entitled La Stèle Chrétienne de Si-ngan-fou: quelques notes extraîtes d'un commentaire inédit, which was published at Leiden in 1897. Through the kindness of my friend Mr. A. C. Moule I have since had access to these notes, where it is conclusively shown that the passage in question conceals an allusion to the following words in the 十洲記 Shih chou chi, spoken by the envoys from 月支 Yieh-chih to the Emperor Wu Ti: 臣國去此三十万里，國有常占，東風入律百句不休，青雲千呂連月不散者，當知中國時有好道之君 "Notre état est à trois cent mille li d'ici ; on y observe constamment les présages célestes. Or, le vent d'est a soufflé d'après les lois harmoniques durant des centaines de décades sans discontinuer ; et les nuages azurés ont donné leur note musicale des mois entiers sans interruption. De là, nous pûmes inférer qu'en ce même temps il se trouvait en Chine un prince vertueux." Père Havret then turns to the sentence in the Inscription, and interprets it in the light of his discovery: "En définitive, il faut voir dans ces nuages et dans ce vent, non point des phénomènes météorologiques qui accompagnaient le voyage d'Olopen, mais une formule flatterieuse pour l'empereur T'ai-tsong dont la renommée attirait vers la Chine les prédicateurs d'Occlident." It will be seen that the compliment is delicately implied rather than actually expressed in the Chinese text, being only recognizable by one who is acquainted with the passage in the Shih chou chi. My translation, therefore, may stand ; but the initial note about Raban's forecasting of the weather will need some modification.

41. I also owe an apology to Mr. Moule for having said (ibid., p. 42) that the character 考 is not to be found in K'ang Hsi. It does occur, as a matter of fact, not in the body of the work, but in the 備考 at the end. It appears, however, to be only a vulgar form of 考 érh.
45. 僧首羅含大德及烈並金方國緒

On referring the question of 並 to M. Pelliot, who is preparing an exhaustive work on the Nestorian Inscription, I received the following reply: "Le mot 並 ne s'emploie pas comme 同 ou 及 et qualifie en principe le sujet: 'tous' (ici 'tous deux') sont des gens du Kin-fang." At first, having 並 in my mind, which often means "together with", and also relying on the authority of Wylie, Legge, and Saeki, I was inclined to doubt the truth of this pronunciation. But on looking into the matter, I found that I had been misled by the supposed identity of 並 (the modern form of 佇, also written 太大) and 並 (or 佇). In Giles' Dictionary, 9284, the two characters are said to be the same, whereas they are really quite distinct in meaning as well as derivation. The former is defined in K'ang Hsi as 佇, 比, 譔 and 益, the latter as 合, 爲 and 同. The confusion is increased by the existence of a third homophone 佇, which is nearer in meaning to 並 than to 佇, and is sometimes written 佇. Havret's "ambo" is therefore to be accepted as correct, and the words 佇 and 佇 further on in the sentence must also refer to two persons only.

55. 且乾以美利故能廣生
聖以體元故能亨毒

"As God with His rich benefits is able to create on a wide scale,

So the Sage, by his participation in God's original substance, is able to develop and complete."

Had it been realized that the first line contains two phrases borrowed from the 易經 I ching, many mistakes in the translation of this passage would have been avoided.

(1) I ching, I, 391: 乾始能以美利利天下 "God, the Originator, is able with his rich benefits to benefit the whole world."

(2) I ching, III, i, 6: 夫乾, 其靜也專, 其動也直, 是以 大生焉. 夫坤, 其靜也翕, 其動也藏, 是以 廣生 "As to Heaven, its stillness is concentration, its activity direct; hence its creativeness is great. As to Earth, its stillness is contraction, its activity expansion; hence its productive power is extensive."

It will be observed that the author of the Inscription, who was doubtless quoting from memory, has attributed to 乾 the

1 I follow McClatchie's divisions of the text in preference to Legge's, which diverge from the ordinary Chinese arrangement.
words relating to 坤；strictly speaking, instead of 廣生 he should have written 大生.

Diaz gives a good paraphrase: 天主美利益人, 廣生萬物之品, 代宗體主行教, 錫福子民 “God showers rich benefits on mankind and creates all things, in their different kinds, on an extensive scale; Tai Tsung, partaking of the Divine nature, propagates the Christian religion and thus confers happiness on the people.”—It is remarkable with what ease the Nestorians contrived to swallow the Chinese doctrine of the divinity of the Emperor!

Wylie and Legge have misunderstood 廣生; other translators have failed to perceive the comparison between the Deity in the first line and the Sage-Emperor in the second. 乾 of course is here equivalent to 天 in the sense of 上帝, not as opposed to 坤. The idea may have been suggested by a sentence in K'ung Ying-ta's commentary on 易, I, 1: 是以聖人法乾而行此四德 “Hence the sage takes God as his model and exhibits those four divine attributes” (viz. 元, 亨, 利, and 貞).

For 亨毒 we are referred to Tao tê ching, chap. 51. The words do not occur in the classic as edited by 河上公 Ho-shang Kung, but only in the less well authenticated text of 王弼 Wang Pi, where the passage runs: 故道生之畜之長之育之亨之毒之養之覆之. The Tao tê ching 放異 k'ao i says that the two words “approximate both in sound and sense to 成熟”, which take their place in the standard text. 倪元坦 Ni Yuan-t'an¹ says in his note: 亨謂品其形, 毒謂成其質 “t'ing means rounding off the form, t'ū means completing the substance”. The phrase occurs in other early authors, but the 非文云云是 in attribution it to 列子 Lieh tzŭ, though there is a passage at the end of Book VI, § 5, which is evidently an echo of the one in the Tao tê ching: 自然者默之成之平之窄之將之迎之.

Legge: “As Heaven by its beautiful ministration of what is profitable can widen (the term and enjoyment of) life, so the sage (sovereign), by his embodiment of the way of Heaven, completes and nourishes (the objects of his favour).”

Havret: “Porro caelitus fuit pulchro incremento, ideoque potuit largiter producere; sanctitate usus adhaesit principio, sicque potuit ordinatim perficere.”

¹ His edition, like that of 吳澄 Wu Ch'eng, divides the Tao tê ching into 68 chapters, of which this is the 43rd.
56. 披八故以闢陰幽明
聞九辟以推新景命

“He (the reigning Emperor) has unfolded the eight matters of government, degrading the dull and promoting the enlightened; he has exhibited the nine divisions of the Great Scheme, applying his mind to the renovation of his Luminous Mandate.”

九辟 are the nine divisions of the 洪範 Great Scheme communicated to Wu Wang by 竹子 Chi Tzǔ (see Shu ching, V, iv, 3 seq.). 八政 are the “eight objects of government”, earnest devotion to which constitutes the third of the above nine divisions.

For 闢陰幽明, see Shu ching, II, i, 27.

The last four words are a little troublesome. No translator seems to realize that 惟 here is a verb, with the meaning of 思 or 謀. Cf. Shu ching, IV, v, 3 (5): 無輕民事，惟難，無安厥位，惟危 “Do not slight the occasions of the people;—think of their difficulties. Do not yield to a wish for repose on your throne;—think of its perils.” And ibid., V, i, 1 (5), where Wu Wang says of Chou Hsin: 惟宮室、臺、榭 ... “He has only cared for palaces, towers, pavilions, etc.”

景命 is a cleverly chosen classical quotation which is, of course, intended to suggest the Nestorian religion. See Shikh ching, III, 2, iii, 7: 君子萬年景命有僕 “For ten thousand years, O Prince, the Luminous Mandate [of Heaven] will be attached to thy line.” There is also a passage in the 晉語 which is very similar to this: 至子文王而維新其命.

Legge: “develops the eight objects of government, so as to degrade the undeserving and promote the deserving; and exhibits the nine divisions of the scheme (of Royal government) to impart a new vigour to the throne to which he has illustriously succeeded.”

Havret: “propagavit octo administrationes, et removit promovitque obscureos clarosque; manifestavit novem articulos, ut nempe renovaret praeclarum mandatum.”

56, 57. 化通玄理
祝無愧心

“In his task of reformation he has penetrated the mystic principles of the universe;

We may call down blessings on his head without any feeling of shame.”
The specific meaning of 祀, according to the 新字典 Hsin tzü tien, is 以言告神為主人祈福者 “addressing the spirits and praying for happiness for the ruler.” This already makes it more than probable that the emperor is the object, not the subject, of 祀. We must remember that, according to Chinese theory, it is not the sovereign but the people who “can do no wrong”; and the idea that the people would feel shame in praying for an unworthy emperor is therefore quite a natural one. In 無愧心 there may very possibly be an allusion to Shu ching IV, viii, 3 (10). The King, Wu-ting, speaking to his Minister, Fu Yüeh, says: “Formerly there was the premier of our dynasty, Pao Hêng, who made my royal predecessor. He said, ‘If I cannot make my sovereign like Yao or Shun, I shall feel ashamed in my heart (其心愧恥) as if I were beaten in the market-place.’” Thus, in saying that blessings could be invoked on the emperor without shame, the implication is that the occupant of the throne was comparable to Yao and Shun, a refined piece of flattery quite in accordance with the whole tone of the Inscription.

Wylie: “His transforming influence pervaded the most abstruse principle, while openness of heart distinguished his devotions.”

Legge: “His transforming influence shows a comprehension of the most mysterious principles; (his) prayers give no occasion for shame in the heart.”

Havret: “Procreans penetrat profundam rationem, precansque caret vereundiae sensu.”

Moule: “In his reformations he penetrates the mysterious principle; in his prayers his heart is free from shame.”

Saeki: “Conversion (i.e. the transforming influence) leads (the people) to the understanding of the most mysterious Principles. There is nothing to hinder us from offering our thanksgiving prayers for him.”

59. 念生響應
情發目誠

“When words echo truly the thought that is born,
And the eye sincerely expresses the emotion that springs from the heart.”

Diaz is again guilty of making an unwarrantable emendation of the text: he changes 目 into 自, and thus succeeds in spoiling, as I shall show, both the meaning and the parallelism. Legge and
Havret blindly accept this correction; Wylie retains 目, but comes to grief over the translation; and Saeki cuts the Gordian knot by omitting the clause altogether.

I have ventured to borrow Mr. Moule’s excellent version of the first line, which hits the meaning exactly. It is a pity that in the second he has thought it necessary to translate Havret rather than the original.

Dr. Johnson’s rule in dealing with Shakespeare was “always to turn the old text on every side, and try if there be any interstice through which light can find its way”. In the passage under consideration, plenty of light can find its way so long as we do not shut the window—that window being the all-important law of parallelism. Let us anatomi the sentence 念 “thoughts of the mind” is balanced by 情 “emotions of the heart.” 生 and 發 are practically synonymous; there is a slight pause after each of these words. 環 “sound” must be taken to refer to the organ of speech, so that 目 the organ of sight is evidently what is required to balance it. The eye should sincerely reflect the feelings of the heart just as the tongue should truly express the thoughts in the mind.

Though the phrase 目誠 is not cited in the Pei wen yün fu, there are two examples of 見誠 with exactly the same meaning:

(1) In the Hou Han Shu, ch. 54, Ma Yuan says that Kuang Wu Ti on all occasions of social festivity was frank in speech, sincere in aspect, and entirely free from dissimulation (開心見誠無所隱伏).

(2) In a poem by 曹植 Ts’ao Chih we read: 百心可事一君, 巧詐寧見誠 “men of a hundred minds may serve a single prince, but how can artful pretence assume a look of sincerity?”

Wylie: “The thoughts will produce their appropriate response, the affections will be free, and the eyes will be sincere.”

Legge: “[that] every thought have its echo of response; and the feelings go forth in entire sincerity.”

Havret: “[Si] cogitationi enatae echo respondeat, affectus expressi procedant sinceritate.”

Moule: “When words echo (truly) the thought that is born, and the feelings that arise are spontaneously sincere.”

Saeki: “That the words of the mouth may be in tune with their inmost thought as the echo follows the sound.”
61. 始効節於丹庭
乃策名於玉帳

“He began by rendering faithful service in the Vermilion Court [i.e. the Imperial Palace],
And afterwards his name was inscribed in the Jade Tent [he was given a military appointment].”

It may seem almost incredible that in this year of grace, after the Inscription has been printed and reprinted time after time, translated into dozens of different languages, and subjected to the minutest scrutiny of the most eminent foreign scholars, it should yet be possible to put one's finger on a character that has been misread and wrongly transcribed ever since the Nestorian stone was discovered 300 years ago. Such, however, is the astounding fact. 玉帳 in Diaz’s text is printed 王帳, as it appears on the stone, and all subsequent editors have made the same mistake. When I first read the above lines in Havret’s facsimile reproduction, keeping my attention fixed as usual on the parallelism, I was struck by the imperfect “balance” of 丹 “red” and 王 “king”. Now I knew that in calligraphic manuscripts 玉 “jade” is quite commonly written without the dot, so that it must be determined from the context whether the character intended is 玉 or 王. Here the context leaves no room for doubt as to which is the right reading. 王帳 is a phrase that appears neither in the Pei wen yün fu nor the Pien tzü lei pien, whereas 玉帳 is illustrated by no fewer than twenty quotations in these two dictionaries. Most of these are casual allusions taken from poems, and therefore of little help to us. But 抱朴子 Pao p'o tzü, written in the fourth century A.D., contains a passage which gives some clue to the meaning: 兵在太乙玉帳之中, 不可攻也 “When an army is stationed in the ‘Jade Tent’ of the Great Monad, it should not be attacked.” Further light on the subject is provided by the 雲谷雜記 Yün ku tsu chi of 張說 Chang Yuēh (A.D. 667–730): "æk文志有玉帳經一卷、
於兵家勝勝之方位, 論主將於其方斬軍帳、則梟不可犯, 獨玉帳然, 其法出於黃帝遙甲、
以月建前三位, 取之, 如正月建寅, 則已為玉帳, 主將宜居, 李白設馬將軍歌云, 身玉帳內河魁, 處而玉帳宜在戊也. “In the ‘Notes on Literature’ there is the ‘Jade Tent Classic’ in one chün. Now the ‘Jade Tent’ is, in military parlance, a dominating position; that is to say, if the commander-in-chief of an army
pitches his tent in such a position, it is so strong that, jade-tent-like, it cannot be forced. The device is derived from the Yellow Emperor's Tun ch'ia [a system of divination], and consists in taking the third in order of the horary signs following the sign of the month in which you happen to be. Thus, the sign of the first month being yin, ssü will be the 'Jade Tent', which should be occupied by the commander. Li T'ai-po, in his 'Song of General Ssü-ma', says: 'In person he occupies the Jade Tent, the position commanding Ho-k'uei.' The horary sign hsü is Ho-k'uei, and the meaning is that the commander's tent should be in the hsü position.'

Without going more deeply into the intricacies of the subject, we may gather from the above that 玉帳 was originally a technical term denoting a favourable position selected for the location of the general's tent by a special method of divination. Afterwards it came to be used in a looser sense for the headquarters of any army engaged in active operations in the field. Thus, in 曹唐 Ts'ao T'ang's poem 漢武帝思李夫人: "Han Wu Ti thinking of the Lady Li" (a favourite concubine of such beauty that "one glance of hers would destroy a city, two glances a State"), we have the couplet: 白玉帳塞鶯夢絕, 紫陽宮遠雁書稀 "Chill is my white Jade Tent, broken my dreams of connubial bliss; Far away is the Tzū-yang Palace, and thy letters all too rare."

According to the 拾遺記 Shih i chi, the meeting of Hsi Wang Mu and Mu Wang took place in the Imperial Jade Tent (西王母見穆天子玉帳高會). Here the technical significance of the term has quite disappeared.

We may note that in poems by Chang Yuēh and 杜牧 Tu Mu, 玉帳 is balanced by 朱門 and 絳帷 respectively, both of which offer some analogy to 丹墀. The latter expression occurs in Po Chü-i and other poets. It is probably a synonym of the more familiar 丹墀, an open space, painted red, within the entrance to the principal court in the Imperial Palace.

Both 劫節 and 策名 are phrases which occur for the first time in the Tso chuan. 策名, "inscribing one's name," was

---

1 The Chinese here is a little obscure.
2 See T' u shu ch'i ch'êng, xvii, ch. 703-12.
3 The order of the 地支 "terrestrial branches" being 子, 丑, 寅, 卯, 辰, 巳, etc.
4 The name of a star corresponding in the above system of divination to the 11th branch, 戊 hsiü. See T' u shu, xvii, ch. 703, 晉考 17, ff. 36 and 40 seq:
a ceremony marking the promotion of an official to the dignity of a Minister of State, or to high command in the army. It seems to have been equivalent to taking an oath of allegiance. Compare the following passage in the Hou Han Shu, ch. 90 B (Exceptional): 六世祖勤于政治，王莽授以厥功遂革，勸對印授曰，吾等名漢室，可事之也。[Ts'ai Yung's] ancestor in the sixth generation, Hsün, was district magistrate of Mei [in Feng-hsiang Fu, Shensi] in the reign of Ping Ti (A.D. 1–6). When Wang Mang [the usurper] invested him with the title of Yen-jung Lien-shuai [Military Commander], and the seals of office were handed to him, Hsün said, with a sigh: 'I have sworn allegiance to the House of Han; can one serve two masters?'

Wylie: “At first he applied himself to duties pertaining to the palace, eventually his name was inscribed on the military roll.”

Legge: “Performing at first certain duties in the palace, his name came to be entered in the pavilion of the kings.”

Havret: “Initio functus munere in imperatoriâ curiâ; dein inscriptum nomen in regis tentoríis.”

Moule: “He began by holding office in the vermilion Halls and then his name was inscribed in the royal tent.”

Saeki: “First performing certain faithful services to (the one who dwells in) the ‘Red Court’, he finally inscribed his name in the Imperial book (i.e. thus pledging himself to be a loyal subject).”

63, 64. 獻臨恩之頒黎 布辭懸之金屬

“He made an offering of the crystals that he had received from the Imperial bounty,

And generously bestowed on us his gold-woven trappings when, seeking repose, he resigned office.”

The second line is one of the most difficult in the whole inscription, and no translator has succeeded in getting any satisfactory sense out of it. In the first place 布 has been generally translated “spread out”, whereas its meaning here is to bestow in charity; this forms a better counterpart to 獻. Cf. Chuang Tzu, ch. 31 (列禦寇): 施于人而不忘非

Wylie's version (published in Chinese Researches after his death) is not accompanied by the Chinese text, so that we do not know how he arrived at this rendering, which is reasonably correct but needs explanation. He may have followed Pauthier, who prints 王儀, and yet translates: “Son nom fut ensuite inscrit sur les étendards militaires du commandement.”
"To give to others without forgetting (the obligation thus conferred) is not God's method of giving." In *Li chi*, IV, ii, 27, the word is used in an intermediate sense: 天子布德行惠: "the Son of Heaven makes his goodness and benevolence widely felt."

As for 金扇, it is impossible to say for certain what kind of article is meant; but if 布 does not mean "to spread", there is no particular reason to tie ourselves down to "carpets". We learn from the commentary on the *Erh Ya* that chi was a material woven out of yak's hair, and the *Pha* adds that this 毛扇 was like the modern ch’ü-yü (a fine-woven woollen cloth), and used as trappings for horses (若今之騾軏以衣馬之帶鞅也). It was also worn by travellers crossing high mountain ranges as a protection against extreme cold; see 撲麈錄 *Hui ch’ên lu*: 小雪山嶺上有積雪, 行人皆服毛扇. As regards chin chi, we read in the 南史 *Nan shih*, ch. 78, that 中天竺 Central India produced, among other things, 金織成金扇, "gold thread which was woven into chin chi." The 舊書 *Chin shu*, ch. 97, tells us that the envoys from 夫餘 Fu-yü, in North Korea, wore 锦扇, brocaded chi; and in the *Tang shu*, ch. 100, it is stated that the emperor, when touring in the west through Kao-ch’ang, Karashahr, etc., found the inhabitants arrayed in the same material and wearing ornaments of gold and jade (佩金玉服錦扇).

I take 辭病 to be analogous to the common phrase 辭病, "to resign office on the score of ill-health." When I-ssū, then, threw up his military appointment on the plea that he needed rest, he took occasion to bestow the richly brocaded trappings of his horse on the Nestorian community. Or possibly the chin chi (whatever it was) which he gave may have been a parting present offered as a token of esteem by the people of his district, just as, at the present day, a popular official on his retirement is often the recipient of a red silk umbrella.

Though this interpretation may appear to squeeze a great deal out of two words, I submit that it is, at any rate, an improvement on previous attempts. Wylie and Havret do not grapple with the difficulty at all. Legge's version is extremely far-fetched, not to say fantastic, and Professor Saeki's is defective because it takes no account of the word 憩. Mr. Moule takes "Ssū-ch'i" to be a place-name, but in that case "Lin-ên" must be a place-name too, which it obviously is not.
Wylie: “He made offerings of the jewelry which had been given by imperial favour; he spread out a golden carpet for devotion.”

Legge: “He made offerings (to the Illustrious Communities) of the glittering ornaments which he received as gifts; he spread out (in their halls) the carpets interwoven with gold as resting-places for the speakers.”

Havret: “Offerebat imperatoriae munificentiae crystalla, extendebat colloquii requiei auratiles tapetes.”

Moule: “He made offerings of the crystals received from the Emperor’s munificence, and spread out (as a gift) the cloth of gold from Ssū-ch’i.”

Saeki: “He made offerings (to the monastery) of the Sphatika (i.e. crystal) which had been granted to him by the Emperor himself, and dedicated to the monastery the gold-interwoven carpets which (despite his humble refusal) had been given to him by the Emperor’s own favour.”

73. 我免永謝
Wylie: “The autumnal influences were long removed.”
Legge: “The stifling vapours died away.”
Havret: “Exitiosique vapore servatur aeternum depulsi.”
Moule: “Baleful vapours were expelled for ever.”

The last two renderings are right. 妖 is only a calligraphic variant of 獎, which in its turn is interchangeable with 妖. Wylie must have misread the character as 秋, and Legge, with a too meticulous respect for its exact form, as carved on the tablet, retains 妖, which in K’ang Hsi is said to be identical with 我. This latter character, however, is only used of a surfeit of food, and cannot mean "stifling". Professor Saeki wrongly prints 我. The allusion, of course, is to An Lu-shan’s rebellion, though no one seems to have noted the fact. 妖 is the epithet commonly applied to rebels, and 氛 “miasma” is a recognized metaphor for sedition.

I must now bid farewell for the present to the Inscription of Sianfu. It leaves me full of admiration for the learning and scholarship of the author, who with marvellous skill fitted together this elegant mosaic of allusions and quotations from the whole range of Chinese literature; but, on the other hand, with a very low opinion of Nestorian Christianity. Surprise has often been
expressed that a great religion, introduced into China under such favourable auspices, should have wilted away and died out so completely. But after reading this account, written by one of its own adherents, with its cowardly suppression or glossing over of vital facts, its fulsome adulation of the Tang emperors, its spiteful references to the rival systems of Buddhism and Taoism, while borrowing from them at every turn, its self-praise which is no recommendation, we can only wonder that it survived so long. It was not thus that the Apostles won their way to victory in the Roman Empire. One is obliged to own that the emasculated Christianity of the Nestorians was not a real religion but a sham. The Chinese people weighed it in the balance and found it wanting.
THE CAUBHIKAS AND THE INDIAN DRAMA

By Professor A. Berriedale Keith

An interesting attempt has been made by Professor H. Lüders to vindicate for the shadow play an important place in the development of the Indian drama. The term denoting the performers of such plays he holds to have been Çaubhika, or, in vernacular form, sobhiya; they explained to the audience the shadow pictures displayed before them, and thus were precursors of the true drama. The example of Java is called into service to meet the obvious criticism that every consideration tells in favour of the view that the shadow play is later than, and based upon, the true drama.

If this were the case it must be admitted to be remarkable that there is not a hint in the literature that Çaubhika had any such meaning, a fact which points to the conclusion that, if ever the shadow play had flourished, its vogue had completely passed away at an early date. In the second place, however, there is grave reason to doubt whether the shadow play was ever known in ancient or mediaeval India. A single passage has so far been adduced to prove its existence; it occurs in Nilakaṇṭha’s commentary on the Mahābhārata, a composition of the end of the seventeenth century, where the usage is said to be known among the southerners. There is no connexion here with Çaubhika; the term glossed is rūpopajivana, and there is not the slightest reason to suppose that the sense attributed to it by Nilakaṇṭha was present to the composer, or that rūpopajivin in Varāhamihira’s BrhatSaṅhīti (v. 74) or rūparuppaka in the Therīgāthā (394) has any such reference. When, therefore, we are asked to believe that Chāyānātaka applied to the Dūtāṅgada of Subhaṭa (thirteenth century) means “shadow drama”, a serious demand is made upon our credulity, and the attempt to derive from this drama a characterization of the species can hardly be accepted when it is remembered that of the other four Chāyānātakas known to us, not one deviates at all from the orthodox form of drama, while the Haridṛṣṭa, of unknown date and author, and the Mahānātaka, which have affinities with the Dūtāṅgada, are never styled Chāyānātakas. The peculiarities of the Dūtāṅgada and the Mahānātaka, the predominance of verse, often epic in nature, the absence of Prākrit, the large number of characters, and the omission of the Vidūṣaka, explain themselves easily by the simple

1 SBAW. 1916, pp. 698–737.
2 xii, 295, 5.
3 Bendall, Sanskrit Manuscripts in the British Museum, p. 106.
assumption that we have in them mere literary exercises. To argue
that the Mahānāṭaka was intended for stage production as a shadow
play because in the recension of Madhusūdana reference is made to
narākāh is to ignore the fact that literary drama is wont to adopt the
forms of the true drama, while to find in the misprint saubhayā for
saumyā a proof that the narākāh were of a special kind carries us
beyond the limits of plausibility. Equally unconvincing is the
suggestion that the Aindrajālikas of the Ratnāvali, Prabodhacanda-
droya, or the Pūrvapiṭhikā of the Daṇḍakumāracarita, manipulated
shadows to produce their divine effects; we have in these cases
plainly nothing more than simple illusionism as practised by Indian
jugglers.

It is in the light of these facts that we must consider the only other
point of importance in Professor Lüders' thesis, his interpretation of
Patañjali's concluding remarks on Pāṇini, iii, 1, 26: ye tāvad ete
cobbhanikā nāmaite pratyakṣaṁ. Kaṁsavaṁ ghatayanti pratyakṣaṁ ca
Baliṁ bandhayantīti. citreṣu katham? citreṣu apy udgūrnā nipatītaṁ
ca prahārā dṛṣṭyaṁ Kāṁsakarsanam ca. granthikṣeṣu kathāṁ yatra
cādabagumatraṁ lakṣyate? te 'pi hi teṣāṁ utpattiprabhyt ā vinicād
ṛddhir vyācaksānāḥ sato Buddhīvisyan ā prakāṣayanti. ātac ca sato
vyāmīṛtā hi dṛṣṭyaṁ. kecit Kāṁsabhaktakā bhavanti, kecid Vāsudeva-
bhaktāḥ. varṇānyatavāṁ khale api pusyaṁ. kecid raktamukhā bhavanti
kecid kālamukhāḥ. So it is read in Kielhorn's edition, but the text is
far from being certain, and the Benares edition, on which Weber
based his exposition of this important passage, reads in the last sentence
kecit kālamukhā bhavanti kecid raktamukhāḥ. The discussion arises
from the necessity of explaining the use of the present in the phrases
cited when the events described, the slaying of Kansa, and the binding
of Bali, lie in the far past, and Vārttika 6 makes it certain that the sense
of the verb must involve the idea of description (tad ācaśa iiti), this
being the justification of the causative.

Professor Lüders' version of the passage involves an immediate
improbability, for he holds that the Çaubhikas are also to be understood
as the agents in the case of the clause citreṣu katham. This is wholly
contrary to the wording of the passage, and it cannot be doubted
that Nāgoji Bhaṭṭa and Haradatta are perfectly right in taking the
subject in that case to citralekhakāh, "painters." The idea that
Çaubhikas carried round pictures which they explained, though
accepted by Professor Hillebrandt 2 is manifestly inconsistent with

1 Indische Studien, xiii, 488 ff.
2 ZDMG. lxxii, 228.
Patañjali's words. The real sense is admirably expressed by Nāgoji Bhaṭṭa: evaṁ ca citralekhakā api citrasthanā Kāṅsāṁ tāḍṛṣṭenaiva Kṛṣṇena ghṛtayantīty arthaḥ: this is curiously misunderstood by Professor Lüders to mean that a painter explains to an audience the picture he has painted. The real sense is, of course, quite different; what Patañjali means, as Vārttika 6 plainly shows, is that when we say of a pictured scene Kāṅsāṁ ghṛtayati we mean "the painter describes the slaying of Kaṇsa", and the justification for this view is given in the clause of the text, where it is pointed out that on the canvass we can observe with our eyes the depicting of the blows rained on Kaṇsa.

The same misunderstanding of Patañjali explains the conviction of Professor Lüders that the Çaubhikas are described as explaining to the audience shadow figures, a rendering which is flatly incompatible with the words pratyakṣaṁ Kāṅsāṁi ghṛtayanti. Professor Hillebrandt explains Haradatta's mysterious explanation: ye tāvad ete Kāṅsaghotānukāriṇāṁ naṭānāṁ evākhyānopaḍhyāyāṁ te Kāṅsānukāriṇāṁ naṭāṁ sāmaṇjarī Kāṅsabuddhyā ghṛtaiṁ tāḍṛṣṭenaiva Vāsudevena ghṛtayanti, as indicating that the Çaubhika in Patañjali performed the duty of the Sthāpaka of the textbooks, being commissioned to announce to the audience the topic of the play to be performed. But this view is plainly untenable, being impossible to reconcile with pratyakṣam. The sense must be, "The Çaubhikas relate the death of Kaṇsa pratyakṣam." On the last word the whole stress lies, and there can be no other sense than that they do so by action, as opposed to presentment in pictures or in words. Clearly Haradatta did not understand the passage, but every student of Haradatta knows that this is no rare case with that commentator.

Of the Granthikas we are told çabdāyadumātraṁ laksyate, an expression which is painfully obscure, since gauda bears no recognized meaning which fits the passage. Professor Lüders' proposal to equate it with grantha is wholly implausible, and as Professor Hillebrandt observes, inflicts on Patañjali the sin of verbiage, since çabdamātram would yield the requisite sense. The following words mean, we are told, "Auch diese lassen, indem sie die Schicksale jener von ihren Anfängen bis zu ihrem Ende auseinandersetzen, sie als gegenwärtig in der Vorstellung (der Hörer) existierend erscheinen. Und darum (sage ich :) 'gegenwärtig existierend', weil sich auch Parteien zeigen. Die einen nehmen für Kaṇsa Partei, die andern für Vāsudeva. Sie zeigen ja auch Wechsel der Gesichtsfarbe; die einen werden rot im
Gesicht, die andern seiner '" It is, however, obviously difficult to accept the reading yddhīr against the variant buddhīr; to describe the fates of Kansa and Bali as yddhīr is absurd. But what is much more serious is the view that the rest of the clause refers, not to the Granthikas as dividing themselves into two parties distinguished by colour, but to the audience, who are supposed to take sides for Kansa or Kṛṣṇa, the former showing in their faces the red tinge appropriate to anger, the latter the blackness of fear. The change of subject is really impossible, nor can we legitimately imagine that Kansa would have adherents among a devout audience. Moreover, fear on the part of the supporters of Kṛṣṇa is peculiarly out of place. Professor Lüders' argument that the assumption of colours by the Granthikas contradicts cābda-granthapadāmātram is vitiated, in the first place by the fact that we do not know whether gāḍu is not a reference to this very fact,¹ and secondly, by the consideration that the Granthikas plainly did not engage in any further action. The use of colouring by the actor in order to indicate the diverse characters which he may represent is expressly asserted in Yājñavalkya (iii, 162). Moreover this interpretation accords admirably with the words ātac ca satō, "therefore (I say) actually present (in the consciousness of the audience).” The reason is given in the following sentences, namely, that the Granthikas form two parties whose diverse colour marks their nature as supporters of Kāṃsa or Vāsudeva. These facts enormously strengthen the mind of the spectator, so that with their aid he seems to have before him, not the actors of a drama, but the actual presence of Kāṃsa and Vāsudeva and their supporters. It is extremely doubtful if this illusion could have been produced merely by the repetition of epic verse without dramatic action of any kind. The development of the epic recitation depicted by Patañjali is in itself, as Professor Lévi ² has shown, the most obvious prelude to the growth of the true drama, and the parallel of the dithyramb is too clear to admit of denial.³

The passage of Patañjali, therefore, interpreted in the light of the Vārttiṅka yields us a simple and plain sense. The slaying of Kāṃsa and the binding of Bali, lie in the distant past, but one may say Kāṃsaṁ ghāṭayati or Baliṁ bandhayati, "he describes the slaying of Kāṃsa,

¹ Cf. Hillebrandt, ZDMG, lxxii, 228, Nāgojet reads cābda-granthapadāmātram.
² Théâtre indien, pp. 308 ff.
³ Cf. JRAS. 1912, pp. 411 ff.
the binding of Bali” of the painter whose vivid art brings the scene before our eyes, and the same expressions, in the plural, are applicable to the Čaubhikas, who present in dumb show the scenes, and the Granthikas, who recite, dividing themselves into two parties distinguished by their colour. Of the shadow play there is not a trace, and all the available evidence points to the fact that it never had any vogue in India, old or new.

It is clear that the union of the action of the Čaubhikas to the recitation of the Granthikas gives the full dramatic form, but it must remain uncertain whether by Patañjali’s time the drama had actually evolved, in which case the Čaubhikas and Granthikas represent older stages in its development, still existing independently, or the process of evolution was still incomplete. Of this there is no decisive evidence. But it is remarkable to find Professor Lüders assuming without proof that the plays ascribed to Bhāsa represent the pre-classical drama, and drawing thence conclusions as to the development of drama in India. Conclusions resting on so unstable a foundation cannot aid us in determining the problem in question.

The evidence of Patañjali, therefore, correctly rendered, leaves it open to see in the contest between Kaṇsa and Vāsudeva a nature myth. One point of interest, however, is raised by the reading of Kielhorn’s edition in the last sentence. It gives the view, *prima facie* natural, that the supporters of Kṛṣṇa adopt the colour black, but it leaves unexplained the red colour of the supporters of Kaṇsa, a fact which is one of the grounds inducing Professor Lüders to adopt his theory that the reference is not to the actors but to the spectators. Professor Hillebrandt suggests that the choice of red by Kaṇsa’s supporters is in consonance with the *raudra rasa* appropriate to their leader, while black fits the *bhayānaka rasa* applicable to the persecuted Kṛṣṇa. But this adaptation of Professor Lüders’ suggestion is unhappy in the extreme, for the scene depicted is the slaying of Kaṇsa, a work undertaken with the utmost coolness and confidence by Kṛṣṇa, so that fear is the last *rasa* to be expected in him or his followers. The colouring, therefore, appears to me now, as formerly, to be explained by reference to a religious ritual, even if the reading accepted from his MSS. by Kielhorn is correct. It must, however, be remembered that the version of the Benares edition in all probability rests on MS.

---


2 JRAS. 1911, p. 1008.
evidence, and that the reading in Kielhorn's MSS. can be regarded as an almost inevitable correction, made by men who knew that Kṛṣṇa's hue was black, and who therefore transposed the terms kālamukhāḥ and raktamukhāḥ, ignorant that they were thus destroying a peculiarly interesting feature in Patañjali's record. The opposite change is inexplicable, and in this case, as always, preference is due to the more difficult reading which naturally invited alteration to the more obvious.
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I

That language is an ethnographic document of fundamental importance is a plain truism. It also hardly needs stressing that the knowledge of all aspects of tribal life, without exception, is essential to a sound knowledge of any one aspect. To omit, for instance, the study of religion, or economics, or social organization when dealing with a native society, results not only in our ignorance of the subject omitted, but also lowers the value of all that has been recorded. All aspects of tribal life play into each other; to sunder a few of them from the rest results in a mutilation of the whole, and language is not an exception in this respect. The study of the linguistic aspect is indispensable, especially if we want to grasp the social psychology of a tribe, i.e. their manner of thinking, in so far as it is conditioned by the peculiarities of their culture. All this is clear and well known.

The nature, however, of the correlation between structure of language and social psychology, the manner in which language throws light upon native mentality, seem to be only partially understood. On the one hand, it is a well-known principle that in studying any aspect of native life the native terminology of this subject must be

1 Some results of the Robert Mond Ethnographic Research among the Natives of the Trobriand Islands, British New Guinea.
recorded. On the other hand, there are the general features of linguistic structure, rules of syntax, parts of speech, and word formation. Everybody agrees that in an ethnographic work these should be recorded, that all essential linguistic facts should be collected. But all collection of facts requires the guidance of definite theoretical principles, and, again, all linguistic features that have been recorded should be interpreted from the ethnological point of view. "How is the study of particular languages to be pursued successfully if it lacks the stimulus and inspiration which only the search for general principles can impart to any branch of science? . . . There must be present a sense of wider issues involved, and such issues as may directly interest a student devoted to language for its own sake. The formal method of investigating language, in the meantime, can hardly supply the needed spur . . . The philologist, then, if he is to help anthropology, must himself be an anthropologist . . . he must correlate words with thoughts, must treat language as a function of the social life." 2

The principles of such linguistics—in a form accessible and useful for an ethnographer—have not yet been laid down. There is, of course, the vast literature dealing with comparative linguistics of Indo-European languages, with philological problems, with the history of modern European languages, with questions of teaching foreign languages, living or dead. There are also many theories framed on the basis of native 3 languages and aiming at the comparison of types of linguistic structure and at a reconstruction of general linguistic development.

Whatever their general theoretical value might be, almost all these theories are as good as useless for an ethnographer who needs guidance

1 This principle has been, to my knowledge, first systematically adopted and thoroughly carried out by A. C. Haddon, W. H. Rivers, C. G. Seligman, and their collaborators in the research done amongst the Torres Straits Islanders. The extensive and excellent linguistic contribution of S. H. Ray (vol. iii of the Reports, Cambridge, 1907) marks this work also as the first practical recognition of the principle that a scientific study of language is essential to a full ethnographic description. There exist, however, other standard works of ethnology, where the linguistics are simply not given, although the authors claim a thorough acquaintance with the language.

2 R. R. Marett, Anthropology, in "Home University Library", pp. 136-7. Every word of this, I am sure, will be endorsed by anyone, who has tried to do ethnolinguistic field-work.

3 I use the word "native" for want of a better one. By "native languages" I mean those spoken by uncivilized races. "Savage" or "primitive" are equivalent words, but they seem still clumsier and more equivocal than "native".
in his linguistic field-work. For all of them are constructed from an oblique point of view; the student of Comparative Linguistics tries to build up the prehistoric Indo-European forms and to trace their further development in the various branches; the Classical Philologist deals with dead languages, embodied in inscriptions and literary documents, and his aim is, or should be, to bring them to life as far as possible; the Modern Linguist is busy with the historical development of German, French, English, Polish, etc., and with the normative shaping of his language. The Ethnographer, on the other hand, has the most direct scientific task: that of describing exhaustively, minutely, and precisely a living, full, organic phenomenon of a language hitherto not studied.

Even the works specially dealing with the broad survey of human languages, including such of native races, are of not much value to one who has to make first-hand linguistic observations. For they are interested in formalistic classification of the types of human speech and in broad outlines of evolution, rather than in defining and analysing fundamental grammatical concepts. These works, as well as studies on the psychology of language and general introductions to linguistic study, contain much valuable and suggestive material for a theory such as is here postulated. As they stand, however, they are of little direct help to an ethnographer who is not a specialist in linguistics, yet has to record a new type of language.

In saying this I am simply stating my own experience in this matter. It would require a volume to substantiate this statement. The reading of such works as Wundt's *Sprache*, Paul's *Principles*, Professor Tucker's and Professor Oertel's treatises has helped me immensely in my work—it has, so to speak, allowed me to see linguistic facts. All these works, however, are résumés of the present state of linguistics, and they reflect the insufficient attention hitherto given to Semantics. And it is only from the development of Semantics, as will be shown later on, that the ethnographer can look for real help. The works dealing with native languages, such as W. von Humboldt's treatise on the Kawi language, F. Müller's *Outlines*, v. d. Gabelentz's monograph, contain much that

---


2 Breal's work *Semantics*, English translation, London, 1900, though interesting and stimulating, in my judgment does not face the real problems of the subject.
is extremely valuable. But, as far as I can judge, all the general linguistic views contained in these books, in order to be useful for our purpose, need to be recast and worked out systematically with the one aim in view, that of guiding linguistic research in connexion with ethnographic study. It must be remembered that Humboldt, F. Müller, v. d. Gabelentz, and the majority of specialized linguists had received their linguistic data at second hand. Whereas most of those, who made actual field observations on native languages troubled little about exhaustive linguistic theory.

Whereas the other branches of linguistics project their material on to a prehistoric phase or on to a historic development, or on to the ideal plane of what ought to be—and in all this they have a free hand for hypothesis and speculation—the ethnographer is limited to one phase, to one language, and to one task: that of scientifically recording it. On the other hand, his material, a living language, spoken by a native community, lacks all written documents and is made still more elusive by the considerable latitude allowed to individual variations and to tribally accepted equivalents, to say nothing of the fundamental difficulty of understanding well a language of so different a type from our own. The fuller and more elusive the subject to be recorded, the greater the need for a sound guiding theory. Such a theory—specially adapted for the ethnographer’s need—can only be achieved by a frontal attack on Semantics, that is by a thorough study of the relation between linguistic Form and Meaning.

It is impossible in a short essay to give even an outlined argument for the justification of this last sentence, but the main theme of this article will give a concrete example of what is meant. It may also be pointed out that these views are not isolated. In some “Thoughts on the subject of Language”, published in Man, 1919, No. 2, A. H. Gardiner shows very conclusively that unless we remodel our conception of the fundamental nature of speech, we cannot arrive at any satisfactory view about the elementary facts of syntax. He also recognizes clearly that any obscurity on such fundamental grammatical concepts as Parts of Speech, Subject, Predicate, etc., stands in the way of positive linguistic work.

“My own researches in Egyptian Grammar had brought me to grips with the fundamental and perplexing problems of ‘subject’,

‘predicate’, word-order, tense, and the like; it is a regrettable fact that Egyptologists have but the haziest notion as to what the term ‘predicate’ means, or ought to be made to mean, and some excursions into Semitic and Indo-Germanic philology suggest that the students in these fields are in no better case.” (Ibid.) Speaking from a much more limited experience, of course, I can only fervently endorse these words.

There can be no doubt that both the deeper knowledge of what language really is and a Semantic theory—explaining the nature of parts of speech and their modifications (case, tenses, etc.) of syntactic concepts, such as subject and predicate of word-formation and formative elements—are indispensable for Ethnographic linguistics.

II

We shall deal in this article with a single linguistic phenomenon, namely, the classificatory formatives in the language of Kiriwina, Trobriand Islands, an archipelago lying due north of the eastern end of New Guinea.

Let us first define the expression “classificatory formatives”. If we take the Latin word for “father” in its various cases and derivations—patris, patrem, patribus, patria, etc.—there are the variable endings -is, -em, -ibus, etc. (the inflectional suffixes or inflectional formatives), and the stable element, pater-. This, again, can be analysed into the root pa, and the word-formative -(t)er. This syllable -(t)er appears also in other words as mater, frater, βατερος—words denoting relationship. This formative is characteristic of kinship terms, and it carries the meaning of this class of word. It is an example of what could be called a class-formative. Other examples of such class-formatives are numerous in Indo-European languages.

Thus a class-formative is an affix or infix, common to a class of words, and distinguishable from the root and from inflectional endings or prefixes. In what follows we shall use formative, short for class-formative.

1 Compare Brugmann-Delbrück, Grundriiss, 1906, vol. ii, pt. i, p. 4, pars. 3 sqq. In that work also endless examples of roots and formatives can be found. For kinship nouns see pp. 331 sqq., pars. 243–9; also p. 602, par. 474. I must add that I myself am not acquainted with the technicalities of Indo-European comparative linguistics. Of Brugmann-Delbrück’s treatise I tried to understand only the main outlines and the general theoretical parts.

Some formatives have no discoverable meaning. Others have a vague significance, in so far as they give expression in form to the general meaning, common to a class of cognate words, as -(t)er in the above example. In others, again, this meaning is distinctly and clearly felt, as in diminutives and pejoratives, for instance.

In all the examples so far given the formatives are characteristic of certain limited classes of words, but they do not entail a general principle of classification. In Indo-European languages the nearest approach to classificatory formatives are no doubt the suffixes denoting gender. All nouns in these languages are divided into three classes, masculine, feminine, and neuter, and these classes are marked—either on the nouns themselves or on the concomitant adjectives or pronouns—by formatives, which can be called *classificatory*, because they distinguish a noun as a member of one of the three classes. But in Indo-European, though the classification itself is comprehensive, the classificatory nominal suffixes lack consistency, so that it is impossible to read the gender of a noun from its ending alone. Again, it is difficult or impossible to define the gender groups, with regard to their meaning. ¹

In some native languages the classification of nouns into groups—one may regard them as generalized genders—is carried out with further subdivision and greater consistency of form and meaning. The Bantu languages are a well-known example. "In the Bantu languages we find no genders based on sex, but instead other genders or classes of substantive, based principally . . . on the degree of unity and consistency of those things of which they are the names, as determined by their natural position and shape, their proper motion, effects, relative strength, etc." ²

Again, in some languages of Eastern Asia and Indonesia there exist classificatory words used with numerals and denoting the class to which the objects numbered belong. Thus in Japanese there are


² Torrend, *A Comparative Grammar of the South African Bantu Languages*, p. 63, par. 313; quoted after Oertel, op. cit., p. 158. For a fuller and a most illuminating description of the Bantu classifiers the reader is referred to Miss A. Werner’s *Introductory Sketch of the Bantu Languages*, London, 1919. Unfortunately I was able to consult this excellent book only after this article had been written.
"certain names which, joined to a numeral, express the object, which to be counted is present as a unit of so many times as the numeral denotes . . . The number of such-like auxiliary names in Japanese is greater than is really necessary. Considering objects in respect of their outward appearance they are counted according to one or another noticeable characteristic . . . Hence has arisen a distribution of articles into classes."  

A similar feature exists in Malay, "a set of specific and technical terms called by the grammarians numeral affixes; some one or other of which is always used as a coefficient to the numeral, the term being selected according to the class under which the object falls."  

Thus, for example, orang (person) is used for human beings; ekur (tail) for animals, birds, insects; batang (trunk) for trees, poles, spears, teeth, and other long objects; buah (fruit) for fruits, houses, ships, countries, towns, islands; biji (seed) for grains and small, round objects; keping (flatness) for blocks of timber, sheets of metal, hunches of bread, and flat, thin objects; helai for hair, feathers, and leaves; patah (verb: to break) for words, items of information; bidang (adj.: broad) for mats, sails, awnings, rice-fields.  

Mr. C. O. Blagden kindly supplied me with the following information about the grammatical use of the classifiers: "The Malay classifiers are used with numerals and with a very few indefinites and interrogatives, involving the idea of number, such as bebērapa, some, ever so many; bērapa, how many? But they are not used with banyak, many or much.  

"The classifiers are used when concrete things are numbered, but there are no classifiers corresponding to abstract concepts, except patah, the classifier corresponding to the class: 'words, themes of information." When the thing numbered is not merely concrete, but has also life, then it is an almost invariable rule in idiomatic Malay, as spoken among the natives themselves, that classifiers are used. Speaking of an inanimate object, on the other hand, a native may frequently use a numeral without a classifier. Thus, words for animals and trees would hardly ever be used without a classifier; chairs, houses, etc., might or might not be supplied with a classifier; divisions of time, space, values, etc., would never be used with a classifier;  

---

2 Colonel Yule, J.A.L., 1880.  
3 For these examples I am indebted to Mr. C. O. Blagden, Reader in Malay at the Oriental School of London. In the *Malay Grammar* of R. O. Winstedt, 1913, § 80, pp. 129 sqq., there is an (incomplete) list of classifiers, which can be looked up in R. J. Wilkinson's *Malay-English Dictionary*, 1901, 1902, for further identification.
in fact, there is none corresponding to this class of nouns. The word *jam*, for instance, is used to denote 'hour' and 'watch', and it can take the classifier *bijji* (seed) in the latter sense, but is never classified in its first meaning.

"In Siamese, Burmese, Chinese, and other languages of this type, there exist also classifiers more akin to those of Malay than to the Kiriwinian ones."  

In some Micronesian languages there are four classes of numerals, referring respectively to living beings, lifeless objects, measures of length, and measures for days and moons; or two classes for living and lifeless objects. In the Melanesian Islands, studied linguistically by Codrington, only faint traces of numeral non-classificatory formatives are to be found. "There are not in any Melanesian language, so far as I know, any 'numeral coefficients' or 'numeral classifiers' such as are employed with numerals in the Indo-Chinese languages and in Malay... There is, nevertheless, an idiom in giving a number in which a word precedes the numeral carrying with it the image which the things enumerated seem to present to the mind. Thus in Fiji four canoes in motion are *a waqa saqai va*, from *qai*, to run. In Mota two canoes sailing together are called *aka peperua*, butterfly two canoes, from the look of the two sails." The author adduces a few more such examples which show that the principle of classifying words, so pronounced in Malay, is very rudimentary in the Melanesian Islands.

The best example in Oceanic languages of numerical classifiers is afforded by the language of Kiriwina Trobriand Islands. This language has been already previously recorded by the Rev. S. B. Fellowes in "Kiriwina Grammar and Vocabulary" (Annual Report on British New Guinea, 1900–1). Mr. Sidney H. Ray makes the following résumé of the information on numerical classifiers contained in that Grammar: "In Kiriwina many of these descriptive prefixes are given. *Tai-*, persons; *na-*, animals; *kai-*, or *qai-*, things; *ia-*, thin things; *kala-*, days. Examples with the numeral *ta* or *tala*, one, are: *tai-ta tau*, one man; *tai-ta rivi*ila, one woman; *na-ta mauna*, one

---

1 Personal communication from Mr. Blagden, who also kindly read the MS. of this paper and improved it by many valuable suggestions.
animal; *ia-tala*, one thin (article); *kai-tala*, one thing. Similar words appearing in the vocabulary are *tai-ua*, two baskets; *kili-tala*, one bunch of fruit; *kasa-tala*, one row; *uvai-tala*, one of the rows. There are also words denoting bundles of various articles, such as *umo-tala*, one bundle of *taro*; *vili-tala*, one bundle of sugar-cane."  

This statement shows clearly that the use of numerals in the Kiriwinian language implies some sort of classification of nouns. But the scanty and scattered information of the *Kiriwina Grammar* does not even answer these essential questions; is the numerical classification in Kiriwina comprehensive or is it not? That is, must numerals be used with classifiers always, or is this use sporadic only? If so, what are the rules of this sporadic use? Does the classification embrace all nouns or only a few isolated groups? How many classifying formatives do there exist? Are the examples given exhaustive, or nearly so, or only a small fraction of the full list?

To any of these questions no answer could be found in the existing record of the Kiriwinian language. In fact, the above quoted summary by the most competent Oceanic linguist presents the information better than is done by Fellowes, the original data being scattered all over the Grammar and Vocabulary.

But even as far as it goes the information is not correct either in details or in essentials; thus it would appear to anyone who reads the Grammar that classifying formatives enter into the formation of numerals only. This, as we shall see, is not the case.  

### III

Let us now give the full statement of the linguistic data, referring to the Classificatory Formatives in the Kiriwinian language.

In that language the Demonstratives and Adjectives as well as the Numerals do not exist in a self-contained form, conveying an abstract meaning. There are no single words to express such conceptions as "this", "big", "long", "one", etc., in abstract. Thus, for example, there is no equivalent of the word "one", or of any other numeral. Whenever the number of any objects is indicated the nature of these objects must also be included in the word. Thus:

(1) One man = *TA Ytala ta'u* 
One woman = *NA tana vivila* 
One stone = *KA Ytala dakuna* 
One canoe = *KA Ytala waga* 

---

1 S. H. Ray, op. cit., p. 475.  
2 See below in par. VI.
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(2) Two men = TAYyu tau'a'u
Two women = NAYyu civila
Two stones = KWAYyu dakuna
Two canoes = KAYyu waga.

Comparing the numerals in this table, TAYtala, NAtana, etc., it can be seen at a glance that each of these consists of two elements; one of them remains unaltered in all the numerals, corresponding to "one" and "two" respectively; it is the suffix -tala, one, -yu, two, etc.; the other part, the prefixed one, TAY-, NA-, KWAY-, KAY-, etc., corresponds evidently to the objects or persons numbered.

The same holds good with regard to other numerals, as well as to demonstratives and adjectives. Each of these words consists of a fixed form or mould, which carries the meaning of the numeral, demonstrative, or adjective, and of an interchangeable particle which denotes the class of object to which the numeral, demonstrative, or adjective is being applied. We shall call the former element the fixed part or root, and the latter one the classificatory particle or formative.

As we saw in the above example, the numerals are formed by suffixing the fixed part, which carries the meaning of the number to the classificatory particle, which carries the meaning of the object numbered.

This may be represented diagrammatically:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prefix denoting Object numbered</th>
<th>Stable element or root denoting Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>by means of the Classificatory Particle TAY- human</td>
<td>by means of the Fixed numeric part TALA one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAY is the classificatory particle denoting that human beings are numbered.</td>
<td>TALA is the numeric root denoting that the number is one.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The demonstratives are formed by infixing the classificatory particle into a fixed frame. This latter consists of the two syllables ma-, na, which carry the meaning of pointing to or referring to.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root Frame</th>
<th>Infix</th>
<th>Root Frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MA-</td>
<td>-TAU-</td>
<td>-NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The fixed which conveys of direct frame the signification reference.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH- human</td>
<td>-IS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Tau'au'u, men, plural to tau'u, man. It is one of the very few plurals extant in Kiriwinian.
Finally, adjectives are formed in the same manner as numerals, i.e. by suffixing the adjetival part to the classificatory particle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prefix denoting Object qualified</th>
<th>Stable element of root denoting Quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>by means of Classificatory Particle</td>
<td>by means of Fixed adjetival part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(TO)-human</td>
<td>(-VIYAKA:) big</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(TO\)-is the classificatory particle denoting that human beings are qualified. \(-VIYAKA\) is the adjetival root denoting that the object is big.

Thus we see that the three classes of words, demonstratives, numerals, and adjectives, cannot be used in abstracto without carrying in them the expression of the objects to which they refer. This reference, however, is made only in a general manner; the particle does not mention directly the thing to which it applies, but it indicates only the class of object numbered, pointed at, or qualified. This is why we have called them classificatory particles.

This is a general outline of the nature and grammatical extent of the classificatory particles in Kiriwina. It is, however, necessary for the reader, in order to follow with interest the technicalities given further on, to familiarize himself with this linguistic phenomenon, to get it well in hand. A good way to achieve this—to make them a living fact of speech—is to imagine how such an arrangement would appear in English. This is not meant, of course, as a strict definition, only as a first approach, or, rather, as a short cut into the heart of the subject.

Let us transpose this peculiarity of Kiriwinian into English, following the native prototype very closely, and imagine that no adjective, no numeral, no demonstrative may be used without a particle denoting the nature of the object referred to. All names of human beings would take the prefix "human". Instead of saying "one soldier" we would have to say "human-one soldier walks in the street". Instead of "how many passengers were in the accident?" "how human-many passengers were in the accident?" Answer, "human-seventeen."

Or, again, in reply to "are the Smiths human-nice people?" we would say, "no, they are human-dull!" Again, nouns denoting persons belonging to the female sex would be numbered, pointed at, and qualified with the aid of the prefix "female"; wooden objects with the particle "wooden"; flat or thin things with the particle "leafy", following in all this the precedent of Kiriwina.
Thus, pointing at a table, we would say, "look at wooden-this"; describing a landscape, "leafy-brown leaves on the wooden-large trees"; speaking of a book, "leafy-hundred pages in it"; "the women of Spain are female-beautiful," "human-this boy is very naughty, but female-this girl is good," and so on, in this Ollendorfian strain.

These examples will no doubt familiarize anyone better and more quickly with the general character of the classifiers than many long definitions could possibly do. They show that, when qualifying a noun, we are made to realize to which of the several classes it belongs, into which all the nouns are divided. Each of these classes—turning to genuine Kiriwinian again—embraces a number of words, capable of a general definition.

IV

Let us now pass to a survey of the Classificatory Particles in Kiriwinian. Following the principle that, in all phenomena of language of any importance, it is directly wrong to give examples only, and that a full enumeration must be given, I tried to record all the particles. Most likely a few of the very obsolete ones escaped my attention, but the list here given can be considered with this reservation as a complete enumeration, and not as an exemplification only. The particles, forty-one in number, have been arranged in a synoptic table. Against each of them there is a short definition of the class of noun with which the particle is used. Such a short definition, however, is not sufficient, since the classes are not equivalent in several respects, and we must comment on them, taking the three following aspects in successive order.

1. It is clear at a glance that the classes are not equivalent and that the definition of some of them has been made in this table on a principle different from that of other classes. Thus, first of all we shall have to say some more about the meaning of the various classes.

2. Again, some of the particles are very often used, and are of great importance in the language, whereas others are almost obsolete.

3. Finally the grammatical use of the particles is not the same in the different groups, and this point must also be made quite clear.

1. Meaning

In order to make it visible at a glance that the particles are not of the same type throughout, the list has been subdivided into eight groups. Within each group the particles and the classes of nouns governed by them are more or less of the same type.
TABLE OF KIRIWINIAN CLASSIFICATORY PARTICLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUP I</th>
<th>GROUP IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. TAY, TO, TAU. Human beings; males.</td>
<td>23. KABULO. Protuberances; ends of an object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.B. — TAY — used with numerals; TO— with adjectives; TAU— with demonstratives.</td>
<td>24. NUTU. Corners of a garden.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. NA. Persons of female sex; animals.</td>
<td>25. NIKU. Compartments of a canoe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. KAY. Trees and plants; wooden things; long objects.</td>
<td>26. KABISI. Compartments of a yam-house.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. KWAY. Round, bulky objects; stones; abstract nouns.</td>
<td>27. NINA. Parts of a song; of a magical formula.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. YA. Leaves; fibres; objects made of leaf or fibre; flat and thin objects.</td>
<td>28. MAYLA. Parts of a song; of a magical formula.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. SISI. Boughs.</td>
<td>29. KUBILA. Large land-plots (ownership divisions).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. LILA. Forked branches; forked sticks.</td>
<td>30. SIWA. Sea portions (ownership divisions with reference to fishing rights).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. KAVI. Stone blades.</td>
<td>31. KALA. Days.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. KWOYA. Human and animal extremities (legs, arms); fingers of a hand.</td>
<td>32. SIVA. Times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. LUVA. Wooden dishes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. KWOYLA. Clay pots.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. KADA. Roads.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. VILO. Villages.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROUP II</td>
<td>GROUP V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. KILA. Clusters (''hands'') of bananas.</td>
<td>33. KAPWA. Bundles (wrapped up).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. SA. Bunches of betel-nut.</td>
<td>34. OYLA. Batch of fish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. BUKWA. Bunches of coco-nut.</td>
<td>35. UM'MWA. Bundles of taro.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36. KUDU. Bundles of lashing creeper.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37. YURAY. Bundles of four coconuts, four eggs, four water-bottles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROUP III</td>
<td>GROUP VI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. PILA. Parts of a whole; divisions; directions.</td>
<td>38. KASA. Rows.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. VILI. Parts twisted off.</td>
<td>39. GILLI. Rows of spondylus-shell discs on a belt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. BUBWA. Parts cut off by transversal cutting.</td>
<td>40. GULA. Heaps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. UTU. Parts cut off; small particles.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. SI. Small bits.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N.B.—In order to appreciate correctly the nature of the particles contained in this table, it is necessary to peruse the Commentary, which forms the contents of this (the fourth) Chapter. More especially, it must be stressed that the particles differ very much in their grammatical character and function. Ranging them into a co-ordinate table might give them an undue appearance of equivalence and uniformity, against which the reader must be cautioned at the outset. (Compare § 3 of this chapter on the grammatical function of the particles.)
The particles of Group 1 (Nos. 1–14) refer directly to the nature of things, which they express, and this group contains in itself a comprehensive classification of things. Particles 1 and 2 refer to human beings and animals, and the rest embrace the world of inanimate things; 3 indicates plants; 4 stones and bulky objects. Things made by human hand are first classed according to material; those manufactured of leaf, fibre, bark, into Class 5, implements made of stone into Class 8. Two classes of manufactured objects, however, adopt special prefixes: wooden dishes (10) and clay pots (11). Classes 6 and 7 are a subdivision of the plant class, they refer to special parts of trees or plants; 12, 13, 14 refer to features of settlement and communication, villages, roads, and waterways.

This group, as said above, is based mainly on the direct classification of things. That is, it implies a system of distinction between humans and animals, between plants and stones, between objects made of wood and those made of stone and those made of fibre. But it must be realized clearly that even within this group the principles of classification are inconsistent and at cross-purposes with one another; again, several of the classes are not properly exclusive, and the same noun may be used once with TAY-, and then again with NA-, or with KAY- and LUVA-, etc. This will come out more clearly if we go over the list and make the necessary remarks about each particle and its class of nouns in succession. The principle of distinction between Class 1 and Class 2 is really double; thus, 1 comprises all human beings, but more especially men; Class 2, as against 1, comprises all nouns denoting female beings. This would be a distinction of sex, the same as that expressed by Indo-European gender, when this is used with animate beings. But the second principle of distinction between Classes 1 and 2 is that between human beings and animals. In actual usage this means that, although you must use all nouns of male persons—such as chief, fisherman, magician, etc.—with the formative 1, and also you must use formative 2 with animals; yet human female nouns—such as woman, sorceress, girl, etc.—may be used with TAY- or NA- ad libitum. Etymologically, particle 1 is obviously derived from the word ta’u (man). Whether NA- is correlated to ina (mother), and vivia (woman), and what is its connexion to the words denoting animal (maunia), is a problem.1

1 I cannot, for reasons of space, trace the etymological connexions of these words through other Oceanic languages. With the help of Tregear’s comparative data in his dictionary of the Maori language (The Maori-Polynesian Comparative Dictionary, Wellington, New Zealand, 1891) and of Codrington’s and Ray’s Comparative Melanesian Vocabularies (op. cit.), it would be easy to follow the etymologies.
Passing to particle 3, \textit{KAY-}, it embraces a class of objects defined (a) by their nature—trees and plants in general; (b) by the material of which they are made, irrespective of whether they are wooden canoes or wooden spears or chips of wood; (c) by their form: long objects, irrespective of nature and material, may be used with the formative \textit{KAY-} as certain anatomical expressions, for example, tongue. Etymologically the particle \textit{KAY-} is undoubtedly connected with the word \textit{KAI}, tree, wood—a word to be traced in cognate forms through many Melanesian and Polynesian languages.

\textit{KWAY-}, perhaps the most important and most extensively used of all Kiriwinian particles, refers in its primary use to the shape of objects: round, bulky objects; stones, rocks, and hillocks, and all other features of the landscape, except when they are strikingly elongated. \textit{KWAY-} receives its greatest importance, however, from the fact that it is used in all those cases where no other particle can be fitted in. This has been indicated in our table by mentioning "abstract nouns" in this class (4), states of the weather: calm, wind; cold, heat; states of the body: sleep, disease, exhaustion, hunger, thirst, states of mind, etc., etc. All such nouns which cannot be placed in any of the other classes—all of which are defined concretely—are used with \textit{KWAY-}. I cannot, with any degree of certainty, approach the word \textit{koya}, hill, mountain, to the prefix \textit{KWAY-}. This is, however, the only etymological hypothesis I can think of.

Class 5, governed by the formative \textit{Y.A-}, is the last of the more comprehensive ones of Group I. It comprises leaves, fibres, all objects made of these materials, and all objects shaped like leaves and fibres, i.e. all flat, thin, and thread-like objects. Etymologically \textit{Y.A-} is connected with the words \textit{yaucesi}, \textit{yagacana}, both meaning leaves.

Of the following particles, Nos. 5, 6, 9, 12, 13, 14 refer again directly to the nature of objects, and so do Nos. 10 and 11, although these latter classes comprise man-made objects. Prefix 8, \textit{KAVI-}, is used when counting, qualifying or pointing at stone blades, now, by extension, also steel blades. I am unable to tell whether in the old usage this class comprised objects with reference to their material—which was a special stone of volcanic origin, imported from Woodlark Island—or whether the reference was rather to the cutting quality and to the special shape of the implements. The recent use of the particle with European implements is of no value in deciding this question. I have circumstantial reasons, too long to set down here, to believe that \textit{KAVI-} was rather a reference to the material than to the shape. Etymologically the formatives \textit{KAVI-}, \textit{KWOYA-}, \textit{LUVA-} cannot be
connected to any words of the Kirwinian language. The remaining ones, on the other hand, are obviously correlated by form and meaning to the generic nouns denoting the class of objects: 6, SISI: sisila, bough; 7, LILA: lalari, a forked branch; 11, KWOYLA: kuria, a clay pot; 13, KADUYO: keda, road, and kari-keda, a sea-passage; 14, VILIO: valu, village, place.

Summarizing the remarks about Group I we may see that there are the following principles underlying the classification of the group: (1) direct reference to the nature of the objects, taken in their entirety as forming a genus; (2) reference to the material of which an object is made; (3) reference to its shape; (4) the abstract sense of KWAY, which does not fall under any of the foregoing headings. That this direct classification could stand no logical test is clear. It can also be safely said that it does not embody any metaphysical Weltanschauung, even of the most rudimentary description. To jump, however, from this to the other extreme conclusion that the system of classification embodied in this table is worthless in throwing any light upon the native psychology, would be equally rash.

Passing to the following groups, we may first remark that they contain classes of a much more restricted description; in each group we find emphasized one special point of view—usually very concrete and sometimes very narrow in connotation. Thus Group II comprises three classes of fruit bunches. In Group III we find several types of subdivision of a whole into parts, more especially with regard to the mechanism of the subdivision—whether a whole is divided by cutting, by cutting transversally, by twisting off, or whether it is subdivided in thought only, so to speak. Group IV, again, embraces various systems of subdivision, but here the principle of classifying according to mechanical severance is not heeded. Instead we have very concrete and special kinds of component parts of definite objects. Group V comprises various kinds of bundles. Group VI formations—rows and heaps. Groups VII and VIII consist each of a single class, one of them at least extremely remarkable, as it is the only class of object used in Kirwinian without classificatory formatives.

Let us say a few words in detail on each of the groups.

Group II. Here we have particles, used when counting and qualifying bunches of fruit. KILATA, one (partial bunch of bananas), is used when numbering the partial clusters or, as they are technically called, "hands," of bananas (usi). Etymologically the formative KILA: is not allied to any Kirwinian word. SA: is the particle used with reference to betel-nut (bu'a), and again its etymology is unknown
to me. BUKWA- is the formative — etymologically obscure — of whole bunches of coco-nuts (buya or nuya, according to dialect). There is no doubt that bunches of fruit must be an important class of objects to a tribe, where gardening is one of the main economic pursuits, and one in which the natives take an extreme interest and pride. But, speaking more specially of the expression for betel-nut bunches, fruit clusters are also important from another point of view. Gifts and payments and tributes are a very prominent feature of the social organization and public life in Kiriwina. Family obligations, relations to chief and headman, magico-religious and mortuary ceremonies, all are connected with gifts and moreover with a ceremonial display of gifts. In these, undivided bunches of betel-nut play a specially prominent part, although coco-nut and banana bunches are also important. The displayer has both the pride of having grown them and of giving them away, and this latter pride is shared by the man who receives the present. In Kiriwina display of quantity as well as of quality is a feature of generosity, and generosity, although a universal phenomenon, is never taken for granted or hidden under a bushel. The importance of the main objects normally used as gifts is therefore clear.

Group III. All these formatives serve to denote parts of a divided whole. Three of them, VILI-, BUBWA-, and UTU-, denote, moreover, directly the mechanism by which the severance of the parts has been accomplished. These three formatives are also etymologically connected with verbs denoting such mechanical acts of division. The verbal root vilu means to turn or twist; bieabu, to cut transversally; utu (connected with ta‘i), to cut in the general sense of the word. The three formatives follow exactly the meanings of the three verbal roots; VILItala, meaning a piece twisted off (a whole); BUBWAtala, a piece cut off transversally; UTUtana, a piece cut off, a parcel. Thus, when I used to distribute tobacco, the natives would ask for their portions with different words, according as to whether I would twist off the “stick” with my fingers and tear off pieces, or cut off portions with a knife. In the first case they would count the pieces with the prefix VILI-, in the second with the prefix BUBWA-. To disregard this linguistic usage would be as incorrect as to misuse the gender in an Indo-European language, and the natives might laugh, as rude people, uncorrupted by good manners, do laugh when their language is mutilated by a foreigner.

1 -tana is an archaic form of -tala, see below.
Again, the word BUBW A tala, meaning in its broader sense "one bit cut off transversally", has also the narrower meaning of "one half". UTU tana, again, usually means "a little", "a bit". The word SI tana possesses the same meaning, and it does not refer to any special mode of division. These two formatives UTU- and SI- have become specialized in their use. They are hardly ever used in any other form but in association with the numeral "one", UTU tana and SI tana meaning "one bit", or "a little". They may be used also to count, especially in ordinal forms: UTU y ve la, SI y ve la (second bit), UTU to lula, SI to lula ("third bit"), but their adverbial use (see below under 2 and 3) is by far the most preponderant. Characteristic is the archaic form of the numeral "one" with the N instead of the L, which no doubt bears witness to the fact that the prefix and the numeral "one" have coalesced at a very distant epoch.

The formative PILA-, like SI- has no reference to any mechanical process of severance. But it implies a definite character of subdivision, namely, that the part of a whole is rather a natural component part and not a part definitely severed. Thus it is used when describing parts of a village, parts of any district, directions, points of the compass (which in Kirinwian are named after prevailing winds), portions of an animal to be divided, etc. Etymologically it is connected with the verb pilasi, to assist, to help in work (to share in work), and with an important general formative PILA or PIYA, signifying manner of pitch, intensity, etc.

Group IV. In contradistinction to the foregoing group, here all the formatives have a concrete, and except for the first one (No. 23), a highly specialized meaning. The particle KABULO-, with a clear etymological pedigree from kabulula, nose (his), is used to count, demonstrate, or qualify any nose-shaped parts of a whole: ends, prominences, or protuberances. Thus, ends of a stick, prominences of a rock, promontories, corners of houses, or boats, etc., etc., all the parts that stick out, detach themselves from a whole, form ends or corners, are used with this particle. Thus KABULO- possesses a broad sphere of application, and its meaning is both concrete and metaphorical.

All the other formatives of this group possess an extremely special meaning and a very narrow sphere of application; NUTU- (etymology unknown) refers only to corners of a garden enclosure; KABISI- (etymology unknown) to the compartment of a yam-house, and NIKU- to the spaces in a canoe, between two outrigger poles. The etymology of this last word is dubious to me; liku (L and N being in
this language interchangeable) means "beam", and also the main part of a yam-house, and the three meanings may be connected. In these three formatives (NUTU-, KABISI-, NIKU-), we have to do with subdivisions of a whole, when both the nature of this whole is definitely stated (garden, canoe, yam-house), and the nature of subdivisions or parts is strictly indicated.

The two following classes refer to divisions—verses or strophes—in a traditional text or song or formula. To my knowledge they are interchangeable, and etymology seems to be the only key for making a distinction; thus, MAYLA- is probably connected with maye-, tongue, speech; NINA- with nano-, mind.

The two next particles, KUBILA- and SIWA-, are used in demonstrating, qualifying, or counting subdivisions of land and sea, made for purposes of ownership. All garden-lands in Kiriwina are subdivided into large blocks called kucabila, and with this word the classifier KUBILA- (obviously the two words are cognate) is used. These large plots are owned by a whole community, each individual owning one or more of the small subdivisions, called baleko. This last word is used with the formative KWAY-. The sea on the lagoon is divided roughly into portions, sevea, using the formative SIWA-, which have individual names each, and a number of sevea are regarded by a community as their fishing-grounds.

KALA- and SIVA- are formatives of time division. KALA-represents periods of twenty-four hours—a day and a night—SIVA-represents how many times anything happened. Here may be added that they have a characteristic way of counting the following days: to-morrow is represented by the word nabooye; the day after to-morrow by boqiyyu, literally "night-two", and the following days: onward by compounding the formative BOGI- (night) with numerals: three tolu; four, vasi, etc. As this is a very special use of the prefix BOGI-, I have not included it in our list.

Thus within this last group (IV), the following subdivisions can be further distinguished: (a) KABULO- a particle of general meaning, referring to the shape of constituent parts of a whole. (b) Artificial parts of human-made wholes (garden enclosures, yam-houses, canoes). (c) Subdivisions of traditional formulae. (d) Economic subdivisions of garden-land and fishing-grounds. (e) Time divisions.

Group V. The classes of the two preceding groups are subdivisions of things; in this group we have to deal with conglomerations. The particle KAPWA—etymologically connected with the verbal stem kapewali, to wrap up—is a general formative for all wrappings. Natives
often use leaves to wrap up small parcels of food or to carry some substance of value, such as precious shells, red ochre, or small ornaments. Again, in magic as a rule, the spell is said over some stuff, placed on a leaf, and then the stuff and the magical virtue imparted to it by the spell are carefully wrapped up to prevent evaporation. All such bundles—which may be named in various ways according to their contents—are used with the formative \textit{KAPWA}-, which has thus a fairly general meaning and a broad extent of application.

The other formatives of this group are very highly specialized and of restricted application. Thus \textit{OYLA}- is used as classifying particle when batches of fish are counted. Fish is tied up into batches on occasions of \textit{wasi}-, the regulated, ceremonial exchange of fish for yams. The inland villagers, who have good gardens and plenty of yams, but no access to the rich fisheries of the lagoon, have a traditional standing partnership with the coastal men. Each man has one partner or more on the coast. When fish is needed—especially for a ceremonial, festive distribution of food in which usually a whole community partakes—each member of the inland villages will carry some yam-food to the coast and offer it to his partner. The best yams only are used on such occasions, and they are put into baskets or wooden structures in a decorative manner. Selected \textit{taro} is bound into big, carefully arranged bunches. The men carry the food in a body, and they enter the coastal village with loud ceremonial screams and place their gifts at the doorways of their respective partners. This constitutes a binding obligation to the fishermen to go out fishing as soon as the weather allows it, and to repay the yams and \textit{taro} according to fixed rates. A batch of fish, \textit{OLYAtala}, is the measure of such repayments, the general rule being two \textit{oyla} for each basket of yams or of \textit{taro}. No haggling or quarrelling takes place on such transactions; when the fishermen’s yield is good they are generous; when their endeavours have been rather barren the fish bundles are small, and the inlanders take it philosophically. An \textit{oyla} is certainly not an exact measure of weight, but it would never sink below a certain minimum—I should say about 5 lb. in weight—and when the yield is very abundant the surplus would be given to the inlanders, not as payment for the yams given, but as payment for some more food, to be received at a later date.

This somewhat lengthy description of the \textit{wasi} (fish and yam exchange) has been given to show how narrow and definite is the application of the formative \textit{OYLA}-, and also to show how necessary it is to give some ethnographic information if grammatical relations are to be fully understood.
The next formative, *UM’MWA*-, has also been defined by the foregoing description; it is used when counting and qualifying the bundles of *taro* as prepared for the *wasi* and the ceremonial gifts or payments. Etymologically this formative is connected with the verbal root *mewam*, to bind together.

*KUDU*-, of unknown etymology, is used with reference to coils of a lashing creeper, called *wayugo*, extremely important for the natives, as it is the only material reliable for use in their big sea-going canoes. To obtain genuine and fresh *wayugo* may be a matter of life and death for a party embarking on a long expedition. It grows in certain places only, on marshy soil, and it is traded from there to the coast. *YURAY*-, etymology unknown, is a formative used with groups of four round objects, four coco-nuts, eggs, lime-pots, water-bottles, etc. These are counted by fours, as we count certain objects by the dozen.

Group VI. In this group two formatives, *KASA*-, row, and *GULA*-, heap, are of rather wide application. *KASA* is used for all sorts of row formations—rows of people in a dance, of houses in a village, of trees in a plantation. Its etymology is unknown to me. *GULA* (from *gugula*, heap) is used to count heaps of yams, heaps of shell, and all other heaps of objects.

*GILI* (etymology ?) is used in a very narrow sense, to count the rows of red shell discs in a belt. The red shell discs, made of a variety of spondylus shell, rare and difficult to fish, are used in making ornaments, long necklaces, belts, ear-rings, pendants, etc., all of which are very highly valued and used as ornaments, as signs of rank and as tokens of value, and also as articles of exchange in a very complicated and traditionally defined system of trading.

Group VII. This group consists of one class only, and no classifying particle. Basketfuls of yams are counted by using the numeral affixes only, bare of any classifying addition. And this is the one case only where abstract numerals can be used in Kiriwinian. It must be realized, however, that the counting of basketfuls of yams in Kiriwinia is counting *par excellence*. The whole social life of the native is bound up with systems of mutual payments, in which yam payments stand first and foremost. Family ties are connected with regular yam gifts. Every man has to work the gardens for his mother first and, after his sisters have grown up, for them. When his sisters marry their husbands and their families have to be provided for. Thus we have a remarkable system, in which everyone is working for his female relations, and again is himself provided for by his wife’s family. The chief receives
regular annual gifts of yams at harvest time. Obligations arising from the performance of garden magic, fishing magic, sorcery; from service in war, in sailing, in canoe and house-building; from communal work in the gardens—all such obligations are squared by payments in food, as a rule given and measured in basketfuls. Public life and ceremonial, whether in mourning and mortuary feasts or during dancing periods and tribal festivities, are accompanied by distributions of food. In all these cases, the element of display being very much to the fore, the amount of gifts given is measured, counted, and boasted about in basketfuls. Moreover, basketfuls of yams are the nearest approach to a common measure of value. The term "money" has often been applied to the native objects of high value, like stone-blades, necklaces of spondylus discs, and armshells. It can be said without reservation that such a use of the term "money" is incorrect, and as it cannot be applied to any but in a loose metaphorical sense it does more harm than good. But it may be said that, as one of the functions of money is to supply a common measure of value, and as the baskets of yams fulfil this function in Kiriwina, this is the nearest approach to money from this point of view.

All this makes it quite clear that the counting of baskets of yams is undoubtedly the most important occasion on which numbers have to be recorded in Kiriwina. The natives can count easily above the thousand, and on occasions of great annual harvest gifts to a chief, the figures of baskets given come well into five figures. Thus in August, 1918, in Omarakana, there were more than 10,000 basketfuls given to the chief. Each community provided him with a big heap, stacked around his yam-house. As the yams were being brought to the heaps a man was counting them, and for each basket he plucked off a leaflet on a big cycas leaf. Several such leaves, giving the total tally, were then planted on top of the heap. Thus high figures in counting can be recorded exactly and fixed with some degree of permanence. The natives, who vie with one another, remember the figures well, and for a long time.

Group VIII. Here the formative UWA- (etymology ?) is used to count measures of length, the span of two open arms from the tips of one hand to the tips of the other. They use this measure to compare lengths of canoes, houses, etc. Exact measures, for technological purposes, are obtained by using a rope as a tally.
2. Degree of Obsoleteness

Turning now to the second of the three points mentioned above, we have to say a few words about the degree of linguistic vitality or aliveness of the various particles. It is clear that two words or two grammatical formations may be equally general, important, and of equally extended sphere of application, yet they may vary in usage; one of them may be just starting to become obsolete or be well on the way towards complete obsoleteness. Thus "thou" and "you" in English are symmetrical in all other respects, but "thou" is on the road to becoming completely antiquated.

When recording a native language it is by no means easy to deal with this side of the question, yet it is extremely important to do so. Of course, we have no historical records to follow the gradual lapsing of some form or other. But there is no doubt that this difference in vitality exists and can be observed. Certain forms are in constant use and they impress themselves even on the foreign beginner. Other forms are used only by old people, particularly such ones as excel in fine command over their language; or they are found in magical texts and formule and songs or traditional narratives. Again there are words which are evidently on the wane, since they can be replaced by others without reciprocity. It is extremely astonishing that, although this is the only way of gaining an insight into the historical changes of a native language, and although historic change and evolution have been the main orientation of linguistics, yet, to my knowledge, very little attention has been paid to the degree of obsoleteness of words and grammatical forms.

Starting with Group I, the first four formatives, TO-, NA-, KAY-, KWAY-, are all equally vital, and they cannot be replaced or shifted, nor do they show any tendency to encroach on each other; the double boundary between TO- and NA- cannot mean that one of these particles is on the wane, although it may mean that there is a process of shifting. In which direction this process goes on I see no data to look for an answer. The fifth particle, YA-, has its own well-established sphere of application. It is, however, remarkable that certain objects made of leaves—the most prominent would be mats—are used with the formatives KWAY-, and not with YA-. This is what I would call a clear case of expansion of one form at the expense of another.

SISI- and LILA- are vigorous in their limited sphere of application, but they are not capable of any extension. As a matter of fact, LILA-, which is used with regard to forked branches, may be replaced by KAY- if branches are counted without special reference to their being
forked. *KAVI*- *,KWOYA*- and *KEDA*- cannot be replaced in their own narrow sphere. The two particles referring to vessels, *KWOYLA*- and *LUVA*- , present an interesting case; they are quite symmetrical in their restricted area of meaning, each being applied to similar objects. Yet one of them, *LUVA*- , is as a rule replaced by *KAY*- with reference to the material (wood), whereas clay-pots must be counted with the prefix *KWOYLA*. The particles *VILO*- and *KADUYO*- are rare, and as a rule replaced by the abstract *KWAY*- . Especially I hardly ever heard the formative *VILO*- in use, though in direct answers to questions my informants would insist on its being the correct particle for "village".

In Group II *SA*- is by far the most important and vital particle. *KILA*- is not used very often—instead of counting by "hands" they count by single fruit with the prefix *KAY*- , referring to their shape. *BUKWA*- I never heard in actual use, coco-nuts being counted by fours (particle 37), or by ones with the prefix *KWAY*- .

None of the particles of Group III can be styled as obsolete. But, on the other hand, *PILA*- possesses a range of application far beyond any of the others, and on the other *UTU*- and *SI*- are becoming consolidated into one definite expression, each with a special meaning. Again, *VILI*- , *BUBWA*- , and *UTU*- have the original concrete meaning. *BUBWA*- , however, is used much more often in its restricted sense of half than in the original one.

Of Group IV, the formative with the broadest sense and connotation, *KABULO*- , is the most vital, *ipsa facto*. The very special expressions, *NUTU*- , *NIKU*- , and *KABISI*- , are by no means obsolete, and I do not think any of them could be replaced in its proper place by a particle of more general meaning. The formatives *NINA*- and *MAYLA*- , on the other hand, are distinctly obsolete, the general formative *PILA*- , signifying "part of", being often used with reference to parts of a song or formula. *KUBILA*- is an important formative in its very restricted sense and not at all obsolete, whereas both the noun, *sewa* (sea division), and the particle, *SIWA*- , are certainly passing out of use; indeed, they are not understood by junior members of the community. *SIVA*- and *KALA*- , the two time-divisions, are perfectly vital.

In Group V there is none which could be styled obsolete from any point of view, and this refers to two at least of the formatives of Group VI, *KASA*- and *GULA*- .

It is needless to add that neither the bare abstract numeral form used for counting basketfuls of yams, nor the prefix *UWA*- , used for measuring lengths, are in the slightest degree obsolete.
In all this it must be stressed that my conclusions cannot be anything but tentative, as such observations must be the result of the general linguistic feeling rather than detailed analysis of tangible data. Again, dealing with a native community in contact with the white man and under his decomposing influence, one has to take into account the possibility that linguistic change and decay are the result of the new artificial conditions and not a natural one. But even then these indications would not be quite worthless, because they would serve as measures of the relative strength of various linguistic features. In this case, however, I am sure that the influence of white man is negligible, less than two per cent of the natives in Kiriwina being acquainted with a few words of Pidgin English.

We may sum up our results thus:—

(1) The formatives *KAY-* and *KWAY-* show a tendency to expand beyond their narrower sphere of application over the area of inanimate things, squeezing out such formatives as *YA-, LILA-, LUVA-, KADUYO-, VILA-.*

(2) Certain special prefixes, *PILA-, KABULO-, KAPWA-*, are, side by side with being more general, more vital than cognate particles, and may be used in an extended manner.

(3) Certain formatives are strictly limited to their fixed use, and in this they cannot be replaced: *SISI-, KAVI-, KWOYLA-, SA-, VILL-, BUBWA-, NUTU-, NILU-, KABISI-, KUBILA-, KALA-, SIVA-, OYLA-, UM'MWA-, KUDU-, YURAY-, KASA-, GULA-, UWA-.*

3. Grammatical Function

There remain to be mentioned certain grammatical peculiarities of the formatives. They are mainly dependent upon the meaning of the formatives, and in discussing this above we had to mention certain grammatical facts, as, for instance, the crystallization of *UTUtana* and *SItana* into nominal expressions often used also adverbially. Again, it is clear that this point touches also the previous one (2), and that the broader the grammatical application of a particle (whatever the width of its meaning) the less chances it has of becoming obsolete.

In the initial definition of the particles and in their transposition into English, they were shown to be classificatory word-formatives, serving with the help of fixed roots to build up the Kiriwiniian numerals, demonstratives, and adjectives. As with all linguistic gene alizations, this statement needs some qualification on its grammatical side as well as in its semantic aspect.
Let us start with Group I again, bearing in mind what has been said about it above under "1. Meaning" with reference to the width and homogeneity of the various classes. It requires no effort to see that the meaning of a classifying particle is inseparable from its grammatical function. The meaning of a particle is nothing else but the generic description of its class, just as in Indo-European the meaning of a gender-formative conveys the general description of the word classes, male, female, and neuter. Thus the meaning of TO-tau is "human being", and if I say maTAUna it means "this human being", implying the human nature to the object pointed at, whatever his nearer description may be. The primary grammatical function of the classifiers is to serve for the formation of certain grammatical instruments—demonstratives, numerals, adjectives—each of a general application, and each of them both qualifying the noun with which it is used, and stamping it with the mark of a definite class.

But if we have a formative of a very narrow application and definite meaning, like KADA- or SISI-, the resultant word will not possess any power to stamp the noun as belonging to any class, because it simply repeats the noun and adds nothing to its meaning. Thus, if I say maKADAAna keda, "ready-this road," or SISItala sisila, "boughy-one bough," I qualify "road" with "this" and "bough" with "one", but I do not classify them, since I simply repeat them in a modified form. One can, of course, say that I put them in a class by themselves, but that is another way of repeating the present contention. Such classifiers as SISI- and KADA- are simply the repetition of the nominal root—of the noun they are used to qualify—and if all the Kiriwinian formatives were like this we would have an extremely interesting phenomenon, but one which could not by any stretch of the term be called classification.

Thus we may say that where both phonetically and semantically the formatives and the nominal root coincide, there we have a naming formative but not a classificatory one.

In Group I we have the real classifiers: TO-, NA-, KAY-, KWAY-, YA-, LILA-, LUVA-, KWOYA-, KADUYO--; and the root-repeating formatives: SISI- (noun sisila), KWOYLA- (noun kuria), KADA- (noun keda), VILO- (noun valu).

Passing now to Group II we find there three classifiers with a very narrow meaning, restricted to one object only: KILA-, to clusters of bananas; SA-, to betel-nut branches; BUKWA-, to coco-nuts. In so far they resemble the "naming" formatives of Group I. But grammatically their position is slightly different. To understand this,
let us realize that a formative with a numeral or with a demonstrative may be used alone without the corresponding noun. Thus, pointing to a boy I may say: "maTAUna," "human-this," as well as "maTAUna gwadi," "human-this boy," or speaking of sailing I may say, "boge ikevasi KAYyu," "already they sailed wooden-two," instead of "boge ikevasi KAYyu waga," "already they sailed wooden-two canoes." This usage may be well brought home to our linguistic feeling by comparing the English elliptic way of saying "I saw two yesterday" in a conversation where definite objects were discussed; although we can see that in Kirwinian the prefixed or infixed classifier gives a more definitely nominal character to the numeral or demonstrative; compare "I saw two yesterday" with "I saw humans-two yesterday". In this last sentence the expression "humans-two" is more than a mere qualifying adjunct with the noun added to it in thought. It is a nominal expression allied, no doubt, to English ones such as "The Great One", "The Almighty", etc. Only it is more nominal, in some cases at least, since the classifying formatives stand for not one quality only but for all the attributes proper to the class, "human-being," "female-being," "animal," "plant," "road," "earthenware pot," "wooden dish," "bough," etc., etc.

Where the formative has a very restricted sphere of application, like KADA-, "road-like," or SISI-, "boughy," then its meaning is very complex, and it stands for all the many attributes pertaining to the concept of "road". And the compound qualifiers, KADAtala, "road-like one," maKADAona, "road-like this," etc., etc., if standing alone, are obviously equivalent to nouns, in that they describe an individual thing.

Now if there be a difference in usage between two classes of formatives, one being used as a rule with the corresponding noun and the other independently, it is clear that the latter will have a different grammatical nature; it will belong to the division of nouns rather than to that of attribute words. I think that this difference exists between the "naming" formatives of Group I (SISI-, KWOYLA-, KADA-, VILo-) and the formatives of Group II (KILA-, SA-, BUKWA-), and that the latter are as a rule used without the corresponding nouns, and that they therefore possess a pronounced nominal character. In fact, SAtala can be said to be the name for a bunch of betel-nut. The other two formatives, as said above, are rarely used, and therefore I can speak with less confidence about their grammatical character.

There is another interesting problem with regard to the relation
between classifier and noun. The expression *Atala*, "betel-bunchy one," is undoubtedly a noun when used alone, as it definitely names an object and points its individuality—in other words, it is a word standing for a thing. It may be used with the noun *bu'a*, the general symbol for betel-nut, (areca) palm, denoting tree-leaves, fruit generically. *Bu'a* *Atala* might be transposed into English "betel-palm betel-bunchy-one". Now, which in these two is the real substantive and which the attributive word? *Atala* is the individualized, differentiated thing, whereas *bu'a* is the generic expression and is no doubt used adjectivally or adverbially. Thus in this case the grammatical relations between classificatory word and naming word seem to be reversed.

Nevertheless, such considerations can hardly be looked upon at present as anything but linguistic curios, as long as we are not in possession of a system of consistent definitions of parts of speech. Then, no doubt, we could easily either show up such a view as a quibble, or else be able to answer it definitely and gauge its theoretical importance.

Group III. Let us start from the meaning of these formatives, and see to what grammatical considerations we are led. These formatives indicate subdivisions of a whole, and also indicate the manner of the subdivision. They mean "portions obtained by cutting off"; "portions obtained by transversally cutting off", respectively. They are genuine classifiers in so far as they classify portions according to the manner they were obtained from the whole. But each class contains only one type of object, and this object is sufficiently defined by the formative; that is, if the nature of the whole is known. If not, this must be added as a generic, adjectival qualifying word. Thus, *BUBWA Atala usi*, "cut off transversally—one portion of banana."

The classificatory expression here again is a substantive, since it means an independently existing thing and defines it sufficiently, the added noun functioning as a qualifying word. The conditions are analogous to those obtaining in the previous group. As a matter of fact all these expressions of Group III are almost exclusively used with the suffix *-tala*, one, in the sense of "a bit"; "a bit cut off", etc. We noticed above already two of them have consolidated with an archaic form of one, *tana* into fixed forms *UTU tana* and *SI tana*. The nominal character of these two expressions, as well as of the others, is marked by the frequent use with suffixes of nearest possession: *-gu, -m, -da*, etc. *UTUtagu*, "my little cut-off portion"; *SItagu*, "my little bit"; *SIywwegu*, "my second little bit"; *VIIItagu*, "my twisted
off little bit,” etc. This is the form in which the natives beg for tobacco and other bounties, asking “give me my part”.

Again, these expressions of Group III may be used adverbially in the sense of “a little”, “a little bit”, in such phrases as SItana kunanakwe, “hasten a little”; UTUtana kubiya, “pull a little,” etc. In other phrases as bakam SItana, “I might eat a bit,” it is difficult to judge whether SItana is used adverbially or as a noun in the objective case.

But it must be stressed: the particles of Group III can be used also as genuine formatives in numerals, demonstratives, and adjectives: PILAvasi, “four parts”; BUBWAlima, “five parts transversally cut off”; VILIviyaka, “a big portion twisted off”; UTUkekita, “a small portion”; mAPILAna, “this part,” etc., etc. SI is an exception in so far as I never heard it used in demonstratives or adjectives.

Group IV. Some of these formatives possess a very definite meaning, and denote one type of object only. What is more, they, unlike the formatives of Group II, do not possess any complementary noun. Thus, to KILAtala (one banana-bunch) we can always add usi (general word for banana-plant); but there are no nouns to be added to NUTU-, NIKU-, KABIS-, and SIVA-, and the word gam (day) is never used with KALAtala. Thus the independent nominal character of the formatives, NUTUTala, etc., is still more prominent than was the case with the previously discussed ones. The remaining particles of this group, KABULO-, NINA-, MAYLA-, KUBILA-, and SIWA-, may, of course, be used independently of any noun, but there are nouns to be used with them, nouns signifying ends, promontories, protuberances, with KABULO; the nouns wosi (song), vinavina (ditty, chanty), meguea (magic), yopa (spell), can be used with NINA- and MAYLA-, indiscriminately; the noun kwabila (garden-land plot) and sevea (lagoon-portion) are used, as said above, with KUBILA- and SIWA-.

All the formatives of this group can be used in all the three main combinations: demonstratives, numerals, and adjectives.

Group V. All the formatives have a well-defined, special meaning, and they all are as a rule used in the form of nominal expressions. But each has a number of nouns, which may be used with it: with OYLA- all specific names for fish kinds; with UMMWA- all the many names for two varieties, etc. They all form adjectives, numerals, and demonstratives.

Group VI. These formatives have a general meaning, since they signify formations and they require the addition of a noun more
urgently than the particles of the foregoing group; it is more
necessary to use a noun when you say "one heap" than when you
say "one fish bundle". The numeral use of these formatives is
perhaps the most prominent, but demonstratives and adjectives can
be formed of them.

Group VII. Here there is no formative, the purely qualifying
character of the numerals is prominent. "This basketful of yams" is
expressed by using the root or frame of demons ration with the
particle TA infixed, MA-TA-na. Whether -TA- is an abbreviated
form of TALA, "one," or the second syllable of PETA, I cannot say.

The particle of Group VIII, referring to a definite measure, has,
of course, a numeric use only.

Let us now summarize the results of the grammatical analysis of
the formative particles. The fourteen particles of the first group
possess in the most pronounced degree both the classificatory meaning
and the grammatical function of a real word-formative. They serve
to form adjunct words to nouns, and they mark a noun as belonging
to a certain class, besides the noun being qualified by the numeric,
adjectival, or demonstrativat root.

The formatives of this group, however, and those of other groups
in a higher degree, may function as independent nominal expressions
wherein the formative stands for the thing (naming or classifying it),
and the root gives it an attribute. In certain expre sions (Group IV)
this nominal role is the only one in which we find them. The bulk
of such expressions are found with the suffix tala (or the archaic form
tana), which in this connexion plays a part similar to the indefinite
article un (in French), ein (in German), and a (in English).

Finally we must remember that all grammatical terms and
distinctions have been used as cautiously as possible, but with the
reservations stated at the beginning, and touched upon again and
again, namely that sound semantic definitions valid for a wide range
of linguistic types are needed before any grammatical analysis of
native languages is possible.

V

In the last division we discussed the grammatical nature of the
particles and the grammatical use of the expressions formed by them.
We mainly had to qualify the statement that these particles are
"classificatory formatives" of attributive expressions. Here we must
give some more information about the nature of these attributive
expressions, i.e. of the numerals; demonstratives, and adjectives
formed by means of classifiers.
Numerals

Following the distinctions introduced by Codrington and adopted by Ray, we may say that the Kiriwiniens have an imperfect decimal system of notation.\(^1\)

They have independent words for 1 to 5, whereas their numeration from 6 to 10 is neither entirely independent, since 6-9 are formed by adding the word 1, etc., to the word for 5, nor is it a simple repetition, since there is a new and independent word for 10.

The following table will make it still clearer. In the first column are given the pure numeral roots as they are used for counting basketfuls of yams; in column II numerals with prefixes PILA- are given to show the manner of compounding—which is indeed simplicity itself.

**Kiriwina Numerals**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I. Numeral Roots</th>
<th>II. Numerals used for counting portions of a subdivided whole</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. <strong>Tala</strong></td>
<td>1. <strong>Pilatala</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. <strong>Yuwa</strong></td>
<td>2. <strong>Pilayyu</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. <strong>Tolu</strong></td>
<td>3. <strong>Pilatolu</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. <strong>Vasi</strong></td>
<td>4. <strong>Pilacasi</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. <strong>Lima</strong></td>
<td>5. <strong>Pilalma</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. <strong>Lima talu</strong></td>
<td>6. <strong>Pilalma pilalma</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. <strong>Lima yuwa</strong></td>
<td>7. <strong>Pilalma pilayyu</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. **Lima tol」</td>
<td>8. <strong>Pilalma pilalolu</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. <strong>Lima vasi</strong></td>
<td>9. <strong>Pilalma pilacasi</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. <strong>Luwatala</strong></td>
<td>10. <strong>Piluwatala</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. <strong>Luwayyu</strong></td>
<td>20. <strong>Piluwayyu</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. <strong>Luwatolu</strong></td>
<td>30. <strong>Piluwatolu</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etc.</td>
<td>50. <strong>Pilulalma</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50. <strong>Luwalima</strong></td>
<td>60. <strong>Pilulalma piluwatalu</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60. <strong>Luwalima luwatolu</strong></td>
<td>87. <strong>Pilulalma pilulatolu pilalima pilayyu</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87. <strong>Luwalima luwatolu lima yuwa</strong></td>
<td>100. <strong>Lapilutatala</strong> (hardly ever used)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100. <strong>Lakatatala</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows well the extremely cumbersome manner in which higher and more complicated numbers have to be computed. As noticed against the word for 100, such high numbers are never in practice used with anything except yam-baskets, men (latatatala), and trees (lakatatala). But even the number for 87 is a mouthful to pronounce in a hurry, especially when it has to be used with a prefix. As shown, the prefix has to be uttered with each component word. None the less, the natives speak and even compute them quite glibly, and when I recorded the figures of a big harvest tribute given in 1918 to the chief in Omarakana, my native informants were far ahead of

---

me in handling the figures, reckoning out how the individual tributes compared, finding out totals, etc.

The prefixing of the classifiers presents no difficulties; the numeral root is simply added to them and there are no contractions of phonetic modifications, except the l in tala (one) and tolu (three) is changed into n with the prefix Na-: NaTana (one female, one animal) and NaTono (three females). Again, the ending -wa in the root for two, yuwa, is always dropped in the prefixed forms; thus, TaYyu, NaTyu, etc.

It may be stated explicitly once more that all numerals on all occasions must be used with one classificatory prefix or other, except when counting basketfuls of yams. Also all the classifiers can be used with numerals (though some cannot be used with demonstratives), as has been stated in detail above (under IV, 3). The ordinal numerals are formed by adding the ending -la to the cardinals, with the exception of first, which is used in its cardinal form. Thus:

1st man, TaYtala tau.
2nd , TaYyuwe-la tau.
3rd , TaYtulu-la tau.
4th , TaYeasi-la tau.
5th , TaYlima-la tau.
6th , TaYlima-la TaYtala tau.
7th , TaYlima-la TaYyuwe-la tau
Etc.
10th , TaYlurata'a tau.

If it were necessary to emphasize the ordinal nature of first or tenth, they would say maTaUna TaYtala, maTaUna TaYlurata, "human-this human-one," "human-this human-tenth," respectively.

A few combined numeric pronouns are formed with the classificatory particles. The expressions for "alone", "once", "only", are: alone, TaYlanidesi; one thing only, KWaylanidesi, KAylanidesi, YAtanidesi, etc., etc. These are composed of the numeral part TaYta, etc., and the special suffix -nidesi, expressing the exclusive meaning.

Again, there are pronominal expressions: kamaTaYyu, kaTaTaYyu, "we two-together" (exclusive and inclusive respectively), kaMiTaYyu, "you two together," kasiTaYyu, "they two together"; similar ones for "three", kamaTaYtulu, "we (exclusive) three together," kaTaTaYtulu, "we (inclusive) three together," etc.

Demonstratives

There are two kinds of demonstratives in Kiriwinian, the simple demonstrative, bayse, or the equivalent form bayne, which simply points, and requires a direct indication, with a finger, nod, or gesture, and the group of compound demonstratives formed by particles.
The forms bayse and bayne are completely equivalent phonetic variations of the same word, and in Kiriwinan there is no distinction between nearer and further demonstration, corresponding to English "this", "that", French "celui-ci" and "celui-là", etc., though such distinction exists in many Melanesian languages.\(^1\) This distinction, however, exists in the compound demonstratives; by the addition of the infix -we- the demonstrative is put into an opposition to the simple form, and it receives the "further" meaning. Thus, maTAUna, "this human," can be opposed by maTAwena, "the human there"; the first demonstrative, when thus coupled with an opposing one, means "this human here". Similarly, maKAYna waga aikota, maKAYwena aikeulo, "this-here wooden canoe anchored, this-there wooden sailed.

Some of the more obsolete particles, like VILO-, LUVA-, KADUYO-, might be used with numerals, but would probably not be used with demonstratives. The demonstrative maKWAYna, formed with the abstract particle, would be used with them. I advance this statement with caution, as it rests mainly on my own Kiriwinan "linguistic feeling". Those who have made observations on native languages will understand how difficult it is to generalize with regard to subtle differences, and that direct questioning of the natives is almost useless. It must be noted that the compound demonstratives in Kiriwina are certainly not pure "pointing" words. They might be called nominal, or naming demonstratives, as they inform us about the nature of the objects pointed at, besides performing the function of pointing.

It will be noted that the demonstratives can be used in the plural. In this case the plural pronominal particle si, "they," is infixed between the classifier and the ending na. Thus maTAUna, "this human," forms maTAU-si-na, "these humans"; maKAYna, "this wooden thing," forms maKAY-si-na, "these wooden objects," etc. Correspondingly, in the "further" demonstratives, we would have maTAU-si-wena, "these there humans," and maKAY-si-wena, "these there wooden things."\(^2\)

\(^1\) Compare Ray, op. cit., p. 426.
\(^2\) It is interesting to compare these facts with the previous information of Kiriwinan demonstratives. Mr. Ray gives in his work on Papuan languages (op. cit.) an excellent digest of all the information available about the Melanesian languages of New Guinea, in which the Kiriwinan is included. There he summarizes the information given by the Rev. S. B. Fellows by enumerating Kiriwinan demonstratives thus: "1. ma, baise, sina. 2. ma, baise, siwena" (loc. cit., p. 426). No. 1 refers to what we call nearer, No. 2 to the further demonstratives. It is easy to see, in the light of the above data, that this information is quite
Adjectives

Here the grammatical relations are much more complicated. Whereas in the numerals all words without exception were shown to be constructed with classifiers, and in the demonstratives a definite class is thus formed, here, in the adjectives, some adjectival words are formed with formatives and others dispense with them. We stand thus before a dilemma: shall we consider both these classes as adjectives, and thus assume that there are two classes of adjectives, showing a fundamental difference of formation, or shall we regard the simple (non-classified) words as adverbs and thus gain a clear formal boundary between adjective and adverb? No doubt it might be urged that these questions are idle, but then there would remain the *onus probandi* that it is so. At first sight it is clear that an attempt at giving the Kiriwinian language some sort of formal consistency is one of the grammarian's tasks. And this formal consistency seems to be entirely lost if on the one hand the classificatory word formation throws together three different "parts of speech", and, moreover, tears asunder one of them.

This dilemma is one of the several points, where need for a good semantic theory is made evident to anyone who reading this paper has grasped the problems. Any definitions based on purely formal criteria must break down, where, as here, we have to solve problems of form without the help of meaning. We might say, here we have a new part of speech, as there is a new formal mark, and we might speak of Kiriwinian "classifiers" as a part of speech equivalent to noun, verb, and adverb. But this would lead us no further. If parts of speech and other grammatical distinctions possess any deeper significance, correspond to real distinctions in human thinking and human Weltanschauung, then let us once and for ever find this out. And then, whenever we find new linguistic forms and groupings we shall be able to say what they mean in relation to human social psychology and the special psychology of the given nation.

incorrect: *ma, sina, siwena* are debris of words and not complete words. Moreover, the dual arrangement is incorrect, in so far as it is made to embrace *buis*. But what must strike us most forcibly in this connexion is the omission on the part of Fellowes to make any mention of the role played by the classifiers in the formation of demonstratives. What has happened is obviously this: he identified the first part of the root *ma* with the "demonstrative", treated the suffix *sa* as "of no account" (except in the plural endings *sina, siwena*), and neglected the classificatory infixes as "having been spoken about elsewhere". In fact, reading his grammar, it is easy to see that it is so, though it would be too cumbersome to prove it point by point. I preferred to quote Ray rather than Fellowes, as it is more telling to show directly that even the most competent expert cannot help being misled by information badly presented, in fact misrepresented.
For the present, however, we must leave our dilemma unanswered, and say that whereas some adjectives are used with classificatory prefixes, another class of adjectives—or words closely allied in function and general meaning—is used without classification. Thus viyaka is the adjectival root for “big”, gaga for “bad”. The first word can never be used without a prefix; “a big man” is ta’u TOviyaka, “a big canoe” is waga KAYviyaka; the second word is used unprefixed, as ta’u gaga, “a bad man”; kaulo gaga, “bad yam-food,” etc. And if it is formed with prefixes it must adopt another infix formative, which also modifies its meaning: “a bad-minded man,” ta’u TOMitugaga; “a bad-looking man,” ta’u TOnigaga.

I cannot find any simple rule, formal or semantic or combined, for the distinction between the one class of adjectives and the other. A few remarks must suffice.

Thus certain words, as viyaka, big, vana’u, long, dadodie, crooked, bubovatu, rounded up, cannot be used without prefixed formatives.

Others like the names of colours—pupewaka’u, white, beabvea’u, black, beebneerya, red, digadagile, describing all other colours, like brown, yellow, and green—may be used with or without formatives. Other words, like bwoyna, good, gaga, bad, nanakwea, quick, can be used only without formatives, except in compounds, where an added formative alters their meaning as well.

Now these remarks are only exemplifying and giving a faint outline of facts, a methodical proceeding vehemently condemned in this paper. This has to be admitted, but at present I am unable to make this point more substantial. I hope that the analysis of a copious material, which I possess in the form of texts, taken down verbatim from native utterances, will yield better results when this is republished as a chapter of Kiriwini Grammar.

Other Grammatical Uses of Classificatory Formatives

In the general definition given at the outset we stated that Kiriwini classifiers enter into the formation of demonstratives, numerals, and adjectives. This is correct in so far as in these three parts of speech, the formatives play a very characteristic and important part. But it is obvious at once that in two more directions this use must extend beyond these strict limits, into nominal formations on the one hand, and into pronominal on the other. It has been stated clearly already and in detail that many of the classificatory numerals standing alone must be considered as independent nouns.

This nominal role, however, extends even beyond that. TO-, with
adjectival and nominal roots, forms nouns denoting an agent; NA- is used with female and animal nouns; KAY- has the formative meaning of “instrument”.

TO. ToKWAY-wosi, a dancer; composed of formative infix KWAY- and wosi, dance. To-KABI-kuriga, steersman; composed of infix KABI- and kuriga, steering. To-KABI-yalumila, the man at the bailer; yalumila, bailer. To-BWagau, sorcerer; from bwagau, sorcery. Especially important is the compound prefix TOLI-, meaning owner, maker.

NA. NA-valulu, the woman in child-birth; valulu, child-birth. NA-susuma, pregnant woman; from suma, pregnancy. NA-mwala, male animal; from mwala, male. NA-vivila, female animal; from vivila, female.

KAY. KAY-tutu, hammer; from tutu, to hammer. KAY-mili, the mortar; from mili, to crush. The formative meaning of KAY- as “instrument”, however, is in many words not clear.

There are also nominal formatives with YA-, which often, though not always, stands for “leafy”, with KWAY- and with PILA-. In some cases these formatives give a definite meaning to the word, in others they do not. A special and exhaustive study of the subject would lead us to a comprehensive treatment of Kiriwinian word-formation, which again must be postponed to another occasion.

With regard to the pronominal formation, the most important thing to be said about it is that the demonstrative of the form maTAUna is the only form of the 3rd person personal pronoun in Kiriwinian.

Thus in enumeration, “I, thou, he,” a Kiriwinian has to say yaygu, yoku, maTAUna. Also in the objective form, “me, thee, him,” maTAUna has to be used for the latter. “Thou givest me,” kusakaygu, but “I give him”, asayki maTAUna. Only in the pronouns, which are used with verbal forms to indicate the person, there exists a pronominal form of the 3rd person. a-, 1st person; ku-, 2nd person; i-, 3rd person. The possessive pronouns have the 3rd person in their three degrees of possession; nearest, suffixed -gu, -m, -la; nearer (agu, kam, kala), and remote (ulo, um’, la). I think that the Kiriwinian language stands alone among all Melanesian tongues in this respect, that it does not possess the 3rd person of the personal pronoun, except when used in the verbal form.

Some interrogative pronouns are also formed by suffixing significative particles. Thus “who” and “which” may be expressed in a general

---

1 This has been clearly recognized and stated by the Rev. S. B. Fellowes.
manner by *avayla*, "who," and *avaka*, "what," and with special reference to the object inquired after by *avay-tau*, "which male"; *avay-vivila*, "which female"; *avay-mauna*, "which (flying) animal"; *avay-ka'i*, "which tree." But here, obviously, the formatives possess a much more definite meaning and cannot be identified with the classifiers.

Indefinite pronouns, "someone," "something," are expressed by classified numeral forms; "one human being" is used for "some human being", the difference being recognizable from the context. *TAYtala*, "some human being," in *ilukwaygu TAYtala*, "one man told me"; *PILAtala*, "one of the heaps," "any heap," in *kuyousi PILAtala*, "get hold of one heap," etc. The compound demonstratives are also used as relative pronouns and conjunctions. In order to express such a phrase as "the man who sits in the middle takes the oar," the Kiriwiniian says, *biyousi kuriga maTaUna isisu oluvalela*; literally, "he takes oar, that man he sits in middle." This rudimentary expression of relativity seems to be a universal feature of demonstratives in many native languages.

VI

The main theme of this paper, the Classificatory Formatives of the Kiriwiniian language, has been primarily presented here as a linguistic fact. But also it is to serve us as an example of a general proposition, namely, that there is an urgent need for an Ethno-linguistic theory, a theory for the guidance of linguistic research to be done among natives and in connexion with ethnographic study.

It was stressed above, in the introductory paragraph, that as there can be no sound theory which is not based on an extensive study of facts, so there can be no successful observation of facts without the guidance of a sound theory. A theory which, moreover, aims, not at hypothethical constructions—"origins," "historical developments," "cultural transferences," and similar speculations—but a theory concerned with the intrinsic relation of facts. A theory which in linguistics would show us what is essential in language and what therefore must remain the same throughout the whole range of linguistic varieties; how linguistic forms are influenced by physiological, mental, social, and other cultural elements; what is the real nature of Meaning and Form, and how they correspond; a theory which, in fine, would give us a set of well-founded plastic definitions of grammatical concepts.

By the presentation of the Kiriwiniian classificatory formatives, this general contention has been *prima facie* justified, in so far as we
were able to see how a very characteristic and theoretically important phenomenon has fared badly, when treated on the foundation of insufficient theory. If we again look into the résumé of Fellowes’ previous information about Kiriwinian classifiers—quoted at the end of Part II—we see that it is not only incorrect in detail but also distorted in its main outline. The errors in detail will be clear to anyone who reads the above quoted statement.¹

But the information criticized is distinctly misleading in essentials, in so far as it reveals only certain features of the classifiers, and leaves others quite obscure, although they are of fundamental importance, and it must be here emphatically stated that information which is incomplete in essentials is false information.

The data contained in the previous *Kiriwina Grammar* are incomplete in several points. They forcibly lead the reader to the conclusion that classifiers in Kiriwina are used with numerals only. Thus, S. H. Ray in his digest presents Kiriwinian demonstratives and adjectives as if they were simple forms, having nothing to do with the classificatory formatives.²

The previous information is furthermore insufficient even within its own limitations; thus, as already indicated above, it never tells us whether the classificatory formation is used always with numerals and under all conditions, or whether it is of an occasional use. It is needless to expatiate on this point, as any one who reads this article will see for himself what I am aiming at.

The case in question can be taken as a fair example of the linguistic insufficiency of extant Grammars, as the *Kiriwina Grammar* is beyond question one of the best minor grammars (I exclude, of course, Codrington’s and Ray’s works), and probably it is the best one as far as the Melanesian languages of British New Guinea are concerned. The Rev. S. B. Fellowes knew the language perfectly well, he was a shrewd and judicious observer, and his knowledge of linguistic theory was undoubtedly above the average found in similar works. As his follower in the study of the Kiriwinian language and custom, I may be allowed to express my admiration and indebtedness to his work.

What is the reason, therefore, that this author has so signally

¹ Thus: *Na*—refers not only to animals. *Kai*—or *Qai*—(?) cannot be possibly defined as representing “things”; *Taiwa* (?) does not mean “two baskets”; the expression *Uvaia-tala* was unknown to my informants. All these details are, moreover, very important ones.

² Compare above in V, where Ray’s summary on demonstratives is quoted. And op. cit., p. 458, § 20, “Adjectives.”
failed in recording this striking and theoretically important linguistic fact? First, it must be remembered that the popular prejudice against neglect in treating seriously "the manners and customs of low, degraded races" has survived more tenaciously with regard to linguistics than to any other branch of ethnology. An irregularity in some obscure Greek inscription will draw forth volumes of erudite garrulousness, but for a unique record of an entirely new type of language we have to rely as a rule on some sketchy account of a well-intentioned but linguistically untrained amateur, missionary, or traveller. It is only quite recently, within the last few decades, that a few pioneers have done really scientific work on savage languages, often under great difficulties and always with a great deal of disinterested enthusiasm. For there is neither material endowment nor general prestige attached to these studies, and they receive as little encouragement from the universities as from the general public. What is most disappointing, however, is that philologists and linguists as a body do not show half as much interest in this type of work as they should. For there can be no doubt that for the real science of linguistics the living monuments of very primitive language as they still exist in the native-speaking communities possess an infinitely higher value than shattered débris of a dead language, because the former are full, living specimens, because they are of a type widely different from our own languages, and therefore more indispensable in a comprehensive comparison, and last but not least because these living monuments are disappearing fast and for ever, whereas granite, marble, parchment, and brass will survive the remains of prehistoric humanity.

Many linguists, no doubt, realize the importance of studying language on living rather than dead specimens, and everyone would probably admit that the study of native languages is of paramount importance. Thus it is characteristic that H. Paul, in his Principles (quoted above), develops and exemplifies the bulk of his statements on living modern languages. Perhaps this is one of the reasons why this work is so sound and inspiring. Even Delbrück, whose interest and life-work lay in the study of prehistoric forms on the basis of dead languages mainly, remarks several times in this Grundriss that a finer analysis of given linguistic phenomena could be achieved on living languages only.1

This refers to modern languages only, but it applies a fortiori to those of native communities. It is probably the special difficulty of bringing theoretical knowledge and opportunities of direct observation together that has not allowed ethno-linguistics to assume its proper place among other ethnographic pursuits. With several notable exceptions the effort spent on recording native languages in a strictly scientific manner is inadequate.  

Let us now return to the *Kiriciina Grammar*. Besides the general one, there were more definite reasons no doubt, why it was difficult for Fellowes to present the classificatory formatives in the proper light, without the guidance of theoretical analysis. If one approaches a new language, which has to be recorded, with fixed and rigid grammatical views and definitions, it is easy to tear asunder the natural grouping of facts and squeeze them into an artificial scheme. If we imagine someone approaching Kiriwinian with the definite idea that demonstratives, adjectives, and numerals are separate “parts of speech”, and that they must be kept strictly asunder; further, with the knowledge that numeric classifiers exist, and that such phenomena are to be looked for in numerals but not elsewhere, then we can easily imagine what the result would be: the natural grouping, that is the identical formal principle underlying the word-formation in adjectives, numerals, and demonstratives, is ignored and misrepresented; numerals are endowed with classifiers, and a casual enumeration of them is considered. Moreover, in order to save space and time, no trouble is taken to make it absolutely correct. This is what in reality has happened in the *Kiriciina Grammar*.

So much on the score of criticism, which negatively shows us how lack of theoretical guidance and of realizing the theoretical importance of linguistic phenomena must lead, and does lead, to blurred vision of facts. But on the positive side it must be shown also, how we should construct the working of such “theoretical guidance”—see its operation in the manner in which the classifiers have been here recorded?

*Language*, 8th ed., 1875, p. 268, where a good exposition is given of the reasons why modern languages are bound to give us better insight into linguistic phenomena than dead ones.

1 Besides the older works previously quoted of Humboldt, F. Müller, and others, there may be mentioned the two periodicals, *Z. f. Volkerpsychologie u. Sprachwissenschaft* and the *Z. f. KolonialSprachen*, the latter specially devoted to the study of native languages. C. Meinhold, *Introduction into the Study of African Languages* (English translation, London, 1915), gives a summary of the work done in the field. There has been much, and as it seems excellent, work recently done on the American native languages, but with that I am completely unacquainted.
It must be remembered first that a scientific theory gives us, besides a body of rules, also definite mental habits. A theory bent on "Origins", for instance, will lead anyone to see "survivals", "primitive forms", "innovations", and such like, in every ethnographic phenomenon studied. A sound linguistic theory, the aim of which is not to project the facts on to any extraneous plane, but to understand them in their nature, will in the first place engender the habits of mind which lead towards scientific perspective and completeness, that is, towards subordinating the less important to the essential, grouping it properly and lucidly, and trying to exhaust the data and not to exemplify them merely. In other words, instead of giving the disjecta membra of a linguistic phenomenon, there would be a tendency to construct an adequate picture of it.

Thus it was necessary first clearly to state the range of the classificatory particles, their main function and meaning. As soon as such a striking phenomenon was observed in the numerals, the theoretical interest and the impulse towards completeness would make their discovery inevitable in the demonstratives and adjectives as well. Again, the constructive desire for completeness imposes the principle to search for all the classifiers and to present them in an exhaustive list. Once tabulated, the differences in their nature—their meaning, their grammatical function, and their degree of obsolescence—became patent. Immediately a series of problems presents itself, the finer shades of meaning, details in grammatical definition, the vitality of these forms have to be specially observed, noted, and inquired into. Further research is thus stimulated, and this leads to the discovery of new facts. And so on; theoretical analysis compels us to see gaps in the facts and to formulate problems—this elucidates new facts, which must be submitted to theoretical analysis again, and so on, until the limit is reached, where further details would be too vague and too insignificant for observation.

I must insist that in stating this I am not expressing a pius desiderium or using figurative speech, but laying down a definite postulate of ethnographic field-work; whilst making observations it is necessary constantly to group, construct, and organize the evidence, and this leads to further research. But in order to do that it is necessary to be in possession of a sound theory. I am in position to stress this point from my own experience; during my first stay in Kiriwina, 1915 to 1916, I had no linguistic preparation, and though I picked up the language easily enough I entirely failed in an attempt to write up a grammar. I made this attempt on my return to Melbourne in 1916.
and its miscarriage led me to a good deal of linguistic reading and reflection during my eighteen months stay within reach of the excellent Melbourne library. On my next visit to the Trobriands I saw linguistic facts where there had previously been nothing but confusion, and I am now able to write on linguistics, whereas I absolutely failed in this before.

So far, so good, and the point will perhaps be conceded that theoretical interest and guidance have helped us in the survey of the Classificatory Formatives. But this is not all. All the grammatical conclusions and the remarks that have been made above were done under protest and with reservations. Thus, for instance, in stressing the nominal or adverbial character of certain expressions, in distinguishing between the formative as strictly classifying and naming, using conceptions such as head-word and adjunct-word or attribute, we admittedly only make provisional linguistics. I may say at once that I have a semantic theory of my own, and that it was only owing to this theory that I felt capable of imparting a certain amount of consistency to my grammatical conclusions. But, of course, such an implicitly held theory or creed, though necessary to the author, cannot carry conviction to the reader. In the present state of affairs, however, when there is no universally acknowledged set of definitions and no consistent body of views about the various linguistic categories, everyone is compelled to use his own discretion and to coin his own terminology.¹

Broadly speaking, in this article, we adhere to simple semantic criteria in using the terms "noun" and "nominal" to denote words which stand for an individually considered and fully defined thing, the term "adjective" for words denoting attributes ascribed to a thing, and so on. Yet, even in the fundamental question as to whether one is justified in deducing parts of speech from real categories, there

¹ When I wrote this and the following paragraphs, I had not seen Sir Richard Temple’s most interesting attempts at a semantic theory adapted to the study of primitive languages. His outlines of a Universal Grammar and their application, although very condensed and carried out only in very broad outlines, seem to me of extreme importance: the problems are set forth in an excellent manner, and the solutions offered are undoubtedly correct in all essentials. Any future attempt at a semantic theory, based on ethnology, will have to proceed on the lines indicated by Sir Richard Temple. Cf. "A brief exposition of a Theory of Universal Grammar", privately printed 1883; "The Skeleton of a Theory of Universal Grammar," JRAS., 1899, pp. 597-604; "A Theory of Universal Grammar, as applied to a Group of Savage Languages," in The Indian Antiquary, vol. xxviii, 1899, pp. 197, 225; "A Plan for a Uniform Scientific Record of Languages of Savages, applied to the Languages of the Andamanese and Nicobarese," in The Indian Antiquary, vol. xxxvi, 1907, pp. 181, 217, 317, 353.
is no agreement whatever. Thus Wundt in his monumental work on language assumes without further analysis that "noun", "adjective", "verb", and "particle" correspond to concepts of classes: "Things," "Quality," "State," and "Relation," whereas Oertel directly denies that the linguistic divisions into parts of speech have anything to do with what he calls "logical categories". Yet these two authors are among the very best and most competent authorities; a great psychologist who has gone deeply into the study of language, and a good linguist, whose work is founded on extensive psychological knowledge.

Again, dealing with Kiriwiniian demonstratives, we pointed out that they are not demonstratives pure and simple, but "naming demonstratives". But how much does such a distinction mean, or how little? It would be idle to speculate, without a safe basis of theory. We could multiply the examples from this paper, but it may be better to give an example or two from other works, else this one example might appear to claim too much of our attention, and one might be also under the impression that it forms a class of its own.

As we were speaking of the parts of speech, let us remain within this grammatical area. It is safe to say that so far we possess correct—or, at least, sufficient—definitions of the terms verb, noun, adjective, etc., only within the reach of Indo-European languages. Can we apply these terms to, say, Oceanic languages? One of the greatest authorities on this subject, Edward Tregear, author of the Maori-Polynesian Dictionary, answers this question in the negative: "I have carefully avoided the use of letters to mark the native words as substantive, adjective, verb, etc. It is an unwise, if not a mischievous effort to make, if we endeavour to force the rules of grammar which fit (more or less) the modern stage of the English tongue upon a language belonging to the utterly unequal grammar-period in which the Polynesian speech is now found." I doubt very much

1 "In den meisten Sprachen haben sich auf diese Weise vier . . . deutlich unterschiedene Wortformen entwickelt, die jenen Begriffskategorien genau entsprechen: den Gegenstandsbeziehungen das Substantivum, den Eigenschaftsbeziehungen das Adjektivum, den Zustandshervorstellungen das Verb und endlich den Beziehungsbeziehungen die Partikel" (Die Sprache, ii, p. 7 and passim through the 6th chapter on Parts of Speech, ii, pp. 1–207).

2 "The logical category of each name is definitely fixed; it stands either for a thing or for a quality, or for an action, or for a state, and these categories have no inherent connection with the grammatical or syntactical categories of 'substantive', 'adjective', or 'verb' . . . . (op. cit., p. 284). It is needless to add that my point of view is much nearer to that of Wundt than to that of Oertel.

whether he is correct in compiling a vocabulary where each word is defined in an apriorically insufficient manner, because meaning is only half the definition of a word. And perhaps Tregear would have done better to have followed the usual routine of wholesale application of European categories rather than clung to full scientific strictness at the cost of giving an entirely one-sided work. None the less, he is right in stressing the point of strictness, and there is the incontestable fact that his great work would not have been presented in a mutilated form but for the absence of a satisfactory linguistic theory which would allow him grammatically to define Polynesian words without pressing them into the "net of English grammar".

Another Oceanic linguist of great merit, Codrington, on the other hand, has no scruples in using freely undefined grammatical concepts. Speaking of a Melanesian part of speech, he says: "These are here called 'Possessives' for want of a better term, and are not called Possessive Pronouns because Pronouns they are not." 1 We are neither told why the author thinks so dogmatically and affirms so boldy that "Pronouns they are not", we have to take it on his word—not does he even trouble to tell us what he understands by pronoun. Presumably we are to accept the word in its current sense. But taking it thus, it is difficult to agree with Codrington, since all possessives "stand for a noun", and are thus pronouns according to the broad definition of this term. Codrington's distinction must therefore rest on some subtlety, which he has in his mind, but which he never explicitly states. Either he should have given us his reasons or abstained from applying rigorous criteria, which must remain completely meaningless. As it stands we have a typical example of such linguistic views, where no trouble is taken to state the problem clearly and to define terms, yet where a very definite and somewhat pretentious use is made of these terms.

On the same page, again, we find it written about a Melanesian particle: "It may be called a Possessive Particle, or a Possessive Preposition, or a Possessive Sign. But it is in fact a Noun"—and that is all! Again, it is difficult for anyone, uninitiated to that author's unexpressed thoughts, to see how a Formative Particle can be a Noun. A noun has to be a word independent in form and meaning, and the particle in question is a formative only, a mere portion of a word, without independent sense or linguistic existence. Yet no attempt is made 2 to justify the quoted phrase, to indicate on what it rests—

2 What the author probably had in his mind was that the Formative Particle in question originally must have been a noun. The non-linguistic reader must be cautioned
what are the criteria by which the author would distinguish between a noun and non-noun. Nor is evidently the need for such criteria felt. This shows clearly how this author, to whose linguistic genius and industry we owe so much in Melanesian ethnography, must have felt the need of making clear-cut and definite linguistic distinctions, though he had not realized that they must be based on sound theoretical foundations.

Examples of not sufficiently justified grammatical reshuffling are to be found even in the scholarly work of Mr. S. H. Ray. Thus, he says: "It is somewhat difficult to ascertain whether true adjectives exist in the Melanesian languages of New Guinea . . . the word usually appears with a pronominal suffix [-na] which indicates it to be a noun." After comparing adjectival expressions with nouns and showing similarity of form (in the suffixes), he concludes: "It is evident that the attributive adjective is used in the same way [as a noun is] and must therefore be constructed as a noun." ¹

This appears to me highly inconclusive. First, what is exactly a "true adjective", and have we to understand that there are "untrue adjectives"? What are they? Then, to conclude, from mere formal similarity that the grammatical nature of the words is the same—without entering into any analysis of this formal common feature—seems to me quite inadmissible.

As a matter of fact I am certain that in this case Mr. Ray is not correct, in that he confuses two different meanings of the suffix -na, the possessive and the emphatic. The suffix used with adjectives is emphatic. "Ira namona is said to have a definite emphatic meaning as if the particular hatchet was singled out; this is a good ira." ² In Kiriwinian, when a noun is repeated emphatically it will be used with the suffix -la (-na). And this has nothing whatever to do with the possessive. Thus, for example, in the dark I might stumble against something, and ask, Avaka bayse? ("what is this?"). A native against whose leg I stumbled will answer, Kaykegula, which, with a strong accent, has a very emphatic meaning, "my leg, you fool!" Here, obviously, the suffix -la has nothing to do with the 3rd person singular possessive pronoun, since it comes on top of the -gu, the 1st person possessive suffix. It is simply emphatic.

against a confusion of ideas. Discussing the grammatical function of Kiriwinian Formatives above (in IV, 3) we asserted that certain expressions formed with these Particles are nouns. But it must be realized that a Formative Particle itself can never be anything but the part of a word, and can thus never be ranged under any of the independent parts of speech.

² Loc. cit.
Let us point out one more methodological feature before we finally restate our conclusions: in all our grammatical distinctions we have always led back to *meaning*. Thus, in dealing with the grammatical character of the various formatives, we had to keep their meaning constantly before us. In trying to prove that an expression should be rather classed as a noun or adverb or adjective or a "nominal demonstrative", we use semantic and not formal definitions. But the analysis of meaning again led us often to ethnographic descriptions. When defining the meaning and function of several of the formatives, we had to make excursions into ethnography, describe customs, and state social conditions. Thus linguistics without ethnography would fare as badly as ethnography would without the light thrown on it by language. And it is the right and the duty of ethnographers to ask for an efficient assistance in the linguistic work on the part of the students of language.

Now let us summarize our results:

We saw that rigid grammatical concepts, borrowed from current grammars of Indo-European linguistics, are a bar to linguistic observation—they lead to wrong distinctions, to tearing asunder of natural grouping, to false perspective.

Again, an amateurish, extemporized use of grammatical terms—as we had to do it in this paper, and as has been done by others—carries no conviction, and simply opens up problems, the proper solution of which would only again lead to the construction of a semantic theory.

To give up all grammatical definitions, as is possible in a vocabulary, but quite impossible in a grammar, is incorrect. We need a Theory, devised for the purpose of observation of linguistic fact. This theory would give a recast of grammatical definitions, based on an analysis of meaning. It would analyse the nature of syntax, parts of speech, and formation of words, and besides giving adequate and plastic definitions would open up vistas of problems and thus guide research. Such a theory would also serve as an interpretation of linguistic facts in their bearing upon social psychology.

**Phonetic note.**—The sounds of the Kiriwiniian language will be described more completely in a future publication. The spelling in this paper follows the general rule that all vowels are to be pronounced as in Italian, and all consonants as in English. The consonant *i* sound has been rendered by the letter *y*. Thus in the Kiriwiniian word *guya'u* the *y* is to be pronounced like the *j* in Italian *Ajaccio*. The accent *'* is used to separate two vowels which do not form a diphthong, but must be pronounced with a break between them, as separate syllables.
THE CHARACTER OF THE KURDS AS ILLUSTRATED
BY THEIR PROVERBS AND POPULAR SAYINGS

By Major Edward Noel

(The Kurdish is chiefly that of the Hakiari.)

There is a great deal to be said for the contention that national
career expresses itself in popular sayings and proverbs.
That the latter are sometimes paradoxical and tend to extremes
cannot be denied. Truth is, however, often seen at her best on the
tight rope.

The following selection of well-known Kurdish sayings is made
with a view to illustrating the character of the Kurds. As an excuse
for its imperfections reference can be made to the lack of Kurdish
literature and the existence of many dialects, which make it somewhat
difficult for a foreigner to acquire a working knowledge of the language
as a whole.

The Kurds are a mountain race, with all the characteristics of
mountaineers—love of freedom, violent passions, and a clannish feeling
of pride. These primary traits dispose the Kurd to fly to arms at
small provocation, and engage with zest in bitter blood feuds.

1. Mirūf khūndār bit qārrdār nābīt.
   It is better to have blood on one’s hands than to be in debt.

2. Jāna mirūf dekewit nāva mirūf na derkewit.
   It is better to lose one’s life than one’s honour.

3. Waki dāi mirūf razil bit bila mālē mirūf razil bit.
   It is better to lose one’s property than one’s honour.

Enmity and feuds are generally of a very implacable and uncom-
promising nature. The Kurd is a good hater.

4. Dīzhmin a bābē nābitā dūst a Kurrē.
   The enemy of the father will never be the friend of his son.

5. Rrai debina bhost dīzhmin nābina dost.
   Roads may be short, but enemies won’t be friends.

6. Show rrā dazain dīzhmin na rrā zain.
   People sleep at night; enemies do not sleep.

7. Agar dost hazār ba kema agar dīzhmin yek ba zōra.
   Insufficient are a thousand friends, sufficient a single enemy.
8. Tol a khwā la sar dizhmina a khwā na haila.
   *Don’t leave the account with your enemy unsettled.*

   *Uncles are ready to help the sons of their sisters, and to bury those of their brothers.*

This refers to the fact that feuds often arise between brothers, whereas marriage is a favourite means of making up quarrels. A bride may take the place of blood-money.

10. Ta az nāwaim chāweka minta nāwai har do chāwān.
    *If you hate me a deal (lit. an eye), well, I hate you a very great deal* (lit. two eyes).

    The only good thing said about an enemy is:

11. Dizhmin a dānā chaitir žē dūst a nādān.
    *A wise enemy is better than a foolish friend.*

With the love of fighting that the Kurds possess, it is but natural that bravery should be held in the highest esteem.

12. Mairīnī bīriā zhe pūrrīnī.
    *Courage beats numbers.*

    *Bravery is sans reproche.*

14. Chaka mairān nīv a kāra.
    *Arms are but half the battle (i.e. courage also is needed).*

15. Khudē be mirūf yārbit shīrē mirūf bila dār bit.
    *With providence on one’s side it doesn’t matter if one’s sword is of wood.*

    The bravery of a wild and primitive community is not compatible with the doctrine of the sanctity of human life.

16. Barkh i nair zhe kairē rā ya.
    *The ram lamb is for the knife.*

17. Mirrin maiwān e hamī kassé ya.
    *Death is the guest of everyone.*

18. Mirrin habī kāl būn nābī.
    *Better to die than grow old.*

19. Mirrin, mirrin a, khīrr a khīrr chīa.
    *Death is death, so why worry about the death rattle.*

Many travellers have observed a certain trait of treachery which sometimes discloses itself in the character of the Kurd.
In the *Handbook of Mesopotamia*, vol. i, it is stated, "The Kurds are at all times callous and reckless of taking human life, and they may act at times with extreme brutality. Their disregard of the laws of war has given them an extremely bad reputation for treachery."

What has been taken for treachery is really the result of the hard physical conditions in which the Kurd lives, the constant and bitter intertribal feuds, and the fact that his country has for centuries been overrun and subdued by foreign invaders, who have never shown the least sympathy or consideration for the subject race.

The Kurd as a result is a hard individual with few illusions in regard to the milk of human kindness, of which he has had of yet no experience. The Kurd would hardly agree that "sweet are the uses of adversity".

20. Rra ka be nán a khwá bar dá ján a khwá.
   *Bring up with your own bread; say good-bye to your life.*

   *Fondle in your lap and get the hairs of your beard torn out.*

22. Biáni bidé gohshte jání āqíbat pashimáni.
   *Give a stranger your life's blood, in the end you will regret it.*

23. Sý a má la bar dar a má narávit la daré khalqé darávit.
   *One's dog does not guard the door of one's house, but goes off and guards the house of a neighbour.*

24. Zhé áv a mánd betarsa zhé áv a gürr matarsa.
   *Fear still water—don't fear rushing water.*

Coupled with the Kurd's somewhat hard and cynical outlook on life, we have his very practical turn of mind. The result to Western minds expresses a certain callousness, in some cases tinged with cruelty.

25. Silow la réhán nína silów la méhána.
   *One does not salam a man because he is the owner of grey hair, but because he is the owner of plenteous flocks.*

26. Har paighamberyeki dů a la jan a khwa kírráá.
   *Every prophet is careful to pray for his own soul first.*

27. Waki khirch pír debit kutaila pai dakanin.
   *When the bear grows old the cubs laugh at him.*

28. Sing náchit mirkut dabat.
   *If the peg won't go in, a good hammering will make it.*

29. Haqé biz'n a kól zhe bo biz'n a shákkh námínít.
   *The goat with horns will not remain one down on his harmless rival.*
30. Tu Ali Shair ba sar sar a kaivir bā,
Kaivirzhé tārā tālān zhē marā.
_Oh yes, Ali Shair, sit on your rock._
_The rock for you—the booty for me._
This refers to a certain Ali Shair, who, being robbed, climbed on to a big boulder and besought the departing brigands to leave him part of his property.

31. Harchi karrek hai ī kurrek hai ī.
_Whoever has a debtor has a son._

The hardness of the character in the Kurd, and the fact that he has for centuries revolted against the yoke of the conqueror, has given a trait of great independence and aloofness to his character.

32. Mālē kwāstī nāgāhātā hāstī.
_That which is asked for does not go to the bone (i.e. brings no permanent good)._ 

33. Tu dārē kāsē nākūṭī kas darēta nakuti.
_Don't knock at anybody's door and no one will knock at yours._

34. Nānē hūr ka āvé minat a khālqē pāwā.
_Better live on bread and water than put oneself under an obligation._

35. Mīrūf dikē rūzheki bīt bila mirishka sāleki nabit.
_One crowded hour of glorious life is worth an age without a name (lit. better to be cock of the roost for a day than hen for a year)._ 
Long experience as a subject race under the yoke of an effete and tyrannous foreign government has tended to induce a feeling that it is better to take the cash in hand and not heed the music of a distant drum.

36. Mālē nakhwāri yēḥ zālimāya.
_That which remaineth unconsumed becomes the portion of the tyrant._

37. Mālē a wēshāndī khalqē gārmīshāndī.
_That which you grudge your family will eventually be wasted by other people._

The sentiment thus expressed is further strengthened by the natural tendency of all mountaineers to be generous and hospitable; thus we have:

38. Jāmair dāchīn nāvān dahailin kāpūrr dachīn pārān āhailin.
_Warriors depart and leave their fame; misers depart and leave their money._
   The wealth of the miser does not follow him to the grave.

Patriotism, in the Western sense of the word, is as yet a plant of weak growth. Among the mass of people it is represented by a passionate love of their own little stretch of tribal country—the green alps on which they pasture their sheep, the springs of cold water that lie along the path that leads from their winter to summer quarters, the fields they till on the plain.

However, the more one knows the Kurds, the more it is brought to bear on one that this feeling may with surprising rapidity be converted into the broader conceptions of patriotism, i.e. national feeling.

40. Bulbul dänân qâf’s a zair kirra gâzî akh wilât akh wilât.
   A nightingale in a golden cage could only sing “My native land, my native land.”

41. Shâm be shakara wilât shîrîntara.
   Damascus may be sweet, but the home country is sweeter.

   The following well-known “Stiran” (string poem, chanted to music in the Gregorian scale) shows clearly the quality of the Kurd’s affection for his birthplace.

42. Wilât a min nîna
   Nizâm a qânun a wilât a zhairîna
   Kâsâra dil a min wilat a zhôrîna.
   This is not my country (i.e. I am an exile).
   Here we have the laws and customs of the lowlanders.
   The citadel of my heart is with the highlanders.

   The inherent sentiment of clannishness and exclusiveness which breathes in the above lines is shown in more striking relief by the two following sayings:—

43. Biâni bidê goshté jâni âqibat pâshîmâni.
   Give your life’s blood to a stranger and you will regret it in the end.

44. Khwiani mirûf bekuzhî Haiski mirûf wadashairît.
   If one kills one of one’s own people, one hides his bones.

   This refers to the fact that a stranger’s body would be left to rot.

   The Kurd is essentially a clean liver. Unnatural vices and perversions are unknown. Drugs like opium, in such wide use in Persia, and alcohol, such as the favourite râki of the Turk, are taboo. A too great indulgence in the pleasures of the table is also looked upon askance.
As a result the Kurd is, with few exceptions, a spare, wiry individual.
45. Hami tisht zhé zirráwi dibizdit insán zhe ustúri.
   *All things break from being too fine—but a man from being too gross.*
46. Kem bekhwa har gäv bekhwa.
   *Eat little but often.*
47. Lugmé a kanj badl sifrek zádé na kanja.
   *A good morsel is better than a loaded table.*
48. Khôw ghâm khwárin
   Har séh dizhminét ghâdârin
   La chū kassi nabârin.
   *Sleep, sorrow, and feeling,
   All three are dangerous foes.
   That they may rain on no one.*

**Marriage**

The Kurd's conception of marriage is on a much higher plain than that of other Moslems, such as the Turk, the Persian, and the Arab. Women in Kurdistan are comparatively free. Marriages are made as the result of courtship. In the resulting union the wife plays by no means a secondary part.

49. Zhîn stûn a måléya.
   *A woman is the pillar of the house.*
50. Zhîn bînâ bé lâwini dâ kurr be tara begahan.
   *Marry early so that you may enjoy the pleasure of your children's company before you grow old.*
51. Zhîn o mair tâvir o bair.
   *Only a pick and shovel (i.e. for digging a grave) will separate a man and his wife.*
52. Mairé min lôw ba krâssé min jôw ba.
   *If my husband is young and dashing let my skirt be of common cloth.* *(Said by a prospective bride.)*
53. Mâlâ zârûk tai da shaitan na yêta taida.
   *The devil will find no ingress to the houses where there are children.*
54. Zârûk Faikihet màlânin.
   *Children are the fruit of the house.*

It will be noticed that the general spirit of the above is one of monogamy, and this is further strengthened in the following:—
55. Mairé do zhinân dargahwâna.
   *The husband of two wives spends his time out of the house.*

The above citations have given the more idealistic side of marriage. For the Kurd, however, with his intense practicalness, the practical aspect has its importance.

56. Mal a zairân kharâb debit mala kurrân kharâb nâbit.
   *A family with riches may perish, but one with sons will survive.*

57. Mair Chama zhin gôla.
   *Man is the stream, woman the lake that collects the water.*

58. La zhina nagarra la khizma begarra.
   *Don’t search for a wife with looks as much as for one with relations.*

**Women**

The morality of the Kurdish woman is famous. In nearly all tribes adultery is punished with death.

59. Zhin a sharmi be shahryeka maire sharmi be kâr yeka.
   *A woman who is bashful is worth a city, but a man who is so is not worth anything (lit. a kid).*

60. Zhin qâlâyâ mair-fâlyâ.
   *A woman is a castle; men the besiegers.*

61. Aqlé zhinân di kôshé dânâ waki rra debit b’low debit.
   *A woman keeps her sense in her lap (i.e. when she is sitting down quietly at home she is at her best); when she gets up (i.e. gads about) her senses scatter.*

62. Hendi zhinîn hendi zhânîn.
   Hend malhamâ dilânîn.
   Hend khânîm â kûrûrânîm.
   *Some are fairies, some are furies.*
   *Some are balsam for the heart.*
   *Some are the enemies of the cupboard (i.e. think of nothing but eating).*

**Relationship between the Sexes**

Among the Kurds prostitution is almost unknown.

To describe a strong, hale man one uses the expression “he is as strong as a bachelor” (Awa azaba).

In Kurdish there is no word for a prostitute. In the Eastern districts she is euphemistically referred to as a Persian, in the North as a Russian, in the south as an Arab, and in the West as a Turk.
The Kurd being a primitive, pastoral person, leading an outdoor life, his pleasures are simple ones.

63. Bekhwa gösht sowar ba gösht wa laida gösht.
   *All one's pleasures are connected with flesh; one eats it, rides it, and sleeps with it.*

The Kurd is very fond of his horse. The following must surely awake an echo in the breast of the cavalry leader:—

64. Lai sowar ba tatăr ba zhai pya ba mehtar ba.
   *When you are mounted don't spare your horse; when dismounted be its slave.*

RELIGION

The Kurd in many cases is a very tolerant and lax Mohammedan. Proverbs and sayings seldom refer to religion, and when they do so it is often in a somewhat supercilious or even mocking vein.

65. Săré hâtâ brînî nâyaita kîrînî.
   *A head that is to be cut off cannot be ransomed.*

This is in special reference and in direct contradiction to the tenet of Islam, which says that life may be prolonged by votive offerings.

66. Min davaïta ta davaïta mulla che waita waita.
   *I am calling for you and you are calling for me; what is the need of the mullahs calling (i.e. reading the marriage service)?

Said by a girl to her lover, or vice versa.

67. Zhe sofîân naka bâwar agar shâshik zhé nûrê bit.
   *Don't have any confidence in a holy man, even if his turban should be straight from heaven.*

Priests (mullahs) are referred to as avaricious and grasping.

68. Gutina mullâ kârê min kârê ta kusht gut kâre kar járrâmâya gutin nákhaîr karreta karrema kusht gût karr bai zâra bai athmân.

   "They said to the mullah, "Our donkey has killed yours." He replied, "A donkey for a donkey." They said, "Right, but it's the other way about; your donkey has killed ours." He said, "The donkey is a dumb animal which can't be held responsible."

Another story in the same vein.

   "A mullah fell into a river. A man who was standing by said to him, "Give me your hand." A spectator said, "He is not accustomed to giving; if you want him to seize your hand say, 'Here is something for you.'"
Riches and Wealth

The attitude of the Kurd towards wealth is a somewhat complex one. On the one hand his shrewd appreciation of practical issues tends to make him acknowledge its value, but on the other hand adversity has taught him its many snares.

69. Rraí a píné důżeh bar daré solkâré dekewit.
   *The road of the boot-patcher is past the door of the bootmaker (i.e. labour is in the grip of the capitalist).*

70. Malé dowlamandé chan a faqiré shil dakat.
   *A rich man's house is alone sufficient to make a poor man's chin tired (i.e. the poor are always envying and talking of the riches of the well-to-do).*

71. Naiyári wai di jâhâlé âri.
   *Enmity generally comes from the flour-sack (i.e. wealth is the prime cause of most quarrels).*

Hospitality

As with all mountaineers and tribal communities the laws of hospitality are well known and binding.

72. Maiwan maiwanét khudéna.
   *Guests are the guests of God.*

73. Riskét méwânân la sar khudéya.
   *God will see that the guests have food.*

On the other hand the Kurd with his bluntness is not loath to speed the guest who overstays his welcome.

The following couplet is recited on such occasions:

74. Pishta pishta bâllâké,
   Maiwan khwâshan rôzheké.
   *Run away, run away, O piebald cat,*
   *Guests are all right for one day.*

75. Maiwân zhé maiwân âjíza khânokhwai zhé har do jûna.
   *One guest may get bored with another, but the master of the house is thoroughly bored with both.*

Another example of Kurdish outspokenness is contained in the following:

76. Maiwân a drang shiv la sar a khaâia.
   *A late guest must arrange for his own dinner.*
The outspokenness of the Kurd and the very hard practical trait in his character prevent him from entertaining any sentimentally extravagant idea regarding the claims of hospitality, such as one might expect from Hatim Tai.

77. Khidmati beka zhé pirānrā waki pir debi khidmati bebini.
   *Look after the old so that when you are old you may be looked after.*

78. Nān a Mairān la sar mairān karra.
   *Hospitality becomes a debt to the receiver.*

79. Dīārī qasb in shun dīārī hasp in.
   *Give a small weight (lit. a date) as a present and receive a hundred-weight (lit. a horse) as the return gift.*

**FIDELITY AND RESPECT FOR AUTHORITY**

Owing to the existence of the patriarchal tribal system the Kurds entertain feelings of respect and loyalty for their chiefs and ruling families. This is especially the case in the Bohtan.

80. Bōhti be mir a khwā Shairvī be shīr a khwā Hakāri be rrai o tagbir a khwā.
   *The Bohti trusts to his mir, the Shairvan to his sword, and the Hakari to his own way of doing things.*

81. Mazin bebina pirra dawait mirōf na dāṭāsār.
   *When great men fall on evil days (lit. become like bridges over which people tread) people should cross by the ford.*

82. Charmā dāwār sarbārē karrēya.
   *The camel's fleece is loaded on the donkey. (i.e. The camel, a superior animal to the donkey, even when it dies its skin is on top of its inferiors.)*

There are many Kurdish proverbs which agree almost literally with those in use in Europe.

83. Na palang dashait khāletkhwā b'g'hōrīt na abdi rrash.
   *Can the Ethiopian change his skin or the leopard his spots?*

84. Barē khwāristō Bīrūkh dagīrrit.
   *A rolling stone gathers no moss.*

85. Kengi p'shīk la māl niyya mishk be kaifa khwāya.
   *When the cat's away the mice will play.*

86. Mush tagbir kirrin gutin zangīlyek bekana ustu i pshika.
   *To bell the cat.*
87. Sûr gul bai istrî nàbit.
   *No rose without a thorn.*

88. Mîn dâryek dâyâ nàv charkh a wi.
   *I put a spoke in his wheel.*

**Kurd’s Attitude to Their Neighbours**

In spite of the invading hosts of foreign conquerors, the Kurd has always preserved a strong sense of his own nationality and a healthy contempt for his neighbours.

89. Gardé habûya pâdishah yek
   Laiq bidehya khudé kullâh yek
   Albateh dibumâzhi bakhtek
   Rûm o Arab o Ajam tamâmîn
   Hamuyân zhé mara dikir ghulâmîn.
   *If we had a king,
   He would be worthy of a crown.
   He should have a capital,
   And we should partake of his fortune.
   Turk and Persian and Arab would all be our slaves.*

**Attitude Towards Turks**

The Kurd feels nothing but the deepest and bitterest antipathy to the Turk and all his ways.

90. Waki khabr a Rumîân.
   *Like the word of a Turk.*

91. Khudé che kasé na aikha banda Rumîân.
   *May God preserve everybody from the clutches of the Turks.*

92. Waki dirafé rûmi.
   *As importunate as the Turkish taxes.*

For the Persian the feeling is one of good-natured contempt and dislike of his deceitfulness.

93. Waki shîre Ajamânâ.
   *Like a Persian sword (i.e. double-bladed and ready to strike friend and foe).*

94. Waki askar a Ajamânâ.
   *As effete as the Persian Army.*

95. Waki Ajam k’low a.
   *As obese as a Persian.*
The Kurd's dislike of the Arab is that of the patrician for the plebeian.

96. Na baizhin bo Arab marhabba aw darina sar dangi abba.
    Don't unduly encourage an Arab, or he will come and commit a nastiness on the edge of your cloak.

97. Arab waki maish hendi pish dakan hartaına paish.
    The Arab is like a fly; the more you shoo him away the more insistent he becomes.

For the Armenian the feeling is much similar to that against the Jews in Eastern Europe and the East End of London.

98. Nynuk Fellah.
    With finger-nails like an Armenian (i.e. a dirty and unkempt individual).

99. Haspe küllä sy é tulla mairé fellah lai mà ba òwla.
    A washy chestnut, a mongrel, and an Armenian—don't trust any of them.

The Kurd looks on the Nestorian as a Kurd.

100. Nàv byn a mà wà müyeka nav byn a mà wà fellâh chiayeka.
    Between us (i.e. the Nestorians and the Kurds) there is but a hair's breadth, but between us and the Armenians a mountain.

101. Hädjat a sarginän dachìna gund a makhinän.
    With the excuse that one wants some fuel, to visit a Nestorian village (to meet a girl).

For the Kurd, as an orthodox Sunni, it is not the right thing to marry a Christian, but as the Kurds and Nestorians are racially and in general characteristics so much akin, love affairs are frequent.
ON THE TONES OF CERTAIN LANGUAGES OF BURMA

By L. F. TAYLOR, I.E.S. (Communicated by Sir GEORGE GRIERSON.)

[Mr. L. F. TAYLOR, of the Indian Educational Service, was the official entrusted by the Government of Burma with the preparation of the gramophone records of the languages of that Province, which have lately been presented to the School of Oriental Studies. It was he, also, who prepared the valuable report on the Preparatory Stage or Linguistic Census, for the proposed linguistic survey of Burma. In the course of correspondence on these subjects, I appealed to him for help in the vexed question of the tones peculiar to these forms of speech, and he very kindly undertook a minute inquiry into the subject and forwarded to me the notes which form the body of this paper. As they were too valuable to be consigned to the obscurity of office records, with his permission I have arranged them into the form of an article. So far as I know these notes of Mr. Taylor’s are the only attempts at illustrating graphically the tones of several important languages of Further India that have been published. In this connexion, I would also refer the student to Dr. C. N. Bradley’s valuable articles on pp. 282 ff. of vol. xxxi (1911) of the Journal of the American Oriental Society and on pp. 39 ff. of vol. xlvi (1915) of the Journal of the North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. The first deals with Siamese and the second with two Chinese dialects. In each the wave-lengths of the tones used in these languages as mechanically recorded in the Rousselot apparatus were carefully measured and plotted, forming curves or patterns of pitch which could be shown upon a chart. It is interesting to find that the results thus obtained by Dr. Bradley for Siamese closely agree with those recorded by Mr. Daniel Jones and Mr. Taylor.

In the following pages I let Mr. Taylor speak for himself. Additions of mine are enclosed in square brackets.—G. A. G.]

SIAMESE TONES

COMPLICATION.—Siamese words are divided into different classes. A particular tone indicator applied to words of different classes produces not the same tone but different tones. I worked as far as possible without any reference to the written language. My results are as follows:—

No. 1. Mid-level always. My speaker never lowered his pitch even when isolating the words. [This is Pallegoix’s Tonus rectus.]

No. 2. Low-level. [This is Pallegoix’s Tonus circumflexus.]
No. 3. Mid-falling and very short. Some words begin slightly above and others exactly at middle register. The difference appears to depend upon the particular words spoken. My speaker always spoke the same words in the same way. Words commencing with an aspirated s' did not fall in pitch, but remained level. It appeared as though the s occupied so much time to hiss out that there was no time left for the pitch to fall. [This is Pallegoix's Tonus demissus.]

No. 4a. Commencing high-level and then falling rapidly through considerable interval. (Some words containing short vowels and ending in k appear to conform to this tone. Kök was such a word.)

No. 4b. Commencing high and then rising very slightly. Sometimes high-level without any rise.

I can find no rule which decides the distribution of words between the two variants a and b. Apparently the fall at the end of tone 4a is used "when there is time to get it in", and this may depend on whether or not the initial consonant is aspirated. [These are Pallegoix's Tonus gravis.]

No. 5. Begins at middle register, falls rapidly, and then terminates in a long rise which carries it up nearly to high register. This corresponds to a variant of Shan tone No. 1, described at the end of my remarks on the Shan tones. [This is Pallegoix's Tonus altus.]

\[\begin{array}{cccccc}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4a & 4b & 5 \\
\end{array}\]

Variant of No. 3 in case of word commencing with an aspirated s (s')

[Together with Mr. Daniel Jones I have myself discussed these tones with Nay Prasit Tishyaputra, a Siamese gentleman cadet at the Royal Military College. Our results closely agreed with the above, and also with Mr. Bradley's article in the J.A.O.S. As regards the two varieties of tone 4, according to the grammars the second variety occurs in syllables beginning with an original sonant, nasal, or semi-vowel, and ending in a short vowel with a glottal check or in a checked consonant preceded by a short vowel. This was borne out by our discussions with Mr. Prasit. Mr. Taylor reports that some words, e.g. ko^k, have the first variety of this tone. According to the grammars such words should have tone 2. In Siamese, so far as I can ascertain, every final k, t, or p is checked as in Burmese.]
SHAN TONES

[Before Mr. Taylor prepared me his account I had the privilege of attending a séance which Mr. Daniel Jones arranged with a native of the Southern Shan States. The following were the results recorded on that occasion:—

1. Dr. Cushing’s 1st tone: a mid-rising, as in mā, a dog.
2. Dr. Cushing’s 2nd tone: a low-level, as in mā, the shoulder.
3. Dr. Cushing’s 3rd tone: a mid-falling, as in mā, to be mad. But in connected speech it is mid-level, as in -mā.
4. Dr. Cushing’s 4th tone: a high-level, as in -mā, come.
5. Dr. Cushing’s 5th tone: a high-falling, as in -mā, a horse.

I sent this account to Mr. Taylor, and he had it with him before making his inquiries. It will be seen that his account differs slightly from the above. This is probably due to difference of dialect. Mr. Jones’s authority came from the Southern, while Mr. Taylor’s came from the Northern Shan States. Except, however, in minor details, the two accounts agree very closely. The following is Mr. Taylor’s account.]

The speaker is a Mansam or Tai On Shan; he comes from Hsipaw in the North Shan States, and speaks “Shan Gāle”, which is the dialect most widely spoken in the area. He is the man who spoke into the gramophone and whose records are being sent to you. My results were as follows:—

Cushing’s No. 1. Always a long rising tone, commencing sometimes at middle register, and sometimes almost at low register.

No. 2. Low and level.

No. 3. My speaker always pronounced this mid-level, never falling even when speaking isolated words. Vowel sound short. Slightly checked.

No. 4. Sometimes high-level. More often, however, it commences high and rises very slightly, just perceptibly. Vowel long. This is the highest tone.

No. 5a. My speaker pronounced words with short vowels high, level, and short. He never lowered his pitch. Not so high as No. 4.

No. 5b. The three words selected by Mr. Daniel Jones, viz. p’āi, pāi, and s’āng, were pronounced as follows. When isolated they commenced high and fell rapidly to low register. About same length as No. 3 above. When followed in combination with words of tone No. 2 this long fall was maintained. When followed by words in other tones the fall was from high to middle register only.
Tone 5a may terminate in a check, and this is perhaps the rule; my speaker, however, often stopped his voice and terminated the word in unchecked, unvoiced breathing. Without the breathing the word is very short. If the breathing be taken as an essential part of the word, it is then about equal in length to words spoken in tone No. 3.

There is, therefore, perhaps a tendency to make words having short vowels, i.e. words classed under tone 5a, equal in length to words having long vowels, i.e. words classed under 5b.

I have tested this tone very carefully, not only with the Shan speaker but also with Hkuns and a Siamese who could speak the same dialect. In no instance was there a fall of pitch in words of short vowels such as that observed by Mr. Daniel Jones.

Words in tone No. 1 occasionally commenced with a very slight fall and then rose to high register.

Variants of No. 1. Variant of No. 4. (i) In combination with 2. (ii) In combination with 3.

5a checked. 5a unchecked. voice. (Variants).

tones in karen

[Missionaries have provided Sgaw and Pwo Karen with an alphabet based on that used for Burmese. To this alphabet they have added a series of signs to indicate the tones, one of which is, when required,
suffixed to every syllable. The grammars give accounts of the tones, but these accounts are of little use to a person not in touch with Karens, and hence Mr. Taylor's accounts are particularly welcome to us in Europe.

**Sgaw Karen**

The following account of the Sgaw Karen tones, with the signs used for each, is taken from Mr. Gilmore's Grammar:

"Where no tone is marked, the syllable is pronounced with a rising inflection.

A syllable marked § is pronounced with a heavy falling inflection.

A syllable marked with $ is pronounced abruptly, at a low pitch.

A syllable marked with İ is pronounced abruptly at an ordinary pitch.

A syllable marked with ş is pronounced with a falling circumflex inflection.

A syllable marked with ı is pronounced with a prolonged even tone."

The following is Mr. Taylor's account of the Sgaw Karen tones:

I got the same results at three different séances. They are as follows:

No. 1a. No tone mark. Middle register, level and long. For instance $ = yā.

No. 1b. If $ be combined with long vowel İ, we get the word $ İ or yī. This word is spoken high, level, and long. The pitch is the same as for words in tone No. 4. The vowel sign has therefore raised the pitch.

No. 2. Words written with §. Begin at middle register and falls considerably. About medium length.

No. 3. Words written with $$. Very slightly above middle register, level, and short. Sometimes abrupt. Pitch lower than 1b and 4, but same as 6.

No. 4. Words written with ı. Same pitch as 1b. High, level, and abrupt. [In other words this tone is simply the same as 1b. The abruptness is not part of the tone, but is an independent peculiarity of the syllable. I should prefer to say that this sign indicates that a syllable with tone 1b also has a glottal check.]

No. 5. Words written with ş. Begins at same pitch as No. 4, and falls steadily to middle register. Long.
No. 6. Words written with 1. Same pitch as No. 3. Slightly high, level, and long.

Sgaw Karen is the language recognized by the Education Department for use in Karen schools. It is taught uniformly everywhere. Consequently it does not vary in pronunciation in different parts of the Province. Old heathen Sgaw Karens who have not come under missionary influence are said to speak sometimes in a manner difficult to understand.

I relied chiefly on the man who spoke the Sgaw Karen pieces into the gramophone.

I have since tested these in Bassein. The results are exactly the same as in Rangoon.

**Pwo Karen**

[The following account of Pwo Karen tones is given by Mr. Duffin in his *Manual of the Pwo Karen Dialect*:

"1. This is not indicated by any special mark in the Karen character. The syllable so numbered is pronounced with a rising inflexion.

2. ạ. A tone of medium length.

3. j. A soft even tone with a falling inflexion.

4. j̄. A long tone, pronounced low in the throat, with a falling inflexion.

5. i. A very short tone, with a rising inflexion.

6. ꞌ. A hard, abrupt tone, with a low pitch.

"There are also the four nasal tones. These are indicated by adding the letter ṅ to the syllable and adding the following numbers:—

"7. ꞊. Shortens the sound.

8. ꞌ. Lengthens the sound.

9. Ɥ. Lengthens the sound with a rising inflexion.

10. ꞎ. Gives a medium sound with a falling inflexion."

It is evident that the nasal tones are not special tones, but are merely nasalizations of syllables already possessing other tones. We may therefore omit them from consideration.

The following is Mr. Taylor's account:—]

This language is not spoken uniformly throughout the Karen area. There appears to be a number of sub-dialects which differ slightly
from one another. I held two séances employing two Karens from Bassein and two from Maulmein. When recording tones I always employ the graphic method which you and Mr. Daniel Jones are employing. My speakers, who belong to a musical race, quickly perceived the purport of my diagrams and drew diagrams themselves. We all agreed as to the pictures of the tones.

The dialectical differences between the Bassein and Maulmein Pwos are well illustrated by the word əj, which is pronounced "Kai" by the former and "Kè" by the latter. Also the word "Ka" in the former dialect is "Kaw" in the latter. Just as the vowels have changed, so also the tones have changed.

For present purposes we may refer to the Bassein Pwo as Delta Pwo, and to the Maulmein Pwo as Tennasserim Pwo.

In the Delta Pwo there is a marked tendency for two of the tones to disappear by assimilation to two other tones.

No. 3 = No. 4
No. 5 = No. 6

In the Tennasserim Karen there is a tendency for one of the tones to disappear in this manner.

No. 5 = No. 6.

**Delta Pwo Karen Tones**

1a. No tone mark. Long, level, and at a pitch very slightly below mid-register. For instance, word əə = yö.

1b. No tone mark. If əə be combined with the so-called long vowel ə we get əə ə = ya. This is spoken high, level, and long. The sound is really no longer than before, but the vowel is changed and the pitch raised. The pitch is lower, however, than in tones 5 and 6.

2. Tone marked ə. Commences at middle register and rises evenly to same height as 1b. Generally long.

P.S.—Some speakers pronounce high, level, and long like No. 1b.

3. Tone marked ə. Sometimes middle register, level, and of medium length. This tone is disappearing. In connected talk there is a tendency tolower the pitch and lengthen the sound so that it would be accurately described under tone No. 4. The Karens themselves spoke of this tendency, and they seem to regard it as a well-established fact.

4. Tone marked ə. Long, level, and low.

5. Tone marked ə. Very short and checked. Level and high Higher than any of the tones described above.

VOL. I. PART IV.
6. Tone marked \( \tilde{\text{j}} \). Very short. Level and high. Not so abrupt as No. 5, though equally short of same pitch.

P.S.—I have heard some speakers who differentiate between 5 and 6 by laying stress on the first part of the former and by checking the latter. Sometimes also No. 6 rises slightly. Many speakers regard 5 and 6 as the same colloquially. (This note was written in Bassein, and is interpolated. It is based on observations made on many speakers.)

Note.—Tones 5 and 6 are now, in ordinary talk, indistinguishable. The Karens regard them as the same. It would seem that one of the tones has lost its original form and has become assimilated to the other.

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
1a & 1b & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & \text{variant} \\
\hline
\text{No. 3 as it should be.} & \hline
\text{No. 3 as it is in practice.} & \hline
\end{array}
\]

I relied chiefly upon the man who spoke the Pwo Karen pieces into the gramophone.

**Tennasserim Pwo Karen Tones**

1a. No tone mark. **Low,** level, and of medium length.

1b. No tone mark. If the long vowel \( \tilde{\text{\j}} = aw \) be added, the vowel is changed and the tone considerably modified. The sound commences slightly higher than middle register, and rises evenly.

2. Tone marked \( \tilde{\i} \). Mid-level and long.

3. Tone marked \( \tilde{\text{j}} \). Very short. It commences high and level and then falls suddenly, so low as to be voiceless. If the word commences with an aspirated \( s' \), the fall is omitted. There is apparently no time for it after hissing out an \( s \). Some speakers, I believe, do not commence level, but fall at once.

4. Tone marked \( \tilde{\text{\j}} \). Short, level, and low.

5. Tone marked \( \text{t} \). High, level, and very short and checked.

6. Tone marked \( \tilde{\text{\j}} \). Very short, level, and slightly lower than No. 5. The difference in pitch between 5 and 6 is very small. Words in this tone can be distinguished from words in No. 5 by being less abrupt though equally short.
Tone 3 when word commences with s'.

voice

Variant of tone 3.

[It will be observed that several of the above tones are described as short, long, or abrupt (i.e. checked). Properly speaking the length or the abruptness is not a part of the tone, but is an independent qualification of the vowel of the syllable. A tone is a musical pitch or change of pitch and has nothing to do with the quality or length of the vowel, just as in music pitch is independent of the length of the note in which it is sung, or of the fact whether that note is legato or staccato.]

Burmese Tones

[Mr. Taylor's account of these tones differs somewhat from that given by Mr. Grant Brown in his Half the Battle in Burmese. The discrepancy is in the account of the so-called checked tone. Mr. Taylor describes it as starting high and rising rapidly, while Mr. Grant Brown (p. 13) says it is a falling tone that accompanies the check. (The check, of course, is no part of the true tone.) Mr. Taylor specially asks that his account should be regarded as tentative, and we may hope for further information from him on this point. It is evident that the rapid check tends to obscure the true nature of the tone. The following is Mr. Taylor’s account of the Burmese tones:—]

The Burmese tones are the most difficult of all to describe. It is almost impossible to formulate any rule which is not disregarded by numerous speakers. Some speakers rely more on stress than on tone to distinguish words, while others rely more on tone than stress. The intonation and length of a word vary also in different parts of a sentence when the speaker is excited. The following is the best account I can give.

Simple tone, e.g. ɕ. Mid-level and long. Final consonants half sounded.
Checked tone, e.g. $\ddot{a}$. Starting high and rising rapidly. Short and checked. Final consonants sounded almost imperceptibly.

Heavy tone, $\ddot{a}\ddot{a}$. Burmans say that this is very long, but in actual conversation it is often slightly shorter than the simple tone. It is supposed to be a low and falling tone, but it is often higher than the simple tone. Everything seems to depend here on stress. In a word such as myin:, the stress falls heavily on the vowel. In a word containing a distinct diphthong, e.g. taung:, the stress falls on the first vowel. Perhaps theoretically the sound should be long and should fall slightly from the middle register. In common practice, however, the effect of the stress is to shorten the sound and raise and sustain its pitch. Stress is what essentially distinguishes this from the simple tone.

Please regard this note as tentative. I will make further and fuller investigations into the tone of Burmese and will send them when completed.

Simple  Checked  Heavy  Heavy tone in practice.
 tone. tone. tone in
 theory.

[P.S.—After the above had gone to press I received from Mr. Taylor the following additional note on Burmese tones, which, as he states in the letter accompanying it, "supplements but does not supersede" his former remarks. He adds:—

"When I sent you my tone materials over a year ago I promised to make a further investigation into the tones of Burmese. I have been doing this off and on ever since, and now enclose herewith a brief note on the subject.

"I think that many people will take objection to my views, and I would have objected to them myself had they been placed before me two years ago. But I believe them to be substantially correct. No views can be perfectly correct, because different speakers pronounce so differently. As an instance of my difficulty: I prepared the note after testing many speakers, and it has just been typed out. When my clerk brought the copies to me I tested him on my chart of syllables and on passages out of a book. He often pronounced the so-called heavy words (i.e. words marked by ?) much higher than the unmarked words with a rising inflexion, and as high as the words of the high tone marked with a dot underneath. Had he done this in a few instances only, I would not have been surprised, but he did it in at least half the possible instances.
“It will be seen that my present views are almost identical with the views submitted a year and a half ago. I have merely restated them, and paid more attention, as a result of your own note, to the pronunciation of words in the high tone, i.e. to the pronunciation of checked syllables.”

With these preliminary remarks I give Mr. Taylor’s note in full.]

**Note on the Tones and Pronunciation of Burmese**

All Burmese words may be divided into three classes:—

1. (i) Those words which are (a) either pure vowels or (b) words which commence with a consonant and which terminate in a vowel. Thus (a) a, aw, i, etc., (b) ka, kaw, ki, etc. For the purpose of this note we may regard (a) as being a special form of (b).

(ii) Words which terminate in a nasal or nasalized vowel. Such nasals are n, ng, n, and m.

(iii) Words ending in the so-called “killed consonants” k, s, t, or p.

This division of words is important, because whilst the syllables in classes (i) and (ii) may be pronounced in any of three ways, those in class (iii) can only be pronounced one way, as will be shown below.

2. For the purpose of providing illustrations we shall build up syllables on the consonant k (ך), and arrange them in classes as described above. It is possible, of course, that by doing this we may write down some words which have no actual existence, though they will all have potential existence. K is to be taken simply as a symbol for any appropriate consonant or combination of consonants, and every word written down will have a real existence provided the proper consonants are supplied in the place of our k. I believe, however, that, even employing k throughout, nearly every word will be a real one.

**Burmese Syllables**

Class I (three modes)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High Tone.</th>
<th>Ordinary Tone.</th>
<th>High Tone.</th>
<th>Ordinary Tone.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>က</td>
<td>က</td>
<td>က</td>
<td>က</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ပ</td>
<td>ပ</td>
<td>ပ</td>
<td>ပ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>မ</td>
<td>မ</td>
<td>မ</td>
<td>မ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>န</td>
<td>န</td>
<td>န</td>
<td>န</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ဆ</td>
<td>ဆ</td>
<td>ဆ</td>
<td>ဆ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ဗ</td>
<td>ဗ</td>
<td>ဗ</td>
<td>ဗ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ဧ</td>
<td>ဧ</td>
<td>ဧ</td>
<td>ဧ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ဩ</td>
<td>ဩ</td>
<td>ဩ</td>
<td>ဩ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
3. Pronunciation.—Classes Iα and IIα. The syllables of column α are all pronounced in a high tone, and are all short, terminating in a glottal stop. In the case of Iα the closure takes place a little below the ordinary k position. In the case of IIα the closure is a little lower still. There is no pronunciation of the nasal consonants at the end of these words, but only a nasalization of the vowel.

It is difficult to describe the tone accurately. It is usually high, but sometimes it seems to be falling, sometimes level, and sometimes
rising. I think it is really, in many cases, determined by the inherent tone of the vowel and by the change in form of the resonance chamber brought about by the movements that close the glottis. Such movements are different in the case of the front and back vowels. Finally, also, it is determined by the momentum of the speaker’s effort to attain a high pitch. This momentum will vary with different speakers and at different times. It is well known that there is an intimate "connexion between the shape and size of the resonance-chamber and the pitch" (see Sweet’s Primer of Phonetics, para. 60). Thus we might expect ki" to be ‘ki" and kaw" to be ‘kaw", as I have actually heard them.

As a general rule we may say that when such syllables are spoken in a high pitch, the momentum of the speaker’s effort carries the pitch still higher. They do not commence high and then fall. But when spoken (as they often are) at the level of the general conversation, they betray their own inherent qualities and are more readily influenced by the general rhythm of the sentence.

Classes Iß and c and IIß and c. The syllables in columns b and c are pronounced at ordinary pitch, and there is no attempt to check them. A syllable may be spoken sometimes above or sometimes below the average pitch without altering its meaning. It may also be drawn out or slightly contracted (so long as it is not then terminated by a glottal stop or check). The only real distinction between the syllables marked b and those marked c is that the former are pronounced without any distinct effort, whilst the latter are invariably stressed. By getting a Burman to read words at random, some in column b and some in c, and by keeping one’s hand pressed to his body between the navel and the spot where the ribs separate, one can, even when one’s ears are plugged, tell which column he is reading from. A contraction of the muscles in the upper abdomen always accompanies the pronunciation of the words in the last column. Stressed words need not maintain a level pitch, but may rise or fall slightly.

Class III. These syllables are pronounced short, usually in a high pitch, and are abruptly terminated by a velar check or by a glottal check. Such a check is never followed by an explosion, hence the words are said to be ended by a "killed consonant". As a result of which they acquire stress also.

Here, again, as a general rule we may say that such syllables
when spoken short and high rise still higher, but in conversation they are frequently lengthened and pronounced in the ordinary voice when they rise or fall in accordance with their own inherent pitch and as modified by the general nature of the sentence.

**Summary**

There are, at the present day, but two real tones in Burmese which may be called "high" and "ordinary".

1. The "high" tone is applied to all words that are short and terminate with a stop or check. The pitch is usually high-rising, though it may remain level, or fall, in accordance with the inherent tone of the vowel and as influenced by the particular movements that operate the glottis, and by the momentum of the speaker's effort to attain a high pitch. This may vary at different times and with different speakers.

2. The "ordinary" tone, in which are pronounced all words that are not short and abruptly checked. These words are divided into two classes, unstressed and stressed. The latter are often somewhat shorter in length than the former, and sometimes spoken in a lower pitch, sometimes in a falling pitch, and sometimes even in a higher pitch. (This has occurred in several places in the gramophone record of the "Prodigal Son", e.g. near the beginning of the record are the words written əə: ηɛ 'ga^o', but they are pronounced əə: ηɛ 'ga^o'.)

---

1 A stop is a closure to an unstressed syllable, i.e. it does not confine the breath beneath it at high pressure. On reopening the glottis very little breath will issue through. It is represented above by "^", thus ka^o.

A check is a closure to a stressed syllable, it confines the breath at high pressure. If the glottis be reopened immediately, a considerable volume of breath may emerge.

2 represents the glottal check, thus ka^2, and k represents the velar check, thus ka^k.
The term "ordinary tone" is therefore vague. It signifies no distinct tone at all, but includes the range of pitch of all words that do not belong to the "high tone".

It is possible that the stressed words were once spoken at a low and falling pitch, and that stress is all that indicates the previous existence of a third tone. This tone, if it ever really existed, has now disappeared.

Classification by Tones and Stress

Syllables may now be reclassified in accordance with their tones and pronunciation in four groups, as follows:

(i) Short and unstressed. These are classes Ia and Iia above. Syllables which consist of a vowel (or nasalized vowel) or of an initial consonant plus a vowel, and which are terminated by closure of the glottis. These are generally pronounced in a high-rising pitch. Sometimes, however, they are pronounced in the ordinary voice, when they may rise or fall in accordance with their own inherent qualities and the rhythm of the conversation.

(ii) Short and stressed. Class III above. Syllables ending in killed k, s, t, or p. In reality they all terminate in a velar or glottal check (save in certain combinations). Generally very short and abruptly checked, and spoken in a high-rising pitch. Often, however, they are modified by conversational rhythm, when they may lose stress, increase in length, betray their own inherent tone, and terminate in a stop rather than a check.

(iii) Long and unstressed. Classes Ib and Iib above. Spoken at ordinary pitch and of ordinary length. They may be high or low, long or short, so long as they do not end in a stop or check and cannot be mistaken for syllables described in groups (i) and (ii) above.

(iv) Long and stressed. Classes Ic and Iic above. Stress is the essential feature. They frequently exhibit more variety than the long unstressed syllables, and differ considerably with different speakers. They may be spoken in a higher or lower pitch than syllables of group (iii), and may be of the same length or shorter. They are rarely longer.
Finally we may conclude either that Burmese has not succeeded in developing a proper system of tones, or conversely that its tonal system is now in an advanced state of decay. Conversational rhythm and a secondary euphonic intonation possess an importance which would be impossible in the case of Shan, Siamese, or Karen.

I ought to add that my investigations have been confined to the speech of Lower Burma.
THE SUDANIC LANGUAGES

By N. W. Thomas

UNDER the name of Sudanic or Negro languages are comprehended, according to the generally received terminology, the African tongues which stretch in a broad band across the continent from Cape Verd to the Great Lakes; further north they reach nearly to the Red Sea in isolated instances, and in the south to the confines of the Indian Ocean in the shape of linguistic islets whose affinities are only with difficulty recognizable. To the south of the area stretches the Bantu territory, interspersed with pigmy and Bushmen elements, of whom the latter alone have well-marked forms of speech, while the former appear to speak the tongues of Bantu neighbours, or of Sudanic tribes, who must have been their neighbours at an earlier period but have now been swallowed up in the Bantu flood. South-west of the Bantu we have the Nama languages, often classified as Hamitic.

To the Hamitic family in the main belong the languages which form the northern frontier of the negro tongues; east of them are found Semitic speeches like Tigre and Amharic; but, like Arabic, they are traceable to migrations in historical times; and the same is true, a fortiori, of the Arabic of the north and east, not to speak of more recent invaders.

Looked at from a purely geographical point of view, the question of classification is therefore a simple one. The difficulties begin when we attempt to lay down any fundamental principle that will serve as a criterion of what a negro language is. From the systematic point of view Bantu may well be regarded as a group of prefix pro-nominal languages distinguished from similar groups in the Sudanic area by uniformity in the prefix system; in other words, Bantu is, if we take into account the main feature of its syntax, a group of negro languages. From the point of view of vocabulary, if we compare the roots of the Bantu group with those determined by Westermann for certain languages, mainly monosyllabic and all affixless, of the Sudanic area, we find that more than one-third are common to both Bantu and Sudanic; and the proportion would have been increased if such languages as Ibo, or, still more, Temne and other "semi-Bantu" speech-forms, had been drawn upon for words. This does not necessarily mean that Bantu is to be derived from Sudanic nor Sudanic from Bantu; put in a brief form, it seems the
most probable hypothesis to derive both from an earlier speech-
form, with perhaps Hamitic elements added for Bantu, and more
primitive aboriginal features in Sudanic; as Bantu and Sudanic
roots are largely dissyllabic and there is an old nasal prefix in the
latter area, and as both these features speak against the primitive
character of the roots in any real sense, this "Ursprache" is a
necessary hypothesis.

So long as the Hamitic family remains undefined, both formally
and from the standpoint of geographical extension, it is a matter of
extreme difficulty to lay down the frontier which separates it from
Sudanic. Westermann, who recognizes the presence of Bantoid
elements in Sudanic, distinguishes the latter from Hamitic by four
features; (a) monosyllabic character, with the syllable in the form
C + V: (b) relative absence of formative elements and generally
isolating character; (c) absence of gender; (d) use of tones. Many
Sudanic languages, however, cannot be termed either isolating or
monosyllabic; this applies to the prefix-pronominal, no less than the
suffix-pronominal groups; the use of tones is very far from having
been proved for all Sudanic languages; they seem to be almost non-
existent in the semi-Bantu Temne, and for Agni, a language allied
to Fanti, their presence is denied by so great an authority as
M. Delafosse. We are, therefore, reduced to the single differentia of
gender; and even here we must limit our statement to the use of the
distinction in nouns, for several Sudanic languages make the distinction
in their pronouns; more still distinguish the human or the living
class from the animal or the inanimate; and, finally, even in Sudanie
languages such as Agni, we find sporadic instances of feminine forms.

Meinhof, our greatest authority on Bantu, lays down that Sudanic
languages have neither gender nor classes; they make the genitive
precede the noun on which it depends; the roots are monosyllabic
and formless; finally, stress is unimportant, tone al-important.
These criteria are even less applicable than those of Westermann;
gender, as we have seen, is a more open matter than might be supposed
from the categorical statements of the German scholars; classes can
be ruled out for Sudanic only if we create a new group, neither Bantu
nor negro, for the semi-Bantu. The position of the genitive has,
perhaps, varied in historic times; at the present day the Sudanic
languages are fairly evenly divided, so far as can be seen, and those
which follow the Hamitic rule, which is also that of the Bantu-speaking
peoples, of placing the regime last (N + G) are precisely those most
remote from Hamitic influence, to which Meinhof\(^1\) attributes the change, and have not been, at least in any ordinary sense of the term, subjected to Bantu invasions or culture. The monosyllabic character of 60 per cent of the roots may be admitted, but it hardly serves to distinguish Sudanic from Bantu or Hamitic; it means, at most, that the latter roots were taken as a basis of word formation when the families were relatively at a later stage. Lastly, it is totally untrue to say that tone is everything; there are languages without tones and some in which stress and tone both play important roles in the distinction of homophones.

It is, therefore, abundantly clear that there is no simple criterion by which a Sudanic language can be distinguished from Bantu or Hamitic tongues. In respect of both these families of languages we find in Sudanic certain borderline tongues, like Temne or Kanuri, which lie far nearer to one or other of these families than they do to a language like Ewe, commonly accepted as a typical West-Sudanic speech-form.

This difficulty of definition accounts, perhaps, in some small measure for the relatively backward state of research into Sudanic languages. Dictionaries and grammars like those available for many Bantu languages have yet to be created; those that we have are produced by students almost wholly lacking in phonetic training; where even Lepsius failed and did not note the presence of tones in Nuba,\(^2\) many a lesser light has either overlooked their significance or failed to give an adequate representation of them in printed characters.

The first half of the nineteenth century was marked by the discovery of the main features and of the geographical extension of the Bantu languages; this gave a great impetus to Bantu linguistic work, and it soon outstripped the work of codifying Sudanic languages, which was, relatively, in a forward state sixty years ago. Nearly a hundred years ago, at any rate in the thirties, the relation of Hamitic to Bantu was recognized; sixty years ago Vidal, and later Christaller and Krause, drew attention to Bantu features or Bantu groups in Sudanese areas.

However, none of these inquirers made any important contribution to the task of defining the position of the negro family of languages.

\(^1\) Sprachen der Hamiten, p. 3.

\(^2\) According to Meinhof, however (loc. cit.), Nuba has given up the use of tones; in proof he cites the fact that an interrogative sentence has the same tone as an affirmative one, with, however, a high tone on a suffixed syllable. That is precisely the ordinary rule of toned languages and the proof is invalid.
Lepsius, in his *Nubische Grammatik*, was the first to attempt a formal statement. For him a girdle of Sudanic languages, on an average fifteen degrees broad, intervened between Bantu and Hamitic; it was made up of many isolated tongues which belonged neither to the northern nor the southern group. All negro languages had both Hamitic and Bantu elements in them; but neither formative elements nor vocabulary were of much value for purposes of classification, for they varied, phonetically, according to no law and with extraordinary facility. For Lepsius the main features in a comparison were (a) unborrowed roots and (b) syntax, the latter being the more important.

In this brief historical survey mention must also be made of Reinisch, the indefatigable student of Hamitic languages; for him all Sudanic languages are the result of evolution, which of necessity followed a single line of advance, unmodified by intermixture of peoples or language hybrids. This is a standpoint familiar to English sociological theory of the last century as a working hypothesis on
which to reconstruct or classify the most diverse institutions; it has now happily fallen into disrepute.

Such was the position when less than twenty years ago Westermann published his epoch-making Ewe studies and followed them up by a more extended inquiry into the bond which united the languages classified by Lepsius as negro. His inquiry was in the main directed to the question of roots and the formation of words; but the main features of the syntax also came in for some attention. This method was naturally given as the appropriate one; for the total or almost total absence of formative elements in the languages selected, partly on the ground that adequate information was available for few, if any, others, precluded anything but an analytic method. In the prefixes Bantu scholars had had an element of incalculable value, a tool ready, as it were, to their hand, to which Sudanic students have no analogue.

It was from some points of view unfortunate that Westermann's choice fell on Ewe, Twi, Ga, Yoruba, Efik, Kunama, Nuba, and Dinka; for only in the case of Efik is there any relation to the semi-Bantu groups, and the relation, even in this case, seems to be somewhat remote. Westermann recognized in his preface the existence of other Sudanic groups, such as the Bantoid and the Hamitoid; but his results have been applied to the whole Sudanic area, as if the demonstration of the unity of one form of Sudanic speech meant that all languages spoken in the Sudan were necessarily capable of being brought under one label, which is precisely the point at issue.

From another point of view the method adopted was a fortunate one; for from it resulted the evidence that in Sudanic languages, largely of an isolating type, more than one-third of the roots were identical with those found by Meinhof for Bantu languages; if this is true of isolating languages, there can be little doubt of the result when the same measure is applied to the prefix languages of the Sudan.

One feature brought into notice by Westermann was the presence of a suffix, -li, of unknown meaning, which has entered largely into the composition of Sudanic wards in Ewe, Ga, and also into more remote languages, as it now appears, like the Camba dialect of Jukun. If this suffix, -li, is added to a root ba, the tendency is for bali to become bala, by the assimilation of the suffix vowel to that of the root; bala may become bal or bla, or if the assimilation takes a different form, ble, or bala may become ba.

Thus we have before us a series of changes in which an original
monosyllabic condition is reproduced after a short cycle. This is a process which may well have happened, not once only, but several times in the history of monosyllabic languages; these monosyllabic tendencies are perhaps to be associated with the presence of an aboriginal strain in the language area in question; for we can hardly suppose that the semi-Bantu languages in the strictest sense of the term, i.e. those whose prefixes resemble most nearly the prefixes of the Bantu tribes of South-East Africa, have been exposed to such vicissitudes; there could clearly be no tendency to reproduce the original prefixes, and chance coincidence hardly explains the resemblances. Where a prefix language has entered upon a period of development there appear to be two tendencies at work; one due perhaps in part to the influence of neighbouring languages, to turn the prefixes into suffixes by a process that I shall have occasion to consider more in detail at a later period, the other to drop the prefixes altogether or to allow them to become attached to the root, of which we see examples in Temne to a limited extent, and on a wholesale scale perhaps in Ibo.

The evidence for such processes of composition and condensation of roots or of a root and a formative element, which is really a root in a degraded form, is probably writ large over many of the languages of the Sudan; when the tones come to be more accurately recorded, it will be found that, as in Ibo, where many verbs show a compound tone, there is everywhere evidence of contraction. For nothing is clearer than that a double tone results from the coalescence of two syllables. The tone is the most persistent element that we have in Sudanic languages. It is quite possible that the process of composition, which is the cause of the compound tone, was due to the monosyllabic character of the language; the pronoun classifiers of African languages, and the noun classifiers of East Asiatic and other languages, may have been due to the same need for defining the meaning of the homophonic monosyllable. It is interesting to note that the noun classifier is also found in some cases, e.g. Jukun, in Sudanic languages, apparently as an independent development. Perhaps it may be well to add that the classifying noun occupies the same position as a noun on which a genitive depends, and that this may, in fact, be the original relation of the words.

It has not so far been necessary to define with any accuracy either the geographical or the formal groups into which Sudanic languages have been classified by various authors. It is clear from the preceding
introductory sketch that the time is not yet come when we can with any confidence lay down what constitutes a Sudanic language nor how it is distinguished from Hamitic; nor yet can we say of Bantu more than that it stands out from the semi-Bantu languages by the uniformity of its original prefix system. As the term semi-Bantu will occur with some frequency in the following pages, it may be well to point out that it is used in two distinct senses; firstly, as has been pointed out above, in a restricted meaning, denoting only those languages with prefixes related to South-East Bantu tongues; secondly, in a much broader sense, of all prefix-pronominal languages of the Sudan.

As to this second application, it must be pointed out that in reality it is not of great importance whether prefixes or suffixes are in use, for a language can under certain circumstances pass with ease in one span of a few years from one class to the other. In the second place, under the term semi-Bantu are included (a) prefix languages older than Bantu, in fact, a sister group or groups, whose prefixes are not necessarily comparable to those of Bantu; secondly, a group with prefixes closely connected with those of the South-East Bantu; thirdly, Bantu tribes, like, perhaps, the Nde of the Upper Cross River, who have crossed the boundary line or been left stranded by a returning wave of Sudanic speech; fourthly, Sudanic languages which have similarly been entrapped, or at least deeply influenced, by Bantu tongues; fifthly, Sudanic languages that have come to use prefixes owing to the influence of other Sudanic tongues. In this connexion I may allude to the fact, first pointed out by Westermann, that Mosi, a suffix language of the Volta group, has borrowed its suffixes wholesale from Fula, and that not at a period when they were in their present seats, that is to say, according to Westermann’s view, before A.D. 1300, when the Fula were far to the east of their present location in Central Nigeria. What complicates the matter is that the suffixes alone have been taken over; the verb is not affected, there is no concord of the Bantu type, and the vocabulary has not been influenced.

I will remark in passing that the matter is still further complicated by facts which suggest that Fula at one time used prefixes as well as or instead of suffixes, and that some of the most westerly Sudanic languages have borrowed words from Fula, with both prefix and suffix, in a form that cannot be easily reconciled with the present distribution of Fula dialects. Semi-Bantu, then, is an ambiguous term; and to express the more extended meaning it will be well to use the term
affix-pronominal, including only such languages as make use of actual affixes and excluding, for the time being, Wolof and Serer, which classify nouns by independent particles. Classifying languages include (a) class prefix, (b) class suffix, and (c) class particle languages.

At this point it may be well to say a few words on the principles which underlie the various criteria suggested as distinguishing marks of Hamitic, or Bantu, or Sudanic languages, as the case may be. There are three elements concerned in language, which may be regarded as an institution, from the collective standpoint, or a habit, from the individual point of view. These elements are (a) phonetics, (b) vocabulary, and (c) morphology. Under morphology is understood, not merely the way in which a noun, or other part of speech, is inflected or modified by affixes, but also syntax in general, that is to say, the way in which words are combined in a sentence. From the comparative point of view, however, the important features to be compared are those of morphology in the narrower sense, such as in the Indo-European field the verb forms.

It does not follow that we must necessarily be able to trace kinship because two languages belong to a common stock. Any one who set out, for example, to prove from the two languages themselves the relationship of, say, French and Armenian, as two members of the Indo-European group, would certainly find the obstacles insurmountable; yet, if he adopted a historical standpoint and had recourse to the oldest known forms of these languages, his task would be much lightened, if not absolutely simple. In setting out to prove his case, the inquirer would not take as his base the vocabularies of the two languages, though under certain circumstances the commonest words of a language may, as they are not likely to be borrowed, throw some light on language relationships; at the same time it must be remembered that, in such a case as the subjugation of a native population and the imposition of a new tongue on them, say, in the Anglo-Saxon conquest of England, it may be precisely the most homely words that are preserved, if the men of the conquered race are enslaved or exterminated, while the women are mated to their conquerors and teach their children the words of the old speech.

To a far greater extent than vocabulary, phonetics and morphology are what may be called closed systems, except where there is actual admixture of foreign blood; where we find English taken over by Creoles or negroes, Latin by the tribes of Gaul and Spain, or, in fact, any form of speech by a people that normally belongs to a different
language group, there are naturally considerable sound-changes; but when the natives of Gaul took over Latin, it was presumably with the intention of speaking Latin, and they have not consciously departed from that intention to the present day. Fashion may introduce a certain number of new sounds, of which we have examples in words that came to the Gallo-Romans through the Franks; but, broadly speaking, there is no deliberate borrowing of sounds, as there is of words, especially of names for new objects.

Still less is there a tendency to borrow morphological methods; any one who has made a study of "pidgin" will be puzzled to recall a case in which the morphology, as apart from the words and their collocation in the phrase, has been taken over from the speaker's original tongue. It does not occur to the negro to form the plural of a noun according to the fashion of his own language, when he is speaking what purports to be an Indo-European language. Apart from the immediate change in pronunciation what happens is a simplification, which is perhaps more gradual, in the grammar, especially in the inflections of the verb. A mixed language is not created.

The case of French and Armenian is clearly different from these; though the Gauls took over Latin, their culture was not so remote, nor yet the structure of their language, from that of the Romans, and if they simplified the grammar of Latin by using a single case and took to analytic verb forms, the change was not on anything like the same scale as that which takes place in "pidgin".

If, therefore, an inquirer wishes to connect French with Armenian, he will deal in the main with morphology, and he may also trace the history of the phonetic changes in each language. In dealing with morphology, he will not take a vague procedure, the precise meaning of which may be unknown in one or the other, or which may have totally different significations in the two languages; he will, to take an example from the verbal forms of Indo-European, insist that reduplication, if it is found, is not by itself evidence of kinship; the procedure must be associated with a perfectly definite meaning, the formation of the perfect. How far can these principles be applied to African languages?

1 The case of Mosi is exceptional, even in Africa. Biafoda is another example; its original morphology groups it with Fula, so far as treatment of the nouns is concerned. But it has now prefixed to them pronominal affixes of the Coast type, giving rise to forms with what may be called "internal polarity".
It must at the outset be recognized that there are exceptional cases even in the Indo-European field where a people has kept its own vocabulary but taken over a foreign phonetic scheme and a foreign morphology. Some of the secret languages of Africa may turn out to be of this type; but the general uniformity of many essential points makes it improbable. A second case, represented in Europe by Basque, is of more interest. It is clear that in such cases as Kisi, which now forms the plural by means of suffixes, though there are traces of prefixes, we have an instance of a language passing in respect of morphology from one group to another; Mendi has taken the same direction, but perhaps on another road, for there are not a multitude of affixes here; Bullom seems to have been tending in the direction of Kisi multiple-suffixes, and the same is true of Limba. How far we can regard the case of Mosi as one of substitution of foreign for homemade suffixes, and how far as the adoption of a wholly alien morphological device is not clear; but prima facie all the betting is on the latter hypothesis.

It is, therefore, only with limitations that we can apply the principles derived from Indo-European philology, though the fundamental truths are the same for both groups.

A more serious objection is that for monosyllabic languages morphology in the limited sense is non-existent. There are no inflexions, not even affixes; and for a portion, therefore, of Sudanic languages we have no elements on which to base our comparison. Where, as in Bantu, we have prefixes playing perfectly definite roles, the requisite conditions are fulfilled; but it is abundantly clear that the Sudanic prefixes are not all reducible to one type.

The forms of the verb are equally varied; some languages have one or two auxiliaries, some have many; some make use of neither prefixes, nor, the more usual case, of suffixes; others have twenty or thirty adverbial suffixes, which modify the meaning of the root verb; others again have formative elements added to the verb. But all these things are so largely matters of geographical nearness and remoteness that we cannot be sure, with the example of Mosi before us, whether we have to do with an example of borrowing, in some cases, or of independent evolution from the same elements—in this case the monosyllabic verb, degraded to the function of an affix—or with a real common stock, traceable, given sufficient knowledge, to the earliest period of the language.

Properly speaking, the question of affinities is insoluble with our
present knowledge and methods; that does not, of course, mean that they will never be solved, but only that no advance can be expected with inadequate materials and tools.

We have, it is true, the possibilities of the pronouns. It is conceivable that a study of the pronouns may one day throw light on the grouping even of monosyllabic languages; but the study of the pronouns demands above anything an exact knowledge of phonetic laws. This presupposes an exact knowledge of the phonetics of the languages; and how far we are from that anyone can see who chooses to compare the forms of words in vocabularies by three different recorders of, say, English, French, and German nationality.

Pronouns tend to be more worn down than any other words; they are necessarily short words, without many consonants or difficult sounds of any sort; they are seldom recorded in the vocabularies of the casual traveller, for reasons well set forth by Koelle. Hence it may well be long before philologists are in a position to attack the question of pronouns in Sudanic languages.

Westermann has shown that there is a suffix -li, of which he quotes many examples in the languages with which he deals. Within limits this is of value, though the fact that the Camba dialect of Jukun uses a suffix -na, while Jukun proper leaves the words unadorned, warns us that a suffix may be a matter of fashion, and in any event relatively late.

But the main objection to the use of such data is that they violate one of the principles laid down at the outset, viz. that morphological devices must be used in some precise sense before they can be utilized as evidence of affinity. We do not know the sense of the -li suffix—it may be the same for all the languages for which Westermann cites examples—but that is precisely what has to be proved before we can make use of the existence of the suffix as an argument for the affinity of the languages.

In like manner Lepsius, who lays stress on syntax, rather than correspondence of unborrowed roots, as evidence of a common stock of negro languages, says: "In Afrika wandelt sich nicht nur der Lautstoff der Worte, sondern auch ihr syntaktisches Gebrauch mit . . . Leichtigkeit." Although with our present knowledge it is clear that the statement is too broad, Lepsius naturally made no attempt to demonstrate the morphological identity of any elements of his negro group; and contented himself with laying down that the use of prefixes distinguishes Bantu from negro tongues, while gender and
suffixes are the distinguishing feature of his northern group. It is apparent to-day that there are non-Bantu languages with prefixes, non-Hamitic languages with suffixes; while the notion of (grammatical) gender, if strictly applied, rules out Masai from the Hamitic languages, and brings Fanti within a group of Hamitoid affinities, sporadic though the appearance of gender in that language be.

For the distinction between Bantu and Hamitic, the two essential points are that "Bantu uses prefixes, Hamitic suffixes, and the latter also has the mark of gender". Now we have already seen that the difference between prefix and suffix is an evanescent one; it cannot be seriously maintained that such a criterion, which is insufficient as a test for the membership of any individual Sudanic group, is yet adequate as between two families. The test of gender is equally unreliable; moreover, according to Meinhof's hypothesis, the primitive Hamitic language has not got gender, and a combination of a primitive Hamitic language (Fula) with Sudanic elements has produced Bantu. Therefore it is not a characteristic common to all Hamitic tongues; and a combination slightly different would, on Meinhof's hypothesis, have given us a gender-using Bantu.

The real fact is that we are attempting, in laying down these differentia, to run before we can walk. When each group of Sudanic tongues has its relation to other groups clearly established, when we have a comparative grammar of Hamitic languages upon a rigorous basis—Meinhof has been content to bring forward partial correspondences of morphological elements of ill-defined meaning—it will be time enough to attempt to define the relation of the three families to each other.

Till that time comes we must be content to establish on an empirical basis the relationship of each language as we come to it, and to leave cases like Bari and Dinka, which, according to Westermann, are one on each side of the Sudanic-Hamitic border-line, for future consideration. We have to recognize that two adjacent languages may grow like each other by mere contiguity, just as Basque has grown unlike its own kin by reason of isolation; if, indeed, it does not belong to some group that has perished from the face of the earth, save in this corner of Europe.

The question of the relation of one Sudanic group to another is really no more ripe for discussion than is the relation of one of the better known language families—say, Caucasian and Semitic—to each other; not only must our knowledge and our methods be more exact,
but our craftsmen have to be educated. One of the difficulties in the way of a discussion of Hamitic-Sudanic relationship, or even of Hamitic-Bantu, is that there is no one with an adequate knowledge of both groups; it can hardly be said in the present state of our knowledge that an adequate survey of Sudanic languages is possible. How then can we expect to discuss the relations of the group to another, which, like Hamitic, is even less known, unless we limit it to the East African languages like Galla and Somali?

What is really needed in order to put research into Sudanic languages on a satisfactory basis is a small but well-equipped body of linguists with adequate knowledge of general phonetics and of the special problems of these languages. In a comparatively brief space of time, unless the difficulties as regards interpreters proved more serious than I should expect them to be, it would be possible to record specimens of all languages in the Sudanic area; each group would be found to contain one or more languages deserving of intensive study; these could be noted at the time of the flying survey or determined after study of the records.

A longer period would, of course, be needed for the adequate investigation of special languages; but it is not an exaggeration to say that with such a scheme as I have here outlined we should, given a not very large sum for field work and sufficient means for printing the worked-up material, put the questions at issue in a clear light, even if we did not solve them all. The phonetic fog that hangs over many, even of the languages supposed to be known, such as Yoruba, would be cleared up once for all; and, what is perhaps equally important, the way would be opened for linguistic work by any one whom the spirit called, irrespective of the adequacy or otherwise of his training. It is a matter of common knowledge that it is easy to see a thing once pointed out, but difficult to see, or rather hear, it for the first time in the face of preconceptions.

In other words, quite apart from setting in a clear light and at the same time perhaps solving many problems, a scheme of intensive research would raise the standard all round. It would also provide once for all the proper phonetic scheme for each language.

I now return to the question at issue—the classification of Sudanic languages. It is clear that we have not the data for a real morphological study; it is equally clear that no classification on the basis of vocabulary is adequate or even reliable. Some basis is, however, needed for a preliminary grouping, and the question is to which can we
turn with the expectation that its results will give an approximation to the real genealogical classification.

A study of morphology demands a more intimate acquaintance with the essential features of a language; and there are many areas for which we lack the material for even the briefest study of this kind. East of Chad there are a multitude of languages of which we cannot even say whether there is a plural form of the noun. For a preliminary classification the only basis possible, then, at the present time is that of the vocabulary.

This was in point of fact the basis on which Koelle grouped the languages recorded in his Polyglotta, his only additional datum being the plural forms of a certain number of tongues, which gave him the heading "prefix-pronominal". The fact that the two systems of classification to be noticed—those by Struck and Delafosse—are in large measure in agreement with Koelle's scheme, is in a degree due to the fact that they too depend in part on the vocabulary and in part to the fact that the vocabulary and the morphology of a language are apt to vary together.

There is a considerable amount of general agreement as to the groups into which fall the languages west of Lake Chad, for the mass of speech forms east of that we have, until we come to Nilotic tribes, only one or two sketches of grammatical structure, vocabularies slightly more numerous, and practically no phonetic information of any sort. Struck's Adamaua group is, for example, formed on the basis of Strümpell's vocabularies, and no other information is available for most of the tribes. As for the purposes of a general survey like the present nothing turns on the precise composition of the groups, I append Struck's list, merely premising that it does not represent a final grouping, even west of Chad:

(a) Atlantic coast and Senegal (including Wolof, Serer, and Gola).
(b) Kru (Liberia).
(c) Mande (Hinterland of West Sudan).
(d) Kwa (coast languages from Liberia to Kamerun).
(e) Nupe (Middle Niger and some Benue).
(f) Volta (inside the Niger bend and south-east to Togoland).
(g) Affix-pronominal of Togoland.
(h) Benue.
(i) Adamaua.
(j) Ubangi (= Madi, excluding Hamites, i.e. Baya, Manjia, etc.).
(k) Nile (= E. Madi, excluding Hamites, i.e. Banda, Zande, etc.).
(l) N.E. Sudan (Nuba).
(m) Shari (= Barma, Sara, Tumak, etc.).
(n) Chad (= Teda, Kanuri, Maba, etc.).
(o) Southern (= Musuk, Bata, Wandala, and, apparently Songhai).

It is apparent at a glance that this scheme leaves considerable groups unplaced, but as the Senufo of French West Africa are at present not known to us by vocabularies, let alone grammars and connected texts, it is impossible to place them. Other groups are equally clearly heterogeneous, if we consider their syntax; to class Ewe, Yoruba, Efiik, Ibo, and Uwet together may be justifiable, but it requires to be justified.

In the Benue group,¹ properly prefix-pronominal, we find Yergum, practically a monosyllabic language. One language that apparently belongs to the Mosi group, viz. Kanjaga, is placed with semi-Bantu of Togo. Mendi and Soninke differ so widely from the Mande group in vocabulary that it seems wrong to place them in (c) in a scheme of classification admittedly based on vocabularies. Syntactically they belong to the group, but they have come into it, one from an unidentified group, the other, perhaps, from Wolof-Serer; in this connexion it must be remembered that the inclusion of Wolof and Serer in group (a) is only justified by the difficulty of placing them elsewhere. In short, the groups are merely provisional pigeonholes, not definite niches in which we place the languages once for all.

To illustrate the divergencies of opinion as to the tribes east of Chad, I may add that a French classification throws together portions of Struck’s groups, (m), (n), and (o), under the name of the Chad group; it also accords a separate place to Fula, which is not touched in Struck’s grouping. M. Delafosse has also grouped the languages of West Africa on similar lines, but his latest work, published in 1914, is unobtainable (I pass over his older statements).

Still relying mainly on vocabularies, Struck carries his classification further. The Kru, Mande, Kwa, and Niger groups he terms West Sudanese; the Atlantic, Volta, Togo, and Benue are the new semi-Bantu; the old semi-Bantu are formed by the Ubangi and Adamana groups, the Nilotic and Nuba form the East Sudanese, and the remainder the Central Sudanese. This classification he supported some years ago by some elaborate table showing the coefficient of

¹ The actual grouping adopted by Struck is given in Zts Kolonialsprachen, ii (1911-12), 235-53, in the lists of Sudanic roots. Since the lists were published the Kordofan languages have been shown to form, at least one, if not more groups.
correlation of each of the fifteen groups named above to the original
Sudan speech and to each other. Unfortunately, Dr. Struck is not a
statistician, and a very simple test applied to his methods shows them
to be wrong.

He took forty-five roots, counted up the number of times that the
languages of each group contained each of these roots, multiplied the
number of words so found by the number of roots represented in each
group, and divided by the number of languages; this was intended
to show the relation of a group to the Ur-Sudan. Now, if we suppose
that there are two groups, each of twenty languages, and that one
has twenty words in two of the languages derived from one or other
of the forty-five roots, while the other has only two words in each
of the twenty languages, the total of words in each case will be forty.
Dr. Struck’s method requires us to multiply the total number of
words by the number of roots in each case, viz. twenty and two, and
to divide by the number of languages. This done, we find that the
coefficient of the group with two words in twenty languages is four,
while that of the group with twenty words in two languages is forty,
i.e. they vary inversely as the number of languages containing words.

Now, whatever the relation may be—and I am not prepared to
put forward any formula as a true expression of it—it is certain that
a group with many languages and few words in them is more nearly
related to the mother speech than a group with many words in few
of the languages; the latter have undergone more dissociation. But
the coefficient given by Dr. Struck’s method, so far from showing
this, makes the more distantly related group ten times nearer
than the other one. Whatever, therefore, be the future which is in
store for this ingenious method, it needs to be radically reformed
before it can be relied upon.

A very different kind of classification has been proposed by
M. Delafosse. Basing himself mainly on the morphology of the noun,
he sets up seven classes:

1. Isolating: Ewe.
4. With classes and class pronouns: Diola and Serer.
5. Classes and few pronouns: Wolof and Mosi.
7. Gender and inflexion: Haussa.
Now if we can suppose that evolution proceeds in a straight line, undisturbed by environment and any other mundane matters, it would still be difficult to accept this scheme. It involves the proposition that Kru, a language with suffix change, mainly in the final vowel, is evolving class pronouns of the Bantu type. It is not easy to see how simple vowel changes can be made equivalent to prefix changes, which depend on the existence of a prefixed particle, still less how such vowel changes can evolve pronouns to correspond with the classes; yet if the scheme is to hold water this must obviously be the course of evolution which M. Delafosse conceives to be the normal one, or at least one of the normal ones. We have no knowledge of any suffix language with class pronouns which does not present every appearance of having come to that stage by a change from prefixes to suffixes. Kru shows no signs of ever having had a prefix stage; if it had, it was wholly different from that of a language with prefixes and pronouns, for ex hypothesi Kru has yet to evolve its pronouns.

M. Delafosse's scheme gives us a logical, not a chronological order; we cannot simply say that the primitive is the retarded. We have to reckon with the fact that we have primary crossings, which give us one type, the semi-Bantu proper, and all sorts of secondary crossings, the results of which may be placed in a typological series, but are no more thereby ranged in chronological order than are the productions of different tribes in the way of material objects when we group from such point of efficiency, rudeness, or any other similar criterion.

It is possible that the main mass of each group may have had a similar history, but even this can be accepted only on condition that the groups are carefully sifted and classified on the ground of syntax as well as of vocabulary. In fact, as in other departments of human culture, we need first an analysis of the data, showing where the different elements came from, whether they be in the form of words, methods of dealing with words, such as agglutination, or the grouping of words in a sentence. The historical origin of the language is the main factor, at any rate up to a certain point, in the first set of data; but it must be remembered that a language taken over by a subject people may contain much of their original speech, so that different strata, so to speak, need to be investigated to give a real result; words relating to parts of the body, the house, or agriculture, may be handed on by captive women, when the men of a tribe have been swept out of existence. Judging by the Mosi example cited above, fashions counts for much in morphology, far more in fact than in
vocabulary or syntax, it may be, though it is rash to generalize from a single instance. As an example of changes in the hands of an alien people, the case of the Romance languages at once comes to one's mind. If we had not the history of the French to go by we should not, from the point of view of syntax, recognize it as Indo-European perhaps. A negro language taken over by a people in a higher stage of development, perhaps the case of Fula, would show equally marked changes.

Detailed inquiries into vocabulary, grammar, and phonetics may some day unlock the history of Sudanic languages. But there is much spade-work to be done before more than rough generalizations can be made.
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Oss. : Ossetian.
Pahl. : Pahlavi.
PahlI. : Pahlavi of the Sasanian Inscriptions.
pr. names : proper names.
Skt. : Sanskrit.
st. constr. : status constructus.
st. emph. : status emphaticus.
Syr. : Syriac.
Tal. : Talishian.

ON THE AVROMAN DOCUMENTS I AND II

Preface

The Gr. documents in questions are, apart from their historical interest, very valuable from the point of Iran. philology. They contain many Iran. names, whose forms truly represent the changes which their Av. or AP. forerunners went through in the early Parthian Pahl. language. Fortunately many of the names occurring in these documents are met with in the ancient Arm. literature. During the Parthian period of the history of Persia, about 250 B.C. to A.D. 226, Armenia was the apple of discord between the Parthians and the Romans, and it formed according to the fortunes of war a part of the Roman or Persian territory, or a kingdom under the suzerainty of Rome or Parthia. In consequence the Armenians came much in touch with the Parthians, from whom they borrowed a considerable number of Persian words for their language and a large number of Persian pr. names as well. Thus it is that in Arm. the intermediate forms of Iran. words, those between the AP. and the MidPers. of the Sasanian period, are to be found fossilized. Again, with an equal amount of certainty the MidPers. words of the Sasanian period are met with in Arm., viz., those which were borrowed during the Sasanian period of the history of Persia, about A.D. 226 to 631. We are thus able to trace all the changes, which the original Iran. vowels and consonants went through, from the very early Av. times down to the dawn of NP. period. Nearly all these pr. names treated in the notes are found in the works of one or more of the following Arm. and other authors, viz. Aganthangelos (fourth century A.D.), Dio Chrysostomus
(A.D. 40–115), Firdusi, Lazar of Phargi, Moses of Chorene (died about A.D. 489), Mehevam, and Sebed. All these authors lived after the fourth century of the Christian era. One important point should not be at all lost sight of, viz. that we have hardly enough material to work on, which belongs to the MidPers. of the Parthian period, except as it is above referred to, that which we find as fossils in the Arm. language, which became an independent literary language after the invention of its written alphabet about the beginning of the fifth century A.D. It is a known fact that in every geographically or economically separated districts in any country at any time of the history of the human race whatsoever, dialects are coexisting side by side with the so-called classical languages. The latter were themselves once dialects, and have obtained at a particular period in their history a preponderance over their sister dialects through some political or other reasons. They become henceforward the channels in which the stream of literature must run. Such was the case with classical Arab. and with classical Skt. The so-called Prakrit languages must have been existing even during the Rgveda period of Skt. But we find them first as literary languages in the post-Buddhistic period, when the Buddhistic and Jaina canons were written in them. To return to the Iran. languages, AP. dr- had already become hr- before or after the Christian era (cf. Hbm. PSt. 207). If, therefore, most of these names show the later or the Sasanian forms of the MidPers. language, they are to be considered as dialectical forms of the MidPers. of the Parthian period, which afterwards found classical recognition in the Sasanian period.

On the Names of Places Mentioned in the Two Gr. Documents from Avroman

After a careful comparison of the four Gr. texts of these documents—viz. I, A, B and II, A, B—I come to the conclusion that all the places which are mentioned in them are situated in the κώμη κοσπάνος (I, A, B 11) or κοσφάνος (II, A, B 3). Even in II, A, B 3 and I, A, B 6–7 we find the hyparchies Βαϊσεωρα and Βασιραϊφρα located in κοπτός(φ)άνος, and naturally also the στάθμοι, i.e. stations Βαιθαβάρα (I, A, B 6) and Δησακόδις (II, A 3) or Δησακδίδιοις (II, B 4), which are situated near these hyparchies. From this it follows that κοπτός(φ)άνος cannot be merely a village, but a
considerably large village-district, Lat. *pagus*, *vicus*, (Stephan), rather a small satrapy comprising, from what can be said with certainty, of at least two hyparchies—viz, *Baioeira* and *Baioeira*ē. Four or five hyparchies made up under the Seleucids one satrapy; cf. Minns, 43. A hyparchy is under the jurisdiction of a υπαρχός or a praefect (Stephan). These are, at any rate, purely geographical names, which I am unable to identify with any of the similarly sounding Gr. or Lat. geographical names. Whereas the names *Δαδβακαβράς* (I, A 11), which is also known as *Γανζάκι* (I, B 12) and *Δαδβακαβάγ* (II, A, B 7), are the names of the two vineyards, and are quite fancy names. The names given to some villas and parks at the present day, like Belle Vue and others, may serve to form an instructive parallel. Even the name *Γανζάκι* has nothing to do with *Γανζάκι*, the chief town of Atropatane. There is only an undoubted etymological similarity between them; cf. *GIrPh*. i, 18. This fact opens a wider field for the location of the above-mentioned five places in the Parthian empire; it does not in any way force us to find them in the neighbourhood of Avroman, where these documents were discovered in 1909. They could very probably have been brought there from the original place, where they were written. In what follows only an explanation of these names is attempted from a philological standpoint, as the attempts at the location of these places somewhere near Avroman, in Kurdistan, are fruitless.


*Baithābarē*, I, A 6, B 6: an Aram. name, meaning "the house of the daughter". But then *Baitbārē* is expected, like *Beth Gubrin*, *Bēṣphārē*, and others.

*Baiσευρα*, I, A 6, B 6: it cannot be the same as *Baiσiρά*ē, II, A 3, B 3 (cf. Minns), as the context forbids us such a supposition. The word is most probably of Semitic origin.
Perhaps the place is so named from its vine-pressing; cf. Aram. *bəṣīrā(h)* (Levy-Fleischer).

**Βασιπάραψα, Π, A 3, B 3:** it is absolutely impossible to give any reasonable meaning to this word, *Βασι* = *Βαζή*? “tribute”; cf. AP. *bāṣay*, Bthl. *Air Wb.* 953, in *Baśyrapāsara*, Tomaschek, i, 165; *pāopa = Pōāpa*? bei Ptolem., river *Rāwar* in Karman, seven Farsangs south of Hamādhān; for the meaning of the word, cf. Tomaschek, ii, 44.

Γανάζαν, I, B 12: lit. it means “treasure”; cf. MidPers. *ganj*, NP. *ganj*, Arm. loan-word *ganj*, s. Hbm. *AGr.* 126. It is used here as another name of the vineyard, *Δαδακανάρας*. It has nothing to do with *Ganzak* (*GirPh* ii, 542), the chief town of *Adharbaigān*, although it is etymologically connected with it (s. above).


**Δαδακανάρας, Π, A 11:** lit. “the way of the gods of law or (legal) rights”, *pās = MidPers. rāḥ, “way, road.” For *Δαδακανάρας*, s. the preceding word.


**NOTES ON THE NAMES OF PERSONS OCCURRING IN THE TWO GR. DOCUMENTS FROM AVROMAN**

*Aζάτη, 1, AB 5:** f. “noble, of noble descent, distinguished”; Av. *āzāta-, m., Bthl. *Air Wb.* 343; cf. *JNb.* 54.

*Aπάκης, 1, A 28, B 30:** cf. *JNb.* 18; derived from Av. *apāk-, “behind, turned towards the back,” Bthl. *Air Wb.* 82?

Hbm. Agr. 24. The suggestion of Moulton on this name, s. Minns 43, is unnecessary.

'Arbaōdātēs, 2, A 13: "warrior, hero of the war", PahlB. arateštar (a learned word); Av. radaēštar-, radaēštā-, s. Bthl. AirWb. 1506. It is interesting to note that the Iran. tenuis t is represented in many names in these Gk. documents by the tenuis aspirata θ, e.g. Iran. Arštāt by ᾿Ασθάτης, Iran. Arateštar by ᾿Αρβαοδάτης, Iran. bōxta by βοχθής. Was the Iran. tenuis t spoken during the Parthian period like th, tenuis aspirata, just as the tenuis have nearly disappeared in speech, though not in modern orthography in MHG. and given their place to tenuis aspirata, e.g. l, p, and k are pronounced th, ph, and kh? The modern Persians pronounce the tenuis nearly like the tenuis aspirata; cf. Iran. spontadātu by Σφενδαδάτης, Hbm. PST. 200.

isoner, 2 B 11: PahlB. astāt, the name of a female Yazata presiding over sincerity and straightforwardness; Av. Arštāt-, Bthl. AirWb. 205; a man’s name, cf. note on ἄνθρωπος occurring in the Pahl. document from Avroman. From the context it seems that ᾿Αρβαοδάτης Δαργήνου and ᾿Ασθάτης Δαργήνου are one and the same person, but perhaps they are brothers.

Arbēmēs, 2, AB 10: “having the proper religion, following the correct religion”; cf. Av. ār- in ārmatay-, Bthl. AirWb. 335, and PahlB. dēn, Av. daēnā-, “religion,” Bthl. AirWb. 662; cf. JNb. 82, where dēn occurs as the first member of compounds in proper names.

Arsoākēs, 1, AB 1; 2, AB 1, derived from Av. arsā-, “bear,” or arsān-, “man,” with ka-, the suffix of endearment, Bthl. AirWb. 203; s. Hbm. Agr. 27.

Arvatērē, 1, AB 3: f. “born unhurt, born safe”; ārva- = *ārova- (cf. Ārvarēn and Īrvarēn, JNb. 40, 236) = AP. harwāna, Av. harvuk, “whole, i.e. unhurt, safe,” Bthl. AirWb. 1790, and ζέρη = Av. zāta-, “born,” Bthl. AirWb. 1689; cf. JNb. 519, where zād (NP) occurs as the final member of a number of compounds in proper names. Or the name means “born quick, born brave”, taking ārva- = āroo- (in Āροοοσάτης, cf. JNb. 41) = Av. aurvā-, “quick, brave,” s. Bthl. AirWb. 200. But the first explanation of the name is preferable. There is another possibility of explaining the name, viz. it means “Aryan-born, born of the Aryan descent”; v in Arvatērē should thus represent an i; cf. also v in ῾ฤτοβόργης, which stands for an i-vowel. For
arya- cf. Bthl. Air Wb. 198. But still the objection against this explanation is that the word arya- is always transcribed in Gr. with 'arya- and not 'arya-; cf. JNb. 22 seq.

Ἀσπωμάκης, 2, AB 5: for ἀσπα- as the first member of a compound cf. JNb. 45 seq. -μάκης, perhaps from AP. maka, "belonging to the land of the Makas," Bthl. Air Wb. 1109; i.e. "having a Makian horse".


Βαράκης, 1, AB 8 seq.: the same as Warakes (cf. Baínys = Wahan, JNB. 54, Banádsopos = Wanadaspa, JNb. 62), with the later pronunciation (cf. Hbm. PST. 155). The name is derived from PahlB. varr (Unvala, König Husraw, § 96), Av. *varan- (Bthl. Air Wb. 1364), NP. barra, "lamb" (Hbm. PST. 155), with ka- the suffix of endearment, s. 'Aρσάκης.

Βισείρτα, 2, AB 2: f. meaning uncertain. The derivation of the name by Carnoy (s. Minns, 44) is haphazard and unscientific. Gr. α represents an Iran. i (cf. Bistheibávap) and could never have stood for u or va. The name is most probably non-Iran., as also the names of two other queens, Κλεοπάτρα (2, AB 2) and 'Ολεννειέρη (2, AB 2).

Βισθειβάναψ, 2, AB 2: f. βισθεί with the later pronunciation = Av. vistay, "knowledge," Bthl. Air Wb. 1459, and βάναψ = PahlB. vanafšak, NP. benafske, "violet," i.e. "the violet of knowledge". In the document in question the gen. sg. of the name is Bistheibánastos, formed on the analogy of words having their crude base in π, which is of course incorrect.

Γαάκης, 2, AB 5: with the later pronunciation Av. *gaðāka-, "possessing a club, thrown at the opponent"; cf. Av. gaďa- "Wurfkeule," Bthl. Air Wb. 488. Av. ḫ (=dh) becomes h in PahlB. and NP. through the intermediate AP. d; cf. Hbm. PST. 198. This h is lost in Gr. between vowels. Γαάκης can hardly be the same as Γαβάκης, s. 2, AB 5.

Γαβάκης, 1, AB 9 seq., 2, A 5, B 6: considering it to be a corrupt orthography for Τηθάκης, Av. *gaβāka, "possessing house
and courtyard, having worldly possessions," s. Av. gaφđā, Bthl. AirWb. 477. GaΦάγγς is also allowable, for the Av. word gaΦđā- and gaΦđā- are sometimes interchanged; cf. Bthl. AirWb. 479, 521.


Δαργηγής, 2, A 13, B 11: most probably it is connected with AP. darga-, "long." Perhaps Δαργηγής is AP. *dargīn(e), a proportional and analogue formation from AP. darg, "long," to NP. dērīne from dēr, "long"; cf. Horn, NpEt. 121. Moulton's suggestion of the derivation from AP. darga and Skt. ḍa-, "mouth," is absurd, Minns, 44.

Δήνης, 2, AB 5: for meaning cf. Αρδήνης.

Ανώβαζω, 1, B 30: for Ανω- s. Αρδήνης, and for βαζω s. JNb. 489. The name means "whose arm is the religion, i.e. whose helping-arm, whose support, is the religion." The first o is the connecting link between the members of the compound.

Ιωδαβοχής, 2, A 12, B 17: "redeemed by yōdā"? It is utterly wrong to try to explain purely Iranian names, with the exception of one or two which are of foreign origin, in these Gr. documents as hybrids, as Moulton again suggests for 'Ιωδα, Skt. yudh, "battle." These attempts are thoroughly unscientific. For Βάχης, cf. JNb. 490.

Μαυφόρης, 1, A 8, B 9: "having the majesty, lustre from the moon," or "having good fortune through the Ized Māh" (Justi). Another form of the name is Maιφαρνας, JNb. 188. On the same page five proper names are quoted, which have mai- as the first member of compounds. Is mai- an analogue formation from PahlB. māh, "moon," to NP. nai, "flute," pāi, "foot," although a mistaken one? Still, for NP. māh, "moon," we find in Afg. mai, Oss.Tal. māi (cf. Horn, NpEt. 216)—i.e. in NP. dialects. For φορρής = φαρνας, "lustre, majesty," cf. Horn, NpEt. 180; Arm. loan-word p'wra-k', Hbm. AGr. 254; the former form is derived by the process of regressive assimilation through the latter = AP. framah-; cf. Hbm. PSt. 259. The o in φορρής, s. NP. χωρραθ, whose u is a reminiscence of MidPers. v in χωρραθ, s. Hbm. PSt. 187. The name is therefore written according to the later pronunciation.

Μαρζου... 1, B 31: marz = PahlB. marz-, "boundary, border country," NP. merz, s. Horn, NpEt. 218, v = u is the connecting
link between the members of the compound. The ordinary connecting link is -α- in AP. and MidPers., which, before labial consonants and vowels, is changed generally to υ or ο, and before palatal consonants and vowels changed to i; cf. Hbm. PSt. 122, 136.

Μηραβανδάκης, 2, A 12, B 17: "serving Μιθρα, the servant of Μιθρα"; cf. Hbm. AGr. 52. The Arm. forms of the name are Mehendak and Mihrevandak, 53. Μιρά = Av. miθra. The AP. θr becomes hr in the later stage, especially in NP., and h between vowels is dropped in Gr. The form of the first part of the name gives us the later pronunciation, whereas βανδάκης = AP. bandaka; cf. Bthl. AirWb. 924.

Μειριδάτης, 1, A 29, B 31: "given, presented by Μιθρα," s. JNb. 209. ei in Μειρι- represents an Iran, i (cf. Βισθεβάνασφ); for the form Μειρι- cf. Μηραβανδάκης. Μειριδάτης = Μιθριδάτης; the latter form of the name is used by authors, whereas Μιθριδάτης = Μιραδάτης, 2, A 12, B 17 is used nearly without any exception on coins.

Οιάτης, 1, A 9, B 10: "well-protected," Av. hupάtα, s. Bthl. AirWb. 1827; but Iran. hu- can hardly take the form οι- in Gr. transcription; cf. Αυτομα. It is possible that οι- = Gr. ει-, "good," a translation of Iran. hu- or vohu-; cf. Av. pr. names vohudāta, vohuprōsa, Bthl. AirWb. 1432, vohunmakh-, 1433, and vohuraočah-, 1434.

'Ολεννειεη, 2, AB 2: f. most probably a non-Iran. name; cf. Βάσειρα.


'Οχοβάγης, 1, A 29, B 31: "bestowing good fortune (of married life)," Av. vohubαγη-, s. Bthl. AirWb. 1432, 921. 'Οχο = *Fόχο; the transcription of Av. vohu-, that the h in vohu- was pronounced hard like x in MidPers., is proved by its retention in Gr. όχο- (cf. 'Åχος), cf. Hbm. PSt. 215, No. 2), whereas, as a rule, it is dropped between vowels; cf. Γαύκης, etc.

Σίλκη, 1, AB 2; f. "black, the black one." Av. syάνα-, Bthl. AirWb. 1631; PahlB. siyāk, Horn NpEt. 168.

Συκενήματα-? gen. sg. Συκκενήματος, 1, B 31: "one who measures or weighs words (before speaking), i.e. one who speaks just
necessary words.” PahlB. *sχan-māe-, NP. *suxumnāe, cf. NP. suxunparvar, “one who protects words, i.e. one who speaks just the necessary words”; for NP. suxun, s. Bthl. AirWb. 49. But Συκωνήματος would be a regular gen. sing. from Συκωνήματος, “having or possessing words, full of words,” -mant being the adj. suffix—Av. -mant (s. Bthl. AirWb. 1957–8), Skt. -mant (Whitney, 475). The latter explanation of the pr. name is preferable.


Τεγράνης, 1, AB 4: s. Hbm. AGr. 87. derived from Av. tīgra, “pointed, sharp.” Bthl. AirWb. 651; cf. NP. tēg, “point, sword,” Arm. loan-word tēg, “lance, spear,” Hbm. AGr. 253. -ān, the patronymic suffix?

Τστοβόγης, 1, A 29: Av. *vistāχvaka-, “relying upon fortune,” for *vistāχ, s. Horn NpÉt. 205. Av. ʾāχ- becomes ωχ- in MidPers. owing to presence of the labial ʾ. Still, the utter disappearance of ω from Gr. is difficult to explain. ω in θώρυς appears under the influence of the preceding labial; cf. -bad and -bud in NP. herbad, herbud, for MidPers. ērapat, Hbm. Psřt. 126.

Or ύστο- in Τστοβόγης is to be explained by *Φυστο = Av. vištā-, in vištāspa (Gr. Ἱστόσπης), i.e. “having timorous fortune”; cf. Bthl. AirWb. 1474, or “having warlike fortune”, s. JNb. 373.

Φρατής, 1, B 31: “brought forth, created,” Av. fraštā-, Bthl. AirWb. 983; for the form of the name cf. Γάρκης.

Χοστρόφης, 1, A 28, B 30: “having good fame, well-famed,” Av. haostravah-, Bthl. AirWb. 1738. The ordinary Gr. form of the name is Χοστρόφης, once Χοσδρόφης, JNb. 135. Most probably the insertion of δ or τ in the form Χοστρόφης should facilitate the pronunciation of the conjunct consonant -σ-, which is uncommon in Gr. In Ancient Ecclesiastical Slavic o-strovЪ, “island (surrounded by a stream of water)” and AHG = stroun, “stream,” AInd. srāvati, “it streams,” the t is inserted between sr- for the same reason, s. Brugmann, pp. 101, 117, 205. The duplication
of σ is peculiar. It seems to have arisen from a certain stress with which the Greeks must have heard it pronounced.

ON THE AVROMAN DOCUMENT III

Preface

Taking the fact into consideration that the Pahl. document in question is written in a cursive style, we have strong grounds to believe that some of the letters have taken an ambiguous aspect. Thus, there is no wonder that Cowley (J.R.A.S. 1919, April, p. 1 seq.) has read certain words in a different way from Minns (J.H.S. xxxv, 1915, p. 62). In the following pages I shall try to give some definite meaning to words and reading to proper names occurring in the document, always basing my suggestions on MidPers.—PahlB., and PahlI. Especially in the reading of proper names I have followed the standard work of Justi, his *Iranisches Namenbuch*. Nearly all of these proper names are compounds, which are quoted as such in this work, or whose first or final member is actually used in the formation of Iran. proper names (cf. JNbg.). Another work of equal, perhaps of still greater importance than JNbg.—Hübschmann, *Armenische Grammatik*—is occasionally quoted. The work contains many MidPers. words and proper names, which are found fossilized in Armenian, but hardly occur in PahlB. (cf. Unvala, König Husraw, § 33, n. 1). They are documents of the form of MidPers. during the Parthian and the Sasanian periods, i.e. about 250 B.C. to a.d. 226, a record of the development of the language during these four centuries.

The document in question is no doubt written in Pahl., with Aram. ideograms, just as they are frequently used in PahlB. A strong proof in support of this statement is the interchange of the Aram. ideog. נבך (l. 1) with its Iran. equivalent نفر (l. 3), an example of interchanges in which the scribes of PahlB. indulge, sometimes in order to show off their erudition, but often through unconscious mistakes, as they mostly read the text before them with the Iran. pronunciation and wrote Aram. ideograms for Iran. words. There is another word תַּנָּה "has? given", which is written not with the ideogram. With the exception of these two words, and of course of the Iran. proper names, for which even in PahlB. hardly any ideogram occurs, except through the pedantry of the scribe, the character of PahlB. is kept up systematically throughout the whole of this document. Short vowels and long
are always omitted as in Hebrew. Occasional remarks on the MidPers. philology and the PahlB. orthography will not be found, I hope, out of place.

1

Line 1

PahlB. ١ s̱al [s̱al] (Aram. မာ, st. emph. မာ, Syr. မာ, st. emph. မာ, Arab. မာ), “year”; FrP. i, 1.

3, a numerical figure for three in this document and also in inscriptions from Palmyra; cf. Lidzbarski, p. . The sign for 1 seems to be in these and PahlI. as well as PahlB. originally only a stroke standing a little towards the left, which acquired later the form of a slight curve, culminating in a hook-curve, as in PahlI. and PahlB., s. Minns, p. 62. For figures from 1 to 9 generally these strokes are used in two or three groups—in PahlB. to the maximum of four in a group, s. PahlPazGl., p. 1, whereas in this document even five are used in a group, s. ll. 3 and 8.

100, a numerical figure for hundred in this document, just as in the Hebrew and Syriac numerical systems.

The PahlB. form would be *دوُس m̱ah [yark(h)ā] (Aram. မာ, Syr. မာ), “moon, month.” The word occurring in FrP. 1, 3, is most probably a wrong orthography for 猱 (cf. 猱 for 猱) yark(h)ā, for which there occurs in PahlPazGl., p. 153, (Aram. မာ). There the text runs as follows: 猱, yark(h)ā, kamar(y)ā, m̱ah. In FrP. 1, 3 猱 is treated as an ideogr. for 猱 [猱], “time,” and separated from the preceding words 猱, which is entirely incorrect. 猱 is the Iran. word for the pseudoideogr. 猱 (PahlPazGl., p. 153), the same word as 猱 with a defective orthography.

Line 1

harvatat. PahlB. ဟရား harvatat, Av. hurvatat,

1 - ့ in kamar(y)ā and many other ideograms in PahlB. is after the analogy of ့ in words like ့ ့ [mayyā], (Aram. မာ, Syr. မာ) “water,” and others.
s. Bthl. *air Wb. 1791. Harvatat is the name of the third month of the year also that of the sixth day of the month of the calendar of the modern Zoroastrians. According to NP. pronunciation it is khorudâd.

\( \text{ماضربان} \) PahlB. *\( \text{مཔ} \) \( \text{ماضربان} \), cf. Bthl. *IF. 38, 39.

NP. \( \text{میان} \) “vintner”, lit. “protector of wine”. Here we have the modern pronunciation of the word. The word \( \text{میان} \) has the defective orthography, or, as seems most probable, the long \( \text{ا} \) is left out in this document as in Hebrew (s. pref.). The final \( \text{i} \) reproduces the redundant stroke in PahlB. occurring after the letters \( \text{گ}, \text{س}, \text{ی}, \text{خ}, \text{ل}, \text{ب}, \text{م} \), and \( \text{س} \).

\( \text{پاتسپل} \), pr. name. Probably PahlB. *\( \text{پاتسپل} \) ? \( \text{پاتسپل} \) = Av. \( \text{پری} \), “lord, master,” s. Bthl. *air Wb. 821; \( \text{پاتسپل} \) = Av. \( \text{پری} \), “white,” s. Bthl. *air Wb. 1609. There are a number of pr. names occurring in JNb. which have \( \text{پاتسپل} \) as the first member of compounds, but it is hardly possible to find \( \text{پاتسپل} \) as the final member of compounds, but very often as the first; cf. JNb. 309 seq. Most probably the name is to be read \( \text{پاتسپل} \), PahlB. *\( \text{پاتسپل} \), “the thriving lord,” which reading I prefer. For \( \text{پاتسپل} \), s. JNb. 512; for the orthography of the word, s. \( \text{پاتسپل} \).

\( \text{bus} \). PahlB. *\( \text{بسر} \) \( \text{bus} \) [barâ] (Aram. \( \text{بسر} \), Syr. \( \text{بسر} \), \( \text{بسر} \)), the ideogr. for \( \text{بسر} \), cf. NP. \( \text{پسر} \) and \( \text{پسر} \), “son”; PahlII. *\( \text{بسر} \) barâ, falsely read barman, s. PahlPazGl. 50, \( \text{بسر} \) (PahlB. *\( \text{بسر} \)) being the original form of the Nestorian Syriac \( \text{الا} \). This \( \text{بسر} \), which comes exclusively at the end of an ideogr. in PahlB., is the Aram-\( \text{الا} \), the sign of the st. emph., and was mistaken by some early copyist for PahlB. *\( \text{بسر} \) *\( \text{مان} \), and he was unfortunately followed in this mistake by later copyists. It is here interesting to note that

1 It seems that the redundant stroke in PahlB. (cf. *\( \text{بسر} \)) must have represented some particular sound, though it is difficult to ascertain which. Andreas thinks, that it represented \( \text{e} \), the suff. of the abl. case; cf. Bthl. *IF. 38, 26. (Bartholomae, in a letter). Kirste considers it as the intermediate form between AP. (\( \text{تام} \))ay and NP. (\( \text{تام} \)), i.e. long \( \text{e} \) or \( \text{t} \). Cf. WZKM. 3, 322.

2 J. Kirste has written a very interesting article on the ideographic *\( \text{بسر} \). *\( \text{مان} \) (s. \( \text{بسر} \)) in WZKM. 3, 313 seq. The stages, through which *\( \text{بسر} \) was developed out of *\( \text{بسر} \), are well described by him, s. ibid. p. 315.
in (l. 1), ברי תָּשֹׁ (l. 3), ברי אָּסִי (l. 5), ברי רָשֹׁ (l. 5), ברי מְרֹפֵּי (l. 6), ברי מְרֹפֵּי (l. 6), and ברי מְרֹפֵּי (l. 6), the st. constr. form וַּעֲשָׂ (of the Aram. and Syr. languages) of the word נָּבָר, “son,” is used with the MidPers. i, the izāfet, to express the gen. case, whereas only the st. constr. would have clearly shown the gen. Such construction is not to be met with in PahlB., where the fossilized st. emph. is employed with i of the izāfet for the gen. פַּרְסָל pus [barā] i. But in PahlI. both the constructions occur, the st. emph. form without the i of the izāfet, s. HajInscr. A 3, and also st. constr. with the i of the izāfet, s. HajInscr. B 3, for the gen.

ירִית, pr. name. PahlB. נֶּרְסָל, Tūrēn (not Turin, s. JRAS. 1919, April). It is to be derived from Tūr, PahlB. נֶּרְסָל, Av. tūra, Bthl. AirWb. 656, cf. also JNb. 328; -ēn most probably = Av. -ēna, adj. suff. (cf. Av. zaranaēna, PahlB. zarrēn, “golden,” s. Bthl. AirWb. 1677), s. Slm. ManStud. 1. 156. In JNb. there occur some pr. names ending in -ēn, e.g. Sūrēn (pp. 316, 524), and Hbm. AGr. 73, sāhēn, JNb. 274, which are mainly of the Parthian period, as also our Pahl. document; cf. also the note on ἱόβινος (s. above). The name can also be read נירית. Then it is to be derived from Tīr, PahlB. נֶּרְסָל, s. Bthl. AirWb. 651. The former reading is to be preferred.

Line 2

Can the word after the strokes not be read רכס, kasp i, Aram. נֵכַּס, “silver”? PahlB. קְסָל arē [kasp] means “value, price”, FrP. 112.

רָצָר PahlB. רָצָר raz [karma] (Aram. נֵרְסָל, Syr. רָצָר), “vineyard,” s. FrP. 5. 1. Arab. קָרָמ means “vine, grape”, which meaning is also applicable to PahlB. רָצָר.

ירִית, pr. name. Most probably it is derived from או, PahlB. או mað [ās], “wine,” FrP. 5. 1, and תִּם, or correctly המ (cf. המות, where also י for נ), PahlB. דֶּה dēh [mātā], (Aram. או, Syr. דֶּה, Assy. mātī), “village, province, land,” FrP. 2. 3.
The reading of the name, therefore, must be ma'dêh or maedêh [asmat], and it is most probably given to the vineyard in question from the abundance of wine it produces. It means lit. "the land of wine". PahlB.  spokesman has also another form asîs, FrP. 5, 1 (Heb. "new wine, must", Ges.-Buhl.). FrP. 5, 2 is no other form but a bad orthography for asîs, originated from the orthography like . As Av. letters like  and PahlB. letters and compounds of letters like , were seldom written by the copyists with one flourish of the pen, but mostly with two or more, it occurred very often that the copyists forgot to complete the letters or compounds of letters like those shown above. In the word in question was written instead of  by some copyist, who was then followed by others, thereby fossilizing the form of the word. The above statement is proved by the Iran. equivalent of the word , FrP. 103. But still it seems that in PahlB.

1 In a MS. of the Av. Yasna of Emmanuel College, Cambridge (class-mark 3, 2, 6), the letters  and  are written  and  respectively, and the letter  is even separated, one  being at the end of a line and the other  in the beginning of the next following. There is also another peculiarity in this MS., viz. the gaps at the end of a line are filled up by redundant strokes (cf. ), sometimes even in the body of a word, e.g.  a corrupt form for .

2 Words like PahlB.  duzd [gannâbâ] (Aram. , Syr. ), "thief," FrP. 13, 5, and  dátan [yiktâlântan], PahlPazGl. 238, (also  FrP. 22, 3), from Aram. , imperf. 3rd pl. masc. from  tan, the Iran. infin. suffi.), "to kill," are proofs of a peculiar habit of some copyists, viz. of hovering over the MS. page with their pen, making thereby some slanting flourishes in the air from right to left, till they actually touch the page with the pen and begin to write. It is, therefore, most probable that one such stroke like  got into the beginning of words, like those mentioned above (s. PahlPazGl. pp. 239 and 243), and the words so written were afterwards looked upon by subsequent scribes as variants of the original words with the correct orthography. This is the only cause of "the frequent interchange of d and z in Pahl." as Haug calls it; cf. PahlPazGl. 243. There is no philological reason for this interchange whatsoever that can be brought forward in the support of this statement.
the words and have acquired a difference in their meanings, s. Unvala, König Husrau, §§ 57–8.

Pahl.B. ēē [mā] (Aram. סמ, Syr. סמ), interr. pron., “what?” “which?” Here it is used as a rel. pron., cf. PahlB. .Operation in pr. name? PahlB. ָסלאם, lit. “lustre of Rašnu”, cf. NP. ִּ אֵב, used as the final member of a compound in pr. names, JNb. 483; Rašnu, the name of the Yazata, who presides over the 18th day of the Zoroastrian month, s. JNb. 259. But the reading remains doubtful. Cowley reads ַּאִב (JRAS. 1919, April, p. 1 seq.), which reading is equally uncertain. The letter after אב is most probably י and not י.

Pahl.B. ָאָב nēm [palag] (Aram. סה, Syr. סה “part, division, the half”, s. FrP. 31, 7.

The word can be read in this way only. There can be hardly any Sem. or Iran. equivalent found for it.

**Line 3**

Pahl.B. ָאָב razpān, NP. ָאָב “wine-grower”, lit. “protector of vine”, s. נֹרִית. The words ָא and ָא (FrP. 5, 1), raz [karmā] can hardly be synonyms; the former means “wine, the pressed juice of grapes”, whereas the latter “vine, (bunch of) grapes, raisin”, s. NP. ָא. The word can also be read razpān, PahlB. ָאָב, NP. ָאָב “arcanorum possessor, custòs” (Vullers), perhaps the title of some office-bearer in the state. For raz cf. Dn. 2, 18 seq. (Aram. וְ, Syr. עַג, עַג “secret”).

Pahl.B. ָאָב pr. name. The reading is uncertain.

Pahl.B. ָאָב Vaszén, Beszén (according to the modern pronunciation, cf. Horn NP Et. 50, and JNb. 372 under Bestam), “possessing many weapons”; JNb. 520.
THREE PARCHMENTS FROM AVROMAN  

Who hast?  

PahlB.  


dāt hast, “has given.”  

For  

s.  

For  

cf. Slm. ManStud. 1, 51, 81, where  

and  

occur as the root-form of verb. subst.  

But still the form  

remains obscure. It can be taken for  

2nd sing.  

PahlB.  


hē, s. below.  


har.  

PahlB.  


har [kōlā] (Aram.  

Syr.  

), “all, omnes, omnia.”  


ARAM.  

PahlB.  


aram [zāzā] (Aram.  

Syr.  

“zuz, a silver coin, whose worth was equal to that of a silver denar, i.e. equal to one-fourth of a zeta” (Levy-Fleischer), “silver coin, money,” s. FrP. 78.  


555 65, a numerical figure for sixty-five. For  

cf. l. 3.  

As  

stands in Aramaic papyrus for 60, s. Minns, 62, 55, which very slightly differs in form from it, must also represent 60 and not 50, s. Cowley.  

Line 4  

hae.  

PahlB.  


hae [min] (Aram.  

Syr.  


būmXatiḥ.  

PahlB.  


būmXatiḥ, “landlordship,” s. FrP. 2, 1, 11, 4; for abstract s. Horn NpEt. 111.  

...?  

Pr. name of a man?  


hamē.  

PahlB.  


hamē(v), “ever, for ever, always,” s. FrP. 27, 4.  


Imperf. 1st sing.  

kadāmtā.  


“Frühzeit, early time (especially  

h- [harā]” (Aram.  

or  

Syr.  

) “to be, to become”, s. FrP. 31, 7. The final  

clearly represents here the final  

or  

of the Aram. root, i.e. the form which the final radical  

takes in the perf. 3rd sing. masc.  

For the same reason  

in HājInscr. 1, 10 should be read  

and not  

as in PahlPazGl. 128 (cf. WZKM. 3, 321).  

1 Kirste sees in the final -man in gadmatman (according to Haug’s reading), HājInscr. 2, 5, the suff. of 3rd sing. masc. -ēh in Aram. He reads gadmatēch “before him, in his presence”. But later on through usage this -ēh became unseparable from the prep.  

st. constr.  

, and came to mean only “before, in the presence of”, especially when used with a subst. in the plur., just as in the inscriptions in question. Such pleonasms are very common in Syr. (cf. WZKM. 3, 318, 19).
in the morning),” although connected etymologically, cannot be taken for its synonym.

**Line 5**

דיחנ, pl. דיחנה (s. Marti, p. 62), Syr. י.Bool “witness”.


אָפֶנ pr. name. PahlB. * WebDriver אָפֶנ, from אָפ, “water”; for end s. דיחנה.

רְשֵׁנ pr. name. PahlB. לWebDriver רְשֵׁנ, JNb. 259; s. רְשִׁנְם.

ארְסְתַּי pr. name. PahlB. WebDriver אַל WebDriver עַל WebDriver אַל WebDriver Arștāt, JNb. 31, 47; Hbm. AGr. 20.

**Line 6**

אָבָן pr. name. PahlB. * WebDriver אָבָן, Abân (in מדרש רבדון), NP. WebDriver JNb. 1, 18 (as the final member of a compound in pr. names, 208); for the final redundant s. WebDriver.

пусעיپ pr. name. PahlB. * WebDriver פוסעיפ, s. JNb. 240; for the form of name with ב cf. Arab. pr. names with ابن and Syr. with א.

מְרַכֶּח pr. name. PahlB. * WebDriver מְרַכֶּח, Gr. Μερακχή, JNb. 209.


מאֹסָב pr. name. PahlB. * WebDriver מאֹסָב, JNb. 200, Bthl. 1165, 488; Bthl. AirWb. 925, “experienced in the matters relating to Bang” or “taking Bang in moderation”.

**Line 7**

חָטֵב Aram. * WebDriver חָטֵב, 1st sing. perf., “I bought,” from רָכָב, “to buy, to try to obtain.” PahlB. would be אִבָּחַס um χριτ [zībanūnt, cf. No. 2 onORN for -án], s. FrP. 108, “and (it) was bought by me.”
The following would be the transcription of the document in Pahl. characters:—

1. دسخ مسلاک سروتی سوزره خدیوست همانم مسواک دسلاک (س) د مولر
2. دسلاک د واسکد استیفی اکسل سولتیوست وید اکس
3. 65 سک سر (س) د ویکر ودیم ناسم دووس سر
4. دسلاک (س) د ویکر ودیم ناسم دووس سر
   (s. PahlPazGl. p. 53).
5. دصدو (س. S1m. ManStud. I, 63) دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک...
6. دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک...
   (s. FrP. 108) دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک...
7. دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک...
8. دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک دسلاک...

Note.—The underlined words are inserted by me. Words in [ ] are uncommon in PahlB. ּּּּּ is used throughout the document for more usual ּּּּ in PahlB. (s. the word).

**Translation**

1. Year 300, month Harvatat, the vintner *Patspät* son of *Tārēn*
2. —*x*— the price (?) of the vineyard *Māddēh [Āsmat]* (of) which *Ābirašnu* the half ּּּּ
3. (to) the vine-grower ARIL (?) son of *Beszēn* has (?) given, all (i.e. full) 65 drams,
4. which from the landlordship (of) —*x*— always ּּּּ. Before
5. witnesses *Tirik* son of *Āpēn*, —*x*— son of *Rašnu*, *Arštāt*
6. son of *Ābān*, *Pus-[Bar-]*-i-*Panāhi* son of *Mitr(ō)pāt Sēnak*
   son of *Mātabang,*
7. —*x*— vineyard *Māddēh [Āsmat],— the vineyard I bought—
   ARIL (?) from
8. *Patspät* (at the price of) all (i.e. full) 65 drams.
Taking the ambiguous aspect of the document in question (s. preface) I suggest another translation for the same and the probable purport of its contents, as follows:—

1. Year 300, month Harvatat, the vintner Patspāt son of Tūrēn

2. (has received the price) of the vineyard Mādēh [Āsmat] (of) which Ābirašnu gave¹ the half

3. (the other half) vine-grower ARIL (?) son of Beszēn, thou hast² given, (in) all; 65 drams,

4. which from the landlordship (of) —x— always ꝉweeted. Before . . . ll. 5–8 as above.

The document seems to deal with the payment of lease-money to the vintner Patspāt son of Tūrēn by the vine-grower ARIL son of Beszēn, who has held the vineyard Mādēh under a (yearly ?) lease of 65 drams, the usual lease-money which the vineyard had brought its owner Patspāt. Now ARIL and Ābirašnu seem to have enjoyed the leasehold jointly. The half of the lease-money Ābirašnu has paid Patspāt before ARIL has paid his share. The payment of the remaining half of the lease-money by the latter to Patspāt gives occasion to the writing down of the document in question in presence of the witnesses mentioned therein.

¹ Taking ꝉewed for ꝉewed, PahlB. ꝉewed, “gave.”
² s. above.
CHINESE COOLIE SONGS

Taken down from the lips of Chinese Coolies with the B.E.F. in France, and translated by A. Neville J. Whymant, late Lieutenant of the Chinese Labour Corps. 1919.

[Note.—Some of these songs, under the title "Chinese Coolie Songs, taken down from the lips of Chinese Coolies with the B.E.F. in France, and translated by A. Neville J. Whymant, Ph.D., etc., late Lieutenant of the Chinese Labour Corps", have already appeared in To-day, edited by Holbrook Jackson, to which periodical acknowledgments are made.]

A FAIR attempt at coolness invaded the autumn evening after the day, which had been hot enough for a Continental mid-summer. In France the climate can do these things and one gets used to it; and so in the evening of a late autumn day I was comfortable in tropical clothing, after a day worthy a country of a more easterly situation on the map.

Indeed, it was not difficult to imagine oneself in a clime far removed from the habitations of white races, for all around could be seen my Chinese coolies engaged in the rather languid pastime of puffing cigarette smoke into the equally languid atmosphere. In doing this they assumed various attitudes, none of which could be called positively graceful, though one and all were decidedly comfortable. At all times a Celestial is a connoisseur as regards comfort and self-indulgence, and is a past master in the art of making himself at home. His inclinations and habits being what they are, he is not as a general rule particular as to hygienic surroundings or the beauty of the landscape. Besides, the evening meal was over, the lucky ones were replete and correspondingly happy, while others, whose abnormal appetites craved yet more, were resigned to their fate in the certain knowledge that by sleeping straight ahead they could comfortably fill in the time before the next meal at any rate more pleasantly than by dwelling on the undoubted fact that all good things (even meal-times) must at last come to an end.

A Chinese is never at a loss to know how to fill in spare time. Smoking, eating, drinking, sleeping, talking (or rather chattering), or, if there is half a chance, gambling, completes his list of the things worth living for, although he may at times be found in an inventive or pensive mood, and a new side of his nature presents itself in his weird creations, concrete or purely mental. In some such vein ran my thoughts as I smoked a Caporal cigarette in the open field, with the
sounds of warfare as an accompaniment. Occasionally the shrill whistle or scream of a shell travelling above would interrupt my thoughts on the subject of these descendants of a long-forgotten past, but the interruption was as momentary as its cause was familiar.

Not far away lay a coolie I had noticed on more than one occasion. He certainly had more intelligence than the majority of his fellows (whose mental calibre can be compared with that of the international navvy), and he also differed from them in his not being too lazy to give it expression. Suddenly a noise broke from his lips, spontaneous as the contraction of an injured muscle or nerve. Another second and it was obvious that he was singing, two more and I became interested. I waited until he had finished and then called him over to me.

There is never any room for doubt when a coolie is singing. He seems determined that everybody within a pretty wide radius shall be made aware of it, and in spite of the fact that he thinks it an improvement to slur and mispronounce the words of the song, I had managed to catch the general meaning of several of these weird compositions. In the present instance, I had heard the name of an insignificant little town not a great distance from the city of Peking, and remembered that I had heard the place mentioned before. A moment’s reflection brought the circumstances to my mind, and an impulse prompted me to question the coolie.

On my call he came, somewhat uncertain as to the possibility of an extra fatigue. My first question, however, dispelled any fears he might have entertained.

“Tell me what you were singing”—I wanted to hear the words without their murderous accompaniment—“and why do you sing of a little village no one knows?”

He began again to sing.

“No, no, tell me in plain words. It is not so hard to understand as when you sing it.”

“But, Darin (officer), I cannot say it, I’ve always sung it,” was his reply, and doubtless to him the whole was a compound indivisible.

“Very well, sing it slowly,” I compromised, and as he sang I translated to myself his verse.

By a stream and a hill is a little town
With narrow streets and small houses.
There are not many shops but I have bought cakes,
And one can buy wine at the New Year.
By a stream and a hill I have a brother.  
This little town is my home.

In reply to my questions about the town, he said that he knew it was small and not to be mentioned with other towns, but he had received a letter from his brother, and he was thinking of his home when he began to sing. His language was the uneducated coolie patois of the village, but his thoughts and feelings were those of a Mandarin as he spoke of his family and his aspirations when he should be at home again with money in his pocket. He told me of the songs all coolies sing as they play in the gutters as children—some of them mere jingles, others songs of pride, and there were also songs so old that even their authors had been long forgotten, but still they were sung. Here was a contrast any litterateur might have sought vainly over a long period of time. In the vast literature of China are books more metaphysical than Greek or Egyptian philosophers ever produced, poetry worthy to rank with any the West has conceived, scientific treatises as correct as our University manuals, novels, too, inspired by the same thoughts and situations as are those of our foremost novelists. But, undiscovered, there lay to hand a branch of Oriental thought which was as full of promise as any of those enumerated above. Henceforth I would listen to the coolies as they sang.

As though to interrupt my thoughts a heavy sound echoed in the distance. "Another one" had landed "somewhere in France", and at the same time the Orderly Sergeant was making for me. I put away the thoughts that had obsessed me until a more convenient time. Here was, in France, a mass of material as yet unknown and yet valuable, an undiscovered department of literature, and—the Orderly Sergeant after the Orderly Officer!

And as we left the compound and went to our duties there rose on the evening air another voice, plaintive in a minor key, singing a song of far-off Cathay and a house in the street of the Lamp-sellers where a mother lived.

INTRODUCTION

While most departments of Chinese, and, indeed, of nearly all other Oriental languages, have received their share of attention from Western scholars, there yet remains one class of compositions which is practically unknown outside the bounds of Sinim. There is, however, so much of charm and quaintness to be found in the world-old rhymes and songs of the Chinese coolie, that a collection of them made among the natives themselves cannot but be of some interest since the West
has had an opportunity of closer acquaintance with the coolie and his ways. At times whimsical, at times inconsequent, the coolie expresses his mood in song, thus giving a valuable clue to the secret of his psychology.

Some of these songs have not, to my knowledge, ever appeared in Chinese or any other script. Inquiries as to how they became known to the coolies elicited the information that they, the coolies, had heard them sung at home "by the older folk". And this would seem to be the only means of preserving them, as on many occasions it has been found impossible, even to an educated native, to write them down in Chinese characters, as the coolie uses so many words and expressions which are purely colloquial and have no counterpart in the written language.

The Chinese coolie being usually ignorant of his own written language can only express himself by means of a colloquial compound—half of which is pure Mandarin and half a kind of argot. Perhaps the percentage may seem a little exaggerated, but on close examination one will find so much of the pure Mandarin which, through slurring and twisted pronunciation, has developed into nothing higher than pure slang, that I think the statement justified.

Often the coolies cannot give a reliable explanation of what they are singing, as the thoughts contained in these miniature verses are rather too involved for their comprehension. But they have sung them from childhood to while away the time, and even so now, when the mood takes them, they will give vent to their feelings in snatches of song, weird yet enchanting, sometimes unmelodious, but providing us with a key to a problem which some day may be fully solved—the origin of Chinese music and verse.

Some of the following songs have been sung by first-class gangers (foremen over the coolies proper), who are, as a general rule, more than ordinarily educated and have much more experience than the general run of lower-class Chinese. This will explain the higher tone of some of the songs. Others are not included, as being too coarse for Western production. The Chinese (as are most Orientals) are very fond of "calling a spade a spade", and this in no uncertain terms. These things (if translated) would lose their point and thus be of no interest. Simple snatches of doggerel, however, do appear as an index of the Chinese love of repetition and of the simplicity of some of their thoughts.

These facts make the work of selection and translation more
difficult. Various notes also accompany those verses which need further explanation in order to make clear some custom or point of view peculiar to the native. I have made my translations at various times and often under difficulties, but after careful revision I am satisfied that they are as close to the Chinese originals as the genius of the two languages will allow.

1. Summer Heat
Why do the flies bite so?
It seems to me that in this air,
Which is so hot I cannot breathe,
The flies can live in Paradise.
Why do the flies bite so?

2. Foreign Inventions
These strange things which barbarians have,
Have devil-bellies which make them go.
But we are a happier people,
Who do not ally ourselves with the devil.

A true coolie song, as it expresses exactly the belief of the common people, who think it impossible for a Westerner to have great enough inventive genius to produce such monsters of wondrousness. In their opinion only the devil or his satellites could do this.

3. Wild Duck in Flight
The wild duck scatter, afraid.
If only I could fly as my thoughts fly,
I would have a rich supper to-night!

4. Jingle
Eight times bow towards your friend,
Hail, brother! Come, brother!
Eight times kneeling swear your friendship,
Come, brother! Ho, brother!
As liver and gall in mutual relation,
The eight bows seal our brotherhood,
Thus brother, friend brother.

This practice of bowing to each other eight times is frequently resorted to, especially when two or more are journeying into a foreign country. By this performance, which is really sacredly binding,
they become more than sworn friends, and will defend each other, if necessary, to the point of death. The original Chinese makes a jingle not unpleasant to the ear.

5. Humble Origin

My poor name is Li.
At the Feast of Lanterns held last year
All prizes went to other names.
Some names win the high degrees at the examinations,
But mine is too humble to appear in the list;
Or perhaps the examiner cannot write it!

The point of this song lies in the fact that not only is Li one of the commonest of Chinese names (cf. our Smith or Jones), but the general name is written quite easily, being composed of two of the simplest radicals. The gibe at the examiner (being so ignorant as not to be able to write this name) is highly amusing to a Chinese acquainted with his written language.

6. A New Year Outburst

The New Year once again!
Congratulations! Congratulations!
Respectful joy! Peace and gladness!
May you get rich and grow fat!
New Year! New Year!

The Chinese make a great deal of the New Year Festival. It is, in fact, with them the pre-eminent one, which, considering the number and character of the others, is saying much. The authorities (un-speakably strict at other times) even unbend so far as to allow or wink at gambling during the few succeeding days. In fact, licence and self-indulgence rule the Feast of New Year in China.

7. Cherry Blossom

The garment and the flesh of the winter world
Are torn, and here and there amid the opened wounds
The blood comes bursting through.

8. Childish Greed

Rice and pork—beans and plums,
My birthday, and an extra bowl of rice;
Little gifts and crackers and—wine to drink!
I would have a birthday every moon!
9. The Dragon Festival

Is something wrong with my Calendar?
The streets are all ablaze with flowers
And paper lanterns swinging in the breeze;
Big dragons looking in at the windows.
Little children have money in their hands.
This must be the Dragon Festival,
And yet, in all this blaze of light,
I see the triumphant moon.

10. The Voice of Nature

What does the river say as it flows?
Hsiang hai—hsiang hai.
What do the pebbles say down in its bed?
Liu ch‘ing—liu ch‘ing.
When the long day is done, tired and weary
The stream goes to bed in the sea.

Hsiang hai means "towards the sea", and liu ch‘ing means either "lightly flow" or "purely, clearly flow". The original Chinese words are retained as being more musical than their English equivalents.

11. Dull Days

Thick mist now hides the sun,
And gentle dropping of pattering spots
Urges the dull day on.

12. In the Rainy Season

How wet the world appears!
I wonder where the sun can be?
Most often in a little time
The earth is baked as though to eat.
But now it's just a huge rice-field
Or a basin of thin gruel!

13. Pride of Speech

I wonder what the birds would say
If they could speak our ancient tongue
Instead of silly chatter?

14. Epigram

How strange it is when old age apes the young;
Spring is not autumn, nor the winter spring.
15. Inquisitiveness

What gives the colour to the butterfly?
Hu-tieh, hu-tieh.
A thousand things I want to know,
Hu-tieh, hu-tieh,
But no one comes to tell me.

Hu-tieh is the Pekingese for "butterfly", and is repeated in the original not only for the sake of rhythm but also to pander to the native love of repetition.

16. Nightmare

Last night I heard the voice of Kuei,
And, trembling, woke up from my sleep.
To find my paper door flung wide—
The card of Mr. Feng!

This dainty reference to an unceremonial visit from one of the elements is made comprehensible by the translation of the two Chinese words preserved in the present text. Kuei is the Chinese word for "demons" and féng is "the wind".

17. Illusion

Oh! what a fright I had!
That awful shadow on the wall
Looked like a dragon come to life;
But going closer I soon found
The shadow of a yawning dog!

18. Despair

Who says there is no sorrow in this world?
Alas! Alas!
In the rains the river is not controlled,
Alas! Alas!
Who says there is no sorrow in this world?

From time immemorial the Yang-tse-kiang, by overflowing its banks, has rendered homeless thousands of people, and has been responsible for the death of tens of thousands of others. Little wonder that it is known by the name of "the bane of China" and many other similar unattractive colloquialisms.
19. Summer Flowers
I went to see the blossoms to-day,
And I rowed on the Lotus Lake;
But now I am tired and would go to sleep,
So much beauty has made my eyes ache.

20. Curiosity
What is it in the big shops?
Soy and pickles, oil and seeds
Are too cheap for these big places.
Do they sell the mandarins there?

21. Word-play Jingle
One, two, three, four, five,
Five times five are twenty-five.
How heavy is my task,
How long the time to dinner!

This little jingle depends for its main effect on an amusing word-play. In the present instance the pun is merely on sound, but in some of those which follow it is on meaning as well. In order to make the point clearer, the transliteration in Romanized Chinese is subjoined:

I, érh, san, ssù, wu
Wu shih wu shih érh shih wu.
Chung chung wo-ti lao
Man man wo-ti fan!

With the single explanation that shih in the first instance means "times" and in the second "ten", the reader will be able to appreciate to a certain extent the "punning" effect.

22. Vexation
The reeds I plaited yesterday
Have all been scorched and are no use,
And now the rains have come.

The humble singer depends for his livelihood upon baskets or plaited mats, which he makes of dried reeds plucked from the riverbanks. Now his whole stock has been burnt, and the rains having come he is unable to get and dry others—at least for some little time.
23. Peking Street Song
I know a street where the 'rickshaw-men live,
I know a place where they sleep.
When my task is over, I'll find a small village
Where in the street of the oil-sellers
A mother lives.

24. Vignette
There near where the sun hangs high,
A flight of birds—so small they seem
Like tea-leaves on a twig.

25. A Buddhist Song
The fluttering leaves—alas!
Like birds that wheel far out of sight,
But indicate how brief a time
Our life enjoys the sun.

26. Life
The mountain spring runs fast,
But see how very, very slow
The river moves as it draws on
Towards its home, the sea.

27. Reproof
You greedy boy!
You're just as bad as the Yang-tse-kiang,
Which is so hungry in the rains
It eats up all the river-bank!

28. A Lullaby
Sleep, baby, sleep, baby!
Hush of breezes, softly swaying bamboos;
Stars are winking smiles to baby,
Sleep while mother sings;
Shui-chiao, shui-chiao,
Softly comes the night upon thee.

*Shui-chiao* is the Pekingese for "sleep".

29. Misfortunes never come singly
The millet burnt—the soy upset,
And someone's stolen all my pork,
And now my bowl is cracked.
CHINESE COOLIE SONGS

30. A Definition
Tell me the difference, tell me the difference,
Who is a wise man? Who is a fool?
A wise man seeks out what is unknown,
Only a fool emphasizes the obvious.

31. A Conceit
To-day the plum-trees bloom,
And seem against the cloudless sky
To be Heaven's tapestry.

32. Canton Street-song
Dog, cat, and dragon-fly,
Who will catch the other first?
Round and round and up and down,
Chasing a wind in a storm.

33. Repentance
My head is sore to-day.
Last night I dreamed the river of Heaven
Fell from the sky upon my head.
And yet I'm sure I do not know
How much of wine I drank!

34. Sea Song
The sea is courteous and well-bred.
See, entering in upon the land
Lest it intrude a pace too far,
It slowly, politely retires.

35. The wind is strong to-day
The wind is strong to-day;
It scatters all the bamboos round,
And, prying, lifts up people's robes;
Chiding the river as too slow,
It hurries it along.

36. Presentiment
How soon is a leaf blown down from a tree,
Fluttering down into the stream!
How soon a man goes past his prime!
How soon the bowl is cracked!
This song was sung by my "boy" some few days before his sudden death.

37. A Riddle

It is not the Feast of Lanterns,
It is not my birthday feast,
Nor has any moon arisen;
Yet I have a gift to-day—
A little baby boy!

38. Jingle

Lou, lou, lou, lou,
Wind on the water,
Breezes over bamboos tall.
Ssu, ssu, ssu, ssu,
Listen to the sedges rustling.

39. A Carouse

Last night I drank good wine,
And when I slept I wrote great poems.
I had gold in my hand;
I held a post at the Capital City,
And people bowed as they passed by.
The moon was bright as my boat floated along,
Sweet music in my ear;
Flowers and sweet maidens surrounded me.
But this morning I could not eat my rice!

40. A Year's Work

How many times, I wonder,
Do I cross this river in a year?
How many li have I travelled all these years?
How many stars in the sky?

The li is the Chinese mile—equal to approximately one-third of an English mile.

41. Philosophy

Plot your life carefully,
Watching lest danger assail you.
A man may not live a hundred years,
Yet endure the sorrow of a thousand.
42. A Confucian Maxim
The burden of sorrow should not make one sink,
Although one must feel its presence.
The heart of man should be as a mirror;
Though it be all-reflecting, un tarnished remain,
These are the wise words of K’UNG.

This is a well-known saying of the philosopher Confucius. It is often quoted as a short summing-up of his teaching on the subject of Adversity.

43. Friendship’s Reward
If you do a friendly deed,
Ask not from your friend a reward;
Look within yourself and find
You have gained as well as he.

44. Friendship’s Test
High mountains and running brooks
Have existed from time beyond ken;
If you have made a friend,
Test him, try him, prove him.

With the Chinese friendship is a much more significant matter than with us. In many ways more is demanded of a friend than we should deem reasonable or expedient. The swearing-in of friends is in itself a ritual.

45. Difference of Palate
How many characters in our language?
The language of Han is lofty and sacred,
But the barbarians do not like it;
Lamb is good relish to a hungry man,
But you cannot cook it to everybody’s taste.

To the Chinese the greatest wonder in the world is the perfection of their language. Some of the most enthusiastic of the natives go so far as to describe all foreign tongues as jargons unworthy of attention. “Han” is the general classical Chinese term for “China”.

46. A Moral Maxim
As the heart is the centre of the body,
So is it the home of the emotions;
If the heart is good,
Then must all other things prosper.
Until the spread of general knowledge in China, it was a common belief (as it still is among the illiterate classes) that the heart was actually in the centre of the body. Hence the old philosophers taught that it was solely necessary to "rectify the heart" in order that good should radiate throughout the whole system.

47. Quarrelling
Two birds fighting—each loses feathers.
If you proceed to litigation,
Which of you gains without losing?

48. Propriety
Do not forget respect to age,
It is ill to laugh at grey hairs.
Youth, take heed, take care,
Learn the meaning of reverence.
Youth, take heed, take care.
Tell me for how many moons
Does the flower bloom?

The Chinese are very punctilious in their observance of the rules governing the behaviour of the younger generation toward the elder. Even from the point of view of Western civilization, their conduct in this respect leaves nothing to be desired.

49. Greed
The fish I eat to-day
Was swimming gaily in the stream,
It saw the bait but not the hook;
Man sees the gain, but not the harm
Which sometimes follows after.

50. Prevision
What is to-morrow? What will it bring?
One must take thought for this.
He who looks not forth to the morrow
Meets sorrow lurking outside.

51. Learn from Anyone
If I want to relieve my ignorance
What shall I do?
If three men are walking together,
One of them can teach me something.

A quotation from the "Analects" of Confucius.
52. Unity of Aim and Service
If the State is to be well-governed,
Then private interests must be subservient.
No bird can settle upon two twigs,
No horse can carry two pack-saddles.

53. Two Good Things and their Use
Wine is good, and so is knowledge;
Both have places in this life.
If you would be a superior man
I will tell you a simple rule:
Take the first in quite small doses,
Of the other as much as you will.

The character here translated "superior man" is capable of many definitions. It signifies everything that is estimable in human nature.

54. Self-respect
Do not rely on another for your support;
Stand by yourself, lest adversity come;
If you are not strong in yourself,
The Wind of Darkness will tear you down.
The creeper twines itself round the stalwart tree;
When the tree falls the creeper's life is done.

The Chinese "clan" or "family-system" teaches the dependence of the community upon the individual. By a long and well-reasoned argument the success or failure of the clan is shown to be directly traceable to the effort or defect of one of its members.

55. The Power of the Law
Do not think to succeed by hardening your heart,
Even stubbornness has its remedy;
Though man's heart be like iron,
Yet the Laws of State are as an assayer's furnace.

56. A Philosopher
In a still pond no ripple is seen,
In smooth water no current is observed;
Thus does the peaceful man keep his mind,
And in his mouth is silence.
57. **Looking Ahead**

In summer prepare for autumn and winter,
Let not the pleasure of the present season
Drive out the thought of difficulties to come;
While enjoying preserve your balance,
Think of dishonour and all it brings;
When Peace rules the land
Think of War and Trouble.

58. **Think Thrice**

One decision cannot be well made;
Make two, and weigh them side by side;
If in all you have three opinions,
This thrice-thinking will save an important affair.

59. **Excess**

Eat too much—your digestion blames you.
Guard your mouth—have a care;
If your mouth travels without ceasing,
Then you will see many mistakes.

This song in the mouth of a coolie is provocative of much amusement, as, save when they are asleep, they are constantly chattering—being able to carry on an animated conversation even through a non-stop meal.

60. **Futility**

The animal hunts for livelihood,
And birds will die for food;
Men alone will hunt for honours,
And die for sake of money.

61. **Analects Wisdom**

Money is difficult to obtain;
Jewels and gems are of great price,
But, with little effort,
Great wisdom may be obtained
Which is above gems in value.
Seek out the knowledge of the Lun Yü;
The superior man is composed and serene,
The mean man’s desires are without end.

The last two lines of the above are taken from the *Lun Yü*—commonly known in the West as the "Analects" of Confucius. It is
one of the best-known of the Chinese classics, and is studied at a quite early period in the education of the native scholar.

62. **Warning**
Do not over-step your high ambition.
Too high land can hold no water.

63. **Maxim of Life**
Two thoughts are worthy all attention,
Thus avoiding difficulty and trouble:
Always cling to self-control,
Cherish adherence to the Law.

64. **Despair in Poverty**
How difficult to live!
The daily labour has no price;
The body has no rest from toil,
But starves in poverty.
The birds have each their sustenance,
Who toil not in the fields;
The barn-rat has food and enough to spare,
The plough-ox has no grass for feed.

65. **Fate**
Nothing rests with human choice,
Fate determines all our lives,
All our striving is quite in vain.

66. **A Phantasy**
This is not summer-time.
Then whence do all these fireflies come?
Swimming right and left, flitting high and low,
And—they’re singing as they come!
Ah! It is only a party of revellers
Returning with their lanterns from a wedding.

67. **Relative Values**
Gold and silver, jade and gems,
All are plentiful in the world;
These are not the greatest riches.
Have you learned the Ch’ien Tzu Wen?
Have you ten white-haired old friends?
The Ch’ien Tzu Wen or Thousand Character Classic is, as its name implies, a poem composed of exactly one thousand characters, but it is more remarkable for the fact that each character is used only once. It is said that the writer had to complete his task in one night, and that the effort turned his hair white. It is a book used in the early stages of a Chinese boy’s education.

68. Evil Company
Shun the evil and crooked hearted.
Does the butterfly consort with pitch?

69. Uselessness of Effort
What good comes of all our striving?
Where’s the fruit of our endeavour?
After years of patient labour,
Daily toil and night-long planning,
When the river in one night
Sweeps away the accomplishment?
Rich and poor, merchant and ferry-boy,
All are beggars in despair;
Build no fine mansions for your pleasure
Nor till your fertile fields.

The verses which owe their origin to the dwellers in the regions bordering on the devastating Yang-tse-kiang are either replete with expressions of despair or full of resignation. The fact of living, as it were, on the edge of a volcano, is not conducive, even in the philosophical Chinese, to a cheerful outlook on life.

70. The Value of Learning
To learn a few characters,
And to know how to write figures,
Is not a difficult task;
If you know not the characters,
And cannot count,
How will you sign yourself when you grow up?
And calculate your profit when you are a merchant?

This song is interesting as being a model copy of the style used in the elementary school-books, and for conveying approximately the same injunctions—to learn incessantly and become efficient.
71. The Omniscience of Heaven
Although you cannot know the future,
Yet to-morrow you will do what to-day is ordained;
Heaven knows beforehand what is conceived
By the evil thoughts of the crooked heart.

In spite of this song and its sentiment, the Chinese are firm lovers of the occult and its professors. Their oldest classic (the I Ching), is supposed to be potent in this direction with those who study it, but few natives know anything of the book; and fewer still understand it. None the less, the Celestials are profound believers in the doctrine of Predestination.

72. Charity
If you throw a cash to the beggar upon the street,
And give openly in front of other men,
Think not a shower of gold will fall about your ears;
In the secrecy of your chamber will you find reward
This is the antithesis of the Christian teaching on the same subject.

73. Injunction
Why waste your years in hot dispute?
Do not give way to anger;
Be slow to spend your time in envy:
Soon your hair will be snowy white.

74. Omnipotence
The sound of the thunder in the clouds,
Is not more loud to Heaven than your merest whisper.
The flash of lightning rending the sky
Is as easily seen as your dark deeds done in secret.

75. Submission
If a man's nature is to be moulded
Like to that of Heaven's benevolence,
Then his desires must be curbed;
He must be like the flowing stream,
Flowing along in its allotted place.

76. The Superior Man
Who is the superior man?
These are his qualities:
In disposition, loyal and forgiving;
In intention, fervent and sincere.
This is the teaching of experience.
77. Disgust
How changing are the ways of this world!
The flower blooms only to wither;
When your power and position are gone
Even those served you will hurry to insult you.
The trickling stream dries for want of rain,
The sea, which has too much, gains from mighty rivers.

78. Observation
Through the senses comes all knowledge;
When you see with your eyes
Do not fail to perceive with your mind.
Where deep waters are, the movement is sluggish,
The profound man is slow of speech.

79. Forewarned
Do not use your present affluence as a staff,
Some day it may break and you will fall;
If you are a support for your good fortune
Mayhap it will not fail.

80. Human Life and Nature
The camellia-head has dropped,
A silken string is all that’s left;
Such is the feeble thread whereby
Our life is held.

81. The Better Choice
Seek not gold, but choose ability,
To be able to talk of History and Mathematics,
To know, and to be capable of discerning;
When the merchandise is of high quality
The money-value is commensurate.

82. Evanescent Power
You are in health—you laugh at demons,
Your bravery is greater that of ancient Wu;
A fever seizes you—and then the spirits
Make game of your courage.

The Wu referred to was a renowned warrior and writer on military matters. In fact, the greatest military treatise of Chinese literature was written by him.
83. Loneliness
A crow on a far-off bough,
Outlined against the falling snow,
Is such a picture as will find
An echo in my desolate heart.

84. Apprehension
How deep is a man's misfortune!
From birth to death he is assailed
By fears and disappointments;
He is not ten years happy,
Each moment holds many years of sorrow.
How deep is man's misfortune!

85. Contentment
The peaceful man is like a well-worn pebble,
Which makes no moan as the water rubs by,
But becomes polished and smooth as the stream rushes on,
Making the song of the river.

86. Close Friendship
What is the rule of our brotherhood?
We are as hand and foot;
Each is the complement of the other,
Mutually protecting and helping.

87. Contentment
How shall one know real contentment?
Do not think that those above you,
Having more, see Fortune's face;
Rather ponder—those below you
Have much less and envy you.

88. Imbecility of War
For a thousand days an army is trained,
For a single day there is combat;
How shall this waste be brought low?
First change great disagreements into small ones,
And cause the small ones to disappear.
89. **Endurance**
A day’s hard journey will test the strongest horse;
Great adversity will try the virtue of the superior man;
Riding through a moon’s space will show the weak points.
One must know men a long time before understanding character.

90. **Carpe Diem**
If you have any rice to-day,
Eat it before the sun goes down;
If you have some sweet roast pork,
Eat it before it is stolen;
Spend your money while you’re here,
After death it avails you nothing.
REVIEWS OF BOOKS


Mr. Waley's book is a very valuable contribution to our knowledge of Japanese literature. The present volume is probably only the first of a series dealing with various stages of the development of Japanese poetry, and concerns itself exclusively with the Uta and more particularly with the poetry of the Manyōshū and Kokinshū, the two great classical anthologies of the eighth and ninth centuries A.D., though it includes a number of verses found in the slightly subsequent and supplementary collections.

The book is in some ways unique, inasmuch as it is intended both for the general student and for those who are seriously taking up the study of Japanese literature. No attempt has been made to elucidate the general nature of Japanese poetry or to compare it with the poetic art of the West, nor, and this is more unfortunate, is there any discussion of the early history of Japanese poetry from the primitive verses found in the Kojiki, the first Japanese book of any importance, and the early Shinto rituals, to the period of sudden poetic flowering in the middle and latter part of the eighth century A.D.

On the other hand, an attempt has been made to enable the general reader to study the originals for himself. The 110 pages of Mr. Waley's work contain an abbreviated grammar of the Japanese written language, the Romanized text of the poems selected, their literal English translation, explanatory notes, and a vocabulary of the Japanese words employed in the poems.

The grammatical summary is a masterpiece of compression. In less than a dozen pages all the essential points of the adjective and verb (the chief stumbling-blocks for Occidental students) are reviewed and elucidated. It is a pity, however, that on these points Mr. Waley has stuck so closely to Aston's Grammar of the Japanese Written Language. This is the only grammar mentioned in the bibliography, and, though perhaps the best, is not the only one, and on many points requires revision, being, as Aston himself admits, only "the first-fruits of a study of the language". The use of the word "root" for
the indefinite form (as or later grammarians call it, "the second base") is particularly objectionable.

There are two ways of treating the Japanese verb, one analytically and the other synthetically. In the former the various verbal forms are split up into roots, stems, bases, and suffixes, and are classed together according to form and irrespective of meaning. In the latter the various forms are left unanalysed, and are grouped together more or less according to what in English would be called tense, mood, etc. Ideally both methods should be employed, as Aston has done in his *Grammar of the Japanese Spoken Language.*

Mr. Waley, probably for lack of space, has used the analytical method alone, and though far more important for the serious student of the language, the general reader would probably have appreciated the addition of a supplementary verbal chart synthesized in accordance with Occidental grammar.

The selection of poems for inclusion has, on the whole, been excellent, and practically all phases of art and thought have been represented. The translations are, for the most part, more literal than literary, but this is accounted for by the general scope and method of treatment. Mr. Waley justly claims that any European translation of Japanese poetry must necessarily be inadequate, so that he explains his renderings to be purely in order to allow the reader to tackle the originals for himself. In many cases, however, exquisite passages are to be found, and in certain instances the verses are of great intrinsic literary merit.

Mr. Waley is to be congratulated on producing such a book in so peculiarly arid a period. The older generation of Japanese scholars, such as Satow, Dickins, Mason, Aston, Hall, Imbrie, Hepburn, and Chamberlain, are either dead or are no longer productive. There are almost none who are able to take their place and to carry on their work. It is only to be hoped that Mr. Waley’s book may herald the beginning of a new era of serious research into Japanese language and literature.

**W. Montgomery McGovern.**


This important and valuable contribution to the literature dealing with the Marathi language, from the pen of the eminent French savant, Jules Bloch, was first issued in 1914, but in incomplete form
owing to the exigencies of the European War. In the present edition, dated 1920, comprising 430 pages, the "index étymologique" of the words quoted in the body of the work has been published in extenso. Advantage has, moreover, been taken of the Oriental publications of the last six years, and of the comments of distinguished scholars, such as Sir George Grierson, to make emendations and additions to the text and the index.

By no means the least interesting and precious part of the author's work is contained in the linguistic, descriptive, and historical introduction (pp. 1–37). It is a closely reasoned document, showing on the one hand the difficulties which present themselves in any attempt to trace with absolute exactitude the development of a tertiary Prākṛt of the outer band, like Marāṭhī, from its earliest origins, but making use, on the other hand, of the available data to the fullest extent, to present a connected story of such development. None of the Indo-European languages actually spoken in India, says Bloch, seem to go back to a language sensibly different from the Sanscṛt, as known to us in the Vedic and classical texts. The alterations undergone in the natural course of language-development next resulted in the birth of diverse "middle-Indian" dialects, and these in their turn have given place to the modern languages themselves. But in making this general statement important reservations must be noted.

(i) None of the ancient Indo-Aryan languages present from the actual documentary record features which are sure of analysis.

(ii) The most ancient Sanscṛt texts already show signs of contamination by a medley of important dialects.

(iii) Progressively, the different spoken languages have in their turn been influenced by Sanscṛt, the language of the savants.

It is necessary, therefore, as the author says, to subject all the known forms of the Indo-Aryan tongue to analysis, as far as possible, and to determine to what degree it is permissible to utilize the resulting evidence in the study of the development of the Marāṭhī language.

In the first place an examination of the classical Sanscṛt texts shows that they cannot be considered to represent the exact state at any given period of the contemporary spoken language.

Secondly, despite the abundance and variety of the epigraphical records in "middle Indian", commencing with the rock-inscriptions of Aśoka, which are at our disposal, they supply, as the author remarks, on close internal examination, very doubtful data for the elucidation of the actual state of the then spoken language. This is owing to
the inextricable confusion of phonetic and even morphological characteristics in the records themselves.

A discussion of the original home of Pāli, the language of the Buddhist canon of Ceylon, follows, and Bloch inclines to the view that it was chiefly spoken in Mālva, with the reservation that Pāli should not be considered to be a purely Western dialect. The Jain texts, the Kharoṣṭhī fragments, the Mahāvastu, and the Lalitavistāra are next alluded to, and Bloch finally remarks that it is difficult to assign any of these texts to a particular linguistic reality, although the study of comparative grammar may assist in the mere philological interpretation of the texts.

After commenting at length on the medley of the Prākṛts of the drama and lyric poetry, and quoting from Sir George Grierson as regards the origin and development of Hindostāni, the lingua franca of modern India, Bloch concludes as follows: "Religious influences, official influences, the prestige of the language of the savants, the role of a literary work, serving as a model, these are the features which have characterized the birth of the ancient literary languages, as well as of the modern."

Later on, he remarks, comes the necessity for grammars of such languages, and later still for special study to write Prākṛt poetry. Thus Prākṛt fails to supply direct evidence bearing on the spoken languages of India in the classical period. But, must the literary tradition be rejected? No, answers Bloch, for as our task is to reconstitute the general history of a language, the vocabulary is but an instrument. In treating the words, they are considered not from the point of view of the words in themselves, but in regard to the operation of phonetic laws and the use of grammatical terms. The author then deals with the general phonetic laws of consonantal and vocalic changes, running through the Indo-Aryan system.

Thus far with the history of "Indo-Aryan" in the period preceding the formation of Marāṭhī. Does the separation which has given rise to the modern Indo-Aryan languages go back to the dim past, or ought we to consider the totality of the modern languages to rest on the basis of one universal language, whose existence is vouched for by the "moyen indien"? If both theories have their portion of verity, how combine them for our purpose? Bloch shows how this may be done, with special reference to the study of the development of Marāṭhī.

After citing the geographical limits of the languages which are affiliated with Marāṭhī, he examines the characteristic similarities
between such languages and the "moyen indien", and he concludes that it is not the morphological but the phonetic characteristics which differentiate these languages inter se. All the morphological variations go back to a state of things everywhere similar, and this morphological uniformity is derived in its turn from a state of morphological uniformity, common to all the forms of the Prākṛt. In turning to the phonetics, it is to be remarked, says Bloch, that the dialectic differences noticeable in the classical Prākṛts have nearly all disappeared in the modern languages. Excepting certain phonetic alterations, which are easily definable, and certain obscure and rare indications in special grammatical forms, one may group all the facts in an unique historical series, and make use of them for the history of an Indo-Aryan language, provided that such language is confined to the country to the East of the Indus. It is, moreover, permissible, says Bloch, to regard this uniformity of the languages of Northern India, such as appears in the literary documents, as corresponding to an actual historical phenomenon, borne out by historical facts. But this uniform language stopped short with the Prākṛts properly so-called. For, says Bloch, Apabhṛṣṭa has nothing in common with Marāṭhi, and he regards the different Apabhṛṣṭas rather as refined patois, having more in common with the modern dialects than being developments of the Prākṛts. In any case, as Bloch remarks, Apabhṛṣṭa literature dates after the separation of Marāṭhi from its cognate languages. With this exception all other documents may be studied to advantage for the elucidation of the development of Marāṭhi.

Moreover, one has all the more right to link up Marāṭhi and the "moyen indien", as the form of the "moyen indien marathe" is the one which has served as the basis for literature for many centuries. Mahārāṣṭrī took the place of Sauraseni in lyric poetry. Bloch next proceeds to define the limits of Western and Central India within which Marāṭhi is spoken, and points out what was a most important factor in this development, namely, that although this tract was from the distant past in communication with Northern India, still it retained down to the times of Aśoka, and intermittently even afterwards, a certain measure of aloofness and independence. The result is that we find in Marāṭhi clear traces of a Dravidian substratum, of which the most noteworthy are:

(i) The peculiar pronunciation of the palatals (c = ts and j = dz) in certain positions in the word and before certain vowels, a characteristic which approximates Marāṭhi to Telugu.
(ii) What Bloch terms "la diphtongaison" of e and o when initial, pronounced and often written as ye and wo, a feature common to all Dravidian languages.

While thus, the persistent resistance of the South to political absorption by the North tended on the one hand to isolate Marāṭhī and keep it free from infiltration of Hindi influences from the North, the instability of the local dynasties in Marāṭhī-speaking tracts contributed at a very early period to the formation of a common composite language. Hence Marāṭhī bears the aspect of a medley, the different elements of which are referable to various epochs, and does not represent a coherent language, reposing on the basis of any one predominant dialect. Marāṭhī has also largely, and chiefly owing to literary influences, reintroduced Sanscṛt "tatsamas", even in cases where tadbhavas were formerly in use, as natural evolutions from the Sanscṛt.

The Marāṭhī dialect which serves as the universal language is the Deśī, or that spoken in the tract between the Ghāts and the frontier of Berar. In literature Dnyānde (A.D. 1275–96), who wrote a commentary on the Bhagavad-Gīta, and the tailor Nāmdey (A.D. 1270–1350) are the two poets of whom we have the earliest authentic records. Side by side with Deśī are found numerous local patois. Further, as apart from the universal language, there are two groups of speech, the Marāṭhī of the North and South Konkan, the distinguishing peculiarities of which give rise to the surmise that they are intermediate between Gujarāṭī and Deśī Marāṭhī.

In passing it may be remarked that such slender semi-historical evidence as exists in the family traditions of the Chitpāvan Brāhmans (North Konkan) and the Gaud or Śenvi Brāhmans (South Konkan) points to the colonization of the seaboard from the North through "Aparanta", the districts north of Bombay, while the Deś was invaded by Aryan bands through the eastern passes of the Vindhyā range and along the valleys of the Godāvari and Kṛṣṇa Rivers. These two distinct streams of immigration would, on general grounds, account for the diversities existing between the speech of the tableland and the seaboard.

To turn to our author again, numerous works have been consulted by him in the preparation of his work (pp. 38–42). A very interesting note on ancient Marāṭhī inscriptions (the most ancient being dated A.D. 1118) is given on pp. 279–82. pp. 43–163 are devoted to an elaborate discussion of the phonetics of the language, and all words
cited therein or elsewhere in the work find a place in the "index étymologique" (pp. 285-430), together with their Sanscrit, Prâkr, Gujarâti, Hindi, gipsy, and other equivalents, as the individual word may require, or which are known in the present state of linguistic research. Having dealt with the phonetic basis of the language, Bloch proceeds to deal with the morphological aspect in the remaining pages of the work. Specially noticeable is a very lucid account of how the Sanscrit case-terminations gradually merged into two, a direct and an oblique case in the tertiary Prâkrts, the deficiency being supplied in Marâthis by the help of postpositions attached to the general oblique case. The origin of these postpositions is then discussed in detail. The subject has already been dealt with by such learned writers as Beames and Grierson. Bloch, however, is not in agreement with them on all points, and some of his conclusions are admittedly speculative and tentative. Thus it may be remarked that in a recently found inscription the Marâthis genitive termination, commonly cā, is given as jā. That jā is analogous with the Sindhi jo is obvious: hence the explanation of the origin of jo, given by Grierson, which links the Sindhi with the Marâthis, would seem to be the most tenable in the present state of our knowledge.

And here we must take leave of our author. His work, which bears on every page traces of the minute and careful study and research which he has brought to bear in the preparation of his thesis, should not only find a welcome place on the library shelf of the philologist, but will also repay close perusal and examination by the advanced student of the Marâthis language.

W. DODERET.

THE DĪWĀN OF GHAILĀN IBN 'UQBAH KNOWN AS DHU'R-RUMMAH.
Edited by CARLILE HENRY HAYES MACARTNEY. Cambridge: at the University Press. 1919.

By the publication of this edition of the dīwān of Dhu'r-Rumma Mr. Macartney has rendered a valuable service to Oriental scholarship. The name of Dhu'r-Rumma soon becomes familiar to students of classical Arabic, but only one of his longer poems has hitherto been easily accessible. His dīwān is now available to students of Arabic poetry, and philologists who meet with his frequently quoted and sometimes obscure verses in the works of lexicographers now have an opportunity of reading them in the additional light derived from their context, from a rather unsatisfactory commentary, and from an
apparatus criticus, which must be one of the most complete to be found in the existing editions of Arabic diwans. Like many other editors of Arabic poetical and philological works, Mr. Macartney is indebted for assistance to Mr. F. Krenkow, who has read all the proofs and contributed to the completeness of the apparatus criticus. The first ten poems have had the additional advantage of being read by Dr. R. A. Nicholson. So far as the poems are concerned, Mr. Macartney seems in general to have succeeded in establishing a readable text. The scholia are in a less satisfactory state. This is not unnatural, since Mr. Macartney has had to depend on manuscripts which leave something to be desired, and has not been able to obtain for the scholia the light which citations in other works have thrown on the poems.

The reader of a newly published Arabic text is tempted to alter passages which he finds unintelligible. Unintelligibility may, of course, be the result of subjective as well as of objective causes, and it is not safe to assume that a verse which appears unintelligible is necessarily corrupt. I venture, however, to propose a number of emendations which have suggested themselves to me in the course of reading about half of the diwan, hoping that few of them are what a German professor has called Verschlimmbesserungen.

Page. Verse.
39. 8.  
Read in the accusative case "as they departed".

49 57.  
For ضَفِفَ, and similarly in the gloss ِرِضَفَ. The word means "stones heated by the sun". ِرِضَفُ has two fathas and would not scan here.

59. 28.  

69. 20.  

The scholion, which is unintelligible as it stands, may be emended as follows: ِرِجَعتُ اِنْذَاتُ ِرِحَتُ "I restored his spirit to him by my singing, etc." Similarly in the scholion from the Codex Ambrosianus انشدته is doubtless a corruption of انشدته. ِاشدته.
DHU’R-RUMMAH

96. 12 schol. appears to have dropped out before.

101. 32. Read “who has been stripped of his clothes”.

104. 45 scholion from B.M. For read .

105. 49 schol. is apparently a corruption of .

50 Ambr. schol. Read .

108. 59. .

113. 1 schol. Read perhaps .

125. 15 schol. appears to have dropped out before .

132. 2. .

143. 1 schol. For read .

149. 30. The metre requires either or .

153. 21. .

165. 13. Read with C, L, etc.

168. 28. .

169. 36. .

171. 8 schol. For read .

173. 18 schol. Read probably .

175 27 schol. seems to be a corruption of .

29. .

176. 32 schol. .

178. 43. For read probably “and one called by a kunya, etc.”, i.e. .

46 schol. For read “and this indicates that the night is meant”.

179. 50 schol. For read .

182. 61. .

183. 68 schol. probably “the standard”.

197. 25. Read “thirsty”) with Const.

200. 49. The metre requires , which is the reading of Const.

203. 25. .

27. For read ; cf. Lane s.v.

215. 32. The metre requires .

217. 39 schol. For read .

223. 5. , the being as Ambr. schol. states.
DAS JAIMITIYA-BRAHMAṆA IN AUSWAHL. BY W. CALAND.
Amsterdam: Johannes Müller. 1919.

Among the manuscripts which the India Office owes to the energy of Burnell, the highest place must be assigned to the copies of the text of the Jaimitiya Brāhmaṇa, which, imperfect as they are, still represent the only available source of our knowledge of that great text. Hastily made from incorrect originals, they present a text full of grave errors; and unless and until chance brings to light fresh material from India, a complete edition of the Brāhmaṇa must remain impossible. Hitherto it is to Professor Oertel that we have owed by far the greater amount of our knowledge of the text, but Professor Caland has now laid us under even greater obligations in his latest work, in which he communicates, in text and translation, no less than 212 selections, including the most important of the contents of the text of the Brāhmaṇa proper. The editing is, of course, carried out with the editor's wonted skill; the translation and notes seek to explain every difficulty in the text when that is not too corrupt to permit of reconstruction, and much additional information from the Brāhmaṇa is conveyed in the index of proper names.
There is nothing in the new matter now rendered available to necessitate any modification of the judgment on the Brāhmaṇa which has already been formed on the basis of the portions of the text already known. It is plainly a work of the later Brāhmaṇa period, probably of the same epoch as the Kauśitaki Brāhmaṇa, though of somewhat later date. This is strongly supported by many coincidences in detail between the two texts, and by the confused version which the Jaiminiya (pp. 137, 138) presents of the episode of the consecration of Keśin, narrated in the Kauśitaki (vii, 4). The inferiority of the Jaiminiya tradition is further exemplified in the legends attaching to Keśin Dārbhya, for this well-known prince of the Pañcālas appears also (p. 110) in the unexpected role of a priest, the rival of Ahiṇas for the Purohitaship of Keśin Śātyakāmi, who more correctly appears elsewhere (p. 161) as a priest in the service of Keśin Dārbhya himself, a striking example of the gradual confusion of tradition. To this tendency to embellish the past may be attributed the unique assertion (p. 268) that Vasiṣṭha was accused of being no more than a Vaiśya, with which may be compared the tale of the entrusting to him (p. 230) by Sudās of his mares to guard in his absence. Viśvāmitra, his rival, appears not as a king but as securing the kingship for his son, Aśṭaka (p. 182), whose name is known from the Aītareya Brāhmaṇa. Reminiscent of that text (vii, 13) also is the curious account of the Gosava (pp. 157, 158), which includes incest on the part of the performer; the pious Janaka, we learn, declined to perform this part of the rite, while the Śibi king consented to do so. An interesting example of the development of a mere etiological legend is that of the evolution of a sage, Śākala, from the ahi śākala (p. 99), which is known to the Aītareya (iii, 43, 5). The constellation of the Śimśumāra is also a later figure in Vedic literature (p. 268); the hare in the moon (p. 13) and three hells (p. 124) are known, and in place of Sudās as the hero of the battle of the ten kings appears Kṣatra, son of Pratardana (p. 284), while the Ikṣvākus and the Bharatas contend in curious circumstances (p. 281).

There is abundant evidence that the place of origin of the Brāhmaṇa was the land of the Kuru-Pañcālas, whose sacred places are mentioned and whose ritual practices and disputes are alluded to; we learn, also, of the aid given by Uccaiḥśravas, the Kuru king, to his nephew, Keśin, in securing his control of the Pañcālas. But the editor’s suggestions (pp. 99, 102) that the Kurus and Pañcālas were reckoned part of the Udantas as northerners, or that the Kurus were originally
identical with the Udantas, cannot be sustained; in the former
passage the Udantas as "others" are contrasted with the Kurus and
Pañcālas; in the latter the Udantas appear as opposed to both the
peoples in a decisive manner. Nor on the editor's own view is the
place of composition of the Brāhmaṇa in the north (p. 258); the rivers
flow thither, and men send their sons thither, a fact which points
to the composition of the text in the middle land of the Ailāreya
Brāhmaṇa, where dwell the Kuru-Pañcālas. With this accords the
fact that we are told of a Kausalya king that his son spoke in the
eastern fashion.

The corruption of the text and its natural difficulty, even when the
reading is certain, present many occasions in which doubt may be cast on the editor's views. In the important parallel passage (p. 208)
on the Sattra of the cows, Professor Caland renders tūsāṃ dvādaśe
maśi śṛṅgāni prāvantana as "Deren Hörner begannen (erst) im
zwölften Monate hervorzukommen", it being implied that they
never developed, so that these cows could be called tūpara. But
this rendering cannot be reconciled with the express statement that
those cows which desisted from the Sattra after ten months were
horned; it is plain that the performance of the extra two months
was penalized by the loss of horns, and prāvantana here must denote
"started forward", i.e. "fell off". With this view alone accords the
parallel of the human performers of a Sattra, who are said in the
twelfth month to remove their topknots (śikhāḥ pravapante). Nor
is it possible to accept the elimination from the text and from the
Taittirīya Saṁhitā (vii, 5, 1, 2) of the unique partvā (Greek πέτω) in
favour of the commonplace partva; it is inconceivable that accident
should preserve partvā in two distinct texts, even if it were not the
case that partvā is no better sense. Another term of interest is found
in the phrase na menāmenaṁ vyāhyam (p. 46), which the editor leaves
untranslated. The sense, however, of the passage is clear, when is
observed that in describing the marriage of Bṛhat and Rathantara
the terms applied to both members of the pair are feminine. Marriage
is not between woman and woman (menāmenam). From this point of
view the plurals at the end of the section, which the editor queries,
are easily explained; the reference is to the practice of people after
marriage living in one another's houses, not merely as once yathāgrham
or yathājāti, an interesting if tantalizingly brief reference to the
evolution of marriage customs. In the same passage sahavahatū or

1 For the original of the passage cf. Keith, Taittirīya Saṁhitā, I, xevii, xeix.
savahātū should be read for sarvahātū. Again, in the wager between Viśvāmitra and the Mahāvrśas (p. 264) the editor’s rendering secures the Mahāvrśas the advantage in either case; it is clear that they must be held to offer that if Viśvāmitra’s team carries its load up the bank he is to be at liberty to fill his cars, not theirs, with wealth at their expense. Nor is it necessary, as suggested by the editor (p. 62) to find external evidence for the connexion of Śyāvāśva and the Maruts; their bond of union lies in the fact reported in the text that he used a Sāman which they used among themselves, and thus attained a bond of community with them.

The text presents many curious words and forms, but it is dubious how far we can accept as genuine forms which rest on such feeble MS. evidence; the existence of a particle dāha (p. 111), of forms like atustuwan (p. 81), lelā (p. 83), ṭheṣa (p. 290), and śraddhāya (pp. 50, 253), cannot be regarded as established as probable; arāṭhitam (p. 20) is strange, though conceivable, and rājanyakumīya (p. 111) is old and interesting; aśanayi (p. 20) has a parallel in the Aitareya (vii, 15), and if pariprajīghyur (p. 120) is to be read, it may stand in relation with the jighyati of that text (viii, 28), in itself, however, dubious. Doubtful also is the validity of the suggestion (p. 79) to restore the word idhryāc, or to take hesīva (p. 92) as from is, a view which does not really suit the context, in which a reference to the performance of sacrifice is necessary to explain the question put by the king to the priest. Even if the existence of anuei is to be recognized in adjectival use, it is not necessary to find it in anueyāsa (p. 53). At p. 96, for tasya udbhūty alpakeva canāśaūtī, bhūtya, not bhūter, should be restored. Nor at p. 66 is the aorist necessary, or even to be expected, for āpasīyāma; those from the dead declare what they saw from time to time during their stay in the underworld, and the imperfect exactly suits this; the omission of Sandhi is simply a careless error, as in the Aitareya (iii, 18, 8). Nor is the correction (p. 10) of anūcimahe of the MS. to anūcimahi an improvement; anūcimahe should clearly be read. Caran the editor treats (p. 48) as equivalent to a finite verb when it occurs in the anacolouthon aparuddhaḥ caran sa; much more remarkable, and more nearly an instance of the use of a participle for a finite verb, is tam eva tapas tapyamānam manyante yo dadād (p. 114), where no anacolouthon is possible. Veda as a proper name should disappear from the index, for we have the far superior authority of the Aitareya (iii, 6) for the patronymic Baida, of which Veda is a mere misspelling. But, in however many points of detail difference
is possible from Professor Caland's conclusions, these minutiae affect in no degree our appreciation of this most welcome contribution to our knowledge of the sacred texts of the Jaiminiyas, for which so much has already been done by his edition of the Sanphitā itself.

A. Berriedale Keith.


The difficulties connected with the pronunciation of English place-names and surnames are far exceeded by those which hamper the student of Japanese. In English there is at least an approach to phonetic rendering of the sounds, and the most ignorant mispronunciations seldom involve uncertainty as to the meaning intended.

The reader of Japanese names is confronted with difficulties of another kind and of considerably greater complexity. For example, in two of the best-known surnames, Fujiwara and Katō, the fuji and the tō—two elements without a sound in common—are written with the same Chinese characters 廉. Again, the characters 正助 may be read Seijo, Shōjo, Shōsuke, or Masasuke, according to the class of name for the moment represented by them. Similarly, 吉次 may be read Yoshitsugu or Kichiji; 定一 may be read Sadakazu, Sadaichi, or Teiichi. Instances might be multiplied, but these are sufficient to give a hint of the difficulties involved in the reading of Japanese names.

In the work which lies before us the authors aim at quoting all possible readings for the characters used in writing names. At the same time they have attempted to lay down rules whereby the right pronunciation may with certainty, or at least with probability be selected from among the numerous alternatives.

Japanese Names may justly claim to be the first and only complete work of its kind in any language, and to judge from the instalment published succeeds in throwing all available light on the darkness of this perplexing subject. It should appeal to all students of the language, whether advanced or beginners, but it will prove especially useful to those who collect and describe Japanese works of art, for these bear inscriptions consisting chiefly of names and dates.

The main part of the work is occupied by a dictionary of Chinese characters with explanations of their readings in various
classes of name, whether used singly or, as is usually the case, in combination. The first few pages of this dictionary (which is to be completed in the three ensuing parts of the book) appear in part i. together with a series of preliminary chapters, in some of which the underlying principles are explained step by step for the benefit of the beginner—although, as suggested in the Dedication, the more advanced student will find the work invaluable for reference.

Other chapters, accompanied by well-arranged tables and lists, deal with such subjects as the phonetic kana syllabary and the calculation of Japanese dates, while a well-selected list of "numerical categories" will prove of much service to the collector and cataloguer.

The needs of the beginner are studied throughout, but especially in a chapter on the analysis of signatures and kindred inscriptions, as well as in a preliminary list of the commoner characters found in Japanese names.

A. D. Waley.

1 Since this was written part ii has appeared.
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